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Sociology provides comprehen-
sive coverage of race and eth-
nicity, gender, and social class 
and of the intersection of those 
variables. This summary table 
includes a sample of the related 
topics in the text. The dots that 
precede the entries indicate the 
type of coverage:

 race and ethnicity

 gender
 social class

CHAPTER 1
 class conflict

 community health care

 elijah anderson

 gender and talkativeness

 gender and the 2004  

tsunami

 Hurricane Katrina

 ida Wells-Barnett

 W. e. B. duBois

CHAPTER 2
 gender and scouting

 gender and self-injury

 gender stereotyping in 

children’s coloring books

 Televised sports coverage

CHAPTER 3
 culture and food

 culture and values

 ethnicity and language

 ethnicity and nonverbal 

communication

 ethnocentrism in education

 gender and language

 indian call center subculture

 indigenous peoples of Brazil

 linguistic isolation among 

immigrants

 Walmart in germany

CHAPTER 4
 Black middle class

 gender roles

 race and socialization

 rites of passage

 socialization of amish children

CHAPTER 5
 cultural differences in social 

interaction

 ethnicity and role strain

 gender and formal 

organizations
 gender and social institutions

 Marx and alienation
 race and social institutions

 race as a master status

 social class and social 
institutions

CHAPTER 6
 coverage of women’s sports

 digital divide
 ethnic stereotypes

 gender and online gaming 

 gender stereotypes

 Pornography
 race and audience 

perceptions

 race and internet use

 social media use during arab 
spring

CHAPTER 7
 differential justice

 ethnicity and deviance

 gender and deviance

 race and the death penalty

 race in Milgram’s obedience 
experiment

 racial profiling
 social class and deviant 

identity
 White-collar crime

CHAPTER 8
 entire chapter

 caste system in india

 ethnicity and wealth

 Feminization of poverty

 gender and income

 gender and social class

 gender and social mobility
 Hurricane Katrina aftermath

 race and poverty

 race and social mobility
 race and wealth
 shrinking middle class

 social class and financial aid

CHAPTER 9

 ethnicity, wealth, and poverty

 gender and social mobility

 Multinational corporations

 race and social class in Brazil

 stratification in Mexico

CHAPTER 10

 entire chapter

 aboriginal people of australia

 affirmative action

 asian indians

 central and south americans

 economic status of racial/

ethnic groups

 ethnic inequality

 expulsion of ethnic roma 

from France

 global immigration

 Model minority stereotype

 Multiple racial/ethnic 

identities

 race relations as a zero sum 

game

 White privilege

CHAPTER 11
 entire chapter

 afghani women

 attitudes toward a female 

boss

 Bias against female board 

members

 cross-cultural perspective on 

gender

 gender and human sexuality

 gender inequality in 

housework

 Matrix of domination

 sex discrimination

 symbolic meaning of Muslim 

headscarf

CHAPTER 12
 accordion family

 arranged marriage

 divorce in south Korea

 gay marriage

 Households in which women 

earn more than their 

husbands

 Male dominance of family

 navajo family

 Polygamy among the nyinba

 racial/ethnic differences in 

family life

 single fathers

 single-parent families by 

racial/ethnic group

 social class differences in 

family life

 Transracial adoption

CHAPTER 13

 Black students at White 

universities

 Brown v. Board of Education 
legacy

 college enrollment among 

racial minorities and women 

 educational inequality

 gender equity in education

 gender gap in education

 islam in the United states

 Muslim hajj

 religion and economic 

progress

 religion and social change

 religion and social class

 religion in india

 schooling of girls in  

developing nations

CHAPTER 14
 affirmative action

 capitalism in china

 Fair trade

 gender quotas

 informal economy

 Microfinancing

 native Hawaiian sovereignty 

movement

 Power elite

 race and gender in politics

 racial/ethnic composition of 

labor force

 Women in politics

 Women in uniform

 Working women in china

CHAPTER 15
 cultural beliefs of immigrants

 doctor-nurse relationship

 environmental justice 

 gender and health

 navajo medicine

 racial/ethnic population and 

hazardous waste sites

 racism and health

 social class and health

 Women as physicians and 

surgeons

CHAPTER 16
 False consciousness

 gender and social 

movements

 Marx and social change

 relative deprivation

 Transnationals

 United states: a changing 

nation

 Vested interests

 Women and new social 

movements in south Korea 

and india

coverage of race and ethnicity, Gender, and Social class

As a student I need to interact with 
course material in order to retain it, 
and Connect offers a perfect platform 
for this kind of learning.  
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application, find the brain icon 
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 Growing up in Chicago at a time when neighborhoods were going through transitions in 
ethnic and racial composition, Richard T. Schaefer found himself increasingly intrigued 
by what was happening, how people were reacting, and how these changes were af-
fecting neighborhoods and people’s jobs. His interest in social issues caused him to 
 gravitate to sociology courses at Northwestern University, where he eventually received 
a BA in sociology. 

 “Originally as an undergraduate I thought I would go on to law school and become a 
lawyer. But after taking a few sociology courses, I found myself wanting to learn more 
about what sociologists studied, and fascinated by the kinds of questions they raised.” 
This fascination led him to obtain his MA and PhD in sociology from the University of 
Chicago. Dr. Schaefer’s continuing interest in race relations led him to write his mas-
ter’s thesis on the membership of the Ku Klux Klan and his doctoral thesis on racial 
prejudice and race relations in Great Britain. 

 Dr. Schaefer went on to become a professor of sociology, and now teaches at DePaul 
University in Chicago. In 2004 he was named to the Vincent DePaul professorship in 
recognition of his undergraduate teaching and scholarship. He has taught introduc-
tory sociology for over 35 years to students in colleges, adult education programs, 
 nursing programs, and even a maximum-security prison. Dr. Schaefer’s love of teaching 
is apparent in his interaction with his students. “I find myself constantly learning from 
the students who are in my classes and from reading what they write. Their insights 
into the material we read or current events that we discuss often become part of future 
course material and sometimes even find their way into my writing.” 

 Dr. Schaefer is the author of the thirteenth edition of  Sociology  ( McGraw-Hill, 2012), 
Sociology in Modules, second edition (McGraw-Hill, 2013), and the sixth edition of  Soci-
ology Matters  (McGraw-Hill, 2013). He is also the author of  Racial and Ethnic Groups,  
now in its thirteenth edition (2012), and  Race and Ethnicity in the United States,  seventh 
edition (2013), both published by Pearson. Together with William Zellner, he coauthored 
the ninth edition of  Extraordinary Groups,  published by Worth in 2011. Dr. Schaefer 
served as the general editor of the three-volume  Encyclopedia of Race, Ethnicity, and 
Society,  published by Sage in 2008. His articles and book reviews have appeared in 
many journals, including  American Journal of Sociology; Phylon: A Review of Race and 
Culture; Contemporary Sociology; Sociology and Social Research; Sociological Quarterly;  
and  Teaching Sociology.  He served as president of the Midwest Sociological Society in 
1994–1995. 

 Dr. Schaefer’s advice to students is to “look at the material and make connections 
to your own life and experiences. Sociology will make you a more attentive observer of 
how people in groups interact and function. It will also make you more aware of peo-
ple’s different needs and interests—and perhaps more ready to work for the common 
good, while still recognizing the individuality of each person.” 

Richard T.   Schaefer  : Professor, DePaul University 
B.A. Northwestern University 
M.A., Ph.D. University of Chicago  

about the author
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   Every chapter in this textbook begins with an excerpt from one of the works listed here. These excerpts convey the 
excitement and relevance of sociological inquiry and draw readers into the subject matter from each chapter. 

      Chapter 1 
    Where Am I Wearing? A Global Tour to 
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that Make Our Clothes  by Kelsey 
Timmerman 4    
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The Tender Cut: Inside the Hidden 
World of Self-Injury  by Patricia A. Adler 
and Peter Adler 30  
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by Horace Miner 54  
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A Country for All: An Immigrant 
Manifesto by journalist Jorge 
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Newman 282 
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We Changed from Protecting the 
Environment to Protecting Ourselves by 
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Are Being Creatively Disrupted by Nick 
Bilton 394   
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Sociology: A Brief Introduction is available to instructors and students in traditional print format as well as online 

within McGraw-Hill’s Connect Sociology, an integrated assignment and assessment platform. Connect Sociology’s online tools make 

managing assignments easier for instructors—and make learning and studying more motivating and effi  cient for students.

• LearnSmart Th is powerful learning system helps students assess their knowledge of course 
content through a series of adaptive questions, intelligently pinpointing concepts the student 
does not understand and mapping out a personalized study plan for success.

• Investigate Sociology Th ese engaging, interactive, story-based online activities challenge stu-
dents to delve deeply into issues of race, class, gender, and culture, giving them the experience 
of doing sociology.

• Integrated eBook A fully loaded eBook allows students to review Experience Sociology anytime 
and anywhere. Th ey can highlight, take notes, and quickly search for key terms and phrases.

• Real-time Reports Th ese printable, exportable reports show how well each student (or section) 
is performing on each course segment. Instructors can use this feature to spot problem areas 
before they crop up on an exam.

• Assignable and Assessable Activities Instructors can easily deliver assignments and tests 
online, and students can practice skills that fulfi ll learning objectives at their own pace and on 
their own schedule.
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Experience a new classroom 
dynamic with LearnSmart.tt

LearnSmart is an adaptive learning 
system that helps students study 
efficiently and effectively for 
greater success. LearnSmart 
intelligently pinpoints concepts 
students do not understand and 
maps out personalized study 
plans that ground students in the 
fundamentals of sociology, allowing 
instructors to focus valuable class 
time on higher-level concepts.

Give students the experience 
of doing sociology with
Investigate Sociology.yy

The engaging, interactive, 
story-based scenarios in Investigate 

Sociology help students develop 
their sociological imagination, 

challenging them to use the lenses 
of culture, race, class, and gender 

to delve deeply into significant 
and timely issues. To complete 
these scenarios, students study 

background information, analyze 
data, conduct interviews, and write 

up and support their conclusions.
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Sociology is all around us . . . just ask Rick Schaefer. Everywhere he goes, Rick Schaefer sees Sociology around him. As he prepares for 
each edition of Sociology: A Brief Introduction, Rick keeps a red folder handy where he stores the plentiful examples that he comes in 
contact with each day, ready to incorporate them into the content. It is through this tireless passion for the discipline that Rick is able 
to continue to add a unique voice for the introductory sociology student. 

Take Sociology with you…

•  25 years and 1.2 million students have learned from the 
Schaefer system

•  Simply the best and most trusted content in the discipline
•  Helping hundreds of thousands of Sociology majors see 

Sociology all around them

•  25 years and 1.2 
Schaefer system

•  Simply the best a
•  Helping hundred

Sociology all aro
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Taking Sociology with You 
 in College

•  Thinking Critically: These questions, 
appearing at the end of each section, prompt 
students to review and reflect on the content.

•  Sociology on Campus: These sections apply a 
sociological perspective to issues of immediate 
interest to students.

•  Thinking about Movies: Films that 
underscore chapter themes are featured at 
the end of each chapter, along with a brief 
description of the film

•  Taking Sociology with You: These critical 
thinking questions and reflection prompts at 
the end of each chapter encourage students to 
apply the material they have just read to their 
daily lives.

•  Taking Sociology to Work: These boxes 
underscore the value of an undergraduate or 
community college degree in sociology by 
profiling individuals who studied sociology and 
now use its principles in their work.

•  Research Today: These boxes present new 
sociological findings on topics such as online 
socializing, transracial adoption, and adolescent 
sexual networks.

•  Careers in Sociology: This appendix to 
Chapter 1 presents career options for students 
who have their undergraduate degree in 
sociology and explains how this degree can be 
an asset in a wide variety of occupations.

•  Trendspotting: These notes alert students 
to trends on their campuses and in their 
communities, viewed through a sociological lens.

•  Sociology in the Global Community: These 
boxes provide a global perspective on topics 
such as stratification, marriage, and the 
women’s movement.

•  Case Studies: Applying a sociological lens, 
our case studies evaluate both the local and the 
global community—from culture at Walmart 
and online virtual worlds to stratification in 
Mexico and capitalism in China.

•  Maps: Mapping Life Nationwide and Mapping 
Life Worldwide maps show the prevalence of 
social trends in the United States as well as in 
the global community.
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What’s New?

Chapter 1: Understanding Sociology
• Discussion of how different social scientists would study the 

impact of the global recession that began in 2008
• Discussion of the common misconception that the area 

bordering Mexico in the southwestern United States is a 
high-crime area

• Thinking Critically exercise on social and cultural capital
• Trendspotting box, “The Changing Third Place”
• Research Today box, “Looking at the Gulf Coast Oil Spill 

from Four Sociological Perspectives”
• Emphasis on the theme “Taking Sociology with You” in the 

last two sections, Applied and Clinical Sociology and Devel-
oping a Sociological Imagination

• Discussion of the Northeast Florida Center for Community 
Initiatives (CCI), based at the University of North Florida, 
and its Magnolia Project as examples of applied sociology 

Chapter 2: Sociological Research
• Chapter-opening excerpt from The Tender Cut: Inside the 

Hidden World of Self-Injury by Patricia A. Adler and Peter 
Adler

• Discussion of nonrespondents to the Current Population 
Survey

• Discussion of the need to adjust survey questions in response 
to changes in society

• Coverage of ethnography as a major research design, and 
observation as one component of ethnography, with cartoon

• Research Today box, “Gender Messages in Scouting”
• Coverage of content analysis of gender stereotyping in chil-

dren’s coloring books, and of television coverage of men’s ver-
sus women’s sports

• Discussion of feminist research on self-injury
• Discussion of epidemiologists’ use of Google topic searches 

in tracking the spread of the H1N1 virus
• Discussion of the vastly increased amount of data now avail-

able to sociologists and its ethical implications 
• Research Today box, “Lying for Love Online”
• Discussion of research on online searches for sex in the Social 

Policy section on sociological research

Chapter 3: Culture
• Use of official responses to the invention of electronic ciga-

rettes as an illustration of culture lag
• Coverage of countercultural patriot militia groups
• Sociology in the Global Community box, “Symbolizing 9/11,” 

with photo
• Discussion of value differences in different cultures’ views of 

cram schools 
• Figure, “Valuing Ethnicity by Country”

Chapter 4: Socialization and the Life Course
• Discussion of the effect on baby boomers of the recession 

that began in 2008, with figure, “Change in Baby Boomers’ 
Retirement Outlook”

• Subsection, “Naturally Occurring Retirement Communities 
(NORCs)”

Chapter 5: Social Interaction, Groups, and 
Social Structure
• Taking Sociology to Work box, “Danielle Taylor, Account 

Manager, Cash Cycle Solutions”
• Research Today box, “Social Networks and Obesity,” with figure
• Trendspotting box, “The Growth of Online Societies”
• Case study, “Second Life Virtual World,” with Use Your Socio-

logical Imagination exercise
• Social Policy section, “Media Concentration”

Chapter 6: The Mass Media
• Chapter-opening excerpt from Alone Together: Why We 

Expect More from Technology and Less from Each Other, by 
Sherry Turkle

• Taking Sociology to Work box, “Lindsey Wallem, Social Media 
Consultant”

• Research Today box, “Inside the Bubble: Internet Search Filters”
• Discussion of the use of the Internet and social media to 

fuel anti-government protests during the 2011 upheavals in 
Egypt, Tunisia, Libya, Bahrain, and Syria, with cartoon

• Discussion of the differential impact of online gaming on 
male and female adolescents

• Sociology in the Global Community box, “Charity Begins 
at Home Online”

• Trendspotting box, “Who’s on the Internet?”
• Discussion of audience segmentation in the two major politi-

cal parties’ placement of television advertisements during the 
2010 midterm elections

• Discussion of how the arrival of television in Brazil’s Amazon 
region created a new social norm, with photo

• Social Policy section on the right to privacy, including discus-
sions of online tracking, the compilation and sale of personal 
profiles, and the use of such information to deny insurance or 
employment (called Weblining)

Chapter 7: Deviance, Crime, and 
Social Control
• Subsection on hate crime, with figure, “Categorization of 

Reported Hate Crimes”
• Reorganized section on crime statistics, with subsections on 

(a) index crimes and victimization surveys, (b) crime trends, 
and (c) international crime rates.

• Social Policy section on the death penalty, with Mapping Life 
Worldwide map, “Death Penalty Status by Country”
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Chapter 8: Stratification and Social Mobility 
in the United States
• Chapter-opening excerpt from “Whatever Happened to 

Upward Mobility?,” by Rana Foroohar
• Discussion of the crime of trafficking in humans in the sub-

section on slavery, with table, “Human Trafficking Report”
• Subsection on the supposed existence of class warfare in the 

United States
• Key term treatment of conspicuous consumption
• Discussion of the possibility that the recent economic reces-

sion may swell the underclass
• Social Policy section, “Executive Compensation,” with cartoon

Chapter 9: Global Inequality
• Chapter-opening excerpt from Portfolios of the Poor: How 

the World’s Poor Live on $2 a Day, by Daryl Collins, Jonathan 
Morduch, Stuart Rutherford, and Orlanda Ruthven

• Trendspotting box, “Feeding the World”
• Revised definition of the key term world systems analysis
• Sociology in the Global Community box, “Income Inequality: 

A Global Perspective”
• In the Social Policy section, discussion of (a) the personal 

toll of the Greek economic collapse and financial bailout and 
(b) Europe’s shrinking social safety net

Chapter 10: Racial and Ethnic Inequality
• Opening excerpt from A Country for All: An Immigrant Mani-

festo by Jorge Ramos
• Taking Sociology to Work box, “Prudence Hannis, Associate 

Director, First Nations Post-Secondary Institution, Odanak, 
Québec”

• Discussion of new state laws requiring voters to show a photo 
ID as an example of institutional discrimination, with Map-
ping Life Nationwide map, “Voter ID Requirements”

• Discussion of the 2010 census finding that the majority of 
all children ages three and under are now either Hispanic or 
non-White

• Discussion of the finding that in 2009, Asian American men 
earned slightly more income than White men

• Discussion of France’s expulsion of the ethnic Roma (Gyp-
sies) beginning in 2009

• Coverage of secession as a pattern of intergroup relations
• Figure, “Spectrum of Intergroup Relations”
• Discussion of recent census data on the segregation of U.S. 

cities, and its implications for Black and Latino households
• Discussion of a study comparing the assimilation of immi-

grant groups in the United States, Canada, and Europe
• Research Today box, “Asian Americans: A Model Minority?”
• Subsection on Filipino Americans
• Discussion of recent census findings that from 2000 to 2010, 

Mexican Americans accounted for 42 percent of the nation’s 
population growth, and that those who were born in the 
United States far outnumbered those who immigrated

Chapter 11: Stratification by Gender
• Opening excerpt from “Skating Femininity: Gender Maneu-

vering in Women’s Roller Derby,” by Nancy J. Finley
• Discussion of the social construction of gender roles and 

women’s rights in Afghanistan
• Discussion of a new World Bank report on the status of the 

world’s women 
• Discussion of gender inequality in housework among (a) the 

rich and the poor, with figure, “Gender Inequality in House-
work,” and (b) unemployed men and women 

• Discussion of research showing small-investor bias against 
female members of corporate boards of directors

• In the Social Policy section, updated information on (a) U.S. 
public opinion on abortion, (b) new state restrictions on 
abortion, and (c) abortion laws in foreign countries

Chapter 12: The Family and Human Sexuality
• Chapter-opening excerpt from The Accordion Family: Boo-

merang Kids, Anxious Parents, and the Private Toll of Global 
Competition, by Katherine S. Newman

• Statistics on interracial and interethnic marriages in the 
United States

• Discussion of the impact of new media technologies, includ-
ing the Internet, on the practice of polygyny in Turkey and 
Morocco

• Discussion of how accordion families differ depending on 
their social class

• Research Today box, “Transracial Adoption: The Experience 
of Children from Korea”

• Section, “Human Sexuality,” with subsection, “Labeling and 
Human Sexuality”

• Research Today box, “Adolescent Sexual Networks,” with net-
work diagram

• Mapping Life Nationwide map, “Same-Sex Households”
• Two Use Your Sociological Imagination exercises

Chapter 13: Education and Religion
• Chapter-opening excerpt from The Death and Life of the 

Great American School System: How Testing and Choice Are 
Undermining Education, by Diane Ravitch

• Discussion of a new study showing that the number of years 
of formal schooling a person receives outweighs race, ethnic-
ity, and gender as a determinant of lifetime earnings, with fig-
ure, “Lifetime Earnings by Race, Gender, and Degree Level”

• Trendspotting box, “Rising College Enrollment among Racial 
and Ethnic Minorities, Women”

• Discussion of the ways in which increased spending on col-
lege women’s sports since the passage of Title IX has bene-
fited men

• Taking Sociology to Work box, “Diane Belcher, Assistant Direc-
tor of Volunteer Services, New River Community College”

• Figure, “Test Your Religious Knowledge”
• Use Your Sociological Imagination exercise
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• Discussion of how religious organizations use social media 
to provide social support to those who identify themselves as 
religious

• Research Today box, “Wicca: Religion or Quasi-Religion?” 
• Social Policy section on charter schools, with (a) Mapping 

Life Nationwide map, “Charter Schools,” and (b) discussion of 
the failure rate among charter schools

Chapter 14: Government and the Economy
• Chapter-opening excerpt from The Fair Trade Revolution, 

edited by John Bowes, with key term treatment of fair trade
• Discussion of the Cuban government’s decision to allow citi-

zens to own small businesses
• Sociology in the Global Community box, “Sovereignty in the 

Aloha State”
• Trendspotting box, “Democracy on the Rise?”
• Discussion of the nation-state perspective on the supposed 

socioeconomic benefits of war
• Taking Sociology to Work box, “Joseph W. Drummond, 

Management Analyst, U.S. Army Space and Missile Defense 
Command”

• Updated coverage of terrorism, including cyberattacks
• Discussion of Apple Computer’s use of outsourcing to build 

its products
• Table, “Occupations Most Vulnerable to Offshoring”
• Social Policy section, “Microfinancing”

Chapter 15: Health and the Environment
• Trendspotting box, “Longer Life Spans, More Social Change”
• Mapping Life Nationwide map, “Percentage of Children with-

out Health Insurance”
• Research Today box, “Women as Physicians and Surgeons”
• Subsection on ecological modernization, with key term 

treatment
• Expanded discussion of the health costs of unsafe water
• Key term treatment of environmental refugees
• Figure, “The Environment versus Energy Production”
• Updated discussion of the conflict perspective on 

environmentalism

Chapter 16: Social Change in the Global 
Community
• Chapter-opening excerpt from I Live in the Future and Here’s 

How It Works: Why Your World, Work, and Brain Are Being 
Creatively Disrupted, by Nick Bilton

• Discussion of the mobilization of social movements by insti-
tutional insiders

• Sociology in the Global Community box, “Women’s Social 
Movements in South Korea and India”

• Key term coverage of computer-mediated communication
• Research Today box, “Organizing for Controversy via 

Computer-Mediated Communication”

• Trendspotting box, “Social Change and Travel to the United 
States after 9/11”

• Discussion of the use of cell phones to improve agriculture in 
developing countries, as an alternative to biotechnology

• New Thinking Critically and Use Your Sociological Imagina-
tion questions

• Discussion of the role of migrants in facilitating global trade 
and development in the Social Policy section on transnationals

Teaching and Learning with 

Sociology
The complete content of Sociology is available to instructors and 
students in traditional print format, as well as online with inte-
grated and time-saving tools that involve students personally, criti-
cally, and actively.

• Instructor’s Manual. The Instructor’s Manual provides 
sociology instructors with detailed chapter outlines and 
summaries, learning objectives, additional lecture ideas, 
class discussion topics, essay questions, topics for student 
research, critical thinking questions, video resources, and 
additional readings. The Instructor’s Manual also fea-
tures a special section on service learning resources and 
suggestions.

•  PowerPoint Slides. These slides include bulleted lecture 
points, figures, and maps. They can be used as is or modified 
to meet the needs of individual instructors.

•  Student Study Guide. This resource includes a detailed list of 
key points, key terms and their definitions, true or false self-
quizzes, multiple-choice quizzes, fill-in-the-blank questions, 
and social policy questions.

• Test Bank. This collection includes multiple-choice, true or 
false, and essay questions for every chapter. Questions test 
recall of important factual information, application of theo-
retical perspectives, and understanding of key sociological 
concepts. McGraw-Hill’s computerized EZ Test allows the 
instructor to create customized exams using the publisher’s 
supplied test items or the instructor’s own questions.

Tegrity Campus is a service that makes class time available all 
the time by automatically capturing every lecture in a search-
able format for students to review when they study and complete 
assignments. 

With a simple one-click start-and-stop process, you capture 
all computer screens and corresponding audio. Students replay 
any part of any class with easy-to-use browser-based viewing on 
a PC or Mac.

With Tegrity Campus, students quickly recall key moments 
by using Tegrity Campus’s unique search feature. This search 
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helps students efficiently find what they need, when they need it 
across an entire semester of class recordings.

Help turn all your students’ study time into learning moments 
immediately supported by your lecture. To learn more about Tegrity, 
watch a two-minute Flash demo at http:// tegritycampus.mhhe.com

Visit coursesmart.com to purchase registration codes for this 
exciting new product.

CourseSmart offers thousands of the most commonly 
adopted textbooks across hundreds of courses from a wide vari-
ety of higher education publishers. It is the only place for faculty 
to review and compare the full text of a textbook online, pro-
viding immediate access without the environmental impact of 
requesting a printed exam copy. At CourseSmart, students can 
save up to 50% off the cost of a printed book, reduce their impact 
on the environment, and gain access to powerful Web tools for 
learning, including full text search, notes and highlighting, and 
e-mail tools for sharing notes among classmates. Learn more at 
www.coursesmart.com
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  } INSIDE 
 What Is Sociology? 

 What Is Sociological 
Theory? 

 The Development 
of Sociology 

 Major Theoretical 
Perspectives 

 Taking Sociology 
with You 

 Appendix: Careers 
in Sociology     

  No matter where you’re going—
to work, to study abroad, 

or just on vacation—
you can take sociology 

and its insights with you.  
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 In his book  Where Am I Wearing? A Global Tour to the Coun-
tries, Factories, and People that Make Our Clothes,  Timmerman 
recounts his travels to the countries where his jeans, T-shirts, and 
flip-flops—the uniform of today’s young adult—were made. From 
Honduras to Bangladesh, from Cambodia to the United States, he 
tracked down the factories and befriended the seamstresses who 
labored there. Though owners were reluctant to allow him on the 
factory floor, they couldn’t prevent him from visiting workers’ 
homes and families.  Timmerman found that both inside and out-
side the factory, garment workers lived in what would be consid-
ered substandard conditions in the United States. He argues that 
global apparel companies should take responsibility for conditions 
at their suppliers’ factories, even if those factories are located half-
way around the world (Fairtrade Foundation 2010). 

 Timmerman’s book focuses on an unequal global economy, 
which is a central topic in sociology. His investigative work, like the 
work of many other journalists, is informed by sociological research 

that documents the existence and extent of inequality around the 
world. Social inequality has a pervasive influence on human inter-
actions and institutions. Certain groups of people control scarce 
resources, wield power, and receive special treatment. 

 Although it might be interesting to know how one individual, 
like Kelsey Timmerman or a foreign factory worker, is affected 
by social inequality, sociologists consider how entire groups of 
people are affected by such factors, and how society itself might 
be altered by them. Sociologists, then, are not concerned with 
what one individual does or does not do, but with what people 
do as members of a group or in interaction with one another, 
and what that means for individuals and for society as a whole. 
For example, sociologists have considered how, together, college 
students have taken sociology with them, organizing to confront 
the sportswear companies that underpay the overseas workers 
who create their team uniforms and the T-shirts proclaiming 
their school pride (Esbenshade 2008; Silverstein 2010). 

    I was made in  America. My 
 Jingle These   Christmas  boxers 
were made in Bangladesh. 

 I had an all-American 
childhood in rural Ohio. My 
all-American blue jeans were 
made in Cambodia. 

 I wore flip-flops every day 
for a year when I worked as 
a SCUBA diving instructor in 
Key West. They were made in 
China. 

 One day while staring at 
a pile of clothes on the floor, I noticed the tag of my favorite T-shirt: 
“Made in Honduras.” 

 I read the tag. My mind wandered. A quest was born. 
 Where am I wearing? It seems like a simple question with a simple 

answer. It’s not. 
 The question inspired the quest 

that took me around the globe. It 
cost me a lot of things, not the least 
of which was my consumer inno-
cence. Before the quest, I could put 
on a piece of clothing without read-
ing its tag and thinking about Arifa in Bangladesh or Dewan in China, about 
their children, their hopes and dreams, and the challenges they face. 

 Where am I wearing? This isn’t so much a question related to geog-
raphy and clothes, but about the people who make our clothes and 
the texture of their lives. This quest is about the way  we  live and the 
way  they  live; because when it comes to clothing, others make it, and 
we have it made. And there’s a big, big difference. . . . 

 Workers flood the narrow alley beside the Delta Apparel Factory in 
San Pedro Sula, Honduras. They rush to catch one of the many waiting 
buses at the highway. Merchants hoping to part them from a portion of their 
daily earnings—$4 to $5—fight for their attention. Vehicles push through the 
crowd. A minivan knocks over a girl in her midtwenties and then runs over 
her foot. She curses, is helped to her feet, and limps onto a waiting bus. 

 The buildings behind the fence are shaded in Bahamian pastels 
and very well kept. The shrubs have been recently shaped, and the 
grass trimmed. In the bright Honduran sun, they seem as pleasant as 
a factory can get. 

 The lady at Delta Apparel, based in Georgia, giggled at me on the 
phone when I told her my plans. She was happy to tell me that their 
Honduran factory was located in the city of Villanueva just south of 
San Pedro Sula. She even wished me good luck. 

 Now that I’m in Honduras, the company doesn’t think it’s very funny. 
 I stand among the chaos overwhelmed. A thousand sets of eyes 

stare at me; perhaps they recognize my T-shirt. The irony that this is 
Tattoo’s tropical paradise wore off long ago—somewhere between the 

confrontation with the big-bellied 
guards at the factory gate who 
had guns shoved down their 
pants like little boys playing cow-
boy and the conversation with the 
tight-lipped company representa-

tive who failed to reveal much of anything about my T-shirt or the peo-
ple who assembled it. There was no way I was getting onto the factory 
floor. All I learned was that eight humans of indiscriminate age and sex 
stitched my shirt together in less than five minutes.  

   (Timmerman 2009:xiii–xiv, 14)   Additional information about this excerpt can be found 

on the Online Learning Center at  www.mhhe.com/schaeferbrief10e .   

   Where am I wearing? This isn’t so much a question 
related to geography and clothes, but about the people 
who make our clothes and the texture of their lives.   

Today you may have thought about what to wear. But did you ask your-
self where those garments came from, or who made them? 

Journalist Kelsey Timmerman offers some answers to these questions. 
His book speaks to the way we see ourselves, not only in the mirror 
when we’re getting dressed, but in the world at large.
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Divorce, for example, is unquestionably a personal hardship for a 
husband and wife who split apart. However, C. Wright Mills advo-
cated using the sociological imagination to view divorce not as 
simply an individual’s personal problem but rather as a societal 
concern. Using this perspective, we can see that an increase in the 
divorce rate actually redefines a major social institution—the fam-
ily. Today’s households frequently include stepparents and half-
siblings whose parents have divorced and remarried. Through the 
complexities of the blended family, this private concern becomes a 
public issue that affects schools, government agencies, businesses, 
and religious institutions. 

 The sociological imagination is an empowering tool. It allows 
us to look beyond a limited understanding of human behavior to 
see the world and its people in a new way and through a broader 
lens than we might otherwise use. It may be as simple as under-
standing why a roommate prefers country music to hip-hop, or 
it may open up a whole different way of understanding other 
populations in the world. For example, in the aftermath of the 
terrorist attacks on the United States on September 11, 2001, 
many citizens wanted to understand how Muslims throughout 
the world perceived their country, and why. From time to time 
this textbook will offer you the chance to exercise your socio-
logical imagination in a variety of situations.  

use your sociological imagination

You are walking down the street in your city or hometown. 
In looking around you, you can’t help noticing that half or 
more of the people you see are overweight. How do you 
explain your observation? If you were C. Wright Mills, how 
do you think you would explain it?

  Sociology and the Social Sciences 
 Is sociology a science? The term    science    refers to the body of knowl-
edge obtained by methods based on systematic observation. Just 
like other scientific disciplines, sociology involves the organized, 
systematic study of phenomena (in this case, human behavior) in 
order to enhance understanding. All scientists, whether studying 
mushrooms or murderers, attempt to collect precise information 
through methods of study that are as objective as possible. They rely 
on careful recording of observations and accumulation of data. 

   What Is Sociology? 

   W hat has sociology got to do with me or with my life?” As 
a student, you might well have asked this question when 

you signed up for your introductory sociology course. To answer 
it, consider these points: Are you influenced by what you see on 
television? Do you use the Internet? Did you vote in the last elec-
tion? Are you familiar with binge drinking on campus? Do you use 
alternative medicine? These are just a few of the everyday life situ-
ations described in this book that sociology can shed light on. But 
as the opening excerpt indicates, sociology also looks at large social 
issues. We use sociology to investigate why thousands of jobs have 
moved from the United States to developing nations, what social 
forces promote prejudice, what leads someone to join a social 
movement and work for social change, how access to computer 
technology can reduce social inequality, and why relationships 
between men and women in Seattle differ from those in Singapore. 

    Sociology    is, simply, the scientific study of social behavior 
and human groups. It focuses on social relationships; how those 
relationships influence people’s behavior; and how societies, the 
sum total of those relationships, develop and change.  

   The Sociological Imagination 
 In attempting to understand social behavior, sociologists rely on a 
particular type of critical thinking. A leading sociologist, C. Wright 
Mills, described such thinking as the    sociological  imagination   —
an awareness of the relationship between an individual and the 
wider society, both today and in the past (Mills [1959] 2000a). 
This awareness allows all of us (not just sociologists) to compre-
hend the links between our immediate, personal social settings 
and the remote, impersonal social world that surrounds and helps 
to shape us. Kelsey Timmerman certainly used a sociological 
imagination when he studied foreign garment workers. 

 A key element in the sociological imagination is the ability to 
view one’s own society as an outsider would, rather than only from 
the perspective of personal experiences and cultural biases. Con-
sider something as simple as sporting events. On college campuses 
in the United States, thousands of students cheer well-trained foot-
ball players. In Bali, Indonesia, dozens of spectators gather around a 
ring to cheer on roosters trained in cockfighting. In both instances, 
the spectators debate the merits of their favorites and bet on the out-
come of the events. Yet what is considered a normal sporting event 
in one part of the world is considered unusual in another part. 

 The sociological imagination allows us to go beyond personal 
experiences and observations to understand broader public issues. 

“

 As a field of study, sociology is extremely broad in scope. 
You will see throughout this book the range of topics soci-
ologists investigate—from suicide to TV viewing habits, from 
Amish society to global economic patterns, from peer pressure 
to genetic engineering. Sociology looks at how others influence 
our behavior; how major social institutions like the government, 
religion, and the economy affect us; and how we ourselves affect 
other individuals, groups, and even organizations. 

 How did sociology develop? In what ways does it differ from 
other social sciences? This chapter will explore the nature of 

sociology as both a field of inquiry and an exercise of the “socio-
logical imagination.” We’ll look at the discipline as a science and 
consider its relationship to other social sciences. We’ll meet four 
pioneering thinkers—Émile Durkheim, Max Weber, Karl Marx, and 
W. E. B. DuBois—and examine the theoretical perspectives that 
grew out of their work. We’ll note some of the practical applications 
for sociological theory and research. Finally, we’ll see how sociology 
helps us to develop a sociological imagination. For those students 
interested in exploring career opportunities in sociology, the chapter 
closes with a special appendix.  
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  As the nation struggled to recover from a deep and lengthy recession, recently laid-off workers jostled the long-
term unemployed at a crowded job fair in San Francisco. Sociologists use a variety of approaches to assess 
the full impact of economic change on society.  6

 Of course, there is a great difference between sociology and 
physics, between psychology and astronomy. For this reason, the 
sciences are commonly divided into natural and social sciences. 
   Natural science    is the study of the physical features of nature 
and the ways in which they interact and change. Astronomy, 
biology, chemistry, geology, and physics are all natural sciences. 
   Social  science    is the study of the social features of humans and 
the ways in which they interact and change. The social sciences 
include sociology, anthropology, economics, history, psychology, 
and political science. 

 These social science disciplines have 
a common focus on the social behavior 
of people, yet each has a particular ori-
entation. Anthropologists usually study 
past cultures and preindustrial socie-
ties that continue today, as well as the 
origins of humans. Economists explore 
the ways in which people produce and 
exchange goods and services, along 
with money and other resources. His-
torians are concerned with the peoples 
and events of the past and their signifi-
cance for us today. Political scientists 
study international relations, the work-
ings of government, and the exercise 
of power and authority. Psychologists 
investigate personality and individual 
behavior. So what do  sociologists  focus 
on? They study the influence that 
society has on people’s attitudes and 
behavior and the ways in which people 
interact and shape society. Because 
humans are social animals, sociologists 

examine our social relationships scien-
tifically. The range of the relationships 
they investigate is vast, as the current 
list of sections in the  American Socio-
logical Association suggests ( Table 1-1 ). 

Let’s consider how different social 
scientists might study the impact of 
the global recession that began in 2008. 
Historians would stress the pattern of 
long-term fluctuations in world mar-
kets. Economists would discuss the roles 
played by government, the private sector, 
and the world monetary system. Psychol-
ogists would study individual cases of 
emotional stress among workers, inves-
tors, and business owners. And politi-
cal scientists would study the degree of 
cooperation among nations—or lack of 
it—in seeking economic solutions.

What approach would sociologists 
take? They might note a change in mar-
ital patterns in the United States. Since 
the recession began, the median age of 
first marriage has risen to 28.7 years for 
men and 26.7 years for women. Soci-

ologists might also observe that today, fewer people are making 
that trip to the altar than in the past. If the U.S. marriage rate 
had remained the same as it was in 2006, about 4 million more 
Americans would have married by 2010. 

Similarly, sociologists might evaluate the recession’s impact 
on education. In the United States, private school enrollment 
from elementary through high school declined from 13.6 percent 
in 2006 to 12.8 percent in 2010 as families cut back on nones-
sential expenditures. Sociologists might even consider the reces-
sion’s effect on environmental actions, such as carpooling. In all 
but 1 of the 50 largest metropolitan areas in the United States 

  Sociology is the scientific study of social behavior and human groups.  
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TABLE 1-1 SECTIONS OF THE AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION

Aging and the Life Course Environment and Technology Peace, War, and Social Conflict

Alcohol, Drugs, and Tobacco Ethnomethodology and Conversation Analysis Political Economy of the World-System

Altruism, Morality and Social Solidarity Evolution, Biology and Society Political Sociology

Animals and Society Family Population

Asia and Asian America Global and Transnational Sociology Race, Gender, and Class

Body and Embodiment History of Sociology Racial and Ethnic Minorities

Children and Youth Human Rights Rationality and Society

Collective Behavior and Social Movements International Migration Religion

Communication and Information Technologies Labor and Labor Movements Science, Knowledge, and Technology

Community and Urban Sociology Latino/a Sociology Sex and Gender

Comparative and Historical Sociology Law Sexualities

Crime, Law, and Deviance Marxist Sociology Social Psychology

Culture Mathematical Sociology Sociological Practice and Public Sociology

Disability and Society Medical Sociology Teaching and Learning

Economic Sociology Mental Health Theory

Education Methodology

Emotions Organizations, Occupations, and Work

The range of sociological issues is very broad. For example, sociologists who belong to the Animals and Society section of the ASA may study the animal rights 
movement; those who belong to the Sexualities section may study global sex workers or the gay, bisexual, and transgendered movements. Economic sociologists may 
investigate globalization or consumerism, among many other topics.
Source: American Sociological Association 2012.

Think about It
Which of these topics do you think would interest you the most? Why?

Understanding Sociology 
7

(New Orleans), the percentage of working people aged 16 to 64 
dropped significantly during the recession. When friends and co-
workers are laid off, carpools shrink and more people end up driv-
ing to work alone (El Nasser and Overberg 2011).   

 Sociologists would take a similar approach to studying epi-
sodes of extreme violence. In April 2007, just as college students 
were beginning to focus on the impending end of the semester, 
tragedy struck on the campus of Virginia Tech. In a two-hour 
shooting spree, a mentally disturbed senior armed with semi-
automatic weapons killed a total of 32 students and faculty at 
Virginia’s largest university. Observers struggled to describe the 
events and place them in some social context. For sociologists in 
particular, the event raised numerous issues and topics for study, 
including the media’s role in describing the attacks, the pres-
ence of violence in our educational institutions, the gun control 
debate, the inadequacy of the nation’s mental health care system, 
and the stereotyping and stigmatization of people who suffer 
from mental illness. 

 Besides doing research, sociologists have a long history of 
advising government agencies on how to respond to disasters. 
Certainly the poverty of the Gulf Coast region complicated the 
huge challenge of evacuation in 2005. With Katrina bearing 
down on the Gulf Coast, thousands of poor inner-city residents 
had no automobiles or other available means of escaping the 
storm. Added to that difficulty was the high incidence of disabil-
ity in the area. New Orleans ranked second among the nation’s 
70 largest cities in the proportion of people over age 65 who 

are disabled—56 percent. Moving wheelchair-bound residents 
to safety requires specially equipped vehicles, to say nothing of 
handicap-accessible accommodations in public shelters. Clearly, 
officials must consider these factors in developing evacuation 
plans (Bureau of the Census 2005b). 

 Sociological analysis of the disaster did not end when the 
floodwaters receded. Long before residents of New Orleans 
staged a massive anticrime rally at City Hall in 2007, researchers 
were analyzing resettlement patterns in the city. They noted that 
returning residents often faced bleak job prospects. Yet families 
who had stayed away for that reason often had trouble enrolling 
their children in schools unprepared for an influx of evacuees. 
Faced with a choice between the need to work and the need to 
return their children to school, some displaced families risked 
sending their older children home alone. Meanwhile, opportun-
ists had arrived to victimize unsuspecting homeowners. And the 
city’s overtaxed judicial and criminal justice systems, which had 
been understaffed before Katrina struck, had been only partially 
restored. All these social factors led sociologists and others to 
anticipate the unparalleled rise in reported crime the city expe-
rienced in 2006 and 2007 (Jervis 2008; Sarah Kaufman 2006). 

 Throughout this textbook, you will see how sociologists 
develop theories and conduct research to study and better 
understand societies. And you will be encouraged to use your 
 sociological imagination to examine the United States (and other 
societies) from the viewpoint of a respectful but questioning 
outsider.  
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8   What Is Sociological Theory? 

  Why do people commit suicide? One traditional commonsense 
answer is that people inherit the desire to kill themselves. Another 
view is that sunspots drive people to take their lives. These expla-
nations may not seem especially convincing to contemporary 
researchers, but they represent beliefs widely held as recently 
as 1900. 

 Sociologists are not particularly interested in why any one 
individual commits suicide; they are more concerned with iden-
tifying the social forces that systematically cause some people to 
take their own lives. In order to undertake this research, sociolo-
gists develop a theory that offers a general explanation of sui-
cidal behavior. 

 We can think of theories as attempts to explain events, forces, 
materials, ideas, or behavior in a comprehensive manner. In soci-
ology, a    theory    is a set of statements that seeks to explain prob-
lems, actions, or behavior. An effective theory may have both 
explanatory and predictive power. That is, it can help us to see the 
relationships among seemingly isolated phenomena, as well as to 
understand how one type of change in an environment leads to 
other changes. 

 The World Health Organization (2010) estimates that 
almost a million people die from suicide every year. More than 
a hundred years ago, a sociologist tried to look at suicide data 
 scientifically. Émile Durkheim ([1897] 1951) developed a highly 
original theory about the relationship between suicide and 
social factors. Durkheim was primarily concerned not with the 
personalities of individual suicide victims, but rather with sui-
cide rates and how they varied from country to country. As a 
result, when he looked at the number of reported suicides in 
France, England, and Denmark in 1869, he also noted the total 
population of each country in order to determine the rate of 
suicide in each nation. He found that whereas England had only 
67 reported suicides per million inhabitants, France had 135 per 
million and Denmark had 277 per million. The question then 
became “Why did Denmark have a comparatively high rate of 
reported suicide?” 

 Durkheim went much deeper into his investigation of sui-
cide rates. The result was his landmark work  Suicide,  published 
in 1897. Durkheim refused to accept unproved explanations 
regarding suicide, including the beliefs that inherited tenden-
cies or cosmic forces caused such deaths. Instead, he focused on 
social factors, such as the cohesiveness or lack of cohesiveness of 
religious, social, and occupational groups. 

 Durkheim’s research suggested that suicide, although it is a 
solitary act, is related to group life. He found that people with-
out religious affiliations had a higher suicide rate than those who 
were affiliated; the unmarried had much higher rates than mar-
ried people; and soldiers had a higher rate than civilians. In addi-
tion, there seemed to be higher rates of suicide in times of peace 
than in times of war and revolution, and in times of economic 
instability and recession rather than in times of prosperity. 
Durkheim concluded that the suicide rates of a society reflected 
the extent to which people were or were not integrated into the 
group life of the society. 

 Émile Durkheim, like many other social scientists, developed 
a theory to explain how individual behavior can be understood 
within a social context. He pointed out the influence of groups 
and societal forces on what had always been viewed as a highly 

  Sociology and Common Sense 
 Sociology focuses on the study of human behavior. Yet we all 
have experience with human behavior and at least some knowl-
edge of it. All of us might well have theories about why people 
become homeless, for example. Our theories and opinions typi-
cally come from common sense—that is, from our experiences 
and conversations, from what we read, from what we see on tele-
vision, and so forth. 

 In our daily lives, we rely on common sense to get us through 
many unfamiliar situations. However, this commonsense knowl-
edge, while sometimes accurate, is not always reliable, because it 
rests on commonly held beliefs rather than on systematic analy-
sis of facts. It was once considered common sense to accept that 
the earth was flat—a view rightly questioned by Pythagoras and 
Aristotle. Incorrect commonsense notions are not just a part of 
the distant past; they remain with us today. 

 Contrary to the common notion that women tend to be 
chatty compared to men, for instance, researchers have found 
little difference between the sexes in terms of their talkativeness. 
Over a five-year period they placed unobtrusive microphones on 
396 college students in various fields, at campuses in Mexico as 
well as the United States. They found that both men and women 
spoke about 16,000 words per day (Mehl et al. 2007). 

 Similarly, common sense tells us that today, violent crime holds 
communities on the border between the United States and Mexico 
in a kind of death grip, creating an atmosphere of lawlessness rem-
iniscent of the old Wild West. Based on televised news stories and 
on concerns expressed by elected officials throughout the south-
western United States, this assertion may sound reasonable; how-
ever, it is not true. Although some communities in Mexico have 
fallen under the control of drug cartels, the story is different on the 
U.S. side of the border. All available crime data—including mur-
der, extortion, robbery, and kidnapping rates, whether reported 
or documented in victim surveys—show that in the hundred-
mile-deep border area stretching from San Diego to Brownsville, 
Texas, crime rates are significantly lower than in similar U.S. cities 
outside the area. Furthermore, the crime rate has been dropping 
faster near the border than in other similar-size U.S. communities 
for at least the last 15 years (Gillon 2011; Gomez et al. 2011). 

 Like other social scientists, sociologists do not accept  something 
as a fact because “everyone knows it.” Instead, each piece of informa-
tion must be tested and recorded, then analyzed in  relation to other 
data. Sociologists rely on scientific studies in order to describe and 
understand a social environment. At times, the findings of sociolo-
gists may seem like common sense, because they deal with  familiar 
facets of everyday life. The difference is that such findings have been 
 tested  by researchers.  Common sense now tells us that the earth is 
round, but this particular  commonsense notion is based on centu-
ries of scientific work that began with the breakthroughs made by 
Pythagoras and Aristotle.    

thinking CRITICALLY

What aspects of the social and work environment in a 
fast-food restaurant would be of particular interest to 
a sociologist? How would the sociological imagina-
tion help in analyzing the topic?
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  Harriet Martineau, an early pioneer of sociology who studied social behavior 
both in her native England and in the United States, proposed some of the 
methods still used by sociologists.  

Understanding Sociology 
9personal act. Clearly, Durkheim offered a more  sci-

entific  explanation for the causes of suicide than 
that of inherited tendencies or sunspots. His 
theory has predictive power, since it sug-
gests that suicide rates will rise or fall 
in conjunction with certain social 
and economic changes. 

 Of course, a theory—even 
the best of theories—is not a 
final statement about human behav-
ior. Durkheim’s theory of suicide is no excep-
tion. Sociologists continue to examine factors 
that  contribute to differences in suicide rates 
around the world and to a particular society’s rate of sui-
cide. In Las Vegas, for example, sociologists have observed that 
the chances of dying by suicide are strikingly high—twice as 
high as in the United States as a whole. Noting Durkheim’s 
emphasis on the relationship between suicide and social isola-
tion, researchers have suggested that Las Vegas’s rapid growth 
and constant influx of tourists have undermined the commu-
nity’s sense of permanence, even among longtime residents. 
Although gambling—or more accurately, losing while gam-
bling—may seem a likely precipitating factor in suicides there, 
careful study of the data has allowed researchers to dismiss that 
explanation. What happens in Vegas may stay in Vegas, but the 
sense of community cohesiveness that the rest of the country 
enjoys may be lacking (Wray et al. 2008, 2011).   

thinking CRITICALLY

Can you think of any other explanation for the high 
suicide rate in Las Vegas? Does that explanation 
agree with Durkheim’s theory?

  The Development of Sociology 
  People have always been curious about sociological  matters—
how we get along with others, what we do for a living, whom 
we select as our leaders. Philosophers and religious authori-
ties of ancient and medieval societies made countless observa-
tions about human behavior. They did not test or verify those 
observations scientifically; nevertheless, their observations often 
became the foundation for moral codes. Several of these early 
social philosophers correctly predicted that a systematic study of 
human behavior would emerge one day. Beginning in the 19th 
century, European theorists made pioneering contributions to 
the development of a science of human behavior.  

   Early Thinkers 
  Auguste Comte   The 19th century was an unsettling time in 
France. The French monarchy had been deposed in the revolu-
tion of 1789, and Napoleon had suffered defeat in his effort to 
conquer Europe. Amid this chaos, philosophers considered how 
society might be improved. Auguste Comte (1798–1857), cred-
ited with being the most influential of the philosophers of the 
early 1800s, believed that a theoretical science of society and a 
systematic investigation of behavior were needed to improve 

society. He coined the term  sociology  to apply to the science of 
human behavior. 

 Writing in the 1800s, Comte feared that 
the excesses of the French Revolution had 

permanently impaired France’s stability. 
Yet he hoped that the systematic study 

of social behavior would eventually 
lead to more rational human inter-

actions. In Comte’s hierarchy of the 
sciences, sociology was at the top. He 

called it the “queen,” and its practitioners “scien-
tist-priests.” This French theorist did not simply give soci-

ology its name; he presented a rather ambitious challenge to 
the fledgling discipline.  

  Harriet Martineau   Scholars learned of Comte’s works largely 
through translations by the English sociologist Harriet Martineau 
(1802–1876). But Martineau was a pathbreaker in her own right: 
she offered insightful observations of the customs and social prac-
tices of both her native Britain and the United States. Martineau’s 
book  Society in America  ([1837] 1962) examined religion, politics, 
child rearing, and immigration in the young nation. It gave special 
attention to social class distinctions and to such factors as gender 
and race. Martineau ([1838] 1989) also wrote the first book on 
sociological methods. 

 Martineau’s writings emphasized the impact that the econ-
omy, law, trade, health, and population could have on social 
problems. She spoke out in favor of the rights of women, the 
emancipation of slaves, and religious tolerance. Later in life, 
deafness did not keep her from being an activist. In Martineau’s 
([1837] 1962) view, intellectuals and scholars should not simply 
offer observations of social conditions; they should  act  on their 
convictions in a manner that will benefit society. That is why 
Martineau conducted research on the nature of female employ-
ment and pointed to the need for further investigation of the 
issue (Deegan 2003; Hill and Hoecker-Drysdale 2001).  
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10   Herbert Spencer   Another important early contributor to the 

discipline of sociology was Herbert Spencer (1820–1903). A 
relatively prosperous Victorian Englishman, Spencer (unlike 
Martineau) did not feel compelled to correct or improve soci-
ety; instead, he merely hoped to understand it better. Drawing 
on Charles Darwin’s study  On the Origin of Species,  Spencer 
applied the concept of evolution of the species to societies in 
order to explain how they change, or evolve, over time. Similarly, 
he adapted Darwin’s evolutionary view of the “survival of the 
fittest” by arguing that it is “natural” that some people are rich 
while others are poor. 

 Spencer’s approach to societal change was extremely popu-
lar in his lifetime. Unlike Comte, Spencer suggested that since 
societies are bound to change eventually, one need not be 
highly critical of present social arrangements or work actively 
for social change. This viewpoint appealed to many influential 
people in England and the United States who had a vested inter-
est in the status quo and were suspicious of social thinkers who 
endorsed change.   

  Émile Durkheim 
 Émile Durkheim made many pioneering contributions to soci-
ology, including his important theoretical work on suicide. The 
son of a rabbi, Durkheim (1858–1917) was educated in both 
France and Germany. He established an impressive academic 
reputation and was appointed one of the first professors of soci-
ology in France. Above all, Durkheim will be remembered for 
his insistence that behavior must be understood within a larger 
social context, not just in individualistic terms. 

 To give one example of this emphasis, Durkheim ([1912] 
2001) developed a fundamental thesis to help explain all forms 
of society. Through intensive study of the Arunta, an Australian 
tribe, he focused on the functions that religion performed and 
underscored the role of group life in defining what we consider 
to be religion. Durkheim concluded that like other forms of 
group behavior, religion reinforces a group’s solidarity. 

 Another of Durkheim’s main interests was the consequences 
of work in modern societies. In his view, the growing division of 
labor in industrial societies, as workers became much more 
specialized in their tasks, led to what he called “anomie.” 
   Anomie    refers to the loss of direction felt in a society 
when social control of individual behavior has become 
ineffective. Often, the state of anomie occurs during a 
time of profound social change, when people have lost 
their sense of purpose or direction. In a period 
of anomie, people are so confused and 
unable to cope with the new 
social environment that they 
may resort to suicide. 

 Durkheim was concerned 
about the dangers that alien-
ation, loneliness, and isolation 
might pose for modern indus-
trial societies. He shared Com-
te’s belief that sociology should 
provide direction for social 
change. As a result, he advo-
cated the creation of new social 
groups—mediators between the 

individual’s family and the state—that would provide a sense of 
belonging for members of huge, impersonal societies. Unions 
would be an example of such groups. 

 Like many other sociologists, Durkheim did not limit his 
interests to one aspect of social behavior. Later in this book we 
will consider his thinking on crime and punishment, religion, 
and the workplace. Few sociologists have had such a dramatic 
impact on so many different areas within the discipline.  

  Max Weber 
 Another important early theorist was Max Weber (pronounced 
vay -ber). Born in Germany, Weber (1864–1920) studied legal 
and economic history, but gradually developed an interest in 
sociology. Eventually, he became a professor at various  German 
universities. Weber taught his students that they should employ 
verstehen  (pronounced fair- shtay -en), the German word for 
“understanding” or “insight,” in their intellectual work. He 
pointed out that we cannot analyze our social behavior by the 
same type of objective criteria we use to measure weight or 
temperature. To fully comprehend behavior, we must learn the 
subjective meanings people attach to their actions—how they 
themselves view and explain their behavior. 

 For example, suppose that a sociologist was studying the 
social ranking of individuals in a fraternity. Weber would 
expect the researcher to employ  verstehen  to determine the 
 significance of the fraternity’s social hierarchy for its mem-
bers. The researcher might examine the effects of athleticism 
or grades or social skills or seniority on standing within the 
fraternity. He or she would seek to learn how the fraternity 
members relate to other members of higher or lower status. 
While  investigating these questions, the researcher would take 
into account people’s emotions, thoughts, beliefs, and attitudes 
(L. Coser 1977). 

 We also owe credit to Weber for a key conceptual tool: the 
ideal type. An    ideal type    is a construct or model for evaluat-
ing specific cases. In his works, Weber identified various char-
acteristics of bureaucracy as an ideal type (discussed in detail 

in  Chapter 5). In presenting this model of bureaucracy, Weber 
was not describing any particular organization, nor was he 

using the term  ideal  in a way that suggested a positive 
evaluation. Instead, his purpose was to provide a use-
ful standard for measuring how bureaucratic an actual 

organization is (Gerth and Mills 1958). Later in 
this book, we will use the concept of  ideal type

to study the family, religion, authority, and 
economic systems, as well as to analyze 

bureaucracy.   
 Although their  professional 

careers coincided, Émile Durk-
heim and Max Weber never met 
and probably were unaware of 
each other’s existence, let alone 
ideas. Such was not true of the 
work of Karl Marx. Durkheim’s 
thinking about the impact of the 
division of labor in industrial 
societies was related to Marx’s 
writings, while Weber’s con-
cern for a value-free, objective 
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FIGURE 1-1 CONTRIBUTORS TO SOCIOLOGY
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sociology was a direct response to Marx’s deeply held convictions. 
Thus, it is not surprising that Karl Marx is viewed as a major fig-
ure in the development of sociology, as well as several other social 
sciences ( Figure 1-1 ).  

  Karl Marx 
 Karl Marx (1818–1883) shared with Durkheim and Weber a 
dual interest in abstract philosophical issues and the concrete 
reality of everyday life. Unlike them, however, Marx was so criti-
cal of existing institutions that a conventional academic career 
was impossible. He spent most of his life in exile from his native 
Germany. 

 Marx’s personal life was a difficult struggle. When a paper he 
had written was suppressed, he fled to France. In Paris, he met 
Friedrich Engels (1820–1895), with whom he formed a lifelong 
friendship. The two lived at a time when European and North 
American economic life was increasingly dominated by the fac-
tory rather than the farm. 

 While in London in 1847, Marx and Engels attended secret 
meetings of an illegal coalition of labor unions known as the 
Communist League. The following year they prepared a plat-
form called  The Communist Manifesto,  in which they argued that 
the masses of people with no resources other than their labor 
(whom they referred to as the  proletariat ) should unite to fight 
for the overthrow of capitalist societies. In the words of Marx 
and Engels: 

  The history of all hitherto existing society is the history of class 
struggles. . . . The proletarians have nothing to lose but their chains. 
They have a world to win.  working men of all countries, unite!  
(Tucker 1978:473, 500).  

 After completing  The Communist Manifesto,  Marx returned 
to Germany, only to be expelled. He then moved to England, 
where he continued to write books and essays. Marx lived there 
in extreme poverty; he pawned most of his possessions, and 
several of his children died of malnutrition and disease. Marx 

clearly was an outsider in British society, a fact that may well 
have influenced his view of Western cultures. 

 In Marx’s analysis, society was fundamentally divided 
between two classes that clashed in pursuit of their own inter-
ests. When he examined the industrial societies of his time, such 
as Germany, England, and the United States, he saw the  factory 
as the center of conflict between the exploiters (the owners of 
the means of production) and the exploited (the workers). 
Marx viewed these relationships in systematic terms; that is, he 
believed that a system of economic, social, and political relation-
ships maintained the power and dominance of the owners over 
the workers. Consequently, Marx and Engels argued that the 
working class should overthrow the existing class system. Marx’s 
influence on contemporary thinking has been dramatic. His 
writings inspired those who would later lead communist revolu-
tions in Russia, China, Cuba, Vietnam, and elsewhere. 

 Even apart from the political revolutions that his work fos-
tered, Marx’s significance is profound. Marx emphasized the 
 group  identifications and associations that influence an  individu-
al’s  place in society. This area of study is the major focus of con-
temporary sociology. Throughout this textbook, we will consider 
how membership in a particular gender classification, age group, 
racial group, or economic class affects a person’s attitudes and 
behavior. In an important sense, we can trace this way of under-
standing society back to the pioneering work of Karl Marx.  

  W. E. B. DuBois 
 Marx’s work encouraged sociologists to view society through the 
eyes of those segments of the population that rarely influence 
decision making. In the United States, some early Black sociolo-
gists, including W. E. B. DuBois (1868–1963), conducted research 
that they hoped would assist in the struggle for a racially egali-
tarian society. DuBois (pronounced doo- boyss ) believed that 
knowledge was essential in combating prejudice and achieving 
tolerance and justice. Sociologists, he contended, needed to draw 
on scientific principles to study social problems such as those 
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12 experienced by Blacks in the United States. To separate opinion 

from fact, he advocated basic research on the lives of Blacks. 
Through his in-depth studies of urban life, both White and 
Black, in cities such as Philadelphia and Atlanta, DuBois ([1899] 
1995) made a major contribution to sociology. 

 Like Durkheim and Weber, DuBois saw the importance of 
religion to society. However, he tended to focus on religion at 
the community level and the role of the church in the lives of its 
members ([1903] 2003). DuBois had little patience with theo-
rists such as Herbert Spencer, who seemed content with the sta-
tus quo. He believed that the granting of full political rights to 
Blacks was essential to their social and economic progress. 

 Because many of his ideas challenged the status quo, DuBois 
did not find a receptive audience within either the government or 
the academic world. As a result, he became increasingly involved 
with organizations whose members questioned the established 
social order. In 1909 he helped to found the National Association 
for the Advancement of Colored People, better known today as 
the NAACP (Wortham 2008). 

 DuBois’s insights have been lasting. In 1897 he coined the 
term    double consciousness    to refer to the division of an indi-
vidual’s identity into two or more social realities. He used the 
term to describe the experience of being Black in White  America. 
Today, an African American holds the most powerful office 
in the nation, President of the United States. Yet for millions 
of African Americans, the reality of being Black in the United 
States typically is not one of power (DuBois [1903] 1961).  

  Twentieth-Century Developments 
 Sociology today builds on the firm foundation developed by 
Émile Durkheim, Max Weber, Karl Marx, and W. E. B. DuBois. 
However, the field certainly has not remained stagnant over the 
past hundred years. While Europeans have continued to make 
contributions to the discipline, sociologists from throughout the 
world and especially the United States have advanced sociologi-
cal theory and research. Their new insights have helped us to 
better understand the workings of society. 

  Charles Horton Cooley   Charles Horton Cooley (1864–1929) 
was typical of the sociologists who came to prominence in the 
early 1900s. Born in Ann Arbor, Michigan, Cooley received his 
graduate training in economics but later became a sociology 
professor at the University of Michigan. Like other early soci-
ologists, he had become interested in this new discipline while 
pursuing a related area of study. 

 Cooley shared the desire of Durkheim, Weber, and Marx to 
learn more about society. But to do so effectively, he preferred to 
use the sociological perspective to look first at smaller units—
intimate, face-to-face groups such as families, gangs, and friend-
ship networks. He saw these groups as the seedbeds of society, 
in the sense that they shape people’s ideals, beliefs, values, and 
social nature. Cooley’s work increased our understanding of 
groups of relatively small size.  

  Jane Addams   In the early 1900s, many leading sociologists in 
the United States saw themselves as social reformers dedicated 
to systematically studying and then improving a corrupt society. 
They were genuinely concerned about the lives of immigrants 
in the nation’s growing cities, whether those immigrants came 
from Europe or from the rural American South. Early female 

sociologists, in particular, often took active roles in poor urban 
areas as leaders of community centers known as  settlement 
houses.  For example, Jane Addams (1860–1935), a member of the 
 American  Sociological Society, cofounded the famous  Chicago 
 settlement house called Hull House. 

 Addams and other pioneering female sociologists commonly 
combined intellectual inquiry, social service work, and political 
activism—all with the goal of assisting the underprivileged and 
creating a more egalitarian society. For example, working with the 
Black journalist and educator Ida Wells-Barnett, Addams success-
fully prevented racial segregation in the Chicago public schools. 
Addams’s efforts to establish a juvenile court system and a women’s 
trade union reveal the practical focus of her work (Addams 1910, 
1930; Deegan 1991; Lengermann and Niebrugge-Brantley 1998). 

 By the middle of the 20th century, however, the focus of the 
discipline had shifted. Sociologists for the most part restricted 
themselves to theorizing and gathering information; the aim of 
transforming society was left to social workers and activists. This 
shift away from social reform was accompanied by a growing 
commitment to scientific methods of research and to value-free 
interpretation of data. Not all sociologists were happy with this 
emphasis. A new organization, the Society for the Study of Social 
Problems, was created in 1950 to deal more directly with social 
inequality and other social problems.  

  Robert Merton   Sociologist Robert Merton (1910–2003) made 
an important contribution to the discipline by successfully com-
bining theory and research. Born to Slavic immigrant parents 
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sity. He continued his studies at Harvard, where he acquired his 
 lifelong interest in sociology. Merton’s teaching career was based 
at Columbia University. 

 Merton (1968) produced a theory that is one of the most 
frequently cited explanations of deviant behavior. He noted dif-
ferent ways in which people attempt to achieve success in life. 
In his view, some may deviate from the socially approved goal 
of accumulating material goods or the socially accepted means 
of achieving that goal. For example, in Merton’s classification 
scheme,  innovators  are people who accept the goal of pursuing 
material wealth but use illegal means to do so, including rob-
bery, burglary, and extortion. Although Merton based his expla-
nation of crime on individual behavior that has been influenced 
by society’s approved goals and means, it has wider applications. 
His theory helps to account for the high crime rates among 
the nation’s poor, who may see no hope of advancing them-
selves through traditional roads to success. Chapter 7 discusses 
 Merton’s theory in greater detail. 

 Merton also emphasized that sociology should strive to bring 
together the  macro-level  and  micro-level  approaches to the study 
of society.    Macrosociology    concentrates on large-scale phenom-
ena or entire civilizations. Émile Durkheim’s cross-cultural study 
of suicide is an example of macro-level research. More recently, 
 macrosociologists have examined international crime rates (see 
Chapter 7) and the stereotype of Asian Americans as a “model 
minority” (see Chapter 10). In contrast,    microsociology    stresses the 
study of small groups, often through experimental means. Socio-
logical research on the micro level has included studies of how 
divorced men and women disengage from significant social roles 
(see Chapter 5)  and of how a teacher’s expectations can affect a stu-
dent’s academic performance (see Chapter 13).  

  Pierre Bourdieu   Increasingly, scholars in the United States have 
been drawing on the insights of sociologists in other countries. 
The ideas of the French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu (1930–2002) 
have found a broad following in North America and elsewhere. 
As a young man, Bourdieu did fieldwork in Algeria during its 
struggle for independence from France. Today, scholars study 
Bourdieu’s research techniques as well as his conclusions. 

 Bourdieu wrote about how capital in its many forms sustains 
individuals and families from one generation to the next. To 
Bourdieu,  capital  included not just material goods, but cultural 
and social assets.    Cultural capital    refers to noneconomic goods, 
such as family background and education, which are reflected in a 
knowledge of language and the arts. Not necessarily book knowl-
edge, cultural capital refers to the kind of education that is valued 
by the socially elite. Though a knowledge of Chinese cuisine is cul-
ture, for example, it is not the prestigious kind of culture that is val-
ued by the elite. In the United States, immigrants—especially those 
who arrived in large numbers and settled in ethnic enclaves—have 
generally taken two or three generations to develop the same level 
of cultural capital enjoyed by more established groups. In com-
parison,    social capital    refers to the collective benefit of social net-
works, which are built on reciprocal trust. Much has been written 
about the importance of family and friendship networks in pro-
viding people with an opportunity to advance. In his emphasis on 
cultural and social capital, Bourdieu’s work extends the insights 
of early social thinkers such as Marx and Weber (Bourdieu and 
Passerson 1990; Field 2008). 

 Today sociology reflects the diverse contributions of earlier 
theorists. As sociologists approach such topics as divorce, drug 
addiction, and religious cults, they can draw on the theoretical 
insights of the discipline’s pioneers. A careful reader can hear 
Comte, Durkheim, Weber, Marx, DuBois, Cooley, Addams, and 
many others speaking through the pages of current research. 
Sociology has also broadened beyond the intellectual confines 
of North America and Europe. Contributions to the discipline 
now come from sociologists studying and researching human 
behavior in other parts of the world. In describing the work of 
these sociologists, it is helpful to examine a number of influen-
tial   theoretical perspectives,  also known as  approaches  or  views.      

thinking CRITICALLY

What kinds of social and cultural capital do you 
possess?

  Major Theoretical Perspectives 
  Sociologists view society in different ways. Some see the world basi-
cally as a stable and ongoing entity. They are impressed with the 
endurance of the family, organized religion, and other social institu-
tions. Other sociologists see society as composed of many groups in 
conflict, competing for scarce resources. To still other sociologists, the 
most fascinating aspects of the social world are the everyday, routine 
interactions among individuals that we sometimes take for granted. 
These three views, the ones most widely used by sociologists, are the 
functionalist, conflict, and interactionist perspectives. Together, these 
approaches will provide an introductory look at the discipline.  

   Functionalist Perspective 
 Think of society as a living organism in which each part of the 
organism contributes to its survival. This view is the     functionalist 
perspective    ,  which emphasizes the way in which the parts of a 
society are structured to maintain its stability. 

 Talcott Parsons (1902–1979), a Harvard University sociolo-
gist, was a key figure in the development of functionalist theory. 
Parsons was greatly influenced by the work of Émile Durkheim, 
Max Weber, and other European sociologists. For more than 
four decades, he dominated sociology in the United States with 
his advocacy of functionalism. Parsons saw any society as a 
vast network of connected parts, each of which helps to main-
tain the system as a whole. His approach, carried forward by 
 German sociologist Niklas Luhmann (1927–1998), holds that if 
an aspect of social life does not contribute to a society’s stability 
or  survival—if it does not serve some identifiably useful func-
tion or promote value consensus among members of society—it 
will not be passed on from one generation to the next (Joas and 
Knöbl 2009; Knudsen 2010). 

 Let’s examine an example of the functionalist perspective. 
Many Americans have difficulty understanding the Hindu prohi-
bition against slaughtering cows (specifically, zebu). Cattle browse 
unhindered through Indian street markets, helping themselves to 
oranges and mangoes while people bargain for the little food they 
can afford. What explains this devotion to the cow in the face of 
human deprivation—a devotion that appears to be dysfunctional? 
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  Cows (zebu), considered sacred in India, wander freely through this city, 
respected by all who encounter them. The sanctity of the cow is functional in 
India, where plowing, milking, and fertilizing are far more important to subsis-
tence farmers than a diet that includes beef.  
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14  The simple explanation is that cow worship is highly functional 

in Indian society, according to economists, agronomists, and 
social scientists who have studied the matter. Cows perform two 
essential tasks: plowing the fields and producing milk. If eating 
beef were permitted, hungry families might be tempted to slaugh-
ter their cows for immediate consumption, leaving themselves 
without a means of cultivation. Cows also produce dung, which 
doubles as a fertilizer and a fuel for cooking. Finally, cow meat 
sustains the neediest group in society, the  Dalit,  or untouchables, 
who sometimes resort to eating beef in secrecy. If eating beef were 
socially acceptable, higher-status Indians would no doubt bid up 
its price, placing it beyond the reach of the hungriest. 

  Manifest and Latent Functions   A college catalog typically 
states various functions of the institution. It may inform you, for 
example, that the university intends to “offer each student a broad 
education in classical and contemporary thought, in the humani-
ties, in the sciences, and in the arts.” However, it would be quite 
a surprise to find a catalog that declared, “This university was 
founded in 1895 to assist people in finding a marriage partner.” 
No college catalog will declare this as the purpose of the univer-
sity. Yet societal institutions serve many functions, some of them 
quite subtle. The university, in fact,  does  facilitate mate selection. 

 Robert Merton (1968) made an important distinction 
between manifest and latent functions.    Manifest functions    
of institutions are open, stated, and conscious functions. They 
involve the intended, recognized consequences of an aspect of 
society, such as the university’s role in certifying academic com-
petence and excellence. In contrast,    latent functions    are uncon-
scious or unintended functions that may reflect hidden purposes 
of an institution. One latent function of universities is to hold 
down unemployment. Another is to serve as a meeting ground 
for people seeking marital partners.  

  Dysfunctions   Functionalists acknowledge that not all parts of 
a society contribute to its stability all the time. A    dysfunction    
refers to an element or process of a society that may actually dis-
rupt the social system or reduce its stability. 

 We view many dysfunctional behavior patterns, such as 
homicide, as undesirable. Yet we should not automatically 
interpret them in this way. The evaluation of a dysfunction 
depends on one’s own values, or as the saying goes, on “where 
you sit.” For example, the official view in prisons in the United 
States is that inmate gangs should be eradicated because they 
are dysfunctional to smooth operations. Yet some guards have 
come to view prison gangs as a functional part of their jobs. 
The danger posed by gangs creates a “threat to security,” requir-
ing increased surveillance and more overtime work for guards, 
as well as requests for special staffing to address gang problems 
(G. Scott 2001).     

  Conflict Perspective 
 Where functionalists see stability and consensus, conflict soci-
ologists see a social world in continual struggle. The    conflict 
perspective    assumes that social behavior is best understood in 
terms of tension between groups over power or the allocation 
of resources, including housing, money, access to services, and 
political representation. The tension between competing groups 
need not be violent; it can take the form of labor negotiations, 
party politics, competition between religious groups for new 
members, or disputes over the federal budget. 

 Throughout most of the 1900s, the functionalist perspective 
had the upper hand in sociology in the United States. However, 
the conflict approach has become increasingly persuasive since 
the late 1960s. The widespread social unrest resulting from battles 
over civil rights, bitter divisions over the war in Vietnam, the rise 
of the feminist and gay liberation movements, the Watergate polit-
ical scandal, urban riots, confrontations at abortion clinics, and 
shrinking economic prospects for the middle class have offered 
support for the conflict approach—the view that our social world 
is characterized by continual struggle between competing groups. 
Currently, the discipline of sociology accepts conflict theory as 
one valid way to gain insight into a society. 

  The Marxist View   As we saw earlier, Karl Marx viewed  struggle 
between social classes as inevitable, given the  exploitation of 
workers that he perceived under capitalism. Expanding on 
Marx’s work, sociologists and other social scientists have come 
to see conflict not merely as a class phenomenon but as a part 
of everyday life in all societies. In studying any culture, organi-
zation, or social group, sociologists want to know who  benefits, 
who suffers, and who dominates at the expense of others. They 
are concerned with the conflicts between women and men, par-
ents and children,  cities and suburbs, Whites and Blacks, to name 
only a few. Conflict theorists are interested in how  society’s 
 institutions—including the family, government, religion, educa-
tion, and the media—may help to maintain the privileges of some 
groups and keep others in a subservient position. Their empha-
sis on social change and the redistribution of resources makes 
conflict theorists more radical and activist than  functionalists 
(Dahrendorf 1959).  

  The Feminist Perspective   Sociologists began embracing the 
feminist perspective only in the 1970s, although it has a long tra-
dition in many other disciplines. The    feminist perspective    sees 
inequity in gender as central to all behavior and organization. 
Because it focuses clearly on one aspect of inequality, it is often 
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Those who take the Marxist view ask “Who benefits, who suffers, and who dominates?” How would a Marxist 
analyze the situation at this homeless encampment in Reno, Nevada?

  Ida Wells-Barnett explored what it meant to be female and Black in the United 
States. Her work established her as one of the earliest feminist theorists.  
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allied with the conflict perspective. Proponents of the feminist 
view tend to focus on the macro level, just as conflict theorists do. 
Drawing on the work of Marx and Engels, contemporary feminist 
theorists often view women’s subordination as inherent in capi-
talist societies. Some radical feminist theorists, however, view the 
oppression of women as inevitable in  all  male-dominated socie-
ties, whether capitalist, socialist, or communist. 

adverse effect on participants’ health. Men are more likely to 
resort to illegal steroid use (among bodybuilders and baseball 
players, for example); women, to excessive dieting (among 
gymnasts and figure skaters, for example).  

   • Gender expectations encourage female athletes to be pas-
sive and gentle, qualities that do not support the emphasis on 
competitiveness in sports. As a result, women find it difficult 
to enter sports traditionally dominated by men, such as Indy 
or NASCAR.  

   • Although professional women athletes’ earnings are increas-
ing, they typically trail those of male athletes.      

use your sociological imagination

You are a sociologist who takes the conflict perspective. 
How would you interpret the practice of prostitution? How 
would your view of prostitution differ if you took the func-
tionalist perspective? The feminist perspective?

  Interactionist Perspective 
 Workers interacting on the job, encounters in public places 
like bus stops and parks, behavior in small groups—all these 
aspects of microsociology catch the attention of interaction-
ists. Whereas functionalist and conflict theorists both analyze 
large-scale,  society-wide patterns of behavior, theorists who 
take the     interactionist  perspective    generalize about every-
day forms of social interaction in order to explain society as a 
whole. Today, given rising concern over the cost and availability 

 An early example of this perspective 
(long before the label came into use by 
sociologists) can be seen in the life and 
writings of Ida Wells-Barnett (1862–1931). 
Following her groundbreaking publications 
in the 1890s on the practice of lynching 
Black Americans, she became an advocate 
in the women’s rights campaign, especially 
the struggle to win the vote for women. 
Like feminist theorists who succeeded her, 
Wells-Barnett used her analysis of society as 
a means of resisting oppression. In her case, 
she researched what it meant to be Black, 
a woman in the United States, and a Black 
woman in the United States  (Giddings 2008; 
Wells-Barnett 1970). 

 Feminist scholarship has broadened 
our understanding of social behavior 
by extending the analysis beyond the 
male point of view. Consider sports, for 
example. Feminist theorists consider how 
watching or participating in sports rein-
forces the roles that men and women play 
in the larger society:

    • Although sports generally promote fit-
ness and health, they may also have an 
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 The Changing Third Place 
 For a generation, sociologists have spoken of the “third place,” a social 
setting between the “first place” of home and the “second place” of 
work. People gather routinely in the third place, typically a coffeehouse or 
fast-food restaurant, to see familiar faces or make new friends. 

 Will this social pattern persist? Sociologists have identified forces that both 
encourage and discourage it. The availability of free Wi-Fi definitely encourages people to seek 
out such establishments, but do laptops truly enhance social interactions there? And though talk-
ing among friends may be easy in the living-room settings that coffeehouses provide, proprietors 
don’t always welcome these social gatherings. Some enforce antiloitering regulations or require 
patrons to make purchases at regular time intervals. Still, as the second place (the workplace) 
becomes less relevant to growing numbers of telecommuters, the third place may well grow in 
social significance.  
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16 of gas, interactionists have begun to study a form of commuter 

behavior called “slugging.” To avoid driving to work, commut-
ers gather at certain preappointed places to seek rides from 
 complete strangers. When a driver pulls into the parking area 
or vacant lot and announces his destination, the first slug in line 
who is headed for that destination jumps in. Rules of etiquette 
have emerged to smooth the social interaction between driver 
and passenger: neither the driver nor the passenger may eat or 
smoke; the slug may not adjust the windows or radio or talk on 
a cell phone. The presence of the slugs, who get a free ride, may 
allow the driver to use special lanes reserved for high-occupancy 
vehicles (  Slug-Lines.com  2011). 

 Interactionism (also referred to as  symbolic interactionism ) 
is a sociological framework in which human beings are viewed 
as living in a world of meaningful objects. Those “objects” may 
include material things, actions, other people, relationships, and 
even symbols. Interactionists see symbols as an especially impor-
tant part of human communication (thus the term   symbolic  
interactionism). Symbols have a shared social meaning that is 
understood by all members of a society. In the United States, for 
example, a salute symbolizes respect, while a clenched fist sig-
nifies defiance. Another culture might use different gestures to 
convey a feeling of respect or defiance. These types of symbolic 
interaction are classified as forms of    nonverbal  communication    ,  
which can include many other gestures, facial expressions, and 
postures (Masuda et al. 2008). 

 Manipulation of symbols can be seen in dress codes. Schools 
frown on students who wear clothes displaying messages that 
appear to endorse violence or drug and alcohol consumption. 
Businesses stipulate the attire employees are allowed to wear on 
the job in order to impress their customers or clients. In 2005, 
the National Basketball Association (NBA) adopted a new dress 
code for the athletes who play professional basketball—one that 
involved not the uniforms they wear on court, but the clothes 
they wear off court on league business. The code requires “busi-
ness casual attire” when players are representing the league. Indoor 
sunglasses, chains, and sleeveless shirts are specifically banned 
(Crowe and Herman 2005:A23). 

 While the functionalist and conflict approaches were initiated in 
Europe, interactionism developed first in the United States. George 
Herbert Mead (1863–1931) is widely regarded as the founder of 
the interactionist perspective. Mead taught at the University of 
Chicago from 1893 until his death. As his teachings have become 
better known, sociologists have expressed greater interest in the 
interactionist perspective. Many have moved away from what may 
have been an excessive preoccupation with the macro (large-scale) 
level of social behavior and have redirected their attention toward 
behavior that occurs on the micro (small-scale) level. 

 Erving Goffman (1922–1982) popularized a particular 
type of interactionist method known as the    dramaturgical 
approach    ,  in which people are seen as theatrical performers. 
The dramaturgist compares everyday life to the setting of the 
theater and stage. Just as actors project certain images, all of us 
seek to present particular features of our personalities while 
we hide other features. Thus, in a class, we may feel the need to 
project a serious image; at a party, we may want to look relaxed 
and friendly.  

  The Sociological Approach 
 Which perspective should a sociologist use in studying human 
behavior? Functionalist? Conflict? Interactionist? Feminist? We 
simply cannot squeeze all sociological thinking into three or 
four theoretical categories—or even ten, if we include several 
other productive approaches. However, by studying the three 
major frameworks, we can better grasp how sociologists seek to 
explore social behavior.  Table 1-2  summarizes these three broad 
approaches to sociological study. 

 Although no one approach is correct by itself, and sociologists 
draw on all of them for various purposes, many sociologists tend 
to favor one particular perspective over others. A sociologist’s the-
oretical orientation influences his or her approach to a research 
problem in important ways—including the choice of what to 
study, how to study it, and what questions to pose (or not to pose). 
Box 1-1 (page 18) shows how researchers would study the 2010 
Gulf Coast oil spill from different sociological perspectives. 

 Whatever the purpose of sociologists’ work, their research 
will always be guided by their theoretical view-

points. For example, sociologist Elijah 
Anderson (1990) embraces both the 

interactionist perspective and the 
groundbreaking work of W. E. B. 
DuBois. For 14 years Anderson con-
ducted fieldwork in Philadelphia, 
where he studied the interactions of 
Black and White residents who lived 

in adjoining neighborhoods. In par-
ticular, he was interested in their public 

behavior, including their eye contact—or 
lack of it—as they passed one another 
on the street. Anderson’s research tells us 
much about the everyday social interac-
tions of Blacks and Whites in the United 
States, but it does not explain the larger 
issues behind those interactions. Like theo-
ries, research results illuminate one part 
of the stage, leaving other parts in relative 
darkness.    
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TABLE 1-2 MAJOR SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES Tracking Sociological Perspectives

Functionalist Conflict Interactionist

View of Society Stable, well integrated Characterized by tension and 
 struggle between groups

Active in influencing and affecting 
everyday social interaction

Level of Analysis 

Emphasized

Macro Macro Micro, as a way of understanding the 
larger macro phenomena

Key Concepts Manifest functions
Latent functions
Dysfunctions

Inequality
Capitalism
Stratification

Symbols
Nonverbal communication
Face-to-face interaction

View of the 

Individual

People are socialized to perform 
societal functions

People are shaped by power, 
 coercion, and authority

People manipulate symbols and create 
their social worlds through interaction

View of the 

Social Order

Maintained through cooperation 
and consensus

Maintained through force 
and coercion

Maintained by shared understanding 
of everyday behavior

View of Social 

Change

Predictable, reinforcing Change takes place all the time and 
may have positive consequences

Reflected in people’s social positions 
and their communications with others

Example Public punishments reinforce 
the social order

Laws reinforce the positions 
of those in power

People respect laws or disobey them 
based on their own past experience

Proponents Émile Durkheim
Talcott Parsons
Robert Merton

Karl Marx
W. E. B. DuBois
Ida Wells-Barnett

George Herbert Mead
Charles Horton Cooley
Erving Goffman
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presidential address to the American Sociological Association, 
endorsed what he called  public sociology,  encouraging scholars 
to engage a broader audience in  bringing about positive out-
comes. In effect, the applied sociologist reaches out to others and 
joins them in their efforts to better society. 

 Often, the goal of such work is to assist in resolving a social 
problem. For example, in the past 50 years, eight presidents of 
the United States have established commissions to delve into 
major societal concerns facing our nation. Sociologists are 
often asked to apply their expertise to studying such issues as 
violence, pornography, crime, immigration, and population. In 
Europe, both academic and government research  departments 
are offering increasing financial  support for applied studies. 

 One example of applied sociology is the growing interest in 
learning more about local communities. Since its founding in 
1994, the Northeast Florida Center for Community Initiatives 
(CCI), based at the University of North Florida in Jacksonville, 
has conducted several community studies, including a home-
less census and survey, an analysis of the economic impact of 
the arts in Jacksonville, and a long-term survey of the effects of 
 Hurricane Katrina. Typical of applied sociology, these outreach 
efforts are collaborative, involving faculty, undergraduate and 
graduate students, volunteers, and community residents (Center 
for Community Initiatives 2012 a).

Another of CCI’s applications of sociology, the Magnolia Proj-
ect, is based in a storefront clinic in an underprivileged area of 
Jacksonville. Part of the federal Healthy Start initiative, which 
aims to decrease high infant mortality rates, the project serves 
women of childbearing age who have little or no regular access 
to health care. CCI’s responsibilities include (1) interviewing and 
surveying key community participants, (2) coordinating data col-
lection by the project’s staff, (3) analyzing data, and (4) preparing 

thinking CRITICALLY

Relate the toys on display in your local store to issues 
of race, class, and gender.

  Taking Sociology with You 
  You’ve seen how sociologists employ the major sociological per-
spectives in their research. How does sociology relate to  you,
your own studies, and your own career? In this section you’ll 
learn about  applied  and  clinical sociology,  two growing fields 
that allow sociology majors and those with advanced degrees in 
sociology to apply what they have learned to real-world settings. 
You’ll also see how to develop your sociological imagination, one 
of the keys to thinking like a sociologist. See the appendix at the 
end of this chapter for more information on careers in sociology.  

   Applied and Clinical Sociology 
 Many early sociologists—notably, Jane Addams, W. E. B. DuBois, 
and George Herbert Mead—were strong advocates for social 
reform. They wanted their theories and findings to be relevant 
to policymakers and to people’s lives in general. For instance, 
Mead was the treasurer of Hull House, where he applied his 
theory to improving the lives of those who were powerless (espe-
cially immigrants). He also served on committees dealing with 
Chicago’s labor problems and public education. Today,    applied 
sociology    is the use of the discipline of sociology with the spe-
cific intent of yielding practical applications for human behavior 
and organizations. By extension, Michael Burawoy (2005), in his 
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 • Conflict theorists would note that although 
news outlets tend to focus on oil spills 
that affect wealthy industrial countries, 
often the worst spills afflict communities 
in disadvantaged developing nations, such 
as Nigeria.

Feminist Perspective

Feminists would note that during times of eco-
nomic upheaval and dislocation, such as the Gulf 
Coast oil crisis, women bear a disproportionate 
share of the burden in their role as caregivers:

 • As family wage earners leave home to seek 
work elsewhere, women with children or elderly 
dependents are left to cope as best they can.

 • With time, the physical separation these 
families experience may turn into marital 
separation.

Interactionist Perspective

Interactionists would examine the Gulf Coast 
oil spill on the micro level, by focusing on how 

RESEARCH TODAY

1-1 Looking at the Gulf Coast Oil Spill from Four Sociological Perspectives

The Gulf Coast oil spill, which began on April 20, 
2010, dominated the national news in the 
United States for much of that year. Like other 
disasters, the huge spill had social effects that 
can be analyzed from the four major sociological 
perspectives.

Functionalist Perspective

In evaluating the effects of the Gulf Coast oil 
spill, functionalists would stress society’s sup-
portive function. For example:

 • Functionalists might expect a revitalization of 
the environmental movement, as happened 
in the early 1900s after the damming of the 
Hetch Hetchy Valley just outside Yosemite, 
and later in the 1990s, after massive wild-
fires swept through the Everglades.

 • Functionalists might note full employment in 
selected occupations, such as the manufac-
ture of containment booms, even when jobs 
in other industries were scarce.

 • Functionalists would observe that churches 
and other charities along the Gulf Coast pro-
vided both spiritual and material support to 
households affected by the spill.

 • Functionalists would not be surprised that 
because offshore oil drilling is an integral 
part of the Gulf Coast economy, the governor 
of Louisiana strongly opposed a moratorium 
on deep-sea drilling, despite questions about 
its safety.

Conflict Perspective

Because conflict theorists see the social order in 
terms of conflict or tension between competing 
groups, they would emphasize the coercion and 
exploitation that underlies relations between 
the oil companies and Gulf Coast communities:

 • The oil industry, conflict theorists would note, 
is a form of big business, in which profits 
are more important than workers’ health and 
safety.

 • Conflict theorists would emphasize the 
often-overlooked effect of the spill on 
minority groups living in inland commu-
nities, including Vietnamese Americans, 
Native American tribal groups, and  African 
Americans. These groups, which were  living 
a marginal existence before the spill, 
endured particularly significant economic 
setbacks after the spill.

Feminists would note that during 
times of economic upheaval 

and dislocation, women bear 
a disproportionate share of the 

burden in their role as caregivers.

it shaped personal relations and day-to-day 
social behavior:

 • Interactionists would note that difficult times 
often strengthen ties among neighbors and 
family members.

 • At the same time, stressful events can contrib-
ute to social breakdowns, including divorce or 
even suicide—a pattern researchers observed 
in the aftermath of the Exxon Valdez oil spill in 
1989.

Despite their differences, functionalists, con-
flict theorists, feminists, and interactionists would 
all agree that disasters like the Gulf Coast oil 
spill are a worthy subject for sociological study.

LET’S DISCUSS

 1. Which of the four sociological perspectives 
seems most useful to you in analyzing the 
Gulf Coast oil crisis? Why?

 2. For many people, the worldwide economic 
crisis that began in 2008 had disastrous 
personal consequences. Use the four 
sociological perspectives to analyze what 
happened to you, your family, and your 
community during the Great Recession.

Sources: Capriccioso 2010; Freudenburg 
and Gramling 2010; Greenemeier 2010; Jopling 
and Morse 2010; Liptak 2010; Molotch 1970; 
Samuels 2010; N. Wallace 2010.
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  The Center for Community Initiatives’ Magnolia Project, an example of applied 
sociology, aims to decrease high rates of infant mortality.  
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progress reports for funding agencies and community partners. 
Through March 2012, not a single infant death had occurred 
among the 293 participants in the program (Center for Commu-
nity Initiatives 2012b).  

 Growing interest in applied sociology has led to such specializa-
tions as  medical sociology  and  environmental sociology.  The former 
includes research on how health care professionals and patients 
deal with disease. To give one example, medical sociologists have 
studied the social impact of the AIDS crisis on families, friends, and 
communities (see Chapter 15). Environmental sociologists examine 
the relationship between human societies and the physical environ-
ment. One focus of their work is the issue of  “environmental justice” 
(see Chapter 15), raised when researchers and community activists 
found that hazardous waste dumps are especially likely to be situ-
ated in poor and minority neighborhoods (M.  Martin 1996). 

 The growing popularity of applied sociology has led to the rise 
of the specialty of clinical sociology. Louis Wirth (1931) wrote 
about clinical sociology more than 75 years ago, but the term 
itself has become popular only in recent years. While applied 
sociology may simply evaluate social issues,     clinical sociology    
is dedicated to facilitating change by altering social relationships 
(as in family therapy) or restructuring social institutions (as in 
the reorganization of a medical center). 

 Applied sociologists generally leave it to policymakers to act 
on their evaluations. In contrast, clinical sociologists take direct 
responsibility for implementation and view those with whom 

they work as their clients. This specialty has become increasingly 
attractive to graduate students in sociology because it offers an 
opportunity to apply intellectual learning in a practical way. 
A shrinking job market in the academic world has made such 
alternative career routes appealing. 

 Applied and clinical sociology can be contrasted with    basic 
sociology (also called pure sociology),                which seeks a more pro-
found knowledge of the fundamental aspects of social phenomena. 
This type of research is not necessarily meant to generate specific 
applications, although such ideas may result once findings are ana-
lyzed. When Durkheim studied suicide rates, he was not primarily 
interested in discovering a way to eliminate suicide. In this sense, 
his research was an example of basic rather than applied sociology.  

  Developing a Sociological Imagination 
 In this book, we will be illustrating the sociological imagination in 
several different ways—by showing theory in practice and in cur-
rent research; by thinking globally; by exploring the significance 
of social inequality; by speaking across race, gender, and religious 
boundaries; and by highlighting social policy throughout the world. 

  Theory in Practice   We will illustrate how the major sociological 
perspectives can be helpful in understanding today’s issues, from 
capital punishment to abortion. Sociologists do not necessarily 
declare, “Here I am using functionalism,” but their research and 
approaches do tend to draw on one or more theoretical frame-
works, as will become clear in the pages to follow.  

  Research Today   Sociologists actively investigate a variety of 
issues and social behavior. We have already seen that research 
can shed light on the social factors that affect suicide rates. Soci-
ological research often plays a direct role in improving people’s 
lives, as in the case of increasing the participation of African 
Americans in diabetes testing. Throughout the rest of the book, 
the research performed by sociologists and other social scien-
tists will shed light on group behavior of all types.  

  Thinking Globally   Whatever their theoretical perspective or 
research techniques, sociologists recognize that social behavior 
must be viewed in a global context.    Globalization    is the  worldwide 
integration of government policies, cultures, social movements, 
and financial markets through trade and the exchange of ideas. 
Although public discussion of globalization is relatively recent, 
intellectuals have been pondering both its negative and positive 
social consequences for a long time. Karl Marx and Friedrich 
Engels warned in  The Communist  Manifesto   (written in 1848) of 
a world market that would lead to production in distant lands, 
sweeping away existing working relationships. 

 Today, developments outside a country are as likely to influence 
people’s lives as changes at home. For example, though much of the 
world was already in recession by September 2001, the terrorist 
attacks on New York and Washington, D.C., caused an immediate 
economic decline, not just in the United States, but throughout the 
world. One example of the massive global impact was the down-
turn in international tourism, which lasted for at least two years. 
The effects have been felt by people far removed from the United 
States, including African game wardens and Asian taxi drivers. 
Some observers see globalization and its effects as the natural 
result of advances in communications technology, particularly the 
Internet and satellite transmission of the mass media. Others view 
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  Today, both the positive and negative aspects of globalization are receiving increased scrutiny from sociologists.  
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it more critically, as a process that allows multinational corpora-
tions to expand unchecked. We examine the impact of globaliza-
tion on our daily lives and on societies throughout the world in 
Box 1-2 and throughout this book (Fiss and Hirsch 2005).  

  The Signifi cance of Social Inequality   Who holds power? 
Who doesn’t? Who has prestige? Who lacks it? Perhaps the major 
theme of analysis in sociology today is    social inequality    ,  a con-
dition in which members of society have differing amounts of 
wealth, prestige, or power. For example, the disparity between 
what coffee bean pickers in developing nations are paid and the 
price you pay for a cup of coffee underscores global inequality 
(see Box 1-2). Kelsey Timmerman’s research among foreign gar-
ment workers uncovered some other aspects of global inequal-
ity. And the impact of Hurricane Katrina on residents of the Gulf 
Coast drew attention to social inequality in the United States. Pre-
dictably, the people who were hit the hardest by the massive storm 
were the poor, who had the greatest difficulty evacuating before 
the storm and have had the most difficulty recovering from it. 

 Some sociologists, in seeking to understand the effects of 
inequality, have made the case for social justice. W. E. B. DuBois 
([1940] 1968:418) noted that the greatest power in the land is 
not “thought or ethics, but wealth.” As we have seen, the con-
tributions of Karl Marx, Jane Addams, and Ida Wells-Barnett 
also stressed this belief in the overarching significance of social 
inequality, and by extension, social justice. In this book, social 
inequality will be the central focus of Chapters 8 and 9, and 
 sociologists’ work on inequality will be highlighted throughout.  

  Speaking across Race, Gender, and Religious Boundaries   

Sociologists include both men and women, who come from 
a variety of ethnic, national, and religious origins. In their work, 
sociologists seek to draw conclusions that speak to all people—
not just the affluent or powerful. Doing so is not always easy. 
Insights into how a corporation can increase its profits tend to 
attract more attention and financial support than do, say, the 
merits of a needle exchange program for low-income inner-city 
residents. Yet today more than ever, sociology seeks to better 
understand the experiences of all people. 

 Sociologists have noted, for example, 
that the huge tsunami that hit South Asia 
in 2004 affected men and women differ-
ently. When the waves hit, mothers and 
grandmothers were at home with the chil-
dren; men were outside working, where 
they were more likely to become aware of 
the impending disaster. Moreover, most 
of the men knew how to swim, a sur-
vival skill that women in these traditional 
societies usually do not learn. As a result, 
many more men than women survived 
the catastrophe—about 10 men for every 
1 woman. In one Indonesian village typi-
cal of the disaster area, 97 of 1,300 people 
survived; only 4 were women. The impact 
of this gender imbalance will be felt for 
some time, given women’s primary role 
as caregivers for children and the elderly 
(BBC News 2005).  

  Social Policy throughout the World   One important way we 
can use a sociological imagination is to enhance our understand-
ing of current social issues throughout the world. Beginning with 
Chapter 2, each chapter will conclude with a discussion of a contem-
porary social policy issue. In some cases, we will examine a specific 
issue facing national governments. For example, government fund-
ing of child care centers will be discussed in Chapter 4, Socialization 
and the Life Course; global immigration in Chapter 10, Racial and 
Ethnic Inequality; and charter schools in Chapter 13, Education and 
Religion. These Social Policy sections will demonstrate how fun-
damental sociological concepts can enhance our critical thinking 
skills and help us to better understand current public policy debates 
taking place around the world. 

 In addition, sociology has been used to evaluate the suc-
cess of programs or the impact of changes brought about by 
 policymakers and political activists. For example, Chapter 9, 
Global Inequality, includes a discussion of research on the effec-
tiveness of welfare programs. Such discussions underscore the 
many practical applications of sociological theory and research. 

 Sociologists expect the next quarter of a century to be per-
haps the most exciting and critical period in the history of the 
discipline. That is because of a growing recognition—both in 
the United States and around the world—that current social 
 problems must be addressed before their magnitude over-
whelms human societies. We can expect sociologists to play an 
increasing role in government by researching and developing 
public policy alternatives. It seems only natural for this textbook 
to focus on the connection between the work of sociologists and 
the difficult questions confronting policymakers and people in 
the United States and around the world.      

thinking CRITICALLY

What issues facing your local community would you 
like to address with applied sociological research? Do 
you see any global connections to these local issues?
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SOCIOLOGY IN THE GLOBAL COMMUNITY

1-2 Your Morning Cup of Coffee

the trend toward global warming. The need to 
make room for more coffee fields, they charge, 
has encouraged the destruction of rain forests. 
The same criticism can be aimed at much of 
the consumption in industrial nations. Of all the 
products that emerge from developing nations, 
however, few have as singular a place in many 
people’s daily ritual as that morning cup of joe. 
The drink in your hand is your tangible link to 
rural workers in some of the poorest areas of 
the world.

LET’S DISCUSS

 1. Do you enjoy coffee? Would you willingly 
pay more for a cup of coffee if you knew 
that the worker who picked the beans would 
benefit from the higher price?

 2. The coffee trade has been blamed 
for perpetuating social inequality 
and global warming. Can you think 
of any positive effects of the coffee trade? 
Who benefits most from this economic 
activity?

Sources: Adamy 2008; Fieser 2009; Jaffee 2007; 
Luttinger and Dicum 2006; E. Marx 2009; 
Pendergrast 1999; Ritzer 2011:218–227.

The typical coffee picker works 
in a developing nation near the 

equator, receiving for a day’s 
wages an amount that matches 
the price of a single cup of coffee 

in North America.

wages an amount that matches the price of 
a single cup of coffee in North America. In the 

1940s, advocacy groups began to promote the 
sale of certified fair trade coffee, which gives 

a living wage to those who harvest the 
crop, allowing them to become eco-

nomically self- sufficient. But 
as of late 2009, fair trade 
coffee accounted for only 
2.5 percent of the coffee 

that was bought and sold in the 
United States. Recently, a similar 

movement has begun to promote 
fair trade in the global clothing industry, 

reported on by Kelsey Timmerman in his book 
Where Am I Wearing?

Ecological activists have drawn attention to what 
they see as the coffee industry’s contribution to 

When you drink a cup of coffee, do you give 
much thought to where the coffee beans came 
from, or do you think more about the pleasure 
you get from the popular beverage? Coffee 
 certainly is popular—as an import, it is second 
only to petroleum, the most traded commodity 
in the world.

Although the coffee trade has been global-
ized, the customs of coffee drinking still vary 
from place to place. Starbucks, which now has 
4,500 locations outside the United States, 
has over 1,000 locations in Europe. Managers 
find that in European countries, where 
the coffeehouse culture originated, 
80 percent of their customers sit 
down to drink their coffee. In the 
United States, 80 percent of 
Starbucks’ customers leave 
the store immediately, tak-
ing their coffee with them.

Today, the coffee trade 
relies on the exploitation of 
cheap labor. Coffee is a labor-
intensive crop: there is little that technol-
ogy can do to ease the coffee picker’s burden. 
The typical coffee picker works in a developing 
nation near the equator, receiving for a day’s 
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  APPENDIX   Careers in Sociology 

   F or the past two decades the number of U.S. college students who 
have graduated with a degree in sociology has risen steadily 

( Figure  1-2, page 22).  In this appendix we’ll consider some of the 
options these students have after completing their education. 

 How do students first learn about the sociological perspective 
on society? Some may take a sociology course in high school. Oth-
ers may study sociology at community college, where 
40 percent of all college students in the United States 
are enrolled. Indeed, many future sociology majors 
first develop their sociological imaginations at a 
community college. 

 An undergraduate degree in sociology doesn’t 
just serve as excellent preparation for future grad-
uate work in sociology. It also provides a strong 
 liberal arts background for entry-level positions in 
business, social services, foundations, commu-
nity organizations, not-for-profit groups, law 

enforcement, and many government jobs. A number of fields—
among them marketing, public relations, and broadcasting—now 
require investigative skills and an understanding of the diverse 
groups found in today’s multiethnic and multinational environ-
ment. Moreover, a sociology degree requires accomplishment in 
oral and written communication, interpersonal skills, problem 

solving, and critical thinking—all job-related skills that may 
give sociology graduates an advantage over those who pursue 

more technical degrees. 
 Consequently, while few occupations specifically require 

an undergraduate degree in sociology, such academic training 
can be an important asset in entering a wide range of occupa-
tions. To emphasize this point, a number of chapters in this 
book highlight a real-life professional who describes how the 

study of sociology has helped in his or her career. 
For example, in Chapter 6 a Taking Sociology to 

Work box explains how a college graduate uses 
her training in sociology as a social media 
manager for nonprofit organizations. And 
in Chapter 14, another Taking Sociology 
to Work box shows how a recent graduate 
uses the skill set he acquired as a sociology 
major in his role as a government analyst. 

Did you know that as a student at Princeton Univer-
sity, Michelle Obama majored in sociology? She
used that degree as a stepping-stone to  Harvard 
Law School. Read her senior thesis at www.
politico.com/news/stories/0208/8642.html.
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  FIGURE 1-2    SOCIOLOGY DEGREES CONFERRED 

IN THE UNITED STATES BY GENDER  
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Source: Spalter-Roth and Van Vooren 2008a, p. 3.
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  Figure  1-3  summarizes the sources of employment for 
those with BA or BS degrees in sociology. It shows that fields 
including  nonprofit organizations, education, business, and 
 government offer major career opportunities for sociology grad-
uates. Undergraduates who know where their career interests lie 
are well advised to enroll in sociology courses and specialties 
best suited to those interests. For example, students hoping to 
become health planners would take a class in medical sociol-
ogy; students seeking employment as social science research 
assistants would focus on courses in statistics and methods. 
Internships, such as placements at city planning agencies and 
survey research organizations, afford another way for sociology 
students to prepare for careers. Studies show that students who 
choose an internship placement have less trouble finding jobs, 
obtain better jobs, and enjoy greater job satisfaction than stu-
dents without internship placements. Finally, students should 
expect to change fields during their first five years of employ-
ment after graduation—for example, from sales and market-
ing to management (American Sociological Association 2009; 
Salem and Grabarek 1986; Spalter-Roth and Van Vooren 2010). 

 Many college students view social work as the field most 
closely associated with sociology. Traditionally, social workers 
received their undergraduate training in sociology and allied 
fields such as psychology and counseling. After some practi-
cal experience, social workers would generally seek a master’s 
degree in social work (MSW) to be considered for supervisory or 
administrative positions. Today, however, some students choose 
(where it is available) to pursue a bachelor’s degree in social work 
(BSW). This degree prepares graduates for direct service posi-
tions, such as caseworker or group worker. 

 Many students continue their sociological training beyond 
the bachelor’s degree. More than 250 universities in the United 

States have graduate programs in sociology 
that offer PhD and/or master’s degrees. These 
programs differ greatly in their areas of spe-
cialization, course requirements, costs, and 
the research and teaching opportunities avail-
able to graduate  students. About 71 percent of 
the graduates are women ( American Socio-
logical Association 2005, 2010a). 

 Higher education is an important source 
of employment for sociologists with gradu-
ate degrees. About 83 percent of recent PhD 
recipients in sociology seek employment in 
colleges and universities. These sociologists 
teach not only majors who are committed 
to the discipline but also students hoping to 
become doctors, nurses, lawyers, police offi-
cers, and so forth (American Sociological 
Association 2005). 

 Sociologists who teach in colleges and 
universities may use their knowledge and 
training to influence public policy. For 
 example, sociologist Andrew Cherlin (2003) 
has commented on the debate over proposed 
federal funding to promote marriage among 
welfare recipients. Citing the results of two of 
his studies, Cherlin questioned the potential 
effectiveness of such a policy in strengthen-

ing low-income families. Because many single mothers choose to 
marry someone other than the father of their children—sometimes 
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for good reason—their children often grow up in stepfamilies. 
Cherlin’s research shows that children who are raised in stepfami-
lies are no better off than those in single-parent families. He sees 
government efforts to promote marriage as a politically motivated 
attempt to foster traditional social values in a society that has 
become increasingly diverse. 

 For sociology graduates who are interested in academic careers, 
the road to a PhD (or doctorate) can be long and difficult. This 
degree symbolizes competence in original research; each candidate 
must prepare a book-length study known as a dissertation. Typi-
cally, a doctoral student in sociology will engage in four to seven 
years of intensive work, including the time required to complete the 
dissertation. Yet even this effort is no guarantee of a job as a sociol-
ogy professor. 

 The good news is that over the next 10 years, the demand for 
instructors is expected to increase because of high rates of retire-
ment among faculty from the baby boom generation, as well as the 
anticipated slow but steady growth in the college student popula-
tion in the United States. Nonetheless, anyone who launches an 
academic career must be prepared for considerable uncertainty and 
competition in the college job market (American Sociological Asso-
ciation 2009). 

 Of course, not all people who work as sociologists teach or hold 
doctoral degrees. Take government, for example. The Census Bureau 
relies on people with sociological training to interpret data for other 
government agencies and the general public. Virtually every agency 
depends on survey research—a field in which sociology students can 

specialize—in order to assess everything from community needs to 
the morale of the agency’s workers. In addition, people with socio-
logical training can put their academic knowledge to effective use 
in probation and parole, health sciences, community development, 
and recreational services. Some people working in government or 
private industry have a master’s degree (MA or MS) in sociology; 
others have a bachelor’s degree (BA or BS). 

 Currently, about 15 percent of the members of the American 
Sociological Association use their sociological skills outside the 
academic world, whether in social service agencies or in market-
ing positions for business firms. Increasing numbers of sociologists 
with graduate degrees are employed by businesses, industry, hospi-
tals, and nonprofit organizations. Studies show that many sociology 
graduates are making career changes from social service areas to 
business and commerce. For an undergraduate major, sociology is 
excellent preparation for employment in many parts of the business 
world (Spalter-Roth and Van Vooren 2008b). 

 Whether you take a few courses in sociology or complete a 
degree, you will benefit from the critical thinking skills devel-
oped in this discipline. Sociologists emphasize the value of being 
able to analyze, interpret, and function within a variety of working 
s ituations—an asset in virtually any career. Moreover, given rapid 
technological change and the expanding global economy, all of us 
will need to adapt to substantial social change, even in our own 
careers. Sociology provides a rich conceptual framework that can 
serve as a foundation for flexible career development and assist you 
in taking advantage of new employment opportunities.   

For more information on career opportunities for individuals with a background in sociology, visit 
the Online Learning Center at www.mhhe.com/schaefer10e. Go to “Student Edition,” and in the 
section titled “Course-wide Content,” click on “Web Resources.” Then click on “Career Opportuni-
ties,” which will provide you with numerous links to sites offering career advice and information.

TM

MASTERING THIS CHAPTER

Sociology  is the scientific study of social behavior and human groups. 
This chapter examines the nature of sociological theory, the founders 
of the discipline, theoretical perspectives in contemporary sociology, 
practical applications for sociological theory and research, and ways to 
exercise the  sociological imagination. 

    1. The  sociological imagination  is an awareness of the relationship 
between an individual and the wider society. It is based on the ability 
to view our own society as an outsider might, rather than from the 
perspective of our limited experiences and cultural biases.  

   2. In contrast to other  social sciences,  sociology emphasizes the influ-
ence that groups can have on people’s behavior and attitudes and the 
ways in which people shape society.  

   3. Knowledge that relies on common sense is not always reliable. 
 Sociologists must test and analyze each piece of information they use.  

   4. Sociologists employ  theories  to examine relationships between 
observations or data that may seem completely unrelated.  

  Summary 

   5. Nineteenth-century thinkers who contributed sociological insights 
included Auguste Comte, a French philosopher; Harriet Martineau, 
an English sociologist; and Herbert Spencer, an English scholar.  

   6. Other important figures in the development of sociology were 
Émile Durkheim, who pioneered work on suicide; Max Weber, 
who taught the need for insight in intellectual work; Karl Marx, 
who emphasized the importance of the economy and social con-
flict; and W. E. B. DuBois, who advocated the usefulness of basic 
research in combating prejudice and fostering racial tolerance 
and justice.  

   7. In the 20th century, the discipline of sociology was indebted to the 
U.S. sociologists Charles Horton Cooley and Robert Merton, as well 
as to the French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu.  

   8.  Macrosociology  concentrates on large-scale phenomena or entire 
civilizations;  microsociology  stresses the study of small groups.  

   9. The  functionalist perspective  emphasizes the way in which the 
parts of a society are structured to maintain its stability.  
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   10. The  conflict perspective  assumes that social behavior is best under-
stood in terms of conflict or tension between competing groups.  

   11. The  feminist perspective,  which is often allied with the conflict 
per  spective, sees inequity in gender as central to all behavior and 
organization.  

   12. The  interactionist perspective  is concerned primarily with fun-
damental or everyday forms of interaction, including symbols and 
other types of  nonverbal communication.   

   13. Sociologists make use of all four perspectives, since each offers 
unique insights into the same issue.  

   14.  Applied  and  clinical sociology  apply the discipline of sociology 
to the solution of practical problems in human behavior and orga-
nizations. In contrast,  basic sociology  is sociological inquiry that 
seeks only a deeper knowledge of the fundamental aspects of social 
phenomena.  

   15. This textbook makes use of the sociological imagination by show-
ing theory in practice and in current research; by thinking globally; 
by focusing on the significance of social inequality; by speaking 
across race, gender, and religious boundaries; and by highlighting 
social policy around the world.     

  Key Terms 

    Anomie    The loss of direction felt in a society when social control of indi-
vidual behavior has become ineffective. (page 10)  

   Applied sociology    The use of the discipline of sociology with the spe-
cific intent of yielding practical applications for human behavior and 
 organizations. (17)  

   Basic sociology    Sociological inquiry conducted with the objective of gain-
ing a more profound knowledge of the fundamental aspects of social 
phenomena. Also known as  pure sociology.  (19)  

   Clinical sociology    The use of the discipline of sociology with the specific intent 
of altering social relationships or restructuring social institutions. (19)  

   Conflict perspective    A sociological approach that assumes that social 
behavior is best understood in terms of tension between groups over 
power or the allocation of resources, including housing, money, access 
to services, and political representation. (14)  

   Cultural capital    Noneconomic goods, such as family background and educa-
tion, which are reflected in a knowledge of language and the arts. (13)  

   Double consciousness    The division of an individual’s identity into two or 
more social realities. (12)  

   Dramaturgical approach    A view of social interaction in which people are 
seen as theatrical performers. (16)  

   Dysfunction    An element or process of a society that may disrupt the 
social system or reduce its stability. (14)  

   Feminist perspective    A sociological approach that views inequity in gen-
der as central to all behavior and organization. (14)  

   Functionalist perspective    A sociological approach that emphasizes 
the way in which the parts of a society are structured to maintain its 
stability. (13)  

   Globalization    The worldwide integration of government policies,  cultures, 
social movements, and financial markets through trade and the 
exchange of ideas. (19)  

   Ideal type    A construct or model for evaluating specific cases. (10)  

   Interactionist perspective    A sociological approach that generalizes 
about everyday forms of social interaction in order to explain society 
as a whole. (15)  

   Latent function    An unconscious or unintended function that may reflect 
hidden purposes. (14)  

   Macrosociology    Sociological investigation that concentrates on large-scale 
phenomena or entire civilizations. (13)  

   Manifest function    An open, stated, and conscious function. (14)  

   Microsociology    Sociological investigation that stresses the study of 
small groups, often through experimental means. (13)  

   Natural science    The study of the physical features of nature and the 
ways in which they interact and change. (6)  

   Nonverbal communication    The sending of messages through the use of 
gestures, facial expressions, and postures. (16)  

   Science    The body of knowledge obtained by methods based on system-
atic observation. (5)  

   Social capital    The collective benefit of social networks, which are built 
on reciprocal trust. (13)  

   Social inequality    A condition in which members of society have differing 
amounts of wealth, prestige, or power. (20)  

   Social science    The study of the social features of humans and the ways 
in which they interact and change. (6)  

   Sociological imagination    An awareness of the relationship between an 
individual and the wider society, both today and in the past. (5)  

   Sociology    The scientific study of social behavior and human groups. (5)  

   Theory    In sociology, a set of statements that seeks to explain problems, 
actions, or behavior. (8)  

Verstehen    The German word for “understanding” or “insight”; used to 
stress the need for sociologists to take into account the subjective 
meanings people attach to their actions. (10)    
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   TAKING SOCIOLOGY  with you 

    1. Research! Find out who makes the sports apparel sold at your 
school’s bookstore. What can you learn (perhaps from a company 
website) about where such products are manufactured and what the 
working conditions are?  

   2. In what ways have you been affected by the recent spate of home 
mortgage foreclosures? Has the widespread loss of home ownership 

made you and others more aware of the problem of homelessness, or 
has it pushed the issue out of sight?  

   3. Consider some group or organization that you participate in. Using 
Robert Merton’s concepts, list its manifest and latent functions.    

  Self-Quiz 

 Read each question carefully and then select the best answer. 

     1.  Sociology is
     a.  very narrow in scope.  
    b.  concerned with what one individual does or does not do.  
    c.  the systematic study of social behavior and human groups.  
    d.  an awareness of the relationship between an individual and the 

wider society.     

    2.  Which of the following thinkers introduced the concept of the sociological 
imagination?

     a.  Émile Durkheim  
    b.  Max Weber  
    c.  Karl Marx  
    d.  C. Wright Mills     

    3.  Émile Durkheim’s research on suicide suggested that
     a.  people with religious affiliations had a higher suicide rate than those who 

were unaffiliated.  
    b.  suicide rates seemed to be higher in times of peace than in times of war 

and revolution.  
    c.  civilians were more likely to take their lives than soldiers.  
    d.  suicide is a solitary act, unrelated to group life.     

    4.  Max Weber taught his students that they should employ which of the following in 
their intellectual work?

     a.  anomie  
    b.   verstehen   
    c.  the sociological imagination  
    d.  microsociology     

    5.  Robert Merton’s contributions to sociology include
     a.  successfully combining theory and research.  
    b.  producing a theory that is one of the most frequently cited explanations of 

deviant behavior.  
    c.  an attempt to bring macro-level and micro-level analyses together.  
    d.  all of the above     

    6.  Which sociologist made a major contribution to society through his in-depth 
studies of urban life, including both Blacks and Whites?

     a.  W. E. B. DuBois  
    b.  Robert Merton  
    c.  Auguste Comte  
    d.  Charles Horton Cooley     

    7.  In the late 19th century, before the term  feminist view  was even coined, the 
ideas behind this major theoretical approach appeared in the writings of

     a.  Karl Marx.  
    b.  Ida Wells-Barnett.  
    c.  Charles Horton Cooley.  
    d.  Pierre Bourdieu.     

    8.  Thinking of society as a living organism in which each part of the organism 
contributes to its survival is a reflection of which theoretical perspective?

     a.  the functionalist perspective  
    b.  the conflict perspective  
    c.  the feminist perspective  
    d.  the interactionist perspective     

    9.  Karl Marx’s view of the struggle between social classes inspired the 
contemporary

     a.  functionalist perspective.  
    b.  conflict perspective.  
    c.  interactionist perspective.  
    d.  dramaturgical approach.     

    10.  Erving Goffman’s dramaturgical approach, which postulates that people present 
certain aspects of their personalities while obscuring other aspects, is a 
derivative of what major theoretical perspective?

     a.  the functionalist perspective  
    b.  the conflict perspective  
    c.  the feminist perspective  
    d.  the interactionist perspective     
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    11.  While the findings of sociologists may at times seem like common sense, they differ because they rest on  ____________________  analysis of facts.  

    12.  Within sociology, a(n)  ____________________  is a set of statements that seeks to explain problems, actions, or behavior.  

    13.  In  ____________________   ____________________  ’s hierarchy of the sciences, sociology was the “queen,” and its practitioners were “scientist-priests.”  

    14.  In  Society in America,  originally published in 1837, English scholar  ____________________   ____________________  examined religion, politics, child rearing, and 

immigration in the young nation.  

    15.   ____________________   ____________________  adapted Charles Darwin’s evolutionary view of the “survival of the fittest” by arguing that it is “natural” that some 

people are rich while others are poor.  

    16.  Sociologist Max Weber coined the term  ____________________   ____________________  in referring to a construct or model that serves as a measuring rod against 

which actual cases can be evaluated.  

    17.  In  The Communist Manifesto,   ____________________   ____________________  and  ____________________   ____________________  argued that the masses of 

people who have no resources other than their labor (the proletariat) should unite to fight for the overthrow of capitalist societies.  

    18.   ____________________   ____________________ , an early female sociologist, cofounded the famous Chicago settlement house called Hull House and also tried to 

establish a juvenile court system.  

    19.  The university’s role in certifying academic competence and excellence is an example of a(n)  ____________________  function.  

    20.  The  ____________________   ____________________  draws on the work of Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels in that it often views women’s subordination as inherent in 

capitalist societies.   

  Answers 
 1 (c); 2 (d); 3 (b); 4 (b); 5 (d); 6 (a); 7 (b); 8 (a); 9 (b); 10 (d); 11 systematic; 12 theory; 13 Auguste Comte; 14 Harriet Martineau; 15 Herbert Spencer; 16 ideal type; 17 Karl Marx, 
Friedrich Engels; 18 Jane Addams; 19 manifest; 20 feminist view   
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We Were Here

In the 1980s, in response to the onset of the AIDS crisis, people came 

together to ameliorate suffering and strengthen a community.

When the Levees Broke

Spike Lee directs this documentary about the social costs of Hurricane 

Katrina.

Frozen River

Two working-class women overcome racial prejudice to form an unlikely 

friendship.

THINKING ABOUT
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  } INSIDE 
 What Is the Scientific 

Method? 

 Major Research Designs 

 Ethics of Research 

 Feminist Methodology 

 The Data-Rich Future 

 Social Policy and 
Sociological Research: 
Studying Human 
Sexuality 

 Appendix I: Using 
Statistics and Graphs 

 Appendix II: Writing a 
Research Report  

A U.S. census worker records 
data from a householder 
she is interviewing. The 

census is a survey, one of the 
many methods sociologists, 

governments, and businesses 
use to collect data. 
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 In this excerpt from Patricia A. Adler and Peter Adler’s book The 
Tender Cut: Inside the Hidden World of Self-Injury, the authors
describe their extensive research on a little-known behavior 
and its social underpinnings. Over a six-year period, the Adlers 
conducted lengthy, emotionally intense interviews with self-
injurers, becoming friends with many. They met others in virtual 
space, through Internet-based support groups and web postings. 
“Rather than remaining strictly detached from our subjects, we 
became involved in their lives, helping them and giving voice to 
their experiences and beliefs,” the Adlers admit (2007:542; 2011). 

 The Adlers’ work on self-injury reflects all three major soci-
ological approaches. For self-injurers, who rarely come into 
contact with others like themselves, the Internet functions as 
a meeting place, a refuge from their self-imposed social isola-
tion. As conflict theorists would point out, their unconventional 
behavior marginalizes them, preventing them from receiving 
assistance even when they would welcome it. Interactionists 

would recognize the critical nature of self-injurers’ interpersonal 
contacts, in person and often online. And feminist theorists 
would look for gender differences in self-injurers’ behavior. 

 Though many people would like to ignore the phenomenon 
of self-injury, believing that those who practice it will eventu-
ally “grow out of it,” the Adlers’ research allows us to consider 
it intelligently and scientifically, within the social context. Self-
injurers, the Adlers found, are a diverse group, whose behavior is 
carefully planned and considered. Surprisingly, members often 
begin to injure themselves in the company of others rather than 
in secret. They have recently begun to coalesce as a subculture 
(2007:559–560). 

 Effective sociological research can be quite thought-provoking. 
It may suggest many new questions that require further study, such 
as why we make assumptions about people who engage in atypi-
cal behaviors like self-injury. In some cases, rather than raising 
additional questions, a study will simply confirm previous beliefs 

 Self-injury has existed 
for nearly all of recorded his-
tory. Although it has been 
defined and regarded in vari-
ous ways over time, its rise in 
the 1990s and early 2000s 
has taken a specific, although 
contested, form and mean-
ing. We focus in this book on 
the deliberate, nonsuicidal 
destruction of one’s own body 
tissue, incorporating practices 
such as self-cutting, burning, 
branding, scratching, picking 
at skin. . . . 

Our goal here is to discuss the form of this latest incarnation of self-
injury, now often regarded as a typical 
behavior among adolescents, describing 
and analyzing it through the voices and 
from the perspective of those who prac-
tice it. . . . 

Many self-injurers were driven to this 
behavior by nothing more serious than 
the minor stresses typically associated with normal adolescence. . . .  
People cited upsets with their friends, romantic relationships, and 
family members as having led them to self-injury. Mike was a scruffy-
looking college student who always wore a stocking cap. He started 
cutting and burning himself between the ages of 12 and 14. When 
he was in high school Mike’s girlfriend broke up with him, leaving him 
devastated. He reflected, “Yeah, I thought every relationship was the 
end of the world. I kept getting further and further depressed, and I 

just needed something to where I could vent and rage without having 
any outward signs so that anybody could tell anything was wrong.” He 
turned to cutting to assuage his feelings of sadness. . . . 

Over the years that we were actively involved in the self-injury cyber 
world, it took several twists and turns. The earliest of the sites we dis-
covered probably originated during the late 1990s. At that time, most 
sites were privately owned and unmonitored. Participants often used 
the term self-mutilation, and it was not uncommon to find graphic 
details and pictures of injuries. Sites had names such as “bleed me,” 
“ruin your life,” “bioetchings,” “bleeding to ease the pain,” “cut it out,” 
and “gallery of pain.” Their main purpose, it appeared, was to offer fel-
lowship to self-harmers so they would know they were not alone. . . . 

Over the course of our research we also collected tens of thousands (in 
the range of 30,000-40,000) of Internet messages and emails, including 
those posted publicly and those written to and by us. In 2006 we enlisted 
the aid of three student coders to help us sort and analyze the emails and 

postings from the Internet groups. At this time 
we were working on one paper, and the students 
helped us find posts and emails pertinent to our 
specific focus. We repeated this process again 
in 2008 with ten more student coders, expand-
ing the project greatly. Each student took one 
set of emails we had collected from a group, 

board, or chat room and poured [sic] through the years of postings we had 
assembled. We divided the students into groups of five and met with each 
group biweekly. At each session the students submitted notes and memos 
about the material they had scanned, and we brainstormed for sociologi-
cal codes, categories, concepts, trends, and patterns. 

(P. Adler and P. Adler 2011:1, 43, 44, 54–55) Additional information about this excerpt 

can be found on the Online Learning Center at www.mhhe.com/schaeferbrief10e.

Mike was a scruffy-looking college 
student who always wore a stocking cap. 
He started cutting and burning himself 

between the ages of 12 and 14.

Did you ever wonder how researchers study behaviors that 
are private and personal?

Sociologists Patricia Adler and Peter Adler went on the Internet to study 
people who injure themselves. Read on to see what they learned.
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classes. Does it pay off? Are there monetary returns for getting 
that degree? 

 The first step in any research project is to state as clearly as 
possible what you hope to investigate—that is,  define the prob-
lem.  In this instance, we are interested in knowing how school-
ing relates to income. We want to find out the earnings of people 
with different levels of formal schooling. 

 Early on, any social science researcher must develop an oper-
ational definition of each concept being studied. An     operational 
definition    is an explanation of an abstract concept that is 

   What Is the Scientific Method? 

   L ike all of us, sociologists are interested in the central ques-
tions of our time: Is the family falling apart? Why is there so 

much crime in the United States? Can the world feed a growing 
population? Such issues concern most people, whether or not 
they have academic training. However, unlike the typical citizen, 
the sociologist has a commitment to use the    scientific method    
in studying society. The scientific method is a systematic, orga-
nized series of steps that ensures maximum objectivity and con-
sistency in researching a problem. 

 Many of us will never actually conduct scientific research. 
Why, then, is it important that we understand the scientific 
method? The answer is that it plays a major role in the workings 
of our society. Residents of the United States are constantly bom-
barded with “facts” or “data.” A television news report informs 
us that “one in every two marriages in this country now ends 
in divorce,” yet Chapter 12 will show that this assertion is based 
on misleading statistics. Almost daily, advertisers cite supposedly 
scientific studies to prove that their products are superior. Such 
claims may be accurate or exaggerated. We can better evaluate 
such information—and will not be fooled so easily—if we are 
familiar with the standards of scientific research. 

These standards are quite stringent, and they demand as strict 
adherence as possible.   The scientific method requires precise 
preparation in developing research. Otherwise, the research data 
collected may not prove accurate. Sociologists and other research-
ers follow five basic steps in the scientific method: (1) defining the 
problem, (2) reviewing the literature, (3) formulating the hypoth-
esis, (4) selecting the research design and then collecting and 
 analyzing data, and (5) developing the conclusion ( Figure 2-1 ). 
We’ll use an actual example to illustrate the scientific method. 

    Defining the Problem 
 Does it “pay” to go to college? Some people make great sacrifices 
and work hard to get a college education. Parents borrow money 
for their children’s tuition. Students work part-time jobs or even 
take full-time positions while attending evening or weekend 

and findings. Sociological research can also have practical appli-
cations. For instance, research results that disconfirm accepted 
beliefs about marriage and the family may lead to changes in 
 public policy. 

 This chapter will examine the research process used in con-
ducting sociological studies. How do sociologists go about set-
ting up a research project? How do they ensure that the results of 
the research are reliable and accurate? Can they carry out their 
research without violating the rights of those they study? 

 We will look first at the steps that make up the scientific 
method used in research. Then we will look at various techniques 
 commonly used in sociological research, such as experiments, 
observations, and surveys. We will pay particular attention to the 
ethical challenges sociologists face in studying human behavior, 
and to the debate raised by Max Weber’s call for “value neutrality” 

in social science research. We will also examine feminist methodol-
ogy and the role technology plays in research today. 

Though  sociological researchers can study almost any subject, in 
this chapter we will concentrate on two in particular. The first is the 
relationship of education to income, which we will use as an exam-
ple in the  section on the scientific method. The second is the con-
troversial subject of human sexual behavior. Like self-injury, sexual 
behavior is private and personal, and therefore hard to study. The 
Social Policy section that closes this chapter describes the difficul-
ties and challenges of researching closely guarded sexual behaviors. 

 Whatever the area of sociological inquiry and whatever the 
perspective of the sociologist—whether functionalist, con-
flict, feminist, interactionist, or any other—there is one crucial 
requirement: imaginative, responsible research that meets the 
highest scientific and ethical standards.  

Define
the problem

Review 
the literature

Formulate a testable 
hypothesis

Select a 
research design 

Collect and analyze data
Survey  •  Ethnography   •  Experiment   •  Existing sources

Develop the
conclusion

Ideas for
further research

The scientific method allows sociologists to objectively and logically evaluate 
the data they collect. Their findings can suggest ideas for further sociological 
research.

FIGURE 2-1 THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD
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32 specific enough to allow a researcher to assess the concept. For 

example, a sociologist interested in status might use membership 
in exclusive social clubs as an operational definition of status. 
Someone studying prejudice might consider a person’s unwill-
ingness to hire or work with members of minority groups as an 
operational definition of prejudice. In our example, we need to 
develop two operational definitions—education and earnings—
in order to study whether it pays to get an advanced educational 
degree. We’ll define  education  as the number of years of school-
ing a person has achieved and  earnings  as the income a person 
reports having received in the past year. 

 Initially, we will take a functionalist perspective (although 
we may end up incorporating other perspectives). We will 
argue that opportunities for more earning power are related 
to level of schooling, and that schools prepare students for 
employment.  

  Reviewing the Literature 
 By conducting a  review of the literature —relevant scholarly 
studies and information—researchers refine the problem 
under study, clarify possible techniques to be used in collect-
ing data, and eliminate or reduce avoidable mistakes. In our 
example, we would examine information about the salaries 
for different occupations. We would see if jobs that require 
more academic training are better rewarded. It would also be 
appropriate to review other studies on the relationship between 
 education and income. 

 The review of the literature would soon tell us that many fac-
tors besides years of schooling influence earning potential. For 
example, we would learn that the children of rich parents are 
more likely to go to college than those of poor parents, so we 
might consider the possibility that rich parents may later help 
their children to secure better-paying jobs. 

 We might also look at macro-level data, such as state-by-state 
comparisons of income and educational levels. In one macro-
level study based on census data, researchers found that in states 
whose residents have a relatively high level of education, house-
hold income levels are high as well ( Figure 2-2 ). This finding 
suggests that schooling may well be related to income, though it 
does not speak to the micro-level relationship we are interested 
in. That is, we want to know whether  individuals  who are well 
educated are also well paid. 

   Formulating the Hypothesis 
 After reviewing earlier research and drawing on the contribu-
tions of sociological theorists, the researchers may then  for-
mulate the hypothesis.  A    hypothesis    is a speculative statement 
about the relationship between two or more factors known as 
variables. Income, religion, occupation, and gender can all serve 
as variables in a study. We can define a    variable    as a measurable 
trait or characteristic that is subject to change under different 
conditions. 

 Researchers who formulate a hypothesis generally must sug-
gest how one aspect of human behavior influences or affects 
another. The variable hypothesized to cause or influence another 
is called the    independent variable    .  The other variable is termed 
the    dependent variable    because its action  depends  on the influ-
ence of the independent variable. In other words, the researcher 
believes that the independent variable predicts or causes change 

in the dependent variable. For example, a researcher in sociology 
might anticipate that the availability of affordable housing (the 
independent variable,  x ) affects the level of homelessness in a 
community (the dependent variable,  y ). 

 Our hypothesis is that the higher one’s educational degree, 
the more money one will earn. The independent variable that 
is to be measured is the level of education. The variable that is 
thought to depend on it—income—must also be measured. 

 Identifying independent and dependent variables is a criti-
cal step in clarifying cause-and-effect relationships. As shown 
in  Figure 2-3  on page 34,    causal logic    involves the relation-
ship between a condition or variable and a particular conse-
quence, with one leading to the other. For instance, being less 
integrated into society may be directly related to, or produce 
a greater likelihood of, suicide. Similarly, the time students 
spend reviewing material for a quiz may be directly related 
to, or produce a greater likelihood of, getting a high score on 
the quiz. 

 A    correlation    exists when a change in one variable coincides 
with a change in the other. Correlations are an indication that 
causality  may  be present; they do not necessarily indicate causa-
tion. For example, data indicate that people who prefer to watch 
televised news programs are less knowledgeable than those 
who read newspapers and newsmagazines. This correlation 
between people’s relative knowledge and their choice of news 
media seems to make sense, because it agrees with the common 
belief that television dumbs down information. But the corre-
lation between the two variables is actually caused by a third 
variable, people’s relative ability to comprehend large amounts 
of information. People with poor reading skills are much more 
likely than others to get their news from television, while those 
who are more educated or skilled turn more often to the print 
media. Though television viewing is  correlated  with lower news 
 comprehension, then, it does not  cause  it. Sociologists seek to 
identify the  causal  link between variables; the suspected causal 
link is generally described in the hypothesis (Neuman 2009).  

It seems reasonable that these graduates of Fort Bethold Community College 
on the Fort Bethold Reservation, North Dakota, will earn more income than 
high school graduates. How would you go about testing that hypothesis?
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  Collecting and Analyzing Data 
 How do you test a hypothesis to determine if it is supported 
or refuted? You need to collect information, using one of the 
research designs described later in the chapter. The research 
design guides the researcher in collecting and analyzing data. 

  Selecting the Sample   In most studies, social scientists 
must carefully select what is known as a sample. A    sample    is a 

selection from a larger population that is statistically representa-
tive of that population. There are many kinds of samples, but the 
one social scientists use most frequently is the random sample. 
In a    random sample    ,  every member of an entire population 
being studied has the same chance of being selected. Thus, if 
researchers want to examine the opinions of people listed in a 
city directory (a book that, unlike the telephone directory, lists 
all households), they might use a computer to randomly select 
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MAPPING LIFE NATIONWIDE
FIGURE 2-2  EDUCATIONAL LEVEL AND HOUSEHOLD INCOME IN THE UNITED STATES

Notes: Cutoffs for high/medium and medium/low educational levels in 2009 were 29.7 percent and 24.5 percent of the population with a college degree, respectively; 
median for the entire nation was 27.9 percent. Cutoffs for high/medium and medium/low household income levels in 2010 were $53,900 and $43,000, respectively; 
national median household income was $50,046 in 2010.
Source: 2010 American Community Survey in Bureau of the Census 2011b:Table S1903; 2011a:Table 233.
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34  It is all too easy to confuse the careful scientific techniques 

used in representative sampling with the many  nonscientific  polls 
that receive much more media attention. For example, website 
viewers are often encouraged to register their views on headline 
news or political contests. Such polls reflect nothing more than 
the views of those who happened to visit the website and took the 
time, perhaps at some cost, to register their opinions. These data 
do not necessarily reflect (and indeed may distort) the views of 
the broader population. Not everyone has access to a computer 
on a regular basis, or the means and/or inclination to register their 
opinions. Even when these techniques include answers from tens 
of thousands of people, they will be far less accurate than a care-
fully selected representative sample of 1,500 respondents. 

 For the purposes of our research example, we will use infor-
mation collected in the Current Population Survey conducted by 
the Bureau of the Census. Each year, the Census Bureau surveys 
approximately 77,000 households across the United States. Tech-
nicians at the bureau then use the data to estimate the nation’s 
entire population.  

  Ensuring Validity and Reliability   The scientific method 
requires that research results be both valid and reliable.    Validity    
refers to the degree to which a measure or scale truly reflects the 
phenomenon under study. A valid measure of income depends 
on the gathering of accurate data. Various studies show that peo-
ple are reasonably accurate in reporting how much money they 
earned in the most recent year. If a question is written unclearly, 
however, the resulting data might not be accurate. For example, 
respondents to an unclear question about income might report 
their parents’ or spouse’s income instead of their own. 

    Reliability    refers to the extent to which a measure produces 
consistent results. Some people may not disclose accurate infor-
mation, but most do. In the Current Population Survey, some 
people refuse to give their income, or even to participate. Peri-
odically, the Census Bureau follows up with a personal visit to 
nonrespondents, to ensure that their data do not differ signifi-
cantly from data obtained from those who do cooperate (Bureau 
of the Census 2004b). 

    Developing the Conclusion 
 Scientific studies, including those conducted by sociologists, do not 
aim to answer all the questions that can be raised about a particu-
lar subject. Therefore, the conclusion of a research study represents 
both an end and a beginning. Although it terminates a specific phase 
of the investigation, it should also generate ideas for future study. 

  Supporting Hypotheses   In our example, we find that the 
data support our hypothesis: people with more formal school-
ing  do  earn more money than others. Those with a high school 
diploma earn more than those who failed to complete high 
school, but those with an associate’s degree earn more than 
high school graduates. The relationship continues through 
more advanced levels of schooling, so that those with graduate 
degrees earn the most. 

 The relationship is not perfect, however. Some people who 
drop out of high school end up with high incomes, and some with 
advanced degrees earn modest incomes, as shown in   Figure 2-4 . 
A successful entrepreneur, for example, might not have much 
formal schooling, while the holder of a doctorate may choose to 

names from the directory. The results would constitute a ran-
dom sample. The advantage of using specialized sampling tech-
niques is that  sociologists do not need to question everyone in a 
population (Igo 2007). 

 In some cases, the subjects researchers want to study are 
hard to identify, either because their activities are clandestine 
or because lists of such people are not readily available. How do 
researchers create a sample of illegal drug users, for instance, or 
of women whose husbands are at least 10 years younger than 
they are? In such cases, researchers employ what are called  snow-
ball  or  convenience samples —that is, they recruit participants 
through word of mouth or by posting notices on the Internet. 
With the help of special statistical techniques, researchers can 
draw conclusions from such nonrandom samples. 

FIGURE 2-3 CAUSAL LOGIC

Think about It
Identify two or three dependent variables that might be 
influenced by this independent variable: number of alcoholic 
drinks ingested.

Independent variable

x

Degree of lack of
integration into society

Dependent variable

y
Level of income

Likelihood of suicide

Parents’ church
attendance

Children’s church
attendance

Time spent  preparing 
for quiz

Performance on quiz

Parents’  income
Likelihood of children’s
enrolling in college

Level of educational
degree

Availability of 
affordable housing

Level of homelessness

FIGURE 2-3 CAUSAL LOGIC
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work for a low-paying nonprofit institution. Sociologists 
are interested in both the general pattern that emerges 
from their data and exceptions to the pattern. 

 Sociological studies do not always generate data that 
support the original hypothesis. Many times, a hypoth-
esis is refuted, and researchers must reformulate their 
conclusions. Unexpected results may also lead sociolo-
gists to reexamine their methodology and make changes 
in the research design.      

  Controlling for Other Factors   A    control variable    is a 
factor that is held constant to test the relative impact of an 
independent variable. For example, if researchers wanted to 
know how adults in the United States feel about restrictions 
on smoking in public places, they would probably attempt 
to use a respondent’s smoking behavior as a control vari-
able. That is, how do smokers versus nonsmok-
ers feel about smoking in public places? The 
researchers would compile separate sta-
tistics on how smokers and nonsmokers 
feel about antismoking regulations. 

 Our study of the influence of edu-
cation on income suggests that not 
everyone enjoys equal educational 
opportunities, a disparity that is one of 
the causes of social inequality. Since educa-
tion affects a person’s income, we may wish 
to call on the conflict perspective to explore 
this topic further. What impact does a per-
son’s race or gender have? Is a woman with 
a college degree likely to earn as much as 
a man with similar schooling? Later in this 
textbook we will consider these other fac-
tors and variables. That is, we will examine 
the impact that education has on income 
while controlling for variables such as gen-
der and race.   

  In Summary: 
The Scientific Method 
 Let us briefly summarize the process of 
the scientific method through a review 
of the example. We  defined a problem  
(the question of whether it pays to get a 
higher educational degree). We  reviewed 
the literature  (other studies of the rela-
tionship between education and income) 
and  formulated a hypothesis  (the higher 
one’s educational degree, the more 
money one will earn). We  collected and 
analyzed the data,  making sure the sam-
ple was representative and the data were 

9%

High school diploma or less Associate’s degree or more

24%

27%

18%

11% 38%

12%

18%

23%

20%

$60,000 and over

$40,000–59,999

$25,000–39,999

$15,000–24,999

under $15,000

FIGURE 2-4  IMPACT OF A COLLEGE EDUCATION 

ON INCOME

Source: Author’s analysis of DeNavas-Walt et al. 2011, Detailed Table PINC-03.
Forty-four percent of people with a high school diploma or less (left) earn under $25,000 a year, 
while only 29 percent earn $40,000 or more. In contrast, only 21 percent of those with an asso-
ciate’s degree or higher (right) earn less than $25,000, while 61 percent earn $40,000 or more.

Think about It
What kinds of knowledge and skills do people with an 
associate’s degree or higher possess, compared to 
those with a high school education or less? Why would 
employers value those kinds of knowledge and skills?

Overcounting and Undercounting 
in the U.S. Census

Every 10 years, as required by the Constitution, the U.S. government 
conducts a census to determine how many congressional representatives 

each state is allowed. Besides determining the states’ political power, these 
data are used for a myriad of other purposes, from distributing federal aid to 

education to researching the market for breakfast cereal.
Despite concerns about government intrusion into people’s private lives, U.S. citizens are rela-

tively compliant with the head count. About three-quarters of households fill out and return the 
form or answer face-to-face questions from a census worker. Other industrial countries have much 
less success than the United States. Because of strong concerns about privacy, for example, the 
Netherlands has not had a door-to-door census since 1971.

With detailed knowledge of three out of every four households in the United States, census 
workers can use statistical techniques to estimate data for the other quarter. Still, officials have 
long recognized that the count is more likely to miss certain groups of people than others. This ten-
dency, called undercounting, applies especially to low-income people, non-English speakers, and 
the homeless. Those who have good reason to avoid census workers, such as illegal immigrants 
and families who crowd together in inadequate housing, also swell the ranks of the undercounted.

Recently, however, concern has been growing about overcounting, or the tendency to count 
some people twice. College students who live at school rather than at home with their parents, 
“snowbirds” (retirees who move to warmer climes during the winter), active military personnel, and 
children whose parents share their custody all are likely to be overcounted.

Census officials estimate that the 2000 Census overcounted the nation’s population by 
11.6 million people. To correct the problem, the Bureau sought to identify people who had been 
listed twice, and by 2010 had reduced the overcount to just 36,000. In the 2010 Census, the 
undercount—that is, people who were not counted—was about 16 million, similar to the propor-
tion of the population that was missed in 2000. Blacks, Hispanics, young children, and renters 
were more likely than others to be overlooked. Given the importance of accuracy in the nation’s 
 population count, officials will continue to address these issues in the 2020 Census.
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valid and reliable. Finally, we  developed the conclusion:  the data 
do support our hypothesis about the influence of education on 
income.        

thinking CRITICALLY

What might be the effects of a college education on 
society as a whole? Think of some potential effects 
on the family, government, and the economy.

  Major Research Designs 
  An important aspect of sociological research is deciding  how  to 
collect the data. A    research design    is a detailed plan or method 
for obtaining data scientifically. Selection of a research design is 
often based on the theories and hypotheses the researcher starts 
with (Merton 1948). The choice requires creativity and ingenu-
ity, because it directly influences both the cost of the project and 
the amount of time needed to collect the data. Research designs 
that sociologists regularly use to generate data include surveys, 
ethnography, experiments, and existing sources.  

   Surveys 
 Almost all of us have responded to surveys of one kind or 
another. We may have been asked what kind of detergent 
we use, which presidential candidate we intend to 
vote for, or what our favorite television program 
is. A    survey    is a study, generally in the form of 
an interview or questionnaire, that provides 
researchers with information about how peo-
ple think and act. As anyone who watches the 
news during presidential campaigns knows, 
surveys have become a staple of political life. 

 When you think of surveys, you may recall see-
ing online polls that offer instant results. Although 
such polls can be highly interesting, they reflect only 

the opinions of those who visit the website and choose to respond 
online. As we have seen, a survey must be based on precise, rep-
resentative sampling if it is to genuinely reflect a broad range of 
the population. Box 2-1 describes the challenges of conducting a 
public opinion survey over the telephone. 

 In preparing to conduct a survey, sociologists must not only 
develop representative samples; they must also exercise great 
care in the wording of questions. An effective survey question 
must be simple and clear enough for people to understand. It 
must also be specific enough so that there are no problems in 
interpreting the results. Open-ended questions (“What do you 
think of the programming on educational television?”) must be 
carefully phrased to solicit the type of information desired. Sur-
veys can be indispensable sources of information, but only if the 
sampling is done properly and the questions are worded accu-
rately and without bias. 

In wording questions, researchers must also pay careful 
attention to changes in society. In December 2010, officials 
at the Bureau of Labor Statistics recognized the effects of an 
extended recession by changing a decades-old practice. In the 
past, multiple- choice questions about how long a respondent 
had been unemployed had ended with a maximum of “99 weeks 
or over.” By the end of 2010, joblessness had become so chronic 
that the bureau increased the number of choices, ending with 
“290 weeks or longer.”

 There are two main forms of the survey: the    interview    ,  in 
which a researcher obtains information through face-to-face, tele-

phone, or online questioning, and the    questionnaire    ,  in 
which the researcher uses a printed or written form 

to obtain information from a respondent. Each of 
these has its own advantages. An interviewer can 
obtain a higher response rate, because people 
find it more difficult to turn down a personal 
request for an interview than to throw away a 
written questionnaire. In addition, a skillful 
interviewer can go beyond written questions 

and probe for a subject’s underlying feelings and 
reasons. On the other hand, questionnaires have the 

advantage of being cheaper, especially in large samples.     

Think about It
What would constitute a less biased question for a survey on smoking?
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 Why do people have sex? A straightforward 
question, but until recently it was rarely investi-
gated scientifically, despite its significance to pub-
lic health, marital counseling, and criminology. In 
a study published in 2007, researchers interviewed 
nearly 2,000 undergraduates at the University of 
Texas at Austin. To develop the question for the 
interview, they first asked a random sample of 400 
students to list all the reasons why they had ever 
had sex. The explanations were highly diverse, 
ranging from “I was drunk” to “I wanted to feel 
closer to God.” The team then asked another 
sample of 1,500 students to rate the importance of 
each of the 287 reasons given by the first group. 
 Table 2-1  ranks the results. Nearly every reason 
was rated most important by at least some respon-
dents. Though there were some gender differences 
in the replies, there was significant consensus 
between men and women on the top 10 reasons 
(Meston and Buss 2007). 

 Studies have shown that the characteristics 
of the interviewer have an impact on survey data. For example, 
female interviewers tend to receive more feminist responses from 
female subjects than do male interviewers, and Black interview-
ers tend to receive more detailed responses about race-related 

issues from Black subjects than do White interviewers. The pos-
sible impact of gender and race indicates again how much care 
social research requires (D. W. Davis and Silver 2003). 

households do not have health insurance, com-
pared to 14 percent of landline households.

Unfortunately, surveying cell phone users 
has its own problems. In general, cell phone 
users are more likely than landline users to 
screen incoming calls or ignore them.

As of 2012, 32 percent of 
households in the United States 

could be reached only by cell phone, 
and the proportion was rising.

And studies show that because cell phone users 
often take calls while they are involved in other 
activities, they are much more likely to break off a 
call midsurvey than someone who is speaking on 
a landline. Thus, it takes an average of nine calls 
to a working cell phone number to complete one 
survey, compared to five calls to a working land-
line number. Furthermore, federal law requires 
that calls to cell phones be hand-dialed; the use 
of automatic dialers, a standard tool of survey 
firms, is illegal. Survey takers have also found that 
calling cell phone numbers means they will reach 
a higher proportion of nonadults than when call-
ing landline numbers. Finally, there are some ethi-
cal issues involved in randomly dialing cell phone 
users, who may be driving a motor vehicle or oper-
ating dangerous machinery when they answer.

RESEARCH TODAY

2-1 Surveying Cell Phone Users

“Can you hear me now?” This question, familiar 
to cell phone callers everywhere, could be used 
to characterize a debate among researchers in 
sociology. Until recently, calling people on the 
telephone was a common way for survey tak-
ers to reach a broad range of people. Though 
not everyone owns a telephone—particularly not 
low-income people—researchers managed to 
account for that relatively small portion of the 
population in other ways.

However, the fact that many people now 
have a cell phone but no landline presents a 
serious methodological problem to scholars 
who depend on surveys and public opinion poll-
ing. As of 2012, 32 percent of households in 
the United States could be reached only by cell 
phone, and the proportion was rising. Among 
those under 30, the abandonment of landlines 
was nearly three times as common. These cell 
phone subscribers are more likely than others 
to be male and to earn a modest income.

Scholars are reluctant to rely only on 
 landline-based surveys. They are concerned 
about the potential for misleading results, such 
as underestimates of the prevalence of health 
problems. For example, 38 percent of cell 
phone–only households have a binge drinker, 
compared to only 17 percent of landline 
households. And 28 percent of cell phone–only 

Researchers are taking steps to stay abreast 
of technological change. For example, they are 
making allowances for people who communicate 
without any kind of telephone, using their per-
sonal computers and the Internet. And by draw-
ing on historical data that suggest what kinds of 
people tend to adopt other wireless technologies, 
researchers are projecting which people are likely 
to abandon their landlines in the near future.

LET’S DISCUSS

 1. Are you a cell phone–only user? If so, do 
you generally accept calls from unknown 
numbers? Aside from underestimating 
certain health problems and distorting the 
degree of support for certain politicians, 
what other problems might result from 
excluding cell phone–only users from 
survey research?

 2. Apply what you have just learned to the 
task of surveying Internet users. Which of 
the problems that arise during telephone 
surveys might also arise during Internet 
 surveys? Might Internet surveys involve 
some unique problems?

Sources: Blumberg and Luke 2007; David Brown 2009; 
Goldman 2012; Harrisinteractive 2008; Keeter and 
Kennedy 2006; Lavrakas et al. 2007.

Reason Men Women

I was attracted to the person 1 1

It feels good 2 3

I wanted to experience the physical pleasure 3 2

It’s fun 4 8

I wanted to show my affection to the person 5 4

I was sexually aroused and wanted the release 6 6

I was “horny” 7 7

I wanted to express my love for the person 8 5

I wanted to achieve an orgasm 9 14

I wanted to please my partner 10 11

I realized I was in love 17 9

I was “in the heat of the moment” 13 10

TABLE 2-1 TOP REASONS WHY MEN AND WOMEN HAD SEX

Source: Meston and Buss 2007:506.
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 The survey is an example of    quantitative research    ,  which 
collects and reports data primarily in numerical form. Most 
of the survey research discussed so far in this book has been 
quantitative. While this type of research can make use of large 
samples, it can’t offer great depth and detail on a topic. That is 
why researchers also make use of    qualitative research    ,  which 
relies on what is seen in field and naturalistic settings, and 
often focuses on small groups and communities rather than 
on large groups or whole nations. The most common form of 
qualitative research is ethnography, or observation, which we 
consider next. Throughout this book you will find examples 
of both quantitative and qualitative research, since both are 
used widely. Some sociologists prefer one type of research to 
the other, but we learn most when we draw on many different 
research designs and do not limit ourselves to a particular type 
of research.  

  Ethnography 
 Investigators often collect information or test hypotheses through 
firsthand studies.     Ethnography    is the study of an entire social 
setting through extended systematic fieldwork.    Observation,      or 
direct participation in closely watching a group or organization, 
is the basic technique of ethnography. However, ethnographic 
research also includes the collection of historical information and 
the conduct of in-person interviews. Although ethnography may 
seem a relatively informal method compared to surveys or experi-
ments, ethnographic researchers are careful to take detailed notes 
while observing their subjects. 

 In some cases, the sociologist actually joins a group for a 
period, to get an accurate sense of how it operates. This approach 
is called  participant observation.  In Barbara Ehrenreich’s widely 
read book  Nickel and Dimed: On (Not) Getting By in America,  
the author was a participant observer. Disguising herself as 
a divorced, middle-aged housewife without a college degree, 
Ehrenreich set out to see what life was like for low-wage workers. 
Her book chronicles her own and others’ experiences trying to 
make ends meet on a minimum wage (Ehrenreich 2001). 

 During the late 1930s, in a classic example of participant-
observation research, William F. Whyte moved into a low-income 
Italian neighborhood in Boston. For nearly four years he was a 
member of the social circle of “corner boys” that he describes in 
 Street Corner Society.  Whyte revealed his identity to these men 
and joined in their conversations, bowling, and other leisure-time 
activities. His goal was to gain greater insight into the community 
that these men had established. As Whyte (1981:303) listened to 
Doc, the leader of the group, he “learned the answers to questions 
I would not even have had the sense to ask if I had been getting 
my information solely on an interviewing basis.” Whyte’s work 

was especially valuable, since at 
the time the academic world had 
little direct knowledge of the poor, 
and tended to rely for informa-
tion on the records of social ser-
vice agencies, hospitals, and courts 
(P. Adler et al. 1992). 

 The initial challenge that Whyte 
faced—and that every participant 
observer encounters—was to gain 
acceptance into an unfamiliar 

group. It is no simple matter for a college-trained sociologist to 
win the trust of a religious cult, a youth gang, a poor Appalachian 
community, or a circle of skid row residents. It requires a great 
deal of patience and an accepting, nonthreatening type of person-
ality on the part of the observer. 

 Ethnographic research poses other complex challenges for 
the investigator. Sociologists must be able to fully understand 
what they are observing. In a sense, then, researchers must learn 
to see the world as the group sees it in order to fully comprehend 
the events taking place around them. This raises a delicate issue. 
If the research is to be successful, the observer cannot allow the 
close associations or even friendships that inevitably develop to 
influence the subjects’ behavior or the conclusions of the study. 
Even while working hard to gain acceptance from the group 
being studied, the participant observer  must  maintain some 
degree of detachment.     

Sergeant Britt Damon, a social scientist on the U.S. Army Human Terrain Team, 
chats with Afghani children during a search operation. The participation of 
social scientists in the Army program, which some see as a violation of schol-
arly detachment, has proved controversial.
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 Recently, the issue of detachment became a  controversial 
one for social scientists embedded with the U.S. military in 
 Afghanistan and Iraq. Among other studies, the academicians 
participated in the creation of the Army’s Human  Terrain Sys-
tem, a $4 million effort to identify the customs, kinship struc-
tures, and internal social conflicts in the two countries. The 
intention was to provide military leaders with information that 
would help them to make better decisions. Although the idea 
of scholars cooperating in any way with soldiers struck many 
people as inappropriate, others countered that the information 
they developed would help the military to avoid needless vio-
lence and might even facilitate the withdrawal of troops from 
the region (Glenn 2007; Human  Terrain System 2011). 

   Experiments 
 When sociologists want to study a possible cause-and-effect 
relationship, they may conduct experiments. An    experiment    
is an artificially created situation that allows a researcher to 
manipulate variables. 

 In the classic method of conducting an experiment, two 
groups of people are selected and matched for similar character-
istics, such as age or education. The researchers then assign the 
subjects to one of two groups: the experimental or the control 
group. The    experimental group    is exposed to an independent 
variable; the    control group    is not. Thus, if scientists were testing 
a new type of antibiotic, they would administer the drug to an 
experimental group but not to a control group. 

 In some experiments, just as in observation research, the 
 presence of a social scientist or other observer may affect the 
behavior of the people being studied. Sociologists have used 
the term     Hawthorne effect    to refer to the unintended influence 
that observers of experiments can have on their subjects. The 
term  originated as the result of an experiment conducted at 
the Hawthorne plant of the Western Electric Company during 

the 1920s and 1930s. Researchers found that  every  change they 
made in working conditions—even reduced lighting—seemed 
to have a positive effect on workers’ productivity. They con-
cluded that workers had made a special effort to impress their 
observers. Though the carefully  constructed study did iden-
tify some causes for changes in the workers’ behavior that did 
not have to do with their being observed, the term  Hawthorne 
effect  has become synonymous with a placebo or guinea pig 
effect (Franke and Kaul 1978). 

thinking CRITICALLY

How would you go about setting up an experiment to 
measure the effect of TV watching on  schoolchildren’s 
grades?

   Use of Existing Sources 
 Sociologists do not necessarily need to collect new data in order 
to conduct research and test hypotheses. The term    secondary 
analysis    refers to a variety of research techniques that make use of 
previously collected and publicly accessible information and data. 
Generally, in conducting secondary analysis, researchers use data 
in ways that were unintended by the initial collectors of informa-
tion. For example, census data are compiled for specific uses by the 
federal government but are also valuable to marketing specialists in 
locating everything from bicycle stores to nursing homes.  

 Sociologists consider secondary analysis to be  nonreactive —
that is, it does not influence people’s behavior. For example, 
Émile Durkheim’s statistical analysis of suicide neither increased 
nor decreased human self-destruction. Researchers, then, can 
avoid the Hawthorne effect by using secondary analysis. 

 There is one inherent problem, however: the researcher who 
relies on data collected by someone else may not find exactly 
what is needed. Social scientists who are studying family vio-
lence can use statistics from police and social service agencies 
on  reported  cases of spouse abuse and child abuse, but how many 
cases are not reported? Government bodies have no precise data 
on  all  cases of abuse. 

 Many social scientists find it useful to study cultural, eco-
nomic, and political documents, including newspapers, peri-
odicals, radio and television tapes, the Internet, scripts, diaries, 
songs, folklore, and legal papers ( Table 2-2, page 41 ). In exam-
ining these sources, researchers employ a technique known as 
   content  analysis    ,  which is the systematic coding and objective 
recording of data, guided by some rationale. Box 2-2 describes a 
recent content study of gender differences in the way Boy Scouts 
and Girl Scouts earn merit badges.  

 Content analysis can be revealing. We might think that in the 
21st century, blatant favoritism in media representations of men 
versus women is a thing of the past. However, research suggests 
otherwise. An analysis of hundreds of characters in children’s 
coloring books shows that males are more likely than females 
to be shown taking an active role. Gender-stereotyped behavior 
dominates, with only 3 percent of males engaged in stereotypi-
cally female behavior, and only 6 percent of females engaged in 
stereotypically male behavior (Fitzpatrick and McPherson 2010). 

Carnegie Mellon University’s Data Truck lets researchers go where their 
subjects are—from nightclubs to marathon races. Equipped with the latest 
technology, the truck allows social scientists to enter the responses to 
their community surveys into their databases on site. It also gives them 
access to online social networks in the area, and even lets them videotape 
street activity. 
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2-2 Gender Messages in Scouting 

Nearly 5 million children in the United 
States participate in scouting. What 
gender messages do these young peo-
ple receive during their time as Scouts? 

A key form of guidance not just 
for Scouts but for their leaders is the 
Scout’s handbook. Sociologist Kathleen 
Denny did a content analysis of the Boy 
Scouts’ Webelos Handbook and the 
Junior Girl Scout Handbook. Focusing 
specifically on material for Scouts in the 
fourth and fifth grades, she found that 
both handbooks delivered traditional 
gender messages. Girl Scout activities 
were more likely than Boy Scout activi-
ties to be communal or other-oriented; 
Boy Scout activities were more likely to 
be solo undertakings. 

The most gender-specific aspect 
of the Girl Scout handbook is the 
subjects of the badges themselves.

Denny found that the names of merit badges 
also conveyed traditional gender messages. 
Girl Scout badge names often include puns 
or other forms of word play; Boy Scout badges 
do not. For example, the Boy Scout badge 
for studying rocks and geology is called sim-
ply the Geologist badge; the comparable Girl 
Scout badge is called the Rocks Rock badge. 

Boy Scout badges more often have career-
oriented  names— Engineer, Craftsman, Scientist; 
Girl Scout badge names have less of a career 
 orientation—Sky Search instead of Astronomer, 
Car Care instead of Mechanic. 

The most gender-specific aspect of the Girl 
Scout handbook is the subjects of the badges 
themselves. Many refer to stereotypically femi-
nine activities: Caring for Children, Looking Your 
Best, Sew Simple. Besides personal hygiene 
and healthy eating, the Looking Your Best badge 
includes an “Accessory Party,” which requires 
Scouts to “experiment to see how accessories 
highlight your features and your outfit.” Needless 
to say, such badges are not offered in the Boy 

Scouts. The most nearly comparable 
one in the Boy Scout handbook is the 
Fitness badge, which includes activi-
ties such as keeping a food diary and 
warning a relative about the dangers of 
drugs and alcohol. 

Denny acknowledges that Scout 
handbooks are not the only influence 
on gender roles in scouting. How are 
gender messages communicated in 
person during troop or pack meetings 
and ceremonies, for example? How do 
parents reinforce or mediate the gender 
themes in scouting? And how do chil-
dren adjust to, accept, or rebel against 
the gender messages they receive as 
Scouts? Denny’s research suggests the 

need for further research on gender socializa-
tion in the Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts. 

LET’S DISCUSS

 1. Did you participate in scouting as a child? 
If so, were you aware of the gender mes-
sages you were receiving as part of the 
scouting experience? How did you react?

 2. If you were a Scout leader yourself, what 
kind of gender model would you attempt 
to be? How would you become that kind of 
model?

Sources: Boy Scouts of America 2010; K. Denny 2011; 
Girl Scouts of the USA 2001:39; World Association 
of Girl Guides and Girl Scouts 2011.

Merit badges for boys (left) and girls (right)

 Similarly, despite women’s participation in all sports, con-
tent analysis of televised sports coverage shows that even when 
a men’s sport is out of season (for example, men’s basketball 
in late summer), it gets more coverage than women’s sports 
in season (for example, women’s basketball in July). Further-
more, coverage of female cheerleaders and athletes’ wives 
exceeds coverage of the female athletes who compete in sports 
( Messner and Cooky 2010). 

  Table 2-3  summarizes the major research designs, along with 
their advantages and limitations. 

use your sociological imagination

Imagine you are a legislator or government policymaker 
working on a complex social problem. What might happen 
if you were to base your decision on faulty research?

     Ethics of Research 
  A biochemist cannot inject a drug into a human being unless it 
has been thoroughly tested and the subject agrees to the shot. 
To do otherwise would be both unethical and illegal. Sociolo-
gists, too, must abide by certain specific standards in conducting 
research, called a    code of ethics    .  The professional society of the 
discipline, the American Sociological Association (ASA), first 
published the society’s  Code of Ethics  in 1971 and revised it most 
recently in 1997. It puts forth the following basic principles:
    1. Maintain objectivity and integrity in research.  
   2. Respect the subject’s right to privacy and dignity.  
   3. Protect subjects from personal harm.  
   4. Preserve confidentiality.  
   5. Seek informed consent when data are collected from research 

participants or when behavior occurs in a private context.  
   6. Acknowledge research collaboration and assistance.  
   7. Disclose all sources of financial support (American Socio-

logical Association 1999).    40
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Method Examples Advantages Limitations

Survey Questionnaires
Interviews

Yields information about specific 
issues

Can be expensive and 
time-consuming

Ethnography Observation Yields detailed information about 
specific groups or organizations

Involves months if not years 
of labor-intensive data

Experiment Deliberate manipulation of 
 people’s social behavior

Yields direct measures of 
people’s behavior

Ethical limitations on the degree 
to which subjects’ behavior can 
be manipulated

Existing sources/
Secondary analysis

Analysis of census or health data
Analysis of films or TV commercials

Cost-efficiency Limited to data collected for 
some other purpose

su
m

m
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p

TABLE 2-3 MAJOR RESEARCH DESIGNS

Sociological Research 
41What if the sociologist is interviewing political activists and is 

questioned by government authorities about the research? 
 Because most sociological research uses  people  as sources of 

information—as respondents to survey questions, subjects of eth-
nography, or participants in experiments—these sorts of questions 
are important. In all cases, sociologists need to be certain they are 
not invading their subjects’ privacy. Generally, they do so by assur-
ing subjects of anonymity and by guaranteeing the confidential-
ity of personal information. In addition, research proposals that 
involve human subjects must now be overseen by a review board, 
whose members seek to ensure that subjects are not placed at an 
unreasonable level of risk. If necessary, the board may ask research-
ers to revise their research designs to conform to the code of ethics. 

 We can appreciate the seriousness of the ethical problems 
researchers confront by considering the experience of sociolo-
gist Rik Scarce, described in the next section. Scarce’s vow to 
protect his subjects’ confidentiality got him into considerable 
trouble with the law.  

   Confidentiality 
 Like journalists, sociologists occasionally find themselves sub-
ject to questions from law enforcement authorities because of 
knowledge they have gained in the course of their work. This 
uncomfortable situation raises profound ethical questions. 

 In May 1993, Rik Scarce, a doctoral candidate in sociology at 
Washington State University, was jailed for contempt of court. 
Scarce had declined to tell a federal grand jury what he knew—
or even whether he knew anything—about a 1991 raid on a 
university research laboratory by animal rights activists. At the 
time, Scarce was conducting research for a book about environ-
mental protesters and knew at least one suspect in the break-in. 
Curiously, although he was chastised by a federal judge, Scarce 
won respect from fellow prison inmates, who regarded him as a 
man who “wouldn’t snitch” (Monaghan 1993:A8). 

 The American Sociological Association supported Scarce’s 
position when he appealed his sentence. Scarce maintained his 
silence. Ultimately the judge ruled that nothing would be gained 
by further incarceration, and Scarce was released after serv-
ing 159 days in jail. In January 1994, the U.S. Supreme Court 
declined to hear Scarce’s case on appeal. The Court’s failure to 
consider his case led Scarce (2005) to argue that federal legisla-
tion is needed to clarify the right of scholars and members of 
the press to preserve the confidentiality of those they interview.  

 These basic principles probably seem clear-cut. How could 
they lead to any disagreement or controversy? Yet many delicate 
ethical questions cannot be resolved simply by reading these seven 
principles. For example, should a sociologist who is engaged in 
participant-observation research always protect the confidential-
ity of subjects? What if the subjects are members of a religious 
cult allegedly involved in unethical and possibly illegal activities? 

Most Frequently Used Sources

Census data

Crime statistics

Birth, death, marriage, divorce, and health statistics

Other Sources

Newspapers and periodicals

Personal journals, diaries, e-mail, and letters

Records and archival material of religious organizations, corporations, 
and other organizations

Transcripts of radio programs

Videotapes of motion pictures and television programs

Web pages, blogs, and chat rooms

Song lyrics

Scientific records (such as patent applications)

Speeches of public figures (such as politicians)

Votes cast in elections or by elected officials on specific legislative 
proposals

Attendance records for public events

Videos of social protests and rallies

Literature, including folklore

TABLE 2-2  EXISTING SOURCES USED IN 

SOCIOLOGICAL RESEARCH

Think about It
Which of these sources do you access to collect 
information?
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42 agendas with its huge war chest. Rather than funding studies on the 

improvement of cleanup technologies or the assignment of long-
term environmental costs, Exxon chose to shift scientists’ attention 
to the validity of the legal awards in environmental cases. 

 The scholars who accepted Exxon’s support deny that it influ-
enced their work or changed their conclusions. Some received 
support from other sources as well, such as the National Science 
Foundation and Harvard University’s Olin Center for Law, Eco-
nomics, and Business. Many of their findings were published in 
respected academic journals after review by a jury of peers. Still, 
at least one researcher who participated in the studies refused 
monetary support from Exxon to avoid even the suggestion of a 
conflict of interest. 

 Exxon has spent roughly $1 million on the research, and at least 
one compilation of studies congenial to the corporation’s point of 
view has been published. As ethical considerations require, the 
academics who conducted the studies disclosed  Exxon’s role in 
funding them. Nevertheless, the investment appears to have paid 
off. In 2006, drawing on these studies, Exxon’s lawyers succeeded 
in persuading an appeals court to reduce the corporation’s legal 
damages from $5.3 to $2.5 billion. In 2008 Exxon appealed that 
judgment to the Supreme Court, which further reduced the dam-
ages to $500 million. The final award, which is to be shared by 
about 32,000 plaintiffs, will result in payments of about $15,000 to 
each person (Freudenburg 2005; Liptak 2008).  

  Value Neutrality 
 The ethical considerations of sociologists lie not only in the meth-
ods they use and the funding they accept, but also in the way they 
interpret their results. Max Weber ([1904] 1949) recognized that 
personal values would influence the questions that sociologists 
select for research. In his view, that was perfectly acceptable, but 
under no conditions could a researcher allow his or her personal 
feelings to influence the  interpretation  of data. In Weber’s phrase, 
sociologists must practice    value neutrality    in their research. 

 As part of this neutrality, investigators have an ethical obliga-
tion to accept research findings even when the data run counter 
to their personal views, to theoretically based explanations, or 
to widely accepted beliefs. For example, Émile Durkheim chal-
lenged popular conceptions when he reported that social (rather 
than supernatural) forces were an important factor in suicide. 

 Although some sociologists believe that neutrality is impos-
sible, ignoring the issue would be irresponsible. Let’s consider 
what might happen if researchers brought their own biases to 
the investigation. A person investigating the impact of intercol-
legiate sports on alumni contributions, for example, might focus 
only on the highly visible revenue-generating sports of football 
and basketball and neglect the so-called minor sports, such as 
tennis or soccer, which are more likely to involve women ath-
letes. Despite the early work of W. E. B. DuBois and Jane Addams, 
sociologists still need to be reminded that the discipline often 
fails to adequately consider all people’s social behavior. 

 In her book  The Death of White Sociology  (1973), Joyce Lad-
ner called attention to the tendency of mainstream sociology to 
treat the lives of African Americans as a social problem. More 
recently, feminist sociologist Shulamit Reinharz (1992) has 
argued that sociological research should be not only inclusive 
but also open to bringing about social change and to drawing on 
relevant research by nonsociologists. Both Ladner and  Reinharz 

  Conflict of Interest 
 Sometimes disclosing all the sources of funding for a study, as 
required in principle 7 of the ASA’s  Code of Ethics,  is not a suf-
ficient guarantee of ethical conduct. Especially in the case of 
both corporate and government funding, money given osten-
sibly for the support of basic research may come with strings 
attached. Accepting funds from a private organization or even a 
government agency that stands to benefit from a study’s results 
can call into question a researcher’s objectivity and integrity 
( principle 1). The controversy surrounding the involvement of 
social scientists in the U.S. Army’s Human Terrain System is one 
example of this conflict of interest. 

 Another example is the Exxon Corporation’s support for 
research on jury verdicts. In 1989, the Exxon oil tanker  Valdez  
hit a reef off the coast of Alaska, spilling more than 11 million 
gallons of oil into Prince William Sound. Five years later a fed-
eral court ordered Exxon to pay $5.3 billion in damages for the 
accident. Exxon appealed the verdict and began approaching 
legal scholars, sociologists, and psychologists who might be will-
ing to study jury deliberations. The corporation’s objective was 
to develop academic support for its lawyers’ contention that the 
punitive judgments in such cases result from faulty deliberations 
and do not have a deterrent effect. 

 Some scholars have questioned the propriety of accepting funds 
under these circumstances, even if the source is disclosed. In at least 
one case, an Exxon employee explicitly told a sociologist that the 
corporation offers financial support to scholars who have shown 
the tendency to express views similar to its own. An argument can 
also be made that Exxon was attempting to set scholars’ research 

A floating containment barrier (or boom) encircles the Exxon oil tanker 
Valdez after its grounding on a reef off the coast of Alaska. Exxon was 
found negligent in the environmental disaster and was ordered to pay 
$5.3 billion for the cleanup. On appeal, the company managed to reduce 
the damages to $500 million based on academic research that it had 
funded—research that some scholars believe involved a conflict of interest.
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     Feminist Methodology 
  Of the four theoretical approaches to sociology introduced in 
Chapter 1, the feminist perspective has had the greatest impact 
on the current generation of social researchers. How might 
this perspective influence research? Although researchers 
must be objective, their theoretical orientation may influence 
the questions they ask—or just as important, the questions 
they fail to ask. Until recently, for example, researchers fre-
quently studied work and the family separately. Yet feminist 
theorists see the two spheres of activity as being closely inte-
grated. Similarly, work and leisure, paid and unpaid domestic 
work may be seen not as two separate spheres, but as two sides 
of the same coin. 

 Recently, feminist scholars have become interested in self-
injury, a practice described at the beginning of this chapter. 
Research shows that 85 percent of self-injurers are female; 
feminist researchers seek to explain why women predominate 
in this population. Rather than treat the behavior as a medi-
cal disorder, they note that society encourages women much 
more than men to attend to their bodies through hair removal, 
skin treatments, and depigmentation. Given this heightened 
attention to the female body, feminists suggest that specific 
instances of victimization can lead women to self-injure. They 
also seek to better understand male self-injurers, and are test-
ing the hypothesis that among men, self-injury is a manifesta-
tion of hypermasculinity in the tolerance of pain (P. Adler and 
Adler 2011:25–27, 35–36).  

 The feminist perspective has also had an impact on global 
research. To feminist theorists, the traditional distinction between 
industrial nations and developing nations overlooks the close 

maintain that researchers should always analyze whether wom-
en’s unequal social status has affected their studies in any way. 
For example, one might broaden the study of the impact of edu-
cation on income to consider the implications of the unequal 
pay status of men and women. The issue of value neutrality does 
not mean that sociologists can’t have opinions, but it does mean 
that they must work to overcome any biases, however uninten-
tional, that they may bring to their analysis of research. 

 Sociologist Peter Rossi (1987) admits to having liberal inclina-
tions that direct him to certain fields of study. Yet in line with Weber’s 
view of value neutrality, Rossi’s commitment to rigorous research 
methods and objective interpretation of data has sometimes led 
him to controversial findings that are not necessarily supportive of 
his liberal values. For example, his measure of the extent of home-
lessness in Chicago in the mid-1980s fell far below the estimates of 
the Chicago Coalition for the Homeless. Coalition members bit-
terly attacked Rossi for hampering their social reform efforts by 
minimizing the extent of homelessness. Rossi (1987:79) concluded 
that “in the short term, good social research will often be greeted as 
a betrayal of one or another side to a particular controversy.” 

thinking CRITICALLY

If you were planning to do research on human sexual-
ity, which of the seven principles in the ASA’s Code of 

Ethics would particularly concern you? What ethical 
problems might arise in such a study, and how would 
you attempt to prevent them?

Dave Eberbach, Associate Director, Iowa Institute for Community Alliances

Dave Eberbach is a people person who has been working with computers most 
of his career. In 1994 he was hired as a research coordinator by the United 
Way of Central Iowa. In that position he helped to create and implement Iowa’s 
Homeless Management Information System (HMIS), which 
coordinates data on housing and homeless service providers. 
Eberbach also collaborated with the Human  Service Planning 
Alliance to create and maintain a “data warehouse” of social 
statistics from diverse sources. As a research coordinator, he 
found that the data helped him to identify small pockets of pov-
erty that were generally hidden in state and county statistics. 

Today, Eberbach works at the Iowa Institute for Commu-
nity Alliances, a small nonprofit organization that offers com-
puterized client management and on-site program monitoring 
to homeless and housing service providers. As Associate Director,  Eberbach 
oversees a staff of seven and meets with clients who are working to improve 
service delivery to vulnerable people. “As fewer resources are being spent on 
social programs, it has been imperative to make sure that the focus of pro-
grams is on client success, not maintaining systems,” he explains.

Eberbach went to Grinnell College, where he took a variety of social sci-
ences courses before settling on sociology as a major. While there, he ben-
efited from the presence of several visiting professors, who exposed him 
to a variety of racial and cultural perspectives. He found that his personal 

TAKING SOCIOLOGY TO WORK

acquaintance with them complemented the concepts he was learning in his 
sociology classes. Today, Eberbach draws on his college experiences in his 
work, which brings him into contact with a diverse group of people.

As a student, Eberbach recalls, he never thought he would 
use statistics in his career, and didn’t work very hard in the 
course. “As it turned out,” he says, “I use it nearly every day. 
Understanding data and statistics and being able to explain 
numbers to others has been very important in my job.” The 
reverse has also been true, however: having a background in 
sociology has been helpful to him in systems design. “Under-
standing that systems need to work for a variety of groups of 
people, not just folks that grew up like I did,” he explains, has 
been very helpful. “The world is not a computer problem or a 

math problem to be solved,” he continues, “but rather a complex environment 
where groups of people continually bump into one another.” 

LET’S DISCUSS

 1. Do you know what you want to be doing 10 years from now? If so, how might 
a knowledge of statistics help you in your future occupation?

 2. What kinds of statistics, specifically, might you find in the Human Service 
Planning Alliance’s data warehouse? Where would they come from?
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relationship between these two supposedly separate worlds. 
 Feminist theorists have called for more research on the special 
role that immigrant women play in maintaining their households; 
on the use of domestic workers from less developed nations by 
households in industrial nations; and on the global trafficking of 
sex workers (Cheng 2003; Cooper et al. 2007; Sprague 2005). 

 Feminist researchers tend to involve and consult their sub-
jects more than other researchers, and they are more oriented 
toward seeking change, raising the public consciousness, and 
influencing policy. They are particularly open to a multidisci-
plinary approach, such as making use of historical evidence or 
legal studies (T. Baker 1999; L. Lofland 1975; Reinharz 1992). 

thinking CRITICALLY

Even if women are represented in a study, could the 
researcher’s gender influence the data that are col-
lected? If so, how, and how might the problem be 
prevented?

    The Data-Rich Future
Advances in technology have affected all aspects of our lives, and 
sociological research is no exception. Massive increases in avail-
able data have allowed sociologists to undertake research that 
was virtually impossible just a decade ago. In the recent past, only 
people with grants or major institutional support could work 
easily with large amounts of data. Now anyone with a computer 
can access huge amounts of data and learn more about social 
behavior. Moreover, data from foreign countries are sometimes 
as available as information from the United States.

In the latter part of 2009, the world experienced an intense 
burst of influenza initially referred to as “swine flu,” but later 
identified as the H1N1 flu strain. How did medical researchers 
track the virus’s spread across a nation, much less the world? 
 Epidemiologists typically rely on reports that originate in doc-
tors’ offices and are funneled through government agencies. 
Data collection is a time-consuming process, with many days 
passing between the detection of symptoms and the publica-
tion of official statistics. However, public health researchers 
found a way to track contagious diseases using Google. By 
monitoring the topics people search for and compensating for 
the relative access to computers in different countries (high in 
Sweden and low in Nigeria, for example), they can monitor the 
spread of disease almost in real time (Dukić et al. 2011).

Similarly, in the past sociologists had to rely on victims’ com-
plaints or police reports to understand crime patterns. Now they 
are beginning to access real-time, geocoded (that is, location- 
specific) incident reports. These new data will offer sociolo-
gists much more information, which they can interpret and 
relate to other aspects of the social environment (G. King 2011). 
Box 2-3 describes some new opportunities the Internet offers to 
researchers who study dating and mate selection (and who once 
were confined to surveying undergraduates).

One ethical concern raised by all these data involves individ-
ual privacy. Sociologists now have access to information about 
people’s real estate transactions, campaign contributions, online 
product purchases, and even travel along tollways. What steps 
should they take to protect the privacy of the individuals whose 
data they are using? This is not an academic question. Today, 
87 percent of the people in the United States can be personally 
identified given only their gender, date of birth, and ZIP code 
(G. King 2011).

We have seen that researchers rely on a number of tools, 
from time-tested observational research and use of exist-
ing sources to the latest in computer technologies. The Social 
Policy section that follows will describe researchers’ efforts to 
survey the general population about a controversial aspect of 
social behavior: human sexuality. (For more on human sexu-
ality, see Chapter 12, The Family and Human Sexuality.) This 
investigation was complicated by its potential social policy 
implications. Because in the real world, sociological research 
can have far-reaching consequences for public policy and pub-
lic welfare, each of the following chapters in this book will close 
with a Social Policy section.  

thinking CRITICALLY

Male sociologists once overlooked women in their 
studies of city life. What other groups could easily 
be overlooked in today’s research, and why?

Feminist theorists see the global trafficking of sex workers as a sign of the 
close relationship between the supposedly separate worlds of industrial 
nations and dependent developing nations.
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them an almost expected part of the game. In 
one study, a man who posted a five-year-old pho-
tograph said he looked the “same” now except 
that he had a beard. In another case, a woman 
saw no problem in listing her occupation as 

“marketing” rather than retail sales. After all, she 
explained, “it’s not like me saying I’m a janitor, 
and then lying and saying that I’m a CEO.” That, 
she concluded, would be unacceptable. 

Little wonder that research shows daters like 
the personalities they meet online better than 
the ones they meet in person.

RESEARCH TODAY

2-3 Lying for Love Online

Today, about 40 million people seek love 
online, and according to one estimate, 
21 percent of heterosexual couples and 
61 percent of same-sex couples meet 
online. But do these people tell the truth 
in their online postings? Not always, and 
not often.

Data gathered from online dating 
sites like Match.com, OkCupid, and Yahoo 
reveals both truthfulness and deception in 
people’s online postings:

 • In their profiles, people often describe 
an idealized self—for example, “I rock 
climb.”

 • Women typically describe themselves 
as 8.5 pounds heavier than they really are; 
men, as 2 pounds lighter.

 • Men are more likely than women to say they 
are younger, taller, and wealthier than they 
really are.

 • Less attractive people often post enhanced 
or retouched photos. 

 • Women post photos that are an average of 
1.5 years old; men post photos that are 6 
months old.

 • Men are more likely than women to lie about 
their occupation, education, and relationship 
status. 

Although much of the time these deceptions 
may be small, their widespread nature has made 

LET’S DISCUSS

 1. Have you tried using an online dating ser-
vice? If so, were you truthful in describing 
yourself online? Did the people you were 
matched with turn out to be truthful?

 2. Why do you think online daters engage in 
deception if they are hoping eventually to 
meet someone face-to-face?

Sources: N. Ellison et al. 2012; R. Epstein 2009; Gelles 
2011; Rosenbloom 2011; Toma et al. 2008; Toma and 
Hancock 2010.

Men are more likely than women 
to say they are younger, taller, and 

wealthier than they really are.

How can researchers study human sexual behavior?  Neuroscientists 
Ogi Ogas and Sai Gaddam (2011) studied millions of web 
searches, websites, and videos related to sex. They found that 
women and men differ decidedly in their preferences, but very 
little (if any) distinction between heterosexuals and homosexuals, 
other than their sexual orientation. This type of research has sig-
nificant limitations, however. Ogas and Gaddam could not distin-
guish between online fantasies and rational desires, or between a 
single search and one of many repeated searches by the same per-
son. Nevertheless, this cyber study is a step forward in the effort to 
understand human sexual behavior (Bartlett 2011). 

Looking at the Issue

In this age of devastating sexually transmitted diseases, there is 
no time more important to increase our scientific understanding 

socialpolicy and Sociological Research

Studying Human Sexuality

of human sexuality. As we will see, however, this is a difficult 
topic to research, not only because of privacy concerns but 
because of all the preconceptions, myths, and beliefs people 
bring to the subject of sexuality. Many people actively oppose 
research on human sexuality. How does one carry out scientific 
research on such a controversial and personal topic? 

Applying Sociology

Sociologists have little reliable national data on patterns of 
 sexual behavior in the United States. Until the 1990s, the only 
comprehensive study of sexual behavior was the famous two-
volume Kinsey Report, prepared in the 1940s (Kinsey et al. 1948, 
1953; see also Igo 2007). Although the Kinsey Report is still 
widely quoted, the volunteers interviewed for the report were 
not  representative of the nation’s adult population.
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FIGURE 2-5 MEDIAN AGE OF FIRST SEX

In part, we lack reliable data on patterns of sexual behavior 
because it is difficult for researchers to obtain accurate information 
about this sensitive subject. Moreover, until AIDS emerged in the 
1980s, there was little scientific demand for data on sexual behav-
ior, except for specific concerns such as contraception. And even 
though the AIDS crisis has reached dramatic proportions (as will 
be discussed in  Chapter 15), government funding for studies of sex-
ual behavior is still controversial and therefore difficult to obtain.

The controversy surrounding research on human sexual behav-
ior raises the issue of value neutrality (see page 42), which becomes 
especially delicate when one considers the relationship of sociology 
to the government. The federal government has become the major 
source of funding for sociological research. Yet Max Weber urged 
that sociology remain an autonomous discipline and not become 
unduly influenced by any one segment of society. According to 
Weber’s ideal of value neutrality, sociologists must remain free to 
reveal information that is embarrassing to the government, or for 
that matter, supportive of government institutions.

Initiating Policy

In 1987 the National Institute of Child Health and Human 
Development sought proposals for a national survey of sexual 
behavior. Sociologists responded with various plans that a review 
panel of scientists approved for funding. However, in 1991, the 
U.S. Senate voted to forbid funding any survey of adult sexual 
practices. Despite the vote, sociologists developed the National 
Health and Social Life Survey (NHSLS) to better understand the 
sexual practices of adults in the United States. The researchers 
raised $1.6 million of private funding to make their study pos-
sible (Laumann et al. 1994a, 1994b).

The authors of the NHSLS believe that their research is 
important. They argue that data from their survey allow interest 
groups to more easily address public policy issues such as AIDS, 
sexual harassment, welfare reform, sex discrimination, abortion, 
teenage pregnancy, and family planning. Moreover, the research 
findings help to counter some commonsense notions. For 
instance, contrary to the popular beliefs that women regularly 
use abortion for birth control and that poor teens are the most 
likely socioeconomic group to have abortions, researchers found 
that three-fourths of all abortions are the first for the woman, 
and that well-educated and affluent women are more likely to 
have abortions than poor teens (Sweet 2001).

The usefulness of the NHSLS in addressing public policy 
issues has proved influential. As Figure 2-5 shows, scholars 
around the world are now studying human sexual behavior, in 
an effort to reduce the occurrence of HIV/AIDS.

Take the Issue with You
 1. Do you see any merit in the position of those who oppose 

government funding for research on sexual behavior? Explain 
your reasoning.

 2. Exactly how could the results of research on human sexual 
behavior be used to control sexually transmitted diseases?

 3. Compare the issue of value neutrality in government-funded 
research to the same issue in corporate-funded research. Are 
concerns about conflict of interest more or less serious in 
regard to government funding?

Sex may sell, but persuading legislators to fund research on human sexual behavior is still a challenge.
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APPENDIX I Using Statistics and Graphs

In their effort to better under-
stand social behavior, sociolo-

gists rely heavily on numbers and 
statistics. For example, how have 
attitudes toward the legalization of 
marijuana changed over the past 
40 years? A quick look at the results 
of 12 national surveys shows that 
while support for legalization of 
the drug has increased, it remains 
relatively weak (Figure 2-6).

Using Statistics
The most common summary 
measures used by sociologists are 
percentages, means, modes, and 
medians. A percentage is a por-
tion of 100. Use of percentages 
allows us to compare groups of 
different sizes. For example, if we 
were comparing financial contrib-
utors to a town’s Baptist and Roman Catholic churches, the absolute 
numbers of contributors in each group could be misleading if there 
were many more Baptists than Catholics in the town. By using per-
centages, we could obtain a more meaningful comparison, showing 
the proportion of persons in each group who contribute to churches.

The mean, or average, is a number calculated by adding a series 
of values and then dividing by the number of values. For example, 
to find the mean of the numbers 5, 19, and 27, we would add them 
together (for a total of 51), divide by the number of values (3), and 
discover that the mean is 17.

The mode is the single most common value in a series of scores. 
Suppose we were looking at the following scores on a 10-point quiz:

10  10  9  9  8  8  7  7  7  6  5

The mode—the most frequent score on the quiz—is 7. While the 
mode is easier to identify than other summary measures, it tells soci-
ologists little about all the other values. Hence, you will find much less 
use of the mode in this book than of the mean and the median.

The median is the midpoint or number that divides a series of 
values into two groups of equal numbers of values. For the quiz just 
discussed, the median, or central value, is 8. The mean, or average, 
would be 86 (the sum of all scores) divided by 11 (the total number 
of scores), or 7.8.

Some of these statistics may seem confusing at first. But think 
how difficult it is to comb through an endless list of numbers to 
identify a pattern or central tendency. Percentages, means, modes, 
and medians are essential time-savers in sociological research and 
analysis.

Reading Graphs
Tables and figures (that is, graphs) allow social scientists to display 
data and develop their conclusions more easily. In 2010, the Gal-
lup poll interviewed 1,025 people in the United States, age 18 and 

FIGURE 2-6  CHANGING ATTITUDES TOWARD THE LEGALIZATION 

OF MARIJUANA

Source: Gallup 2011; see Newport 2012b in references. 
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FIGURE 2-7  PEOPLE WHO FAVOR  LEGALIZATION 

OF MARIJUANA BY GENDER 

AND AGE

Source: Gallup 2011; see Newport 2012b in references. 
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over. Each respondent was asked, “Do you think the use of mari-
juana should be made legal, or not?” Without some type of sum-
mary, there is no way that analysts could examine the hundreds of 
individual responses to this question and reach firm conclusions. 
One type of summary sociologists use, a cross-tabulation, shows 
the relationship between two or more variables. Through the cross-
tabulations presented graphically in Figure 2-7, we can quickly see 
that older people are less likely to favor the legalization of marijuana 
than younger people, and that women are less supportive of legal-
ization than men.

Graphs, like tables, can be quite useful to sociologists. And 
illustrations are often easier for the general public to understand, 
whether in newspapers or in PowerPoint presentations. Still, as 
with all data, we need to be careful how they are presented.
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APPENDIX II Writing a Research Report

Let’s say you have decided to write a report on cohabitation 
(unmarried couples living together). How do you go about 

doing the necessary library research? Students must follow proce-
dures similar to those used by sociologists in conducting original 
research. For your first step you must define the problem that you 
wish to study—perhaps in this case, how much cohabitation occurs 
and what its impact is on later marital happiness. The next step is to 
review the literature, which generally requires library research.

Finding Information
The following steps will be helpful in finding information:

 1. Check this textbook and other textbooks that you own. Don’t for-
get to begin with the materials closest at hand, including the web-
site associated with this textbook, www.mhhe.com/schaefer10e.

 2. Use the library’s online catalog. Computerized library systems 
now access not only the college library’s collection but also 
books and magazines from other libraries, available through 
interlibrary loans. These systems allow you to search for books 
by author or title. You can use title searches to locate books by 
subject as well. For example, if you search the title base for the 
keyword cohabitation, you will learn where books with that word 
in the title are located in the library’s stacks. Near those books 
will be other works on cohabitation, which may not happen to 
have that word in the title. You may also want to search other, 
related keywords, such as unmarried couples.

 3. Investigate using computerized periodical indexes, if they are 
available in your library. Sociological Abstracts online covers 
most sociological writing since 1963. In 2012, a search of just this 
one database found more than 2,233 documents having either 
cohabitation or unmarried couples as keywords. Some dealt 
with laws about cohabitation, while others focused on trends in 
other countries. If you limited your topic to same-sex couples, 
you would find 2,039 citations. Other electronic databases cover 
general-interest periodicals (Time, Ms., National Review, Atlantic 
Monthly, and so forth), reference materials, or newspapers. These 
electronic systems may be connected to a printer, allowing you 
to produce a printout complete with bibliographic information, 
and sometimes even complete copies of articles.

 4. Examine government documents. The U.S. government, states 
and cities, and the United Nations publish information on vir-
tually every subject of interest to social science researchers. 
Publications of the Census Bureau, for example, include tables 
showing the number of unmarried couples living together and 
some social characteristics of those households.

 5. Use newspapers. Major newspapers publish annual or even 
weekly indexes that are useful in locating information about spe-
cific events or issues. Lexis-Nexis is an electronic index to U.S. 
and international newspapers.

 6. Ask people, organizations, and agencies concerned with the topic 
for information and assistance. Be as specific as possible in mak-
ing requests. You might receive very different information on the 
issue of cohabitation from talking with marriage counselors and 
with clergy from different religions.

 7. If you run into difficulties, consult the instructor or the reference 
librarian at your college library.

A word of caution: be extremely careful in using the Internet 
to do research. Much of the information on the Internet is simply 
incorrect—even if it looks authoritative, is accompanied by impres-
sive graphics, or has been widely circulated. Unlike the information 
in a library, which must be screened by a highly qualified librarian, 
“information” on the Internet can be created and posted by anyone 
with a computer. Check the sources for the information and note 
the web page sponsor. Is the author qualified to write on the subject? 
Is the author even identified? Is the web page sponsor likely to be 
biased? Whenever possible, try to confirm what you have read on 
the Internet through a well-known, reputable source or organiza-
tion. If the accuracy of the information could be affected by how 
old it is, check the date on which the page or article was created 
or updated. Used intelligently, the Internet is a wonderful tool that 
offers students access to many of the reliable print sources noted 
earlier, including government documents and newspaper archives 
extending back over a century.

Writing the Report
Once you have completed all your research, you can begin writing 
the report. Here are a few tips:

 • Be sure the topic you have chosen is not too broad. You must be 
able to cover it adequately in a reasonable amount of time and a 
reasonable number of pages.

 • Develop an outline for your report. You should have an intro-
duction and a conclusion that relate to each other, and the 
discussion should proceed logically throughout the paper. 
Use headings within the paper if they will improve clarity and 
organization.

 • Do not leave all the writing until the last minute. It is best to 
write a rough draft, let it sit for a few days, and then take a fresh 
look before beginning revisions.

 • If possible, read your paper aloud. Doing so may be helpful in 
locating sections or phrases that don’t make sense.

Remember that you must cite all information you have obtained 
from other sources, including the Internet. Plagiarism is a serious 
academic offense, for which the penalties are severe. If you use an 
author’s exact words, it is essential that you place them in quotation 
marks. Even if you reworked someone else’s ideas, you must indicate 
the source of those ideas.
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MASTERING THIS CHAPTER

 Sociologists are committed to the use of the  scientific method  in their 
research efforts. In this chapter we examined the basic principles of the 
scientific method and studied various techniques used by sociologists 
in conducting research.

    1. There are five basic steps in the  scientific method:  defining the 
problem, reviewing the literature, formulating the hypothesis, 
 collecting and analyzing the data, and developing the conclusion.  

   2. Whenever researchers wish to study abstract concepts, such as 
intelligence or prejudice, they must develop workable  operational 
definitions.   

   3. A  hypothesis  states a possible relationship between two or more 
variables.  

   4. By using a  sample,  sociologists avoid having to test everyone in a 
population.  

   5. According to the scientific method, research results must possess 
both  validity  and  reliability.   

   6. An important part of scientific research is devising a plan for col-
lecting data, called a  research design.   

   7. The two principal forms of  survey  research are the  interview  and 
the  questionnaire.   

     Summary 

   8.  Ethnography  allows sociologists to study certain behaviors and 
communities that cannot be investigated through other research 
methods.  

   9. When sociologists wish to study a cause-and-effect relationship, 
they may conduct an  experiment.   

   10. Sociologists also make use of existing sources in  secondary 
 analysis  and  content analysis.   

   11. The  Code of Ethics  of the American Sociological Association calls 
for objectivity and integrity in research, confidentiality, and disclo-
sure of all sources of financial support.  

   12. Max Weber urged sociologists to practice  value neutrality  in their 
research by ensuring that their personal feelings do not influence 
their interpretation of data.  

   13. Technology plays an important role in sociological research, whether 
through a computer database or information obtained from the 
Internet.  

   14. Despite failure to obtain government funding, researchers devel-
oped the National Health and Social Life Survey (NHSLS) to better 
understand the sexual practices of adults in the United States.     

  Key Terms 

    Causal logic    The relationship between a condition or variable and a 
 particular consequence, with one leading to the other. (page 32)  

   Code of ethics    The standards of acceptable behavior developed by and 
for members of a profession. (40)  

   Content analysis    The systematic coding and objective recording of data, 
guided by some rationale. (39)  

   Control group    The subjects in an experiment who are not introduced to 
the independent variable by the researcher. (39)  

   Control variable    A factor that is held constant to test the relative impact 
of an independent variable. (35)  

   Correlation    A relationship between two variables in which a change in 
one coincides with a change in the other. (32)  

   Cross-tabulation    A table or matrix that shows the relationship between 
two or more variables. (47)  

   Dependent variable    The variable in a causal relationship that is subject 
to the influence of another variable. (32)  

   Ethnography    The study of an entire social setting through extended sys-
tematic fieldwork. (38)  

   Experiment    An artificially created situation that allows a researcher to 
manipulate variables. (39)  

   Experimental group    The subjects in an experiment who are exposed to 
an independent variable introduced by a researcher. (39)  

   Hawthorne effect    The unintended influence that observers of experi-
ments can have on their subjects. (39)  

   Hypothesis    A speculative statement about the relationship between two 
or more variables. (32)  

   Independent variable    The variable in a causal relationship that causes or 
influences a change in another variable. (32)  

   Interview    A face-to-face, telephone, or online questioning of a respon-
dent to obtain desired information. (36)  

   Mean    A number calculated by adding a series of values and then dividing 
by the number of values. (47)  

   Median    The midpoint or number that divides a series of values into two 
groups of equal numbers of values. (47)  

   Mode    The single most common value in a series of scores. (47)  

   Observation    A research technique in which an investigator collects infor-
mation through direct participation, by closely watching a group or 
community. (38)  

   Operational definition    An explanation of an abstract concept that is spe-
cific enough to allow a researcher to assess the concept. (31)  

   Percentage    A portion of 100. (47)  

   Qualitative research    Research that relies on what is seen in field or nat-
uralistic settings more than on statistical data. (38)  

   Quantitative research    Research that collects and reports data primarily 
in numerical form. (38)  

   Questionnaire    A printed or written form used to obtain information from 
a respondent. (36)  

   Random sample    A sample for which every member of an entire popula-
tion has the same chance of being selected. (33)  

   Reliability    The extent to which a measure produces consistent results. (34)  

   Research design    A detailed plan or method for obtaining data scientifi-
cally. (36)  
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TAKING SOCIOLOGY with you

     1.  Think about a job you are interested in. How can you see yourself 
using research techniques—surveys, observation, experiments, or 
existing sources—in that occupation?  

    2.  How can a sociologist genuinely maintain value neutrality while 
studying a group that he or she finds repugnant (for example, a 

White supremacist organization, a satanic cult, or a group of con-
victed rapists)?  

    3.  New technologies have benefited sociological research by facilitating 
surveys and statistical analysis. Can you think of any potential draw-
backs these new technologies might have for sociological investigation?   

 Self-Quiz 

 Read each question carefully and then select the best answer. 

     1.  The first step in any sociological research project is to
     a.  collect data.  
    b.  define the problem.  

c.  review previous research.  
d.  formulate a hypothesis.     

    2.  An explanation of an abstract concept that is specific enough to allow a 
researcher to measure the concept is a(n)

     a.  hypothesis.  
    b.  correlation.  

c.  operational definition.  
    d.  variable.     

    3.  The variable hypothesized to cause or influence another is called the
     a.  dependent variable.  
    b.  hypothetical variable.  

c.  correlation variable.  
d.  independent variable.     

    4.  A correlation exists when
     a.  one variable causes something to occur in another variable.  
    b.  two or more variables are causally related.  
    c.  a change in one variable coincides with a change in another variable.  
    d.  a negative relationship exists between two variables.     

    5.  Through which type of research technique does a sociologist ensure that data 
are statistically representative of the population being studied?

     a.  sampling  
    b.  experiments  
    c.  ethnography  
    d.  control variables     

    6.  In order to obtain a random sample, a researcher might
     a.  administer a questionnaire to every fifth woman who enters a business office.  
    b.  examine the attitudes of residents of a city by interviewing every 20th name 

in the city’s telephone book.  
    c.  study the attitudes of registered Democratic voters by choosing every 10th 

name found on a city’s list of registered Democrats.  
    d.  do all of the above.     

    7.  A researcher can obtain a higher response rate by using which type of survey?
     a.  an interview  
    b.  a questionnaire  
    c.  representative samples  
    d.  ethnographic techniques     

    8.  In the 1930s, William F. Whyte moved into a low-income Italian neighborhood 
in Boston. For nearly four years, he was a member of the social circle of “corner 
boys” that he describes in  Street Corner Society.  His goal was to gain greater 
insight into the community established by these men. What type of research 
technique did Whyte use?

     a.  experiment  
    b.  survey  
    c.  secondary analysis  
    d.  participant observation     

   Sample    A selection from a larger population that is statistically represen-
tative of that population. (33)  

   Scientific method    A systematic, organized series of steps that ensures 
maximum objectivity and consistency in researching a problem. (31)  

   Secondary analysis    A variety of research techniques that make use of 
previously collected and publicly accessible information and data. (39)  

   Survey    A study, generally in the form of an interview or questionnaire, 
that provides researchers with information about how people think 
and act. (36)  

   Validity    The degree to which a measure or scale truly reflects the phe-
nomenon under study. (34)  

   Value neutrality    Max Weber’s term for objectivity of sociologists in the 
interpretation of data. (42)  

   Variable    A measurable trait or characteristic that is subject to change 
under different conditions. (32)    
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    9.  When sociologists want to study a possible cause-and-effect relationship, they 
may engage in what kind of research technique?

     a.  ethnography  
    b.  survey research  
    c.  secondary analysis  
    d.  experiment     

    10.  Émile Durkheim’s statistical analysis of suicide was an example of what kind of 
research technique?

     a.  ethnography  
    b.  observation research  
    c.  secondary analysis  
    d.  experimental research     

    11.  Unlike the typical citizen, the sociologist has a commitment to use the  ______________________  method in studying society.  

    12.  A(n)  ______________________  is a speculative statement about the relationship between two or more factors known as variables.  

    13.   ______________________  refers to the degree to which a measure or scale truly reflects the phenomenon under study.  

    14.  In order to obtain data scientifically, researchers need to select a research  ______________________ .  

    15.  If scientists were testing a new type of toothpaste in an experimental setting, they would administer the toothpaste to a(n)  ______________________  group, 

but not to a(n)  ______________________  group.  

    16.  The term  ______________________   ______________________  refers to the unintended influence that observers of experiments can have on their subjects.  

    17.  Using census data in a way unintended by its initial collectors would be an example of  ______________________   ______________________ .  

    18.  Using  ______________________   ______________________ , researchers conducted a study of gender-stereotyped behavior in children’s coloring books.  

    19.  The American Sociological Association’s  Code of   ______________________  requires sociologists to maintain objectivity and integrity and to preserve the confidentiality of 

their subjects.  

    20.  As part of their commitment to  ______________________  neutrality, investigators have an ethical obligation to accept research findings even when the data run counter to 

their personal views or to widely accepted beliefs.   

Answers
1 (b); 2 (c); 3 (d); 4 (c); 5 (a); 6 (c); 7 (a); 8 (d); 9 (d); 10 (c); 11 scientific; 12 hypothesis; 13 Validity; 14 design; 15 experimental, control; 16 Hawthorne effect; 
17 secondary analysis; 18 content analysis; 19 Ethics; 20 value

Gasland

This documentary investigates the possible health effects of a new tech-

nique for drilling natural gas, called hydraulic fracturing (“fracking”). 

An Inconvenient Truth

In this documentary about global warming, Al Gore makes the case that 

certain social groups are already paying the price for climate change.

Kinsey

Researchers confront the ethical challenges of studying human behav-

ior in this film about the Kinsey Report.

THINKING ABOUT
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  } INSIDE 
 What Is Culture? 

 Development of Culture 
around the World 

 Cultural Variation 

 Role of Language  

 Norms and Values 

 Global Culture War 

 Culture and the 
Dominant Ideology 

 Case Study: Culture at 
Walmart 

 Social Policy and Culture: 
Bilingualism     

In Kenya, Maasai tribesmen 
ride bicycles through Masai 
Mara National Park. Shared 
learned behavior—what we 

call culture—can move across 
international borders to become 

part of other societies.
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 In this excerpt from his journal article “Body Ritual among 
the Nacirema,” Horace Miner casts an anthropologist’s obser-
vant eye on the intriguing rituals of an exotic culture. If some 
aspects of this culture seem familiar to you, you are right, for 
what Miner is describing is actually the culture of the United 
States (“Nacirema” is “American” spelled backward). The “shrine” 
Miner writes of is the bathroom; he correctly informs us that 
in this culture, one measure of wealth is how many bathrooms 
one’s home has. In their bathroom rituals, he goes on, the Naci-
rema use charms and magical potions (beauty products and 
prescription drugs) obtained from specialized practitioners 
(such as hair stylists), herbalists (pharmacists), and medicine 
men (physicians). Using our sociological imaginations, we could 
update Miner’s description of the Nacirema’s charms, written in 
1956, by adding tooth whiteners, anti-aging creams, Waterpiks, 
and hair gel. 

 When we step back and examine a culture thoughtfully and 
objectively, whether it is our own culture in disguise or another 
less familiar to us, we learn something new about society. Take 
Fiji, an island in the Pacific where a robust, nicely rounded body 
has always been the ideal for both men and women. This is a 
society in which traditionally, “You’ve gained weight” has been 
considered a compliment, and “Your legs are skinny,” an insult. 
Yet a recent study shows that for the first time, eating disorders 
have been showing up among young people in Fiji. What has 
happened to change their body image? Since the introduction 
of cable television in 1995, many Fiji islanders, especially young 
women, have begun to emulate not their mothers and aunts, but 
the small-waisted stars of television programs currently airing 
there, like  Gossip Girl  and  Modern Family.  Studying culture in 
places like Fiji, then, sheds light on our society as well (A. Becker 
2007; Fiji TV 2012). 

    Nacirema culture is char-
acterized by a highly devel-
oped market economy which 
has evolved in a rich natural 
habitat. While much of the 
people’s time is devoted to 
economic pursuits, a large 
part of the fruits of these 
labors and a considerable 
portion of the day are spent in 
ritual activity. The focus of this 
activity is the human body, 
the appearance and health 
of which loom as a dominant 
concern in the ethos of the 
people. While such a concern 

is certainly not unusual, its ceremonial aspects and associated philoso-
phy are unique. 

 The fundamental belief underlying the whole system appears to be 
that the human body is ugly and that its natural tendency is to debility 
and disease. Incarcerated in such 
a body, man’s only hope is to avert 
these characteristics through the 
use of the powerful influences of rit-
ual and ceremony. Every household 
has one or more shrines devoted 
to this purpose. The more powerful 
individuals in the society have several shrines in their houses and, 
in fact, the opulence of a house is often referred to in terms of the 
number of such ritual centers it possesses. Most houses are of wattle 
and daub construction, but the shrine rooms of the more wealthy are 
walled with stone. Poorer families imitate the rich by applying pottery 
plaques to their shrine walls. 

   The focal point of the shrine is a box or chest which 
is built into the wall. In this chest are kept the 

many charms and magical potions without which 
no native believes he could live.   

 While each family has at least one such shrine, the rituals associ-
ated with it are not family ceremonies but are private and secret. The 
rites are normally only discussed with children, and then only during 
the period when they are being initiated into these mysteries. I was 
able, however, to establish sufficient rapport with the natives to exam-
ine these shrines and to have the rituals described to me. 

 The focal point of the shrine is a box or chest which is built 
into the wall. In this chest are kept the many charms and magi-
cal potions without which no native believes he could live. These 
preparations are secured from a variety of specialized  practitioners. 
The most powerful of these are the medicine men, whose assistance 
must be rewarded with substantial gifts. However, the medicine men 
do not provide the curative potions for their clients, but decide what 
the ingredients should be and then write them down in an ancient 
and secret language. This writing is understood only by the medi-
cine men and by the herbalists who, for another gift, provide the 
required charm. 

 The charm is not disposed of after it has served its purpose, but 
is placed in the charm-box of the household shrine. As these magi-
cal materials are specific for certain ills, and the real or imagined 

maladies of the people are many, 
the charm-box is usually full to 
overflowing. The magical packets 
are so numerous that people forget 
what their purposes were and fear 
to use them again. While the natives 
are very vague on this point, we can 

only assume that the idea in retaining all the old magical materials is 
that their presence in the charm-box, before which the body rituals are 
conducted, will in some way protect the worshipper.    

   (Miner 1956:503–504)  Additional information about this excerpt can be found on the Online 

Learning Center at  www.mhhe.com/schaeferbrief10e .   

What do you think of the society described here by anthropologist 
Horace Miner?

Could you live in such a culture?
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number of people are said to constitute a    society    when they live 
in the same territory, are relatively independent of people out-
side their area, and participate in a common culture. Metropoli-
tan Los Angeles is more populous than at least 150 nations, yet 
sociologists do not consider it a society in its own right. Rather, 
they see it as part of—and dependent on—the larger society of 
the United States. 

 A society is the largest form of human group. It consists of 
people who share a common heritage and culture. Members of 
the society learn this culture and transmit it from one genera-
tion to the next. They even preserve their distinctive culture 
through literature, art, video recordings, and other means of 
expression. 

 Sociologists have long recognized the many ways in which 
culture influences human behavior. Through what has been 
termed a tool kit of habits, skills, and styles, people of a common 
culture construct their acquisition of knowledge, their interac-
tions with kinfolk, their entrance into the job market—in short, 
the way in which they live. If it were not for the social transmis-
sion of culture, each generation would have to reinvent televi-
sion, not to mention the wheel (Swidler 1986). 

 Having a common culture also simplifies many day-to-day 
interactions. For example, when you buy an airline ticket, you 

   What Is Culture? 

     Culture    is the totality of learned, socially transmitted cus-
toms, knowledge, material objects, and behavior. It includes 

the ideas, values, and artifacts (for example, DVDs, comic books, 
and birth control devices) of groups of people. Patriotic attach-
ment to the flag of the United States is an aspect of culture, as is 
a national passion for the tango in Argentina. 

 Sometimes people refer to a particular person as “very cul-
tured” or to a city as having “lots of culture.” That use of the term 
culture  is different from our use in this textbook. In sociological 
terms, culture does not refer solely to the fine arts and refined 
intellectual taste. It consists of  all  objects and ideas within a 
society, including slang words, ice-cream cones, and rock music. 
Sociologists consider both a portrait by Rembrandt and the 
work of graffiti spray painters to be aspects of culture. A tribe 
that cultivates soil by hand has just as much culture as a people 
that relies on computer-operated machinery. Each people has a 
distinctive culture with its own characteristic ways of gathering 
and preparing food, constructing homes, structuring the family, 
and promoting standards of right and wrong. 

 The fact that you share a similar culture with others helps to 
define the group or society to which you belong. A fairly large 

 In this chapter we will study the development of culture 
around the world, including the cultural effects of the world-
wide trend toward globalization. We will see just how basic 
the study of culture is to sociology. Our discussion will focus 
both on general cultural practices found in all societies and 
on the wide variations that can distinguish one society from 
another. We will define and explore the major aspects of 

culture, including language, norms, sanctions, and values. We 
will see how cultures develop a dominant ideology, and how 
functionalist and conflict theorists view culture. We’ll also see 
what can happen when a major corporation ignores cultural 
variations. Then, in the Social Policy section, we will look at the 
conflicts in cultural values that underlie current debates over 
bilingualism.  

  Navigating cultural differences can be a challenge. During a visit to Tokyo, President Obama was criticized for his deep bow to Emperor Akihito. And at the 2010 
Winter Olympics, Russian ice dancers Domnina and Shabalin were criticized for their interpretation of Aboriginal dress. Favored to win, they took third place.  
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56 know you don’t have to bring along hundreds of dollars in cash. 

You can pay with a credit card. When you are part of a society, 
you take for granted many small (as well as more important) cul-
tural patterns. You assume that theaters will provide seats for the 
audience, that physicians will not disclose confidential informa-
tion, and that parents will be careful when crossing the street 
with young children. All these assumptions reflect basic values, 
beliefs, and customs of the culture of the United States. 

 Today, when text, sound, and video can be transmitted around 
the world instantaneously, some aspects of culture transcend 
national borders. The German philosopher Theodor Adorno 
and others have spoken of the worldwide    culture industry    that 
standardizes the goods and services demanded by consumers. 
Adorno contends that globally, the primary effect of popular 
culture is to limit people’s choices. Yet others have shown that 
the culture industry’s influence does not always permeate inter-
national borders. Sometimes the culture industry is embraced; 
at other times, soundly rejected (Adorno [1971] 1991:98–106; 
Horkheimer and Adorno [1944] 2002).  

   Cultural Universals 
 All societies have developed certain common practices and 
beliefs, known as    cultural universals.    Many cultural universals 
are, in fact, adaptations to meet essential human needs, such as 
the need for food, shelter, and clothing. Anthropologist George 
Murdock (1945:124) compiled a list of cultural universals, 
including athletic sports, cooking, dancing, visiting, personal 
names, marriage, medicine, religious ritual, funeral ceremonies, 
sexual restrictions, and trade. 

 The cultural practices Murdock listed may be universal, but 
the manner in which they are expressed varies from culture to 
culture. For example, one society may let its members choose 
their marriage partners; another may encourage marriages 
arranged by the parents. 

 Not only does the expression of cultural universals vary 
from one society to another; within a society, it may also change 
dramatically over time. Each generation, and each year for that 
matter, most human cultures change and expand.  

  Ethnocentrism 
 Many everyday statements reflect our attitude that our culture is 
best. We use terms such as  underdeveloped, backward,  and  primi-
tive  to refer to other societies. What “we” believe is a religion; 
what “they” believe is superstition and mythology. 

 It is tempting to evaluate the practices of other cultures on the 
basis of our perspectives. Sociologist William Graham  Sumner 
(1906) coined the term    ethnocentrism    to refer to the tendency 
to assume that one’s own culture and way of life represent the 
norm or are superior to all others. The ethnocentric person sees 
his or her group as the center or defining point of culture and 
views all other cultures as deviations from what is “normal.” 
Westerners who think cattle are to be used for food might look 
down on India’s Hindu religion and culture, which view the cow 
as sacred. Or people in one culture may dismiss as unthinkable 
the mate selection or  child-rearing practices of another culture. 
In sum, our view of the world is dramatically influenced by the 
society in which we were raised. 

   Ethnocentrism is hardly limited to citizens of the United States. 
Visitors from many African cultures are surprised at the disrespect 
that children in the United States show their parents. People from 
India may be repelled by our practice of living in the same house-
hold with dogs and cats. Many Islamic fundamentalists in the 
Arab world and Asia view the United States as corrupt, decadent, 
and doomed to destruction. All these people may feel comforted 
by membership in cultures that in their view are superior to ours.  

  Cultural Relativism 
 While ethnocentrism means evaluating foreign cultures using 
the familiar culture of the observer as a standard of correct 
behavior,    cultural relativism    means viewing people’s behavior 
from the perspective of their own culture. It places a priority on 
understanding other cultures, rather than dismissing them as 
“strange” or “exotic.” Unlike ethnocentrists, cultural relativists 
employ the kind of value neutrality in scientific study that Max 
Weber saw as so important. 

 Cultural relativism stresses that different social contexts 
give rise to different norms and values. Thus, we must examine 
practices such as polygamy, bullfighting, and monarchy within 
the particular contexts of the cultures in which they are found. 
Although cultural relativism does not suggest that we must 
unquestionably accept every cultural variation, it does require a 
serious and unbiased effort to evaluate norms, values, and cus-
toms in light of their distinctive culture. 

 Consider the practice of children marrying adults. Most peo-
ple in North America cannot fathom the idea of a 12-year-old 
girl marrying. The custom, which is illegal in the United States, is 
common in West Africa and South Asia. Should the United States 
respect such marriages? The apparent answer is no. In 2006 the 
U.S. government spent $623 million to discourage the practice 
in many of the countries with the highest  child-marriage rates 
( Figure 3-1 ). 

 From the perspective of cultural relativism, we might ask 
whether one society should spend its resources to dictate the norms 
of another. However, federal officials have defended the govern-
ment’s actions. They contend that child marriage deprives girls of 
education, threatens their health, and weakens public health efforts 
to combat HIV/AIDS (Jain and Kurz 2007; B. Slavin 2007).  

  Sociobiology and Culture 
 While sociology emphasizes diversity and change in the expres-
sion of culture, another school of thought, sociobiology, stresses 
the universal aspects of culture.    Sociobiology    is the systematic 
study of how biology affects human social behavior. Sociobiolo-
gists assert that many of the cultural traits humans display, such 
as the almost universal expectation that women will be nurtur-
ers and men will be providers, are not learned but are rooted in 
our genetic makeup. 

 Sociobiology is founded on the naturalist Charles Darwin’s 
(1859) theory of evolution. In traveling the world, Darwin had 
noted small variations in species—in the shape of a bird’s beak, 
for example—from one location to another. He theorized that 
over hundreds of generations, random variations in genetic 
makeup had helped certain members of a species to survive in 
a particular environment. A bird with a differently shaped beak 
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A few researchers have tried to trace specific behaviors, like 
criminal activity, to certain genetic markers, but those markers 
are not deterministic. Family cohesiveness, peer group behav-
ior, and other social factors can override genetic influences on 
behavior (Guo et al. 2008; E. Wilson 1975, 1978). 

 Certainly most social scientists would agree that there is a bio-
logical basis for social behavior. But there is less support for the 
extreme positions taken by certain advocates of sociobiology. Like 
interactionists, conflict theorists and functionalists believe that 
people’s behavior rather than their genetic structure defines social 
reality. Conflict theorists fear that the sociobiological approach 
could be used as an argument against efforts to assist disadvan-
taged people, such as schoolchildren who are not competing suc-
cessfully (Freese 2008; Machalek and Martin 2010; E. Wilson 2000). 

thinking CRITICALLY

Select three cultural universals from George  Murdock’s 
list (page 56) and analyze them from a functionalist 
perspective. Why are these practices found in every 
culture? What functions do they serve?

might have been better at gathering seeds than other birds, for 
instance. In reproducing, these lucky individuals had passed on 
their advantageous genes to succeeding generations. Eventually, 
given their advantage in survival, individuals with the variation 
began to outnumber other members of the species. The species 
was slowly adapting to its environment. Darwin called this pro-
cess of adaptation to the environment through random genetic 
variation  natural selection.  

 Sociobiologists apply Darwin’s principle of natural selec-
tion to the study of social behavior. They assume that particu-
lar forms of behavior become genetically linked to a species if 
they contribute to its fitness to survive (van den Berghe 1978). 
In its extreme form, sociobiology suggests that  all  behavior is the 
result of genetic or biological factors, and that social interactions 
play no role in shaping people’s conduct. 

 Sociobiologists do not seek to describe individual behavior on 
the level of “Why is Fred more aggressive than Jim?” Rather, they 
focus on how human nature is affected by the genetic composi-
tion of a  group  of people who share certain characteristics (such 
as men or women, or members of isolated tribal bands). In gen-
eral, sociobiologists have stressed the basic genetic heritage that 
 all  humans share and have shown little interest in speculating 
about alleged differences between racial groups or nationalities. 
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SOCIOLOGY IN THE GLOBAL COMMUNITY

institutions, organizations, and governments 
to promote free trade—unrestricted or lightly 
restricted commerce across national borders. 

 Globalization is not universally welcomed. 
Many critics see the dominance of “businesses 
without borders” as benefiting the rich, particu-
larly the very wealthy in industrial countries, 
at the expense of the poor in less developed 
nations. They consider globalization to be a 
successor to the imperialism and colonial-
ism that oppressed Third World nations for 
centuries. 

 Another criticism of globalization comes 
from people who feel overwhelmed by global 
culture. Embedded in the concept of globaliza-
tion is the notion of the cultural domination of 
developing nations by more affluent nations. 
Simply put, people lose their traditional values 
and begin to identify with the culture of domi-
nant nations. They may discard or neglect their 
native languages and dress as they attempt to 
copy the icons of mass-market entertainment 
and fashion. Even Pirates of the Caribbean 

3-1  Life in the Global Village 

 Imagine a “borderless world” in which culture, 
trade, commerce, money, and even people move 
freely from one place to another. Popular culture 
is widely shared, whether it be Japanese sushi 
or U.S. running shoes, and the English speaker 
who answers questions over the telephone 
about your credit card account is as likely to 
be in India or Ireland as in the United States. 
In this world, even the sovereignty of nations is 
at risk, challenged by political movements and 
ideologies that span nations. 

 What caused this great wave of cultural dif-
fusion? First, sociologists take note of advances 
in communications technology. Satellite TV, cell 
phones, the Internet, and the like allow informa-
tion to flow freely across the world, linking global 
markets. In 2008, this process reached the point 
where consumers could view videos on handheld 
devices and surf the Internet on their wireless 
cell phones, shopping online at  Amazon.com , 
eBay, and other commercial websites from cars, 
airports, and cafeterias. Second, corporations 
in the industrial nations have become multina-
tional, with both factories and markets in devel-
oping countries. Business leaders welcome the 
opportunity to sell consumer goods in populous 
countries such as China. Third, these multina-
tional firms have cooperated with global financial 

movies and Lady Gaga may be seen as threats 
to native cultures, if they dominate the media 
at the expense of local art forms. As Sembene 
Ousmane, one of Africa’s most prominent writ-
ers and filmmakers, noted, “[Today] we are more 
familiar with European fairy tales than with our 
own traditional stories” (World Development 
Forum 1990:4). 

 Globalization has its positive side, too. Many 
developing nations are taking their place in 
the world of commerce and bringing in much 
needed income. The communications revolution 
helps people to stay connected and gives them 
access to knowledge that can improve living 
standards and even save lives. 

  LET’S DISCUSS 

    1. How are you affected by globalization? 
Which aspects of globalization do you find 
advantageous and which objectionable?  

   2. How would you feel if the customs and 
traditions you grew up with were replaced 
by the culture or values of another country? 
How might you try to protect your culture?    

 Sources: Dodds 2000; Giddens 1991; Hirst and 
Thompson 1996; D. Martin et al. 2006; Ritzer 2004; 
Sernau 2001; Tedeschi 2006. 

   Even Pirates of the Caribbean 
movies and Lady Gaga may be 

seen as threats to native cultures.   
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results when existing cultural items are combined into a form 
that did not exist before. The bow and arrow, the automobile, 
and the television are all examples of inventions, as are Protes-
tantism and democracy. 

use your sociological imagination

If you grew up in your parents’ generation—without comput-
ers, e-mail, MP3 players, and cell phones—how would your 
daily life differ from the one you lead today?

     Globalization, Diffusion, and Technology 
 The recent emergence of Starbucks, the worldwide chain of cof-
feehouses, is just one illustration of the rapidly escalating trend 
toward globalization (see Chapter 1). While people in Asia are 
beginning to enjoy coffee, people in North America are discover-
ing sushi. Some have become familiar with the  bento box,  a small 
lunchbox that is often used to serve sushi. A trademark Japanese 
cuisine, sushi has evolved from a once-exotic dish in the United 
States to a mainstream food commonly found in supermarket 

       Development of Culture 

around the World 
  We’ve come a long way from our prehistoric heritage. The 
human species has produced such achievements as the novels 
of Leo Tolstoy, the art of Pablo Picasso, and the films of Ang Lee. 
A decade into the new millennium, we can transmit an entire 
book around the world via the Internet, clone cells, and prolong 
lives through organ transplants. We can peer into the outermost 
reaches of the universe or analyze our innermost feelings. In this 
section we will examine two of the social processes that make 
these remarkable achievements possible: innovation and the dif-
fusion of culture through globalization and technology.  

   Innovation 
 The process of introducing a new idea or object to a culture is 
known as    innovation.    Innovation interests sociologists because 
of the social consequences of introducing something new. There 
are two forms of innovation: discovery and invention.    Discovery    
involves making known or sharing the existence of an aspect of 
reality. The finding of the structure of the DNA molecule and the 
identification of a new moon of Saturn are both acts of discov-
ery. A significant factor in the process of discovery is the sharing 
of newfound knowledge with others. In contrast, an    invention    
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59refrigerators. Yet its move across the Pacific has 
changed the delicacy. Americans tend to treat 
sushi as a take-out or menu item. The authentic 
way to eat sushi is to sit at a bar and engage the 
chef in conversation about the day’s catch before 
choosing which fish or shellfish to eat. 

 More and more cultural expressions and 
practices are crossing national borders and hav-
ing an effect on the traditions and customs of 
the societies exposed to them. Sociologists use 
the term    diffusion    to refer to the process by 
which a cultural item spreads from group to 
group or society to society. Diffusion can occur 
through a variety of means, among them explo-
ration, military conquest, missionary work, and 
the influence of the mass media, tourism, and 
the Internet (Box 3-1). It has also been hastened 
by the spread of the fast-food restaurant.     

   Sociologist George Ritzer coined the term 
 McDonaldization of society  to describe how the 
principles of fast-food restaurants, developed 
in the United States, have come to dominate more and more 
sectors of societies throughout the world (see Chapter 5). For 
example, hair salons and medical clinics now take walk-ins. In 
Hong Kong, sex selection clinics offer a menu of items, from fer-
tility enhancement to methods of increasing the likelihood of 
having a child of the desired sex. And religious groups—from 
evangelical preachers on local stations or websites to priests at 
the Vatican Television Center—use marketing techniques simi-
lar to those that are used to sell Happy Meals. 

 McDonaldization is associated with the melding of cultures, 
through which we see more and more similarities in cultural 
expression. In Japan, for example, African entrepreneurs have 
found a thriving market for hip-hop fashions popularized by 
teens in the United States. Similarly, the familiar Golden Arches 
of McDonald’s can be seen around the world. Yet corporations like 
McDonald’s have had to make some adjustments of their own. 
Until 2001, McDonald’s ran its overseas operations from corporate 
headquarters in suburban Chicago. After a few false starts, execu-
tives recognized the need to develop the restaurant’s menus and 
marketing strategies overseas, relying on advice from local people. 
Now, at over 3,700 restaurants in Japan, customers can enjoy the 
Mega Tamago Burger—beef, bacon, and fried egg with special 
sauces. In India, patrons who don’t eat beef can order a double 
chicken-patty sandwich known as the Maharaja Mac. In France, 
baguettes have been added to the menu. And in Austria, the locals’ 
love of coffee, cake, and conversation has inspired the McCafé 
(Hughlett 2008; Ritzer 2002, 2011). 

 Technology in its many forms has increased the speed of 
cultural diffusion and broadened the distribution of cultural 
elements. Sociologist Gerhard Lenski has defined    technology    
as “cultural information about the ways in which the material 
resources of the environment may be used to satisfy human 
needs and desires” (Nolan and Lenski 2009:357). Today’s tech-
nological developments no longer await publication in journals 
with limited circulation. Press conferences, often carried simul-
taneously on the Internet, trumpet the new developments. 

 Technology not only accelerates the diffusion of scientific inno-
vations but also transmits culture. The English language and North 

American culture dominate the Internet and World Wide Web. 
Such control, or at least dominance, of technology influences the 
direction of cultural diffusion. For example, websites cover even 
the most superficial aspects of U.S. culture but offer little informa-
tion about the pressing issues faced by citizens of other nations. 
People all over the world find it easier to visit electronic chat rooms 
about the latest reality TV shows than to learn about their own 
governments’ policies on day care or infant nutrition. 

 Sociologist William F. Ogburn (1922) made a useful distinc-
tion between the elements of  material  and  nonmaterial culture.  
    Material culture    refers to the physical or technological aspects 
of our daily lives, including food, houses, factories, and raw mate-
rials.    Nonmaterial culture    refers to ways of using material 
objects, as well as to customs, beliefs, philosophies, governments, 
and patterns of communication. Generally, the nonmaterial cul-
ture is more resistant to change than the material culture. Con-
sequently, Ogburn introduced the term    culture lag    to refer to 
the period of maladjustment when the nonmaterial culture is 
still struggling to adapt to new material conditions. For exam-
ple, in 2010, manufacturers introduced electronic cigarettes, 
 battery-powered tubes that turn nicotine-laced liquid into a 
vapor mist. The innovation soon had officials at airlines (which 
ban smoking) and the Food and Drug Administration scram-
bling to respond to the latest technology (Kesmodel and Yadron 
2010; Swidler 1986). 

     Resistance to technological change can lead not only to 
 culture lag, but to some real questions of cultural survival 
(Box 3-2, page 60). 

thinking CRITICALLY

Name one culturally significant discovery and one cul-
turally significant invention that occurred in your lifetime. 
Explain how these innovations have affected the culture 
to which you belong.
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the reservations the government confined them 
to, surrounded by huge farms or ranches whose 
owners deny their right to live off the land. State 
officials may insist that laws restrict the devel-
opment of indigenous lands, but indigenous 
peoples tell a different story. In Mato Grosso, 
a heavily forested state near the Amazon River, 
loggers have been clear-cutting the land at 
a rate that alarms the Bororo, an indigenous 
group that has lived in the area for centuries. 
According to one elder, the Bororo are now 
confined to six small reservations of about 500 
square miles—much less than the area officially 
granted them in the 19th century. 

3-2  Cultural Survival in Brazil 

 When the first Portuguese ships landed on the 
coast of what we now know as Brazil, more 
than 2 million people inhabited the vast, 
mineral-rich land. The natives lived in small, 
isolated settlements, spoke a variety of lan-
guages, and embraced many different cultural 
traditions. 

 Today, over five centuries later, Brazil’s popu-
lation has grown to more than 192 million, 
only about 650,000 of whom are indigenous 
peoples descended from the original inhabit-
ants. Over 200 different indigenous groups have 
survived, living a life tied closely to the land and 
the rivers, just as their ancestors did. But over 
the past two generations, their numbers have 
dwindled as booms in mining, logging, oil drill-
ing, and agriculture have encroached on their 
land and their settlements. 

 Many indigenous groups were once nomads, 
moving around from one hunting or fishing 
ground to another. Now they are hemmed in on 

 In the face of dwindling resources, indig-
enous groups like the Bororo struggle to 
maintain their culture. Though the tribe still 
observes the traditional initiation rites for ado-
lescent boys, members are finding it difficult 
to continue their hunting and fishing rituals, 
given the scarcity of game and fish in the area. 
Pesticides in the runoff from nearby farms 
have poisoned the water they fish and bathe 
in, threatening both their health and their cul-
ture’s survival. 

  LET’S DISCUSS 

    1. Compare the frontier in Brazil today to the 
American West in the 1800s. What similari-
ties do you see?  

   2. What does society lose when indigenous 
cultures die?    

 Sources: Brazier and Hamed 2007; H. Chu 2005; 
Survival international 2012. 

When a society’s nonmaterial culture (its values and laws) does not keep 
pace with rapid changes in its material culture, people experience an awk-
ward period of maladjustment called culture lag. The transition to nuclear 
power generation that began in the second half of the 20th century brought 
widespread protests against the new technology, as well as serious accidents 
that government officials were poorly prepared to deal with. Tensions over the 
controversial technology have not run as high in some countries as in oth-
ers, however. France, where this nuclear power plant is situated, generates 
78 percent of all its electricity through nuclear power. The technology is not as 
controversial there as in the United States and Canada, which generate less 
than 20 percent of their electricity through nuclear reaction.
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     Cultural Variation 
  Each culture has a unique character. Inuit tribes in northern 
Canada, wrapped in furs and dieting on whale blubber, have 
little in common with farmers in Southeast Asia, who dress for 

   In Mato Grosso, a heavily 
forested state near the Amazon 
River, loggers have been clear-
cutting the land at a rate that 

alarms the Bororo.   

the heat and subsist mainly on the rice they grow in their pad-
dies. Cultures adapt to meet specific sets of circumstances, such 
as climate, level of technology, population, and geography. Thus, 
despite the presence of cultural universals such as courtship and 
religion, great diversity exists among the world’s many cultures. 
Moreover, even  within  a single nation, certain segments of the 
populace develop cultural patterns that differ from the patterns 
of the dominant society.  

   Subcultures 
 Rodeo riders, residents of a retirement community, workers on 
an offshore oil rig—all are examples of what sociologists refer to 
as  subcultures.  A    subculture    is a segment of society that shares 
a distinctive pattern of customs, rules, and traditions that differs 
from the pattern of the larger society. In a sense, a subculture 
can be thought of as a culture existing within a larger, dominant 
culture. The existence of many subcultures is characteristic of 
complex societies such as the United States. 

 Members of a subculture participate in the dominant culture 
while engaging in unique and distinctive forms of behavior. Fre-
quently, a subculture will develop an    argot,    or specialized language, 
that distinguishes it from the wider society. Athletes who play  par-
kour,  an extreme sport that combines forward running with fence 
leaping and the vaulting of walls, water barriers, and even moving 
cars, speak an argot they devised especially to describe their feats. 
Parkour runners talk about doing  King Kong vaults —diving arms 
first over a wall or grocery cart and landing in a standing position. 
They may follow this maneuver with a  tic tac —kicking off a wall 
to overcome some kind of obstacle (Tschorn 2010). 

 Such argot allows insiders—the members of the subculture—
to understand words with special meanings. It also establishes 
patterns of communication that outsiders can’t understand. 
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Employees of an international call center in India socialize after their shift has ended. Call center 
employees, whose odd working hours isolate them from others, tend to form tight-knit subcultures.

Members of the militia group Ohio Defense Force engage in paramilitary 
 exercises, imagining they are destroying a threatening Muslim stronghold in 
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Sociologists associated with the interactionist perspective 
emphasize that language and symbols offer a powerful way for a 
subculture to feel cohesive and maintain its identity. 

 In India, a new subculture has developed among employees at 
the international call centers established by multinational corpo-
rations. To serve customers in the United States and Europe, the 
young men and women who work there must be fluent speakers 
of English. But the corporations that employ them demand more 
than proficiency in a foreign language; they expect their Indian 
employees to adopt Western values and work habits, including 
the grueling pace U.S. workers take for granted. In return they 
offer perks such as Western-style dinners, dances, and coveted 
consumer goods. Significantly, they allow employees to take the 
day off only on U.S. holidays, like Labor Day and  Thanksgiving —
not on Indian holidays like Diwali, the Hindu festival of lights. 
While most Indian families are home celebrating, call center 
employees see only each other; when they have the day off, no 
one else is free to socialize with them. As a result, these employ-
ees have formed a tight-knit subculture based on hard work and 
a taste for Western luxury goods and leisure-time pursuits.  

 Another shared characteristic among some employees at 
Indian call centers is their contempt for the callers they serve. 
In performing their monotonous, repetitive job day after day, 
hundreds of thousands of these workers have come to see the 
faceless Americans they deal with as slow, often rude customers. 
Such shared understandings underpin this emerging subculture 
(Bhagat 2007; Gentleman 2006; Patel 2010). 

 Functionalist and conflict theorists agree that variation exists 
within cultures. Functionalists view subcultures as variations of 
particular social environments and as evidence that differences 
can exist within a common culture. However, conflict theo-
rists suggest that variations often reflect the inequality of social 
arrangements within a society. A conflict theorist would view the 
challenges to dominant social norms by African American activ-
ists, the feminist movement, and the gay rights movement as 
reflections of inequity based on race, gender, and sexual orien-
tation. Conflict theorists also argue that subcultures sometimes 

emerge when the dominant society unsuccess-
fully tries to suppress a practice, such as the use 
of illegal drugs.  

  Countercultures 
 By the end of the 1960s, an extensive subculture 
had emerged in the United States, composed 
of young people turned off by a society they 
believed was too materialistic and technological. 
The group included primarily political radicals 
and hippies who had dropped out of main-
stream social institutions. These young men 
and women rejected the pressure to accumulate 
cars, homes, and an endless array of material 
goods. Instead, they expressed a desire to live 
in a culture based on more humanistic values, 
such as sharing, love, and coexistence with the 
environment. As a political force, this subculture 
opposed the United States’ involvement in the 
war in Vietnam and encouraged draft resistance 
(Flacks 1971; Roszak 1969). 

 When a subculture conspicuously and delib-
erately opposes certain aspects of the larger culture, it is known 
as a    counterculture.    Countercultures typically thrive among the 
young, who have the least investment in the existing culture. In 
most cases, a 20-year-old can adjust to new cultural standards 
more easily than someone who has spent 60 years following the 
patterns of the dominant culture (Zellner 1995). 

 In the last decade, counterterrorism experts have become 
concerned about the growth of ultraconservative militia groups 
in the United States. Secretive and well armed, members of these 
countercultural groups tend to be antigovernment, and they 
often tolerate racism in their midst. Watchdogs estimate that 
127 militias are operating in the United States today (Southern 
Poverty Law Center 2010).      
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A native speaker trains instructors from the Oneida Nation of New York in the 
Berlitz method of language teaching. As of 2012, there were 527 speakers of 
the Oneida language. Many Native American tribes are taking similar steps to 
recover their seldom used languages, realizing that language is the essential 
foundation of any culture.
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62   Culture Shock 

 Anyone who feels disoriented, uncertain, out of place, or even 
fearful when immersed in an unfamiliar culture may be expe-
riencing    culture shock.    For example, a resident of the United 
States who visits certain areas in China and wants local meat for 
dinner may be stunned to learn that the specialty is dog meat. 
Similarly, someone from a strict Islamic culture may be shocked 
by the comparatively provocative dress styles and open displays 
of affection common in the United States and various European 
cultures. 

 All of us, to some extent, take for granted the cultural prac-
tices of our society. As a result, it can be surprising and even 
disturbing to realize that other cultures do not follow our way 
of life. The fact is, customs that seem strange to us may be con-
sidered normal and proper in other cultures, which may see our 
social practices as odd. 

use your sociological imagination 

You arrive in a developing African country as a Peace Corps 
volunteer. What aspects of a very different culture do you 
think would be the hardest to adjust to? What might the 
citizens of that country find shocking about your culture?

     Role of Language 
  Language is one of the major elements of culture that underlie 
cultural variations. It is also an important component of cul-
tural capital. Recall from Chapter 1 that Pierre Bourdieu used 
the term  cultural capital  to describe noneconomic assets, such as 
family background and past educational investments, which are 
reflected in a person’s knowledge of language and the arts. 

 Members of a society generally share a common language, 
which facilitates day-to-day exchanges with others. When you 
ask a hardware store clerk for a flashlight, you don’t need to draw 
a picture of the instrument. You share the same cultural term 
for a small, portable, battery-operated light. However, if you were 
in England and needed this item, you would have to ask for an 
electric torch. Of course, even within the same society, a term 
can have a number of different meanings. In the United States, 
 pot  signifies both a container that is used for cooking and an 
intoxicating drug. In this section we will examine the cultural 
influence of language, which includes both the written and spo-
ken word and nonverbal communication.  

   Language: Written and Spoken 
 Seven thousand languages are spoken in the world today—many 
more than the number of countries. For the speakers of each 
one, whether they number 2,000 or 200 million, language is fun-
damental to their shared culture. 

 The English language, for example, makes extensive use of 
words dealing with war. We speak of “conquering” space, “fight-
ing” the “battle” of the budget, “waging war” on drugs, making 
a “killing” on the stock market, and “bombing” an examination; 

something monumental or great is “the bomb.” An observer 
from an entirely different and warless culture could gauge the 
importance that war and the military have had in our lives sim-
ply by recognizing the prominence that militaristic terms have 
in our language. Similarly, the Sami people of northern Norway 
and Sweden have a rich diversity of terms for snow, ice, and rein-
deer (Haviland et al. 2008; Magga 2006). 

 Language is, in fact, the foundation of every culture.    Lan-
guage    is an abstract system of word meanings and symbols 
for all aspects of culture. It includes speech, written characters, 
numerals, symbols, and nonverbal gestures and expressions. 
Because language is the foundation of every culture, the abil-
ity to speak other languages is crucial to intercultural relations. 
Throughout the Cold War era, beginning in the 1950s and con-
tinuing well into the 1970s, the U.S. government encouraged the 
study of Russian by developing special language schools for dip-
lomats and military advisers who dealt with the Soviet Union. 
And following September 11, 2001, the nation recognized how 
few skilled translators it had for Arabic and other languages spo-
ken in Muslim countries. Language quickly became a key not 
only to tracking potential terrorists, but also to building diplo-
matic bridges with Muslim countries willing to help in the war 
against terrorism. 

   Language does more than simply describe reality; it also 
serves to  shape  the reality of a culture. For example, most people 
in the United States cannot easily make the verbal distinctions 
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  Using American Sign Language, a form of nonverbal communication, a football coach discusses a play with 
his team. The Silent Warriors, four-time national champions and the pride of the Alabama School for the Deaf, 
have defeated both hearing and nonhearing teams.  

Linguistic Isolation
 In 2006, a severe winter storm hit the northwest United States, 

knocking out electrical power in many communities. Residents turned 
on their generators, some without heeding warnings about the risk 

of carbon monoxide poisoning. Although local media ran public service 
announcements about the need for adequate ventilation of the generators, six 

people died and several others fell ill from exposure to carbon monoxide. Investigators later deter-
mined that the victims had been unable to understand the English-only warnings. In response to 
the discovery, the  Seattle Times  took the unprecedented step of publishing the front-page story in 
six languages: English, Vietnamese, Chinese, Spanish, Russian, and Somali. 

 Although most immigrants can communicate effectively in English, language does isolate a 
small percentage of them. In the United States, social scientists use the term  linguistic isolation  
to refer to households in which all members age 14 and older speak a non-English language and 
at the same time do not speak English very well. They have found that the proportion of the U.S. 
population that is linguistically isolated has been increasing steadily, from 3.2 percent in 2000 to 
4.7 percent in 2009. 

 Studies show that those who are linguistically isolated are cut off from many public services. 
For example, public health professionals find that even after controlling for education and income, 
members of linguistically isolated households are less likely than others to receive adequate 
health care, or even to participate in basic health screening. And as the 2006 power outage in the 
Northwest showed, in some cases linguistic isolation can be deadly. 
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63concerning snow and ice that are possi-

ble in the Sami culture. As a result, they 
are less likely to notice such differences. 

 The    Sapir-Whorf hypothesis,    named 
for two linguists, describes the role of 
language in shaping our interpretation 
of reality. According to Sapir and Whorf, 
because people can conceptualize the 
world only through language, language 
 precedes  thought. Thus, the word symbols 
and grammar of a language organize the 
world for us. The Sapir-Whorf hypothe-
sis also holds that language is not a given. 
Rather, it is culturally determined, and it 
encourages a distinctive interpretation of 
reality by focusing our attention on cer-
tain phenomena (Sapir 1929). 

 For decades, the Navajo have referred 
to cancer as  lood doo na’dziihii.  Now, 
through a project funded by the National 
Cancer Institute, the tribal college is 
seeking to change the phrase. Why? Lit-
erally, the phrase means “the sore that 
does not heal,” and health educators are 
concerned that tribal members who have been diagnosed with 
cancer view it as a death sentence. Their effort to change the 
Navajo language, not easy in itself, is complicated by the Navajo 
belief that to talk about the disease is to bring it on one’s people 
(Fonseca 2008). 

 Similarly, feminists have noted that gender-related language 
can reflect—although in itself it does not  determine—the tra-
ditional acceptance of men and women in 
certain occupations. Each time we use a 
term such as  mailman, policeman,  or 
 fireman,  we are implying (especially 
to young children) that these occupa-
tions can be filled only by males. Yet 
many women work as  mail carriers, 
police officers,  and  firefighters —a fact 
that is being increasingly recognized 
and legitimized through the use of such 
 nonsexist language. 

 Language can shape how we see, taste, 
smell, feel, and hear. It also influences the 
way we think about the people, ideas, and 
objects around us. Language communi-
cates a culture’s most important norms, 
values, and sanctions. That’s why the 
decline of an old language or the intro-
duction of a new one is such a sensitive 
issue in many parts of the world (see the 
Social Policy section at the end of this 
chapter).  

  Nonverbal Communication 
 If you don’t like the way a meeting is 
going, you might suddenly sit back, fold 
your arms, and turn down the corners 
of your mouth. When you see a friend in 

tears, you may give a quick hug. After winning a big game, you 
probably high-five your  teammates. These are all examples of 
 nonverbal communication,  the use of gestures, facial expressions, 
and other visual images to communicate. 

 We are not born with these expressions. We learn them, just 
as we learn other forms of language, from people who share our 
same culture. This statement is as true for the basic expressions 
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“haphazard brutality of life.” Survivors objected, 
perhaps because they worried about locating 
their loved ones’ names. In a compromise, the 
names were chiseled into the bronze walls of 
the memorial in groups that Arad calls “mean-
ingful adjacencies”: friends and co-workers; 
fellow passengers on the two downed aircraft, 
arranged by seat number; and first responders, 
grouped by their agencies or fire companies. 
Suggestions that would give first respond-
ers special recognition were set aside. The list 
includes victims of the simultaneous attack on 
the Pentagon in Washington, D.C., and passen-
gers on the flight headed for the White House, 

3-3 Symbolizing 9/11

On September 11, 2001, the 
World Trade Center’s twin tow-
ers took only minutes to col-
lapse. Nearly a decade later, 
the creator of the memorial 
to those lost that day was 
still perfecting the site plan. 
Thirty-four-year-old architect 
Michael Arad, the man who 
submitted the winning design, 
had drawn two sunken 
squares, measuring an acre 
each, in the footprints left 
by the collapsed towers. His 
design, “Reflecting Absence,” 
places each empty square in 
a reflecting pool surrounded 
by cascading water. Today, as 
visitors to the massive memo-
rial stand at the edge of the 
site, they are struck by both the sound of the thun-
dering water and the absence of life.

The memorial does not encompass the 
entire area destroyed in the attack, as some had 
wanted. In one of the great commercial capitals 
of the world, economic forces demanded that 
some part of the property produce income. Oth-
ers had argued against constructing a memorial 
of any kind on what they regarded as hallowed 
ground. “Don’t build on my sister’s grave,” one 
of them pleaded. They too had to compromise. 
On all sides of the eight-acre memorial site, new 
high rises have been and continue to be built. 
When construction is finished, the site will also 
accommodate a new underground transit hub.

Originally, the architect’s plans called for the 
2,982 victims of the attack to be listed else-
where on the site. Today, in a revised plan, the 
names are displayed prominently along the 
sides of the reflecting pool. Arad had suggested 
that they be placed randomly, to symbolize the 

who were attempting to 
thwart the attack when the 
plane crashed in a field 
in Pennsylvania. The six 
people who perished in the 
1993 truck bombing at the 
World Trade Center are also 
memorialized.

Away from Ground Zero, 
symbols of 9/11 abound. 
Numerous small monu-
ments and simple plaques 
grace intersections through-
out metropolitan New York, 
particularly those that had 
a direct line of sight to the 
twin towers. In hundreds 
of cities worldwide, scraps 
of steel from the twisted 
buildings and remnants of 

destroyed emergency vehicles have been incor-
porated into memorials. And the USS New York, 
whose bow was forged from seven and a half 
tons of steel debris salvaged from the towers, 
has served as a working symbol of 9/11 since 
its commissioning in 2009. 

LET’S DISCUSS

 1. What does the 9/11 memorial symbolize to 
you? Explain the meaning of the cascading 
water, the reflecting pools, and the empty 
footprints. What does the placement of the 
victims’ names suggest?

 2. If you were designing a 9/11 memorial, 
what symbol or symbols would you incorpo-
rate? Use your sociological imagination to 
predict how various groups would respond 
to your design.

Sources: Blais and Rasic 2011; Kennicott 2011; 
Needham 2011.

Numerous small monuments and 
simple plaques grace intersections 

throughout metropolitan New York, 
particularly those that had a direct 

line of sight to the twin towers.
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of happiness and sadness as it is for more complex emotions, 
such as shame or distress (Fridlund et al. 1987). 

 Like other forms of language, nonverbal communication is 
not the same in all cultures. For example, sociological research 
done at the micro level documents that people from various 
cultures differ in the degree to which they touch others dur-
ing the course of normal social interactions. Even experienced 
travelers are sometimes caught off guard by these differences. In 
Saudi Arabia, a middle-aged man may want to hold hands with 
a partner after closing a business deal. In Egypt, men walk hand 
in hand in the street; in cafés, they fall asleep while lounging in 
each other’s arms. These gestures, which would shock an Ameri-
can businessman, are considered compliments in those cultures. 
The meaning of hand signals is another form of nonverbal 

communication that can differ from one culture to the next. In 
Australia, the thumbs-up sign is considered rude (Passero 2002; 
Vaughan 2007). 

 A related form of communication is the use of symbols to 
convey meaning to others.    Symbols    are the gestures, objects, 
and words that form the basis of human communication. The 
thumbs-up gesture, a gold star sticker, and the smiley face in an 
e-mail are all symbols. Often deceptively simple, many symbols 
are rich in meaning and may not convey the same meaning in 
all social contexts. Around someone’s neck, for example, a cross 
can symbolize religious reverence; over a grave site, a belief in 
everlasting life; or set in flames, racial hatred. Box 3-3 describes 
the delicate task of designing an appropriate symbol for the 9/11 
memorial at New York’s former World Trade Center—one that 
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65would have meaning for everyone who lost loved ones there, 
regardless of nationality or religious faith. 

thinking CRITICALLY

Do you agree with Sapir and Whorf’s hypothesis that 
language precedes thought? What kind of evidence 
might you cite to refute their hypothesis? Could lan-
guage shape our interpretation of reality without pre-
ceding thought?

  Norms and Values 
“Wash your hands before dinner.” “Thou shalt not kill.” “Respect 
your elders.”  All societies have ways of encouraging and enforc-
ing what they view as appropriate behavior while discouraging 
and punishing what they consider to be inappropriate behavior. 
They also have a collective idea of what is good and desirable in 
life—or not. In this section we will learn to distinguish between 
the closely related concepts of norms and values.  

   Norms 
  Norms    are the established standards of behavior maintained by a 
society. For a norm to become significant, it must be widely shared 
and understood. For example, in movie theaters in the United 
States, we typically expect that people will be quiet while the film is 
shown. Of course, the application of this norm can vary, depend-
ing on the particular film and type of audience. People who are 
viewing a serious artistic film will be more likely to insist on the 
norm of silence than those who are watching a slapstick comedy 
or horror movie. 

 One persistent social norm in contemporary society is that 
of heterosexuality. Children are socialized to accept this norm 
from a very young age. Overwhelmingly, parents describe adult 
romantic relationships to their children 
exclusively as heterosexual relation-
ships. That is not necessarily because 
they consider same-sex relation-
ships unacceptable, but more likely 
because they see heterosexuality 
as the norm in marital partner-
ships. According to a national 
survey of mothers of three- to 
six-year-olds, one in five moth-
ers teaches her young children that 
homosexuality is wrong. The same survey 
showed that parenting reflects the dominant ide-
ology, in which homosexuality is treated as a rare 
exception. Most parents assume that their children 
are heterosexual; only one in four has even considered 
whether his or her child might grow up to be gay or lesbian 
(K. Martin 2009). 

  Types of Norms   Sociologists distinguish 
between norms in two ways. First, norms 
are classified as either formal or informal. 
   Formal norms    generally have been written 

down and specify strict punishments for violators. In the United 
States, we often formalize norms into laws, which are very pre-
cise in defining proper and improper behavior. Sociologist Don-
ald Black (1995) has termed    law    “governmental social control,” 
meaning that laws are formal norms enforced by the state. Laws 
are just one example of formal norms. The requirements for a 
college major and the rules of a card game are also considered 
formal norms. 

 In contrast,    informal norms    are generally understood but 
not precisely recorded. Standards of proper dress are a common 
example of informal norms. Our society has no specific punish-
ment, or  sanction , for a person who comes to school, say, wearing 
a monkey suit. Making fun of the nonconforming student is usu-
ally the most likely response. 

 Norms are also classified by their relative importance to soci-
ety. When classified in this way, they are known as  mores  and  folk-
ways.     Mores    (pronounced “ mor -ays”) are norms deemed highly 
necessary to the welfare of a society, often because they embody 
the most cherished principles of a people. Each society demands 
obedience to its mores; violation can lead to severe penalties. Thus, 
the United States has strong mores against murder, treason, and 
child abuse, which have been institutionalized into formal norms. 

  Folkways    are norms governing everyday behavior. Folk-
ways play an important role in shaping the daily behavior of 
members of a culture. Society is less likely to formalize folk-
ways than mores, and their violation raises comparatively 
little concern. For example, walking up a down escalator in 
a department store challenges our standards of appropriate 
behavior, but it will not result in a fine or a jail sentence. 

use your sociological imagination 

You are a high school principal. What norms would you 
want to govern the students’ behavior? How might those 
norms differ from norms appropriate for college students?

  Acceptance of Norms   People do not follow norms, 
whether mores or folkways, in all situations. In some 

cases, they can evade a norm because they 
know it is weakly enforced. It is illegal for 

U.S. teenagers to drink alcoholic bever-
ages, yet drinking by minors is common 
throughout the nation. (In fact, teenage 
alcoholism is a serious social problem.) 

   In some instances, behavior that 
appears to violate society’s norms 
may actually represent adherence 
to the norms of a particular group. 
Teenage drinkers are conform-
ing to the standards of their peer 
group when they violate norms 
that condemn underage drinking. 

Similarly, business executives who 
use shady accounting techniques 
may be responding to a corporate 
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Norms Positive Negative

Formal Salary bonus Demotion

Testimonial dinner Firing from a job

Medal Jail sentence

Diploma Expulsion

Informal Smile Frown

Compliment Humiliation

Cheers Bullying

sum
m

ingup
TABLE 3-1  NORMS AND SANCTIONS 
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66 culture that demands the maximization of profits at any cost, 

including the deception of investors and government regulatory 
agencies. 

 Norms are violated in some instances because one norm 
conflicts with another. For example, suppose that you live in an 
apartment building and one night hear the screams of the woman 
next door, who is being beaten by her husband. If you decide to 
intervene by ringing their doorbell or calling the police, you are 
violating the norm of minding your own business, while follow-
ing the norm of assisting a victim of violence. 

 Acceptance of norms is subject to change as the political, eco-
nomic, and social conditions of a culture are transformed. Until 
the 1960s, for example, formal norms throughout much of the 
United States prohibited the marriage of people from different 
racial groups. Over the past half century, however, such legal 
prohibitions were cast aside. The process of change can be seen 
today in the increasing acceptance of single parents and grow-
ing support for the legalization of marriage between same-sex 
couples (see Chapter 12). 

 When circumstances require the sudden violation of long- 
standing cultural norms, the change can upset an entire popula-
tion. In Iraq, where Muslim custom strictly forbids touching by 
strangers for men and especially for women, the war that began 
in 2003 brought numerous daily violations of the norm. Out-
side important mosques, government offices, and other facilities 
likely to be targeted by terrorists, visitors had to be patted down 
and have their bags searched by Iraqi security guards. To reduce 
the discomfort caused by the procedure, women were searched 
by female guards and men by male guards. Despite that conces-
sion, and the fact that many Iraqis admitted or even insisted on 
the need for such measures, people still winced at the invasion of 
their personal privacy. In reaction to the searches, Iraqi women 
began to limit the contents of the bags they carried or simply to 
leave them at home (Rubin 2003). 

thinking CRITICALLY

In the United States, is the norm of heterosexuality a 
formal norm or an informal norm? Would you catego-
rize it with mores or folkways? Explain your reasoning.

      Sanctions 
 Suppose a football coach sends a 12th player onto the field. 
Imagine a college graduate showing up in shorts for a job inter-
view at a large bank. Or consider a driver who neglects to put 
money in a parking meter. These people have violated widely 
shared and understood norms. So what happens? In each of 
these situations, the person will receive sanctions if his or her 
behavior is detected. 

    Sanctions    are penalties and rewards for conduct concerning 
a social norm. Note that the concept of  reward  is included in this 
definition. Conformity to a norm can lead to positive sanctions 
such as a pay raise, a medal, a word of gratitude, or a pat on the 
back. Negative sanctions include fines, threats, imprisonment, 
and stares of contempt. 

  Table  3-1  summarizes the relationship between norms and 
sanctions. As you can see, the sanctions that are associated with 
formal norms (which are written down and codified) tend to be 
formal as well. If a college football coach sends too many players 
onto the field, the team will be penalized 15 yards. The driver 
who fails to put money in the parking meter will receive a ticket 
and have to pay a fine. But sanctions for violations of informal 
norms can vary. The college graduate who goes to the bank 
interview in shorts will probably lose any chance of getting the 
job; on the other hand, he or she might be so brilliant that bank 
officials will overlook the unconventional attire. 

 The entire fabric of norms and sanctions in a culture reflects 
that culture’s values and priorities. The most cherished values 
will be most heavily sanctioned; matters regarded as less critical 
will carry light and informal sanctions.  

  Values 
 Though we each have a personal set of values—which may include 
caring or fitness or success in business—we also share a general 
set of values as members of a society. Cultural    values    are these 
collective conceptions of what is considered good, desirable, and 
proper—or bad, undesirable, and improper—in a culture. They 
indicate what people in a given culture prefer as well as what they 
find important and morally right (or wrong). Values may be spe-
cific, such as honoring one’s parents and owning a home, or they 
may be more general, such as health, love, and democracy. Of 
course, the members of a society do not uniformly share its val-
ues. Angry political debates and billboards promoting conflicting 
causes tell us that much. 

 Values influence people’s behavior and serve as criteria for 
 evaluating the actions of others. The values, norms, and  sanctions 
of a culture are often directly related. For example, if a culture 
places a high value on the institution of marriage, it may have 
norms (and strict sanctions) that prohibit the act of adultery or 
make divorce difficult. If a culture views private property as a basic 
value, it will probably have stiff laws against theft and vandalism. 

 The values of a culture may change, but most remain rela-
tively stable during any one person’s lifetime. Socially shared, 
intensely felt values are a fundamental part of our lives in the 
United States. Sociologist Robin Williams (1970) has offered a 
list of basic values. It includes achievement, efficiency, material 
comfort, nationalism, equality, and the supremacy of science and 
reason over faith. Obviously, not all 309 million people in this 
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FIGURE 3-2   LIFE GOALS OF FIRST-YEAR 

 COLLEGE STUDENTS IN THE 

UNITED STATES, 1966–2011 

  Sources:  Pryor et al. 2007, 2011a. 

Think about It
 Why do you think values have shifted among college stu-
dents in the past few decades? Which of these values is 
important to you? 

C
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country agree on all these values, but such a list serves as a start-
ing point in defining the national character. 

 Each year more than 200,000 entering college students at 
nearly 300 of the nation’s four-year colleges fill out a question-
naire about their values. Because this survey focuses on an 
array of issues, beliefs, and life goals, it is commonly cited as 
a barometer of the nation’s values. The respondents are asked 
what values are personally important to them. Over the past 
half century, the value of “being very well-off financially” has 
shown the strongest gain in popularity; the proportion of first-
year college students who endorse this value as “essential” or 
“very important” rose from 42 percent in 1966 to 80 percent in 
2011 ( Figure 3-2 ). 

   In contrast, the value that has shown the most striking decline 
in endorsement by students is “developing a meaningful philoso-
phy of life.” While this value was the most popular in the 1967 
survey, endorsed by 85 percent of the respondents, it had fallen 
to seventh place on the list by 2011, when it was endorsed by less 
than 47 percent of students entering college. 

 During the 1980s and 1990s, support for values having to 
do with money, power, and status grew. At the same time, sup-
port for certain values having to do with social awareness and 
altruism, such as “helping others,” declined. According to the 
2011 nationwide survey, only 42 percent of first-year college 
students stated that “influencing social values” was an “essen-
tial” or “very important” goal. The proportion of students for 

whom “helping to promote racial understanding” was an essen-
tial or very important goal reached a record high of 46 percent 
in 1992, then fell to 34 percent in 2011. Like other aspects of 
culture, such as language and norms, a nation’s values are not 
necessarily fixed. 

 Whether the slogan is “Think Green” or “Reduce Your Car-
bon Footprint,” students have been exposed to values associated 
with environmentalism. How many of them accept those values? 
Poll results over the past 40 years show fluctuations, with a high 
of nearly 46 percent of students indicating a desire to become 
involved in cleaning up the environment. By the 1980s, how-
ever, student support for embracing this objective had dropped 
to around 20 percent or even lower (see  Figure 3-2 ). Even with 
recent attention to global warming, the proportion remains level 
at only 26 percent of first-year students in 2011. 

 Recently, cheating has become a hot issue on college campuses. 
Professors who take advantage of computerized services that can 
identify plagiarism, such as the search engine Google, have been 
shocked to learn that many of the papers their students hand in 
are plagiarized in whole or in part. Box 3-4 (page 68) examines 
the shift in values that underlies this decline in academic integrity. 

 Another value that has begun to change recently, not just 
among students but among the public in general, is the right to 
privacy. Americans have always valued their privacy and resented 
government intrusions into their personal lives. In the aftermath 
of the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, however, many 
citizens called for greater protection against the threat of terror-
ism. In response, the U.S. government broadened its surveillance 
powers and increased its ability to monitor people’s behavior 
without court approval. In 2001, shortly after the attacks, Con-
gress passed the Patriot Act, which empowers the FBI to access 
individuals’ medical, library, student, and phone records without 
informing them or obtaining a search warrant. 

 Values can also differ in subtle ways not just among individu-
als and groups, but from one culture to another. For example, 
in Japan, young children spend long hours working with tutors, 
preparing for entrance exams required for admission to selective 
schools. No stigma is attached to these services, known as “cram 
schools”; in fact, they are highly valued. Yet in South Korea, 
people have begun to complain that cram schools give afflu-
ent students an unfair advantage. Since 2008, the South Korean 
government has regulated the after-school tutoring industry, 
limiting its hours and imposing fees on the schools. Some think 
this policy has lowered their society’s expectations of students, 
describing it as an attempt to make South Koreans “more Ameri-
can” (Ramstad 2011; Ripley 2011).

Another example of cultural differences in values is public 
opinion regarding the treatment of different racial and ethnic 
groups. As Figure 3-3 (page 69) shows, opinion on the need for 
equal treatment of different racial and ethnic groups varies dra-
matically from one country to another. 

       Global Culture War 
  For almost a generation, public attention in the United States 
has focused on    culture war,    or the polarization of society over 
controversial cultural elements. Originally, in the 1990s, the term 
referred to political debates over heated issues such as abortion, 
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engage in some form of cheating. Students not 
only cut passages from the Internet and paste 

them into their papers without citing the source; 
they share questions and answers on exams, col-
laborate on assignments they are supposed to 
do independently, and even falsify the results of 
their laboratory experiments. 

3-4  A Culture of Cheating? 

 On November 21, 2002, after issuing several 
warnings, officials at the U.S. Naval Academy 
seized the computers of almost 100 midshipmen 
suspected of downloading movies and music 
illegally from the Internet. Officers at the school 
may have taken the unusually strong action to 
avoid liability on the part of the U.S. government, 
which owns the computers students were using. 
But across the nation, college administrators have 
been trying to restrain students from downloading 
pirated entertainment for free. The practice is so 
widespread, it has been slowing down the high-
powered computer networks colleges and univer-
sities depend on for research and admissions. 

 Illegal downloading is just one aspect of the 
growing problem of copyright violation, both on 
campus and off. Now that students can use per-
sonal computers to surf the Internet, most do 
their research online. Apparently, the temptation 
to cut and paste passages from website postings 
and pass them off as one’s own is irresistible to 
many. In 2010, 59 percent of high school stu-
dents admitted cheating on a test, 34 percent 
of them more than twice. One in three high 
school students admitted using the Inter-
net to plagiarize an assignment. 

   Research suggests that the pro-
portion of students who cheat is even 
higher among college students. The 
Center for Academic Integrity estimates 
that at most colleges and universities, 
more than 75 percent of the students 

 To address what they consider an alarming 
trend, many colleges are rewriting or adopting 
new academic honor codes. Observers contend 
that the increase in student cheating reflects 
widely publicized instances of cheating in pub-
lic life, which have served to create an alterna-
tive set of values in which the end justifies the 
means. When young people see sports heroes, 
authors, entertainers, and corporate executives 
exposed for cheating in one form or another, the 
message seems to be “Cheating is okay, as long 
as you don’t get caught.” 

  The Center for Academic Integrity 
estimates that at most colleges and 
universities, more than 75 percent 

of the students engage in some 
form of cheating.  

  LET’S DISCUSS 

    1.  Do you know anyone who has 
engaged in Internet plagiarism? 
What about cheating on tests or 
falsifying laboratory results? If so, 
how did the person justify these 
forms of dishonesty?  

  2. Even if cheaters aren’t caught, 
what negative effects does their 
academic dishonesty have on 
them? What effects does it have on 
students who are honest? Could 
an entire college or university suffer 
from students’ dishonesty?    

Sources: Argetsinger and Krim 2002; Bartlett 
2009; Center for Academic Integrity 2006; 
Josephson Institute 2011; R. Thomas 2003; 
Toppo 2011; Zernike 2002. 
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religious expression, gun control, and sexual orientation. Soon, 
however, it took on a global  meaning—especially after 9/11, as 
Americans wondered, “Why do they hate us?” Through 2000, 
global studies of public opinion had reported favorable views 
of the United States in countries as diverse as Morocco and 
 Germany. But after the United States established a military pres-
ence in Iraq and Afghanistan, foreign opinion of the United States 
became quite negative (J. Hunter 1991; Kohut et al. 2005, 2007). 

 In the past 30 years, extensive efforts have been made to com-
pare values in different nations, recognizing the challenges in 
interpreting value concepts in a similar manner across cultures. 
Psychologist Shalom Schwartz has measured values in more 
than 60 countries. Around the world, certain values are widely 
shared, including benevolence, which is defined as “forgiveness 
and loyalty.” In contrast, power, defined as “control or dominance 
over people and resources,” is a value that is endorsed much less 
often (Hitlin and Piliavin 2004; S. Schwartz and Bardi 2001). 

 Despite this evidence of shared values, some scholars have 
interpreted the terrorism, genocide, wars, and military occupa-
tions of the early 21st century as a “clash of civilizations.” Accord-
ing to this thesis, cultural and religious identities, rather than 
national or political loyalties, are becoming the prime source of 

international conflict. Critics of this thesis point out that con-
flict over values is nothing new; only our ability to create havoc 
and violence has grown. Furthermore, speaking of a clash of 
“civilizations” disguises the sharp divisions that exist within large 
groups. Christianity, for example, runs the gamut from Quaker-
style pacifism to certain elements of the Ku Klux Klan’s ideology 
(Berman 2003; Huntington 1993; Said 2001). 

thinking CRITICALLY

Do you believe that the world is experiencing a clash 
of civilizations rather than of nations, as some scholars 
assert? Why or why not?

  Culture and the Dominant Ideology 
  Functionalist and conflict theorists agree that culture and soci-
ety are mutually supportive, but for different reasons. Function-
alists maintain that social stability requires a consensus and the 
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Proportion of respondents saying it is “very important” for
“people of different races and ethnicities to be treated equally” 
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FIGURE 3-3   VALUING ETHNICITY BY COUNTRY 

TABLE 3-2  SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES 

ON CULTURE Tracking Sociological Perspectives

Functionalist 
Perspective Conflict Perspective Feminist Perspective

Interactionist 
Perspective

Cultural 
Variation

Subcultures serve the interests 
of subgroups

Countercultures question the 
dominant social order; eth-
nocentrism devalues groups

Cultural relativism respects 
variations in the way men 
and women are viewed in 
different societies

Customs and traditions 
are transmitted through 
 intergroup contact and 
through the media

Norms Reinforce societal standards Reinforce patterns of 
dominance

Reinforce roles of men and 
women

Are maintained through 
face-to-face interaction

Values Are collective conceptions of 
what is good

May perpetuate social 
inequality

May perpetuate men’s 
dominance

Are defined and redefined 
through social interaction

Culture and 
Society

Culture reflects a society’s 
strong central values

Culture reflects a society’s 
dominant ideology

Culture reflects society’s view 
of men and women

A society’s core culture is 
perpetuated through daily 
social interactions

Walmart Provides goods and services to 
customers

Opposes labor unions; is slow 
to provide employee health 
benefits, promote women

Limits role of women in 
leadership

Has been insensitive to 
cultural variations in store– 
customer relationships

C
ulture

69may keep others in a subservi-
ent position. The term    dominant 
ideology    describes the set of cul-
tural beliefs and practices that helps 
to maintain powerful social, 
economic, and political interests. 
This concept was first used by 
Hungarian Marxist Georg Lukacs 
(1923) and Italian Marxist Antonio 
Gramsci (1929), but it did not gain 
an audience in the United States 
until the early 1970s. In Karl Marx’s 
view, a capitalist society has a domi-
nant ideology that serves the inter-
ests of the ruling class. 

 From a conflict perspective, 
the dominant ideology has major 
social significance. Not only do 
a society’s most powerful groups 
and institutions control wealth and 
property; even more important, 
they control the means of produc-
ing beliefs about reality through 
religion, education, and the media. 
Feminists would also argue that if 

all a society’s most important institutions tell women they should 
be subservient to men, that dominant ideology will help to con-
trol women and keep them in a subordinate position.  Table 3-2  
summarizes the major sociological perspectives on culture. 

 A growing number of social scientists believe that it is not 
easy to identify a core culture in the United States. For support, 
they point to the lack of consensus on national values, the dif-
fusion of cultural traits, the diversity within our culture, and 
the changing views of young people (look again at  Figure 3-2 ). 
Instead, they suggest that the core culture provides the tools that 
people of all persuasions need to develop strategies for social 

support of society’s members; strong central values and com-
mon norms provide that support. This view of culture became 
popular in sociology beginning in the 1950s. It was borrowed 
from British anthropologists who saw cultural traits as a stabi-
lizing element in a culture. From a functionalist perspective, a 
cultural trait or practice will persist if it performs functions that 
society seems to need or contributes to overall social stability 
and consensus. 

 Conflict theorists agree that a common culture may exist, but 
they argue that it serves to maintain the privileges of certain groups. 
Moreover, while protecting their self-interest, powerful groups 
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casestudy  Culture at Walmart 

 By some measures, Walmart is the largest corporation in the 
world. By other measures, it is the world’s 14th largest econ-
omy. Indeed, the Bentonville, Arkansas–based retailer’s annual 
revenue—over one-third of a trillion dollars—surpasses the total 
value of goods and services produced in many countries, such 
as Sweden. 

 Walmart’s rise to the status of an economic superpower has 
not been without criticism. To keep prices low, the corporation 
pays store clerks as little as possible, and in North America, has 
determinedly shut out labor organizers who seek to better the 
clerks’ wages. Given Walmart’s wage levels, a large proportion 
of employees simply cannot afford health insurance, even if the 
corporation offers it. Also, Walmart has been noted for its lack 
of commitment to equal opportunity: very few women occupy 
managerial positions at the company (Barbaro 2008). 

 Although U.S. consumers have embraced Walmart’s “every-
day low prices,” the reaction has not been as positive in countries 
where consumers hold different cultural values. The company, 
now located in 16 countries, has not been an unqualified success 
abroad.   Consider the following missteps in three very different 
countries. In 2006, the company sold all its facilities in South 
Korea, where its warehouse-style stores were not appreciated 
by shoppers accustomed to more elegant surroundings. Today, 
Walmart is learning not to impose its corporate culture on foreign 
customers and employees. No longer do managers plan to sell 
golf clubs in Brazil, where the game is rarely played, or ice skates 

in Mexico, where skating rinks are hard to find. More important, 
the corporate giant has begun to study the culture and social pat-
terns of potential customers (Landler and Barbaro 2006; Saporito 
2007; Walmart 2010; A. Zimmerman and Nelson 2006). 

 Walmart also pulled out of Germany, due in part to its failure 
to adjust to the national culture. German shoppers, accustomed 
to no-nonsense, impersonal service, found Walmart employees’ 
smiling, outgoing style off-putting. The company’s “ten-foot 
attitude”—a salesperson who comes within 10 feet of a customer 
must look the person in the eye, greet the person, and ask if he 
or she needs help—simply did not play well there. Food shop-
pers, used to bagging their own groceries, were turned off by 
Walmart’s practice of allowing clerks to handle their purchases. 
Furthermore, German employees, who had grown up in a cul-
ture that accepts workplace romances, found the company’s pro-
hibition against on-the-job relationships bizarre. 

In China, where people are used to small mom-and-pop shops 
whose owners will haggle with customers over prices, Walmart’s 
353 stores have struggled. By comparison, Walmart’s insistence 
on fixed prices—even if those fixed prices are lower—seems 
heavy-handed and impersonal (Burkitt 2011).

 Today, rather than risk another mistake abroad, Walmart is 
considering buying Massmart, a retailer with 288 existing stores in 
Africa. Time will tell whether the proposed takeover is welcomed, 
or if Walmart is again rejected as the “Beast of Bentonville,” as 
 critics in Germany and South Africa called it (Maylie 2011). 
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thinking CRITICALLY

Look around your campus. Do the people you see sug-
gest that the United States has a core culture with a 
dominant ideology, or a diverse culture with differing 
values and ideologies? What about the city or town 
where your college or university is located—does it sug-
gest the same conclusion?

change.  Still, there is no denying that certain expressions of val-
ues have greater influence than others, even in as complex a soci-
ety as the United States (Swidler 1986). 

 How one views a culture—whether from an ethnocentric 
point of view or through the lens of cultural relativism—can 
have serious consequences in business, as the following case 
study on Walmart demonstrates. It also has important impli-
cations for social policy. Should a nation accommodate non-
native-language speakers by sponsoring bilingual programs, for 
example? We’ll take a close look at this controversial issue in the 
Social Policy section at the end of this chapter.     

 Looking at the Issue 

 All over the world, nations face the challenge of how to deal with 
minorities who speak a different language from that of mainstream 
culture. Because languages know no political boundaries, minority 
languages are common. In India, for example, Hindi is the most 
widely spoken language, while English is used widely for official 
purposes. Yet 18 other languages are officially recognized in this 
nation of about 1 billion people. 

 Throughout the world, then, schools must deal with incom-
ing students who speak many languages.    Bilingualism    refers 

socialpolicy and Culture

 Bilingualism 

to the use of two languages in a particular setting, such as the 
workplace or schoolroom, treating each language as equally 
legitimate. Thus, a teacher of bilingual education may instruct 
children in their native language while gradually introducing 
them to the language of the host society. If the curriculum is also 
bicultural, children will learn about the mores and folkways of 
both the dominant culture and the subculture. 

 To what degree should schools in the United States pre-
sent the curriculum in a language other than English? This 
issue has prompted a great deal of debate among educators 
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MAPPING LIFE NATIONWIDE
FIGURE 3-4  PERCENTAGE OF PEOPLE WHO SPEAK A LANGUAGE 

OTHER THAN ENGLISH AT HOME, BY STATE  
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and policymakers. According to the Bureau of the Census, 59 
 million U.S. residents over age five—that’s about 20 percent of 
the  population—spoke a language other than English as their 
primary language at home in 2009 ( Figure 3-4 ). Indeed, 23 other 
languages are each spoken by at least 200,000 U.S. residents 
(Shin and Kominski 2010). 

 Do bilingual programs help the children of these families to 
learn English? It is difficult to reach firm conclusions, because 
bilingual programs in general vary so widely in their quality and 
approach. They differ in the length of the transition to English 
and in how long they allow students to remain in bilingual class-
rooms. Moreover, results have been mixed. In the years since 
California effectively dismantled its bilingual education pro-
gram, reading and math scores of students with limited English 
proficiency rose dramatically, especially in the lower grades. Yet a 
major overview of 17 studies, done at Johns Hopkins University, 
found that students who are offered lessons in both English and 
their home languages make better progress than similar students 
who are taught only in English (R. Slavin and Cheung 2003). 

  Applying Sociology 

 For a long time, people in the United States demanded confor-
mity to a single language. This demand coincided with the func-
tionalist view that language serves to unify members of a society. 
Little respect was granted to immigrants’ cultural traditions; a 
young person would often be teased about his or her “funny” 
name, accent, or style of dress. 

 Recent decades have seen challenges to this pattern of forced 
obedience to the dominant ideology. Beginning in the 1960s, 

active movements for Black 
pride and ethnic pride insisted 
that people regard the traditions 
of all racial and ethnic subcul-
tures as legitimate and impor-
tant. Conflict theorists explain 
this development as a case of 
subordinated language minori-
ties seeking opportunities for 
self-expression. Partly as a result 
of these challenges, people began 
to view bilingualism as an asset. 
It seemed to provide a sensitive 
way of assisting millions of non-
English-speaking people in the 
United States to  learn  English in 
order to function more effectively 
within the society. 

 The perspective of conflict 
theory also helps us to understand 
some of the attacks on bilingual 
programs. Many of them stem 
from an ethnocentric point of 
view, which holds that any devia-
tion from the majority is bad. This 
attitude tends to be expressed by 
those who wish to stamp out for-
eign influence wherever it occurs, 
especially in our schools. It does 
not take into account that suc-
cess in bilingual education may 

actually have beneficial results, such as decreasing the number of 
high school dropouts and increasing the number of Hispanics in 
colleges and universities.  

  Initiating Policy 

 Bilingualism has policy implications largely in two areas: 
efforts to maintain language purity and programs to enhance 
bilingual education. Nations vary dramatically in their toler-
ance for a variety of languages. China continues to tighten its 
cultural control over Tibet by extending instruction of Man-
darin, a Chinese dialect, from high school into the elemen-
tary schools there, which will now be bilingual along with 
Tibetan. In contrast, nearby Singapore establishes English as 
the medium of instruction but allows students to take their 
mother tongue as a second language, be it Chinese, Malay, 
or Tamil. 

 One bilingual hot spot is Québec, the French-speaking prov-
ince of Canada. The Québécois, as they are known, represent 
83 percent of the province’s population, but only 25 percent of 
Canada’s total population. A law implemented in 1978 mandated 
education in French for all Québec’s children except those whose 
parents or siblings had learned English elsewhere in Canada. 
While special laws like this one have advanced French in the 
province, dissatisfied Québécois have tried to form their own 
separate country. In 1995, the people of Québec indicated their 
preference of remaining united with Canada by only the narrow-
est of margins (50.5 percent). Language and language-related 
cultural areas both unify and divide this nation of 33 million 
people ( The Economist  2005b; R. Schaefer 2011). 
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 Policymakers in the United States have been somewhat 
ambivalent in dealing with the issue of bilingualism. In 1965, 
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) provided 
for bilingual, bicultural education. In the 1970s, the federal gov-
ernment took an active role in establishing the proper form for 
bilingual programs. However, more recently, federal policy has 
been less supportive of bilingualism, and local school districts 
have been forced to provide an increased share of funding for 
their bilingual programs. Yet bilingual programs are an expense 
that many communities and states are unwilling to pay for and 
are quick to cut back. In 1998, voters in California approved 
a proposition that all but eliminated bilingual education: it 
requires instruction in English for 1.4 million children who are 
not fluent in the language. 

 In the United States, repeated efforts have been made to 
introduce a constitutional amendment declaring English as 
the nation’s official language. As of 2012, 31 states had declared 
 English their official language—an action that is now more 
symbolic than legislative in its significance. 

 Public concern over a potential decline in the use of English 
appears to be overblown. In reality, most immigrants and their 
offspring quickly become fluent in English and abandon their 
mother tongue. Nevertheless, many people are impatient with 
those immigrants who continue to use their mother tongue. 
The release in 2006 of  “Nuestro Himno,”  the  Spanish-language 
version of the “Star-Spangled Banner,” produced a strong public 
reaction: 69 percent of those who were surveyed on the topic 
said the anthem should be sung only in English. In reaction 

against the Spanish version, at least one congressman defiantly 
sang the national anthem in English—with incorrect lyrics. 
And the proprietor of a restaurant in Philadelphia posted signs 
advising patrons that he would accept orders for his famous 
steak sandwiches only in English. Throughout the year, pas-
sions ran high as policymakers debated how much support to 
afford people who speak other languages (J. Carroll 2006; U.S. 
English 2012). 

 In the end, the immigrant’s experience is not only about learn-
ing a new language. It is about learning a whole new  culture—a 
new totality of socially transmitted customs, knowledge, mate-
rial objects, and behavior (Viramontes 2007).  

  Take the Issue with You 
    1. Have you attended a school with students for whom English 

is a second language? If so, did the school set up a special 
bilingual program? Was it effective? What is your opinion of 
such programs?  

   2. The ultimate goal of both English-only and bilingual pro-
grams is for foreign-born students to become proficient in 
English. Why should the type of program students attend 
matter so much to so many people? List all the reasons you 
can think of for supporting or opposing such programs. What 
do you see as the primary reason?  

   3. Besides bilingualism, can you think of another issue that has 
become controversial recently because of a clash of cultures? 
If so, analyze the issue from a sociological point of view.    

MASTERING THIS CHAPTER

Culture  is the totality of learned, socially transmitted customs, knowl-
edge, material objects, and behavior. This chapter examines social prac-
tices common to all cultures, variations that distinguish one culture 
from another, and the basic elements that make up a culture. 

 1. A shared culture helps to define the group or  society  to which we 
belong.  

   2. Anthropologist George Murdock compiled a list of  cultural uni-
versals,  or common practices found in every culture, including 
marriage, sports, cooking, medicine, and sexual restrictions.  

   3. People who assume that their culture is superior to others engage 
in  ethnocentrism.  In contrast,  cultural relativism  is the practice of 
viewing other people’s behavior from the perspective of their own 
culture.  

   4. Culture is constantly expanding through the process of  innovation,
which includes both  discovery  and  invention.   

   5.  Diffusion —the spread of cultural items from one place to another—
has fostered globalization. Still, people resist ideas that seem too 
foreign, as well as those they perceive as threatening to their values 
and beliefs.  

Summary

   6. In a sense, a  subculture  can be thought of as a small culture that 
exists within a larger, dominant culture.  Countercultures  are sub-
cultures that deliberately oppose aspects of the larger culture.  

   7.  Language,  an important element of culture, includes speech, writ-
ten characters, numerals, and  symbols,  as well as gestures and other 
forms of nonverbal communication. Language both describes cul-
ture and shapes it.  

   8. Sociologists distinguish between  norms  in two ways, classifying 
them as  formal  or  informal  and as  mores  or  folkways  .   

   9. The formal norms of a culture will carry the heaviest  sanctions;  
informal norms will carry light sanctions.  

   10. The  dominant ideology  of a culture is the set of cultural beliefs 
and practices that help to maintain powerful social, economic, and 
political interests.  

   11. The social policy of  bilingualism  calls for the use of two languages, 
treating each as equally legitimate. It is supported by those who 
want to ease the transition of non-native-language speakers into a 
host society, but opposed by those who adhere to a single cultural 
tradition and language.   
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TAKING SOCIOLOGY with you

    1. Locate ethnocentrism. For two days, bearing in mind what sociolo-
gists mean by  ethnocentrism,  systematically record the places where 
you see or hear evidence of it.  

   2. Document a subculture. For two days, record the norms, values, 
sanctions, and argot evident in a subculture you are familiar with.  

   3. Study popular culture. For two days, record whatever evidence of 
the dominant culture you see on the Internet or in literature, music, 
movies, theater, television programs, and sporting events.   

Self-Quiz

 Read each question carefully and then select the best answer. 

     1.  Which of the following is an aspect of culture?
     a.  a comic book  
    b.  patriotic attachment to the flag of the United States  
    c.  slang words  
    d.  all of the above     

    2.  People’s adaptations to meet the needs for food, shelter, and clothing are 
examples of what George Murdock referred to as

     a.  norms.  
    b.  folkways.  
    c.  cultural universals.  
    d.  cultural practices.     

Key Terms

    Argot    Specialized language used by members of a group or subculture. 
(page 60)  

   Bilingualism    The use of two languages in a particular setting, such as 
the workplace or schoolroom, treating each language as equally legiti-
mate. (70)  

   Counterculture    A subculture that deliberately opposes certain aspects 
of the larger culture. (61)  

   Cultural relativism    The viewing of people’s behavior from the perspective 
of their own culture. (56)  

   Cultural universal    A common practice or belief found in every culture. (56)  

   Culture    The totality of learned, socially transmitted customs, knowledge, 
material objects, and behavior. (55)  

   Culture industry    The worldwide media industry that standardizes the 
goods and services demanded by consumers. (56)  

   Culture lag    A period of maladjustment when the nonmaterial culture is 
still struggling to adapt to new material conditions. (59)  

   Culture shock    The feeling of surprise and disorientation that people 
experience when they encounter cultural practices that are different 
from their own. (62)  

   Culture war    The polarization of society over controversial cultural elements. (67)  

   Diffusion    The process by which a cultural item spreads from group to 
group or society to society. (59)  

   Discovery    The process of making known or sharing the existence of an 
aspect of reality. (58)  

   Dominant ideology    A set of cultural beliefs and practices that helps to 
maintain powerful social, economic, and political interests. (69)  

   Ethnocentrism    The tendency to assume that one’s own culture and way 
of life represent the norm or are superior to all others. (56)  

   Folkway    A norm governing everyday behavior whose violation raises com-
paratively little concern. (65)  

   Formal norm    A norm that has been written down and that specifies strict 
punishments for violators. (65)  

   Informal norm    A norm that is generally understood but not precisely 
recorded. (65)  

   Innovation    The process of introducing a new idea or object to a culture 
through discovery or invention. (58)  

   Invention    The combination of existing cultural items into a form that did 
not exist before. (58)  

   Language    An abstract system of word meanings and symbols for all aspects 
of culture; includes gestures and other nonverbal communication. (62)  

   Law    Governmental social control. (65)  

   Material culture    The physical or technological aspects of our daily lives. (59)  

   Mores    Norms deemed highly necessary to the welfare of a society. (65)  

   Nonmaterial culture    Ways of using material objects, as well as customs, 
beliefs, philosophies, governments, and patterns of communication. (59)  

   Norm    An established standard of behavior maintained by a society. (65)  

   Sanction    A penalty or reward for conduct concerning a social norm. (66)  

   Sapir-Whorf hypothesis    A hypothesis concerning the role of language in 
shaping our interpretation of reality. It holds that language is culturally 
determined. (63)  

   Society    A fairly large number of people who live in the same territory, are 
relatively independent of people outside their area, and participate in 
a common culture. (55)  

   Sociobiology    The systematic study of how biology affects human social 
behavior. (56)  

   Subculture    A segment of society that shares a distinctive pattern of customs, 
rules, and traditions that differs from the pattern of the larger society. (60)  

   Symbol    A gesture, object, or word that forms the basis of human com-
munication. (64)  

   Technology    Cultural information about the ways in which the material 
resources of the environment may be used to satisfy human needs 
and desires. (59)  

   Value    A collective conception of what is considered good, desirable, and 
proper—or bad, undesirable, and improper—in a culture. (66)   
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3.  What term do sociologists use to refer to the process by which a cultural item 
spreads from group to group or society to society?

     a.  diffusion  
    b.  globalization  
    c.  innovation  
    d.  cultural relativism     

    4.  The appearance of Starbucks coffeehouses in China is a sign of what aspect of culture?
     a.  innovation  
    b.  globalization  
    c.  diffusion  
    d.  cultural relativism     

    5.  Which of the following statements is true according to the Sapir-Whorf 
hypothesis?

     a.  Language simply describes reality.  
    b.  Language does not transmit stereotypes related to race.  
    c.  Language precedes thought.  
    d.  Language is not an example of a cultural universal.     

    6.  Which of the following statements about norms is correct?
     a.  People do not follow norms in all situations. In some cases, they evade a 

norm because they know it is weakly enforced.  
    b.  In some instances, behavior that appears to violate society’s norms may 

actually represent adherence to the norms of a particular group.  
    c.  Norms are violated in some instances because one norm conflicts with another.  
    d.  all of the above     

    7.  Which of the following statements about values is correct?
     a.  Values never change.  
    b.  The values of a culture may change, but most remain relatively stable during 

any one person’s lifetime.  
    c.  Values are constantly changing; sociologists view them as being very 

unstable.  
    d.  all of the above     

    8.  Which of the following terms describes the set of cultural beliefs and practices 
that help to maintain powerful social, economic, and political interests?

     a.  mores  
    b.  dominant ideology  
    c.  consensus  
    d.  values     

    9.  Terrorist groups are examples of
     a.  cultural universals.  
    b.  subcultures.  
    c.  countercultures.  
    d.  dominant ideologies.     

10.  What is the term used when one places a priority on understanding other 
cultures, rather than dismissing them as “strange” or “exotic”?

     a.  ethnocentrism  
    b.  culture shock  
    c.  cultural relativism  
    d.  cultural value     

11.  _____  are gestures, objects, and/or words that form the basis of human communication.  

12.   _____  is the process of introducing a new idea or object to a culture.  

13.  The bow and arrow, the automobile, and the television are all examples of  _____ .  

14.  Sociologists associated with the  _____  perspective emphasize that language and symbols offer a powerful way for a subculture to maintain its identity.  

15.  “Put on some clean clothes for dinner” and “Thou shalt not kill” are both examples of  _____  found in U.S. culture.  

16.  The United States has strong  _____  against murder, treason, and other forms of abuse that have been institutionalized into formal norms.  

17.  From a(n)  _____  perspective, the dominant ideology has major social significance. Not only do a society’s most powerful groups and institutions control wealth and property, 

more important, they control the means of production.  

18.  Countercultures (e.g., hippies) are typically popular among the  _____ , who have the least investment in the existing culture.  

19.  A person experiences  _____  when he or she feels disoriented, uncertain, out of place, even fearful when immersed in an unfamiliar culture.  

20.  From the  _____  perspective, subcultures are evidence that differences can exist within a common culture.   

  Answers 
 1 (d); 2 (c); 3 (a); 4 (b); 5 (c); 6 (d); 7 (b); 8 (b); 9 (c); 10 (c); 11 Symbols; 12 Innovation; 13 inventions; 14 interactionist; 15 norms; 16 mores; 17 conflict; 18 young; 19 culture 
shock; 20 functionalist  
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  Attack the Block 

  A subculture’s values are put to the test in this sophisticated sci-

ence fiction film, which takes place in a low-income housing project in 

London.   

 Smoke Signals 

  Members of the Coeur d’Alene Indian tribe hold to their own norms and 

values.  

  Sugar 

  A baseball player from the Dominican Republic copes with culture 

shock after being drafted into the U.S. Major Leagues.   

THINKING ABOUT
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   } INSIDE 
 The Role of Socialization 

 The Self and Socialization 

 Agents of Socialization 

 Socialization throughout 
the Life Course 

Role Transitions 
throughout the Life 
Course

 Social Policy and 
Socialization: Child 
Care around the World 

          A father teaches his daughter 
to ride  a bike. Around the world,  
the family is the most important 

agent of socialization.
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 This excerpt from  Black Picket Fences: Privilege and Peril among 
the Black Middle Class  describes the upbringing of a young resi-
dent of Groveland, a close-knit African American community in 
Chicago. The author, sociologist Mary  Pattillo-McCoy, became 
acquainted with Charisse while living in the Groveland neigh-
borhood, where she was doing ethnographic research. Charisse’s 
childhood is similar to that of other youths in many respects. 
Regardless of race or social class, a young person’s development 
involves a host of influences, from parents, grandparents, and 
siblings to friends and classmates, teachers and school admin-
istrators, neighbors and churchgoers—even youths who fre-
quent the local mall. Yet in some ways,  Charisse’s development is 
 specifically influenced by her race and social class. Contact with 
family and community members, for instance, has undoubtedly 
prepared her to deal with prejudice and the scarcity of  positive 
images of African Americans in the media (W. Wilson et al. 2006). 

 Sociologists, in general, are interested in the patterns of 
behavior and attitudes that emerge  throughout  the life course, 
from infancy to old age. These patterns are part of the lifelong 
process of    socialization    ,  in which people learn the attitudes, 
values, and behaviors appropriate for members of a particular cul-
ture. Socialization occurs through human interactions that begin 
in infancy and continue through retirement. We learn a great deal 
from those people most important in our lives—immediate fam-
ily members, best friends, and teachers. But we also learn from 
people we see on the street, on television, on the Internet, and 
in films and magazines. From a microsociological perspective, 
socialization helps us to discover how to behave “properly” and 
what to expect from others if we follow (or  challenge) society’s 
norms and values. From a macrosociological perspective, social-
ization provides for the transmission of a  culture from one gener-
ation to the next, to ensure the long-term continuity of a society. 

      Charisse . . . is sixteen 
and lives with her mother 
and younger sister, Deanne, 
across the street from St. 
Mary’s Catholic Church and 
School. Charisse’s mother 
is a personnel assistant at 
a Chicago university, and is 
taking classes there to get 
her bachelor’s degree. Mr. 
Baker is a Chicago  firefighter. 
While her father and mother 
are separated, Charisse sees 
her father many times a week 
at the afterschool basketball 
hour that he supervises at 

St. Mary’s gym. He and  Charisse’s mother are on very good terms, and 
 Charisse has a loving relationship with both parents. Mr. Baker is as 
active as any parent could be, attending the father/daughter dances 
at  Charisse’s high school, never missing a big performance, and visit-
ing his daughters often. 

 Charisse and her sister are 
being raised by the neighborhood 
family in addition to their biological 
parents. “We [are] real close. Like 
all our neighbors know us because 
my dad grew up over here. Since 
the ’60s.” Charisse is a third-generation Grovelandite just like Nei-
sha Morris. Her grandparents moved into Groveland with Charisse’s 
then-teenage father when the neighborhood first opened to African 
Americans. . . . Now Charisse is benefiting from the friends her family 
has made over their years of residence in Groveland, especially the 
members of St. Mary’s church, who play the role of surrogate parents. 

Charisse is a third-generation Grovelandite just 
like Neisha Morris. Her grandparents moved into 

Groveland with Charisse’s then-teenage father when 
the neighborhood first opened to African Americans.

When Charisse was in elementary school at St. Mary’s, her late pater-
nal grandmother was the school secretary, and so the Baker girls were 
always under the watchful eye of their grandmother as well as the staff, 
who were their grandmother’s friends. And in the evenings Charisse’s 
mother would bring her and her sister to choir practice, where they 
accumulated an ensemble of mothers and fathers. 

 After St. Mary’s elementary school, Charisse went on to St. Agnes 
Catholic High School for girls, her father’s choice. St. Agnes is located in 
a suburb of Chicago and is a solid, integrated Catholic school where 100 
percent of the girls graduate and over 95 percent go on to college. . . . 

 Most of Charisse’s close friends went to St. Mary’s and now go to 
St. Agnes with her, but her choice of boyfriends shows modest signs 
of rebellion. . . . Many of Charisse’s male interests are older than she, 
and irregularly employed—although some are in and out of school. She 
meets many of them hanging out at the mall. One evening, members 
of the church’s youth choir sat around talking about their relation-
ships. Charisse cooed while talking about her present boyfriend, who 
had just graduated from high school but did not have a job and was 
uncertain about his future. But in the middle of that thought,  Charisse 
spontaneously changed her attentions to a new young man that she 

had just met. “Charisse changes 
boyfriends like she changes her 
clothes,” her sister joked, indicating 
the impetuous nature of adolescent 
relationships. 

 While these young men are not in 
gangs or selling drugs, many of them 

do not seem to share  Charisse’s strong career goals and diligence in 
attaining them. Some of them would not gain the approval of her parents. 
However, this full list of boyfriends has not clouded Charisse’s focus.  

   (Pattillo-McCoy 1999:100–102)  Additional information about this excerpt can be found on 

the Online Learning Center at  www.mhhe.com/schaeferbrief10e .   

Who introduced you to your culture? Who made you feel that you belong? 

In Groveland, a Chicago neighborhood, the list includes parents and rela-
tives, friends and neighbors, teachers and church members.
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 Specialists developed a systematic training program to help 
Isabelle adapt to human relationships and socialization. After 
a few days of training, she made her first attempt to verbalize. 
Although she started slowly, Isabelle quickly passed through six 
years of development. In a little over two months she was speak-
ing in complete sentences. Nine months later she could identify 
both words and sentences. Before Isabelle reached age nine, she 
was ready to attend school with other children. By age 14 she was 
in sixth grade, doing well in school, and emotionally well adjusted. 

 Yet without an opportunity to experience socialization in 
her first six years, Isabelle had been hardly human in the social 
sense when she was first discovered. Her inability to communi-
cate at the time of her discovery—despite her physical and cog-
nitive potential to learn—and her remarkable progress over the 
next few years underscore the impact of socialization on human 
development (K. Davis 1940, 1947). 

 Unfortunately, other children who have been locked away 
or severely neglected have not fared so well as Isabelle. In many 
instances, the consequences of social isolation have proved much 
more damaging. For example, in 1970 a 14-year-old Californian 
named Genie was discovered in a room where she had been 
confined since age 20 months. During her years of isolation, no 
family member had spoken to her, nor could she hear anything 
other than swearing. Since there was no television or radio in her 
home, she had never heard the sounds of normal human speech. 
One year after beginning extensive therapy, Genie’s grammar 
resembled that of a typical 18-month-old. Though she made 
further advances with continued therapy, she never achieved 
full language ability. Today Genie, now in her late 50s, lives in a 
home for developmentally disabled adults.  Figure 4-1  on page 80 
shows a sketch Genie made of her teacher five years after she was 
discovered (Curtiss 1977, 1985; W. Johnson 2009; Rymer 1993). 

 Isabelle’s and Genie’s experiences are important to research-
ers because there are only a few cases of children reared in 
total isolation. Unfortunately, however, there are many cases of 
children raised in extremely neglectful social circumstances. In 
the 1990s, public attention focused on infants and young chil-
dren from orphanages in the formerly communist countries of 
 Eastern Europe. In Romanian orphanages, babies once lay in 
their cribs for 18 to 20 hours a day, curled against their feeding 
bottles and receiving little adult care. Such minimal attention 
continued for the first five years of their lives. Many of them 
were fearful of human contact and prone to unpredictable 
 antisocial behavior. 

     The Role of Socialization 

   W hat makes us who we are? Is it the genes we are born with, 
or the environment in which we grow up? Researchers have 

traditionally clashed over the relative importance of biological 
inheritance and environmental factors in human development—a 
conflict called the  nature versus nurture  (or  heredity versus environ-
ment ) debate. Today, most social scientists have moved beyond this 
debate, acknowledging instead the  interaction  of these variables in 
shaping human development. However, we can better appreciate 
how heredity and environmental factors interact and influence the 
socialization process if we first examine situations in which one 
factor operates almost entirely without the other (Homans 1979).  

   Social Environment: The Impact of Isolation 
 In the 1994 movie  Nell,  Jodie Foster played a young woman 
hidden from birth by her mother in a backwoods cabin. Raised 
without normal human contact, Nell crouches like an animal, 
screams wildly, and speaks or sings in a language all her own. 
This movie was drawn from the actual account of an emaciated 
16-year-old boy who appeared mysteriously in 1828 in the town 
square of Nuremberg, Germany (Lipson 1994). 

  Isabelle and Genie: Two Cases   Some viewers may have found 
the story of Nell difficult to believe, but the painful childhood of 
Isabelle was all too real. For the first six years of her life, Isabelle 
lived in almost total seclusion in a darkened room. She had lit-
tle contact with other people, with the exception of her mother, 
who could neither speak nor hear. Isabelle’s mother’s parents had 
been so deeply ashamed of Isabelle’s illegitimate birth that they 
kept her hidden away from the world. Ohio authorities finally 
discovered the child in 1938, when Isabelle’s mother escaped 
from her parents’ home, taking her daughter with her. 

 When she was discovered at age six, Isabelle could not speak; 
she could merely make various croaking sounds. Her only commu-
nications with her mother were simple gestures. Isabelle had been 
largely deprived of the typical interactions and socialization expe-
riences of childhood. Since she had seen few people, she showed 
a strong fear of strangers and reacted almost like a wild animal 
when confronted with an unfamiliar person. As she became accus-
tomed to seeing certain individuals, her reaction changed to one of 
extreme apathy. At first, observers believed that Isabelle was deaf, 
but she soon began to react to nearby sounds. On tests of maturity, 
she scored at the level of an infant rather than a six-year-old. 

 Socialization also shapes our self-images. For example, in 
the United States, a person who is viewed as “too heavy” or “too 
short” does not conform to the ideal cultural standard of physical 
attractiveness. This kind of unfavorable evaluation can signifi-
cantly influence the person’s self-esteem. In this sense, socializa-
tion experiences can help to shape our personalities. In everyday 
speech, the term    personality    is used to refer to a person’s typical 
patterns of attitudes, needs, characteristics, and behavior. 

 How much of a person’s personality is shaped by culture, as 
opposed to inborn traits? In what ways does socialization con-
tinue into adulthood? Who are the most powerful agents of 

socialization? In this chapter we will examine the role of social-
ization in human development. We will begin by analyzing the 
interaction of heredity with environmental factors. Then we will 
explore how people develop perceptions, feelings, and beliefs 
about themselves. We will pay particular attention to important 
agents of socialization, including the family, schools, peers, the 
media and technology, the workplace, and religion. As we will 
see, socialization is a process that spans the entire life course. In 
the Social Policy section that closes the chapter, we will focus 
on the socialization experience of group child care for young 
children.
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FIGURE 4-1 GENIE’S SKETCH

This sketch was made in 1975 by Genie—a girl who had been isolated for 
most of her 14 years, until she was discovered by authorities in 1970. In her 
drawing, her linguist friend (on the left) plays the piano while Genie listens. 
Genie was 18 when she drew this picture.
Source: Curtiss 1977:274.
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 This situation came to light as families in North America and 
Europe began adopting thousands of the children. The adjust-
ment problems for about 20 percent of them were often so dra-
matic that the adopting families suffered guilty fears of being ill-fit 
adoptive parents. Many of them have asked for assistance in deal-
ing with the children. Slowly, efforts are being made to introduce 
the deprived youngsters to feelings of attachment that they have 
never experienced before (Groza et al. 1999; Craig Smith 2006). 

 Increasingly, researchers are emphasizing the importance 
of the earliest socialization experiences for children who grow 

up in more normal environments. We now know that it is not 
enough to care for an infant’s physical needs; parents must also 
concern themselves with children’s social development. If, for 
example, children are discouraged from having friends even as 
toddlers, they will miss out on social interactions with peers that 
are critical for emotional growth.  

  Primate Studies   Studies of animals raised in isolation also 
support the importance of socialization in development. Harry 
Harlow (1971), a researcher at the primate laboratory of the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin, conducted tests with rhesus monkeys that 
had been raised away from their mothers and away from contact 
with other monkeys. As was the case with Isabelle, the rhesus 
monkeys raised in isolation were fearful and easily frightened. 
They did not mate, and the females who were artificially insemi-
nated became abusive mothers. Apparently, isolation had had a 
damaging effect on the monkeys. 

 A creative aspect of Harlow’s experimentation was his use of 
“artificial mothers.” In one such experiment, Harlow presented 
monkeys raised in isolation with two substitute mothers—one 
cloth-covered replica and one covered with wire that had the 
ability to offer milk. Monkey after monkey went to the wire 
mother for the life-giving milk, yet spent much more time cling-
ing to the more motherlike cloth model. It appears that the infant 
monkeys developed greater social attachments from their need 
for warmth, comfort, and intimacy than from their need for milk. 

 While the isolation studies just discussed may seem to suggest 
that heredity can be dismissed as a factor in the social development 
of humans and animals, studies of twins provide insight into a fas-
cinating interplay between hereditary and environmental factors. 

use your sociological imagination

What events in your life have had a strong influence on 
who you are?
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Multiple Bir ths
The birth of identical twins or triplets is a rare event—only about 1 

in every 250 births. Recently, however, multiple births have increased 
dramatically. There is some evidence that fertility treatments may be con-

tributing to the increase, as they did with Kate and Jon Gosselin’s sextuplets, 
born in 2004, and the Suleman octuplets, born in 2009. However, multiple births 

in general seem to be on the rise. Over the quarter century from 1980 to 2009, the birthrate for 
triplets and other multiples, identical or not, increased more than fourfold, from 37 to 154 of every 
100,000 births.
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Despite the striking physical resemblance between these identical twins, there are undoubtedly many differences 
between them. Research points to some behavioral similarities between twins, but little beyond the likenesses found 
among nontwin siblings.

Socialization and the Life C
ourse 

81in twins reared apart, suggesting 
that these qualities may be linked 
to hereditary causes. However, 
identical twins reared apart dif-
fer far more in their attitudes, 
values, chosen mates, and even 
drinking habits; these qualities, 
it would seem, are influenced 
by environmental factors. In 
examining clusters of person-
ality traits among such twins, 
researchers have found marked 
similarities in their tendency 
toward leadership or dominance, 
but significant differences in 
their need for intimacy, comfort, 
and assistance. 

 Researchers have also been 
impressed with the similar 
scores on intelligence tests of 
twins reared apart in  roughly 
similar  social settings. Most of 

the identical twins register scores even closer than those that 
would be expected if the same person took a test twice. At the 
same time, however, identical twins brought up in  dramatically 
different  social environments score quite differently on intel-
ligence tests—a finding that supports the impact of socializa-
tion on human development (Joseph 2004; Kronstadt 2008a; 
McGue and Bouchard 1998; P. Miller 2012; Minnesota Center 
for Twin and Family Research 2012). 

 We need to be cautious in reviewing studies of twin pairs 
and other relevant research. Widely broadcast findings 
have often been based on preliminary analysis of extremely 
small samples. For example, one study (not involving twin 
pairs) was frequently cited as confirming genetic links with 
 behavior. Yet the researchers had to retract their conclusions 
after they increased the sample and reclassified two of the 
original cases. After those changes, the initial findings were 
no longer valid. 

 Critics add that studies of twin pairs have not provided sat-
isfactory information concerning the extent to which separated 
identical twins may have had contact with each other, even 

  The Influence of Heredity 
 Identical twins Oskar Stohr and Jack Yufe were  separated 
soon after their birth and raised on  different continents, in 
very different cultural settings. Oskar was reared as a strict 
Catholic by his maternal grandmother in the Sudetenland 
of Czechoslovakia. As a member of the Hitler Youth move-
ment in Nazi Germany, he learned to hate Jews. In contrast, 
his brother Jack was reared in Trinidad by the twins’ Jewish 
father. Jack joined an Israeli kibbutz (a collective settlement) 
at age 17 and later served in the Israeli army. When the twins 
were reunited in middle age, however, some startling similari-
ties emerged: They both wore wire-rimmed glasses and mus-
taches. They both liked spicy foods and sweet liqueurs, were 
absentminded, flushed the toilet before using it, stored rubber 
bands on their wrists, and dipped buttered toast in their coffee 
(Holden 1980).     

 The twins also differed in many important respects: Jack was 
a workaholic; Oskar enjoyed leisure-time activities. Oskar was a 
traditionalist who was domineering toward women; Jack was 
a political liberal who was much more accepting of feminism. 
Finally, Jack was extremely proud of being Jewish, 
whereas Oskar never mentioned his Jewish 
heritage (Holden 1987). 

 Oskar and Jack are prime examples 
of the interplay of heredity and envi-
ronment. For a number of years, the 
Minnesota Twin Family Study has 
been following 137 sets of identical 
twins reared apart to determine what 
similarities, if any, they show in per-
sonality traits, behavior, and intelligence. 
 Preliminary results from the available 
twin studies indicate that  both  genetic 
factors  and  socialization experiences 
are influential in human development. 
Certain characteristics, such as tempera-
ments, voice  patterns, and nervous hab-
its, appear to be  strikingly  similar even 
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Socialization can be negative as well as positive. When the very young come to view harmful 
behaviors like smoking or illegal drug use as “normal,” socialization is negative. In Yemen, this 
child soldier has learned to use an automatic weapon.
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82 from direct contemplation of our personal qualities but also 

from our impressions of how others perceive us. Cooley used 
the phrase    looking-glass self    to emphasize that the self is the 
product of our social interactions. 

 The process of developing a self-identity or self-concept has 
three phases. First, we imagine how we present ourselves to 
others— to relatives, friends, even strangers on the street. Then 
we imagine how others evaluate us (attractive, intelligent, shy, 
or strange). Finally, we develop some sort of feeling about our-
selves, such as respect or shame, as a result of these impressions 
(Cooley 1902; M. Howard 1989). 

 A subtle but critical aspect of Cooley’s looking- glass self is 
that the self results from an individual’s “imagination” of how 
others view him or her. As a result, we can develop self-identities 
based on  incorrect  perceptions of how others see us. A student 
may react strongly to a teacher’s criticism and decide (wrongly) 
that the instructor views the student as stupid. This mispercep-
tion may be converted into a negative self-identity through the 
following process: (1) the teacher criticized me, (2) the teacher 
must think that I’m stupid, (3) I  am  stupid. Yet self-identities are 
also subject to change. If the student receives an A at the end of 
the course, he or she will probably no longer feel stupid.  

  Mead: Stages of the Self   George Herbert Mead continued 
Cooley’s exploration of interactionist theory. Mead (1934, 1964a) 
developed a useful model of the process by which the self emerges, 
defined by three distinct stages: the preparatory stage, the play 
stage, and the game stage. 
  Th e Preparatory Stage   During the  preparatory stage,  children 
merely imitate the people around them, especially family members 
with whom they continually interact. Thus, a small child will bang 
on a piece of wood while a parent is engaged in carpentry work, or 
will try to throw a ball if an older sibling is doing so nearby. 

 As they grow older, children become more adept at using 
symbols, including the gestures and words that form the basis 
of human communication. By interacting with relatives and 
friends, as well as by watching cartoons on television and look-
ing at picture books, children in the preparatory stage begin to 

understand symbols. They will continue to use this 
form of communication throughout their lives.  
  Th e Play Stage   Mead was among the first to ana-
lyze the relationship of symbols to socialization. As 
children develop skill in communicating through 
symbols, they gradually become more aware of 
social relationships. As a result, during the  play stage,  
they begin to pretend to be other people. Just as an 
actor “becomes” a character, a child becomes a doc-
tor, parent, superhero, or ship captain. 

 Mead, in fact, noted that an important aspect of the 
play stage is role-playing.    Role taking    is the process 
of mentally assuming the perspective of another and 
responding from that imagined viewpoint. For exam-
ple, through this process a young child will gradually 
learn when it is best to ask a parent for favors. If the 
parent usually comes home from work in a bad mood, 
the child will wait until after dinner, when the parent is 
more relaxed and approachable.  
  Th e Game Stage   In Mead’s third stage, the  game 
stage,  the child of about age eight or nine no longer 
just plays roles but begins to consider several tasks 

though they were raised apart. Such interactions—especially if 
they were extensive—could call into question the validity of the 
twin studies. As this debate continues, we can certainly antici-
pate numerous efforts to replicate the research and clarify the 
interplay between heredity and environmental factors in human 
development (Horgan 1993; Plomin 1989). 

   

thinking CRITICALLY

What might be some ethical concerns regarding 
research on environmental influences on people’s 
behavior?

  The Self and Socialization 
  We all have various perceptions, feelings, and beliefs about who 
we are and what we are like. How do we come to develop them? 
Do they change as we age? 

 We were not born with these understandings. Building on the 
work of George Herbert Mead (1964b), sociologists recognize 
that our concept of who we are, the  self,  emerges as we interact 
with others. The    self    is a distinct identity that sets us apart from 
others. It is not a static phenomenon, but continues to develop 
and change throughout our lives. 

 Sociologists and psychologists alike have expressed interest in 
how the individual develops and modifies the sense of self as 
a result of social interaction. The work of sociologists Charles 
Horton Cooley and George Herbert Mead, pioneers of the inter-
actionist approach, has been especially useful in furthering our 
understanding of these important issues.  

   Sociological Approaches to the Self 
  Cooley: Looking-Glass Self   In the early 1900s, Charles Horton 
Cooley advanced the belief that we learn who we are by inter-
acting with others. Our view of ourselves, then, comes not only 
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Stage Self Present? Definition Example

Preparation No Child imitates the 
actions of others.

When adults laugh and smile, 
child laughs and smiles.

Play Developing Child takes the role of a 
single other, as if he or 
she were the other.

Child first takes the role of doctor, 
then the role of patient.

Game Yes Child considers the roles 
of two or more others 
simultaneously.

In game of hide-and-seek, child 
takes into account the roles of 
both hider and seeker.

TABLE 4-1 MEAD’S STAGES OF THE SELF summingup
Socialization and the Life C

ourse 
83

and relationships simultaneously. At this point in development, 
children grasp not only their own social positions but also those 
of others around them—just as in a football game the players 
must understand their own and everyone else’s positions. Con-
sider a girl or boy who is part of a Scout troop out on a weekend 
hike in the mountains. The child must understand what he or 
she is expected to do but must also recognize the responsibilities 
of other Scouts as well as the leaders. This is the final stage of 
development under Mead’s model; the child can now respond to 
numerous members of the social environment. 

 Mead uses the term    generalized other    to refer to the atti-
tudes, viewpoints, and expectations of society as a whole that a 
child takes into account in his or her behavior. Simply put, this 
concept suggests that when an individual acts, he or she takes 
into account an entire group of people. For example, a child 
will not act courteously merely to please a particular parent. 
Rather, the child comes to understand that courtesy is a wide-
spread social value endorsed by parents, teachers, and religious 
leaders. 

  Table 4-1  summarizes the three stages of self outlined by 
George Herbert Mead.   

 Mead: Theory of the Self   Mead is best known for his theory 
of the self. According to Mead (1964b), the self begins at a privi-
leged, central position in a person’s world. Young children pic-
ture themselves as the focus of everything around them and find 
it difficult to consider the perspectives of others. For example, 
when shown a mountain scene and asked to describe what an 
observer on the opposite side of the mountain might see (such 
as a lake or hikers), young children describe only objects vis-
ible from their vantage point. This childhood tendency to place 
ourselves at the center of events never entirely disappears. Many 
people with a fear of flying automatically assume that if any 
plane goes down, it will be the one they are on. And who reads 
the horoscope section in the paper without looking at their own 
horoscope first? Why else do we buy lottery tickets, if we do not 
imagine ourselves winning? 

 Nonetheless, as people mature, the self changes and begins 
to reflect greater concern about the reactions of others. Par-
ents, friends, co-workers, coaches, and teachers are often among 
those who play a major role in shaping a person’s self. The term 
    significant others    is used to refer to those individuals who are 
most important in the development of the self. Many young 
people, for example, find themselves drawn to the same kind of 
work their parents engage in (H. Sullivan [1953] 1968). 

use your sociological imagination

How do you view yourself as you interact with others 
around you? How do you think you formed this view of 
yourself?

  Goffman: Presentation of the Self   How do we manage our 
“self ”? How do we display to others who we are? Erving Goff-
man, a sociologist associated with the interactionist perspec-
tive, suggested that many of our daily activities involve attempts 
to convey impressions of who we are. His observations help us 
to understand the sometimes subtle yet critical ways in which 
we learn to present ourselves socially. They also offer concrete 
examples of this aspect of socialization. 

 Early in life, the individual learns to slant his or her presenta-
tion of the self in order to create distinctive appearances and sat-
isfy particular audiences. Goffman (1959) referred to this altering 
of the presentation of the self as    impression management    .  
Box 4-1 on page 84 describes an everyday example of this con-
cept—the way students behave after receiving their exam grades. 

 In analyzing such everyday social interactions, Goffman makes 
so many explicit parallels to the theater that his view has been 
termed the    dramaturgical approach    .  According to this perspec-
tive, people resemble performers in action. For example, a clerk 
may try to appear busier than he or she actually is if a supervisor 
happens to be watching. A customer in a singles’ bar may try to 
look as if he or she is waiting for a particular person to arrive. 

 Goffman (1959) also drew attention to another aspect of the 
self,    face-work    .  How often do you initiate some kind of face- 
saving behavior when you feel embarrassed or rejected? In 
response to a rejection at the singles’ bar, a person may engage in 
face-work by saying, “There really isn’t an interesting person 
in this entire crowd.” We feel the need to maintain a proper 
image of the self if we are to continue social interaction. 

 Face-work is a necessity for those who are unemployed. In 
an economic downturn like the recent recession, unemployment 
affects people of all social classes, many of whom are unaccus-
tomed to being jobless. A recent ethnographic study found the 
newly unemployed redefining what it means to be out of work. 
They were focusing more than in the past on what they were 
accomplishing, and had begun to value volunteer work more 
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exchanges, because “you . . . emerge looking 
like the dumb one” or “feel like you are lazy or 
unreliable.” When forced into interactions with 
Aces, Bombers work to appear gracious and 
congratulatory. For their part, Aces offer sym-
pathy and support to the dissatisfied Bomb-
ers and even rationalize their own “lucky” high 
scores. To help Bombers save face, Aces may 

emphasize the difficulty and unfairness of the 
examination.

Bomber–Bomber encounters tend to be 
closed, reflecting the group effort to wall off the 
feared disdain of others. Yet within the safety of 
these encounters, Bombers openly share their 
disappointment and engage in expressions of 
mutual self-pity that they themselves call “pity 

4-1 Impression Management by Students

SOCIOLOGY ON CAMPUS

When you and fellow classmates get an exam 
back, you probably react differently depending 
on the grades that you and they earned. This 
distinction is part of impression management. 
Researchers have found that students’ reac-
tions differ depending on the grades that others 
received, compared to their own. These encoun-
ters can be divided into three categories: those in 
which all students earned high grades (Ace–Ace 
encounters); those between Aces and students 
who received low or failing grades (Ace–Bomber 
encounters); and those between students who all 
got low grades (Bomber–Bomber encounters).

Ace–Ace encounters occur in a rather open 
atmosphere, because there is comfort in shar-
ing a high mark with another high achiever. It is 
even acceptable to violate the norm of modesty 
and brag when among other Aces, since as one 
student admitted, “It’s much easier to admit 
a high mark to someone who has done better 
than you, or at least as well.”

Ace–Bomber encounters are often sensi-
tive. Bombers generally attempt to avoid such 

parties.” They devise face-saving excuses for 
their poor performance, such as “I wasn’t feel-
ing well all week” or “I had four exams and two 
papers due that week.”

Of course, grade comparisons are not the 
only occasion when students engage in impres-
sion management. Another study has shown 
that students’ perceptions of how often fellow 
students work out can also influence their social 
encounters. In athletic terms, a bomber would be 
someone who doesn’t work out; an ace would be 
someone who works hard at physical fitness.

LET’S DISCUSS

 1. How do you react to those who have 
received higher or lower grades than you? 
Do you engage in impression management? 
How would you like others to react to your 
grade?

 2. What social norms govern students’ impres-
sion management strategies?

Sources: Albas and Albas 1988, 1996; C. Austin 2009; 
M. Mack 2003.

When forced into interactions 
with Aces, Bombers work 

to appear gracious and 
congratulatory.

People judge us by our appearance, attire, body language, demeanor, and 
mannerisms. Knowing that they do, most of us alter the way we present our-
selves to others, a strategy that Goffman called impression management.84

since they had become volunteers themselves. Participants in 
this study engaged in both impression management and face-
work (Garrett-Peters 2009). 

 Goffman’s work on the self represents a logical progression of 
sociological studies begun by Cooley and Mead on how person-
ality is acquired through socialization and how we manage the 
presentation of the self to others. Cooley stressed the process by 
which we create a self; Mead focused on how the self develops as 
we learn to interact with others; Goffman emphasized the ways 
in which we consciously create images of  ourselves for others.   

  Psychological Approaches to the Self 
 Psychologists have shared the interest of Cooley, Mead, and 
other sociologists in the development of the self. Early work 
in psychology, such as that of Sigmund Freud (1856–1939), 
stressed the role of inborn drives—among them the drive for 
sexual gratification—in channeling human behavior. More 
recently, psychologists such as Jean Piaget have emphasized 
the stages through which human beings progress as the self 
develops. 

 Like Charles Horton Cooley and George Herbert Mead, 
Freud believed that the self is a social product, and that aspects 
of one’s personality are influenced by other people (especially 
one’s parents). However, unlike Cooley and Mead, he suggested 
that the self has components that work in opposition to each 
other. According to Freud, our natural impulsive instincts are in 
constant conflict with societal constraints. Part of us seeks lim-
itless pleasure, while another part favors rational behavior. By 
interacting with others, we learn the expectations of society and 
then select behavior most appropriate to our culture. (Of course, 
as Freud was well aware, we sometimes distort reality and behave 
irrationally.) 

 Research on newborn babies by the Swiss child psycholo-
gist Jean Piaget (1896–1980) has underscored the importance 
of social interactions in developing a sense of self. Piaget found 
that newborns have no self in the sense of a looking-glass image. 
Ironically, though, they are quite self-centered; they demand that 
all attention be directed toward them. Newborns have not yet 
separated themselves from the universe of which they are a part. 
For these babies, the phrase “you and me” has no meaning; they 
understand only “me.” However, as they mature, children are 
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TABLE 4-2  THEORETICAL APPROACHES TO 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE SELF Tracking Sociological Perspectives

Scholar
Key Concepts 
and Contributions Major Points of Theory

Charles Horton Cooley 1864–1929 
sociologist (USA)

Looking-glass self Stages of development not distinct; feelings toward 
ourselves developed through interaction with others

George Herbert Mead 1863–1931 
sociologist (USA)

The self 
Generalized other

Three distinct stages of development; self develops 
as children grasp the roles of others in their lives

Erving Goffman 1922–1982 
sociologist (USA)

Impression management 
Dramaturgical approach 
Face-work

Self developed through the impressions we convey 
to others and to groups

Sigmund Freud 1856–1939 
psychotherapist (Austria)

Psychoanalysis Self influenced by parents and by inborn drives, 
such as the drive for sexual gratification

Jean Piaget 1896–1980 
child psychologist (Switzerland)

Cognitive theory of development Four stages of cognitive development

Socialization and the Life C
ourse 

85gradually socialized into social relationships, even within their 
rather self-centered world. 

 In his well-known    cognitive theory of development    ,  Piaget 
(1954) identified four stages in the development of children’s 
thought processes. In the first, or  sensorimotor,  stage, young chil-
dren use their senses to make discoveries. For example, through 
touching they discover that their hands are actually a part of 
themselves. During the second, or  preoperational,  stage, children 
begin to use words and symbols to distinguish objects and ideas. 
The milestone in the third, or  concrete operational,  stage is that 
children engage in more logical thinking. They learn that even 
when a formless lump of clay is shaped into a snake, it is still the 
same clay. In the fourth, or  formal operational,  stage, adolescents 
become capable of sophisticated abstract thought and can deal 
with ideas and values in a logical manner. 

 According to Piaget, social interaction is the key to develop-
ment. As children grow older, they pay increasing attention to 
how other people think and why they act in particular ways. In 
order to develop a distinct personality, each of us needs oppor-
tunities to interact with others. As we saw earlier, Isabelle was 
deprived of the chance for normal social interactions, and the 
consequences were severe (Kitchener 1991). 

 We have seen that a number of thinkers considered social 
interaction the key to the development of an individual’s sense 
of self. As is generally true, we can best understand this topic by 
drawing on a variety of theory and research.  Table 4-2  summa-
rizes the rich literature, both sociological and  psychological, on 
the development of the self. 

thinking CRITICALLY

Use Erving Goffman’s dramaturgical approach to 
describe impression management among members 
of one of the following groups: athletes, college 
instructors, parents, physicians, and politicians.

  Agents of Socialization 
  As we have seen, the culture of the United States is defined by rather 
gradual movements from one stage of socialization to the next. The 
continuing and lifelong socialization process involves many differ-
ent social forces that influence our lives and alter our self-images. 

 The family is the most important agent of socialization in the 
United States, especially for children. In this chapter, we’ll also dis-
cuss six other agents of socialization: the school, the peer group, 
the mass media and technology, the workplace, religion, and the 
state. We’ll explore the role of religion in socializing young people 
into society’s norms and values more fully in Chapter 13.  

   Family 
 The lifelong process of learning begins shortly after birth. Since 
newborns can hear, see, smell, taste, and feel heat, cold, and pain, 
they are constantly orienting themselves to the surrounding world. 
Human beings, especially family members, constitute an impor-
tant part of their social environment. People minister to the baby’s 
needs by feeding, cleaning, carrying, and comforting the baby. 

 All families engage in socialization, but the way that Amish 
families encourage their children to accept their community’s 
subculture is particularly striking. Box 4-2 on page 86 describes 
their  tolerance for the period of rebellion known as  rum springa,
during which Amish children flirt with the adolescent sub-
culture of mainstream American society. 

 In the United States, social development also includes expo-
sure to cultural assumptions regarding gender and race. Black 
parents, for example, have learned that children as young as age 
two can absorb negative messages about Blacks in children’s 
books, toys, and television shows—all of which are designed pri-
marily for White consumers. At the same time, Black children 
are exposed more often than others to the inner-city youth gang 
culture. Because most Blacks, even those who are middle class, 
live near very poor neighborhoods, children such as  Charisse 
(see the chapter-opening excerpt) are susceptible to these influ-
ences, despite their parents’ strong family values (Linn and 
Poussaint 1999; Pattillo-McCoy 1999). 
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Parents often react to these escapades by 
looking the other way, sometimes literally. If 
they hear radio music coming from the barn, 
or a motorcycle driving onto their property in 
the middle of the night, they don’t retaliate by 
punishing their offspring. Instead, they pre-
tend not to notice, secure in the knowledge 
that Amish children almost always return to 
the community’s traditional values. Indeed, 

RESEARCH TODAY

4-2 Rum Springa: Raising Children Amish Style

despite the flirtation with popular culture and 
modern technology that is common during 
the rum springa, the vast majority of Amish 
youths do return to the Amish community and 
become baptized. Scholars report that 85 to 
90 percent of Amish children accept the faith 
as young adults.

To mainstream Americans, this little known 
and understood subculture became a source 
of entertainment when in 2004, UPN aired a 
10-week reality program called Amish in the 

City. In the series, five Amish youths allegedly 
on rum springa moved in with six worldly wise 
young adults in Los Angeles. On behalf of the 
Amish community, some critics called the series 
exploitative, a sign of how vulnerable the Amish 
are. No similar series would be developed on 
the rebellion of Muslim or Orthodox Jewish 
youths, they charged.

LET’S DISCUSS

 1. Do you or anyone you know come from 
a subculture that rejects mainstream 
American culture? If so, describe the com-
munity’s norms and values. How do they 
resemble and how do they differ from Amish 
norms and values?

 2. Why do you think so many Amish youths 
return to their families’ way of life after 
rebelling against it?

Sources: Kraybill 2001; R. Schaefer and Zellner 2011; 
Shachtman 2006; Stevick 2007; Weinraub 2004.

All families face challenges raising 
their children, but what if your 

parents expected you not to dance, 
listen to music, watch television, 

or access the Internet?

All families face challenges raising their chil-
dren, but what if your parents expected you not 
to dance, listen to music, watch television, or 
access the Internet? This is the challenge faced 
by Amish teens and their parents, who embrace a 
lifestyle of the mid-1800s. Amish youths—boys in 
particular—often rebel against their parents’ strict 
morals by getting drunk, behaving disrespectfully, 
and indulging in “worldly” activities, such as buy-
ing a car. At times even the girls may become 
involved, to their families’ dismay. As one scholar 
puts it, “The rowdiness of Amish youth is an 
embarrassment to church leaders and a stigma 
in the larger community” (Kraybill 2001:138).

Yet the strong pull of mainstream  American 
culture has led Amish parents to routinize, 
almost to accept, some of their children’s 

worldly activities. They expect adolescents to 
test their subculture’s boundaries during a 
period of discovery called rum springa, a Ger-
man term meaning “running around.” A common 
occurrence during which young people attend 
barn dances and break social norms that forbid 
drinking, smoking, and driving cars, rum springa 
is definitely not supported by the Amish religion.

86

by their mothers and boys by their fathers—an arrangement 
that may prevent girls from learning critical survival skills. In 
South Asia, fathers teach their sons to swim to prepare them for 
a life as fishermen; girls typically do not learn to swim. When a 
deadly tsunami hit the coast of South Asia in 2004, many more 
men survived than women.  

 School 
 Like the family, schools have an explicit mandate to social-
ize people in the United States—especially children—into the 
norms and values of our culture. 

 As conflict theorists Samuel Bowles and Herbert Gintis 
(1976) have observed, schools in this country foster compe-
tition through built-in systems of reward and punishment, 
such as grades and evaluations by teachers. Consequently, a 
child who is experiencing difficulty trying to learn a new skill 
can sometimes come to feel stupid and unsuccessful. How-
ever, as the self matures, children become capable of increas-
ingly realistic assessments of their intellectual, physical, and 
social abilities. 

 The term    gender role    refers to expectations regarding the 
proper behavior, attitudes, and activities of males and females. For 
example, we traditionally think of “toughness” as masculine —and 
desirable only in men—while we view “tenderness” as feminine. 
As we will see in Chapter 11, other cultures do not necessarily 
assign these qualities to each gender in the way that our culture 
does. The existence of gender roles does not imply that inevita-
bly, males and females will assume certain roles, nor does it imply 
that those roles are quite distinct from one another. Rather, gender 
roles emphasize the fact that males and females are not genetically 
predetermined to occupy certain roles. 

 As the primary agents of childhood socialization, parents 
play a critical role in guiding children into those gender roles 
deemed appropriate in a society. Other adults, older siblings, the 
mass media, and religious and educational institutions also have 
a noticeable impact on a child’s socialization into feminine and 
masculine norms. A culture or subculture may require that one 
sex or the other take primary responsibility for the socialization 
of children, economic support of the family, or religious or intel-
lectual leadership. In some societies, girls are socialized mainly 
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Rakefet Avramovitz, Program Administrator, Child Care Law Center

Rakefet Avramovitz has been working at the Child Care Law Cen-
ter in San Francisco since 2003. The center uses legal tools to 
foster the development of quality, affordable child care, with the 
goal of expanding child care options, particularly for low-income 
families. As a support person for the center’s attorneys, she 
manages grants, oversees the center’s publications, and sets up 
conferences and training sessions.

Avramovitz graduated from Dickinson College in 2000. She 
first became interested in sociology when she took a social analy-
sis course. Though she enjoyed her qualitative courses most, she 
found her quantitative courses fun, “in that we got to do surveys of people on 
campus. I’ve always enjoyed fieldwork,” she notes. Avramovitz’s most memorable 
course was one that gave her the opportunity to interact with migrant farmwork-
ers for an entire semester. “I learned ethnography and how to work with people 
of different cultures. It changed my life,” she says.

Avramovitz finds that the skills she learned in her sociology courses 
are a great help to her on the job. “Sociology taught me how to work with 
 people . . . and how to think critically. It taught me how to listen and find 

TAKING SOCIOLOGY TO WORK

the stories that people are telling,” she explains. Before joining 
the Child Care Law Center, Avramovitz worked as a counselor 
for women who were facing difficult issues. “My background in 
ethnography helped me to talk to these women and listen effec-
tively,” she notes. “I was able to help many women by under-
standing and being able to express their needs to the attorneys 
we worked with.”

Avramovitz is enthusiastic about her work and her ability to 
make a difference in other people’s lives. Maybe that is why she 
looks forward to summer at the center, when the staff welcomes 

several law students as interns. “It is really neat to see people learn and get 
jazzed about child care issues,” she says.

LET’S DISCUSS

 1.  What might be some of the broad, long-term effects of the center’s 
work to expand child care options? Explain.

 2. Besides the law, what other professions might benefit from the skills 
a sociology major has to offer?

A daughter learns how to weave fabric from her mother in Guatemala. The family is the most important agent of socialization.
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 Functionalists point out that 
schools, as agents of socialization, 
fulfill the function of teaching 
children the values and customs 
of the larger society. Conflict the-
orists agree, but add that schools 
can reinforce the divisive aspects 
of society, especially those of 
social class. For example, higher 
education in the United States 
is costly despite the existence of 
financial aid programs. Students 
from affluent backgrounds there-
fore have an advantage in gaining 
access to universities and profes-
sional training. At the same time, 
less affluent young people may 
never receive the preparation that 
would qualify them for the best-
paying and most prestigious jobs. 
The contrast between the func-
tionalist and conflict views of 
education will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 13. 

  Peer Group 
 As a child grows older, the family becomes somewhat less impor-
tant in social development. Instead, peer groups  increasingly 
assume the role of Mead’s significant others. Within the peer 
group, young people associate with others who are approxi-
mately their age, and who often enjoy a similar social status 
(Giordano 2003). 

 We can see how important peer groups are to young peo-
ple when their social lives are strained by war or disaster. In 

Baghdad, the overthrow of Saddam Hussein has profoundly 
changed teenagers’ worlds, casting doubt on their future. 
Some young people have lost relatives or friends; others 
have become involved with fundamentalist groups or fled 
with their families to safer countries. Those youths who are 
left behind can suffer intense loneliness and boredom. Con-
fined to their homes by crime and terrorism, those fortunate 
enough to have computers turn to Internet chat rooms or 
immerse themselves in their studies. Through e-mail, they 
struggle to maintain old friendships interrupted by wartime 
dislocation (Sanders 2004). 
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Percentage of 8- to 18-year-olds with

1999

A computer in their bedroom

Their own laptop

47%

74%

84%

73%

86%

93%

31%

59%

21%

31%

36%

10%

20%

33%

12%

29%

2004 2009

High-speed/wireless Internet access at home

Internet access in their bedroom

Internet access at home

A computer at home

FIGURE 4-2  THE NEW NORMAL: 

INTERNET AT HOME

What makes high school girls popular? What makes high school boys popular?

According to 
college men:

According to 
college women:

According to 
college men:

According to 
college women:

1. Physical attractiveness 1. Grades/intelligence 1. Participation in sports 1. Participation in sports

2. Grades/intelligence 2. Participation in sports 2. Grades/intelligence 2. Grades/intelligence

3. Participation in sports 3. General sociability 3. Popularity with girls 3. General sociability

4. General sociability 4. Physical attractiveness 4. General sociability 4. Physical attractiveness

5. Popularity with boys 5. Clothes 5. Car 5. School clubs/government

TABLE 4-3 HIGH SCHOOL POPULARITY

Note: Students at the following universities were asked in which ways adolescents in their high schools had gained prestige with their peers: Cornell University, 
Louisiana State University, Southeastern Louisiana University, State University of New York at Albany, State University of New York at Stony Brook, University of 
Georgia, and University of New Hampshire.
Source: Suitor et al. 2001:445.
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 Gender differences are noteworthy among adolescents. 
Boys and girls are socialized by their parents, peers, and the 
media to identify many of the same paths to popularity, but to 
different degrees.  Table 4-3  compares male and female college 
students’ reports of how girls and boys they knew became 
popular in high school. The two groups named many of the 
same paths to popularity but gave them a different order of 
importance. While neither men nor women named sexual 
activity, drug use, or alcohol use as one of the top five paths, 
college men were much more likely than women to mention 
those behaviors as a means to becoming popular, for both 
boys and girls.  

  Mass Media and Technology 
In the past 80 years, media innovations—radio, motion pic-
tures, recorded music, television, and the Internet—have become 
important agents of socialization. Television, and increasingly 
the Internet, are critical forces in the socialization of children 
in the United States (Figure 4-2). The Internet has become so 
pervasive that 95 percent of all teens ages 12 to 
17 were online by 2011, and 80 percent of them 
used social media sites. These sites echo and 
amplify much of teens’ socialization (Lenhart 
et al. 2011).

 These media, however, are not always a neg-
ative socializing influence. Television programs 
and even commercials can introduce young 
people to unfamiliar lifestyles and cultures. Not only 
do children in the United States learn about life in 
“faraway lands,” but inner-city 
children learn about the lives 
of farm children, and vice versa. 
The same thing happens in other 
countries. 

 Sociologists and other social sci-
entists have begun to consider the 
impact of technology on socializa-
tion. They are particularly interested 
in the online friendship networks, like Facebook. Does this way 

of communicating resemble face-to-face interaction, or does it 
 represent a new form of social interaction? Box 4-3 explores the sig-
nificance of this social phenomenon.     

 Not just in industrial nations, but in Africa and other 
developing areas, people have been socialized into rely-
ing on new communications technologies. Not long ago, if 
Zadhe Iyombe wanted to talk to his mother, he had to make 
an eight-day trip from the capital city of Kinshasa up the 

Source: Rideout et al. 2010.
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richer”), those who are popular offline further 
increase their popularity through online net-
working sites. According to the social com-
pensation hypothesis (“the poor get richer”), 
however, social network users try to increase 
their popularity online to compensate for inad-
equate popularity offline. The social compensa-
tion hypothesis, if correct, would be an example 
of impression management. Research supports 
elements of both hypotheses; neither hypoth-
esis fully defines the participants in online net-
working sites.

Viewed from a societal perspective, social-
izing online can have both positive and negative 
functions. For members of some marginalized 
populations, it is a way to socialize with like-
minded people. For example, Muslims in Great 
Britain connect with friends online to learn how 
to navigate through a society in which they form 
a distinct minority. For other people, such as 

RESEARCH TODAY

4-3 Online Socializing: A New Agent of Socialization

Membership in the online social networks Face-
book and MySpace has grown exponentially in 
recent years. At first, young adults monopolized 
these social networks. Indeed, Facebook was 
created in 2004 as a way for students on a 
single campus to become acquainted with one 
another before actually meeting.

Even in the brief history of online network-
ing, sociologists can see social trends. For 
example, older people are now creating pro-
files on these sites. As the accompanying figure 
shows, there is still a clear correlation between 
age and online profiles: in a national survey 
of community college students, younger peo-
ple were much more likely than older people 
to be online. However, the fastest-growing age 
groups are now those over 30, including those 
who are much older. As a result, online socializ-
ing is becoming much less age-specific—more 
like socializing in the real world. Moreover, this 
new agent of socialization can continue to 
influence people throughout the life course. 
Twitter is largely the exception to this trend; 
it is still a very age-specific method of social 
interaction.

Online networks—especially those that indi-
cate how many “friends” an individual has—can 
also be seen in terms of social capital. In fact, 
“friending” is one, if not the, main activity on 
some online sites. Often the 
number of friends a person 
socializes with becomes 
the subject of boasting. By 
extension, individuals may 
use these sites to search 
for “friends” who may prove 
helpful to them in future 
endeavors. Becoming aware 
of new opportunities, either 
social or economic, through 
friends is a significant ben-
efit of social capital.

Researchers have looked 
at the relationship between 
the display of friends online 
and the number of  real-world 
friends people socialize with, 
and have proposed two com-
peting hypotheses. According 
to the social enhancement 
hypothesis (“the rich get 

members of neo-Nazi groups in Germany and 
the Mafia in Italy, online networking is a way 
to proclaim allegiance to socially objection-
able organizations. Governments frown on such 
online organizing, seeing it as dysfunctional, 
and periodically monitor these sites to see 
whether any laws have been violated. Little won-
der that during the Arab Spring of 2011, which 

was marked by popular revolts 
against the central governments of 
Tunisia, Egypt, and Libya, authori-
ties cracked down on citizens’ 
access to social media.

LET’S DISCUSS

1.   Do you list your “friends” on 
an online social network-
ing site? If so, what is your 
motivation for doing so? How 
much social capital do you 
think your list represents?

2.   Do you think the advantages of 
online social networking out-
weigh the disadvantages?

Sources: Donadio 2009; N. Ellison et al. 
2007; Facebook 2011; Gentile 2009; 
Hundley and Ramirez 2008; Lenhart 
2009; Miyata and Kobayashi 2008; 
Zywica and Danowski 2008.

Note: Question asked was “How often do you use social networking tools, such as instant 
messaging, text messaging, MySpace and/or Facebook, Twitter, etc., for any purpose? 
(This does not include e-mail.)”
Source: Center for Community College Student Engagement 2009:8.

STAYING CONNECTED: COMMUNITY 
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Congo River by boat to the rural town where he was born. 
Now both he and his mother have access to a cell phone, and 
they send text messages to each other daily. Iyombe and his 
mother are not atypical. Although cell phones aren’t cheap, 
1.4 billion owners in developing countries have come to 

consider them a necessity. Today, there are more cell phones in 
developing nations than in industrial nations—the first time in 
history that developing nations have outpaced the developed 
world in the adoption of a telecommunications technology 
(K. Sullivan 2006).  
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90 socialization, because of their impact on the life course. Tradition-

ally, family members have served as the primary caregivers in our 
culture, but in the 20th century, the family’s protective function 
was steadily transferred to outside agencies such as hospitals, men-
tal health clinics, and child care centers. Many of these agencies are 
run by groups affiliated with certain religions or by the state. 

 Both organized religion and government have impacted the 
life course by reinstituting some of the rites of passage once 
observed in agricultural communities and early industrial 
societies. For example, religious organizations stipulate certain 
traditional rites that may bring together all the members of an 
extended family, even if they never meet for any other reason. 
And government regulations stipulate the ages at which a person 
may drive a car, drink alcohol, vote in elections, marry without 
parental permission, work overtime, and retire. These regula-
tions do not constitute strict rites of passage: most 18-year-olds 
choose not to vote, and most people choose their age of retire-
ment without reference to government dictates. 

 In the Social Policy section at the end of this chapter, we will 
see that government is under pressure to become a provider 
of child care, which would give it a new and direct role in the 
socialization of infants and young children. 

   

thinking CRITICALLY

How would functionalist and conflict theorists differ in 
their analysis of socialization by the mass media?

  Socialization throughout 

the Life Course 
   The Life Course 
 Among the Kota people of the Congo in Africa, adolescents paint 
themselves blue. Mexican American girls go on a daylong religious 
retreat before dancing the night away. Egyptian mothers step over 
their newborn infants seven times, and graduating students at the 
Naval Academy throw their hats in the air. These are all ways of 
celebrating    rites of passage    ,  a means of dramatizing and validat-
ing changes in a person’s status. Rites of passage can mark a sepa-
ration, as in a graduation ceremony, or an incorporation, as in an 
initiation into an organization (Van Gennep [1909] 1960). 

 Rites of passage are a worldwide social phenomenon. The 
Kota rite marks the passage to adulthood. The color blue, 
viewed as the color of death, symbolizes the death of childhood. 
 Hispanic girls celebrate reaching womanhood with a  quincea-
ñera  ceremony at age 15. In the Cuban American community of 
Miami, the popularity of the  quinceañera  supports a network of 
party planners, caterers, dress designers, and the Miss Quincea-
ñera Latina pageant. For thousands of years, Egyptian moth-
ers have welcomed their newborns to the world in the Soboa 
 ceremony by stepping over the seven-day-old infant seven times. 

 These specific ceremonies mark stages of development in the 
life course. They indicate that the process of socialization con-
tinues through all stages of the life cycle. In fact, some research-
ers have chosen to concentrate on socialization as a lifelong 

  Workplace 
 Learning to behave appropriately in an occupation is a funda-
mental aspect of human socialization. It used to be that going 
to work began with the end of our formal schooling, but that is 
no longer the case, at least not in the United States. More and 
more young people work today, and not just for a parent or rela-
tive. Adolescents generally seek jobs in order to make spending 
money; 80 percent of high school seniors say that little or none 
of what they earn goes to family expenses. These teens rarely 
look on their employment as a means of exploring vocational 
interests or getting on-the-job training. 

 Some observers feel that the increasing number of teenagers 
who are working earlier in life and for longer hours are find-
ing the workplace almost as important an agent of socialization 
as school. In fact, a number of educators complain that student 
time at work is adversely affecting schoolwork. The level of 
teenage employment in the United States is the highest among 
industrial countries, which may provide one explanation for why 
U.S. high school students lag behind those in other countries on 
international achievement tests. 

 Socialization in the workplace changes when it involves a 
more permanent shift from an after-school job to full-time 
employment. Occupational socialization can be most intense 
during the transition from school to job, but it continues 
throughout one’s work history. Technological advances may alter 
the requirements of the position and necessitate some degree 
of resocialization. Today, men and women change occupations, 
employers, or places of work many times during their adult 
years. For example, the typical worker spends about four years 
with an employer. Occupational socialization continues, then, 
throughout a person’s years in the labor market (Bialik 2010). 

 College students today recognize that occupational social-
ization is not socialization into one lifetime occupation. They 
anticipate going through a number of jobs. The Bureau of Labor 
Statistics (2010) has found that from ages 18 to 42, the typical 
person has held 11 jobs. This high rate of turnover in employ-
ment applies to both men and women, and to those with a col-
lege degree as well as those with a high school diploma.  

  Religion and the State 
 Increasingly, social scientists are recognizing the importance 
of both religion and government (“the state”) as agents of 
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A young Apache woman undergoes a mudding ceremony traditionally used in 
rites of passage, such as puberty and in some cases weddings.

Think about It
Why did so few respondents consider marriage and parent-
hood to be important milestones? Which milestones do 
you think are most important?

Life Event
Expected 

Age

Percentage of 
People Who 

View Event as 
Extremely/Quite 

Important

Financial independence 
from parents/guardians

20.9 years 80.9%

Separate residence from 
parents

21.1 57.2

Full-time employment 21.2 83.8

Completion of formal 
schooling

22.3 90.2

Capability of supporting 
a family

24.5 82.3

Marriage 25.7 33.2

Parenthood 26.2 29.0

Note: Based on the 2002 General Social Survey of 1,398 people.
Source: T. Smith 2003.

TABLE 4-4  MILESTONES IN THE TRANSITION 

TO ADULTHOOD

Percentage of 
People Who 

Vi E t

Socialization and the Life C
ourse 

91process. Sociologists and other social scientists who take such a 
  life course approach    look closely at the social factors that influ-
ence people throughout their lives, from birth to death, includ-
ing gender and income. They recognize that biological changes 
mold but do not dictate human behavior. 

 Several life events mark the passage to adulthood. Of course, 
these turning points vary from one society and even one gen-
eration to the next. In the United States, the key event seems to 
be the completion of formal schooling ( Table 4-4 ). On average, 
Americans expect this milestone to occur by a person’s 23rd 
birthday. Other major events in the life course, such as getting 

married or becoming a parent, are expected to follow three or 
four years later. Interestingly, comparatively few survey respon-
dents identified marriage and parenthood as important mile-
stones (Furstenberg et al. 2004). 

 One result of these staggered steps to independence is that in 
the United States, unlike some other societies, there is no clear 
dividing line between adolescence and adulthood. Nowadays, 
few young people finish school, get married, and leave home at 
about the same age, clearly establishing their transition to adult-
hood. The terms  youthhood, emerging adulthood,  and  not quite 
adult  have been coined to describe the prolonged ambiguous 
status that young people in their 20s experience (Côté 2000; 
 Settersten and Ray 2011; Christian Smith 2007).  

  Anticipatory Socialization and Resocialization 
 The development of a social self is literally a lifelong transforma-
tion that begins in the crib and continues as one prepares for 
death. Two types of socialization occur at many points through-
out the life course: anticipatory socialization and resocialization. 

    Anticipatory socialization    refers to processes of socializa-
tion in which a person rehearses for future positions, occupa-
tions, and social relationships. A culture can function more 
efficiently and smoothly if members become acquainted with 
the norms, values, and behavior associated with a social posi-
tion before actually assuming that status. Preparation for many 
aspects of adult life begins with anticipatory socialization during 
childhood and adolescence, and continues throughout our lives 
as we prepare for new responsibilities. 

 You can see the process of anticipatory socialization take place 
when high school students start to consider what colleges they 
may attend. Traditionally, this task meant looking at publications 
received in the mail or making campus visits. However, with new 
technology, more and more students are using the web to begin 
their college experience. Colleges are investing more time and 
money in developing attractive websites through which students 
can take virtual campus tours and hear audio clips of everything 
from the college anthem to a sample zoology lecture. 
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Socialization continues throughout the life course. When the Internet opened 
to commercial traffic, adults who are now in their 80s were over age 65. They 
were 75 when broadband became available. 
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92  People often lose their individuality within total institu-

tions. For example, a person entering prison may experience 
the humiliation of a    degradation ceremony    as he or she is 
stripped of clothing, jewelry, and other personal possessions. 
From this point on, scheduled daily routines allow for little 
or no personal initiative. The individual becomes secondary 
and rather invisible in the overbearing social environment 
(Garfinkel 1956). 

Role Transitions throughout 

the Life Course
We have seen that socialization is a lifelong process. We simply do 
not experience things the same way at different points in the life 
course. For example, one study found that even falling in love dif-
fers according to where we are in the life course. Young unmarried 
adults tend to treat love as a noncommittal game or an obsession 
characterized by possessiveness and dependency. People over age 50 
are much more likely to see love as involving commitment, and they 
tend to take a practical approach to finding a partner who meets 
a set of rational criteria. That does not mean that romance is dead 
among the older generation, however. Among those age 65 and over, 
39 percent are “head over heels in love,” compared to only 25 per-
cent of those ages 18 to 34. The life course, then, affects the manner 
in which we relate to one another (G. Anderson 2009; Montgomery 
and Sorell 1997).

How we move through the life course varies dramatically, 
depending on our personal preferences and circumstances. Some 
of us marry early, others late; some have children and some don’t. 
These individual patterns are influenced by social factors such as 
class, race, and gender. Only in the most general terms, then, can 
we speak of stages or periods in the life course.

One transitional stage, identified by psychologist Daniel 
Levinson, begins at the time at which an individual gradually 
enters the adult world, perhaps by moving out of the paren-
tal home, beginning a career, or entering a marriage. The next 
transitional period, the midlife transition, typically begins at 
about age 40. Men and women often experience a stressful 
period of self-evaluation, commonly known as the midlife 
crisis, in which they realize that they have not achieved basic 
goals and ambitions and have little time left to do so. Thus, 
Levinson (1978, 1996) found that most adults surveyed experi-
enced tumultuous midlife conflicts within the self and with the 
external world.

Not all the challenges at this time of life come from career or 
one’s partner. In the next section we will examine a special chal-
lenge faced by a growing number of middle-aged adults: caring 
for two generations at once.

The Sandwich Generation
During the late 1990s social scientists focused on the sandwich 
generation—adults who simultaneously try to meet the compet-
ing needs of their parents and their children. That is, caregiving 
goes in two directions: (1) to children, who even as young adults 
may still require significant direction, and (2) to aging parents, 
whose health and economic problems may demand intervention 
by their adult children. By 2010, 13 million Americans were car-
ing for both their children and their parents.

 Occasionally, assuming a new social or occupational posi-
tion requires us to  unlearn  an established orientation.    Reso-
cialization    refers to the process of discarding former behavior 
patterns and accepting new ones as part of a transition in one’s 
life. Often resocialization occurs during an explicit effort to 
transform an individual, as happens in reform schools, ther-
apy groups, prisons, religious conversion settings, and political 
indoctrination camps. The process of resocialization typically 
involves considerable stress for the individual—much more so 
than  socialization in general, or even anticipatory socialization 
(Gecas 2004). 

 Resocialization is particularly effective when it occurs within 
a total institution. Erving Goffman (1961) coined the term    total 
institution    to refer to an institution that regulates all aspects of 
a person’s life under a single authority, such as a prison, the mili-
tary, a mental hospital, or a convent. Because the total institution 
is generally cut off from the rest of society, it provides for all the 
needs of its members. Quite literally, the crew of a merchant ves-
sel at sea becomes part of a total institution. So elaborate are its 
requirements, so all-encompassing its activities, a total institu-
tion often represents a miniature society. 

 Goffman (1961) identified four common traits of total 
institutions:

    • All aspects of life are conducted in the same place under the 
control of a single authority.  

   • Any activities within the institution are conducted in the 
company of others in the same circumstances—for example, 
army recruits or novices in a convent.  

   • The authorities devise rules and schedule activities without 
consulting the participants.  

   • All aspects of life within a total institution are designed to 
fulfill the purpose of the organization. Thus, all activities in 
a monastery might be centered on prayer and communion 
with God (C. Davies 1989; P. Rose et al. 1979).    
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This sandwich-generation mom cares for both her aging parent and her children. Increasingly, members of 
the baby boom generation find themselves caring for two generations at once.

Socialization and the Life C
ourse 
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Like the role of caring for children, the role of caring for 
aging parents falls disproportionately on women. Overall, 
women provide 66 percent of the care their parents receive, 
and even more as the demands of the role grow more intense 
and time-consuming.  Increasingly, middle-aged women and 
younger are finding themselves on the “daughter track,” as their 
time and attention are diverted by the needs of their aging 
mothers and fathers. So significant have the challenges of car-
ing for two generations become that in his 2010 State of the 
Union message, President Obama called for tax credits for fam-
ilies who care for both children and parents (National Alliance 
for Caregiving 2009).

The last major transition identified by Levinson occurs after 
age 60—sometimes well after that age, given advances in health 
care, greater longevity, and gradual acceptance within society of 
older people. Nonetheless, there is a point at which people tran-
sition to a different lifestyle. As we will see, this is a time of dra-
matic changes in people’s everyday lives.

Adjusting to Retirement
Retirement is a rite of passage that marks a critical transition 
from one phase of a person’s life to another. Typically, symbolic 
events are associated with this rite of passage, such as retirement 
gifts, a retirement party, and special moments on the last day 
on the job. The preretirement period itself can be emotionally 
charged, especially if the retiree is expected to train his or her 
successor (Atchley 1976).

From 1950 to the mid-1990s, the average age at retirement in 
the United States declined, but since about 2006 it has reversed 
direction. By 2012, 5 percent of women and 11 percent of men 
over 75 were still working—the highest rates ever recorded for 

both sexes at this age level.  A variety of fac-
tors explains this reversal: changes in Social 
Security benefits, the recent economic 
recession, and workers’ concern with main-
taining their health insurance and pension 
benefits. At the same time, longevity has 
increased, and the quality of people’s health 
has improved (Norris 2012). 

Phases of Retirement Gerontologist 
Robert Atchley (1976) has identified sev-
eral phases of the retirement experience:

•  Preretirement, a period of anticipatory 
socialization as the person prepares for 
retirement

•  The near phase, when the person estab-
lishes a specific departure date from 
his or her job

•  The honeymoon phase, an often euphoric 
period in which the person pursues 
activities that he or she never had time 
for before

•  The disenchantment phase, in which retir-
ees feel a sense of letdown or even depres-
sion as they cope with their new lives, 
which may include illness or poverty

 • The reorientation phase, which involves the development of a 
more realistic view of retirement alternatives

 • The stability phase, a period in which the person has learned 
to deal with life after retirement in a reasonable and comfort-
able fashion

 • The termination phase, which begins when the person can no 
longer engage in basic, day-to-day activities such as self-care 
and housework

Retirement is not a single transition, then, but rather a series 
of adjustments that varies from one person to another. The length 
and timing of each phase will differ for each individual, depending 
on such factors as financial status and health. A particular person 
will not necessarily go through all the phases identified by Atchley 
(Reitzes and Mutran 2006).

Some factors, such as being forced into retirement or being 
burdened with financial difficulties, can further complicate the 
retirement process. People who enter retirement involuntarily 
or without the necessary means may never experience the hon-
eymoon phase. In the United States, many retirees continue in 
the paid labor force, often taking part-time jobs to supplement 
their pensions. The impact of the prolonged economic down-
turn that began in 2008 on this pattern remains to be seen. A 
2011 survey of baby boomers (ages 46 to 65) shows that for 
some of them, the outlook for retirement has grown more nega-
tive. Overall, however, most people in this age group report that 
their outlook has not changed or has become more positive 
(Figure 4-3, page 94).

Like other aspects of life in the United States, the experience 
of retirement varies according to gender, race, and ethnicity. 
White males are most likely to benefit from retirement wages, as 
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thinking CRITICALLY

Today, many young adults continue to live with their par-
ents after finishing their schooling. Contrast their situa-
tion with that of the elderly who live with their children. 
Does society treat dependent adult children in the same 
way as dependent parents? Why or why not?

use your sociological imagination

How have people close to you, such as relatives, personally 
handled their retirement from the labor force?Think about It

What is your retirement outlook? Will you need to work lon-
ger than the generation before yours?

40%

46%

14%26%

43% 31%

Changed for
the better

2011 2003

Changed for
the worse

No
change

Changed for
the better

Changed for
the worse

No
change

FIGURE 4-3  CHANGE IN BABY BOOMERS' 

RETIREMENT OUTLOOK

Source: AARP 2011.
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94 well as to have participated in a formal retirement prep-

aration program. As a result, anticipatory socialization 
for retirement is most complete for White men. In con-
trast, members of racial and ethnic minority groups— 
especially  African Americans—are more likely to exit 
the paid labor force through disability than through 
retirement. Because of their comparatively lower 
incomes and smaller savings, men and women from 
racial and ethnic minority groups work intermittently 
after retirement more often than older Whites (National 
Institute on Aging 1999; Quadagno 2011).

Naturally Occurring Retirement Communities 

(NORCs)  With recent improvements in health care, 
older Americans have gained new choices in where to 
live. Today, rather than residing in nursing homes or 
planned retirement communities, many of them con-
gregate in areas that have gradually become informal 
centers for senior citizens. Social scientists have dubbed 
such areas    naturally occurring retirement communities 
(NORCs)    .  

Using observation research, census data, and inter-
views, sociologists have developed some interesting 
conclusions about NORCs in the United States, which 
numbered approximately 300 in 2009. These communi-
ties can be as small as a single apartment building or as large as 
a neighborhood in a big city. Often, they emerge as singles and 
young couples move out and older people move in. Sometimes 
couples simply remain where they are; as they grow older, the 
community becomes noticeably grayer. In time, business estab-
lishments that cater to the elderly—pharmacies, medical supply 
outlets, small restaurants—relocate to NORCs, making them 
even more attractive to older citizens.

Unfortunately, residents of some of these communities are 
threatened by gentrification, or the takeover of low-income 
neighborhoods by higher-income residents. In Chicago, a 
highrise building known as Ontario Place is converting to a 
condominium, at prices that current residents cannot afford. 
About half the building’s occupants are Russian immigrants; 
most of the others are elderly or disabled people living on fixed 
incomes. These people are distressed not just because they will 
need to move, but because their community is being destroyed 
(Lansprey 1995; P. Moeller 2009; P. Morrison and Bryan 2010; 
Sheehan 2005).
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Children play at the Communicare day care center in Perth, Australia. The Aus-
tralian government subsidizes children’s attendance at day care and after-
school programs from birth to age 12.

Child care programs are not just babysitting services; they have 
an enormous influence on the development of young children—
an influence that has been growing with the movement of more 
and more women into the paid labor force. The rise in single-
parent families, increased job opportunities for women, and the 
need for additional family income have all propelled mothers of 
young children into the working world. Who should care for the 
children of working mothers during working hours?

Looking at the Issue

Preschoolers typically are not cared for by their parents. Seventy-
three percent of employed mothers depend on others to care for 
their children, and 30 percent of mothers who aren’t employed 
have regular care arrangements. In fact, children under age five 
are more likely to be cared for on a daily basis by their grandpar-
ents than by their parents. Over a third of them are cared for by 
nonrelatives in nursery schools, Head Start programs, day care 
centers, family day care, and other arrangements (Bureau of the 
Census 2008c).

Researchers have found that high-quality child care centers 
do not adversely affect the socialization of children; in fact, good 
day care benefits children. The value of preschool programs 
was documented in a series of studies conducted in the United 
States. Researchers found no significant differences in infants 
who had received extensive nonmaternal care compared with 
those who had been cared for solely by their mothers. They also 
reported that more and more infants in the United States are 
being placed in child care outside the home, and that overall, the 

socialpolicy and Socialization

Child Care around the World

quality of those arrangements is better than has been found in 
previous studies. It is difficult, however, to generalize about child 
care, since there is so much variability among day care providers, 
and even among government policies from one state to another 
(Loeb et al. 2004; Ludwig and Sawhill 2007; NICHD 2007).

Few people in the United States or elsewhere can afford the 
luxury of having a parent stay at home, or of paying for high-
quality live-in child care. For millions of mothers and fathers, 
finding the right kind of child care is a challenge both to parent-
ing and to the pocketbook. At present, the federal government 
supports child care through subsidized programs, which target 
low-income families, and income tax credits, which benefit fam-
ilies with moderate incomes. The annual expenditure to assist 
low-income parents is about $12 billion; the expenditure to sup-
port parents with moderate incomes is $58 billion (Cushing-
Daniels and Zedlewski 2008).

Applying Sociology

Studies that assess the quality of child care outside the home 
reflect the micro level of analysis and the interest of interaction-
ists in the impact of face-to-face interaction. These studies also 
explore macro-level implications for the functioning of social 
institutions like the family. Some of the issues surrounding day 
care have also been of interest to those who take the conflict 
perspective.

In the United States, high-quality day care is not equally avail-
able to all families. Parents in affluent communities have an eas-
ier time finding day care than those in poor or working-class 
communities. Finding affordable child care is also a problem. 
Viewed from a conflict perspective, child care costs are an espe-
cially serious burden for lower-class families. The poorest fami-
lies spend 25 percent of their income for preschool child care, 
whereas families who are not poor pay only 6 percent or less of 
their income.

Feminist theorists echo the concern of conflict theorists 
that high-quality child care receives little government support 
because it is regarded as “merely a way to let women work.” 
Nearly all child care workers (97 percent) are women; many 
find themselves in low-status, minimum-wage jobs. Typically, 
food servers, messengers, and gas station attendants make more 
money than the 23 million child care workers in the United 
States, whose average annual salary of $19,605 puts them right 
at the poverty level for a family of three (Bureau of the Census 
2011a; Ruiz 2010).

Initiating Policy

Policies regarding child care outside the home vary through-
out the world. Most developing nations do not have the eco-
nomic base to provide subsidized child care. Thus, working 
mothers rely largely on relatives or take their children to work. 
In the comparatively wealthy industrialized countries of west-
ern Europe, government provides child care as a basic service, 
at little or no expense to parents. But even those countries with 95
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tax-subsidized programs occasionally fall short of the need for 
high-quality child care.

When policymakers decide that child care is desirable, they 
must determine the degree to which taxpayers should subsidize 
it. In Sweden and Denmark, one-half to two-thirds of preschool-
ers were in  government-subsidized child care full-time in 2003. 
In the United States, annual fees for full-time child care of a 
four-year-old range from an average of $3,900 in Mississippi to 
an average of $11,678 in Massachusetts (Immervoll and Barber 
2005; NACCRRA 2010).

We have a long way to go in making high-quality child care 
more affordable and accessible, not just in the United States but 
throughout the world as well. In an attempt to reduce govern-
ment spending, France is considering cutting back the budgets 
of subsidized nurseries, even though waiting lists exist and the 
French public heartily disapproves of cutbacks. In Germany, 
reunification has reduced the options previously open to East 

German mothers, who had become accustomed to government-
supported child care. Experts in child development view such 
reports as a vivid reminder of the need for greater government 
and private-sector support for child care (Hank 2001; L. King 
1998).

Take the Issue with You
 1. Were you ever in a day care program? If so, do you recall the 

experience as good or bad? In general, do you think it is desir-
able to expose young children to the socializing influence of 
day care?

 2. In the view of conflict theorists, child care receives little gov-
ernment support because it is “merely a way to let women 
work.” Can you think of other explanations?

 3. Should the costs of day care programs be paid by govern-
ment, by the private sector, or entirely by parents?

     MASTERING THIS CHAPTER 

Socialization  is the process through which people learn the attitudes, 
values, and actions appropriate for members of a particular culture. 
This chapter examines the role of socialization in human development; 
the way in which people develop perceptions, feelings, and beliefs about 
themselves; important agents of socialization; and the lifelong nature of 
the socialization process.

    1.  Socialization  affects the overall cultural practices of a society; it 
also shapes the images that we hold of ourselves.  

   2. Heredity and environmental factors interact in influencing the 
socialization process.  

   3. In the early 1900s, Charles Horton Cooley advanced the belief that 
we learn who we are by interacting with others, a phenomenon he 
called the  looking-glass self.   

   4. George Herbert Mead, best known for his theory of the  self,  pro-
posed that as people mature, their selves begin to reflect their con-
cern about reactions from others—both  generalized others  and 
 significant others.   

   5. Erving Goffman has shown that in many of our daily activities, we 
try to convey distinct impressions of who we are, a process he called 
 impression management.   

  Summary 

   6. As the primary agents of socialization, parents play a critical role in 
guiding children into those  gender roles  deemed appropriate in a 
society.  

   7. Like the family, schools in the United States have an explicit man-
date to socialize people—especially children—into the norms and 
values of our culture.  

   8. Peer groups and the mass media, especially television and the Inter-
net, are important agents of socialization for adolescents.  

   9. Socialization in the workplace begins with part-time employment 
while we are in school and continues as we work full-time and 
change jobs throughout our lives.  

   10. Religion and the state shape the socialization process by regulating 
the life course and influencing our views of appropriate behavior at 
particular ages.  

   11. Socialization proceeds throughout the life course. Some societies 
mark stages of development with formal  rites of passage.  In the 
culture of the United States, significant events such as marriage and 
parenthood serve to change a person’s status.  

   12. As more and more mothers of young children have entered the 
labor market, the demand for child care has increased dramatically, 
posing policy questions for many nations around the world.     

  Key Terms 

    Anticipatory socialization    Processes of socialization in which a person 
rehearses for future positions, occupations, and social relationships. 
(91)  

   Cognitive theory of development    The theory that children’s thought pro-
gresses through four stages of development. (85)  

   Degradation ceremony    An aspect of the socialization process within some 
total institutions, in which people are subjected to humiliating rituals. (92)  

   Dramaturgical approach    A view of social interaction in which people are 
seen as theatrical performers. (83)  

   Face-work    The efforts people make to maintain the proper image and 
avoid public embarrassment. (83)  

   Gender role    Expectations regarding the proper behavior, attitudes, and 
activities of males and females. (86)  
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   Generalized other    The attitudes, viewpoints, and expectations of society 
as a whole that a child takes into account in his or her behavior. (83)  

   Impression management    The altering of the presentation of the self in order 
to create distinctive appearances and satisfy particular audiences. (83)  

   Life course approach    A research orientation in which sociologists and 
other social scientists look closely at the social factors that influence 
people throughout their lives, from birth to death. (91)  

   Looking-glass self    A concept that emphasizes the self as the product of 
our social interactions. (82)  

Midlife crisis A stressful period of self-evaluation that begins at about 
age 40. (92)

Naturally occurring retirement community (NORC) An area that has 
gradually become an informal center for senior citizens. (94)

   Personality    A person’s typical patterns of attitudes, needs, characteris-
tics, and behavior. (79)  

   Resocialization    The process of discarding former behavior patterns and 
accepting new ones as part of a transition in one’s life. (92)  

   Rite of passage    A ritual marking the symbolic transition from one social 
position to another. (90)  

   Role taking    The process of mentally assuming the perspective of another 
and responding from that imagined viewpoint. (82)  

Sandwich generation The generation of adults who simultaneously try 
to meet the competing needs of their parents and their children. (92)

   Self    A distinct identity that sets us apart from others. (82)  

   Significant other    An individual who is most important in the development 
of the self, such as a parent, friend, or teacher. (83)  

   Socialization    The lifelong process in which people learn the attitudes, 
values, and behaviors appropriate for members of a particular 
culture. (78)  

   Total institution    An institution that regulates all aspects of a person’s 
life under a single authority, such as a prison, the military, a mental 
hospital, or a convent. (92)    

   TAKING SOCIOLOGY  with you 

     1.  Examine your looking-glass self. What was it like in high school? 
How did it change when you entered college, and who were the peo-
ple who caused you to see yourself differently?  

    2.  For two days, keep a record of your use of the mass media— 
television, the Internet, and so on—including what you watched, 
read, or communicated and your reasons for doing so. Then take the 
role of a sociologist and ask how you might have been socialized by 

the media you used. What norms and values were you exposed to, 
and how did they affect you?  

    3.  Interview a person who has recently changed jobs. Ask about the 
process of resocialization required by the new job. Was the job 
change voluntary or involuntary, and how did it affect the person’s 
adjustment? Which of the concepts you learned in this chapter seem 
relevant to the experience?    

  Self-Quiz 

 Read each question carefully and then select the best answer. 

     1.  Which of the following social scientists used the phrase  looking-glass self  to 
emphasize that the self is the product of our social interactions with other 
people?

     a.  George Herbert Mead  
    b.  Charles Horton Cooley  
    c.  Erving Goffman  
    d.  Jean Piaget     

    2.  In what he called the  play stage  of socialization, George Herbert Mead asserted 
that people mentally assume the perspectives of others, thereby enabling them 
to respond from that imagined viewpoint. This process is referred to as

     a.  role taking.  
    b.  the generalized other.  
    c.  the significant other.  
    d.  impression management.     

    3.  George Herbert Mead is best known for his theory of what?
     a.  presentation of the self  
    b.  cognitive development  
    c.  the self  
    d.  impression management     

    4.  Suppose a clerk tries to appear busier than he or she actually is when a 
supervisor happens to be watching. Erving Goffman would study this behavior 
from what approach?

     a.  functionalist  
    b.  conflict  
    c.  psychological  
    d.  interactionist     

    5.  According to child psychologist Jean Piaget’s cognitive theory of development, 
children begin to use words and symbols to distinguish objects and ideas during 
which stage in the development of the thought process?

     a.  the sensorimotor stage  
    b.  the preoperational stage  
    c.  the concrete operational stage  
    d.  the formal operational stage     

    6.  On the first day of basic training in the army, a recruit has his civilian clothes 
replaced by army “greens,” has his hair shaved off, loses his privacy, and finds that 
he must use a communal bathroom. All these humiliating activities are part of

     a.  becoming a significant other.  
    b.  impression management.  
    c.  a degradation ceremony.  
    d.  face-work.     

    7.  Which social institution is considered to be the most important agent of 
socialization in the United States, especially for children?

     a.  the family  
    b.  the school  
    c.  the peer group  
    d.  the mass media     

    8.  The term  gender role  refers to
     a.  the biological fact that we are male or female.  
    b.  a role that is given to us by a teacher.  
    c.  a role that is given to us in a play.  
    d.  expectations regarding the proper behavior, attitudes, and activities of 

males and females.     
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    9.  Which sociological perspective emphasizes that schools in the United States 
foster competition through built-in systems of reward and punishment?

     a.  the functionalist perspective  
    b.  the conflict perspective  
    c.  the interactionist perspective  
    d.  the psychological perspective     

    10.  Which of the following statements about teenagers in Baghdad is true?
     a.  They have lost much of their peer group due to death and relocation.  
    b.  They have lost peers who have joined fundamentalist groups.  
    c.  If they own a computer, they use it in an attempt to stay in contact with 

their pre-war peer group.  
    d.  all of the above     

Answers
1 (b); 2 (a); 3 (c); 4 (d); 5 (b); 6 (c); 7 (a); 8 (d); 9 (b); 10 (d); 11 Socialization; 12 personality; 13 heredity; environment; 14 significant other; 15 psychology; 16 cognitive; 17 anticipatory; 
18 total; 19 functionalist; 20 peer

    11.   ______________________  is the term used by sociologists in referring to the lifelong process whereby people learn the attitudes, values, and behaviors appropriate for 

members of a particular culture.  

    12.  In everyday speech, the term    ______________________  is used to refer to a person’s typical patterns of attitudes, needs, characteristics, and behavior.  

    13.  Studies of twins raised apart suggest that both  ______________________  and  ______________________  influence human development.  

    14.  A  ______________________ ______________________    is an individual such as a parent, friend, or teacher who is most important in the development of the self.  

    15.  Early work in ______________________, such as that by Sigmund Freud, stressed the role of inborn drives—among them the drive for sexual gratification—in channeling 

human behavior.  

    16.  The Swiss psychologist Jean Piaget developed the    ______________________  theory of development.  

    17.  Preparation for many aspects of adult life begins with ______________________   socialization during childhood and adolescence and continues throughout our lives as we 

prepare for new responsibilities.  

    18.  Resocialization is particularly effective when it occurs within a(n) ______________________ institution.  

    19.  The  ______________________  perspective emphasizes the role of schools in teaching the values and customs of the larger society.  

    20.  As children grow older, the family becomes less important in social development, while  ______________________  groups become more important.   
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Pariah

A teenager comes of age in Brooklyn, New York, in this touching por-

trayal of the pressures of socialization. 

The Wrestler

A professional wrestler who is past his prime tries to retire from the 

sport and return to mainstream society. 

Grown Ups

Five childhood friends reunite and come to terms with the aging 

process.

  THINKING ABOUT  
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   } INSIDE 
 Social Interaction and 

Reality 

 Elements of Social 
Structure 

 Case Study:  
The Second Life 
Virtual World 

 Understanding 
Organizations 

 Social Structure in Global 
Perspective 

 Social Policy and Social 
Structure: Media 
Concentration  

         A rowing team practices for 
a race in Samoa. Around the 

world, much of people’s social 
activity takes place in groups.  
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 Social Interaction, Groups, 
and Social Structure    5 
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 In this study, directed and described by author Philip  Zimbardo, 
college students adopted the patterns of social interaction 
expected of guards and prisoners when they were placed in a 
mock prison. Sociologists use the term    social interaction    to refer 
to the ways in which people respond to one another, whether 
face-to-face or over the telephone or on the computer. In the 
mock prison, social interactions between guards and prisoners 
were highly impersonal. The guards addressed the prisoners by 
number rather than name, and they wore reflective sunglasses 
that made eye contact impossible. 

 As in many real-life prisons, the simulated prison at Stanford 
University had a social structure in which guards held virtually 
total control over prisoners. The term    social structure    refers to 
the way in which a society is organized into predictable relation-
ships. The social structure of Zimbardo’s mock prison influenced 

how the guards and prisoners interacted. Zimbardo and his col-
leagues (2009:516) note that it was a real prison “in the minds of 
the jailers and their captives.” His simulated prison experiment, 
first conducted more than 30 years ago, has subsequently been 
repeated (with similar findings) both in the United States and in 
other countries. 

 Zimbardo’s experiment took on new relevance in 2004, 
in the wake of shocking revelations of prisoner abuse at the 
U.S.-run Abu Ghraib military facility in Iraq. Graphic “trophy 
photos” showed U.S. soldiers humiliating naked Iraqi prisoners 
and threatening to attack them with police dogs. The structure 
of the wartime prison, coupled with intense pressure on mili-
tary intelligence officers to secure information regarding terror-
ist plots, contributed to the breakdown in the guards’ behavior. 
But Zimbardo himself noted that the guards’ depraved conduct 

  As each of the blind-
folded prisoners is escorted 
down the flight of steps in 
front of Jordan Hall into our 
little jail, our guards order 
them to strip and remain 
standing naked with their 
arms outstretched against the 
wall and legs spread apart. 
They hold that uncomfortable 
position for a long time as the 
guards ignore them because 
they are busy with last-minute 
chores, like packing away 
the prisoners’ belongings for 

safekeeping, fixing up their guards quarters, and arranging beds in the 
three cells. Before being given his uniform, each prisoner is sprayed with 
powder, alleged to be a delouser, to rid him of lice that might be brought 
in to contaminate our jail. . . . The 
humiliation of being a prisoner 
has begun, much as it does in 
many institutions from military 
boot camps to prisons, hospitals, 
and low-level jobs. . . .  

 The morning shift comes on in 
the middle of the night, 2 a.m. . . . 

 The prisoners are sound asleep. Some are snoring in their dark, 
cramped cells. Suddenly the silence is shattered. Loud whistles shriek, 
voices yell, “Up and at ’em.” “Wake up and get out here for the count!” 
“Okay, you sleeping beauties, it’s time to see if you learned how to 
count.” Dazed prisoners line up against the wall and count off mindlessly 
as the three guards alternate in coming up with new variations on count 
themes. The count and its attendant push-ups and jumping jacks for 

After less than three days into this bizarre situation, some 
of the students role-playing prison guards have moved 

far beyond mere playacting. They have internalized the 
hostility, negative affect, and  mind-set characteristic of 

some real prison guards.

failures continue on and on for nearly a weary hour. Finally, the prisoners 
are ordered back to sleep—until reveille a few hours later. . . . 

 [By Tuesday] our prisoners are looking raggedy and bleary-eyed, 
and our little prison is beginning to smell like a men’s toilet in a New 
York subway station. Seems that some guards have made toilet visits 
a privilege to be awarded infrequently and never after lights out. Dur-
ing the night, prisoners have to urinate and defecate in buckets in their 
cells, and some guards refuse to allow them to be emptied till morning. 
Complaints are coming fast and furiously from many of the prisoners. . . . 

 After less than three days into this bizarre situation, some of the 
students role-playing prison guards have moved far beyond mere play-
acting. They have internalized the hostility, negative affect, and mind-
set characteristic of some real prison guards, as is evident from their 
shift reports, retrospective diaries, and personal reflections. 
 . . . 

 The depersonalization of the prisoners and the spreading extent of 
dehumanization are beginning to affect [one of the guards], too: “As I got 
angrier and angrier, I didn’t question this behavior as much. I couldn’t let 

it affect me, so I started hiding 
myself deeper behind my role. 
It was the only way of not hurt-
ing yourself. I was really lost on 
what was happening but didn’t 
even think about quitting.” 

 Blaming the victims for their 
sorry condition—created by our 

failure to provide adequate shower and sanitation  facilities—became 
common among the staff. We see this victim blame in operation as [the 
guard] complains, “I got tired of seeing the prisoners in rags, smelling 
bad, and the prison stink.  

   (Zimbardo 2007:40, 41, 52, 53, 80, 86)  Additional information about this excerpt can 

be found on the Online Learning Center at  www.mhhe.com/schaeferbrief10e .   

If you were a prison guard, would you mistreat the inmates?

To find the answer to this question, social psychologist Philip Zimbardo 
created a mock prison and enlisted college students to serve as the 
inmates and guards.
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In Zimbardo’s mock prison experiment, a 
guard orders prisoners to line up against the 
wall. The social interactions fostered by the 
prison’s social structure quickly led to a break-
down in the guards’ and prisoners’ behavior.

Social Interaction, G
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society’s trendsetters and major sports figures—and the ritual of 
getting a tattoo has become so legitimized, that mainstream cul-
ture regards tattoos differently. At this point, as a result of increased 
social interaction with tattooed people, tattoos look perfectly at 
home to us in a number of settings. 

 The nature of social interaction and what constitutes reality 
varies across cultures. In Western societies, with their emphasis 
on romantic love, couples see marriage as a relationship as well 
as a social status. From Valentine’s Day flowers to more infor-
mal, everyday gestures, professions of love are an expected part 
of marriage. In Japan, however, marriage is considered more a 

social status than a relationship. Although many or most 
 Japanese couples undoubtedly do love each other, say-
ing “I love you” does not come easily to them, espe-
cially not to husbands. Nor do most husbands call their 
wives by name (they prefer “Mother”) or look them in 
the eyes. In 2006, in an effort to change these restric-
tive customs, some Japanese men formed the Devoted 

Husband Organization, which has been sponsoring 
a new holiday, Beloved Wives Day. In 2008, this 

group organized an event called Shout Your Love 
from the Middle of a  Cabbage Patch Day. Dozens 
of men stood in a cabbage patch north of Tokyo 
and shouted, “I love you!” to their wives, some 
of whom had never heard their husbands say 
those words.  In another rare gesture, husbands 
pledged to be home by 8 p.m. that day (Japan 
Aisaika  Organization 2012; Kambayashi 2008).     

 The ability to define social reality reflects a 
group’s power within a society. In fact, one of 

   Social Interaction and Reality 

   W hen someone in a crowd shoves you, do you automati-
cally push back? Or do you consider the circumstances 

of the incident and the attitude of the instigator before you 
react? Chances are you do the latter. According to sociolo-
gist Herbert Blumer (1969:79), the distinctive characteristic of 
social interaction among people is that “human beings inter-
pret or ‘define’ each other’s actions instead of merely reacting to 
each other’s actions.” In other words, our response to someone’s 
behavior is based on the  meaning  we attach to his or her actions. 
Reality is shaped by our perceptions, evaluations, 
and definitions. 

 These meanings typically reflect the norms 
and values of the dominant culture and our 
socialization experiences within that culture. As 
interactionists emphasize, the meanings that 
we attach to people’s behavior are shaped by 
our interactions with them and with the larger 
society. Social reality is literally constructed 
from our social interactions (Berger and Luck-
mann 1966). 

 How do we define our social reality? Consider 
something as simple as how we regard tattoos. At 
one time, most of us in the United States considered 
tattoos weird or kooky. We associated them with 
fringe countercultural groups, such as punk rockers, 
biker gangs, and skinheads. Among many people, a 
tattoo elicited an automatic negative response. Now, 
however, so many people have tattoos—including 

could have been predicted simply on the 
basis of his research. So strong was public 
reaction to the Abu Ghraib scandal that in 
2009, during his first week in office, Presi-
dent Barack Obama declared that hence-
forth interrogators will use only noncoercive 
methods for questioning suspected terrorists 
(Ratnesar 2011). 

 The two concepts of social interaction 
and social structure are central to sociologi-
cal study. They are closely related to social-
ization (see Chapter 4), the process through 
which people learn the attitudes, values, 
and behaviors appropriate to their culture. 
When the students in Zimbardo’s experi-
ment entered the mock prison, they began 
a process of resocialization. In that process, 
they adjusted to a new social structure and 
learned new rules for social interaction. 

 In this chapter we will study social struc-
ture and its effect on our social interactions. 
What determines a person’s status in society? How do our social 
roles affect our social interactions? What is the place of social 

institutions such as the family, religion, and 
government in our social structure? How 
can we better understand and manage large 
organizations such as multinational corpora-
tions? We’ll begin by considering how social 
interactions shape the way we view the world 
around us. Next, we’ll focus on the six basic 
elements of social structure: statuses, social 
roles, groups, social networks, virtual worlds, 
and social institutions such as the family, reli-
gion, government, and the mass media. We’ll 
see that functionalists, conflict theorists, and 
interactionists approach social institutions 
quite differently. We’ll touch briefly on vir-
tual worlds, a new form of social network, 
and in a special case study, we’ll examine 
the Second Life virtual world. Finally, we’ll 
compare our modern social structure with 
simpler forms, using typologies developed 
by Émile Durkheim, Ferdinand Tönnies, and 
Gerhard Lenski. The Social Policy section at 

the end of the chapter focuses on the recent concentration of the 
mass media in the hands of a few large corporations.  
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FIGURE 5-1 SOCIAL STATUSES

Think about It
The young woman in this figure—“me”—occupies many 
positions in society, each of which involves distinct sta-
tuses. How would you define your statuses? Which have the 
most influence in your life?
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104 the most crucial aspects of the relationship between domi-

nant and subordinate groups is the ability of the dominant or 
majority group to define a society’s values. Sociologist William 
I. Thomas (1923), an early critic of theories of racial and gen-
der differences, recognized that the “definition of the situation” 
could mold the thinking and personality of the individual. Writ-
ing from an interactionist perspective, Thomas observed that 
people respond not only to the objective features of a person or 
situation but also to the  meaning  that person or situation has for 
them. For example, in Philip  Zimbardo’s mock prison experi-
ment, student “guards” and “prisoners” accepted the definition of 
the situation (including the traditional roles and behavior asso-
ciated with being a guard or prisoner) and acted accordingly. 

 As we have seen throughout the past 60 years—first in the 
civil rights movement of the 1950s and 1960s and since then 
among such groups as women, the elderly, gays and lesbians, and 
people with disabilities—an important aspect of the process of 
social change involves redefining or reconstructing social real-
ity. Members of subordinate groups challenge traditional defini-
tions and begin to perceive and experience reality in a new way. 

  

thinking CRITICALLY

Think back over the events of the past few days. Iden-
tify two occasions on which different people defined 
the same social reality differently.

  Elements of Social Structure 
  All social interaction takes place within a social structure, 
including those interactions that redefine social reality. For pur-
poses of study, we can break down any social structure into six 
elements: statuses, social roles, groups, social networks, virtual 
worlds, and social institutions. These elements make up social 
structure just as a foundation, walls, and ceilings make up a 
building’s structure. The elements of social structure are devel-
oped through the lifelong process of socialization described in 
Chapter 4.  

   Statuses 
 We normally think of a person’s  status  as having to do with 
influence, wealth, and fame. However, sociologists use the term 
    status    to refer to any of the full range of socially defined positions 
within a large group or society, from the lowest to the highest. 
Within our society, a person can occupy the status of president 
of the United States, fruit picker, son or daughter, violinist, teen-
ager, resident of Minneapolis, dental technician, or neighbor. 
A person can hold a number of statuses at the same time. 

  Ascribed and Achieved Status   Sociologists view some sta-
tuses as  ascribed  and others as  achieved  ( Figure 5-1 ). An    ascribed 
 status    is assigned to a person by society without regard for the 
person’s unique talents or characteristics. Generally, the assign-
ment takes place at birth; thus, a person’s racial background, 
gender, and age are all considered ascribed statuses. Though 
these characteristics are biological in origin, they are significant 
mainly because of the  social  meanings they have in our culture. 

Conflict theorists are especially interested in ascribed statuses, 
since they often confer privileges or reflect a person’s member-
ship in a subordinate group. The social meanings of race, ethnic-
ity, and gender will be analyzed more fully in Chapters 10 and 11. 

 In most cases, we can do little to change an ascribed  status, 
but we can attempt to change the traditional constraints asso-
ciated with it. For example, the Gray Panthers—an activist 
political group founded in 1971 to work for the rights of older 
people—have tried to modify society’s negative and confining ste-
reotypes of the elderly. As a result of their work and that of other 
groups supporting older citizens, the ascribed status of “senior 
citizen” is no longer as difficult for millions of older people. 

 An ascribed status does not necessarily have the same social 
meaning in every society. In a cross-cultural study, sociologist 
Gary Huang (1988) confirmed the long-held view that respect 
for the elderly is an important cultural norm in China. In many 
cases, the prefix “old” is used respectfully: calling someone “old 
teacher” or “old person” is like calling a judge in the United 
States “your honor.” Huang points out that positive age-seniority 
language distinctions are uncommon in the United States; con-
sequently, we view the term  old man  as more of an insult than a 
celebration of seniority and wisdom. 

 Unlike ascribed statuses, an    achieved status    comes to us 
largely through our own efforts. Both “computer programmer” 
and “prison guard” are achieved statuses, as are “lawyer,” “pianist,” 
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Ascribed status may intersect with a person’s achieved status. This woman’s achieved 
status as a low-income worker, combined with her minority ethnic status, contrast 
sharply with the high status of her customer.
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“sorority member,” “convict,” and “social worker.” We must 
do something to acquire an achieved status—go to school, 
learn a skill, establish a friendship, invent a new product. 
But as we will see in the next section, our ascribed status 
heavily influences our achieved status. Being male, for 
example, would decrease the likelihood that we would 
consider child care as a career.  

  Master Status   Each person holds many different and 
sometimes conflicting statuses; some may connote higher 
social position and some, lower position. How, then, do 
others view one’s overall social position? According to soci-
ologist Everett Hughes (1945), societies deal with inconsis-
tencies by agreeing that certain statuses are more important 
than others. A    master status    is a status that dominates others 
and thereby determines a person’s general position in soci-
ety. For example, Arthur Ashe, who died of AIDS in 1993, 
had a remarkable career as a tennis star, but at the end of his 
life, his status as a well-known personality with AIDS may 
have outweighed his statuses as a retired athlete, author, and 
political activist. Throughout the world, many people with 
disabilities find that their status as disabled receives undue 
weight, overshadowing their actual ability to  perform successfully 
in meaningful employment (Box 5-1, page 106). 

 Our society gives such importance to race and gender that 
they often dominate our lives. These ascribed statuses frequently 
influence our achieved status. The Black activist Malcolm X 
(1925–1965), an eloquent and controversial advocate of Black 
power and Black pride during the early 1960s, recalled that his 
feelings and perspectives changed dramatically in middle school.  
Elected class president and finishing near the top of his class 
academically, he had developed a positive outlook.  However, 
his teachers, all of them White, discouraged him from taking 
more challenging courses, which they felt were not appropri-
ate for Black students.  When his eighth-grade English teacher, a 
White man, advised him that his goal of becoming a lawyer was 
not realistic, and encouraged him instead to become a carpenter, 
 Malcolm X concluded that his being a Black man (ascribed  status) 
was an obstacle to his dream of becoming a lawyer (achieved 
status). In the United States, the ascribed statuses of race and gen-
der can function as master statuses that have an important impact 
on one’s potential to achieve a desired professional and social sta-
tus (Malcolm X [1964] 1999:37; Marable 2011:36–38). 

thinking CRITICALLY

Describe a specific master status and explain how 
it is established. Is it a negative status? If so, how 
would a person overcome it?

    Social Roles 
  What Are Social Roles?   Throughout our lives, we acquire 
what sociologists call social roles. A    social role    is a set of expec-
tations for people who occupy a given social position or status. 
Thus, in the United States, we expect that cab drivers will know 
how to get around a city, that receptionists will be reliable in han-
dling phone messages, and that police officers will take action if 

they see a citizen being threatened. With each distinctive social 
status—whether ascribed or achieved—come particular role 
expectations. However, actual performance varies from individ-
ual to individual. One secretary may assume extensive admin-
istrative responsibilities, while another may focus on clerical 
duties. Similarly, in Philip Zimbardo’s mock prison experiment, 
some students were brutal and sadistic guards; others were not. 

 Roles are a significant component of social structure. Viewed 
from a functionalist perspective, roles contribute to a society’s sta-
bility by enabling members to anticipate the behavior of others 
and to pattern their actions accordingly. Yet social roles can also 
be dysfunctional if they restrict people’s interactions and relation-
ships. If we view a person  only  as a “police officer” or “supervisor,” 
it will be difficult to relate to him or her as a friend or neighbor.  

  Role Confl ict   Imagine the delicate situation of a woman who has 
worked for a decade on an assembly line in an electrical plant, and 
has recently been named supervisor of her unit. How is this woman 
expected to relate to her longtime friends and co-workers? Should 
she still go out to lunch with them, as she has done almost daily 
for years? Is it her responsibility to recommend the firing of an old 
friend who cannot keep up with the demands of the assembly line? 

    Role conflict    occurs when incompatible expectations arise 
from two or more social positions held by the same person. 
Fulfillment of the roles associated with one status may directly 
violate the roles linked to a second status. In the example just 
given, the newly promoted supervisor will most likely experi-
ence a sharp conflict between her social and occupational roles. 
Such role conflicts call for important ethical choices. The new 
supervisor will have to make a difficult decision about how 
much allegiance she owes her friend and how much she owes 
her employers, who have given her supervisory responsibilities. 

 Another type of role conflict occurs when individuals move 
into occupations that are not common among people with 
their ascribed status. Male preschool teachers and female police 
officers experience this type of role conflict. In the latter case, 
female officers must strive to reconcile their workplace role in 
law enforcement with the societal view of a woman’s role, which 
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Drawing on the earlier work of Erving Goff-
man, contemporary sociologists have suggested 
that society attaches a stigma to many forms 
of disability, a stigma that leads to prejudicial 
treatment. People with disabilities frequently 
observe that the nondisabled see them only 
as blind, wheelchair users, and so forth, rather 
than as complex human beings with individual 

strengths and weaknesses, whose blindness 
or use of a wheelchair is merely one aspect of 
their lives.

Although discrimination against the dis-
abled occurs around the world, attitudes are 
changing. The African nation of Botswana has 
plans to assist its disabled, most of whom live 
in rural areas and need special services for 
mobility and economic development. In many 
countries, disability rights activists are target-
ing issues essential to overcoming this master 
status and becoming a full citizen, including 

RESEARCH TODAY

5-1 Disability as a Master Status

Throughout history and around the world, peo-
ple with disabilities have been subjected to 
cruel and inhuman treatment. For example, in 
the 20th century, the disabled were frequently 
viewed as subhuman creatures who were a 
menace to society. In Japan more than 16,000 
women with disabilities were involuntarily 
sterilized with government approval from 1945 
to 1995. Sweden apologized for the same 
action taken against 62,000 of its citizens in 
the 1970s.

Such blatantly hostile treatment of people 
with disabilities has given way to a medical 

model, in which the disabled are viewed as 
chronic patients. Increasingly, however, people 
concerned with the rights of the disabled have 
criticized this model as well. In their view, it is 
the unnecessary and discriminatory barriers 
present in the environment—both physical and 
attitudinal—that stand in the way of people with 
disabilities, more than any biological limitations. 
Applying a civil rights model, activists empha-
size that those with disabilities face widespread 
prejudice, discrimination, and segregation. For 
example, most voting places are inaccessible to 
wheelchair users and fail to provide ballots that 
can be used by those unable to read print.

employment, housing, education, and access to 
public buildings.

LET’S DISCUSS

 1. Does your campus present barriers to 
disabled students? If so, what kinds of 
 barriers—physical, attitudinal, or both? 
Describe some of them.

 2. Why do you think nondisabled people see 
disability as the most important charac-
teristic of a disabled person? What can be 
done to help people see beyond the wheel-
chair and the Seeing Eye dog?

Sources: Albrecht 2004; Goffman 1963; D. Murphy 1997; 
Newsday 1997; R. Schaefer 2012; J. Shapiro 1993.

In Japan more than 16,000 women 
with disabilities were involuntarily 

sterilized with government approval 
from 1945 to 1995.
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Police Department about their relations with conventional law 
enforcement officials, such as sheriffs and FBI agents. Besides 
enforcing the law, Navajo Nation officers practice an alternative 
form of justice known as Peacemaking, in which they seek rec-
onciliation between the parties to a crime. The officers expressed 
great confidence in Peacemaking, but worried that if they did not 
make arrests, other law enforcement officials would think they 
were too soft, or “just taking care of their own.” Regardless of the 
strength of their ties to traditional Navajo ways, all felt the strain 
of being considered “too Navajo” or “not Navajo enough.”  

  Role Exit   Often, when we think of assuming a social role, we 
focus on the preparation and anticipatory socialization a per-
son undergoes for that role. Such is true if a person is about 
to become an attorney, a chef, a spouse, or a parent. Yet until 
recently, social scientists have given little attention to the adjust-
ments involved in  leaving  social roles. 

 Sociologist Helen Rose Fuchs Ebaugh (1988) developed the 
term    role exit    to describe the process of disengagement from a 
role that is central to one’s self-identity in order to establish a new 
role and identity. Drawing on interviews with 185 people—among 
them ex-convicts, divorced men and women, recovering alcohol-
ics, ex-nuns, former doctors, retirees, and transsexuals—Ebaugh 
(herself an ex-nun) studied the process of voluntarily exiting from 
significant social roles. 

 Ebaugh has offered a four-stage model of role exit. The first 
stage begins with  doubt.  The person experiences frustration, 

does not embrace many skills needed in police work. And while 
female police officers encounter sexual harassment, as women 
do throughout the labor force, they must also deal with the “code 
of silence,” an informal norm that precludes their implicating 
fellow officers in wrongdoing (Fletcher 1995; S. Martin 1994). 

 

use your sociological imagination

If you were a male nurse, what aspects of role conflict 
might you experience? Now imagine you are a professional 
boxer and a woman. What conflicting role expectations 
might that involve? In both cases, how well do you think 
you would handle role conflict?

  Role Strain   Role conflict describes the situation of a person 
dealing with the challenge of occupying two social positions 
simultaneously. However, even a single position can cause 
problems. Sociologists use the term    role strain    to describe the 
difficulty that arises when the same social position imposes con-
flicting demands and expectations. 

 People who belong to minority cultures may experience role 
strain while working in the mainstream culture. Criminologist 
Larry Gould (2002) interviewed officers of the Navajo Nation 
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According to sociologist Helen Rose Fuchs Ebaugh, role exit is a four-stage 
process. Is this transsexual in the first or the fourth stage of changing genders?

Danielle Taylor, Account Manager, Cash Cycle Solutions

When Danielle Taylor entered Clemson University, she was planning to study 
medicine, but then she discovered that sociology was “ten times more inter-
esting.” Today she is an account manager with a company in 
Charlotte, North Carolina, that provides transaction processing 
services.

Taylor began her business career as a restaurant manager, 
a job that involved a good deal of interaction with the public. 
Sociology prepared her for a diverse work environment, she says, 
and helped her to handle customer complaints, allowing her to 
“defuse these often delicate situations more easily and with 
much less struggle” than managers without her background.

Taylor was managing a corporate restaurant when she made 
the connection that led to her present position as an account 
manager. “I was privy to meeting many people with lots of connections 
in other fields,” she explains. “Networking is never as formal as it sounds and 

TAKING SOCIOLOGY TO WORK

just simply conversing with my customers led to me finding a much better 
suited career.”

Taylor thinks she is a more open and understanding person 
thanks to her sociological training. “I tend to judge less and ana-
lyze more,” she says. She also sees the big picture that other 
people might miss. “Managing a restaurant with a degree in soci-
ology was an eye-opening experience,” she concludes.

LET’S DISCUSS

1.  Before you read this box, would you have thought that a 
sociology major could be successful as a business man-
ager? Why or why not?

2.  Take the skills that Danielle Taylor gained from studying soci-
ology and apply them to the job you hope to get when you 
graduate. Do they apply just as well to your chosen field?
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burnout, or simply unhappiness with an accustomed status and 
the roles associated with the social position. The second stage 
involves a  search for alternatives.  A person who is unhappy with 
his or her career may take a leave of absence; an unhappily mar-
ried couple may begin what they see as a temporary separation. 

 The third stage of role exit is the  action stage  or  departure.  
Ebaugh found that the vast majority of her respondents could 

identify a clear turning point that made them feel it was essential 
to take final action and leave their jobs, end their marriages, or 
engage in another type of role exit. Twenty percent of respon-
dents saw their role exit as a gradual, evolutionary process that 
had no single turning point. 

 The fourth stage of role exit involves the  creation of a new iden-
tity.  Many of you participated in a role exit when you made the 
transition from high school to college. You left behind the role 
of offspring living at home and took on the role of a somewhat 
independent college student living with peers in a dorm. Soci-
ologist Ira Silver (1996) has studied the central role that material 
objects play in this transition. The objects students choose to leave 
at home (like stuffed animals and dolls) are associated with their 
prior identities. They may remain deeply attached to those objects, 
but do not want them to be seen as part of their new identities 
at college. The objects they bring with them symbolize how they 
now see themselves and how they wish to be perceived. iPods and 
wall posters, for example, are calculated to say, “This is me.”   

  Groups 
 In sociological terms, a    group    is any number of people with 
similar norms, values, and expectations who interact with one 
another on a regular basis. The members of a women’s basketball 
team, a hospital’s business office, a synagogue, or a symphony 
orchestra constitute a group. However, the residents of a suburb 
would not be considered a group, since they rarely interact with 
one another at one time. 

 Groups play a vital part in a society’s social structure. Much of 
our social interaction takes place within groups and is influenced 
by their norms and sanctions. Being a teenager or a retired per-
son takes on special meanings when we interact within groups 
designed for people with that particular status. The expectations 
associated with many social roles, including those accompanying 
the statuses of brother, sister, and student, become more clearly 
defined in the context of a group.   

Sociologists have made a number of useful distinctions 
between types of groups—primary and secondary groups, in-
groups and out-groups, reference groups, and coalitions.
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A pizza delivery crew is an example of a secondary group—a formal, imper-
sonal group in which there is little social intimacy or mutual understanding. 
While waiting for the next delivery, members of this crew in Surrey, England, 
will become well enough acquainted to distinguish those who see the job as 
temporary from those who view it as permanent. They will learn who looks 
forward to deliveries in perceived high-risk areas and who does not. They may 
even spend time together after work, joking or boasting about their exploits on 
the job, but their friendships typically will not develop beyond that point.

TABLE 5-1  COMPARISON OF PRIMARY 

AND SECONDARY GROUPS

Primary Group Secondary Group

Generally small Usually large

Relatively long period 
of interaction

Relatively short duration, often 
temporary

Intimate, face-to-face 
association

Little social intimacy or mutual 
understanding

Some emotional depth 
to relationships

Relationships generally 
superficial

Cooperative, friendly More formal and impersonal
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 5
108 Primary and Secondary Groups Charles Horton Cooley 

(1902) coined the term primary group to refer to a small group 
characterized by intimate, face-to-face association and coopera-
tion. The members of a street gang constitute a primary group; 
so do members of a family living in the same household, as do a 
group of “sisters” in a college sorority.

Primary groups play a pivotal role both in the socialization 
process (see Chapter 4) and in the development of roles and sta-
tuses. Indeed, primary groups can be instrumental in a person’s 
day-to-day existence. When we find ourselves identifying closely 
with a group, it is probably a primary group.

We also participate in many groups that are not character-
ized by close bonds of friendship, such as large college classes 
and business associations. The term secondary group refers to 
a formal, impersonal group in which there is little social inti-
macy or mutual understanding (Table  5-1). Secondary groups 
often emerge in the workplace among those who share special 
understandings about their occupation. The distinction between 
primary and secondary groups is not always clear-cut, however. 
Some social clubs may become so large and impersonal that they 
no longer function as primary groups.

In-Groups and Out-Groups A group can hold special meaning 
for members because of its relationship to other groups. For exam-
ple, people in one group sometimes feel antagonistic toward or 
threatened by another group, especially if that group is perceived 
as being different, either culturally or racially. To identify these 
“we” and “they” feelings, sociologists use two terms first employed 
by William Graham Sumner (1906): in-group and out-group.

An in-group can be defined as any group or category to 
which people feel they belong. Simply put, it comprises everyone 
who is regarded as “we” or “us.” The in-group may be as nar-
row as a teenage clique or as broad as an entire society. The very 
existence of an in-group implies that there is an out-group that is 
viewed as “they” or “them.” An out-group is a group or category 
to which people feel they do not belong.

In-group members typically feel distinct and superior, seeing 
themselves as better than people in the out-group. Proper behavior 
for the in-group is simultaneously viewed as unacceptable behav-
ior for the out-group. This double standard enhances the sense 
of superiority. Sociologist Robert Merton (1968) described this 
process as the conversion of “in-group virtues” into “out-group 
vices.” We can see this differential standard operating in world-
wide discussions of terrorism. When a group or a nation takes 

aggressive actions, it usually justifies them as necessary, even if 
civilians are hurt or killed. Opponents are quick to label such 
actions with the emotion-laden term of terrorist and appeal to 
the world community for condemnation. Yet these same people 
may themselves retaliate with actions that hurt civilians, which 
the first group will then condemn.

use your sociological imagination

Try putting yourself in the shoes of an out-group member. 
What does your in-group look like from that perspective?

Conflict between in-groups and out-groups can turn violent on a 
personal as well as a political level. In 1999 two disaffected students 
at Columbine High School in Littleton, Colorado, launched an 
attack on the school that left 15 students and teachers dead, includ-
ing themselves. The gunmen, members of an out-group that other 
students referred to as the Trenchcoat Mafia, apparently resented 
taunting by an in-group referred to as the Jocks. Similar episodes 
have occurred in schools across the nation, where rejected adoles-
cents, overwhelmed by personal and family problems, peer group 
pressure, academic responsibilities, or media images of  violence, 
have struck out against more popular classmates.

Reference Groups Both primary groups and in-groups can 
dramatically influence the way an individual thinks and behaves. 
Sociologists call any group that individuals use as a standard for 
evaluating themselves and their own behavior a reference group. 
For example, a high school student who aspires to join a social 
circle of hip-hop music devotees will pattern his or her behavior 
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109after that of the group. The student will 
begin dressing like these peers, listening 
to the same downloads and DVDs, and 
hanging out at the same stores and clubs.

Reference groups have two basic pur-
poses. They serve a normative function 
by setting and enforcing standards of 
conduct and belief. The high school stu-
dent who wants the approval of the hip-
hop crowd will have to follow the group’s 
dictates, at least to some extent. Refer-
ence groups also perform a comparison 
function by serving as a standard against 
which people can measure themselves 
and others. An actor will evaluate him-
self or herself against a reference group 
composed of others in the   acting profes-
sion (Merton and Kitt 1950).

Reference groups may help the pro-
cess of anticipatory socialization. For 
example, a college student majoring in 
finance may read the Wall Street Jour-
nal, study the annual reports of cor-
porations, and listen to midday stock 
market news on the radio. Such a stu-
dent is using financial experts as a refer-
ence group to which he or she aspires.

Often, two or more reference groups influence us at the same 
time. Our  family members, neighbors, and  co-workers all shape 
different aspects of our  self-evaluation. In addition, reference 
group attachments change during the life cycle. A corporate exec-
utive who quits the rat race at age 45 to become a social worker 
will find new reference groups to use as standards for evaluation. 
We shift reference groups as we take on different  statuses during 
our lives.

Coalitions As groups grow larger, coalitions begin to develop. 
A coalition is a temporary or permanent alliance geared toward 
a common goal. Coalitions can be broad-based 
or narrow and can take on many different objec-
tives. Sociologist William Julius Wilson (1999) 
has described community-based organizations 
in Texas that include Whites and Latinos, work-
ing class and affluent, who have banded together 
to work for improved sidewalks, better drainage 
systems, and comprehensive street paving. Out of 
this type of coalition building, Wilson hopes, will 
emerge better interracial understanding.

Some coalitions are intentionally short-lived. 
For example, short-term coalition building is a key 
to success in popular TV programs like Survivor. 
In the program’s first season, Survivor: Borneo, 
broadcast in 2000, the four members of the “Tagi 
alliance” banded together to vote fellow castaways 
off the island. The political world is also the scene 
of many temporary coalitions. For example, in 
1997 big tobacco companies joined with anti-
smoking groups to draw up a settlement for reim-
bursing states for tobacco-related medical costs. 
Soon after the settlement was announced the 

coalition members returned to their decades-long fight against 
each other (Pear 1997).

use your sociological imagination

Describe an experience you have had with coalition build-
ing, or one that you have read about—perhaps in  politics. 
Was the coalition effective? What problems did the 
 members need to overcome?

   

At a powwow, a drum circle breathes spirit into an ancient tribal tradition. These accomplished ceremonial 
musicians may serve as a reference group for onlookers who want to know more about drumming.

Can you outwit, outplay, outlast your  competition? Maybe a coalition can help. In Survivor: One 

World, filmed on an island in Samoa, coalition building continued to be a key to success in the 
long-running television series, now in its 24th season.
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Obese person Female
MaleNon-obese person

Friendship/marital ties

Larger circles represent heavier people.

Familial ties

A NETWORK OF THE OBESE

Weight gain in one person is often 
associated with weight gain in his 

or her friends, siblings, spouse, 
and neighbors.
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  Social Networks 
  Groups do not merely serve to define other elements of the social 
structure, such as roles and statuses; they also link the individual 
with the larger society. We all belong to a number of different 
groups, and through our acquaintances make connections with 
people in different social circles. These connections are known as a 
   social network   —a series of social relationships that links a person 
directly to others, and through them indirectly to still more people. 
Social networks are one of the six basic elements of social structure. 

 Social networks can center on virtually any activity, from 
sharing job information to exchanging news and gossip, or even 
sharing sex. In the mid-1990s, sociologists studied romantic 
relationships at a high school with about 1,000 students. They 
found that about 61 percent of the girls had been sexually active 
over the past 18 months. Among the sexually active respondents, 
the researchers counted only 63 steady couples, or pairs with no 

other partners. A much larger group of 288 students—almost a 
third of the  sample—was involved in a free-flowing network of 
relationships (Bearman et al. 2004).     

 This research on high schoolers’ sexual activity, an example 
of applied sociology, has clear implications for public health. 
Box 5-2 describes a similar but longer-term study in which pub-
lic health officials used network analysis to curb obesity. 

 Involvement in social networks— commonly known as 
  networking —is especially valuable in finding employment. Albert 
Einstein was successful in finding a job only when a classmate’s 
father put him in touch with his future employer. These kinds of 
contacts—even those that are weak and distant—can be crucial in 
establishing social networks and facilitating the transmission of 
information. 

 During the recent economic downturn, electronic social net-
works have served a new purpose, encouraging the jobless. Web-
sites and chat rooms that cannot locate jobs for those who have 

could include social networking in efforts to 
control smoking, drinking, and drug abuse.

LET’S DISCUSS

 1. Have you ever tried to lose weight, and if 
so, did your cluster of friends and family 
help or hinder you? In your experience, do 
people who are overweight tend to cluster 

RESEARCH TODAY

5-2 Social Networks and Obesity

Over the past two generations, obesity has 
become a public health problem in the United 
States. To explain the trend toward excess 
weight, researchers have focused on Americans’ 
nutritional practices, as well as on their genetic 
tendencies. Another variable that contributes to 
obesity, less obvious than diet and heredity, is 
social networking.

Researchers identified this last variable in 
the course of a long-term heart health survey, 
during which they tracked the weight of 12,067 
respondents. At the same time, they mapped 
the social networks that respondents belonged 
to (see the accompanying figure). Over the three 
decades since the survey began, they have 

noted that weight gain in one person is often 
associated with weight gain in his or her friends, 
siblings, spouse, and neighbors. In fact, a per-
son’s chances of becoming obese increased 
by 57 percent if a friend became overweight 
during the same period. This association, they 
found, was attributable solely to selectivity in 
the choice of friends—that is, to people of a 
certain weight seeking out others of roughly the 
same weight.

This study shows that social networks 
do influence the way people behave. More 
important, the results suggest that networking 
could be exploited to spread positive health 
 behaviors—for example, by recruiting friends 
to participate in a person’s weight-loss plan. 
Through a similar approach, health  practitioners 

in separate groups from those of normal 
weight?

 2. Besides public health campaigns, what 
applications can you think of for research 
on social networking?

Sources: Christakis and Fowler 2007, 2009; 
Haas et al. 2010.
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been thrown out of work concentrate instead on helping them 
to stick together, support one another, and maintain a positive 
attitude. For the unemployed, online conversations with friends 
or even strangers in the same predicament can be an invaluable 
morale booster (Scherer 2010b).   

Research indicates, however, that both in person and online, 
not everyone participates equally in social networks.  Women 
and racial and ethnic minorities are at a disadvantage when seek-
ing new and better job opportunities or social contacts (Trimble 
and Kmec 2011).

  Virtual Worlds 
  Today, with recent advances in technology, people can maintain 
their social networks electronically; they don’t need face-to-face 
contacts. Whether through text-messaging, handheld devices, or 
social networking sites like Facebook, a significant amount of 
networking occurs online. Adolescents can now interact freely 

with distant friends, even under close scrutiny by parents or 
teachers. Without leaving their cubicles, employees with a taste 
for adventure can escape their work environments. In Box 4-3 
(page 89), we considered the impact of online social networks on 
the process of socialization. 

 Virtual networks also can help to preserve real-world net-
works interrupted by war and other dislocations. The recent 
deployment of U.S. troops in the Middle East and Afghanistan 
increased many people’s reliance on e-mail. Today, digital pho-
tos and sound files accompany e-mail messages between sol-
diers and their families and friends. GIs can even view siblings’ 
graduations or children’s birthday parties live, via webcams. 
And U.S. soldiers have been posting their opinions of the war in 
 Afghanistan in online journals called web logs, or blogs. Though 
critics are skeptical of the identity of some of the authors, these 
postings have become yet another source of news about the war 
(Faith 2005; O’Connor 2004; Sisson 2007). 

casestudy The Second Life Virtual World

E-mail, webcams, and blogs are only the first stage in the cre-
ation of alternative forms of social reality. Recently a whole new 
society, the Second Life® world, has sprung up in virtual space. 
Web-based and three-dimensional, the Second Life  virtual world 
included over 19 million networked “players” as of 2012. In this 
game, players assume avatars that may represent looking-glass 
selves very different from their actual identities. Once equipped 
with an avatar, they go about their lives in the virtual world, 
establishing businesses, even buying and decorating homes.

Just like real worlds, virtual worlds have become politicized 
and commercialized. In 2007, Sweden became the first real-
world country to place an “embassy” in the Second Life world. 
Elsewhere in this virtual world, virtual protesters have paraded 
on behalf of a far-right French group in a confrontation with 
anti-Nazi protesters. The Second Life virtual world is now open 
to real-world corporations that want to “build” their stores in 
it. Some corporations have even purchased “islands” to use for 
training sessions or employee conferences. Employees who 
attend these exclusive functions may show up in their finest ava-
tar attire. The commercialization of these spaces has been met 
with a good deal of antagonism: Reebok has weathered a virtual 

nuclear bomb attack, and “customers” have been “shot” outside 
the American Apparel store.

A more positive side of the Second Life virtual world is evident 
in Al-Andalus, a democratically run nonprofit community dedi-
cated to interfaith understanding. Begun after 9/11, Al- Andalus 
has equal numbers of Jewish, Muslim, Christian, and atheist 
avatars. It even boasts a library to provide objective information 
on religion, run by an avatar who in real life is a librarian at the 
Smithsonian Institution.

Sociologist Manuel Castells views these emerging electronic 
social networks as fundamental to new organizations, and to the 
growth of existing businesses and associations. With other schol-
ars, sociologists are now scrambling to understand these envi-
ronments and their social processes. The Second Life world went 
public in 2003—a millennium ago in the world of cyberspace. 
Scholars worry that after the current period of transition, given 
the absence of a historical record, reconstructing these worlds as 
they existed when they were populated by only a hundred ava-
tars, much less tens of thousands, will be impossible (Boellstorff 
2008; Borrelli 2010; Castells 2010a, 2010b, 2010c; Gilsdorf 2010; 
Malaby 2009; Second Life 2010).

Virtual worlds have just begun to test our imaginations. On the left, a group of avatars interacts in the Second Life® world. On the right, in the blockbuster film Avatar, 

the Na’vi people interact in the screen-based virtual world of Pandora.

Social Interaction, G
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use your sociological imagination

What features of the Second Life world would you like to 
investigate, and why? How would you go about doing so?

 Social Institutions 
 The mass media, the government, the economy, the family, and the 
health care system are all examples of social institutions found in 
our society.    Social institutions    are organized patterns of beliefs 
and behavior centered on basic social needs, such as replacing 
personnel (the family) and preserving order (the government). 

    A close look at social institutions gives sociologists insight into 
the structure of a society. Consider religion, for example. The insti-
tution of religion adapts to the segment of society that it serves. 
Church work has very different meanings for ministers who serve 
a skid row area and those who serve a suburban middle-class com-
munity. Religious leaders assigned to a skid row mission will focus 
on tending to the ill and providing food and shelter. In contrast, 
clergy in affluent suburbs will be occupied with counseling those 
considering marriage and divorce, arranging youth activities, and 
overseeing cultural events (R. Schaefer 2008b). 

  Functionalist Perspective   One way to understand social 
institutions is to see how they fulfill essential functions. Anthro-
pologists and sociologists have identified five major tasks, or 
functional prerequisites, that a society or relatively permanent 
group must accomplish if it is to survive:

    1.  Replacing personnel.  Any group or society must replace per-
sonnel when they die, leave, or become incapacitated. This 
task is accomplished through such means as immigration, 
annexation of neighboring groups, acquisition of slaves, or 
sexual reproduction. The Shakers, a religious sect that came 
to the United States in 1774, are a conspicuous example of 
a group that has  failed  to replace personnel. Their religious 
beliefs commit the Shakers to celibacy; to survive, the group 
must recruit new members. At first, the Shakers proved quite 
successful in attracting members, reaching a peak of about 

6,000 members in the United States during the 1840s. As of 
2011, however, the only Shaker community left in this coun-
try was a farm in Maine with three members—one man and 
two women (R. Schaefer and Zellner 2011).  

   2.  Teaching new recruits.  No group or society can survive if 
many of its members reject the group’s established behavior 
and responsibilities. Thus, finding or producing new mem-
bers is not sufficient; the group or society must also encour-
age recruits to learn and accept its values and customs. Such 
learning can take place formally, within schools (where learn-
ing is a manifest function), or informally, through interaction 
in peer groups (where learning is a latent function).  

   3.  Producing and distributing goods and services.  Any relatively 
permanent group or society must provide and distribute 
desired goods and services to its members. Each society estab-
lishes a set of rules for the allocation of financial and other 
resources. The group must satisfy the needs of most members 
to some extent, or it will risk the possibility of discontent and 
ultimately disorder.  

   4.  Preserving order.  Throughout the world, indigenous and 
aboriginal peoples have struggled to protect themselves from 
outside invaders, with varying degrees of success. Failure to 
preserve order and defend against conquest leads to the death 
not only of a people, but of a culture as well.  

   5.  Providing and maintaining a sense of purpose.   In order to 
 fulfill the first four requirements, people must feel motivated 
to continue as members of a group or society.  Patriotism, 
tribal identities, religious values, or personal moral codes can 
help people to develop and maintain such a sense of purpose. 
Whatever the motivator, in any society there remains one 
common and critical reality: if an individual does not have a 
sense of purpose, he or she has little reason to contribute to a 
society’s survival.    

 This list of functional prerequisites does not specify  how  a 
 society and its corresponding social institutions will perform 
each task. For example, one society may protect itself from exter-
nal attack by amassing a frightening arsenal of weaponry, while 
another may make determined efforts to remain neutral in world 
politics and to promote cooperative relationships with its neigh-
bors. No matter what its particular strategy, any society or rela-
tively permanent group must attempt to satisfy all these functional 

prerequisites for survival. If it fails on even one 
condition, the society runs the risk of extinc-

tion (Aberle et al. 1950; R. Mack and Brad-
ford 1979).  

  Confl ict Perspective   Conflict theo-
rists do not agree with the function-
alist approach to social institutions. 
Although proponents of both per-

spectives agree that social institutions 
are organized to meet basic social needs, 

conflict theorists object to the idea that 
the outcome is necessarily efficient and 
desirable. 

 From a conflict perspective, the present 
organization of social institutions is no acci-
dent. Major institutions, such as education, 

TR
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SPOTTING
The Growth of Online Societies
Sociologists and other scholars who study social structure are turning 
their attention to online societies. Why? These virtual societies have been 
growing exponentially. India and China, whose roots go back for thousands 
of years, both have well over a billion people—an enormous population com-
pared to most other countries.  By 2012, however, over 800 million people per 
month were active in Facebook, an online society that has existed for less than a decade.  Twitter, 
with nearly 10 billion visits a month in the United States alone, had 200 million users—more than 
the population of Pakistan.
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TABLE 5-2  SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES 

ON SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS Tracking Sociological Perspectives

Perspective Role of Social Institutions Focus

Functionalist Meeting basic social needs Essential functions

Conflict Meeting basic social needs Maintenance of privileges and inequality

Interactionist Fostering everyday behavior Influence of the roles and statuses we accept
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help to maintain the privileges of the most powerful individu-
als and groups within a society, while contributing to the pow-
erlessness of others. To give one example, public schools in the 
United States are financed largely through property taxes. This 
arrangement allows more affluent areas to provide their chil-
dren with better-equipped schools and better-paid teachers than 
low-income areas can afford. As a result, children from prosper-
ous communities are better prepared to compete academically 
than children from impoverished communities. The structure of 
the nation’s educational system permits and even promotes such 
unequal treatment of schoolchildren. 

 Conflict theorists argue that social institutions such as educa-
tion have an inherently conservative nature. Without question, 
it has been difficult to implement educational reforms that pro-
mote equal opportunity—whether bilingual education, school 
desegregation, or mainstreaming of students with disabilities. 
From a functionalist perspective, social change can be dysfunc-
tional, since it often leads to instability. However, from a conflict 
view, why should we preserve the existing social structure if it is 
unfair and discriminatory? 

 Social institutions also operate in gendered and racist environ-
ments, as conflict theorists, as well as feminists and interactionists, 
have pointed out. In schools, offices, and government institutions, 
assumptions about what people can do reflect the sexism and 
racism of the larger society. For instance, many people assume 
that women cannot make tough decisions—even those in the top 
echelons of corporate management. Others assume that all Black 
students at elite colleges represent affirmative action admissions. 
Inequality based on gender, economic status, race, and ethnicity 
thrives in such an environment—to which we might add dis-
crimination based on age, physical disability, and sexual orienta-
tion. The truth of this assertion can be seen in routine decisions 
by employers on how to advertise jobs, as well as whether to pro-
vide fringe benefits such as child care and parental leave.  

Interactionist Perspective   Social institutions affect our every-
day behavior, whether we are driving down the street or waiting 
in a long shopping line. Sociologist Mitchell Duneier (1994a, 
1994b) studied the social behavior of the word processors, all 
women, who work in the service center of a large Chicago law 
firm. Duneier was interested in the informal social norms that 
emerged in this work environment and the rich social network 
these female employees created. 

 The Network Center, as it is called, is a single, windowless 
room in a large office building where the law firm occupies seven 
floors. The center is staffed by two shifts of word processors, 
who work either from 4:00 p.m. to midnight or from midnight 
to 8:00 a.m. Each word processor works in a cubicle with just 

enough room for her keyboard, terminal, printer, and telephone. 
Work assignments for the word processors are placed in a cen-
tral basket and then completed according to precise procedures. 

 At first glance, we might think that these women labor with 
little social contact, apart from limited breaks and occasional 
conversations with their supervisor. However, drawing on the 
interactionist perspective, Duneier learned that despite work-
ing in a large office, these women find private moments to talk 
(often in the halls or outside the washroom) and share a critical 
view of the law firm’s attorneys and day-shift secretaries. Indeed, 
the word processors routinely suggest that their assignments 
represent work that the “lazy” secretaries should have completed 
during the normal workday. Duneier (1994b) tells of one word 
processor who resented the lawyers’ superior attitude and point-
edly refused to recognize or speak with any attorney who would 
not address her by name. 

 Interactionist theorists emphasize that our social behavior 
is conditioned by the roles and statuses we accept, the groups 
to which we belong, and the institutions within which we func-
tion. For example, the social roles associated with being a judge 
occur within the larger context of the criminal justice system. 
The status of judge stands in relation to other statuses, such as 
attorney, plaintiff, defendant, and witness, as well as to the social 
institution of government. Although courts and jails have great 
symbolic importance, the judicial system derives its continued 
significance from the roles people carry out in social interac-
tions (Berger and Luckmann 1966). 

  Table 5-2  summarizes the three major sociological perspec-
tives on social institutions.   

Understanding Organizations
Formal Organizations and Bureaucracies
As contemporary societies have shifted to more advanced forms of 
technology and their social structures have become more complex, 
our lives have become increasingly dominated by large secondary 
groups referred to as formal organizations. A formal  organization
is a group designed for a special purpose and structured for 
maximum efficiency. The U.S. Postal Service,  McDonald’s, and 
the  Boston Pops orchestra are examples of formal organizations. 
Though organizations vary in their size, specificity of goals, and 
degree of efficiency, they are all structured to facilitate the man-
agement of large-scale operations. They also have a bureaucratic 
form of organization, described in the next section.

In our society, formal organizations fulfill an enormous vari-
ety of personal and societal needs, shaping the lives of every one 
of us. In fact, formal organizations have become such a dominant 
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Being an accountant in a large corporation may be a relatively high-paying 
occupation. In Marxist terms, however, accountants are vulnerable to alien-
ation, since they are far removed from the product or service that the corpora-
tion creates.
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114 force that we must create organizations to supervise other organi-

zations, such as the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) 
to regulate brokerage companies. Although it sounds more excit-
ing to say that we live in the “computer age” than to say that we 
live in the “age of formal organization,” the latter is probably a 
more accurate description (Azumi and Hage 1972; Etzioni 1964).

Ascribed statuses such as gender, race, and ethnicity can influ-
ence how we see ourselves within formal organizations. For exam-
ple, a study of female lawyers in the nation’s largest law firms found 
significant differences in the women’s self-images, depending on 
the relative presence or absence of women in positions of power. 
In firms in which less than 15 percent of partners were women, 
the female lawyers were likely to believe that “feminine” traits 
were strongly devalued and that “masculine” traits were equated 
with success. As one female attorney put it, “Let’s face it: this is a 
man’s environment, and it’s sort of Jock City, especially at my firm.” 
Women in firms where female lawyers were better represented in 
positions of power had a stronger desire for and higher expecta-
tions of  promotion (Ely 1995:619).

Characteristics of a Bureaucracy
A bureaucracy is a component of formal organization that 
uses rules and hierarchical ranking to achieve efficiency. Rows 
of desks staffed by seemingly faceless people, endless lines and 
forms, impossibly complex language, and frustrating encounters 
with red tape—all these unpleasant images have combined to 
make bureaucracy a dirty word and an easy target in political 
campaigns. As a result, few people want to identify their occu-
pation as “bureaucrat,” despite the fact that all of us perform 
various bureaucratic tasks. In an industrial society, elements of 
bureaucracy enter into almost every occupation.

Max Weber ([1913–1922] 1947) first directed researchers to 
the significance of bureaucratic structure. In an important socio-
logical advance, Weber emphasized the basic similarity of struc-
ture and process found in the otherwise dissimilar enterprises of 
religion, government, education, and business. Weber saw bureau-
cracy as a form of organization quite different from the family-
run business. For analytical purposes, he developed an ideal type 
of bureaucracy that would reflect the most characteristic aspects 
of all human organizations. By ideal type Weber meant 
a construct or model for evaluating specific cases. In 
actuality, perfect bureaucracies do not exist; no 
real-world organization corresponds exactly to 
Weber’s ideal type.

Weber proposed that whether the 
purpose is to run a church, a corpora-
tion, or an army, the ideal bureaucracy 
displays five basic characteristics. A dis-
cussion of those characteristics, as well as the 
dysfunctions of a bureaucracy, follows.

1. Division of labor. Specialized experts perform 
specific tasks. In your college bureaucracy, the admis-
sions officer does not do the job of registrar; the guidance 
counselor does not see to the maintenance of buildings. 
By working at a specific task, people are more likely to 
become highly skilled and carry out a job with maximum 
efficiency. This emphasis on specialization is so basic a part 
of our lives that we may not realize it is a fairly recent devel-
opment in Western culture.

The downside of division of labor is that the fragmentation 
of work into smaller and smaller tasks can divide workers and 
remove any connection they might feel to the overall objective 
of the bureaucracy. In The Communist Manifesto (written in 
1848), Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels charged that the capitalist 
system reduces workers to a mere “appendage of the machine” 
(Tucker 1978). Such a work arrangement, they wrote, produces 
extreme alienation—a condition of estrangement or dissocia-
tion from the surrounding society. According to both Marx and 
conflict theorists, restricting workers to very small tasks also 
weakens their job security, since new employees can easily be 
trained to replace them.

Although division of labor has certainly enhanced the perfor-
mance of many complex bureaucracies, in some cases it can lead to 
trained incapacity; that is, workers become so specialized that they 
develop blind spots and fail to notice obvious problems. Even worse, 
they may not care about what is happening in the next department. 
Some observers believe that such developments have caused work-
ers in the United States to become less productive on the job.

In some cases, the bureaucratic division of labor can have 
tragic results. In the wake of the coordinated attacks on the 
World Trade Center and the Pentagon on September 11, 
2001, Americans wondered aloud how the FBI and CIA 
could have failed to detect the terrorists’ elaborately planned 

 operation. The problem, in part, turned out to 
be the  division of labor between the FBI, 

which focuses on domestic matters, and 
the CIA, which operates overseas. Officials 
at these intelligence-gathering organiza-
tions, both of which are huge bureaucra-
cies, are well known for jealously guarding 

information from one another. Subsequent 
investigations revealed that they knew about 

Osama bin Laden and his Al-Qaeda terrorist 
network in the early 1990s. Unfortunately, five fed-

eral  agencies—the CIA, FBI, National Security Agency, 
Defense Intelligence Agency, and National Reconnais-
sance Office—failed to share their leads on the network. 
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summingupTABLE 5-3 CHARACTERISTICS OF A BUREAUCRACY

Negative Consequence 

Positive Consequence For the Individual For the Organization

Division of labor Produces efficiency in a 
large-scale corporation

Produces trained 
incapacity

Produces a narrow 
perspective

Hierarchy of authority Clarifies who is in command Deprives employees 
of a voice in decision making

Permits concealment of mistakes

Written rules and 
regulations

Let workers know what 
is expected of them

Stifle initiative and 
imagination

Lead to goal displacement

Impersonality Reduces bias Contributes to feelings of 
alienation

Discourages loyalty to company

Employment based on 
technical qualifications

Discourages favoritism and 
reduces petty rivalries

Discourages ambition to 
improve oneself elsewhere

Fosters Peter principle

Social Interaction, G
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115Although the hijacking of the four commercial airliners used in 
the massive attacks may not have been preventable, the bureau-
cratic division of labor definitely hindered efforts to defend 
against terrorism, undermining U.S. national security.

2. Hierarchy of authority. Bureaucracies follow the prin-
ciple of hierarchy; that is, each position is under the supervision of 
a higher authority. A president heads a college bureaucracy; he or 
she selects members of the administration, who in turn hire their 
own staff. In the Roman Catholic Church, the pope is the supreme 
authority; under him are cardinals, bishops, and so forth.

3. Written rules and regulations. What if your sociology 
professor gave your classmate an A for having such a friendly 
smile? You might think that wasn’t fair, that it was against the rules. 
Through written rules and regulations, bureaucracies generally 
offer employees clear standards for an adequate (or exceptional) 
performance. In addition, procedures provide a valuable sense of 
continuity in a bureaucracy. Individual workers will come and go, 
but the structure and past records of the organization give it a life 
of its own that outlives the services of any one bureaucrat.

Of course, rules and regulations can overshadow the larger 
goals of an organization to the point that they become dysfunc-
tional. What if a hospital emergency room physician failed to 
treat a seriously injured person because he or she had no valid 
proof of U.S. citizenship? If blindly applied, rules no longer serve 
as a means to achieving an objective, but instead become impor-
tant (and perhaps too important) in their own right.  Robert 
Merton (1968) used the term goal displacement to refer to over-
zealous conformity to official regulations.

4. Impersonality. Max Weber wrote that in a bureaucracy, 
work is carried out sine ira et studio, “without hatred or passion.” 
Bureaucratic norms dictate that officials perform their duties with-
out giving personal consideration to people as individuals. Although 
this norm is intended to guarantee equal treatment for each person, 
it also contributes to the often cold and uncaring feeling associated 
with modern organizations. We typically think of big government 
and big business when we think of impersonal bureaucracies. In 
some cases, the impersonality that is associated with a bureaucracy 
can have tragic results. More frequently, bureaucratic impersonality 
produces frustration and disaffection. Today, even small firms filter 
callers with electronic menus.

5. Employment based on technical qualifications. Within 
the ideal bureaucracy, hiring is based on technical qualifications 
rather than on favoritism, and performance is measured against 
specific standards. Written personnel policies dictate who gets 
promoted, and people often have a right to appeal if they believe 
that particular rules have been violated. Such procedures pro-
tect bureaucrats against arbitrary dismissal, provide a measure of 
security, and encourage loyalty to the organization.

Although ideally, any bureaucracy will value technical and 
professional competence, personnel decisions do not always fol-
low that ideal pattern. Dysfunctions within bureaucracy have 
become well publicized, particularly because of the work of Lau-
rence J. Peter. According to the Peter principle, every employee 
within a hierarchy tends to rise to his or her level of incompe-
tence (Peter and Hull 1969). This hypothesis, which has not been 
directly or systematically tested, reflects a possible dysfunctional 
outcome of advancement on the basis of merit. Talented people 
receive promotion after promotion, until sadly, some of them 
finally achieve positions that they cannot handle with their usual 
competence.

Table  5-3 summarizes the five characteristics of bureau-
cracy. These characteristics, developed by Max Weber more 
than 80 years ago, describe an ideal type rather than an actual 
bureaucracy. Not every formal organization will possess all five 
of Weber’s characteristics. In fact, wide variation exists among 
actual bureaucratic organizations.

Bureaucracy pervades modern life; through  McDonaldization, 
it has reached new heights. As Box 5-3 on page 117 shows, the 
 McDonald’s organization provides an excellent illustration of 
Weber’s concept of bureaucracy (Ritzer 2011).

use your sociological imagination

Your school or workplace suddenly ceases to exhibit one of 
the five characteristics of bureaucracy. Which characteristic 
is it, and what are the consequences?
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116 Bureaucratization as a Process Have you ever had to speak to 

10 or 12 individuals in a corporation or government agency just 
to find out which official has jurisdiction over a particular prob-
lem? Ever been transferred from one department to another until 
you finally hung up in disgust? Sociologists have used the term 
bureaucratization to refer to the process by which a group, orga-
nization, or social movement becomes increasingly bureaucratic.

Normally, we think of bureaucratization in terms of large orga-
nizations. But bureaucratization also takes place within small-
group settings. Sociologist Jennifer Bickman Mendez (1998) 
studied domestic houseworkers employed in central California 
by a nationwide franchise. She found that housekeeping tasks 
were minutely defined, to the point that employees had to follow 
22 written steps for cleaning a bathroom. Complaints and special 
requests went not to the workers, but to an office-based manager.

Oligarchy: Rule by a Few Conflict theorists have examined the 
bureaucratization of social movements. The German sociologist 
Robert Michels (1915) studied socialist parties and labor unions 
in Europe before World War I and found that such organizations 
were becoming increasingly bureaucratic. The emerging leaders of 
the organizations—even some of the most radical—had a vested 
interest in clinging to power. If they lost their leadership posts, 
they would have to return to full-time work as manual laborers. 

Through his research, Michels originated the idea of the iron 
law of  oligarchy, which describes how even a democratic orga-
nization will eventually develop into a bureaucracy ruled by a 
few, called an oligarchy. Why do oligarchies emerge? People who 
achieve leadership roles usually have the skills, knowledge, or char-
ismatic appeal (as Weber noted) to direct, if not control, others. 
Michels argued that the rank and file of a movement or organiza-
tion look to leaders for direction and thereby reinforce the process 
of rule by a few. In addition, members of an oligarchy are strongly 
motivated to maintain their leadership roles, privileges, and power.

Bureaucracy and Organizational Culture
How does bureaucratization affect the average individ-
ual who works in an organization? The early theo-
rists of formal organizations tended to neglect this 
question. Max Weber, for example, focused on the 
management personnel in bureaucracies, but had 
little to say about workers in industry or clerks 
in government agencies.

According to the classical theory of for-
mal organizations, or scientific  management 
approach, workers are motivated almost 
entirely by economic rewards. This theory 
stresses that only the physical constraints 
on workers limit their productivity. There-
fore, workers may be treated as a resource, 
much like the machines that began to 
replace them in the 20th century. Under 
the scientific management approach, man-
agement attempts to achieve maximum 
work efficiency through scientific planning, 
established performance standards, and careful 
supervision of workers and production. Planning 
involves efficiency studies but not studies of work-
ers’ attitudes or job satisfaction.

Not until workers organized unions—and forced manage-
ment to recognize that they were not objects—did theorists 
of formal organizations begin to revise the classical approach. 
Social scientists became aware that along with management 
and administrators, informal groups of workers have an impor-
tant impact on organizations. An alternative way of consider-
ing bureaucratic dynamics, the human relations approach,
emphasizes the role of people, communication, and participa-
tion in a bureaucracy. This type of analysis reflects the inter-
est of interactionist theorists in small-group behavior. Unlike 
planning under the scientific management approach, planning 
based on the human relations approach focuses on workers’ 
feelings, frustrations, and emotional need for job satisfaction.

The gradual move away from a sole focus on the physi-
cal aspects of getting the job done—and toward the concerns 
and needs of workers—led advocates of the human relations 
approach to stress the less formal aspects of bureaucratic struc-
ture. Informal groups and social networks within organiza-
tions develop partly as a result of people’s ability to create more 
direct forms of communication than under the formal structure. 
Charles Page (1946) used the term bureaucracy’s other face to 
refer to the unofficial activities and interactions that are such a 
basic part of daily organizational life.

Today, research on formal organizations is following new 
 avenues. Among them are

 • the recent arrival of a small number of women and minority 
group members in high-level management;

 • in large corporations, the decision-making role of groups that 
lie outside the top ranks of leadership;

 • the loss of fixed boundaries in organizations that have out-
sourced key functions; and

 • the role of the Internet and virtual worlds in influencing 
 business and consumer preferences.
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applause or rhythmic chanting. And of course, 
the merchandising of teams’ and even players’ 
names and images is highly controlled.

McDonald’s reliance on the five charac-
teristics of bureaucracy is not revolutionary. 

5-3 McDonald’s and the Worldwide Bureaucratization of Society

In his book The McDonaldization of Society, 
sociologist George Ritzer notes the enormous 
influence of a well-known fast-food organization 
on modern-day culture and social life.

Not surprisingly, Max Weber’s five character-
istics of bureaucracy are apparent in McDon-
ald’s restaurants, as well as in the global 
corporation behind them. Food preparation 
and order-taking reflect a painstaking division 

of labor, implemented by a hierarchy of author-

ity that stretches from the food workers up to 
the store operator, and ultimately to the corpo-
rate board of directors. Store operators learn 
McDonald’s written rules and regulations, which 
govern even the amount of ketchup or mustard 
placed on a hamburger, at McDonald’s Ham-
burger University. Little bonding occurs between 
servers and customers, creating a pervasive 
sense of impersonality. Finally, employees are 
expected to have specific technical qualifica-

tions, although most of the skills they need to 
perform routine tasks can be learned in a brief 
training period.

The real significance of McDonaldization is 
that it is not confined to the food-service indus-
try or to coffee shops like Starbucks. Worldwide, 
McDonald’s brand of predictability, efficiency, 
and dependence on nonhuman technology have 
become customary in a number of services, 
ranging from medical care to wedding plan-
ning to education. Even sporting events reflect 
the influence of bureaucratization. Around the 
world, stadiums are becoming increasingly simi-
lar, both physically and in the way they present 
the sport to spectators. All seats offer specta-
tors an unrestricted view, and a big screen guar-
antees them access to instant replays. Scores, 
player statistics, and attendance figures are 
updated automatically by computer and dis-
played on an automated scoreboard or fed to 
people’s smartphones. Spectator enthusiasm 
is manufactured through digital displays urging 

What is new is the bureaucratization of ser-
vices and life events that once were highly 
individualized, at times even spontaneous. 
More and more, society itself is undergoing 
McDonaldization.

LET’S DISCUSS

 1. What features of fast-food restaurants do 
you appreciate? Do you have any com-
plaints about them?

 2. Analyze life at your college using Weber’s 
model of bureaucracy. What elements of 
McDonaldization do you see? Do you wish 
life were less McDonaldized?

Sources: Ormond 2005; Ritzer 2008, 2011.

Worldwide, McDonald’s brand 
of predictability, efficiency, 

and dependence on nonhuman 
technology have become customary 

in a number of services, ranging 
from medical care to wedding 

planning to education.

The worldwide success of highly efficient fast-food operations has led to the bureaucratization of many other 
services, including eye care and other forms of medical treatment.

117

Social Structure in Global Perspective 
  Modern societies are complex, especially compared to earlier 
social arrangements. Sociologists Émile Durkheim,  Ferdinand 
Tönnies, and Gerhard Lenski developed ways to contrast mod-
ern societies with simpler forms of social structure.  

   Durkheim’s Mechanical and Organic Solidarity 
 In his  Division of Labor  ([1893] 1933), Durkheim argued that 
social structure depends on the division of labor in a  society—in 
other words, on the manner in which tasks are performed. Thus, 
a task such as providing food can be carried out almost totally 
by one individual, or it can be divided among many people. The 

Though research on organizations still embraces Max Weber’s 
insights, then, it has gone well beyond them (Hamm 2007; 
Kleiner 2003; W. Scott and Davis 2007).

thinking CRITICALLY

Select an organization that is familiar to you—for 
example, your college, workplace, religious institution, 
or civic association—and apply Weber’s five charac-
teristics of bureaucracy to it. To what degree does it 
correspond to Weber’s ideal type of bureaucracy?
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In a Gesellschaft, people are likely to relate to one another in terms of their 
roles rather than their relationships.
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118 latter pattern is typical of modern societies, in which the cultiva-

tion, processing, distribution, and retailing of a single food item 
are performed by literally hundreds of people. 

 In societies in which there is minimal division of labor, a col-
lective consciousness develops that emphasizes group solidar-
ity. Durkheim termed this collective frame of mind    mechanical 
 solidarity    ,  implying that all individuals perform the same tasks. 
In this type of society, no one needs to ask, “What do your par-
ents do?” since all are engaged in similar work. Each person pre-
pares food, hunts, makes clothing, builds homes, and so forth. 
Because people have few options regarding what to do with 
their lives, there is little concern for individual needs. Instead, 
the group is the dominating force in society. Both social interac-
tion and negotiation are based on close, intimate, face-to-face 
social contacts. Since there is little specialization, there are few 
social roles. 

 As societies become more advanced technologically, they 
rely on greater division of labor, so that no individual can go 
it alone. Dependence on others becomes essential for group 
survival. In Durkheim’s terms, mechanical solidarity is replaced 
by    organic solidarity    ,  a collective consciousness resting on 
the need a society’s members have for one another. Durkheim 
chose the term  organic solidarity  because in his view, individu-
als become interdependent in much the same way as organs of 
the human body.  

  Tönnies’s  Gemeinschaft  and  Gesellschaft  
 Ferdinand Tönnies (1855–1936) was appalled by the rise of an 
industrial city in his native Germany during the late 1800s. In 
his view, the city marked a dramatic change from the ideal of 
a close-knit community, which Tönnies termed a  Gemeinschaft,  
to that of an impersonal mass society, known as a  Gesellschaft  
(Tönnies [1887] 1988). 

 The    Gemeinschaft    (pronounced guh- mine -shoft) is typical 
of rural life. It is a small community in which people have similar 
backgrounds and life experiences. Virtually everyone knows one 
another, and social interactions are intimate and familiar, almost 
as among kinfolk. In this community there is a commitment to 
the larger social group and a sense of togetherness among mem-
bers. People relate to others in a personal way, not just as “clerk” 
or “manager.” With this personal interaction comes little privacy, 
however: we know too much about everyone. 

 Social control in the  Gemeinschaft  is maintained through 
informal means such as moral persuasion, gossip, and even ges-
tures. These techniques work effectively because people genu-
inely care how others feel about them. Social change is relatively 
limited in the  Gemeinschaft;  the lives of members of one genera-
tion may be quite similar to those of their grandparents. 

 In contrast, the    Gesellschaft    (pronounced guh- zell -shoft) is an 
ideal community that is characteristic of modern urban life. In 
this community most people are strangers who feel little in com-
mon with other residents. Relationships are governed by social 
roles that grow out of immediate tasks, such as purchasing a 
product or arranging a business meeting. Self-interest dominates, 
and there is little consensus concerning values or commitment 
to the group. As a result, social control must rest on more formal 
techniques, such as laws and legally defined punishments. Social 
change is an important aspect of life in the  Gesellschaft;  it can be 
strikingly evident even within a single generation. 

  Table 5-4  summarizes the differences between the  Gemein-
schaft  and the  Gesellschaft.  Sociologists have used these terms 
to compare social structures that stress close relationships with 
those that emphasize less personal ties. It is easy to view the 
 Gemeinschaft  with nostalgia, as a far better way of life than the 
rat race of contemporary existence. However, the more intimate 
relationships of the  Gemeinschaft  come at a price. The prejudice 
and discrimination found there can be quite confining; ascribed 
statuses such as family background often outweigh a person’s 
unique talents and achievements. In addition, the  Gemeinschaft  
tends to distrust individuals who seek to be creative or just to 
be different.  

  Lenski’s Sociocultural Evolution Approach 
 Sociologist Gerhard Lenski takes a very different view of society 
and social structure. Rather than distinguishing between two 
opposite types of society, as Tönnies did, Lenski sees human 
societies as undergoing a process of change characterized by 
a dominant pattern known as    sociocultural evolution    .  This 
term refers to long-term social trends resulting from the inter-
play of continuity, innovation, and selection (Nolan and Lenski 
2009:361). 

 In Lenski’s view, a society’s level of technology is critical to the 
way it is organized. Lenski defines    technology    as “cultural infor-
mation about the ways in which the material resources of the 
environment may be used to satisfy human needs and desires” 
(Nolan and Lenski 2009:357). The available technology does not 
completely define the form that a particular society and its social 
structure take. Nevertheless, a low level of technology may limit 
the degree to which a society can depend on such things as irri-
gation or complex machinery. As technology advances, Lenski 
writes, a community evolves from a preindustrial to an indus-
trial and finally a postindustrial society. 

  Preindustrial Societies   How does a preindustrial society orga-
nize its economy? If we know that, we can categorize the society. 
The first type of preindustrial society to emerge in human his-
tory was the    hunting-and-gathering society    ,  in which people 
simply rely on whatever foods and fibers are readily available. 
Technology in such societies is minimal. Organized into groups, 
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Gemeinschaft Gesellschaft

Rural life typifies this form. Urban life typifies this form.

People share a feeling of community that results from 
their similar backgrounds and life experiences.

People have little sense of commonality. Their differences appear 
more striking than their similarities.

Social interactions are intimate and familiar. Social interactions are likely to be impersonal and task-specific.

People maintain a spirit of cooperation and unity of will. Self-interest dominates.

Tasks and personal relationships cannot be separated. The task being performed is paramount; relationships are subordinate.

People place little emphasis on individual privacy. Privacy is valued.

Informal social control predominates. Formal social control is evident.

People are not very tolerant of deviance. People are more tolerant of deviance.

Emphasis is on ascribed statuses. Emphasis is on achieved statuses.

Social change is relatively limited. Social change is very evident, even within a generation.

TABLE 5-4 COMPARISON OF THE GEMEINSCHAFT AND GESELLSCHAFT summingup

Think about It
How would you classify the communities with which you are familiar? Are they more Gemeinschaft or Gesellschaft?

Social Interaction, G
roups, and Social Structure
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people move constantly in search of food. There is little division 
of labor into specialized tasks. 

 Hunting-and-gathering societies are composed of small, 
widely dispersed groups. Each group consists almost entirely 
of people who are related to one another. As a result, kinship 
ties are the source of authority and influence, and the social 
institution of the family takes on a particularly important role. 
Tönnies would certainly view such societies as examples of the 
 Gemeinschaft.  

 Social  differentiation within the hunting-and-gathering soci-
ety is based on ascribed statuses such as gender, age, and fam-

ily background. Since 
resources are scarce, 
there is relatively little 
inequality in terms of 
material goods. By the 
close of the 20th century, 
hunting-and-gathering 
societies had virtually 
disappeared (Nolan and 
Lenski 2009). 

    Horticultural soci-
eties    ,  in which people 
plant seeds and crops 
rather than merely sub-
sist on available foods, 
emerged about 12,000 
years ago. Members of 
horticultural societies 
are much less nomadic 

than hunters and gatherers. They place greater emphasis on 
the production of tools and household objects. Yet technology 
remains rather limited in these societies, whose members culti-
vate crops with the aid of digging sticks or hoes (Wilford 1997). 

 The last stage of preindustrial development is the    agrarian 
society    ,  which emerged about 5,000 years ago. As in horticul-
tural societies, members of agrarian societies engage primarily 
in the production of food. However, technological innovations 
such as the plow allow farmers to dramatically increase their 
crop yields. They can cultivate the same fields over generations, 
allowing the emergence of larger settlements. 

 The agrarian society continues to rely on the physical power of 
humans and animals (as opposed to mechanical power). Neverthe-
less, its social structure has more carefully defined roles than that 
of horticultural socie ties. Individuals focus on specialized tasks, 
such as the repair of  fishing nets or blacksmithing. As human set-
tlements become more established and stable, social institutions 
become more elaborate and property rights more important. The 
 comparative permanence and greater surpluses of an agrarian soci-
ety allow members to create artifacts such as statues, public monu-
ments, and art objects and to pass them on from one generation to 
the next. 

  Table 5-5 on page 120  summarizes Lenski’s three stages of socio-
cultural evolution, as well as the stages that follow, described next.  

  Industrial Societies   Although the Industrial Revolution did 
not topple monarchs, it produced changes every bit as significant 
as those resulting from political revolutions. The Industrial Rev-
olution, which took place largely in England during the period 
1760 to 1830, was a scientific revolution focused on the applica-
tion of nonanimal (mechanical) sources of power to labor tasks. 
An    industrial society    is a society that depends on mechaniza-
tion to produce its goods and services. Industrial societies rely 
on new inventions that facilitate agricultural and industrial pro-
duction, and on new sources of energy, such as steam. 

Preindustrial societies still exist 
in some remote areas. These 
indigenous people are from 
the Envira region of the Amazon 
rain forest, in Brazil.
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Societal Type First Appearance Characteristics

Hunting-and-gathering Beginning of human life Nomadic; reliance on readily available food and fibers

Horticultural About 12,000 years ago More settled; development of agriculture and limited technology

Agrarian About 5,000 years ago Larger, more stable settlements; improved technology and increased 
crop yields

Industrial 1760–1850 Reliance on mechanical power and new sources of energy; centralized 
workplaces; economic interdependence; formal education

Postindustrial 1960s Reliance on services, especially the processing and control of infor-
mation; expanded middle class

Postmodern Latter 1970s High technology; mass consumption of consumer goods and media 
images; cross-cultural integration

TABLE 5-5 STAGES OF SOCIOCULTURAL EVOLUTION summingup
C
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Believe it or not, this photograph was taken in Japan, at Universal Studios theme park in Osaka. In a 
postmodern society, people consume goods, information, and media images en masse. Universal’s park 
is popularizing U.S. media images abroad, illustrating another characteristic of postmodern societies, 
globalization.

 As the Industrial Revolution proceeded, a new form of social 
structure emerged. Many societies underwent an irrevocable 
shift from an agrarian-oriented economy to an industrial base. 
No longer did an individual or a family typically make an entire 
product. Instead, specialization of tasks and manufacturing of 
goods became increasingly common. Workers, generally men 
but also women and even children, left their family homesteads 
to work in central locations such as factories.  

  Postindustrial and Postmodern Societies   When Lenski first 
proposed the sociocultural evolutionary approach in the 1960s, 
he paid relatively little attention to how maturing industrial-
ized societies may change with the emergence of even more 
advanced forms of technology. More recently, he and other 
sociologists have studied the significant changes in the occu-
pational structure of industrial societies as they shift from 
manufacturing to service economies. In the 1970s, sociologist 
Daniel Bell wrote about the technologically advanced    post-
industrial society    ,  whose economic system is engaged pri-
marily in the processing and control of information. The main 

output of a postindustrial society is services rather than manu-
factured goods. Large numbers of people become involved in 
occupations devoted to the teaching, generation, or dissemina-
tion of ideas. Jobs in fields such as advertising, public relations, 
human resources, and computer  information systems would be 
typical of a postindustrial society (D. Bell [1973] 1999). 

 Bell views the transition from industrial to postindustrial 
society as a positive development. He sees a general decline in 
organized working-class groups and a rise in interest groups 
concerned with national issues such as health, education, and 
the environment. Bell’s outlook is functionalist, because he 
portrays the postindustrial society as basically consensual. As 
organizations and interest groups engage in an open and com-
petitive process of decision making, Bell believes, the level of 
conflict between diverse groups will diminish, strengthening 
social stability. 

 Conflict theorists take issue with Bell’s functionalist analysis 
of the postindustrial society. For example, Michael Harrington 
(1980), who alerted the nation to the problems of the poor in 
his book  The Other America,  questioned the significance that 

Bell attached to the growing class of 
white-collar workers. Harrington con-
ceded that scientists, engineers, and 
economists are involved in important 
political and economic decisions, but 
he disagreed with Bell’s claim that they 
have a free hand in decision making, 
independent of the interests of the 
rich. Harrington followed in the tradi-
tion of Marx by arguing that conflict 
between social classes will continue in 
the postindustrial society. 

 Sociologists have gone beyond dis-
cussion of the postindustrial society to 
the ideal of the postmodern society. A 
    postmodern society    is a technologically 
sophisticated society that is preoccupied 
with consumer goods and media images 
(Brannigan 1992). Such societies con-
sume goods and information on a mass 
scale. Postmodern theorists take a global 
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One of the most pervasive social insti-
tutions in our society, the mass media 
encompass information outlets ranging 
from printed leaflets to online virtual 
worlds. Perhaps more than any other 
institution, they exemplify our post-
modern society. According to Lenski’s 
theory of sociocultural evolution, all 
societies undergo continual change, 
whether rapid or slow. In today’s 
postmodern world, one of the more 
noticeable changes—and a potentially 
undesirable one—is the trend toward 
control of the media by fewer and 
fewer corporations.

Looking at the Issue

Who owns the media production and 
distribution process? Increasingly, the 
answer is a small number of very large 
corporations. The social consequence 

socialpolicy and Social Structure

Media Concentration

Social Interaction, G
roups, and Social Structure

121perspective, noting the ways that culture crosses national boundar-
ies. For example, residents of the United States may listen to reggae 
music from Jamaica, eat sushi and other Japanese foods, and wear 
clogs from Sweden. And online social networks know no national 
boundaries. 

 The emphasis of postmodern theorists is on observing 
and describing newly emerging cultural forms and patterns 
of social interaction. Within sociology, the postmodern view 
offers support for integrating the insights of various theoretical 
perspectives— functionalism,  conflict theory, feminist theory, 
and  interactionism—while incorporating other contemporary 
approaches. Feminist sociologists argue optimistically that with 
its indifference to hierarchies and distinctions, the postmod-
ern society will discard traditional values of male dominance 
in favor of gender equality. Yet others contend that despite new 
technologies, postindustrial and postmodern societies can be 
expected to display the same problems of inequality that plague 
industrial societies (Denzin 2004; Smart 1990; B. Turner 1990; 
van Vucht Tijssen 1990). 

 Durkheim, Tönnies, and Lenski pre sent three visions of soci-
ety’s social structure. While they differ, each is useful, and this 
textbook will draw on all three. The sociocultural evolutionary 
approach emphasizes a historical perspective. It does not picture 
different types of social structure coexisting within the same 
society. Consequently, one would not expect a single society to 
include hunters and gatherers along with a postmodern culture. 
In contrast, Durkheim’s and Tönnies’s theories allow for the 
existence of different types of  community—such as a  Gemein-
schaft  and a  Gesellschaft —in the same society. Thus, a rural New 

Hampshire community located 100 miles from Boston can be 
linked to the city by modern information technology. The main 
difference between these two theories is a matter of emphasis. 
While Tönnies emphasized the overriding concern in each type 
of community—one’s own self-interest or the well-being of the 
larger society—Durkheim emphasized the division (or lack of 
division) of labor. 

 The work of these three thinkers reminds us that a major 
focus of sociology has been to identify changes in social struc-
ture and the consequences for human behavior. At the macro 
level, we see society shifting to more advanced forms of tech-
nology. The social structure becomes increasingly complex, and 
new social institutions emerge to assume some functions that 
once were performed by the family. On the micro level, these 
changes affect the nature of social interactions. Each individual 
takes on multiple social roles, and people come to rely more on 
social networks and less on kinship ties. As the social structure 
becomes more complex, people’s relationships become more 
impersonal, transient, and fragmented. 

     

thinking CRITICALLY

Describe any personal experiences you have had with 
a nonindustrial, or developing, society. If you have not 
had that kind of experience, how do you think you 
would prepare for it?
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of this trend toward the concentration of media ownership is a 
reduction in the number of information outlets.

True, the United States still has thousands of indepen-
dent media outlets—small-town newspapers, radio stations, 
and television broadcasters—but the clear trend in the media 
industry is toward the consolidation of ownership. The fact 
is, a few multinational corporations dominate the publishing, 
broadcasting, and film industries, although their influence may 
be hard to identify, since global conglomerates manage many 
different product names. Consider Time Warner (HBO, CNN, 
AOL, Time and People magazines); Rupert Murdoch’s News 
Corporation, founded in Australia (Fox Network Television, 
several book publishers, numerous newspapers and magazines, 
Dow Jones, and 20th Century Fox); Sony of Japan (Colum-
bia Pictures, IMAX, CBS Records, and Columbia Records); 
and Viacom/CBS (Paramount, DreamWorks SKG, MTV, and 
Black Entertainment Television), and the extent of their power 
becomes clear.

Similar concerns have been raised about the situation in 
countries such as China, Cuba, Iraq, and North Korea, where the 
ruling party owns and controls the media. The difference, which 
is considerable, is that in the United States the gatekeeping pro-
cess lies in the hands of private individuals, whose main desire 
is to maximize profits. In totalitarian countries, the gatekeeping 
process belongs to political leaders, whose desire is to maintain 
control of the government.

We should note one significant exception to the centralization 
and  concentration of the media: the Internet. Today, more and 
more people receive their media content through the Internet. 
The World Wide Web is now accessible to millions of produc-
ers of media content, through independent outlets. Obviously, 
the producer must be technologically proficient and must have 
access to a computer, but compared to other media outlets, the 
Internet is much more readily available. Media conglomerates, 
well aware of the Internet’s potential, are already delivering their 
material via the web. But for now, the Internet is the only medium 
that allows the average individual to become a media entrepre-
neur with a potential audience of millions. Some media scholars 
warn, however, that it is only a matter of time before corporate 
giants like AT&T and Comcast begin to dominate the Internet 
(Noam 2009; Wu 2010).

Applying Sociology

Concentration of ownership is not unique to the media (think 
about aircraft and automobile manufacturers). However, the 
media deserve special attention given the way they filter our 
view of reality. New media technologies also form the basis for 
group membership and networking, making them a powerful 
influence on today’s society.

Functionalists see media concentration—or the consolidation 
of any business—as a step toward greater economic efficiency. 
In their view, consolidation reduces the cost of operations, free-
ing capital for the development of new creative outlets. Further-
more, they believe that global trade in the media facilitates the 
free exchange of intellectual property, which is often hampered 
by arbitrary local restrictions (Croteau and Hoynes 2006).

Conflict theorists believe that media concentration stifles 
opportunities for minority ownership. According to the most 

recent FCC data, less than 4 percent of television stations in 
the United States are owned by racial and ethnic minorities; 
less than 5 percent are owned by women. Minority owners are 
underrepresented even in markets where minorities make up 
the majority of the audience. This issue is particularly troubling 
not just to politicians but to all of society, because as sociologist 
Manuel Castells has observed, communicative power can shape 
human behavior.  As such, it lies at the heart of the social struc-
ture ( Castells 2009; S. Turner and Cooper 2006).

Interactionists see a change in the way people get their 
news, although not in their interest in it. In the past people may 
have met or called one another to discuss the latest episode of 
Survivor; now they share the latest Internet news via e-mail or buddy 
list. Why wait for the evening news when online sources are at your 
fingertips? Because savvy media users can seek out the media they 
consume, interactionists suggest that warnings about media con-
centration may be overdone (Bielby and  Harrington 2008).

Initiating Policy

Any discussion of media regulation must begin with the Tele-
communications Act of 1996, which marked the first overhaul of 
media policy since the early 1930s. The act, which covers every-
thing from cable service to social issues such as obscenity and 
violence, made a significant distinction between information 
services, such as the Internet, and promoters of telecommunica-
tions service—that is, traditional telephone and wireless phone 
companies, as well as cable companies that offer phone service. 
Nevertheless, rapid technological development has rendered the 
act obsolete in many people’s minds. With the convergence of 
telephone service, videocasting, and the Internet, not to mention 
the delivery of motion pictures online, such distinctions became 
archaic only a decade after the act was passed.

Significantly, the act eliminated most restrictions on media 
ownership; those that remain appear to be on their way out, as 
well. In 2007 the Federal Communications Commission went 
even further by allowing the consolidation of newspaper and 
television ownership in cities with only one local newspaper and 
one local television station. Critics worried that once the transi-
tion to digital television was completed in 2009, a single local 
media outlet could transmit a dozen signals and deliver the daily 
newspaper (Rice 2008).

The lack of governmental restraint of media concentration—
indeed, the move toward deregulation of the media under sev-
eral recent administrations—has been ascribed to the unique 
relationship politicians have with the media industry, compared 
to other industries. Elected leaders fear the impact that the media 
may have on their careers, given the control the media exercise 
over the flow of information to voters (McChesney 2008).

Take the Issue with You
 1. Are you aware of who owns or manages the media you watch 

or listen to? If not, find out.
 2. Do concerns about media concentration differ from concerns 

over the monopoly of certain products or services? Explain.
 3. Does the trend toward media concentration affect traditional 

media outlets (print, radio, and broadcast television) differ-
ently from the Internet? Why or why not?
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 MASTERING THIS CHAPTER 

Social interaction refers to the ways in which people respond to one 
another. Social structure refers to the way in which a society is orga-
nized into predictable relationships. This chapter examines the six basic 
elements of social structure: statuses, social roles, groups, social net-
works, virtual worlds, and social institutions.

 1. People shape their social reality based on what they learn through 
their social interactions. Social change comes from redefining or 
reconstructing social reality.

 2. An ascribed status is generally assigned to a person at birth, whereas 
an achieved status is attained largely through one’s own effort. Some 
ascribed statuses, such as race and gender, can function as master 
statuses that affect a person’s potential to achieve a certain profes-
sional or social status.

 3. With each distinctive status—whether ascribed or achieved—come 
particular social roles, the set of expectations for people who 
occupy that status.

 4. Much of our social behavior takes place in groups. When we find 
ourselves identifying closely with a group, it is probably a primary 
group. A secondary group is more formal and impersonal.

 5. People tend to see the world in terms of in-groups and out-groups, 
a perception often fostered by the very groups to which they belong.

 6. Reference groups set and enforce standards of conduct and serve as 
a source of comparison for people’s evaluations of themselves and 
others.

 7. Interactionist researchers have noted that groups allow coalitions to 
form and serve as links to social networks and their vast resources.

 8. Social institutions fulfill essential functions, such as replacing 
personnel, training new recruits, and preserving order. The mass 

 Summary 

  media, the government, the economy, the family, and the health 
care system are all examples of social institutions.

 9. Conflict theorists charge that social institutions help to maintain 
the privileges of the powerful while contributing to the powerless-
ness of others.

 10. Interactionist theorists stress that our social behavior is condi-
tioned by the roles and statuses we accept, the groups to which we 
belong, and the institutions within which we function.

 11. As societies have become more complex, large formal  organizations 
have become more powerful and pervasive.

 12. Max Weber argued that in its ideal form, every bureaucracy has 
five basic characteristics: division of labor, hierarchical authority, 
written rules and regulations, impersonality, and employment 
based on technical qualifications. Carefully constructed bureau-
cratic policies can be undermined or redefined by an organization’s 
informal structure, however.

 13. Émile Durkheim thought that social structure depends on the divi-
sion of labor in a society. According to Durkheim, societies with 
minimal division of labor have a collective consciousness called 
mechanical solidarity; those with greater division of labor show 
an interdependence called organic solidarity.

 14. Ferdinand Tönnies distinguished the close-knit community of 
Gemeinschaft from the impersonal mass society of Gesellschaft.

 15. Gerhard Lenski thinks that a society’s social structure changes as 
its culture and technology become more sophisticated, a process he 
calls sociocultural evolution.

 16. The Internet is the one significant exception to the trend toward 
media concentration, allowing millions of people to produce their 
own media content.

 Key Terms 

Achieved status A social position that a person attains largely through 
his or her own efforts. (page 104)

Agrarian society The most technologically advanced form of preindus-
trial society. Members engage primarily in the production of food, but 
increase their crop yields through technological innovations such as 
the plow. (119)

Alienation A condition of estrangement or dissociation from the sur-
rounding society. (114)

Ascribed status A social position assigned to a person by society with-
out regard for the person’s unique talents or characteristics. (104)

Bureaucracy A component of formal organization that uses rules and 
hierarchical ranking to achieve efficiency. (114)

Bureaucratization The process by which a group, organization, or social 
movement becomes increasingly bureaucratic. (116)

Classical theory An approach to the study of formal organizations that views 
workers as being motivated almost entirely by economic rewards. (116)

Coalition A temporary or permanent alliance geared toward a common 
goal. (109)

Formal organization A group designed for a special purpose and struc-
tured for maximum efficiency. (113)

Gemeinschaft A close-knit community, often found in rural areas, in which 
strong personal bonds unite members. (118)

Gesellschaft A community, often urban, that is large and impersonal, with 
little commitment to the group or consensus on values. (118)

Goal displacement Overzealous conformity to official regulations of a 
bureaucracy. (115)

Group Any number of people with similar norms, values, and expecta-
tions who interact with one another on a regular basis. (107)

Horticultural society A preindustrial society in which people plant seeds 
and crops rather than merely subsist on available foods. (119)

Human relations approach An approach to the study of formal organiza-
tions that emphasizes the role of people, communication, and partici-
pation in a bureaucracy and tends to focus on the informal structure 
of the organization. (116)

Hunting-and-gathering society A preindustrial society in which people 
rely on whatever foods and fibers are readily available in order to sur-
vive. (118)

Ideal type A construct or model for evaluating specific cases. (114)

Industrial society A society that depends on mechanization to produce 
its goods and services. (119)

In-group Any group or category to which people feel they belong. (108)

Iron law of oligarchy A principle of organizational life under which even 
a democratic organization will eventually develop into a bureaucracy 
ruled by a few individuals. (116)

Master status A status that dominates others and thereby determines a 
person’s general position in society. (105)

Mechanical solidarity A collective consciousness that emphasizes group 
solidarity, characteristic of societies with minimal division of labor. (118)
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Organic solidarity A collective consciousness that rests on mutual inter-
dependence, characteristic of societies with a complex division of 
labor. (118)

Out-group A group or category to which people feel they do not belong. 
(108)

Peter principle A principle of organizational life according to which every 
employee within a hierarchy tends to rise to his or her level of incom-
petence. (115)

Postindustrial society A society whose economic system is engaged pri-
marily in the processing and control of information. (120)

Postmodern society A technologically sophisticated society that is pre-
occupied with consumer goods and media images. (120)

Primary group A small group characterized by intimate, face-to-face asso-
ciation and cooperation. (108)

Reference group Any group that individuals use as a standard for evalu-
ating themselves and their own behavior. (108)

Role conflict The situation that occurs when incompatible expectations 
arise from two or more social positions held by the same person. 
(105)

Role exit The process of disengagement from a role that is central to 
one’s self-identity in order to establish a new role and identity. (106)

Role strain The difficulty that arises when the same social position im-
poses conflicting demands and expectations. (106)

Scientific management approach Another name for the classical theory 
of formal organizations. (116)

Secondary group A formal, impersonal group in which there is little social 
intimacy or mutual understanding. (108)

Social institution An organized pattern of beliefs and behavior centered 
on basic social needs. (112)

Social interaction The ways in which people respond to one another. (102)

Social network A series of social relationships that links a person directly 
to others, and through them indirectly to still more people. (110)

Social role A set of expectations for people who occupy a given social 
position or status. (105)

Social structure The way in which a society is organized into predictable 
relationships. (102)

Sociocultural evolution Long-term social trends resulting from the inter-
play of continuity, innovation, and selection. (118)

Status A term used by sociologists to refer to any of the full range of 
socially defined positions within a large group or society. (104)

Technology Cultural information about the ways in which the material 
resources of the environment may be used to satisfy human needs 
and desires. (118)

Trained incapacity The tendency of workers in a bureaucracy to become 
so specialized that they develop blind spots and fail to notice obvious 
problems. (114)

  TAKING SOCIOLOGY  with you 

 1. Interview a professional in a field of your choice. What role conflicts 
does a professional in that field commonly experience? What guidance 
does the profession’s code of conduct offer regarding such conflicts?

 2. Enter the Second Life virtual world and create an avatar for yourself. 
Then take a look around. What evidence do you see of social status 
and social roles? What groups and networks reside in this virtual 
world? Do you recognize any formal organizations?

 3. Talk with two or three business students or businesspeople about 
the bureaucratization of business. On balance, do they see bureau-
cratization as a positive or negative trend? What bureaucratic dys-
functions are common in business, and how do managers attempt to 
counteract them?

 Self-Quiz 

Read each question carefully and then select the best answer.

 1. In the United States, we expect that cab drivers will know how to get around a 
city. This expectation is an example of which of the following?

 a. role conflict
 b. role strain
 c. social role
 d. master status

 2. What occurs when incompatible expectations arise from two or more social 
positions held by the same person?

 a. role conflict
 b. role strain
 c. role exit
 d. both a and b

 3. In sociological terms, what do we call any number of people with similar norms, 
values, and expectations who interact with one another on a regular basis?

 a. a category
 b. a group
 c. an aggregate
 d. a society

 4. The Shakers, a religious sect that came to the United States in 1774, has seen 
their group’s membership diminish significantly due to their inability to

 a. teach new recruits.
 b. preserve order.
 c. replace personnel.
 d. provide and maintain a sense of purpose.

 5. Which sociological perspective argues that the present organization of social 
institutions is no accident?

 a. the functionalist perspective
 b. the conflict perspective
 c. the interactionist perspective
 d. the global perspective

 6. The U.S. Postal Service, the Boston Pops orchestra, and the college or university 
in which you are currently enrolled as a student are all examples of

 a. primary groups.
 b. reference groups.
 c. formal organizations.
 d. triads.
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 7. One positive consequence of bureaucracy is that it reduces bias. Reduction of 
bias results from which characteristic of a bureaucracy?

 a. impersonality
 b. hierarchy of authority
 c. written rules and regulations
 d. employment based on technical qualifications

 8. According to the Peter principle,
 a. all bureaucracies are notoriously inefficient.
 b. if something can go wrong, it will.

 c. every employee within a hierarchy tends to rise to his or her level of 
incompetence.

 d. all line workers get burned in the end.

 9. Social control in what Ferdinand Tönnies termed a Gemeinschaft community is 
maintained through all but which of the following means?

 a. moral persuasion
 b. gossip
 c. legally defined punishment
 d. gestures

 10. Sociologist Daniel Bell uses which of the following terms to refer to a society whose 
economic system is engaged primarily in the processing and control of information?

 a. postmodern
 b. horticultural
 c. industrial
 d. postindustrial

 11. The term ____________________ ____________________ refers to the way in which a society is organized into predictable relationships.

 12. The African American activist Malcolm X wrote in his autobiography that his position as a Black man, a(n) ____________________ status, was an obstacle to his dream of 
becoming a lawyer, a(n) ____________________ status.

 13. Sociologist Helen Rose Fuchs Ebaugh developed the term ____________________ ____________________ to describe the process of disengagement from a role that is 
central to one’s self-identity in order to establish a new role and identity.

 14. ____________________ groups often emerge in the workplace among those who share special understandings about their occupation.

 15. In many cases, people model their behavior after groups to which they may not belong. These groups are called ____________________ groups.

 16. In studying the social behavior of word processors in a Chicago law firm, sociologist Mitchell Duneier drew on the ____________________ perspective.

 17. Max Weber developed a(n) ____________________  ____________________ of bureaucracy, which reflects the most characteristic aspects of all human organizations.

 18. According to Émile Durkheim, societies with a minimal division of labor are characterized by ____________________ solidarity, while societies with a complex division of 
labor are characterized by ____________________ solidarity.

 19. In Gerhard Lenski’s theory of sociocultural evolution, a society’s level of ____________________ is critical to the way it is organized.

 20. A(n) ____________________ society is a technologically sophisticated society that is preoccupied with consumer goods and media images.  

Answers
1 (c); 2 (a); 3 (b); 4 (c); 5 (b); 6 (c); 7 (a); 8 (c); 9 (c); 10 (d); 11 social structure; 12 ascribed, achieved; 13 role exit; 14 Secondary; 15 reference; 16 interactionist; 
17 ideal type; 18 mechanical, organic; 19 technology; 20 postmodern

Restrepo

In this documentary, a U.S. Army platoon stationed in Afghanistan 

attempts to gain the trust of the local people as they clear the area of 

armed insurgents.

The Town

A career criminal tries to leave his life of crime, but his membership in 

a local gang complicates the attempt.

The Miners’ Hymns

This documentary, set in the north of England, illustrates the difficulty 

of organizing coal miners into a union.

THINKING ABOUT
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  } INSIDE 
 Sociological Perspectives 

on the Media 

 The Audience 

 The Media’s Global Reach 

 Social Policy and the 
Mass Media: The Right 
to Privacy  

In Alaska, an Inuit man 
checks his laptop. The mass 

media are an integral part 
of modern culture.   
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  Technology proposes 
itself as the architect of our 
intimacies. These days, it 
suggests substitutions that 
put the real on the run. The 
advertising for Second Life, 
a virtual world where you get 
to build an avatar, a house, a 
family, and a social life, basi-
cally says, “Finally, a place 
to love your body, love your 
friends, and love your life.” In 
Second Life, a lot of people, 
as represented by their ava-
tars, are richer than they are 

in first life and a lot younger, thinner, and better dressed. And we are 
smitten with the idea of sociable robots, which most people first meet 
in the guise of artificial pets. Zhu 
Zhu pet hamsters, the “it” toy of the 
2009–2010 holiday season, are 
presented as “better” than any real 
pet could be. We are told they are 
lovable and responsive, don’t require cleanup, and will never die.

Technology is seductive when what it offers meets our human vul-
nerabilities. And as it turns out, we are very vulnerable indeed. We are 
lonely but fearful of intimacy. Digital connections and the sociable 
robot may offer the illusion of companionship without the demands of 
friendship. Our networked life allows us to hide from each other, even 
as we are tethered to each other. We’d rather text than talk. 

From the start, people used interactive and reactive computers to 
reflect on the self and think about the difference between machines 
and people. Were intelligent machines alive? If not, why not?

Digital connections and the sociable robot may 
offer the illusion of companionship without the 

demands of friendship.

Computers no longer wait for humans to project meaning onto 
them. Now, sociable robots meet our gaze, speak to us, and learn 
to recognize us. They ask us to take care of them; in response, we 
imagine that they might care for us in return. Indeed, among the most 
talked about robotic designs are in the area of care and companion-
ship. In summer 2010, there are enthusiastic reports in the New York 

Times and the Wall Street Journal on robotic teachers, companions, 
and therapists. And Microsoft demonstrates a virtual human, Milo, 
that recognizes the people it interacts with and whose personality is 
sculpted by them. Tellingly, in the video that introduces Milo to the 
public, a young man begins by playing games with Milo in a virtual 
garden; by the end of the demonstration, things have heated up—he 
confides in Milo after being told off by his parents.

We are challenged to ask what such things augur. Some people 
are looking for robots to clean rugs and help with the laundry. Others 
hope for a mechanical bride. As sociable robots propose themselves 
as substitutes for people, new networked devices offer us machine-

mediated relationships with each 
other, another kind of substitution. 
We romance the robot and become 
inseparable from our smartphones. 
As this happens, we remake our-

selves and our relationships with each other through our new intimacy 
with machines. People talk about Web access on their BlackBerries as 
“the place for hope” in life, the place where loneliness can be defeated. 
A woman in her late sixties describes her new iPhone: “It’s like having 
a little Times Square in my pocketbook. All lights. All the people I could 
meet.” People are lonely. The network is seductive. But if we are always 
on, we may deny ourselves the rewards of solitude.   

     Turkle 2011:1–3.  Additional information about this excerpt can be found on the Online Learning 

Center at  www.mhhe.com/schaeferbrief10e .  

Did you ever suspect that you were hiding from people while you were 
online with them?

MIT psychologist Sherry Turkle thinks that the web may actually distance 
us from others.

128

Think about your life before you owned a cell phone: How did you 
connect with others then? How do you connect with them now? 
In this excerpt from Alone Together: Why We Expect More from 
Technology and Less from Each Other, Sherry Turkle writes that 
modern technology—especially communications  technology—
is changing the way we relate to others. Today, our digital com-
munications devices tend to preoccupy us, often burying us in a 
deluge of information, both audio and video. Yet in the end, they 
cannot substitute for the ties that bind, the face-to-face relation-
ships that hold family and friends together. Ironically, in an effort 
to dig out from the communications overflow, we are constantly 
seeking new networking gadgets (Turkle 2011:280).

 We’ve come a long way from the days when home enter-
tainment meant black-and-white television, and “reaching out” 
involved a land-line telephone and answering machine. Today, 
we not only carry the telephone with us; we use it to watch 

television and movies delivered over the Internet. Both televi-
sion and the Internet are examples of the mass media, which 
embrace print and electronic means of communication that 
carry messages to widespread audiences. Print media include 
newspapers, magazines, and books; electronic media include 
radio, satellite radio, television, motion pictures, and the Inter-
net. Advertising, which falls into both categories, is also a form 
of mass media. 

 The social impact of the mass media is obvious. Consider a 
few examples. TV dinners were invented to accommodate the 
millions of couch potatoes who can’t bear to miss their favorite 
television programs. Today, screen time has gone well beyond 
television viewing to include time spent on smartphones. 
 Candidates for political office rely on their media consul-
tants to project a winning image both in print and in the elec-
tronic media. World leaders use all forms of media for political 
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major sociological perspectives to examine the impact of the 
mass media and changes in their usage patterns (Nelson 2004).  

   Functionalist Perspective 
 One obvious function of the mass media is to entertain. Except 
for clearly identified news or educational programming, we 
often think the explicit purpose of the mass media is to occupy 
our leisure time—from newspaper comics and crossword puz-
zles to the latest music releases on the Internet. While that is true, 
the media have other important functions. They also socialize 
us, enforce social norms, confer status, and promote consump-
tion. An important dysfunction of the mass media is that they 
may act as a narcotic, desensitizing us to distressing events 
 (Lazarsfeld and Merton 1948; C. Wright 1986). 

  Agent of Socialization   The media increase social cohesion by 
presenting a common, more or less standardized view of culture 
through mass communication. Sociologist Robert Park (1922) 
studied how newspapers helped immigrants to the United States 
adjust to their environment by changing their customary habits 
and teaching them the opinions of people in their new home 
country. Unquestionably, the mass media play a significant 
role in providing a collective experience for members of soci-
ety. Think about how the mass media bring together members 
of a community or even a nation by broadcasting important 
events and ceremonies (such as inaugurations, press confer-
ences, parades, state funerals, and the Olympics) and by cover-
ing disasters. 

 Which media outlets did people turn to in the aftermath of 
the September 11, 2001, tragedy? Television, radio, and the tele-
phone were the primary means by which people in the United 
States bonded. But the Internet also played a prominent role. 
About half of all Internet users—more than 5 million people—
received some kind of news about the attacks online (David 
L. Miller and Darlington 2002). 

   Sociological Perspectives 

on the Media 

   O ver the past decade, new technologies have made new forms 
of mass media available to U.S. households. These new tech-

nologies have changed people’s viewing and listening habits. Peo-
ple spend a lot of time with the media, more and more of it on the 
Internet. Media consumers have moved away from television and 
toward digital images downloaded to their computers and por-
table devices. Increasingly, they learn not just about the famous 
but about ordinary people by viewing their Facebook or MySpace 
pages or by keeping in touch with their friends via Twitter. 

 In studying the impact of the mass media on socialization, 
sociologists must consider the wide variety of contact people 
have with communication outlets, from immersion in all types 
of media to relative isolation, especially from recent innovations. 
In 2007 the Pew Research Center released a report that sorted 
U.S. residents into 10 categories based on their use of information 
and communications technologies (ICTs;  Table 6-1, page 130 ). 
According to the report, about 32 percent of the adult popula-
tion falls into the top four categories, from the “Omnivores,” who 
use these devices as a means of self-expression, to the “Produc-
tivity Enhancers,” who use them to get the job done. Middle-of-
the-road users, who represent about 19 percent of the population, 
take advantage of new technologies but aren’t as excited about 
them. They range from the “Mobile Centrics,” who are strongly 
attached to their cell phones, to the “Connected but Hassled.” 
Close to half the people in the nation have few if any technol-
ogy devices, or if they do, they are not wedded to them. Typically, 
younger people embrace technological change more than older 
people, who tend either to be indifferent toward new technolo-
gies or to find them annoying. 

 How do people’s viewing and listening habits affect their 
social behavior? In the following sections we’ll use the four 

advantage, whether to gain territory or to bid on hosting the 
Olympics. In parts of Africa and Asia, AIDS education projects 
owe much of their success to media campaigns. And during the 
2003 war in Iraq, both the British and U.S. governments allowed 
journalists to be embedded with frontline troops as a means of 
“telling their story.” 

 Few aspects of society are as central as the mass media. 
Through the media we expand our understanding of people and 
events beyond what we experience in person. The media inform 
us about different cultures and lifestyles and about the latest 
forms of technology. For sociologists, the key questions are how 
the mass media affect our social institutions and how they influ-
ence our social behavior. 

 The social impact of the mass media has become so huge, 
in fact, that scholars have begun to speak of  cultural conver-
gence.  The term    cultural convergence    refers to the flow of 
content across multiple media, and the accompanying migra-
tion of media audiences. As you watch a television program, for 
example, you wonder what the star of the show is doing at the 

moment, and turn to the Internet. Later, while texting your best 
friend, you tell her what you learned, accompanied by a Google 
Earth map showing the celebrity’s location. Using Photoshop, 
you may even include the star’s image next to your own, post 
the photo on your Facebook page, and then tweet your friends 
(send them a mini-blog) to create a caption. Media convergence 
is not orchestrated by the media, sophisticated though they may 
be. You initiate it, using techniques you likely learned by inter-
acting with others, either face-to-face or through the media 
(H. Jenkins 2006). 

 Why are the media so influential? Who benefits from media 
influence and why? How do we maintain cultural and ethical 
standards in the face of negative media images? In this chapter 
we will consider the ways sociology helps us to answer these 
questions. First we will look at how proponents of the various 
sociological perspectives view the media. Then we will examine 
who makes up the media’s audience, not just at home but around 
the world. The chapter closes with a Social Policy section on the 
right to privacy in a digital age.  
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  Think about It 
 What category would you place yourself in?  

C
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 6
130 that goes wrong, especially with young people. Yet the media also 

have positive effects on young people. For young and even not-
so-young adults, for example, a new sort of tribalism is emerging 
online, in which communities develop around common interests 
or shared identities (Adams and Smith 2008).  

  Enforcer of Social Norms   The media often reaffirm proper 
behavior by showing what happens to people who act in a way 
that violates societal expectations. These messages are conveyed 
when the bad guy gets clobbered in cartoons or is thrown in 
jail on  CSI.  Yet the media also sometimes glorify disapproved 
behavior, whether it is physical violence, disrespect to a teacher, 
or drug use. 

 The media play a critical role in human sexuality. Many 
people object to the widespread availability of pornography 
on the web; others are concerned about the way sexual preda-
tors use chat rooms to take advantage of children. Yet innova-
tive uses of new media may also have positive consequences. 
On Valentine’s Day 2007, New York City introduced the official 
“NYC Condom” on Facebook, in an attempt to make safer sex 
a social norm. Not only has New York’s Department of Health 
and Mental Hygiene given away millions of condoms, but thou-
sands of  e-condoms,  as they are called, have been distributed to 
Facebook users. 

  
 Programs have also been created to persuade teens not to send 

nude images of themselves to selected friends. Such images often 
go viral (that is, spread across the Internet) and may be used to 
harass teens and their parents. To define normative behavior 
regarding these images, one organization has launched a “That’s 
not cool” campaign, complete with stalker messages that can 
be e-mailed to those who misuse such images. The widespread 
dissemination of compromising images that were meant to be 
shared only among close friends is just one aspect of the social 
phenomenon called  cyberbullying  (Chan 2009;  Clifford 2009a; 
Gentile 2009).  

  Conferral of Status   The mass media confer status on people, 
organizations, and public issues. Whether it is an issue like the 
homeless or a celebrity like Cameron Diaz, they single out one 
from thousands of other similarly placed issues or people to 
become significant.  Table 6-2  shows how often certain public 
figures are prominently featured on weekly magazine covers. 
Obviously,  People  magazine alone was not responsible for mak-
ing Princess Diana into a worldwide figure, but collectively, all 
the media outlets created a notoriety that Princess Victoria of 
Sweden, for one, did not enjoy.   

 Another way the media confer celebrity status on individu-
als is by publishing information about the frequency of Internet 
searches. Some newspapers and websites carry regularly updated 
lists of the most heavily researched individuals and topics of 
the week. The means may have changed since the first issue of 
 Time  magazine hit the stands in 1923, but the media still confer 
status—often electronically.       

 Today, the news media have moved further online. Afghans 
of all political persuasions now connect with the Muslim com-
munity overseas to gain both social and financial support. In 
the realm of popular culture, a spontaneous global sharing of 
reactions to Michael Jackson’s sudden death in 2009 crashed the 
websites for Google, the  Los Angeles Times,  TMZ celebrity news, 
Perez Hilton’s blog, and Twitter (Rawlinson and Hunt 2009; 
Shane 2010). 

 Some are concerned about the media’s socialization function, 
however. For instance, many people worry about the effect of 
using television as a babysitter and the impact of violent pro-
gramming on viewer behavior. Some people adopt a blame-the-
media mentality, holding the media accountable for anything 

  TABLE 6-1   CONTOURS OF COMMUNICATION  

Omnivores: 8% of American adults constitute the most active partici-
pants in the information society, consuming information goods and 
services at a high rate and using them as a platform for participation 
and self-expression.

The Connectors: 7% of the adult population surround themselves 
with technology and use it to connect with people and digital content. 
They get a lot out of their mobile devices and participate actively in 
online life.

Lackluster Veterans: 8% of American adults make up a group who are 
not at all passionate about their abundance of modern ICTs. Few like 
the intrusiveness their gadgets add to their lives and not many see ICTs 
adding to their personal productivity.

Productivity Enhancers: 9% of American adults happily get a lot of 
things done with information technology, both at home and at work.

Mobile Centrics: 10% of the general population are strongly 
attached to their cell phones and take advantage of a range of mobile 
applications.

Connected but Hassled: 9% of American adults fit into this group. They 
have invested in a lot of technology, but the connectivity is a hassle for 
them.

Inexperienced Experimenters: 8% of adults have less ICT on hand 
than others. They feel competent in dealing with technology, and might 
do more with it if they had more.

Light but Satisfied: 15% of adults have the basics of information tech-
nology but use it infrequently, so it does not register as an important 
part of their lives.

Indifferents: 11% of adults have a fair amount of technology on hand, 
but it does not play a central role in their daily lives.

Off the Net: 15% of the population, mainly older Americans, are off the 
modern information network.

   Note:  From a Pew Internet and American Life Project survey conducted in 
April 2006.  
  Source:  Horrigan 2007:vii. 
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glasses that sit in front of the judges on  American Idol.  Product 
placement is nothing new. In 1951  The African Queen  promi-
nently displayed Gordon’s Gin aboard the boat carrying Katha-
rine Hepburn and Humphrey Bogart. However, commercial 
promotion has become far more common today:  American 
Idol  alone features over 4,600 product appearances each sea-
son. Moreover, advertisers are attempting to develop brand or 
logo loyalty at younger and younger ages ( Buckingham 2007; 
Rodman 2011:395). 

 Using advertising to develop a brand name with global appeal is 
an especially powerful way to encourage consumption. U.S. corpo-
rations have been particularly successful in creating global brands. 
An analysis of the 100 most successful brands worldwide, each of 
which derives at least a third of its earnings outside the home coun-
try, shows that 51 of them originated in the United States; 49 others 
come from 14 different countries ( Figure 6-1 on page 133 ).     

 Media advertising has several clear functions: it supports the 
economy, provides information about products, and underwrites 

use your sociological imagination

You are browsing through the magazines at a newsstand. 
Are you more likely than not to pick up a magazine 
because of the person on the cover? What kind of cover 
shot would attract you?

  Promotion of Consumption   Twenty thousand commercials 
a year—that is the number the average child in the United 
States watches on television, according to the American Acad-
emy of Pediatrics. Young people cannot escape commercial 
messages. They show up on high school scoreboards, at rock 
concerts, and as banners on web pages. They also surface in 
the form of  product placement —for example, the Coca-Cola 

  Think about It 
 How do these magazines differ in the types of people they feature on their covers? Which type do you think enjoys the most 
status? Why?  

TABLE 6-2  STATUS CONFERRED BY MAGAZINES 

Rank/Person/Times on 
Cover of Time

Rank/Person/Times on 
Cover of People

Rank/Person/Times on 
Cover of Ebony

Rank/Person/Times on Cover 
of Rolling Stone

1. Richard Nixon (55) 1. Princess Diana (54) 1. Janet Jackson (18)  1. Paul McCartney (27)

2. Ronald Reagan (38) 2. Jennifer Aniston (38) 2. Michael Jackson (17)  2. John Lennon (26)

3. Bill Clinton (34) 3. Julia Roberts (35) 3. Muhammad Ali (16)  3. Bono (22)

4. Hillary Clinton (31) 4. Brad Pitt (30) 3. Halle Berry (16)  3. Bob Dylan (22)

4. George W. Bush (31) 5. Prince William (20) 3. Whitney Houston (16)  5. Mick Jagger (21)

6. Barack Obama (27) 6. Britney Spears (18) 6. Diahann Carroll (11)  5. Bruce Springsteen (21)

7. George H. W. Bush (25) 7. Angelina Jolie (17) 6. Lena Horne (11)  7. Madonna (19)

8. Dwight Eisenhower (22) 7. Michael Jackson (17) 6. Sidney Poitier (11)  8. Keith Richards (18)

8. Lyndon Johnson (22) 9. Elizabeth Taylor (16) 9. Vanessa Williams (10)  9. Jimi Hendrix (17)

8. Gerald Ford (22) 9. Nicole Kidman (16) 9. Denzel Washington (10)  9. George Harrison (17)

9. Bill Cosby (10)

  Source:  Author’s content analysis of primary cover subject for full run of the periodicals beginning with  Time,  March 3, 1923;  People,  March 4, 1974;  Ebony,  
November 1945; and  Rolling Stone,  September 1967 through January 1, 2012. When a periodical runs multiple covers, each version is counted. In case of ties, 
the more recent cover person is listed first. 
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Product placement (“brand casting”) is an increasingly important source of 
revenue for motion picture studios. The movie  The Hangover Part II  (2011) 
featured many brands, including Adidas, Foster’s, Skype, Volvo, and as shown 
here, Hard Rock Cafe ( Brandchannel.com  2012).
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132 ill effects of addiction to television or the Internet, especially 

among young people. Street crime, explicit sex, war, and HIV/
AIDS apparently are such overwhelming topics that some in the 
audience may feel they have acted—or at the very least learned 
all they need to know—simply by watching the news.   

  Conflict Perspective 
 Conflict theorists emphasize that the media reflect and even 
exacerbate many of the divisions in our society and world, 
including those based on gender, race, ethnicity, and social class. 
They point in particular to the media’s ability to decide what is 
transmitted, through a process called  gatekeeping.  Conflict theo-
rists also stress the way interest groups monitor media content; 
the way powerful groups transmit society’s dominant ideology 
through the mass media; and the technological gap between the 
haves and have-nots, which limits people’s access to the Internet. 

  Gatekeeping   What story appears on page 1 of the morning 
newspaper? What motion picture plays on three screens rather 
than one at the local cineplex? What picture isn’t released at all? 
Behind these decisions are powerful figures—publishers, editors, 
and other media moguls. 

 The mass media constitute a form of big business in which 
profits are generally more important than the quality of the 
programming. Within the mass media, a relatively small num-
ber of people control what eventually reaches the audience 
through    gatekeeping.    This term describes how material must 
travel through a series of gates (or checkpoints) before reach-
ing the public. Thus, a select few decide what images to bring 
to a broad audience. In many countries the government plays a 
gatekeeping role. Even the champions of Internet freedom, who 
pride themselves on allowing people to pass freely through 
the gate, may quickly channel them in certain directions 
(see Box 6-1 on page 134). 

 Gatekeeping, which prevails in all kinds of media, is not a 
new concept. The term was coined by a journalism scholar in 
the 1940s to refer to the way that small-town newspaper edi-
tors control which events receive public attention. As sociologist 
C. Wright Mills ([1956] 2000b) observed, the real power of the 
media is that they can control what is being presented. In the 
recording industry, gatekeepers may reject a popular local band 
because it competes with a group already on their label. Even if 
the band is recorded, radio programmers may reject the music 
because it does not fit the station’s sound. Television program-
mers may keep a pilot for a new TV series off the air because 
they believe it does not appeal to the target audience (which is 
sometimes determined by advertising sponsors). Similar deci-
sions are made by gatekeepers in the publishing industry (Han-
son 2005; White 1950). 

 Gatekeeping is not as dominant in at least one form of mass 
media, the Internet. You can send virtually any message to an 
electronic bulletin board, and create a web page or web log (blog) 
to advance any argument, including one that insists the earth is 
flat. The Internet is a means of quickly disseminating informa-
tion (or misinformation) without going through any significant 
gatekeeping process. 

 Nevertheless, the Internet is not totally without restrictions. 
In many nations, laws regulate content on issues such as gam-
bling, pornography, and even politics. And popular Internet 
service providers will terminate accounts for offensive behavior. 

the cost of media. In some cases, advertising becomes part of the 
entertainment. A national survey showed that one-half of view-
ers watch the Super Bowl primarily for the commercials, and 
one-third of online conversations about the Super Bowl the day 
of and the day after the event are driven by Super Bowl advertis-
ing. Yet advertising’s functions are related to dysfunctions. Media 
advertising contributes to a consumer culture that creates needs 
and raises unrealistic expectations of what is required to be 
happy or satisfied. Moreover, because the media depend heavily 
on advertising revenue, advertisers can influence media content 
(Carey and Gelles 2010; Nielsen Company 2009).  

use your sociological imagination

You are a news junkie. Where do you gather your facts or 
information—from newspapers, tabloids, magazines, TV 
newscasts, blogs, or the Internet? Why did you choose that 
medium?

  Dysfunction: The Narcotizing Effect   In addition to the func-
tions just noted, the media perform a  dysfunction.  Sociologists 
Paul Lazarsfeld and Robert Merton (1948) created the term    nar-
cotizing dysfunction    to refer to the phenomenon in which the 
media provide such massive amounts of coverage that the audi-
ence becomes numb and fails to act on the information, regard-
less of how compelling the issue. Interested citizens may take in 
the information but make no decision or take no action. 

 Consider how often the media initiate a great outpouring of 
philanthropic support in response to natural disasters or fam-
ily crises. But then what happens? Research shows that as time 
passes, viewer fatigue sets in. The mass media audience becomes 
numb, desensitized to the suffering, and may even conclude that 
a solution to the crisis has been found (S. Moeller 1999). 

 The media’s narcotizing dysfunction was identified 70 years 
ago, when just a few homes had television—well before the 
advent of electronic media. At that time, the dysfunction went 
largely unnoticed, but today commentators often point out the 
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United States
1 Coca-Cola
2 IBM
3  Microsoft
4 Google
5 GE
6 McDonald’s
7 Intel
8 Apple
9 Disney
10 Hewlett-Packard
13 Cisco
16  Gillette
20  Oracle

France
18 Louis Vuitton
40 L’Oréal
52 Danone
53 AXA
66 Hermes
70 Cartier
77 Moët & Chandon

Switzerland
30 Nescafé
55 Nestlé
82  Credit  Suisse
92 UBS
94  Zurich

Italy
39 Gucci
93 Georgio Armani
99 Ferrari

South Korea
17 Samsung
61 Hyundai

Taiwan
98 HTC

Mexico
86 Corona

Japan
11 Toyota
19 Honda
33 Canon
36 Sony
48 Nintendo
69 Panasonic
90 Nissan

Sweden
21 H&M
31 Ikea

Finland
14  Nokia

Spain
44 Zara

68 Santander

Netherlands
41  Philips
74  Shell
91  Heineken

Germany
12  Mercedes-Benz
15 BMW
24  SAP
46  Siemens
47  Volkswagen
59 Audi
60 Adidas
67 Allianz
72 Porsche
87 Nivea

Great 
Britain
32 HSBC
79  Barclays
88  Johnnie Walker
89 Smirnoff
95  Burberry

Canada
56 BlackBerry
57 Thomson Reuters

MAPPING LIFE WORLDWIDE
FIGURE 6-1 BRANDING THE GLOBE

   Note:  Map shows the top 100 brands in the world in 2011 by country of ownership, except for the United States, for which only brands in the top 20 are shown.  
  Source:  Based on Interbrand 2012. 
 Based on revenue and name recognition, these are the brands that dominate the global marketplace. Just 15 nations account for all the top 100 brands. 

  Think about It 
 How many of these brands do you recognize?  
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After the terrorist attacks in 2001, eBay did not allow people to 
sell parts of the World Trade Center via its online auction. Despite 
such interference, growing numbers of people are actively 
involved in online communities. These    netizens    are committed 
to the free flow of information, with few outside controls. 

 Today, many countries try to control political dissent by 
restricting citizens’ access to online comments unfavorable to 
the government. In 2011, online criticism fueled dissent in Arab 
countries like Egypt, Tunisia, Libya, Bahrain, and Syria. Using 
social media, activists in these countries encouraged their fol-
lowers to demonstrate against the government at predetermined 
locales. To further encourage the opposition, they posted cell 
phone videos of the protests on the Internet. Even in China, 
where the government limits or even bans access to Google, 
Facebook, and Twitter, media-savvy Chinese have created local 

networks to share their dissatisfaction with the government. 
Surreptitiously, the U.S. government has distributed “shadow” 
Internet and mobile phone systems to dissidents around the 
world, to undermine their governments’ censorship (Glanz 
and Markoff 2011; C. MacLeod 2010; Preston and Stelter 2011; 
Wasik 2012).  

  Media Monitoring   The term  media monitoring  is used most 
often to refer to interest groups’ monitoring of media content. The 
public reaction to the shootings at Virginia Tech in April 2007 
provides one example. People did not need to be constant news 
monitors to learn of the rampage. Ever since the mass shootings 
at Columbine High School near Littleton, Colorado, in 1999, news 
outlets of every type have descended on the sites of such school 
shootings, offering insight into the perpetrators and their families, 
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What is wrong with that result? Given a 
choice, most of us go only to restaurants whose 
food we enjoy, read and listen to only those 
books and radio programs we know we like. 
Yet wasn’t the Internet supposed to open new 

RESEARCH TODAY

6-1 Inside the Bubble: Internet Search Filters

Through Facebook, Classmates, and LinkedIn, 
the Internet allows us to reach out to those 
who are different from ourselves—or does 
it? Today, the search engines we use to navi-
gate the Internet are personalized. Google, 
for example, uses as many as 57 sources of 
information, including a person’s location and 
past searches, to make calculated guesses 
about the sites a person might like to visit. 
Its searches have been personalized in this 
way since 2009. In 2012 Google carried the 
process one step further by collecting infor-
mation from the websites that people “friend” 
through social media, and then using it to 
direct their web searches. Google sees this 
personalization of its searches as a service, 
one that helps people to cut through irrel-
evant information and quickly find what they 
are looking for.

Although Google’s approach may at first 
sound convenient, critics charge that it can 
trap users in their own worlds, by routing them 
ever more narrowly in the same direction. In his 
book The Filter Bubble, online political activist 
Eli Pariser complains that when a search engine 
filters our searches, it encloses us in a kind of 
invisible bubble that limits what we see to what 
we are already familiar with. Thus, we are not 
likely to discover people, places, and ideas that 
are outside our comfort zone. Secure in our 
online bubble, which we may not even realize is 
there, we visit only safe, predictable sites.

vistas to us? And if we are investigating a 
major news event, shouldn’t we all see the 
same information when we search for it? 
Pariser describes what happened when two 
friends searched for the term “BP” in the 
spring of 2010, during the Deepwater Hori-
zon oil rig’s accidental discharge of crude 
oil into the Gulf of Mexico. Using the same 
browser, the two friends got very different 
results. One saw links to information about 
the oil spill; the other saw links to informa-
tion about BP’s CEO, intended for investors.

Google’s spokespeople deny that their 
search engine reduces people’s exposure to 
new ideas. Its calculations, they say, “limit 
personalization and promote variety in the 
results page” (Weisberg 2011). Yet like net-
work television and the major motion picture 
studios, Internet search engines may well limit 
the breadth of the material that people see.

LET’S DISCUSS

1. Have you ever been frustrated by the results 
of an Internet search? Describe what hap-
pened, or what didn’t happen.

2. Choose a topic of interest to you and do an 
Internet search on it; ask several friends or 
classmates to do the same. Do your results 
differ? In what way?

Sources: Basulto 2011; Elgan 2011; Pariser 2011a, 
2011b; Swartz 2012; Weisberg 2011.

Like network television and the 
major motion picture studios, 

Internet search engines may well 
limit the breadth of the material 

that people see.
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of children’s media use and communications as an appropriate 
part of adult supervision. Yet their snooping sets an example 
for their children, who may use the technique for their own 
ends. Some media analysts have noted a growing trend among 
adolescents: the use of new media to learn not-so-public infor-
mation about their parents (Delaney 2005). 

 One unanticipated benefit of government monitoring of pri-
vate communications has been expedited disaster relief. As in 
the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina in 2005, the U.S. government 
turned to media monitoring following the 2010 earthquake 
in Haiti. At the Department of Homeland Security, employees 
at the National Operations Center monitored 31 social media 
sites for information regarding the disaster. The intelligence they 
gathered helped responders to locate people in need of rescue 
and identify areas outside Port-au-Prince where relief was nec-
essary (Department of Homeland Security 2010).  

  Dominant Ideology: Constructing Reality   Conflict theorists 
argue that the mass media maintain the privileges of certain 
groups. Moreover, powerful groups may limit the media’s rep-
resentation of others to protect their own interests. The term 

covering the mass expressions of grief, and following the commu-
nities’ efforts to recover. Once again, though media outlets provided 
valuable information and quickly reassured viewers, listeners, and 
readers that the shooters posed no further danger, many people 
criticized the reality that they constructed through their coverage. 

 The term  media monitoring  can also be applied to govern-
ment monitoring of individuals’ phone calls without their 
knowledge. For example, the federal government has been criti-
cized for authorizing wiretaps of U.S. citizens’ telephone conver-
sations without judicial approval. Government officials argue 
that the wiretaps were undertaken in the interest of national 
security, to monitor contacts between U.S. citizens and known 
terrorist groups following the terrorist attacks of September 11, 
2001. But critics who take the conflict perspective, among oth-
ers, are concerned by the apparent invasion of people’s privacy 
(Gertner 2005). We will examine the right to privacy in greater 
detail in the Social Policy section at the end of this chapter. 

 What are the practical and ethical limits of media monitor-
ing? In daily life, parents often oversee their children’s online 
activities and scan the blogs they read—which are, of course, 
available for anyone to see. Most parents see such monitoring 
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  Social media have facilitated both public criticism of government and government attempts to 
monitor dissent.  

  Despite the popularity of Hollywood entertainment, media that are produced abroad for local consump-
tion also do well. The animated series  Freej  features Muslim grandmothers who stumble on a cursed 
book while tackling their culture’s wedding traditions. Produced in Dubai, the United Arab Emirates, for 
adult viewers, the series was launched in 2006.  
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   dominant ideology    describes a set of cultural beliefs and prac-
tices that helps to maintain powerful social, economic, and 
political interests. The media transmit messages that essentially 
define what we regard as the real world, even though those 
images frequently vary from the ones that the larger society 
experiences. 

 Mass media decision makers are overwhelmingly White, 
male, and wealthy. It may come as no surprise, then, that the 
media tend to ignore the lives and ambitions of subordinate 
groups, among them working-class people, African Americans, 
Hispanics, gays and lesbians, people with disabilities, over-
weight people, and older people. Worse yet, 
media content may create false images or 
stereotypes of these groups that then become 
accepted as accurate portrayals of reality. 
    Stereotypes    are unreliable generalizations 
about all members of a group that do not 
recognize individual differences within the 
group. Some broadcasters use stereotypes 
deliberately in a desperate bid for attention, 
with the winking approval of media execu-
tives. Shock radio host Don Imus may have 
been banned from the airwaves for his ste-
reotyped description of Black female ath-
letes, but within 10 months he was back on 
the air, earning a seven-figure income. 

 Television content is another example of 
this tendency to ignore reality. How many 
overweight TV characters can you name? Even 
though in real life 1 out of every 4 women is 
obese (30 or more pounds over a healthy body 
weight), only 3 out of 100 TV characters are 
portrayed as obese. Heavyset television char-
acters have fewer romances, talk less about 
sex, eat more often, and are more often the 
object of ridicule than their thin counterparts 
 (Hellmich 2001). 

 On the other hand, television news and other 
media outlets do alert people to the health impli-
cations of obesity. As with constructions of reality, 
whether some of this coverage is truly educational 
is debatable. Increasingly, the media have framed 
the problem not merely as an individual or personal 
one, but as a broad structural problem involving, for 
example, the manner in which food is processed and 
sold (Saguy and Almeling 2008). 

 As of 2011, 45 percent of all youths in the United 
States were children of color, yet few of the faces 
they saw on television reflected their race or cul-
tural heritage. Using content analysis, sociologists 
have found that only 2 of the nearly 60 prime-time 
series aired in recent years— Ugly Betty  and  George 
Lopez —focused on minority performers. What is 
more, programs that are shown earlier in the eve-
ning, when young people are most likely to watch 
television, are the least diverse (Grazian 2010:129; 
NAACP 2008; Wyatt 2009). 

 Another concern about the media, from the 
conflict perspective, is that television distorts the 

political process. Until the U.S. campaign finance system is 
truly reformed, the candidates with the most money (often 
backed by powerful lobbying groups) will be able to buy expo-
sure to voters and saturate the air with commercials attacking 
their opponents.  

  Dominant Ideology: Whose Culture?   In the United States, 
on the popular television contest  The Apprentice,  the dreaded 
dismissal line is “You’re fired.” In Finland, on  Dilli (The Deal),  
it’s “ Olet vapautettu ” (“You’re free to leave”); in Germany, on 
 Big Boss,  it’s  “Sie haben frei”  (“You’re off ”). Although people 
throughout the world decry U.S. exports, from films to language 
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Lindsey Wallem, Social Media Consultant 

Lindsey Wallem graduated from DePaul University with a major 
in sociology. She chose sociology because she wanted to help 
people, perhaps as a social worker for a nonprofit organization. 
Then, in her junior year, when her political science professor 
offered extra credit for work on a political campaign, Wallem’s 
life took an unexpected turn. “I showed up at the Obama head-
quarters just as they were moving in to their downtown Chicago 
office,” Wallem remembers. “I was assigned to the New Media 
department, using Facebook and MySpace to reach out to voters.” At the time, 
the use of social media tools in a political campaign was groundbreaking. “It 
was an exciting place to be,” she recalls. “I stayed on as a volunteer in New 
Media through the end of the campaign. When I graduated in 2008, I used 
that experience to pitch my social media services to nonprofits.”

Today, Wallem is a social media manager for several nonprofit  organizations 
in the Chicago area. She enjoys using her expertise in online organizing to 
help these worthy organizations grow. Wallem’s work with a nonprofit that 
fights homelessness has been particularly satisfying to her. In 2010–11, her 
client joined a coalition of organizations dedicated to creating more afford-
able housing in the city. “My role was to attend city council meetings and 
‘live-tweet’ the proceedings for supporters who couldn’t be in the room,” she 
explains. “On the day when a version of our legislation was passed, it was an 
exciting task indeed!”

Wallem also teaches an online course in social media to high school stu-
dents, through the Gifted LearningLinks program at Northwestern University. In 

TAKING SOCIOLOGY TO WORK

the first few weeks of the course, she draws from her old textbooks 
to give students a brief lesson in sociological theory. Then she asks 
them to apply the theory to Facebook and Twitter. “For the next 
generation, the Internet is the new frontier,” she muses. “It’s pretty 
amazing to see the perspectives of these ‘digital natives’ at work.”

Wallem finds that her background in sociology is quite rel-
evant to her career. “I spend much of my workweek interacting 
with communities on Facebook and Twitter, building a content 

schedule, and looking for content to share with my audience,” she explains. To 
measure and track the success of her social media campaigns—a necessity in 
online organizing —Wallem relies on her training in statistics. “Metrics in social 
media is more than just counting the number of ‘Likes’ you have,” she notes. 
“You need to look at the data and determine what kind of story it is telling you, 
what your audience is like and what they need from you.” Wallem also applies 
what she learned in her senior capstone course, Visual Sociology, which taught 
her to use photography or video to tell a story about a sociological trend. “I 
use this tactic every day on Facebook and YouTube—visuals are what grab 
attention and add weight to the message you are trying to convey,” she says.

LET’S DISCUSS

1. Have you ever used social media to participate in an online campaign? If 
so, how did you participate—by donating money, for example, or attending 
a fundraising event?

2. How might you use social media in your own career?
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to Bart Simpson, the U.S. media are still widely imitated. Sociolo-
gist Todd Gitlin describes American popular culture as some-
thing that “people love, and love to hate” (2002:177; Wentz and 
Atkinson 2005). 

 We risk being ethnocentric if we overstress U.S. domi-
nance, however. For example,  Survivor, Who Wants to Be a Mil-
lionaire, Big Brother,  and  Iron Chef —immensely popular TV 
programs in the United States—came from Sweden, Britain, 
the Netherlands, and Japan, respectively. Even  American Idol  
originated in Britain as  Pop Idol,  featuring Simon Cowell. And 
the steamy telenovelas of Mexico and other Spanish-speaking 
countries owe very little of their origin to the soap operas on 
U.S. television. Unlike motion pictures, television is gradually 
moving away from U.S. domination and is now more likely to 
be locally produced. By 2003, all the top 50 British TV shows 
were locally produced.  Medium  may appear on television in 
London, but it is shown late at night. Even U.S.-owned TV 
ventures such as Disney, MTV, and CNN had dramatically 
increased their locally produced programming overseas. Still, 
 CSI: NY  was on top in France, where only sports programs had 
a higher rating (Bielby and Harrington 2008; Colucci 2008; 
 The Economist  2003). 

 Nations that feel a loss of identity may try to defend against 
the cultural invasion from foreign countries, especially the eco-
nomically dominant United States. Yet as sociologists know, 
audiences are not necessarily passive recipients of foreign cul-
tural messages, either in developing nations or in industrial 
nations. Thus, research on consumers of cultural products like 

television, music, and film must be placed in social context. 
Although people may watch and even enjoy media content, that 
does not mean that they will accept values that are alien to their 
own (Bielby and Harrington 2008). 

 Many developing nations have long argued for a greatly 
improved two-way flow of news and information between indus-
trial nations and developing nations. They complain that news 
from the Third World is scant, and what news there is reflects 
unfavorably on the developing nations. For example, what do 
you know about South America? Most people in the United 
States will mention the two topics that dominate the news from 
countries south of the border: revolution and drugs. Most know 
little else about the continent. 

 To remedy this imbalance, a resolution to monitor the news 
and content that cross the borders of developing nations was 
passed by the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cul-
tural Organization (UNESCO) in the 1980s. The United States 
disagreed with the proposal, which became one factor in the 
U.S. decision to withdraw from UNESCO in the mid-1980s. In 
2005, the United States opposed another UNESCO plan, meant 
to reduce the diminishment of cultural differences. Hailed as 
an important step toward protecting threatened cultures, par-
ticularly the media markets in developing nations, the measure 
passed the UN’s General Assembly by a vote of 148–2. The 
United States, one of the two dissenters, objected officially to 
the measure’s vague wording, but the real concern was clearly the 
measure’s potential impact on a major U.S. export (Dominick 
2009; Riding 2005).  
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 SOCIOLOGY IN THE GLOBAL COMMUNITY 

network ready; the have-nots—countries like 
Zimbabwe, Yemen, and Haiti—are not. 

 For developing nations, the consequences of 
the global disconnect are far more serious than 
an inability to surf the Net. Thanks to the Inter-
net, multinational organizations can now func-
tion as a single global unit, responding instantly 
in real time, 24 hours a day. This new capability 
has fostered the emergence of what sociolo-
gist Manuel Castells calls a “global economy.” 
But if large numbers of people—indeed, entire 

nations—are disconnected from the new global 
economy, their economic growth will remain 
slow and the well-being of their people will 
remain retarded. Those citizens who are edu-
cated and skilled will immigrate to other labor 
markets, deepening the impoverishment of 
nations on the periphery. 

  LET’S DISCUSS 

    1. For nations on the periphery, what might be 
some specific social and economic conse-
quences of the global disconnect?  

 6-2   The Global Disconnect 

 Bogdan Ghirda, a Romanian, is paid 50 cents 
an hour to participate in multiplayer Internet 
games like City of Heroes and Star Wars. He is 
sitting in for someone in an industrialized coun-
try who does not want to spend days ascend-
ing to the highest levels of competition in order 
to compete with players who are already “well 
armed.” This arrangement is not unusual. U.S.-
based services can earn hundreds of dollars for 
recruiting someone in a less developed country, 
like Ghirda, to represent a single player in an 
affluent industrial country. 

 Meanwhile, villagers in Arumugam, India, 
are beginning to benefit from their new Knowl-
edge Centre. The facility, funded by a nonprofit 
organization, contains five computers that offer 
Internet access—an amenity unknown until now 
to thousands of villagers. 

 These two situations illustrate the techno-
logical disconnect between the developing and 
industrial nations. Around the world, developing 
nations lag far behind industrial nations in their 
access to and use of new technologies. The 
World Economic Forum’s Networked Readiness 
Index (NRI), a ranking of 142 nations, shows 
the relative preparedness of individuals, busi-
nesses, and governments to benefit from infor-
mation technologies. As the accompanying table 
shows, the haves of the world—countries like 
Singapore, the United States, and Denmark—are 

   2. What factors might complicate efforts to 
remedy the global disconnect in developing 
nations?    

 Sources: Castells 2010a; Dutta and Mia 2010;  
The Economist  2005c; Lim 2007; Schwab 2011; 
T. Thompson 2005.  

   For developing nations, the 
consequences of the global 

disconnect are far more serious 
than an inability to surf the Net.   

  NETWORKED READINESS 

INDEX  

Top 10 
Countries

Bottom 10 
Countries

 1. Switzerland 133. Mozambique

 2. Singapore 134. Swaziland

 3. Sweden 135. Lesotho

 4. Finland 136. Burkina Faso

 5. United States 137. Mauritania

 6. Germany 138. Yemen

 7. Netherlands 139. Angola

 8. Denmark 140. Burundi

 9. Japan 141. Haiti

10. Great Britain 142. Chad
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  The Digital Divide   Finally, as numerous studies have shown, 
advances in communications technology are not evenly distrib-
uted. Worldwide, low-income groups, racial and ethnic minorities, 
rural residents, and the citizens of developing countries have far less 
access than others to the latest technologies—a gap that is called 
the    digital divide.    People in low-income households and develop-
ing countries, for example, are less likely than others to have Inter-
net access. When marginalized people do gain Internet access, they 
are still likely to trail the privileged. They may have dial-up service 
instead of broadband, or broadband instead of wireless Internet. 

 The implications of the digital divide go well beyond an in-
ability to check sports results or celebrity comings and goings. 
The Internet and other new media are becoming essential to 
economic progress, whether it is finding a job or accessing infor-
mation needed to improve one’s skills. 

 The digital divide is most evident in developing countries. 
In Africa, 4 percent of the population has Internet access. These 
fortunate few typically pay the highest rates in the world—$250 
to $300 a month—for the slowest connection speeds. Box 6-2 
examines the global disconnect between the haves and have-
nots of the information age (Robinson and Crenshaw 2010; 
P. Schaefer 2008).    

use your sociological imagination

How do your favorite media reflect U.S. culture? How do 
they reflect the cultures of the rest of the world?

  Feminist Perspective 
 Feminists share the view of conflict theorists that the mass 
media stereotype and misrepresent social reality. According to 
this view, the media powerfully influence how we look at men 
and women, communicating unrealistic, stereotypical, and limit-
ing images of the sexes. 

 Educators and social scientists have long noted the stereotypi-
cal portrayal of women and men in the mass media. Women are 
often shown as being shallow and obsessed with beauty. They 
are more likely than men to be presented unclothed, in dan-
ger, or even physically victimized. When women achieve news-
worthy feats in fields traditionally dominated by men, such as 
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  FIGURE 6-2    MARKETING ONLINE THROUGH 

SOCIAL NETWORKS 

 Traditional forms of advertising (left) allow only one-way communication, from the advertiser to 
the consumer. Online social networks (right) offer two-way communication, allowing advertisers 
to develop a relationship with consumers.  
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138 professional sports, the media are often slow to recognize their 

accomplishments. 
 Even when they are covered by the press, female athletes 

are not treated equally by television commentators. Com-
munications researchers conducted a content analysis of over 
200 hours of nationally televised coverage of professional golf 
events. The study showed that when female golfers are success-
ful, they are more likely than male golfers to be called strong 
and intelligent. When they are not successful, they are more 
likely than men to be described as lacking in athletic ability. In 
contrast, male golfers receive more comments on their concen-
tration and commitment. These findings suggest a subtle sex-
ism, with women being portrayed as innately talented and men 
being portrayed as superior in mental or emotional makeup 
(T. Jacobs 2009). 

 Another aim of feminist research is to determine whether the 
media have a different impact on women than on men. Recently, 
researchers found that adolescent boys are almost three times as 
likely as adolescent girls to participate in online gaming. Young 
females who do participate are more likely than boy gamers 
to get into serious fights and report obesity. Clearly, this topic 
deserves further study (R. Desai et al. 2010). 

 A continuing, troubling issue for feminists and society as a 
whole is pornography. Feminists tend to be very supportive 
of freedom of expression and self-determination, rights that 
are denied to women more often than to men. Yet pornogra-
phy presents women as sex objects and seems to make viewing 
women that way acceptable. Nor are concerns about pornogra-
phy limited to this type of objectification and imagery, as well 
as their implicit endorsement of violence against women. The 
industry that creates risqué adult images for videos, DVDs, and 

the Internet is largely unregulated, even putting its performers 
at risk. 

 Feminist scholars are cautiously optimistic about new media. 
Although women are represented among bloggers, by some 
measures they are responsible for only about 10 percent of the 
most popular blogs. Still, in conservative cultures like Saudi Ara-
bia, online media offer women the opportunity to explore life-
styles that traditional media outlets largely ignore (Jesella 2008; 
Worth 2008). 

 As in other areas of sociology, feminist researchers caution 
against assuming that what holds true for men’s media use is true 
for everyone. Researchers, for example, have studied the differ-
ent ways that women and men approach the Internet. Though 
men are only slightly more likely than women ever to have used 
the Internet, they are much more likely to use it daily. Yet accord-
ing to a 2009 study, more women than men use the Internet. Not 
surprisingly, men account for 91 percent of the players in online 
sports fantasy leagues. Perhaps more socially significant, however, 
is the finding that women are more likely than men to maintain 
friendship networks through e-mail (Boase et al. 2006; Fallows 
2006; Pew Internet Project 2009; Rainie 2005).  

  Interactionist Perspective  
 Interactionists are especially interested in shared understand-
ings of everyday behavior. These scholars examine the media on 
the micro level to see how they shape day-to-day social behavior. 
Increasingly, researchers point to the mass media as the source 
of major daily activity; some argue that television serves essen-
tially as a primary group for many individuals who share TV 
viewing. Other mass-media participation is not necessarily face-
to-face. For example, we usually listen to the radio or read the 

newspaper as a solitary activity, although it is pos-
sible to share either with others (Cerulo et al. 1992; 
Waite 2000). 

 Online social networks, in fact, have become a 
new way of promoting consumption. As  Figure 6-2  
shows, advertisers have traditionally marketed 
products and services through spot ads, mass mail-
ings, or billboards, whether they are promoting 
flat-screen televisions or public service messages 
like “Don’t drink and drive.” Now, using social net-
works (see Box 4-3, page 89), they can find consum-
ers online and attempt to develop a relationship 
with them there. Through Facebook, for example, 
Burger King awarded a free Whopper to anyone 
who would delete 10 friends. Facebook’s staff was 
not happy with Burger King’s promotion, which 
notified 239,906 Facebook users that they had been 
dropped for a burger—an action that violated the 
network’s policy. Nevertheless, Burger King created 
a vast network of consumers who enjoy Whop-
pers. Similarly, Kraft Foods encouraged people to 
post images of the Wiener-mobile on the photo site 
Flickr (Bacon Lovers’ Talk 2009; Burger King 2009; 
Gaudin 2009). 

Relationship marketing is not the only new use 
for online social networks. As Box 6-3 shows, in 
2010, texting became a new source of philanthropy
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Haiti said they had encouraged friends or rela-
tives to do the same. Of that group, 76 percent 
said that their friends or family had complied.
Young and non-White donors were particularly 
active in spreading the word.

6-3 Charity Begins At Home Online

Increasingly, technology plays 
a part in the contributions 
people make to the causes 
and organizations they sup-
port. Research shows that in 
the United States, 20 percent 
of adults have contributed to 
charities online. Ten percent 
have done so from their cell 
phones, using text messaging. 
The new trend was especially 
noticeable in 2010, after the 
massive earthquake in Haiti, 
when cell phone owners used 
text messaging to contribute 
an estimated $43 million to 
relief efforts. The story of the 
disaster, which displaced mil-
lions of people, dominated 
the news and social media for 
weeks afterward.

Unfortunately, text donors’ 
interest in the island nation’s 
fate seemed to evaporate just 
as quickly as it had developed. 
Less than half of them have 
stayed informed on the chari-
ties’ reconstruction efforts, 
and 15 percent have lost all 
interest. For the charities, the 
new donors’ fickleness spells 
uncertainty about the success 
of future fund-raising efforts. 
Traditional donors—those who 
research charities online be -
fore donating, and follow up 
on their effectiveness over 
the years—are more likely to 
stay involved and to support 
charities over the long term, 
regardless of what is or is not 
in the news.

LET’S DISCUSS

1. Have you ever texted a donation to a charity 
and then shared your concern with friends 
and family? If so, did you or anyone you 
know ever follow up on the charity’s efforts? 
If not, why not?

2. If you worked for a charity, how would you 
deal with the here-today, gone-tomorrow 
nature of text donations? 

Sources: Choney 2010; A. Smith 2012.

SOCIOLOGY IN THE GLOBAL COMMUNITY

For charities, mobile giving 
opened up a new way to reach 
donors, and a friend network 

that could spread news of natural 
disasters almost instantaneously.

Who’s on the Internet?
Everyone seems to be on the Internet, but not quite. Overall, about 

three-quarters of U.S. residents are connected to the Internet. Rural 
residents, as well as the poor, minorities, and the elderly, trail behind 

other groups in their use of the Internet. 
The age gap in Internet usage is closing, however. In 2000, only 20 

percent of people age 65 or older were on the web, compared to 78 percent of those in their 20s. 
Ten years later, 42 percent of those 65 and over were on the web, compared to about 88 percent 
of 20-somethings. This gap is expected to narrow further in coming years. 

Likewise, the racial-ethnic and income gaps in Internet usage are closing. Internet use rose 
from 52 percent of Blacks and 66 percent of Whites in the year 2000 to 67 percent of Blacks and 
79 percent of Whites in 2011. Low-income people and rural residents are making similar strides.

TREND

 S
P

O
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For charities, mobile giving opened up a new 
way to reach donors, and a friend network that 
could spread news of natural disasters almost 
instantaneously. Most of those who made 
text donations to Haiti—almost 9 out of 10—
responded quickly to television news reports, 
without stopping to investigate the charities.
About half of them donated immediately; 
another quarter did so later in the day. Unlike 
traditional contributors, many of these donors 
shared their decisions through their electronic 
friend networks. In a survey, 43 percent of 
respondents who had made text donations to 

139

in the aftermath of the massive earth-
quake in Haiti.

 Interactionists note, too, that 
friendship networks can emerge 
from shared viewing habits or from 
recollection of a cherished televi-
sion series from the past. Family 
members and friends often gather for 
parties centered on the broadcasting of 
popular events such as the Super Bowl or 
the Academy Awards. And as we’ve seen, 
television often serves as a babysitter or 
playmate for children and even infants. 

 The rise of the Internet has also facili-
tated new forms of communication and 
social interaction. Grandparents can 
now keep up with their grandchildren 
via e-mail, or even watch them on their 
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   Note:  Based on a national survey taken January–February 2012, except for 
community data taken June–September 2009. Hispanic data limited to  English-
speaking respondents.  
  Source:  Pew Internet Project 2012a, 2012b.  

Percent using the Internet

Characteristics

Men

Women

Age

18–29

30–49

50–64

65+

Race/Ethnicity

White Non-Hispanic

Black

Income

Under $30,000

$30–49,999

$50–74,999

$75,000+

Education

Less than high school

High school

Some college

College

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

81%

78%

94%

88%

79%

48%

83%

71%

Hispanic 71%

94%

98%

45%

71%

91%

97%

Community

Urban

Suburban

Rural

81%

82%

67%

85%

65%

Internet usage is

lowest among the

old, poor, and less

educated, and in

rural areas.

  FIGURE 6-3   WHO’S ON THE INTERNET 
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140 referred to this personalized approach to news 
information gathering as   egocasting.  One social 
consequence of this trend may be a less toler-
ant society. If we read, see, and hear only what 
we know and agree with, we may be much less 
prepared to meet people from different back-
grounds or converse with those who express 
new viewpoints. 

 Furthermore, while many people in the 
United States embrace the Internet, we should 
note that information is not evenly distributed 
throughout the population. The same people, by 

and large, who experience poor health 
and have few job opportunities have 
been left off the information high-
way.  Figure 6-3  breaks down Internet 
usage by gender, age, race, income, 
education, and community type. 
Note the large disparities in usage 

between those with high and low incomes, and 
between those with more and less education. 
The data also show a significant racial dispar-
ity. Though educators and politicians have 
touted the potential benefits to the disadvan-
taged, Internet usage may be reinforcing existing 
social-class and racial barriers. 

 The interactionist perspective helps us to 
understand one important aspect of the entire 
mass media system—the audience. How do we 
actively participate in media events? How do 
we construct with others the meaning of media 
messages? We will explore these questions in 
the section that follows. ( Table 6-3  summarizes 
the various sociological perspectives on the 
media.)    

thinking CRITICALLY

What do you think is the most important function of the 
mass media in our society? Why? Which of the prob-
lems associated with the media troubles you most, 
and why?

 The Audience 
  Ever feel like text-messaging everyone you know, to encourage 
them to vote for your favorite performer on a certain reality 
program? Ever looked over someone’s shoulder as he watched 
last week’s episode of  American Idol  on his iPhone—and been 
tempted to reveal the ending to him? Ever come across an old 
CD and tried to remember the last time you or a friend lis-
tened to one, or heard the songs in the order in which they were 
recorded? In this and many other ways, we are reminded that we 
are all part of a larger audience.  

laptops via Skype. Gay and lesbian teens have online resources 
for support and information. People can even find their life-
time partners through computer dating services. 

 Some troubling issues have been raised about day-to-day life on 
the Internet, however. What, if anything, should be done about ter-
rorists and other extremist groups who use the Internet to exchange 
messages of hatred and even bomb-making recipes? What, if any-
thing, should be done about the issue of sexual expression on the 
Internet? How can children be protected from it? Should “hot chat” 
and X-rated film clips be censored? Or should expression be com-
pletely free?   

 Though the Internet has created a new platform for 
extremists, hate groups, and pornographers, it has also given 
people greater control over what they see and hear. That is, 
the Internet allows people to manage their media exposure 
so as to avoid sounds, images, and ideas they do not enjoy 
or approve of. The legal scholar Cass Sunstein (2002) has 
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  TABLE 6-3    SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES 

ON THE MASS MEDIA                

Theoretical Perspective Emphasis

Functionalist Socialization

Enforcement of social norms

Conferral of status

Promotion of consumption

Narcotizing effect (dysfunction)

Conflict Gatekeeping

Media monitoring

Construction of reality

Digital divide

Feminist Misrepresentation of women

Differential impact on women

Interactionist Impact on social behavior

Source of friendship networks

Tracking Sociological Perspectives
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  Who Is in the Audience? 
 The mass media are distinguished from other social institutions 
by the necessary presence of an audience. It can be an identifi-
able, finite group, such as an audience at a jazz club or a Broad-
way musical, or a much larger and undefined group, such as 
VH-1 viewers or readers of the same issue of  USA Today.  The 
audience may be a secondary group gathered in a large audito-
rium or a primary group, such as a family watching the latest 
Disney video at home. 

 We can look at the audience from the level of both  microsociol-
ogy  and  macrosociology.  At the micro level, we might consider how 
audience members, interacting among themselves, respond to the 
media, or in the case of live performances, actually influence the 
performers. At the macro level, we might examine broader societal 
consequences of the media, such as the early childhood education 
delivered through programming like  Sesame Street.  

 Even if an audience is spread out over a wide geographic area 
and members don’t know one another, it is still distinctive in terms 
of age, gender, income, political party, formal schooling, race, and 
ethnicity. The audience for a ballet, for example, would likely differ 
substantially from the audience for alternative music.  

  The Segmented Audience 
 Increasingly, the media are marketing themselves to a  particu-
lar  audience. Once a media outlet, such as a radio station or a 
magazine, has identified its audience, it targets that group. To 
some degree, this specialization is driven by advertising. Media 
specialists have sharpened their ability, through survey research, 
to identify particular target audiences. Thus, during the mid-
term elections in 2010, the two major political parties placed TV 

advertisements in markets where surveys indicated they would 
find support. For example, the Republican Party placed ads on 
college football games and  America’s Funniest Home Videos.  The 
Democratic Party bought time on  Brothers & Sisters  and  Dr. Phil
(A. Parker 2010). 

use your sociological imagination

Think about the last time you were part of an audience. 
Describe the performance. How similar to or different 
from yourself were the other audience members? What 
might account for whatever similarities or differences you 
noticed?

 The specialized targeting of audiences has led some scholars 
to question the “mass” in mass media. For example, the British 
social psychologist Sonia Livingstone (2004) has written that 
the media have become so segmented, they have taken on the 
appearance almost of individualization. Are viewing audiences 
so segmented that large collective audiences are a thing of the 
past? That is not yet clear. Even though we seem to be living 
in an age of  personal  computers and  personal  digital assistants 
(PDAs), large formal organizations still do transmit public mes-
sages that reach a sizable, heterogeneous, and scattered audience. 

use your sociological imagination

How might you use the concept of audience segmentation 
in your future occupation?

 

 Audience Behavior 
 Sociologists have long researched how audiences interact with 
one another and how they share information after a media event. 
The role of audience members as opinion leaders particularly 
intrigues social researchers. An    opinion leader    is someone 
who influences the opinions and decisions of others through 
day-to-day personal contact and communication. For example, 
a movie or theater critic functions as an opinion leader. Soci-
ologist Paul Lazarsfeld and his colleagues (1948) pioneered the 
study of opinion leaders in their research on voting behavior in 
the 1940s. They found that opinion leaders encourage their rela-
tives, friends, and co-workers to think positively about a particu-
lar candidate, perhaps pushing them to listen to the politician’s 
speeches or read the campaign literature. 

 Despite the role of opinion leaders, members of an audi-
ence do not all interpret media in the same way. Often their 
response is influenced by their social characteristics, such as 
occupation, race, education, and income. Take the example of 
the televised news coverage of the riots in Los Angeles in 1992. 
The riots were an angry response to the acquittal of two White 
police officers accused of severely beating a Black motorist. 
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  FIGURE 6-4   MEDIA PENETRATION IN SELECTED COUNTRIES 

   Note:  Personal computer data for 2006, released in 2009; all other data for 2009, released in 2012.  
  Sources:  Bureau of the Census 2009a:Table 1345; 2011a:Table 1392 on page 868.   

  Think about It 
 What is the economic and political significance of media penetration?  
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142 Sociologist Darnell Hunt (1997) wondered how the social com-

position of audience members would affect the way they inter-
preted the news coverage. Hunt gathered 15 groups from the 
Los Angeles area, whose members were equally divided among 
Whites, Blacks, and Latinos. He showed each group a 17-minute 
clip from the televised coverage of the riots and asked mem-
bers to discuss how they would describe what they had just seen 
to a 12-year-old. In analyzing the discussions, Hunt found that 
although gender and class did not cause respondents to vary 
their answers much, race did. 

 Hunt went beyond noting simple racial differences in per-
ceptions; he analyzed how the differences were manifested. For 
example, Black viewers were much more likely than Latinos 
or Whites to refer to the events in terms of “us” versus “them.” 
Another difference was that Black and Latino viewers were more 
animated and critical than White viewers as they watched the 
film clip. White viewers tended to sit quietly, still and unques-
tioning, suggesting that they were more comfortable with the 
news coverage than the Blacks or Latinos. 

thinking CRITICALLY

What kind of audience is targeted by the producers 
of televised professional wrestling? By the creators 
of an animated film? By a rap group? What factors 
determine who makes up a particular audience?

  The Media’s Global Reach 
  Has the rise of the electronic media created a  global village?  
Canadian media theorist Marshall McLuhan predicted it would 
nearly 50 years ago. Today, physical distance is no longer a bar-
rier, and instant messaging is possible across the world. The mass 
media have indeed created a global village. Not all countries are 
equally connected, as  Figure 6-4  shows, but the progress has 
been staggering, considering that voice transmission was just 
beginning 100 years ago (McLuhan 1964, 1967). 

 Sociologist Todd Gitlin considers  global torrent  a more apt 
metaphor for the media’s reach than  global village.  The media 
permeate all aspects of everyday life. Take advertising, for exam-
ple. Consumer goods are marketed vigorously worldwide, from 
advertisements on airport baggage carriers to imprints on sandy 
beaches. Little wonder that people around the world develop 
loyalty to a brand and are as likely to sport a Nike, Coca-Cola, or 
Harley-Davidson logo as they are their favorite soccer or base-
ball insignia (Gitlin 2002; Klein 1999). 

 The Internet has facilitated all forms of communication. Refer-
ence materials and data banks can now be made accessible across 
national boundaries. Information related to international finance, 
marketing, trade, and manufacturing is literally just a keystroke 
away. We have seen the emergence of true world news outlets and 
the promotion of a world music that is not clearly identifiable 
with any single culture. Even the most future- oriented thinker 
would find the growth in the reach of the mass media in post -
industrial and postmodern societies remarkable (Castells 2001, 
2010b; Croteau and Hoynes 2003, 2006; Croteau et al. 2012). 
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  In 2011, “Black and Yellow” by rap-
per Wiz Khalifa (left) was one of the 
most frequently downloaded cell 
phone ringtones. Because today’s 
media provide multiple services, 
music fans can use the Internet to 
access recorded music and listen 
to it on their cell phones.  

New technologies can create new social norms. In Gurupá, Brazil, television 
watching became a community social activity when three new TV owners 
agreed to share their sets with the community of 3,000.

The M
ass M

edia 
143

more than 70 percent of households go without. Two techno-
logical advances are likely to change this pattern, however. First, 
advances in battery power now allow viewers to watch televi-
sion even in areas where there is no electricity. Second, digital 
signal transmission permits television reception via cable or 
satellite. 

 In some developing countries, people manage to watch tele-
vision even though they don’t own one. Consider the town 
of Gurupá, in the remote Amazon area of Brazil. In 1982, the 
wealthiest three households in this community bought televi-
sions. To please the rest of the town, they agreed to place their 
TVs near the window so that their neighbors could watch them 
as well. As the TV owners proudly displayed their new status 
symbol, TV watching became a community social activity. The 
introduction of a new technology had created a new social norm 
(Kenny 2009; Pace 1993, 1998). 

 Around the world, people rely increasingly on digital media, 
from cell phones to the Internet. This trend toward online 
communication has raised new concerns about the right to 
privacy. The Social Policy section that follows examines the 
social implications of digital media, from censorship to crimi-
nal activity. 

thinking CRITICALLY

Use the functionalist, conflict, and interactionist per-
spectives to assess the effects of global TV program-
ming on developing countries.

 Although in the United States we may take television for 
granted, even thinking of it as an old-fashioned medium, 
worldwide that is not necessarily the case. In India, half of all 
households do not have television; in Nigeria and Bangladesh, 
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Our society’s growing dependence on electronic transactions has greatly increased concerns 
about our privacy.

online surveillance of dissident political groups by authoritarian 
regimes and the unauthorized release of classified government 
documents. In 2010, WikiLeaks released thousands of classified 
U.S. foreign policy documents on its website, causing some people 
to condemn the action as treasonous and others to praise it as a 
blow against government censorship (O’Harrow Jr. 2005). 

 Other privacy violations are subtler, and not strictly ille-
gal. For example, many commercial websites use “cookies” and 
tracking technology to monitor visitors’ websurfing. Using that 
information, marketers can estimate a visitor’s age, gender, and 
zip code, and from that data, the person’s income. They can then 
select advertisements that will appeal specifically to that person. 
So depending on who we are, or at least appear to be, one of us 
might see ads about weight-loss products and another, ads about 
travel to exotic locations. 

 Is this approach to online marketing just effective advertis-
ing, or is it an invasion of privacy? Because the information that 
marketers gather in this way can be tied to other devices a person 
uses, such as a cell phone or computer, some critics see online 
tracking as a form of fingerprinting (Angwin 2010;  Angwin and 
Valentino-DeVries 2010a).  

  Applying Sociology 

 From a sociological point of view, the complex issues of privacy 
and censorship can be considered illustrations of culture lag. As 
usual, the material culture (technology) is changing faster than 
the nonmaterial culture (norms for controlling the use of tech-
nology). Too often, the result is an anything-goes approach to 
the use of new technologies. 

 Sociologists’ views on the use and abuse of new 
technologies differ depending on their theoretical 
perspective. Functionalists take a generally positive 
view of the Internet, pointing to its manifest func-
tion of facilitating communication. From their per-
spective, the Internet performs the latent function of 
empowering people with few resources—from hate 
groups to special-interest organizations—to com-
municate with the masses. 

 In contrast, conflict theorists stress the danger 
that the most powerful groups in a society will use 
technology to violate the privacy of the less powerful.  

  Initiating Policy 

 Legislation regarding the surveillance of electronic 
communications has not always upheld citizens’ 
right to privacy. In 1986, the federal government 
passed the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 
which outlawed the surveillance of telephone calls 
except with the permission of both the U.S. attorney 
general and a federal judge. Telegrams, faxes, and 
e-mails did not receive the same degree of protec-
tion, however. In 2001, one month after the terrorist 
attacks of September 11, Congress passed the Patriot 

  socialpolicy and the Mass Media 

 The Right to Privacy 

 In 2010, humans added 1.2 zettabytes of digital information to 
the world’s already huge data library. A zettabyte equals 1 trillion 
gigabytes—a quantity which, if placed on DVDs, would require 
a stack of disks stretching to the moon and back. By 2020, the 
size of this imaginary DVD tower will triple, quadruple, or even 
quintuple (Acohido 2010). 

 Within this mound of data lies personal information about 
people’s finances, health, and individual tastes. In the postmod-
ern digital age, do people have a right to keep that kind of infor-
mation private? If so, can they expect others to respect that right? 

  Looking at the Issue 

 Although much of the sweeping change that accompanied the 
transition to digital media has benefited society, scholars have 
noted some negative effects. In particular, recent advances in 
computer technology have made it increasingly easy for business 
firms, government agencies, and even criminals to retrieve and 
store information about private individuals. In public places, at 
work, and on the Internet, surveillance devices track our every 
move, whether it is a keystroke or an ATM withdrawal. The 
information they accumulate includes everything from our buy-
ing habits to our web-surfing patterns. 

 As these technologies increase the power to monitor our 
behavior, they raise fears of their misuse for criminal or even 
undemocratic purposes. In short, they threaten not just our pri-
vacy, but our freedom from crime and censorship as well. Some 
obvious violations of privacy, such as identity theft—the misuse of 
credit card and Social Security numbers to masquerade as another 
person—have been well documented. Other violations involve 
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 MASTERING THIS CHAPTER 

 The  mass media  are print and electronic instruments of communica-
tion that carry messages to often widespread audiences. They pervade 
all social institutions, from entertainment to education to politics. This 
chapter examines how the mass media affect those institutions and 
influence our social behavior.

    1. From the functionalist perspective, the media entertain, socialize, 
enforce social norms, confer status, and promote consumption. They 
can be dysfunctional to the extent that they desensitize us to serious 
events and issues, a phenomenon called the  narcotizing dysfunction.   

   2. Conflict theorists think the media reflect and even deepen the divi-
sions in society through  gatekeeping,  or control over which mate-
rial reaches the public; media monitoring, the covert observation of 
people’s media usage and choices; and support of the  dominant ide-
ology,  which defines reality, overwhelming local cultures.  

   3. Feminist theorists point out that media images of the sexes com-
municate unrealistic, stereotypical, limiting, and sometimes violent 
perceptions of women.  

  Summary 

   4. Interactionists examine the media on the micro level to see how they 
shape day-to-day social behavior. Interactionists have studied shared 
TV viewing and intergenerational e-mail.  

   5. The mass media require the presence of an audience, whether it is 
small and well defined or large and amorphous. With increasing 
numbers of media outlets has come more and more targeting of seg-
mented (or specialized) audiences.  

   6. Social researchers have studied the role of  opinion leaders  in influ-
encing audiences.  

   7. The media have a global reach thanks to new communications tech-
nologies, especially the Internet. Some people are concerned that 
this global reach will spread unhealthy influences to other cultures.  

   8. In the postmodern digital age, new technologies that facilitate the 
collection and sharing of personal information are threatening peo-
ple’s right to privacy.     

Act, which relaxed existing legal checks on surveillance by law 
enforcement officers. Federal agencies are now freer to gather 
data electronically, including people’s credit card receipts and 
banking records (Gertner 2005). 

 Today, most other types of online monitoring have yet to be 
tested in court, including the use of tracking technologies and the 
compilation and sale of personal profiles to merchandisers. Con-
sistent with the concept of culture lag, privacy advocates com-
plain that the law hasn’t kept pace with advancing technology. In 
2010, Congress began to draft federal legislation to inform cell 
phone and computer owners that their devices are being “finger-
printed,” and to allow them to opt out of being monitored. The 
next year, seeking to head off the measure, some tracking organi-
zations began voluntarily to allow people to edit the information 
collected in their online profiles. At the same time, the Federal 
Trade Commission issued a report that faulted the industry for 
not doing enough to protect consumers’ privacy online (Angwin 
and Valentino-DeVries 2010b; Federal Trade Commission 2010; 
Steel 2010;  The Week  2010b). 

 If anything, however, people seem to be less vigilant about 
maintaining their privacy today than they were before the infor-
mation age. Young people who have grown up browsing the Inter-
net seem to accept the existence of the “cookies” and “spyware” 
they may pick up while surfing. They have become accustomed 
to adult surveillance of their conversation in electronic chat 
rooms. And many see no risk in providing personal information 
about themselves to strangers they meet online. Little wonder 
that college professors find their students do not appreciate the 
political significance of their right to privacy (Turkle 2004, 2011). 

The need for online privacy seems only to be increasing, 
however. In a new practice called weblining, data-gathering com-
panies are monitoring people’s online activities not so much for 

merchandising purposes, but to collect negative personal infor-
mation. Based on this information, collected from the websites 
people search or the products and people they friend, a per-
son may be denied a job opportunity or assigned a low credit 
rating. Data-gathering companies also offer information on 
searches having to do with mental issues like bipolar disorder 
and anxiety, which can make it difficult for a person to secure 
affordable health insurance. Although weblining has not yet 
drawn policymakers’ attention, it is sure to do so in the future 
(Andrews 2012).

 Compared to online tracking, most people seem more wor-
ried about government surveillance and crimes like identity theft. 
Although online piracy is a real threat, in the long run, online 
tracking and other questionable forms of surveillance may pose 
a greater threat to society. As Nicholas Carr (2010:W2), former 
editor of the  Harvard Business Review,  has noted, “The continu-
ing erosion of personal privacy . . . may lead us as a society to 
devalue the concept of privacy, to see it as outdated and unim-
portant . . . merely as a barrier to efficient shopping and social-
izing.” From the point of view of many technology companies, 
however, abandoning the right to privacy is only realistic. As Sun 
Microsystems CEO Scott McNealy remarked in 1999, “You have 
no privacy. Get over it” (N. Carr 2010:W2). 

  Take the Issue with You 
    1. How would you react if you discovered that the government 

was monitoring your use of the mass media?  
   2. If your safety were in jeopardy, would you be willing to sacri-

fice your privacy?  
   3. Which do you consider the greatest threat to society: govern-

ment censorship, cybercrime, or Internet surveillance? Explain.         
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  Key Terms 

    Cultural convergence    The flow of content across multiple media, and the 
accompanying migration of media audiences. (page 129)  

   Digital divide    The relative lack of access to the latest technologies 
among low-income groups, racial and ethnic minorities, rural resi-
dents, and the citizens of developing countries. (137)  

   Dominant ideology    A set of cultural beliefs and practices that helps to 
maintain powerful social, economic, and political interests. (135)  

   Gatekeeping    The process by which a relatively small number of people 
in the media industry control what material eventually reaches the 
audience. (132)  

   Mass media    Print and electronic means of communication that carry 
messages to widespread audiences. (128)  

   Narcotizing dysfunction    The phenomenon in which the media provide 
such massive amounts of coverage that the audience becomes numb 
and fails to act on the information, regardless of how compelling the 
issue. (132)  

   Netizen    A person who is actively involved in online communities and is 
committed to the free flow of information, with few outside controls. 
(133)  

   Opinion leader    Someone who influences the opinions and decisions of 
others through day-to-day personal contact and communication. (141)  

   Stereotype    An unreliable generalization about all members of a group 
that does not recognize individual differences within the group. (135)    

  TAKING SOCIOLOGY with you 

    1. For one day, categorize every media message you receive in terms of its 
function: Does it socialize, enforce a social norm, confer status, or pro-
mote consumption? Keep a record and tally the results. Which function 
was the most common? What can you conclude from the results?  

   2. Pick a specific audience—residents of your dorm, for example—and 
track their media preferences over the next day or two. Which mass 

media are they watching, reading, or listening to? Which media are 
the most popular and which the least popular? How segmented is 
this particular mass media audience?  

   3. Pick a foreign film, television program, or Internet site and study it 
from the point of view of a sociologist. What does it tell you about 
the culture that produced it?    

  Self-Quiz 

 Read each question carefully and then select the best answer. 

     1.  From the functionalist perspective, the media can be dysfunctional in what way?
     a.  They enforce social norms.  
    b.  They confer status.  
    c.  They desensitize us to events.  
    d.  They are agents of socialization.     

    2.  Sociologist Robert Park studied how newspapers helped immigrants to the 
United States adjust to their environment by changing their customary habits 
and by teaching them the opinions held by people in their new home country. 
His study was conducted from which sociological perspective?

     a.  the functionalist perspective  
    b.  the conflict perspective  
    c.  the interactionist perspective  
    d.  the dramaturgical perspective     

    3.  There are problems inherent in the socialization function of the mass media. For 
example, many people worry about

     a.  the effect of using the television as a babysitter.  
    b.  the impact of violent programming on viewer behavior.  
    c.  the unequal ability of all individuals to purchase televisions.  
    d.  both a and b.     

    4.  Media advertising has several clear functions, but it also has dysfunctions. 
Sociologists are concerned that

     a.  it creates unrealistic expectations of what is required to be happy.  
    b.  it creates new consumer needs.  
    c.  advertisers are able to influence media content.  
    d.  all of the above     

    5.  Gatekeeping, the process by which a relatively small number of people control 
what material reaches an audience, is largely dominant in all but which of the 
following media?

     a.  television  
    b.  the Internet  
    c.  publishing  
    d.  music     

    6.  Which sociological perspective is especially concerned with the media’s ability to 
decide what gets transmitted through gatekeeping?

     a.  the functionalist perspective  
    b.  the conflict perspective  
    c.  the interactionist perspective  
    d.  the dramaturgical perspective     

    7.  Which of the following is  not  a problem feminist theorists see with media coverage?
     a.  Women are underrepresented, suggesting that men are the cultural 

standard and that women are insignificant.  
    b.  Men and women are portrayed in ways that reflect and perpetuate 

stereotypical views of gender.  
    c.  Female athletes are treated differently from male athletes in television 

commentary.  
    d.  The increasing frequency of single moms in the media is providing a 

negative role model for women.     

    8.  Which of the following is  not  true concerning how men and women use the Internet?
     a.  Men are more likely to use the Internet daily.  
    b.  Women are more likely to use e-mail to maintain friendships.  
    c.  Men account for 100 percent of players in online sports fantasy leagues.  
    d.  Men are slightly more likely to have ever used the Internet than women are.     

    9.  Sociologist Paul Lazarsfeld and his colleagues pioneered the study of
     a.  the audience.  
    b.  opinion leaders.  
    c.  the media’s global reach.  
    d.  media violence.     

    10.  In his study of how the social composition of audience members affected how 
they interpreted the news coverage of riots in Los Angeles in 1992, sociologist 
Darnell Hunt found what kind of differences in perception?

     a.  racial  
    b.  gender  
    c.  class  
    d.  religious     
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The Social Network

This dramatization of the rise of Facebook illustrates the way people 

connect to one another in the 21st century.

Pirate Radio

In the 1960s, an independent English radio station broadcasts from 

international waters, threatening the British Broadcasting Corpora-

tion’s monopoly of the airwaves.

We Live in Public

This documentary traces the rise and fall of an Internet entrepreneur.

 THINKING ABOUT 

    11.  The mass media increase social cohesion by presenting a more or less standardized, common view of culture through mass communication. This statement reflects the 

____________________ perspective.  

    12.  Paul Lazarsfeld and Robert Merton created the term ____________________ ____________________ to refer to the phenomenon in which the media provide such 

massive amounts of information that the audience becomes numb and generally fails to act on the information, regardless of how compelling the issue.  

    13.  ____________________ ____________________ is the term used to describe the set of cultural beliefs and practices that helps to maintain powerful social, economic, 

and political interests.  

    14.  Sociologists blame the mass media for the creation and perpetuation of ____________________, or generalizations about all members of a group that do not recognize 

individual differences within the group.  

    15.  The ____________________ perspective contends that television distorts the political process.  

    16.  We risk being ____________________ if we overstress U.S. dominance and assume that other nations do not play a role in media cultural exports.  

    17.  Both ____________________ and ____________________ theorists are troubled that the victims depicted in violent imagery are often those who are given less respect 

in real life: women, children, the poor, racial minorities, citizens of foreign countries, and even the physically disabled.  

    18.  The ____________________ perspective examines the media on the micro level to see how they shape day-to-day social behavior.  

    19.  From a sociological point of view, the current controversy over privacy and media censorship illustrates the concept of ____________________ ____________________.  

    20.  Nearly 50 years ago, Canadian media theorist ____________________ ____________________ predicted that the rise of the electronic media would create a “global village.”   

  Answers 
 1 (c); 2 (a); 3 (d); 4 (d); 5 (b); 6 (b); 7 (d); 8 (c); 9 (b); 10 (a); 11 functionalist; 12 narcotizing dysfunction; 13 Dominant ideology; 14 stereotypes; 15 conflict; 16 ethnocentric; 
17 conflict, feminist; 18 interactionist; 19 culture lag; 20 Marshall McLuhan   
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 }   INSIDE 
 What Is Deviance? 

 Social Control 

 Law and Society 

 Sociological Perspectives 
on Deviance 

 Crime: A Sociological 
Approach

Crime Statistics 

 Social Policy and Social 
Control: The Death 
Penalty in the United 
States and Worldwide

A potential shopper examines 
a marijuana plant at the 

Cannabis Crown competition 
for medical marijuana growers 
in Aspen, Colorado. Although 

deviant behavior violates 
the standards of conduct of 
a group or society, it is not 

necessarily criminal.  
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 Deviance, Crime, and 
Social Control     7 
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   Living in Baltimore City, 
I was required to carry my 
gun both on and off duty. I 
never fired a shot outside of 
training. Only rarely was my 
service weapon—a char  ged 
 semi-automatic nine- millimeter 
Glock-17 with no safety and a 
 seventeen-round clip—pointed 
at somebody. But in my police 
duties, my gun was very rou-
tinely removed from its holster, 
probably every other shift. I 
did occasionally chase people 
down alleys and wrestled a few 
suspects. I maced one person, 

but did not hit anybody. As a police officer, I tried to speak softly and carry 
a big stick. The department issued a twenty-
nine-inch straight wooden baton just for this 
purpose. I brought it along to all my calls. 

 In any account of police work, inevita-
bly the noncriminal public, the routine, and 
the working folks all get short shrift. Police 
don’t deal with a random cross-section of 
society, even within the areas they work. And this book reflects that. The 
ghetto transcends stereotypes. Families try to make it against the odds. 
Old women sweep the streets. People rise before dawn to go to work. 
On Sundays, ladies go to church wearing beautiful hats and preach-
ers preach to the choir. But if you’re looking for stereotypes, they’re 
there. Between the vacant and abandoned buildings you’ll find liquor 
stores, fast food, Korean corner stores, and a Jewish pawn shop. Living 
conditions are worse than third-world shanty towns: children in filthy 

Twenty months in Baltimore wasn’t very 
long, but it was long enough to see five 
police officers killed in the line of duty.

apartments without plumbing or electricity, entire homes put out on evic-
tion day, forty-five-year-old great-grand parents, junkies not raising their 
kids, drug dealers, and everywhere signs of violence and despair. 

 As a middle-class white man policing the ghetto, I should address 
the charge of “exoticism,” that I use poor residents for my own advan-
tage. I plead no-contest. If you’re not from the ghetto, and though 
it may not be politically correct to say so, the ghetto  is  exotic. One 
field-training officer accused me of being “ fascinated  by the ghetto.” 
I am. There are very few aspects of urban life that don’t fascinate me. 
But it is not my intent to sensationalize the ghetto. This is a book 
about police. 

 If you want to read about the ghetto, good books are out there. Ghet-
tos are diverse and encompass many cultures and classes. Some object 
to the very term ghetto. I use the word because it is the vernacular of 
police officers and many (though by no means all) of the residents. If 
you really want to learn about the ghetto, go there. There’s probably one 
near you. Visit a church; walk down the street; buy something from the 

corner store; have a beer; eat. But most 
importantly, talk to people. That’s how you 
learn. When the subject turns to drugs and 
crime, you’ll hear a common refrain: “It just 
don’t make sense.” 

 Twenty months in Baltimore wasn’t 
very long, but it was long enough to see 

five police officers killed in the line of duty. And there were other cops, 
friends of mine, who were hurt, shot, and lucky to live. A year after I quit 
the force, my friend and academy classmate became the first Baltimore 
police woman killed in the line of duty, dying in a car crash on the way to 
back up another police officer.   

   (Moskos 2008:15–17)  Additional information about this excerpt can be found on the Online 

Learning Center at  www.mhhe.com/schaeferbrief10e .  

What do you think (or know) life is like in a high-crime area?

To learn about crime firsthand, sociologist Peter Moskos became 
a Baltimore police officer.
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 Peter Moskos’s route to becoming a sworn police officer was a bit 
unusual, considering that becoming one was never his goal. None 
of his friends were on the force, nor did he come from a family of 
police officers: his father was a well-known and respected soci-
ologist. During his graduate studies, however, Moskos decided 
that he wanted to learn more about law enforcement. So he per-
suaded Baltimore’s police commissioner to let him attend the 
police academy, as both a student and a sociologist. 

 On the second day of class, the commissioner was suddenly 
and unexpectedly ousted from office, to be replaced by a new com-
missioner who questioned Moskos’s motives. “Why don’t you want 
to be a cop for real?” he challenged Moskos. That was the begin-
ning of Moskos’s 20-month tour of duty with the Baltimore Police 
Department, during which he responded to crimes that included 
disorderly conduct, domestic abuse, and a 12- person shooting. 

 In this excerpt from his book  Cop in the Hood: My Year Polic-
ing Baltimore’s Eastern District,  Moskos describes his beat as seen 

through the eyes of a sociologist doing an ethnographic study. Look-
ing beyond the stereotypes, he found a diverse and vibrant com-
munity, one he would get to know by mingling with its residents. 
Moskos took the same approach in his study of police work, taking 
sociology with him to the academy, the  station house, and the street. 

 Moskos notes that the residents he served simply could not 
fathom the crime that plagued their inner-city neighborhood. 
What does explain it? Although drug dealing, prostitution, and 
the sale of stolen goods are illegal activities, they provide a certain 
level of stability to those who live on the edge, including the home-
less, drug addicts, and frightened, neglected youths. Only a thin 
line separates their  deviant behavior —behavior that violates social 
norms, such as dropping out of school or sleeping on the street—
from their illegal activities. Crime is functional in their subculture, 
even if it is socially unacceptable to the rest of the neighborhood. 

 Another example of a behavior that can be seen as either 
socially acceptable or socially unacceptable depending on your 
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In 2009, baseball fans were shocked by the 
revelation that, like several other baseball 
greats, superstar Alex Rodriguez had used 
banned substances and lied about it.

Think about It
If your friends or teammates violate a social norm, is their 
behavior deviant?

D
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women and girls—based on how they look. Journalist Naomi Wolf 
(1992) has used the term  beauty myth  to refer to an exaggerated 
ideal of beauty, beyond the reach of all but a few females, which 
has unfortunate consequences. In order to shed their “deviant” 
image and conform to unrealistic societal norms, many women 
and girls become consumed with adjusting their appearances. Yet 
what is deviant in one culture may be celebrated in another. 

 Deviance involves the violation of group norms, which may 
or may not be formalized into law. It is a comprehensive concept 
that includes not only criminal behavior but also many actions 
that are not subject to prosecution. The public official who takes 
a bribe has defied social norms, but so has the high school stu-
dent who refuses to sit in an assigned seat or cuts class. Of course, 
deviation from norms is not always negative, let alone criminal. 
A member of an exclusive social club who speaks out against a 
traditional policy of not admitting women, Blacks, and Jews is 
deviating from the club’s norms. So is a police officer who blows 
the whistle on corruption or brutality within the department. 

 From a sociological perspective, deviance is hardly objective 
or set in stone. Rather, it is subject to social definition within a 
particular society and at a particular time. For that reason, what 
is considered deviant can shift from one social era to another. In 
most instances, those individuals and groups with the greatest 
status and power define what is acceptable and what is deviant. 
For example, despite serious medical warnings against the dan-
gers of tobacco, made since 1964, cigarette smoking continued to 
be accepted for decades—in good part because of the power of 
tobacco farmers and cigarette manufacturers. Only after a long 
campaign led by public health and anticancer activists did ciga-
rette smoking become more of a deviant activity. Today, many 
state and local laws limit where people can smoke.  

   Deviance and Social Stigma 
 A person can acquire a deviant identity in many ways. Because 
of physical or behavioral characteristics, some people are 

   What Is Deviance? 

   F or sociologists, the term  deviance  does not mean perversion 
or depravity.    Deviance    is behavior that violates the stan-

dards of conduct or expectations of a group or society. In the 
United States, alcoholics, compulsive gamblers, and the mentally 
ill would all be classified as deviants. Being late for class is cat-
egorized as a deviant act; the same is true of wearing jeans to a 
formal wedding. On the basis of the sociological definition, we 
are all deviant from time to time. Each of us violates common 
social norms in certain situations (Best 2004). 

 Is being overweight an example of deviance? In the United 
States and many other cultures, unrealistic standards of appear-
ance and body image place a huge strain on people—especially 

reference group is binge drinking. On the one hand, we can view 
binge drinking as  deviant,  as violating a school’s standards of con-
duct and endangering a person’s health. On the other hand, we can 
see it as  conforming,  or complying with peer culture. In the United 
States, people are socialized to have mixed feelings about both 
conforming and nonconforming behavior. The term  conformity  
can conjure up images of mindless imitation of a peer group—
whether a circle of teenagers wearing “phat pants” or a group of 
business executives all dressed in gray suits. Yet the same term can 
also suggest that an individual is cooperative, or a “team player.” 
What about those who do not conform? They may be respected as 
individualists, leaders, or creative thinkers who break new ground. 
Or they may be labeled as “troublemakers” and “weirdos.” 

 This chapter examines the relationships among deviance and 
conformity, crime and social control. What is deviance, and what 
are its consequences? What causes crime? How does society con-
trol people’s behavior, convincing us to conform to both unwrit-
ten rules and formal laws? We will begin by defining deviance 

and describing the stigma that is associated with it. Then we 
will distinguish between conformity and obedience, and exam-
ine a surprising experiment on obedience to authority. We will 
study the mechanisms societies use, both formal and informal, 
to encourage conformity and discourage deviance, paying par-
ticular attention to the law and how it reflects our social values. 

 Next, we will focus on theoretical explanations for devi-
ance, including the functionalist approach employed by Émile 
Durkheim and Robert Merton; interactionist-based theories; 
labeling theory, which draws on both the interactionist and 
the conflict perspectives; and conflict theory. In the last part 
of the chapter we will focus on crime, a specific type of deviant 
behavior. As a form of deviance that is subject to official, writ-
ten norms, crime has been a special concern of both policymak-
ers and the public in general. We will look at various types of 
crime found in the United States, the ways crime is measured, 
and international crime rates. Finally, the Social Policy section 
considers the controversial topic of the death penalty.  
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Deviant or normal? Television personality and recording artist Heidi Montag 
shocked fans in 2010 by revealing that she had undergone 10 plastic sur-
gery procedures in a single day. Montag had already undergone breast aug-
mentation, collagen lip injections, and rhinoplasty. Would you consider her 
behavior deviant?
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152  Often people are stigmatized for deviant behaviors they may 

no longer engage in. The labels “compulsive gambler,”  “ ex-convict,” 
“recovering alcoholic,” and “ex–mental patient” can stick to 
a person for life. Goffman draws a useful distinction between a 
prestige symbol that draws attention to a positive aspect of one’s 
identity, such as a wedding band or a badge, and a stigma sym-
bol that discredits or debases one’s identity, such as a conviction 
for child molestation. While stigma symbols may not always be 
obvious, they can become a matter of public knowledge. Starting 
in 1994, many states required convicted sex offenders to register 
with local police departments. Some communities publish the 
names and addresses, and in some instances even the pictures, of 
convicted sex offenders on the web. 

 While some types of deviance will stigmatize a person, other 
types do not carry a significant penalty. Examples of socially 
tolerated forms of deviance can be found in the world of high 
technology.  

  Deviance and Technology 
 Technological innovations such as pagers and voice mail can 
redefine social interactions and the standards of behavior related 
to them. When the Internet was first made available to the gen-
eral public, no norms or regulations governed its use. Because 
online communication offers a high degree of anonymity, un-
civil behavior—speaking harshly of others or monopolizing 
chat room space—quickly became common. Online bulletin 
boards designed to carry items of community interest became 
littered with commercial advertisements. Such deviant acts are 
beginning to provoke calls for the establishment of formal rules 
for online behavior. For example, policymakers have debated 
whether to regulate the content of websites featuring hate speech 
and pornography. 

Some deviant uses of technology are criminal, though not all 
participants see it that way. On the street, the for-profit pirating 
of software, motion pictures, and music has become a big busi-
ness. On the Internet, the downloading of music by individual 
listeners, which is typically forbidden by copyright, is widely 
accepted. The music and motion picture industries have waged 
much publicized campaigns to stop these illegal uses of their 
products, yet among many people, no social stigma attaches to 
them. Deviance, then, is a complex concept. Sometimes it is triv-
ial, sometimes profoundly harmful. Sometimes it is accepted by 
society and sometimes soundly rejected.

thinking CRITICALLY

Do some research on a culture you are unfamiliar with. 
Do any of the customs seem deviant to you? Which of 
your customs might seem deviant to members of that 
culture?

     Social Control 
  As we saw in Chapter 3, each culture, subculture, and group has 
distinctive norms governing appropriate behavior. Laws, dress 
codes, organizational bylaws, course requirements, and the rules 
of sports and games all express social norms. 

unwillingly cast in negative social roles. Once assigned a devi-
ant role, they have trouble presenting a positive image to oth-
ers and may even experience lowered self-esteem. Whole groups 
of  people—for instance, “short people” or “redheads”—may be 
labeled in this way. The interactionist Erving Goffman coined 
the term    stigma    to describe the labels society uses to devalue 
members of certain social groups (Goffman 1963; Heckert and 
Best 1997). 

 Prevailing expectations about beauty and body shape may 
prevent people who are regarded as ugly or obese from advanc-
ing as rapidly as their abilities permit. Both overweight and 
anorexic people are assumed to be weak in character, slaves to 
their appetites or to media images. Because they do not con-
form to the beauty myth, they may be viewed as “disfigured” or 
“strange” in appearance, bearers of what Goffman calls a “spoiled 
identity.” However, what constitutes disfigurement is a matter of 
interpretation. Of the 17 million cosmetic procedures done every 
year in the United States alone, many are performed on women 
who would be defined objectively as having a normal appear-
ance. And while feminist sociologists have accurately noted that 
the beauty myth makes many women feel uncomfortable with 
themselves, men too lack confidence in their appearance. The 
number of males who choose to undergo cosmetic procedures 
has risen sharply in recent years (American Academy of Cos-
metic Surgery 2010). 
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In Finland (left), a young man relaxes in his prison cell, which resembles a college dorm room. In the United States (right), prisoners at a super-maximum-security 
prison watch television in cages that prevent them from making physical contact with guards or other prisoners. The rate of imprisonment in Finland is less than 
one-half that of England and one-fourth that of the United States.
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independence from Great Britain, to overturn the institution 
of slavery, to allow women to vote, to secure civil rights, and to 
force an end to the war in Vietnam.  

   Conformity and Obedience 
 Techniques for social control operate on both the group level 
and the societal level. People we think of as peers or equals influ-
ence us to act in particular ways; the same is true of people who 
hold authority over us or occupy awe-inspiring positions. Social 
psychologist Stanley Milgram (1975) made a useful distinction 
between these two levels of social control. 

  The Milgram Experiment   Milgram used the term    conformity    
to mean going along with peers—individuals of our own status 
who have no special right to direct our behavior. In contrast, 
   obedience    is compliance with higher authorities in a hierarchi-
cal structure. Thus, a recruit entering military service will typi-
cally  conform  to the habits and language of other recruits and 
 obey  the orders of superior officers. Students will  conform  to the 
drinking behavior of their peers and  obey  the requests of campus 
security officers. 

 If ordered to do so, would you comply with an experimenter’s 
instruction to administer increasingly painful electric shocks 
to a subject? Most people would say no; yet Milgram’s research 
(1963, 1975) suggests that most of us  would  obey such orders. 
In his words (1975:xi), “Behavior that is unthinkable in an 
 individual . . . acting on his own may be executed without hesita-
tion when carried out under orders.” 

 Milgram placed advertisements in New Haven, Connecticut, 
newspapers to recruit subjects for a learning experiment at Yale 
University. Participants included postal clerks, engineers, high 
school teachers, and laborers. They were told that the purpose 
of the research was to investigate the effects of punishment 
on learning. The experimenter, dressed in a gray technician’s 
coat, explained that in each test, one subject would be ran-
domly selected as the “learner,” while another would function 
as the “teacher.” However, the experiment was rigged so that the 
real subject would always be the teacher, while an associate of 
 Milgram’s served as the learner. 

 How does a society bring about acceptance of basic norms? 
The term    social control    refers to the techniques and strategies 
for preventing deviant human behavior in any society. Social 
control occurs on all levels of society. In the family, we are social-
ized to obey our parents simply because they are our parents. 
Peer groups introduce us to informal norms, such as dress codes, 
that govern the behavior of their members. Colleges establish 
standards they expect of students. In bureaucratic organizations, 
workers encounter a formal system of rules and regulations. 
Finally, the government of every society legislates and enforces 
social norms. 

 Most of us respect and accept basic social norms and assume 
that others will do the same. Even without thinking, we obey 
the instructions of police officers, follow the day-to-day rules at 
our jobs, and move to the rear of elevators when people enter. 
Such behavior reflects an effective process of socialization to the 
dominant standards of a culture. At the same time, we are well 
aware that individuals, groups, and institutions  expect  us to act 
“properly.” This expectation carries with it    sanctions    ,  or penal-
ties and rewards for conduct concerning a social norm. If we fail 
to live up to the norm, we may face punishment through infor-
mal sanctions such as fear and ridicule or formal sanctions such 
as jail sentences or fines. 

 The challenge to effective social control is that people often 
receive competing messages about how to behave. While the state 
or government may clearly define acceptable behavior, friends or 
fellow employees may encourage quite different behavior pat-
terns. Historically, legal measures aimed at blocking discrimina-
tion based on race, religion, gender, age, and sexual orientation 
have been difficult to implement, because many people tacitly 
encourage the violation of such measures. 

 Functionalists maintain that people must respect social 
norms if any group or society is to survive. In their view, soci-
eties literally could not function if massive numbers of people 
defied standards of appropriate conduct. In contrast, conflict 
theorists contend that the successful functioning of a society 
will consistently benefit the powerful and work to the disadvan-
tage of other groups. They point out that in the United States, 
widespread resistance to social norms was necessary to win our 
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In one of Stanley Milgram’s experiments, the learner supposedly received an 
electric shock from a shock plate when he answered a question incorrectly. 
At the 150-volt level, the learner would demand to be released and would 
refuse to place his hand on the shock plate. The experimenter would then 
order the actual subject, the teacher, to force the hand onto the plate, as 
shown in the photo. Though 40 percent of the true subjects stopped comply-
ing with Milgram at this point, 30 percent did force the learner’s hand onto the 
shock plate, despite his pretended agony.
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moved physically closer to their victims. Moreover, interaction-
ists emphasize the effect of  incrementally  administering addi-
tional dosages of 15 volts. In effect, the experimenter negotiated 
with the teacher and convinced the teacher to continue inflict-
ing higher levels of punishment. It is doubtful that anywhere 
near the two-thirds rate of obedience would have been reached 
had the experimenter told the teachers to administer 450 volts 
immediately (B. Allen 1978; Katovich 1987). 

 Milgram launched his experimental study of obedience to 
better understand the involvement of Germans in the annihila-
tion of 6 million Jews and millions of other people during World 
War II. In an interview conducted long after the publication of 
his study, he suggested that “if a system of death camps were set 
up in the United States of the sort we had seen in Nazi Germany, 
one would be able to find sufficient personnel for those camps 
in any medium-sized American town.” Though many people 
questioned his remark, the revealing photos taken at Iraq’s Abu 
Ghraib prison in 2004, showing U.S. military guards humiliat-
ing if not torturing Iraqi prisoners, recalled the experiment 
Milgram had done two generations earlier. Under conducive 
circumstances, otherwise normal people can and often do treat 
one another inhumanely (CBS News 1979:7–8; Hayden 2004; 
 Zimbardo 2007a). 

 How willing would participants in this experiment be to 
shock learners today? Although many people may be skeptical 
of the high levels of conformity Milgram found, recent repli-
cations of his experiment confirm his findings. In 2006, using 
additional safeguards to protect participants’ welfare, psycholo-
gist Jerry Burger (2009) repeated part of Milgram’s experiment 

 At this point, the learner’s hand was strapped to an electric 
apparatus. The teacher was taken to an electronic “shock gen-
erator” with 30 levered switches labeled from 15 to 450 volts. 
Before beginning the experiment, all subjects received sample 
shocks of 45 volts, to convince them of the authenticity of the 
experiment. The experimenter then instructed the teacher to 
apply shocks of increasing voltage each time the learner gave 
an incorrect answer on a memory test. Teachers were told that 
“although the shocks can be extremely painful, they cause no 
permanent tissue damage.” In reality, the learner did not receive 
any shocks. 

 In a prearranged script, the learner deliberately gave incor-
rect answers and expressed pain when “shocked.” For example, 
at 150 volts, the learner would cry out, “Get me out of here!” At 
270 volts, the learner would scream in agony. When the shock 
reached 350 volts, the learner would fall silent. If the teacher 
wanted to stop the experiment, the experimenter would insist 
that the teacher continue, using such statements as “The experi-
ment requires that you continue” and “You have no other choice; 
you  must  go on” (Milgram 1975:19–23).  

  Refl ecting on the Milgram Experiment   The results of this 
unusual experiment stunned and dismayed Milgram and other 
social scientists. A sample of psychiatrists had predicted that 
virtually all subjects would refuse to shock innocent victims. 
In their view, only a “pathological fringe” of less than 2 percent 
would continue administering shocks up to the maximum level. 
Yet almost  two-thirds  of participants fell into the category of 
“obedient subjects.” 

 Why did these subjects obey? Why were they willing to 
inflict seemingly painful shocks on innocent victims who had 
never done them any harm? There is no evidence that these sub-
jects were unusually sadistic; few seemed to enjoy administer-
ing the shocks. Instead, in Milgram’s view, the key to obedience 
was the experimenter’s social role as a “scientist” and “seeker of 
knowledge.” 

 Milgram pointed out that in the modern industrial world, we 
are accustomed to submitting to impersonal authority figures 
whose status is indicated by a title (professor, lieutenant, doc-
tor) or by a uniform (the technician’s coat). Because we view 
the authority as larger and more important than the individual, 
we shift responsibility for our behavior to the authority figure. 
 Milgram’s subjects frequently stated, “If it were up to me, I would 
not have administered shocks.” They saw themselves as merely 
doing their duty (Milgram 1975). 

 From a conflict perspective, our obedience may be affected 
by the value we place on those whom our behavior affects. 
While Milgram’s experiment shows that in general, people 
are willing to obey authority figures, other studies show that 
they are even more willing to obey if they feel the “victim” is 
deserving of punishment. Sociologist Gary Schulman (1974) 
re-created Milgram’s experiment and found that White stu-
dents were significantly more likely to shock Black learners 
than White learners. By a margin of 70 percent to 48 percent, 
they imposed more shocks on the Black learners than on the 
White learners. 

 From an interactionist perspective, one important aspect of 
Milgram’s findings is the fact that subjects in follow-up stud-
ies were less likely to inflict the supposed shocks as they were 
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Though formal social control usually involves fines, probation, or incarceration, 
some judges have used public humiliation as a sanction.
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 In 2007, in the wake of the mass shootings at Virginia Tech, 
many college officials reviewed security measures on their cam-
puses. Administrators were reluctant to end or even limit the rel-
ative freedom of movement students on their campuses enjoyed. 
Instead, they concentrated on improving emergency communi-
cations between campus police and students, faculty, and staff. 
Reflecting a reliance on technology to maintain social control, 
college leaders called for replacement of the “old” technology 
of e-mail with instant alerts that could be sent to people’s cell 
phones via instant messaging. 

 In the aftermath of September 11, 2001, new measures of 
social control became the norm in the United States. Some of 
them, such as stepped-up security and surveillance at airports 
and high-rise buildings, were highly visible to the public. The 
federal government has also publicly urged citizens to engage 
in informal social control by watching for and reporting people 
whose actions seem suspicious (Monahan 2011). 

with college undergraduates. To avoid biasing the participants, 
Burger was careful to screen out students who had heard of Mil-
gram’s study. The results of the replication were startlingly simi-
lar to Milgram’s: participants showed a high level of willingness 
to shock the learner, just as the participants in Milgram’s experi-
ment had almost half a century earlier. At the most comparable 
point in the two studies, Burger measured a rate of 70 percent 
full obedience—lower, but not significantly so, than the rate of 
82.5 percent measured two generations earlier. 

  

use your sociological imagination

If you were a participant in Milgram’s research on 
 conformity, how far do you think you would go in  carrying 
out orders? Do you see any ethical problem with the 
 experimenter’s manipulation of the subjects?

  Informal and Formal Social Control 
 The sanctions that are used to encourage conformity and 
 obedience—and to discourage violation of social norms—are 
 carried out through both informal and formal social control. As 
the term implies, people use    informal social control    casually 
to enforce norms. Examples include smiles, laughter, a raised 
eyebrow, and ridicule. 

 In the United States and many other cultures, adults often 
view spanking, slapping, or kicking children as a proper and 
necessary means of informal social control. Child development 
specialists counter that such corporal punishment is inappropri-
ate because it teaches children to solve problems through vio-
lence. They warn that slapping and spanking can escalate into 
more serious forms of abuse. Yet, despite a policy statement by 
the American Academy of Pediatrics that corporal punishment 
is not effective and can indeed be harmful, 59 percent of pedia-
tricians support the use of corporal punishment, at least in cer-
tain situations. Our culture widely accepts this form of informal 
social control (Chung et al. 2009). 

    Formal social control    is carried out by authorized agents, 
such as police officers, judges, school administrators, employers, 
military officers, and managers of movie theaters. It can serve as 
a last resort when socialization and informal sanctions do not 
bring about desired behavior. Sometimes, informal social control 
can actually undermine formal social control, encouraging peo-
ple to violate social norms. Box 7-1 (page 156) examines binge 
drinking among college students, who receive conflicting mes-
sages about the acceptability of the behavior from sources of 
social control. 

 An increasingly significant means of formal social control 
in the United States is to imprison people. During the course 
of a year, over 7 million adults undergo some form of cor-
rectional supervision—jail, prison, probation, or parole. Put 
another way, almost 1 out of every 30 adult Americans is sub-
ject to this very formal type of social control every year (Sabol 
et al. 2009). 
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7-1  Binge Drinking

SOCIOLOGY ON CAMPUS

About 1,700 college students die each year of 
unintentional alcohol-related injuries. According 
to a study published by the Harvard School of 
Public Health, 44 percent of college students 
indulge in binge drinking (defined as at least 
five drinks in a row for men and four in a row for 
women). These numbers represent an increase 
from 1990s data, despite efforts on many cam-
puses across the nation to educate students 
about the risks of binge drinking.

The problem is not confined to the United 
States—Britain, Russia, and South Africa all report 
regular “drink till you drop” alcoholic consump-
tion among young people. According to a study 
that compared data from 22 countries, however, 
college students in the United States have the 
highest rate of drinking and driving. Nor does 
binge drinking begin in college. A national study 
found that over a 30-day period, 29 percent of 
high school students engaged in binge drinking.

Binge drinking on campus presents a diffi-
cult social problem. On the one hand, it can be 
regarded as deviant, violating the standards of 
conduct expected of those in an academic set-
ting. In fact, Harvard researchers consider binge 
drinking the most serious public health hazard 
facing colleges. On the other hand, binge drink-
ing represents conformity to the peer culture, 
especially in fraternities and sororities, which 
serve as social centers on many campuses. 
Most students seem to take an “everybody does 
it—no big deal” attitude toward the behavior.

Some colleges and universities are  taking 
steps to make binge drinking a bit less  “normal” 

by means of social control—banning kegs, clos-
ing fraternities and sororities, encouraging liquor 
retailers not to sell in high volume to students, 
and expelling  students after three alcohol-
related infractions. Despite privacy laws, many 
schools are notifying parents  whenever their 

underage children are caught drinking. Even 
with these measures, however, curbing underage 
drinking is a challenge.

LET’S DISCUSS

 1. Why do you think most college students 
regard binge drinking as a normal rather 
than a deviant behavior?

 2. Which do you think would be more effective 
in stopping binge drinking on your campus, 
informal or formal social control?

Sources: Bernstein 2007; Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention 2010, 2012a; J. Miller et al. 2007; 
National Center on Addiction and Substance Abuse 
at Columbia University 2007; Outside the Classroom 
2009; Parker-Pope 2012; Wechsler et al. 2002, 2004.

Forty-four percent of college 
students indulge in binge drinking.
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 Many people think this kind of social control goes too far. Civil 
rights advocates worry that the government’s request for informa-
tion on suspicious activities may encourage negative stereotyping of 
Muslims and Arab Americans. Clearly, there is a trade-off between 
the benefits of surveillance and the right to privacy. 

   

thinking CRITICALLY

Think about a job you once held. How did your 
employer exercise social control over the employees? 
How did you, as an employee, use social control in 
relating to those around you?

  Law and Society 
  Some norms are so important to a society that they are formal-
ized into laws regarding people’s behavior.    Law    may be defined 
as governmental social control (Black 1995). Some laws, such as 

the prohibition against murder, are directed at all members of 
society. Others, such as fishing and hunting regulations, affect 
particular categories of people. Still others govern the behav-
ior of social institutions (for instance, corporate law and laws 
regarding the taxing of nonprofit enterprises). 

 Sociologists see the creation of laws as a social process. 
Because laws are passed in response to a perceived need for for-
mal social control, sociologists have sought to explain how and 
why such a perception arises. In their view, law is not merely a 
static body of rules handed down from generation to generation. 
Rather, it reflects continually changing standards of what is right 
and wrong, of how violations are to be determined, and of what 
sanctions are to be applied (Schur 1968). 

 Sociologists representing varying theoretical perspectives 
agree that the legal order reflects the values of those in a position 
to exercise authority. Therefore, the creation of civil and criminal 
law can be a most controversial matter. Should it be against the law  
to employ illegal immigrants, to have an abortion (see Chapter 11), 
to allow prayer in public schools, or to smoke on an airplane? 
Such issues have been bitterly debated, because they require a 
choice among competing values. Not surprisingly, laws that are 
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In Singapore, a custodian removes a bit of litter from an otherwise spotless floor. Strict social controls prevail in 
the city-state, where the careless disposal of a cigarette butt or candy wrapper carries a $200 fine.

Incarceration Nation
Since 1980, through prosperity and recession, war and peace, the 

United States has been sending more and more people to prison. Today, 
about 1.6 million people reside in federal or state institutions. That num-

ber is higher than the population of the fifth largest U.S. city, Phoenix.
Both the number of prisoners and the rate of incarceration have grown 

steadily. From 1980 through the end of 2010, the prison population increased from just over 1 in 
1,000 to 1 in 231. If only adults are counted, the current proportion is 1 in every 33. The trend 
becomes even more disturbing when we consider the growing reliance on early-release programs. 
If cash-strapped states were not using electronic monitoring devices, like ankle bracelets, to lower 
their prison populations, the statistics would be even more dismal.

Internationally, the United States’ incarceration rate stands out as one of the highest in the 
world—more than three times as high as that of Mexico or Canada. Even China with its huge popu-
lation does not have as many people behind bars as the United States.
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157unpopular—such as the one-time pro-
hibition of alcohol under the Eighteenth 
Amendment and the widespread estab-
lishment of a 55-mile-per-hour speed 
limit on  highways—become difficult to 
enforce when there is no consensus sup-
porting the norms. 

 One current and controversial debate 
over laws governing behavior is whether 
people should be allowed to use mari-
juana legally, for medical purposes. 
Although the majority of adults polled 
in national surveys support such a use, 
the federal government continues to 
regard all uses of marijuana as illegal. In 
2005 the Supreme Court upheld the fed-
eral government’s position. Nevertheless, 
15 states and the District of Columbia 
have granted citizens the right to use 
marijuana for medical purposes—even 
if that privilege rests on dubious legal 
grounds ( Figure 7-1, page 158 ). 

thinking CRITICALLY

Should some illegal drugs be decriminalized? 
Why or why not?

 Socialization is the primary source of conforming and obe-
dient behavior, including obedience to law. Generally, it is not 
external pressure from a peer group or authority figure that 
makes us go along with social norms. Rather, we have internal-
ized such norms as valid and desirable and are committed to 
observing them. In a profound sense, we want to see ourselves 
(and to be seen) as loyal, cooperative, responsible, and respect-
ful of others. In the United States and 
other societies around the world, people 
are socialized both to want to belong 
and to fear being viewed as different 
or deviant. 

    Control theory    suggests that our 
connection to members of society 
leads us to systematically conform to 
society’s norms. According to sociolo-
gist Travis Hirschi and other control 
theorists, our bonds to family mem-
bers, friends, and peers induce us to 
follow the mores and folkways of our 
society. We give little conscious thought 
to whether we will be sanctioned if we 
fail to conform. Socialization develops 
our self-control so well that we don’t 
need further pressure to obey social 
norms. Although control theory does 
not effectively explain the rationale for 
every conforming act, it nevertheless 

reminds us that while the media may focus on crime and dis-
order, most members of most societies conform to and obey 
basic norms (Brewis et al. 2011; Gottfredson and Hirschi 1990; 
Hirschi 1969).   

  Sociological Perspectives 

on Deviance 
  Why do people violate social norms? We have seen that deviant 
acts are subject to both informal and formal social control. The 
nonconforming or disobedient person may face disapproval, 
loss of friends, fines, or even imprisonment. Why, then, does 
 deviance occur? 
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16 states and the District of Columbia have laws that allow the cultivation of medical 
marijuana and that protect patients who possess medical marijuana (with their doctors’ 
recommendations or certifications) from criminal penalties.

Maryland protects medical marijuana patients from jail, but not from the threat of 
arrest.

15 states  have laws that recognize marijuana’s medical value, but these laws are 
ineffective because they rely on federal cooperation.

18 states have no provisions for medical marijuana.

MAPPING LIFE NATIONWIDE
FIGURE 7-1 THE STATUS OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA

Source: NORML 2012.

The actions some states have taken to legalize marijuana are largely symbolic. Federal law still prohibits doctors from 
writing prescriptions for marijuana, and pharmacies from distributing the substance. Although patients can still be 
prosecuted by the federal government for possessing or using marijuana, the Obama administration has decided not 
to prosecute medical marijuana users who comply with state laws.
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 Early explanations for behavior that deviated from societal 
expectations blamed supernatural causes or genetic factors 
(such as “bad blood” or evolutionary throwbacks to primitive 
ancestors). By the 1800s, substantial research efforts were being 
made to identify biological factors that lead to deviance, and 
especially to criminal activity. Though such research was dis-
credited in the 20th century, contemporary studies, primar-
ily by biochemists, have sought to isolate genetic factors that 
suggest a likelihood of certain personality traits. Although 
criminality (much less deviance) is hardly a personality char-
acteristic, researchers have focused on traits that might lead to 
crime, such as aggression. Of course, aggression can also lead 
to success in the corporate world, in professional sports, or in 
other walks of life. 

 The contemporary study of the possible biological roots of 
criminality is but one aspect of the larger debate over sociobiol-
ogy. In general, sociologists reject any emphasis on the genetic 
roots of crime and deviance. The limitations of current knowl-
edge, the possibility of reinforcing racist and sexist assumptions, 
and the disturbing implications for the  rehabilitation of crimi-
nals have led sociologists to draw largely on other approaches to 
explain deviance (Sagarin and Sanchez 1988).  

   Functionalist 
Perspective 
 According to functionalists, devi-
ance is a common part of human 
existence, with positive as well 
as negative consequences for 
social stability. Deviance helps to 
define the limits of proper behav-
ior. Children who see one parent 
scold the other for belching at the 
dinner table learn about approved 
conduct. The same is true of the 
driver who receives a speed-
ing ticket, the department store 
cashier who is fired for yelling at a 
customer, and the college student 
who is penalized for handing in 
papers weeks overdue. 

  Durkheim’s Legacy   Émile 
Durkheim ([1895] 1964) focused 
his sociological investigations 
mainly on criminal acts, yet his 
conclusions have implications 
for all types of deviant behavior. 
In Durkheim’s view, the punish-
ments established within a cul-
ture (including both formal and 
informal mechanisms of social 
control) help to define accept-
able behavior and thus contribute 
to stability. If improper acts were 
not sanctioned, people might 
stretch their standards of what 
constitutes appropriate conduct. 

 Sociologist Kai Erikson (1966) 
illustrated the boundary-maintenance function of deviance in his 
study of the Puritans of 17th-century New England. By today’s 
standards, the Puritans placed tremendous emphasis on con-
ventional morals. Their persecution and execution of women 
as witches represented a continuing attempt to define and rede-
fine the boundaries of their community. In effect, their changing 
social norms created crime waves, as people whose behavior was 
previously acceptable suddenly faced punishment for being devi-
ant (R. Schaefer and Zellner 2011). 

 Durkheim ([1897] 1951) introduced the term    anomie    into 
sociological literature to describe the loss of direction felt in a 
society when social control of individual behavior has become 
ineffective. Anomie is a state of normlessness that typically 
occurs during a period of profound social change and dis-
order, such as a time of economic collapse. People become 
more aggressive or depressed, which results in higher rates 
of violent crime and suicide. Since there is much less agree-
ment on what constitutes proper behavior during times of 
revolution, sudden prosperity, or economic depression, con-
formity and obedience become less significant as social forces. 
It also becomes much more difficult to state exactly what 
constitutes deviance.  
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  Merton’s Theory of Deviance   What do 
a mugger and a teacher have in common? 
Each is “working” to obtain money that 
can then be exchanged for desired goods. 
As this example illustrates, behavior that 
violates accepted norms (such as mugging) 
may be based on the same basic objectives 
as the behavior of people who pursue more 
conventional lifestyles. 

 On the basis of this kind of analysis, 
sociologist Robert Merton (1968) adapted 
Durkheim’s notion of anomie to explain 
why people accept or reject the goals of 
a society, the socially approved means of 
fulfilling their aspirations, or both. Mer-
ton maintained that one important cul-
tural goal in the United States is success, measured largely in 
terms of money. In addition to providing this goal for peo-
ple, our society offers specific instructions on how to pursue 
 success—go to school, work hard, do not quit, take advantage 
of opportunities, and so forth. 

 What happens to individuals in a society with a heavy empha-
sis on wealth as a basic symbol of success? Merton reasoned that 
people adapt in certain ways, either by conforming to or by devi-
ating from such cultural expectations. His     anomie theory of 
deviance    posits five basic forms of adaptation ( Table 7-1 ). 

 Conformity to social norms, the most common adaptation in 
Merton’s typology, is the opposite of deviance. It involves accep-
tance of both the overall societal goal (“become affluent”) and the 
approved means (“work hard”). In Merton’s view, there must be 
some consensus regarding accepted cultural goals and the legiti-
mate means for attaining them. Without such a consensus, soci -
eties could exist only as collectives of people rather than as unified 
cultures, and might experience continual chaos. 

 The other four types of behavior represented in  Table  7-1  
all involve some departure from conformity. The “innovator” 
accepts the goals of society but pursues them with means that 
are regarded as improper. For instance, a safecracker may steal 
money to buy consumer goods and expensive vacations. 

 In Merton’s typology, the “ritualist” has abandoned the goal of 
material success and become compulsively committed to the insti-
tutional means. Work becomes simply a way of life rather than a 
means to the goal of success. An example would be the bureaucratic 
official who blindly applies rules and regulations without remem-
bering the larger goals of the organization. Certainly that would be 
true of a welfare caseworker who refuses to assist a homeless family 
because their last apartment was in another district. 

 The “retreatist,” as described by Merton, has basically retreated 
(or withdrawn) from both the goals and the means of society. In 
the United States, drug addicts and vagrants are typically por-
trayed as retreatists. Concern has been growing that adolescents 
who are addicted to alcohol will become retreatists at an early age. 

 The final adaptation identified by Merton reflects people’s 
attempts to create a  new  social structure. The “rebel” feels alien-
ated from the dominant means and goals and may seek a dra-
matically different social order. Members of a revolutionary 
political organization, such as a militia group, can be categorized 
as rebels according to Merton’s model. 

 Merton made a key contribution to the sociological understand-
ing of deviance by pointing out that deviants such as innovators and 
ritualists share a great deal with conforming people. The convicted 
felon may hold many of the same aspirations as people with no 
criminal background. The theory helps us to understand deviance 
as a socially created behavior rather than as the result of momen-
tary pathological impulses. However, this theory of deviance 
has not been applied systematically to real-world crime. Box 7-2 
(page 160) examines scholars’ efforts to confirm the theory’s validity. 

thinking CRITICALLY

Using examples drawn from work or college life, 
illustrate each of Merton’s five modes of individual 
adaption.

    Interactionist Perspective 
 The functionalist approach to deviance explains why rule viola-
tions continue to happen despite pressure to conform and obey. 
However, functionalists do not indicate how a given person 
comes to commit a deviant act or why on some occasions crimes 
do or do not occur. The emphasis on everyday behavior that is 
the focus of the interactionist perspective offers two explanations 
of crime: cultural transmission and routine activities theory. 

  Cultural Transmission   In the course of studying graffiti 
 writing by gangs in Los Angeles, sociologist Susan A. Phillips 
(1999) discovered that the writers learned from one another. In 
fact, Phillips was surprised by how stable their focus was over 
time. She also noted how other ethnic groups built on the mod-
els of the African American and Chicano gangs, superimposing 
Cambodian, Chinese, or Vietnamese symbols. 

 Humans  learn  how to behave in social situations, whether 
properly or improperly. There is no natural, innate manner in 
which people interact with one another. These simple ideas are 
not disputed today, but such was not the case when sociologist 
Edwin Sutherland (1883–1950) first advanced the idea that an 
individual undergoes the same basic socialization process in 
learning conforming and deviant acts. 

Mode
Institutionalized Means 
(hard work)

Societal Goal 
(acquisition of wealth)

Nondeviant Accept Accept

 Conformity

Deviant

 Innovation Reject Accept

 Ritualism Accept Reject

 Retreatism Reject Reject

 Rebellion Replace with new means Replace with new goals

TABLE 7-1 MODES OF INDIVIDUAL ADAPTATION

Source: Adapted from Merton 1968:194.

sum
m

ingup
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Under cover of darkness, drag racers await the start signal on a deserted Los Angeles street. 
Sutherland’s concepts of differential association and cultural transmission would both apply to the 
practice of drag racing on city streets.

gang. Working with economist Steven Levitt, 
coauthor of the best seller Freakonomics, to 
analyze the business of selling crack cocaine, 
he found that less than 5 percent of even the 
gang leaders earned $100,000 per year. The 
rest of the leaders and virtually all the rank and 

file earned less than the minimum wage. 
In fact, most were unpaid work-

ers seeking to move up in the 
gang hierarchy. (Thus the title 
of a chapter in Levitt’s book, 
“Why Do Drug Dealers Still 
Live with Their Moms?”) As 

Levitt notes, the drug gang is 
like most corporations: the top 

2 percent of workers take home 
most of the money.

Why, from a sociological and an eco-
nomic perspective, do these nonprofitable 
practices persist, especially considering that 
one in every four members of drug-oriented 
street gangs is eventually killed? One reason, 

RESEARCH TODAY

7-2 Does Crime Pay?

A driver violates the speed limit to get to a 
job interview on time. A financially strapped 
parent shoplifts goods that her family needs. 
These people may feel justified in violating the 
law because they do so to meet a reasonable 
objective. In Robert Merton’s terms, 
they are innovators—people who 
violate social norms to achieve 
a commonly shared societal 
goal. Although their actions 
are criminal and potentially 
hurtful to others, from their 
own short-term perspective, 
their actions are functional.

Carried to its logical conclusion, 
innovation can and does become a career 
for some people. Yet from a purely economic 
point of view, even considering the fact that 
crime may pay is controversial, because doing 
so may seem to tolerate or encourage rule viola-
tion. Nothing is more controversial than the sug-
gestion that gang-run drug deals are profitable 
and produce “good jobs.” Although some people 
may see drug dealers as a cross between MBA-
educated professionals and streetwise entre-
preneurs, society in general does not admire 
these innovators.

Sociologist Sudhir Venkatesh collected de-
tailed data on the illegal drug trade during 
his observation research on a Chicago street 

of course, is the public’s almost insatiable 
demand for illegal drugs. And from the drug 
peddler’s perspective, few legitimate jobs are 
available to young adults in poverty-stricken 
areas, urban or rural. Functionally, these youths 
are contributing to their household incomes 
by dealing drugs.

Scholars see a need for further research 
on Merton’s concept of innovation. Why, for 
example, do some disadvantaged groups have 
lower rates of reported crime than others? Why 
do many people who are caught in adverse cir-
cumstances reject criminal activity as a viable 
alternative? Merton’s theory of deviance does 
not easily answer such questions.

LET’S DISCUSS

 1. Do you know anyone who has stolen out of 
need? If so, did the person feel justified in 
stealing, or did he or she feel guilty? How 
long did the theft continue?

 2. Economically, profit is the difference 
between revenues and costs. What are the 
costs of the illegal drug trade, both eco-
nomic and social? Is this economic activity 
profitable for society?

Sources: Clinard and Miller 1998; Kingsbury 2008; 
S. Levitt and Dubner 2006; S. Levitt and Venkatesh 
2000; Rosen and Venkatesh 2008; Venkatesh 2008.

Less than 5 percent of even the gang 
leaders earned $100,000 per year. 
The rest of the leaders and virtually 
all the rank and file earned less than 

the minimum wage.
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commit acts of vandalism, fail to attend school, and so forth, and 
may come to adopt such behavior. However, an introverted boy 
who lives in the same neighborhood may stay away from his peers 
and avoid delinquency. In another community, an outgoing and 

 Sutherland’s ideas have been the dominating force in criminol-
ogy. He drew on the    cultural transmission    school, which empha-
sizes that one learns criminal behavior by interacting with others. 
Such learning includes not only the techniques of lawbreaking 
(for example, how to break into a car quickly and 
quietly) but also the motives, drives, and rational-
izations of the criminal. The cultural transmission 
approach can also be used to explain the behavior 
of those who habitually abuse alcohol or drugs. 

 Sutherland maintained that through interac-
tions with a primary group and significant oth-
ers, people acquire definitions of proper and 
improper behavior. He used the term     differential 
association    to describe the process through 
which exposure to attitudes  favorable  to crimi-
nal acts leads to the violation of rules. Research 
suggests that this view of differential association 
also applies to noncriminal deviant acts, such as 
smoking, truancy, and early sexual behavior. 

 Sutherland offers the example of a boy who is 
sociable, outgoing, and athletic and who lives in 
an area with a high rate of delinquency. The youth 
is very likely to come into contact with peers who 
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161athletic boy may join a Little League baseball team or a scout 

troop because of his interactions with peers. Thus, Sutherland 
views improper behavior as the result of the types of groups to 
which one belongs and the kinds of friendships one has. 

 According to critics, the cultural transmission approach may 
explain the deviant behavior of juvenile delinquents or graf-
fiti artists, but it fails to explain the conduct of the first-time 
impulsive shoplifter or the impoverished person who steals out 
of necessity. While it is not a precise statement of the process 
through which one becomes a criminal, differential association 
theory does direct our attention to the paramount role of social 
interaction in increasing a person’s motivation to engage in devi-
ant behavior (Harding 2009; Sutherland et al. 1992).  

  Social Disorganization Theory   The social relationships that 
exist in a community or neighborhood affect people’s behavior. 
Philip Zimbardo (2007a:24–25), author of the mock prison exper-
iment described in Chapter 5, once did an experiment that dem-
onstrated the power of communal relationships. He abandoned a 
car in each of two different neighborhoods, leaving its hood up 
and removing its hub caps. In one neighborhood, people started to 
strip the car for parts before Zimbardo had finished setting up a 
remote video camera to record their behavior. In the other neigh-
borhood, weeks passed without the car being touched, except for 
a pedestrian who stopped to close the hood during a rainstorm. 

 What accounts for the strikingly different outcomes of 
Zimbardo’s experiment in the two communities? According to 
   social disorganization theory    ,  increases in crime and devi-
ance can be attributed to the absence or breakdown of com-
munal relationships and social institutions, such as the family, 
school, church, and local government. This theory was devel-
oped at the University of Chicago in the early 1900s to describe 
the apparent disorganization that occurred as cities expanded 
with rapid immigration and migration from rural areas. Using 
the latest survey techniques, Clifford Shaw and Henry McKay 
literally mapped the distribution of social problems in Chicago. 
They found high rates of social problems in neighborhoods 
where buildings had deteriorated and the population had 
declined. Interestingly, the patterns persisted over time, despite 
changes in the neighborhoods’ ethnic and racial composition. 

 This theory is not without its critics. To some, social disor-
ganization theory seems to “blame the victim,” leaving larger 
societal forces, such as the lack of jobs or high-quality schools, 
unaccountable. Critics also argue that even troubled neighbor-
hoods have viable, healthy organizations, which persist despite 
the problems that surround them. 

 More recently, social disorganization theorists have taken to 
emphasizing the effect of social networks on communal bonds. 
These researchers acknowledge that communities are not iso-
lated islands. Residents’ bonds may be enhanced or weakened by 
their ties to groups outside the immediate community (Jensen 
2005; Sampson and Graves 1989; Shaw and McKay 1942).   

 Labeling Perspective 
 The Saints and the Roughnecks were groups of high school 
males who were continually engaged in excessive drinking, 
reckless driving, truancy, petty theft, and vandalism. There the 
similarity ended. None of the Saints was ever arrested, but every 
Roughneck was frequently in trouble with police and towns-
people. Why the disparity in their treatment? On the basis of 

observation research in their high school, sociologist William 
Chambliss (1973) concluded that social class played an impor-
tant role in the varying fortunes of the two groups. 

 The Saints hid behind a facade of respectability. They came 
from “good families,” were active in school organizations, 
planned on attending college, and received good grades. People 
generally viewed their delinquent acts as a few isolated cases of 
sowing wild oats. The Roughnecks had no such aura of respect-
ability. They drove around town in beat-up cars, were generally 
unsuccessful in school, and aroused suspicion no matter what 
they did. 

 We can understand such discrepancies by using an approach 
to deviance known as    labeling theory    .  Unlike Sutherland’s work, 
labeling theory does not focus on why some individuals come to 
commit deviant acts. Instead, it attempts to explain why certain 
people (such as the Roughnecks) are  viewed  as deviants, delin-
quents, bad kids, losers, and criminals, whereas others whose 
behavior is similar (such as the Saints) are not seen in such harsh 
terms. Reflecting the contribution of interactionist theorists, label-
ing theory emphasizes how a person comes to be labeled as devi-
ant or to accept that label. Sociologist Howard Becker (1963:9; 
1964), who popularized this approach, summed it up with this 
statement: “Deviant behavior is behavior that people so label.” 

 Labeling theory is also called the    societal-reaction 
approach    ,  reminding us that it is the  response  to an act, not 
the behavior itself, that determines deviance. For example, 
studies have shown that some school personnel and thera-
pists expand educational programs designed for learning-
disabled students to include those with behavioral problems. 
Consequently, a “troublemaker” can be improperly labeled as 
 “learning-disabled,” and vice versa (Grattet 2011). 

  Labeling and Agents of Social Control   Traditionally, re-
search on deviance has focused on people who violate social 
norms. In contrast, labeling theory focuses on police, proba-
tion officers, psychiatrists, judges, teachers, employers, school 
officials, and other regulators of social control. These agents, it 
is argued, play a significant role in creating the deviant iden-
tity by designating certain people (and not others) as deviant. 
An important aspect of labeling theory is the recognition that 
some individuals or groups have the power to  define  labels and 
 apply  them to others. This view ties into the conflict perspective’s 
emphasis on the social significance of power. 

 In recent years the practice of  racial profiling,  in which 
people are identified as criminal suspects purely on the basis 
of their race, has come under public scrutiny. Studies con-
firm the public’s suspicions that in some jurisdictions, police 
officers are much more likely to stop Black males than White 
males for routine traffic violations, in the expectation of find-
ing drugs or guns in their cars. Civil rights activists refer to 
these cases sarcastically as DWB (Driving While Black) viola-
tions. Beginning in 2001, profiling took a new turn as people 
who appeared to be Arab or Muslim came under special 
scrutiny. (Racial profiling will be examined in more detail in 
Chapter 10). 

 The popularity of labeling theory is reflected in the emer-
gence of a related perspective, called social constructionism. 
According to the    social constructionist perspective    ,  deviance 
is the product of the culture we live in. Social constructionists 
focus specifically on the decision-making process that creates 
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In the 1930s, the Federal Bureau of Narcotics launched a campaign to portray 
marijuana as a dangerous drug rather than a pleasure-inducing substance. 
From a conflict perspective, those in power often use such tactics to coerce 
others into adopting a different point of view.
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162 the deviant identity. They point out that “child abductors,” “dead-

beat dads,” “spree killers,” and “date rapists” have always been 
with us, but at times have become  the  major social concern of 
policymakers because of intensive media coverage (Liska and 
Messner 1999; E. R. Wright et al. 2000). 

 How do certain behaviors come to be viewed as a problem? 
Cigarette smoking, which was once regarded as a polite, gentle-
manly activity, is now considered a serious health hazard, not 
only to the smoker but also to others nearby who don’t smoke. 
Recently, people have become concerned about the danger, espe-
cially to children, posed by  thirdhand smoke —smoke-related 
chemicals that cling to clothes and linger in rooms, cars, even 
elevators (Winickoff et al. 2009).  

use your sociological imagination

You are a teacher. What labels, freely used in education, 
might you attach to your students?

  Conflict Perspective 
 Conflict theorists point out that people with power protect their 
interests and define deviance to suit their needs. Sociologist 
Richard Quinney (1974, 1979, 1980) was a leading exponent of 
the view that the criminal justice system serves the interests of 
the powerful. Crime, according to Quinney (1970), is a defini-
tion of conduct created by authorized agents of social control—
such as legislators and law enforcement officers—in a politically 
organized society. He and other conflict theorists argue that law-
making is often an attempt by the powerful to coerce others into 
their morality (see also Spitzer 1975). 

 This theory helps to explain why our society has laws against 
gambling, drug use, and prostitution, many of which are violated 
on a massive scale. (We will examine these “victimless crimes” 
later in the chapter.) According to conflict theorists, criminal law 
does not represent a consistent application of societal values, but 
instead reflects competing values and interests. Thus, the U.S. 
criminal code outlaws marijuana because of its alleged harm to 
users, yet cigarettes and alcohol—both of which can be harmful 
to users—are sold legally almost everywhere. 

 In fact, conflict theorists contend that the entire criminal jus-
tice system in the United States treats suspects differently based 
on their racial, ethnic, or social-class background. In many cases, 
officials in the system use their own discretion to make biased 
decisions about whether to press charges or drop them, whether 
to set bail and how much, whether to offer parole or deny it. 
Researchers have found that this kind of    differential justice   —
differences in the way social control is exercised over different 
groups—puts African Americans and Latinos at a disadvantage 
in the justice system, both as juveniles and as adults. On aver-
age, White offenders receive shorter sentences than compa-
rable Latino and African American offenders, even when prior 
arrest records and the relative severity of the crime are taken 
into consideration (Brewer and Heitzeg 2008; Sandefur 2008; 
Schlesinger 2011). 

 The perspective advanced by conflict and labeling theorists 
forms quite a contrast to the functionalist approach to deviance. 
Functionalists see standards of deviant behavior as merely reflect-
ing cultural norms; conflict and labeling theorists point out that 
the most powerful groups in a society can shape laws and stan-
dards and determine who is (or is not) prosecuted as a criminal. 
These groups would be unlikely to apply the label “deviant” to the 
corporate executive whose decisions lead to large-scale environ-
mental pollution. In the opinion of conflict theorists, agents of 
social control and other powerful groups can impose their own 
self-serving definitions of deviance on the general public.  

  Feminist Perspective 
 Feminist criminologists such as Freda Adler and Meda Chesney-
Lind have suggested that many of the existing approaches to 
deviance and crime were developed with only men in mind. For 
example, in the United States, for many years any husband who 
forced his wife to have sexual intercourse—without her consent 
and against her will—was not legally considered to have com-
mitted rape. The law defined rape as pertaining only to sexual 
relations between people who were not married to each other, 
reflecting the overwhelmingly male composition of state legis-
latures at the time. 
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163 It took repeated protests by feminist organizations to get 

changes in the criminal law defining rape. Beginning in 1993, 
husbands in all 50 states could be prosecuted under most cir-
cumstances for the rape of their wives. There remain alarming 
exceptions in no fewer than 30 states, however. For example, 
the husband is exempt when he does not need to use force be-
cause his wife is asleep, unconscious, or mentally or physically 
impaired. These interpretations still rest on the notion that the 
marriage contract entitles a husband to sex (Bergen 2006). 

 In the future, feminist scholarship can be expected to grow 
dramatically. Particularly on topics such as white-collar crime, 
drinking behavior, drug abuse, and differential sentencing rates 
between the genders, as well as on the fundamental question of 
how to define deviance, feminist scholars will have much to say. 

 We have seen that over the past century, sociologists have 
taken many different approaches in studying deviance, arousing 
some controversy in the process.  Table 7-2  summarizes the vari-
ous theoretical approaches to this topic.    

 Crime: A Sociological Approach
Crime is on everyone’s mind. Until recently, college campuses 
were viewed as havens from crime. But as Box 7-3 on page 164 
shows, at today’s colleges and universities, crime goes well beyond 
cheating and senior class pranks.

Crime is a violation of criminal law for which 
some governmental authority applies formal pen-
alties. It represents a deviation from formal social 
norms administered by the state. Laws divide 
crimes into various categories, depending on the 
severity of the offense, the age of the offender, the 
potential punishment, and the court that holds 
jurisdiction over the case. Rather than relying 
solely on legal categories, however, sociologists 
classify crimes in terms of how they are committed 
and how society views the offenses. In this section 
we will examine six types of crime differentiated 

by sociologists: victimless crimes, professional crime, organized 
crime, white-collar and technology-based crime, hate crimes, 
and transnational crime.

  Victimless Crimes  
When we think of crime, we tend to think of acts that endan-
ger people’s economic or personal well-being against their will 
(or without their direct knowledge). In contrast, sociologists 
use the term    victimless crime    to describe the willing exchange 
among adults of widely desired but illegal goods and services, 
such as prostitution (Schur 1965, 1985). 

 Some activists are working to decriminalize many of these 
illegal practices. Supporters of decriminalization are troubled 
by the attempt to legislate a moral code for adults. In their view, 
prostitution, drug abuse, gambling, and other victimless crimes 
are impossible to prevent. The already overburdened crimi-
nal justice system should instead devote its resources to street 
crimes and other offenses with obvious victims. 

 Despite widespread use of the term  victimless crime,  however, 
many people object to the notion that there is no victim other 
than the offender in such crimes. Excessive drinking, compul-
sive gambling, and illegal drug use contribute to an enormous 
amount of personal and property damage. A person with a 
drinking problem may become abusive to a spouse or children; 

a compulsive gambler or drug user may steal to pur-
sue his or her obsession. And feminist sociolo-
gists contend that prostitution, as well as the more 
disturbing aspects of pornography, reinforce the 
misconception that women are “toys” who can be 
treated as objects rather than people. According to 
critics of decriminalization, society must not give 
tacit approval to conduct that has such harmful 
consequences (Melissa Farley and Malarek 2008). 

 The controversy over decriminalization reminds 
us of the important insights of labeling and con-
flict theorists presented earlier. Underlying this 
debate are two questions: Who has the power to label 

TABLE 7-2  SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES 

ON DEVIANCE Tracking Sociological Perspectives

Approach
Theoretical 
Perspective Proponents Emphasis

Anomie Functionalist Émile Durkheim 
Robert Merton

Adaptation to societal norms

Cultural transmission/
Differential association

Interactionist Edwin Sutherland Patterns learned through others

Social disorganization Interactionist Clifford Shaw 
Henry McKay

Communal relationships

Labeling /Social 
constructionist

Interactionist Howard Becker Societal response to acts

Conflict Conflict Richard Quinney Dominance by authorized agents 
Discretionary justice

Feminist Conflict/Feminist Freda Adler 
Meda Chesney-Lind

Role of gender 
Women as victims and perpetrators
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The federal law known as the 
Clery Act, passed in 1990, 
requires timely warnings of 
campus crime, but how they 
should be delivered and how 

specific they should be is unclear.

her parents that she died a natural 
death. Later, her family learned that 
she had been raped and murdered, 
and that her body had been missing 
for three days.

These and other less publicized 
incidents have prompted colleges to 
become more forthcoming about cam-
pus crime and to provide better secu-
rity. However, the growing trend toward 
living (and partying) off campus poses 
a challenge to their efforts. Student 
safety at internship sites and study-
abroad programs is even more difficult 

to ensure.
Making  judgments 

about campus crime 
based on the reports 
mandated by the Clery 
Act is difficult. Because 
these  documents in -
clude only reported inci-
dents, they may or may 
not be accurate. The latest data 

from the University of California, which has 
over 20,000 students, for example, show that 
the total number of forcible sex offenses per 
year ranges from 2 to more than 62.

LET’S DISCUSS

 1. Do some research on campus crime. What 
is the crime rate on your college campus, 

7-3 Campus Crime

SOCIOLOGY ON CAMPUS

According to a national survey released in 
2008, 72 percent of college students consider 
campus safety “very important” in selecting a 
college. A generation earlier, would campus 
crime have been uppermost in the minds of 
prospective students?

Research on crime in college has focused 
on interpersonal violence (“date rape,” as it 
is sometimes trivialized) and the way in which 
colleges handle such incidents. In 2007, two 
very different events brought campus crime to 
national attention. First, there was the April 16, 
2007, rampage at Virginia Tech. In its aftermath, 
observers questioned whether campus officials 
should have notified 
students and employees 
of the first shootings, at 
a dormitory, during the 
two hours that passed 
before the gunman’s 
second attack in a 
classroom building. The 
federal law known as 
the Clery Act, passed in 
1990, requires timely warnings of campus crime, 
but how they should be delivered and how spe-
cific they should be (for example, whether the 
names of alleged assailants should be revealed) 
is unclear.

The second incident, the death of a girl in 
her dormitory room at Eastern Michigan Uni-
versity, led to the resignation of the university’s 
president. For two months, officials had assured 

and how does it compare to crime rates 
at other schools? Relate what you have 
learned to sociological theory.

 2. What have officials at your college done to 
discourage campus crime?

Sources: Department of Justice 2009; Interface Group 
Report (Virginia Tech) 2007; Lipka 2009; National 
Institute of Justice 2005; New York Times 2007, 2008; 
Security on Campus 2008.
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gambling, prostitution, and public drunkenness as “crimes”? and 
Who has the power to label such behaviors as “victimless”? The 
answer is generally the state legislatures, and in some cases, the 
police and the courts.  

  Professional Crime  
Although the adage “Crime doesn’t pay” is familiar, many people 
do make a career of illegal activities. A    professional criminal    ,  or 
 career criminal,  is a person who pursues crime as a day-to-day 
occupation, developing skilled techniques and enjoying a cer-
tain degree of status among other criminals. Some professional 
criminals specialize in burglary, safecracking, hijacking of cargo, 
pickpocketing, and shoplifting. Such people have acquired skills 
that reduce the likelihood of arrest, conviction, and imprison-
ment. As a result, they may have long careers in their chosen 
professions. 

 Edwin Sutherland (1937) offered pioneering insights into the 
behavior of professional criminals by publishing an annotated 
account written by a professional thief. Unlike the person who 
engages in crime only once or twice, professional thieves make 

a business of stealing. They devote their entire working time to 
planning and executing crimes, and sometimes travel across the 
nation to pursue their “professional duties.” Like people in regu-
lar occupations, professional thieves consult with their colleagues 
concerning the demands of work, becoming part of a subculture 
of similarly occupied individuals. They exchange information on 
places to burglarize, on outlets for unloading stolen goods, and on 
ways of securing bail bonds if arrested.  

  Organized Crime  
A 1976 government report devotes three pages to defining the term 
 organized crime.  For our purposes, we will consider     organized 
crime    to be the work of a group that regulates relations among 
criminal enterprises involved in illegal activities, including prosti-
tution, gambling, and the smuggling and sale of illegal drugs. Orga-
nized crime dominates the world of illegal business just as large 
corporations dominate the conventional business world. It allocates 
territory, sets prices for goods and services, and acts as an arbitra-
tor in internal disputes. A secret, conspiratorial activity, it generally 
evades law enforcement. It takes over legitimate businesses, gains 
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witnesses in criminal trials, and even “taxes” merchants in exchange 
for “protection” (National Advisory Commission on Criminal 
Justice 1976). 

 Organized crime serves as a means of upward mobility for 
groups of people struggling to escape poverty. Sociologist Daniel 
Bell (1953) used the term  ethnic succession  to describe the sequen-
tial passage of leadership from Irish Americans in the early part 
of the 20th century to Jewish Americans in the 1920s and then 
to Italian Americans in the early 1930s. Ethnic succession has 
become more complex, reflecting the diversity of the nation’s lat-
est immigrants. Colombian, Mexican, Russian, Chinese, Pakistani, 
and Nigerian immigrants are among those who have begun to 
play a significant role in organized crime activities (Chin 1996; 
Kleinknecht 1996).  

  White-Collar and Technology-Based Crime  
Income tax evasion, stock manipulation, consumer fraud, brib-
ery and extraction of kickbacks, embezzlement, and misrepre-
sentation in  advertising—these are all examples of    white-collar 
crime    ,  illegal acts committed in the course of business activities, 
often by affluent, “respectable” people. Edwin Sutherland (1949, 
1983) likened these crimes to organized crime because they are 
often perpetrated through  occupational roles. 

 A new type of white-collar crime has emerged in recent 
decades: computer crime. The use of high technology allows crim-
inals to carry out embezzlement or electronic fraud, often leav-
ing few traces, or to gain access to a company’s inventory without 
leaving home. According to a study by the FBI and the National 
White Collar Crime Center, over 300,000 Internet crimes are 
reported every year, ranging from scams on online auction sites to 
identity theft (Internet Crime Complaint Center 2011).     

 When Charles Horton Cooley spoke of the self and Erving 
Goffman of impression management, surely neither scholar 
could have envisioned the insidious crime of identity theft. Each 
year about 14 percent of all adults find that their personal infor-
mation has been misused for criminal purposes. Unfortunately, 
with our society’s growing reliance on electronic financial trans-
actions, assuming someone else’s identity has become increas-
ingly easy (Vamosi et al. 2010). 

 Identity theft does not necessarily require technology. A 
criminal can obtain someone’s personal information by pick-
pocketing or by intercepting mail. However, the widespread 
exchange of information online has allowed criminals to 
access large amounts of personal information. Public aware-
ness of the potential harm from identity theft took a giant leap 
in the aftermath of September 11, 2001, when investigations 
revealed that several hijackers had used fraudulent IDs to 
open bank accounts, rent apartments, and board planes. A law 
enacted in 2004 makes identity theft punishable by a manda-
tory prison sentence if it is linked to other crimes. Still, unau-
thorized disclosures of information, even if accidental, persist 
 (Brubaker 2008).     

 Sutherland (1940) coined the term  white-collar crime  in 1939 
to refer to acts by individuals, but the term has been broad-
ened more recently to include offenses by businesses and cor-
porations as well.  Corporate crime,  or any act by a corporation 
that is punishable by the government, takes many forms and 
includes individuals, organizations, and institutions among its 

victims. Corporations may engage in anticompetitive behavior, 
environmental pollution, medical fraud, tax fraud, stock fraud 
and manipulation, accounting fraud, the production of unsafe 
goods, bribery and corruption, and health and safety violations 
(J. Coleman 2006). 

 For many years, corporate wrongdoers got off lightly in 
court by documenting their long history of charitable contribu-
tions and agreeing to help law enforcement officials find other 
white-collar criminals. Unfortunately, that is still the case. The 
highly visible jailing of multimedia personality Martha Stewart 
in 2004, as well as recent disclosures of “Wall Street greed,” may 
lead the casual observer to think that government is cracking 
down on white-collar crime. However, an independent analysis 
found that from 2000 through 2009, the number of white-collar 
crimes that were prosecuted increased only modestly (Transac-
tional Records Access Clearinghouse 2009). 

The leniency shown to white-collar criminals is not limited 
to the United States. Japan did not level a fine for insider trad-
ing on a major financial corporation until 2012. The profit from 
the crime was about $119,000; the penalty was $600 (Fukase and 
Inagaki 2012).

 Even when a person is convicted of corporate crime, the ver-
dict generally does not harm his or her reputation and career 
aspirations nearly so much as conviction for street crime would. 
Apparently, the label “white-collar criminal” does not carry the 
stigma of the label “felon convicted of a violent crime.” Con-
flict theorists don’t find such differential treatment surprising. 
They argue that the criminal justice system largely disregards 
the crimes of the affluent, focusing on crimes committed by 
the poor. Generally, if an offender holds a position of status and 
influence, his or her crime is treated as less serious, and the sanc-
tion is much more lenient.  
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166   Hate Crime  

In contrast to other crimes, hate crimes are defined not only by 
the perpetrators’ actions, but by the purpose of their conduct. 
The government considers an ordinary crime to be a    hate crime  
when the offender is motivated to choose a victim based on race, 
religion, ethnic group, national origin, or sexual orientation, 
and when evidence shows that hatred prompted the offender to 
commit the crime. Hate crimes are sometimes referred to as  bias 
crimes  (Department of Justice 2008). 

 In 1990, Congress passed the Hate Crimes Statistics Act, 
which created a national mandate to identify crimes based on 
race, religion, ethnic group, and national origin. (Before that 
time, only 12 states had monitored such crimes.) Since then the 
act has been broadened to include disabilities, both physical and 
mental, and sexual orientation. In addition, some jurisdictions 
impose harsher sanctions (jail time or fines) for hate crimes than 
for other crimes. For example, if the penalty for assault is a year 
in jail, the penalty for an assault identified as a hate crime might 
be two years. 

 In 2011, law enforcement agencies submitted data on hate 
crimes to the federal government. The statistics included offi-
cial reports of more than 7,600 hate crimes and bias-motivated 
incidents. As  Figure 7-2  shows, race was the apparent motivation 
in approximately 47 percent of the reports. Although vandalism 
and intimidation were the most common crimes, 40 percent of 
the incidents involved assault, rape, or murder. 

 The vast majority of hate crimes, although not all of them, 
are committed by members of the dominant group against 
those who are relatively powerless. One in every six racially 
based hate crimes is an anti-White incident. Except for the most 
horrific hate crimes, these offenses receive little media atten-
tion; anti-White incidents probably receive even less. Clearly, 
hostility based on race knows no boundaries (Department of 
Justice 2011b).   

  Transnational Crime  
More and more, scholars and police officials are turning their 
attention to    transnational crime    ,  or crime that occurs across 
multiple national borders. In the past, international crime 
was often limited to the clandestine shipment of goods across 
the border between two countries. But increasingly, crime is 
no more restricted by such borders than is legal commerce. 

Rather than concentrating on specific countries, international 
crime now spans the globe. 

 Historically, probably the most dreadful example of trans-
national crime has been slavery. At first, governments did not 
regard slavery as a crime, but merely regulated it as they would 
the trade in goods. In the 20th century, transnational crime grew 
to embrace trafficking in endangered species, drugs, and stolen 
art and antiquities. 

 Transnational crime is not exclusive of some of the other 
types of crime we have discussed. For example, organized crimi-
nal networks are increasingly global. Technology definitely 
facilitates their illegal activities, such as trafficking in child por-
nography. Beginning in the 1990s, the United Nations began to 
categorize transnational crimes;  Table 7-3  lists some of the more 
common types. 

 Bilateral cooperation in the pursuit of border criminals 
such as smugglers has been common for many years. The first 
global effort to control international crime was the Interna-
tional Criminal Police Organization (Interpol), a coopera-
tive network of European police forces founded to stem the 
movement of political revolutionaries across borders. While 
such efforts to fight transnational crime may seem lofty—an 
activity with which any government should cooperate—they 
are complicated by sensitive legal and security issues. Most 
nations that have signed protocols issued by the United 
Nations, including the United States, have expressed concern 
over potential encroachments on their national judicial sys-
tems, as well as concern over their national security. Thus, they 
have been reluctant to share certain types of intelligence data. 
The terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, increased both the 
interest in combating transnational crime and sensitivity to 
the risks of sharing intelligence data (Deflem 2005; Felson and 
Kalaitzidis 2005). 

Source: Compiled and updated by the author based on Mueller 2001 and United 
Nations Office on Drugs and Crime 2010.

TABLE 7-3 TYPES OF TRANSNATIONAL CRIME

Bankruptcy and insurance fraud

Computer crime (treating computers as both a tool and a target of crime)

Corruption and bribery of public officials

Environmental crime

Hijacking of airplanes (skyjacking)

Illegal drug trade

Illegal money transfers (money laundering)

Illegal sales of firearms and ammunition

Infiltration of legal businesses

Intellectual property crime

Networking of criminal organizations

Sea piracy

Terrorism

Theft of art and cultural objects

Trafficking in body parts (includes illegal organ transplants)

Trafficking in human beings (includes sex trade)
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use your sociological imagination

As the editor of an online news service, how might you 
treat stories on corporate or white-collar crime differently 
from those on violent crime?

  Crime Statistics 
 Crime statistics are not as accurate as social scientists would like, 
especially since they deal with an issue of grave concern to the 
people of the United States. Unfortunately, they are frequently 
cited as if they were completely reliable. Such data do serve as an 
indicator of police activity, as well as an approximate indication of 
the level of certain crimes. Yet it would be a mistake to interpret 
these data as an exact representation of the incidence of crime. 

Index Crimes and Victimization Surveys
Typically, the crime data reported in the United States are based 
on index crimes, or the eight types of crime tabulated each year 
by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). This category of 
criminal behavior generally consists of those serious offenses 
that people think of when they express concern about the nation’s 
crime problem. Index crimes include murder, rape, robbery, 
and assault—all of which are violent crimes committed against 
people—as well as the property crimes of burglary, larceny-theft, 
motor vehicle theft, and arson (Table 7-4). The crime index is pub-
lished annually by the FBI as part of the Uniform Crime Reports. 

Obviously, many serious offenses, such as white-collar crimes, 
are not included in this index (although they are recorded else-
where). In addition, the crime index is disproportionately devoted 
to property crimes, whereas most citizens are more worried 

about violent crimes. Thus, a significant decrease in the number 
of rapes and robberies could be overshadowed by a slightly larger 
increase in the number of automobiles stolen, leading to the mis-
taken impression that  personal  safety is more at risk than before.

 The most serious limitation of official crime statistics is that 
they include only those crimes actually  reported  to law enforce-
ment agencies. Because members of racial and ethnic minority 
groups often distrust law enforcement agencies, they may not 
contact the police. Feminist sociologists and others have noted 
that many women do not report rape or spousal abuse out of fear 
they will be blamed for the crime. 

 Partly because of these deficiencies in official statistics, the 
National Crime Victimization Survey was initiated in 1972. The 
Bureau of Justice Statistics, in compiling this annual report, seeks 
information from law enforcement agencies, but also interviews 
households across the nation and asks if they were victims of 
a specific set of crimes during the preceding year. In general, 
those who administer    victimization surveys    question ordinary 
people, not police officers, to determine whether they have been 
victims of crime. 

 Unfortunately, like other crime data, victimization surveys 
have particular limitations. They require that victims under-
stand what has happened to them and are willing to disclose 
such information to interviewers. Fraud, income tax evasion, 
and blackmail are examples of crimes that are unlikely to be 
reported in victimization studies.

Crime Trends
Crime fills the news reports on television, over the Internet, and 
in the newspaper. As a result, the public regards crime as a major 
social problem. Yet there has been a significant decline in violent 
crime in the United States in recent years, after many years of 
increases. 

How much has crime declined? Consider this: the rate of 
crime being reported in 2012 was comparable to what it was 

Crime Index 
Offenses in 2010

Number 
Reported

Rate per 100,000 
Inhabitants

Percentage Change 
in Rate Since 2001

Violent crime

Murder 14,748 5 215

Forcible rape 84,767 28 214

Robbery 367,832 119 220

Aggravated assault 778,901 252 221

 Total 1,246,248 404 220

Property crime

Burglary 2,159,878 700 26

Larceny-theft 6,185,867 2,004 219

Motor vehicle theft 737,142 239 240

 Total 9,082,887 2,942 220

TABLE 7-4 NATIONAL CRIME RATES AND PERCENTAGE CHANGE

Notes: Arson was designated an index offense beginning in 1979; data on arson were still incomplete as of 2012. Because of rounding, the offenses may not 
add to totals.
Source: Department of Justice 2011a:Tables 1, 1a.
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Stephanie Vezzani, Special Agent, U.S. Secret Service

Stephanie Vezzani wasn’t sure what she wanted to major in when she entered 
the University of Akron, but she did know what she wanted to do with her life: 
she wanted a career as a crime fighter. Vezzani began as an accounting 
major, but switched to sociology when she discovered the depart-
ment offered a special concentration in law enforcement.

Vezzani is now an agent with the U.S. Secret Service, whose 
twofold mission is to protect high-ranking officials and their fami-
lies and to investigate financial crimes, including counterfeiting, 
identity theft, and computer-based attacks on the financial, bank-
ing, and telecommunications industries. She has tackled both 
aspects of the job. For her, a typical week would include working 
on a criminal investigation in a field office or traveling around the 
country with a government official in need of protection.

Vezzani finds that travel is one of the most exciting aspects 
of her job. Over the past six years she has visited Russia, Turkey, 
Jordan, Vietnam, and South Korea. She also attended the 2002 
Winter Olympics in Salt Lake City, where she provided protection for 
the athletes living in the Olympic Village. Vezzani relishes meeting people from 

TAKING SOCIOLOGY TO WORK

different cultures, and of course she loves the sights she gets to see. “The archi-
tecture in St. Petersburg, Russia, was amazing,” she says.

Vezzani uses her training in sociology on a daily basis, as she 
interviews suspects, witnesses, and victims of crime. “It is critical in 

the field of law enforcement to have an understanding of people’s 
relationships and the beliefs and value systems that contribute 
to their decision making,” she explains. “Sociology has pro-
vided me the knowledge to speak to and listen to people with 

different values and cultures in order to complete my job at the 
highest level possible.”

LET’S DISCUSS

1.  Besides an awareness of different beliefs, values, and cul-
tures, what else might sociology offer to those who serve in 
law enforcement?

2.  Law enforcement is a relatively new career option for 
women. What special strengths do you think a woman 
might bring to police work?
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back when gasoline cost 29 cents a gallon and the average person 
earned less than $6,000 a year. That was 1963. 

Dramatic declines have occurred within the last decade. As 
Table 7-4 shows, both violent crime and property crime dropped 
20 percent in the last 10 years. Although a tragic 14,748 people 
were murdered in 2010, in 1991 that number was a staggering 
24,700. Declines have also been registered in victimization sur-
veys (Figure 7-3). 

What explains these declines in both index crimes and vic-
timization rates? Possible explanations include the following:

 • Community-oriented policing and crime prevention programs
 • New gun control laws
 • A massive increase in the prison population, which at least 

prevents inmates from committing crimes outside prison
 • New surveillance technologies

 • The decline of the crack cocaine epidemic, which soared in 
the late 1980s

 • The aging of the population, as the number of people in their 
50s increased and the number in their 20s decreased

No single explanation could account for such a marked change 
in crime rates. Taken together, however, these changes in pub-
lic policy, public health, technology, and demographics may well 
explain it (Eckberg 2006:5- 223; Florida 2011; James Q. Wilson 
2011; Wood 2012; Zimring 2007).

Feminist scholars draw our attention to one significant coun-
tertrend: the proportion of major crimes committed by women 
has increased. However, violent crimes committed by women, 
which have never been common, have declined. Despite the 
“mean girls” headlines in the tabloid magazines, every reliable 
measure shows that among women, fights, weapons possession, 
assaults, and violent injuries have plunged over the last decade 
(Males and Lind 2010). 

  International Crime Rates  
If developing reliable crime data is difficult in the United States, 
making useful cross-national comparisons is even more difficult. 
Nevertheless, with some care, we can offer preliminary conclu-
sions about how crime rates differ around the world. 

 During the 1980s and 1990s, violent crimes were much more 
common in the United States than in western Europe. Murders, 
rapes, and robberies were reported to the police at much higher 
rates in the United States. Yet the incidence of certain other types 
of crime appears to be higher elsewhere. For example, England, 
Italy, Australia, and New Zealand all have higher rates of car 
theft than the United States. Developing nations have significant 
rates of reported homicide due to civil unrest and political con-
flict among civilians (International Crime Victim Survey 2004; 
World Bank 2003). 
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Note: Number of executions carried out from January 17, 1977, to January 23, 2012, not including three federal 
 executions. Illinois carried out 12 executions before abolishing the death penalty.
Source: Death Penalty Information Center 2012.
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  socialpolicy and Social Control 

 The Death Penalty in the United States and Worldwide 

 On June 11, 2001, Timothy McVeigh—the man who killed hun-
dreds of innocent people when he bombed the federal building 
in Oklahoma City in 1995—was 
executed by the U.S. government. 
McVeigh was the first federal pris-
oner to be put to death in nearly 
four decades. His execution, and 
that of others who received the 
death penalty for their crimes, 
has raised many questions, both 
from supporters and from crit-
ics of capital punishment. How 
can the government prevent the 
execution of innocent men and 
women? Is it right to resort to 
a punishment that imitates the 
crime it seeks to condemn? Is life 
in prison enough of a punishment 
for a truly heinous crime? 

  Looking at the Issue 

 Historically, execution has been a 
significant form of punishment, 
both for deviance from social 
norms and for criminal behavior. 
In North America, the death pen-
alty has been used for centuries 
to punish murder, alleged witch-
craft, and a few other crimes. 
Yet for most of that time, little 
thought was given to its justifi-
cation; capital punishment was 
simply assumed to be morally and 
religiously right. Today, the death 

penalty is still on the books in most states, where it is used to a 
greater or lesser extent ( Figure 7-4 ). 

 A particularly worrisome development has been the rapid 
escalation in homicide rates in developing countries that supply 
drugs to industrialized countries, especially the United States. 
The huge profits generated by cocaine exports to North America 
and Europe have allowed drug gangs to arm themselves to the 
point of becoming illegal armies. Homicide rates in Mexico are 
now about twice as high as those in the United States. Honduras, 
Guatemala, Venezuela, and El Salvador’s homicide rates are three 
to five times those of Mexico ( The Economist  2010c). 

 Why are rates of violent crime generally so much higher in 
the United States than in western Europe? Sociologist Elliot Cur-
rie (1985, 1998) has suggested that our society places greater 
emphasis on individual economic achievement than other soci-
eties. At the same time, many observers have noted that the cul-
ture of the United States has long tolerated, if not condoned, 
many forms of violence. Coupled with sharp disparities between 

poor and affluent citizens, significant unemployment, and sub-
stantial alcohol and drug abuse, these factors combine to pro-
duce a climate conducive to crime. 

 In the United States, high rates of violent crime, especially in 
the cities, have long fueled calls for greater use of the death pen-
alty. We will take a close look at the controversy over the ultimate 
penalty in the Social Policy section that follows. 

thinking CRITICALLY

Why is it useful to sociologists to have victimization 
surveys in addition to reported crime data?

169
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Source: Amnesty International 2011.

 In other parts of the world, serious thought has been given 
to the ethical implications of the ultimate penalty. As of 2012, 
97 nations had abolished capital punishment; many more use it 
only sparingly, if at all ( Figure 7-5 ).  

  Applying Sociology 

 Traditionally, the debate over the death penalty has focused on 
its appropriateness as a form of punishment and its value in 
deterring crime. Viewed from Émile Durkheim’s functionalist 
perspective, sanctions against deviant acts help to reinforce soci-
ety’s standards of proper behavior. Supporters of capital pun-
ishment insist that fear of execution will prevent at least some 
criminals from committing serious offenses. Moreover, even if it 
does not serve as a deterrent, they still see the death penalty as 
justified, because they believe the worst criminals deserve to die 
for their crimes. 

 The death penalty also creates some dysfunctions, however. 
Although many citizens are concerned that the alternative to 
execution, life in prison, is unnecessarily expensive, sentencing 
a person to death is not cheap. According to a recent analysis, 
in California, prosecuting death penalty cases costs $184 mil-
lion more per year than prosecuting cases involving life without 
parole. Housing, health care, and legal representation also cost 
more for convicts on death row than for other inmates (Alarcón 
et al. 2011). 

 Conflict theorists counter that the persistence of social 
inequality in today’s society puts poor people at a disadvantage 

in the criminal justice system. Simply put, the poor can-
not afford to hire the best lawyers, but must rely instead on 
court-appointed attorneys, who typically are overworked and 
underpaid. This unequal access to legal resources may mean 
the difference between life and death for poor defendants. 
Indeed, the American Bar Association (1997) has repeatedly 
expressed concern about the limited defense most defendants 
who face the death penalty receive. As of late 2010, DNA 
 analysis and other new technologies had exonerated 17 death 
row inmates. 

 Another issue of crucial concern to conflict theorists and 
researchers is the possibility of racial discrimination. Numerous 
studies show that defendants are more likely to be sentenced to 
death if their victims were White rather than Black. About 76 per-
cent of the victims in death penalty cases are White, even though 
only 50 percent of all murder victims are White. And there is some 
evidence that Black defendants, who constituted 42 percent of all 
death row inmates in 2012, are more likely to face execution than 
Whites in the same legal circumstance. About 60 percent of the 
289 who have been exonerated for any reason, including poor 
legal defense, are members of minority groups. Evidence exists, 
too, that capital defendants receive poor legal services because 
of the racist attitudes of their own defense counsel. While racism 
is never acceptable, it is particularly devastating in the criminal 
justice system, where the legal process can result in an execution 
(Death Penalty Information Center 2012; Innocence Project 
2012; Petrie and Coverdill 2010).  170
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  Initiating Policy 

 Many people hesitate to endorse the death penalty, yet when 
confronted with a horrendous crime, they feel the death pen-
alty should be available, at least in some cases. In most people’s 
minds, for example, Timothy McVeigh’s sentence would be an 
appropriate use of the death penalty, although opinion on this 
point has fluctuated. In 2011, support for the death penalty was 
62 percent—about the same level as when the question was first 
posed in 1936, in a national survey (Pew Research Center for the 
People and the Press 2012). 

 Recently, policy initiatives have moved in two different direc-
tions. In several death penalty states, legislators are considering 
broadening the range of offenses for which convicted criminals 
may be sentenced to execution. In these states, child molesters 
who did not murder their victims could become eligible for the 
death penalty, along with certain repeat offenders. The coun-
tertrend, a movement away from the death penalty, is based on 
doubts about whether an execution can be carried out humanely. 

 Legal action has been taken on behalf of those convicted 
to die, especially by lethal injection, which is used in virtually 
all death penalty jurisdictions. Concerns about lethal injection 
range from medical ethics (the injection must be administered 
by a medical technician) to the effectiveness of the technique, 
which sometimes takes a long time to cause death. In 2008, the 
Supreme Court ruled that Kentucky’s procedures were constitu-
tional, but specified protocols for the use of chemicals, personnel 

training, medical supervision, and error risk that apply in all 35 
states that use lethal injection (L. Greenhouse 2008). 

 Surprisingly, only about 40 to 50 death sentences are handed 
out for the more than 15,000 reported murders that occur every 
year. Courts continue to address the question of how this ulti-
mate penalty can be administered in a judicially fair manner. 
Policymakers, however, do not seem concerned with such ques-
tions. In recent years, federal and state legislatures have declared 
additional crimes to be punishable by death, curtailed appeals by 
death row inmates, and reimbursed far fewer lawyers for their 
defense of condemned criminals. 

 Internationally, attention has focused on those nations where 
executions are relatively common, such as China and Iran. Foes 
of the death penalty see these nations as violators of human 
rights. In the United States, which usually regards itself as a 
champion of human rights, pressure to abolish capital punish-
ment has grown both at home and abroad. 

  Take the Issue with You 
    1. Does the death penalty deter crime? If so, why are crime rates 

in the United States high compared to those in other nations?  
   2. What is your position on the death penalty—should it be 

legal or should it be abolished? Explain your reasoning.  
   3. Should youths who have been convicted of violent crimes be 

subject to the death penalty? Why or why not?          

  MASTERING THIS CHAPTER 

Conformity  and  deviance  are two ways in which people respond to real 
or imagined pressure from others. In this chapter we examined the rela-
tionships among deviance and conformity,  crime  and  social control.  
We studied the mechanisms societies use, both formal and informal, 
to encourage conformity and discourage deviance, paying particular 
attention to the law and how it reflects our social values. 

    1. Deviant behavior violates social norms. Some forms of  deviance  
carry a negative social  stigma,  while other forms are more or less 
accepted.  

   2. A society uses  social control  to encourage the acceptance of basic 
norms.  

   3. Stanley Milgram defined  conformity  as going along with one’s 
peers;  obedience  is defined as compliance with higher authorities 
in a hierarchical structure.  

   4. Some norms are so important to a society, they are formalized into 
 laws.  Socialization is a primary source of conforming and obedient 
behavior, including obedience to law.  

   5. From a functionalist point of view, deviance and its consequences 
help to define the limits of proper behavior.  

   6. Some interactionists maintain that people learn criminal behav-
ior by interacting with others  (cultural transmission).  To them, 

  Summary 

deviance results from exposure to attitudes that are favorable to 
criminal acts  (differential association).   

   7. Other interactionists attribute increases in crime and deviance to 
the absence or breakdown of communal relationships and social 
institutions, such as the family, school, church, and local govern-
ment  (social disorganization theory).   

   8. An important aspect of  labeling theory  is the recognition that 
some people are viewed as deviant, while others who engage in the 
same behavior are not.  

   9. From the conflict perspective, laws and punishments are a reflec-
tion of the interests of the powerful.  

   10. The feminist perspective emphasizes that cultural attitudes and 
differential economic relationships help to explain gender differ-
ences in deviance and crime.  

   11.  Crime  represents a deviation from formal social norms adminis-
tered by the state.  

   12. Sociologists differentiate among  victimless crimes  (such as drug 
use and prostitution),  professional crime,   organized crime, white-
collar crime, hate crime,  and  transnational crime.   

   13. Crime statistics are among the least reliable social data, partly 
because so many crimes are not reported to law enforcement 
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  Key Terms 

    Anomie    Durkheim’s term for the loss of direction felt in a society 
when social control of individual behavior has become ineffective. 
(page 158)  

   Anomie theory of deviance    Robert Merton’s theory of deviance as an 
adaptation of socially prescribed goals or of the means governing their 
attainment, or both. (159)  

   Conformity    Going along with peers—individuals of our own status who 
have no special right to direct our behavior. (153)  

   Control theory    A view of conformity and deviance that suggests that our 
connection to members of society leads us to systematically conform 
to society’s norms. (157)  

   Crime    A violation of criminal law for which some governmental authority 
applies formal penalties. (163)  

   Cultural transmission    A school of criminology that argues that criminal 
behavior is learned through social interactions. (160)  

   Deviance    Behavior that violates the standards of conduct or expecta-
tions of a group or society. (151)  

   Differential association    A theory of deviance that holds that violation of 
rules results from exposure to attitudes favorable to criminal acts. 
(160)  

   Differential justice    Differences in the way social control is exercised over 
different groups. (162)  

   Formal social control    Social control that is carried out by authorized 
agents, such as police officers, judges, school administrators, and 
employers. (155)  

   Hate crime    A criminal offense committed because of the offender’s bias 
against a race, religion, ethnic group, national origin, or sexual orienta-
tion. Also referred to as  bias crime.  (166)  

   Index crimes    The eight types of crime tabulated each year by the FBI in 
the  Uniform Crime Reports:  murder, rape, robbery, assault, burglary, theft, 
motor vehicle theft, and arson. (167)  

   Informal social control    Social control that is carried out casually by ordi-
nary people through such means as laughter, smiles, and ridicule. 
(155)  

   Labeling theory    An approach to deviance that attempts to explain why 
certain people are viewed as deviants while others engaged in the 
same behavior are not. (161)  

   Law    Governmental social control. (156)  

   Obedience    Compliance with higher authorities in a hierarchical structure. 
(153)  

   Organized crime    The work of a group that regulates relations among 
criminal enterprises involved in illegal activities, including prostitution, 
gambling, and the smuggling and sale of illegal drugs. (164)  

   Professional criminal    A person who pursues crime as a day-to-day occu-
pation, developing skilled techniques and enjoying a certain degree of 
status among other criminals. (164)  

   Sanction    A penalty or reward for conduct concerning a social norm. (153)  

   Social constructionist perspective    An approach to deviance that 
emphasizes the role of culture in the creation of the deviant identity. 
(161)  

   Social control    The techniques and strategies for preventing deviant 
human behavior in any society. (153)  

   Social disorganization theory    The theory that crime and deviance are 
caused by the absence or breakdown of communal relationships and 
social institutions. (161)  

   Societal-reaction approach    Another name for  labeling theory.  (161)  

   Stigma     A label used to devalue members of certain social groups. 
(152)  

   Transnational crime    Crime that occurs across multiple national borders. 
(166)  

   Victimization survey    A questionnaire or interview given to a sample of 
the population to determine whether people have been victims of 
crime. (167)  

   Victimless crime    A term used by sociologists to describe the willing 
exchange among adults of widely desired but illegal goods and ser-
vices. (163)  

   White-collar crime    Illegal acts committed by affluent, “respectable” indi-
viduals in the course of business activities. (165)    

agencies. Rates of violent crime are higher in the United States than 
in other Western societies, although they have been dropping.  

   14. The death penalty is the ultimate sanction, one that func-
tionalists believe deters serious crime. However, it is applied 

disproportionately to the economically disadvantaged and to racial 
minorities. Worldwide, many countries have renounced the death 
penalty.    
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  Self-Quiz 

 Read each question carefully and then select the best answer. 

     1.  Society brings about acceptance of basic norms through techniques and 
strategies for preventing deviant human behavior. This process is termed

     a.  stigmatization.  
    b.  labeling.  
    c.  law.  
    d.  social control.     

    2.  Which sociological perspective argues that people must respect social norms if 
any group or society is to survive?

     a.  the conflict perspective  
    b.  the interactionist perspective  
    c.  the functionalist perspective  
    d.  the feminist perspective     

    3.  Stanley Milgram used the word  conformity  to mean
     a.  going along with peers.  
    b.  compliance with higher authorities in a hierarchical structure.  
    c.  techniques and strategies for preventing deviant human behavior in any society.  
    d.  penalties and rewards for conduct concerning a social norm.     

    4.  Which sociological theory suggests that our connection to members of society 
leads us to conform systematically to society’s norms?

     a.  feminist theory  
    b.  control theory  
    c.  interactionist theory  
    d.  functionalist theory     

    5.  Which of the following statements is true of deviance?
     a.  Deviance is always criminal behavior.  
    b.  Deviance is behavior that violates the standards of conduct or expectations 

of a group or society.  
    c.  Deviance is perverse behavior.  
    d.  Deviance is inappropriate behavior that cuts across all cultures and social 

orders.     

    6.  Which sociologist illustrated the boundary-maintenance function of deviance in 
his study of Puritans in 17th-century New England?

     a.  Kai Erikson  
    b.  Émile Durkheim  
    c.  Robert Merton  
    d.  Edwin Sutherland     

    7.  Which of the following is  not  one of the basic forms of adaptation specified in 
Robert Merton’s anomie theory of deviance?

     a.  conformity  
    b.  innovation  
    c.  ritualism  
    d.  hostility     

    8.  Which sociologist first advanced the idea that an individual undergoes the same 
basic socialization process whether learning conforming or deviant acts?

     a.  Robert Merton  
    b.  Edwin Sutherland  
    c.  Travis Hirschi  
    d.  William Chambliss     

    9.  Which of the following theories contends that criminal victimization increases 
when communal relationships and social institutions break down?

     a.  labeling theory  
    b.  conflict theory  
    c.  social disorganization theory  
    d.  differential association theory     

    10.  Which of the following conducted observation research on two groups of 
high school males (the Saints and the Roughnecks) and concluded that 
social class played an important role in the varying fortunes of the two 
groups?

     a.  Richard Quinney  
    b.  Edwin Sutherland  
    c.  Émile Durkheim  
    d.  William Chambliss     

   TAKING SOCIOLOGY  with you 

     1.  Describe the mechanisms of social control, both formal and informal, 
on your campus. Which is more effective, formal or informal control?  

    2.  Explain the presence of both criminals and law-abiding citizens in an 
inner-city neighborhood in terms of the interactionist perspective.  

    3.  Pay a visit to your local courthouse and observe a trial by jury from 
the point of view of a sociologist. Then describe what you saw and 
heard using sociological concepts.    
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    11.  If we fail to respect and obey social norms, we may face punishment through informal or formal  ______________________ .  

    12.  Police officers, judges, administrators, employers, military officers, and managers of movie theaters are all instruments of  ______________________  social control.  

    13.  Some norms are considered so important by a society that they are formalized into  ______________________  controlling people’s behavior.  

    14.  It is important to underscore the fact that  ______________________  is the primary source of conformity and obedience, including obedience to law.  

    15.  ______________________   is a state of normlessness that typically occurs during a period of profound social change and disorder, such as a time of economic collapse.  

    16.  Labeling theory is also called the  ______________________   ______________________  approach.  

    17.  ___________________  theorists view standards of deviant behavior as merely reflecting cultural norms, whereas  ___________________  and  ___________________  

theorists point out that the most powerful groups in a society can shape laws and standards and determine who is (or is not) prosecuted as a criminal.  

    18.  Feminists contend that prostitution and some forms of pornography are not  ______________________  crimes.  

    19.  Daniel Bell used the term  ______________________   ______________________  to describe the process during which leadership of organized crime was transferred 

from Irish Americans to Jewish Americans and later to Italian Americans and others.  

    20.  Consumer fraud, bribery, and income tax evasion are considered  ______________________   ______________________  crimes.   

  Answers 
 1 (d); 2 (c); 3 (a); 4 (b); 5 (b); 6 (a); 7 (d); 8 (b); 9 (c); 10 (d); 11 sanctions; 12 formal; 13 laws; 14 socialization; 15 Anomie; 16 societal-reaction; 17 Functionalist, conflict, labeling; 
18 victimless; 19 ethnic succession; 20 white-collar   
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Temple Grandin

An autistic woman fights for animal rights.

Shame

A man struggles to keep his life together while coping with a sex 

addiction.

American Gypsy

This documentary sheds light on the Romani, a minority group whose 

members are often stereotyped as criminals.

  THINKING ABOUT 
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      Pedestrians pass by a man 
panhandling for change in Las 

Vegas. The United States is 
a society of contrasts among 
great wealth, modest means, 

and deep poverty.  

  } INSIDE 
 Systems of Stratification 

 Sociological Perspectives 
on Stratification 

 Is Stratification 
Universal? 

 Stratification by Social 
Class 

 Income and Wealth 

 Poverty 

 Life Chances 

 Social Mobility 

 Social Policy 
and Stratification: 
Executive 
Compensation       
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 Stratification and Social 
Mobility in the United States  8 
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  America’s story, our 
national mythology, is built on 
the idea of being an opportu-
nity society. From the tales 
of Horatio Alger to the real 
lives of Henry Ford and Mark 
Zuckerberg, we have defined 
our country as a place where 
everyone, if he or she works 
hard enough, can get ahead. 
We may be poor today, but 
as long as there’s a chance 
that we can be rich tomorrow, 
things are O.K.

But does America still work like that? The suspicion that the answer 
is no inspires not only the Occupy Wall Street (OWS) protests that have 
spread across the nation and beyond but 
also a movement as seemingly divergent 
as the Tea Party. While OWS may focus its 
anger on rapacious bankers, and the Tea 
Party on spendthrift politicians, both would 
probably agree that there’s a cabal of enti-
tled elites on Wall Street and in Washington 
who have somehow loaded the dice and made it impossible for aver-
age people to get ahead. The American Dream, like our economy, has 
become bifurcated.

Certainly the numbers support the idea that for most people, it’s 
harder to get ahead than it’s ever been in the postwar era. Inequality in 
the U.S., always high compared with that in other developed countries, 
is rising. The 1% decried by OWS takes home 21% of the country’s 
income and accounts for 35% of its wealth. Wages, which have stag-
nated in real terms since the 1970s, have been falling for much of 
2011, in part because of pervasively high unemployment. For the first 
time in 20 years, the percentage of the population employed in the 
U.S. is lower than in the U.K., Germany and the Netherlands.

   We don’t peg ourselves to our parents; 
we peg ourselves to the Joneses. . . . By 

that standard, we aren’t doing very 
well at all.   

The obvious question is, What happened? The answers, like social 
mobility itself, are nuanced and complex. You can argue about what 
kind of mobility really matters. Many conservatives, for example, would 
be inclined to emphasize absolute mobility, which means the extent 
to which people are better off than their parents were at the same 
age. That’s a measure that focuses mostly on how much economic 
growth has occurred, and by that measure, the U.S. does fine. Two-
thirds of 40-year-old Americans live in households with larger incomes, 
adjusted for inflation, than their parents had at the same age (though 
the gains are smaller than they were in the previous generation).

But just as we don’t feel grateful to have indoor plumbing or multi-
channel digital cable television, we don’t necessarily feel grateful that 
we earn more than our parents did. That’s because we don’t peg our-
selves to our parents; we peg ourselves to the Joneses. Behavioral 
economics tells us that our sense of well-being is tied not to the past 
but to how we are doing compared with our peers. Relative mobil-

ity matters. By that standard, we aren’t 
doing very well at all. Having the right par-
ents increases your chances of ending up 
middle to upper middle class by a factor of 
three or four. 

There are many reasons for the huge 
and growing wealth divide in our country. 

The rise of the money culture and bank deregulation in the 1980s and 
’90s certainly contributed to it. As the financial sector grew in relation 
to the rest of the economy (it’s now at historic highs of about 8%), a 
winner-take-all economy emerged. Wall Street was less about creating 
new businesses—entrepreneurship has stalled as finance has become 
a bigger industry—but it did help set a new pay band for top talent. In 
the 1970s, corporate chiefs earned about 40 times as much as their 
lowest-paid worker (closer to the norm in many parts of Europe). Now 
they earn more than 400 times as much.    

(Foroohar 2011:77, 78, 79, 80)  Additional information about this excerpt can be found on 

the Online Learning Center at  www.mhhe.com/schaeferbrief10e .   

What does the Occupy Wall Street (OWS) movement say about 
American society?

Rana Foroohar, Assistant Managing Editor at Time , thinks that the 
movement voices our fear and anger over the loss of the 
American dream.

178

The Occupy Wall Street movement began in Vancouver, Canada, 
after the editors of Adbusters magazine suggested a protest against 
“corporate rule” in lower Manhattan. Their call to action went out 
in a tweet ending with “#occupywallstreet.” 

On the first day of the movement, September 17, 2011, the 
2,000 protesters who assembled in New York claimed to rep -
resent the vast majority of Americans. In their words, they were 
“the 99 percent” who had suffered as the wealthiest 1 percent—those 
earning roughly $500,000 a year—flourished. In the next few weeks, 
their movement spread across the United States to Honolulu and 
then throughout the world (Peralta 2011; M. Scherer 2011).

What did Americans make of this new movement? Opin-
ions ran the gamut, from former New York City mayor Rudy 

Giuliani’s sarcastic “How about you occupy a job?” to sociolo-
gist Craig Calhoun’s comparison to student protests in China. 
The police response to Occupy Wall Street, Calhoun wrote, was 
“reminiscent of the Chinese government ousting protesters from 
Tiananmen.” Native Americans observed that their land has 
been occupied for over five centuries without much notice from 
White protesters. And the homeless marveled over the sudden 
concern for people (protesters) sleeping in city parks (Calhoun 
2011; K. Lawler 2011).

Ever since people first began to speculate about the nature of 
human society, their attention has been drawn to the differences 
between individuals and groups within society. The term social 
inequality, which hit the headlines when Occupy Wall Street 
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Reactions to the Occupy movement varied with people’s socioeconomic status. “How about you occupy a job?” former New York City mayor Rudy Giuliani (left)
retorted. At the other extreme, Native American leaders observed that their lands have been occupied for five centuries.

Stratification and Social M
obility in the United States
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 Look at the four general systems of stratification examined 
here—slavery, castes, estates, and social classes—as ideal types 
useful for purposes of analysis. Any stratification system may 
include elements of more than one type. For example, prior to 
the Civil War, you could find in the southern states of the United 
States both social classes dividing Whites from Whites and the 
institutionalized enslavement of Blacks. 

 To understand these systems better, it may be helpful to 
review the distinction between  achieved status  and  ascribed sta-
tus,  explained in Chapter 5.    Ascribed status    is a social position 
assigned to a person by society without regard for the person’s 
unique talents or characteristics. In contrast,    achieved status    is 
a social position that a person attains largely through his or her 
efforts. The two are closely linked. The nation’s most affluent 

   Systems of Stratification 

   S ociologists consider stratification on many levels, ranging from 
its impact on the individual to worldwide patterns of inequal-

ity. No matter where we look, however, disparities in wealth and 
income are substantial. Take income and poverty patterns in the 
United States, for example. As the top part of  Figure 8-1, page 180, 
 shows, in many states the median household income is 25 per-
cent higher than that in other states. And as the bottom part of the 
 figure shows, the poverty rate in many states is 200 percent that of 
other states. Later in this chapter we will address the meaning of 
such statistics. We’ll begin our discussion here with an overview 
of the four basic systems of stratification. Then we’ll see what soci-
ologists have had to say on the subject of social inequality.     

hit the streets, describes a condition in which members of soci-
ety have differing amounts of wealth, prestige, or power. Some 
degree of social inequality characterizes every society.

 When a system of social inequality is based on a hierarchy 
of groups, sociologists refer to it as    stratification:    a structured 
ranking of entire groups of people that perpetuates unequal eco-
nomic rewards and power in a society. These unequal rewards 
are evident not only in the distribution of wealth and income, 
but even in the distressing mortality rates of impoverished com-
munities. Stratification involves the ways in which one genera-
tion passes on social inequalities to the next, producing groups 
of people arranged in rank order, from low to high. 

 Stratification is a crucial subject of sociological investiga-
tion because of its pervasive influence on human interactions 
and institutions. It results inevitably in social inequality, because 
certain groups of people stand higher in social rankings, control 
scarce resources, wield power, and receive special treatment. As 
we will see in this chapter, the consequences of stratification are 
evident in the unequal distribution of both income and wealth in 
industrial societies. The term    income    refers to salaries and wages. 
In contrast,    wealth    is an inclusive term encompassing all a person’s 
material assets, including land, stocks, and other types of property. 

 Is social inequality an inescapable part of society? How does 
government policy affect the life chances of the working poor? Is 
this country still a place where a hardworking person can move 
up the social ladder? This chapter focuses on the unequal dis-
tribution of socially valued rewards and its consequences. We 
will begin by examining four general systems of stratification, 
including the one most familiar to us, the social class system. We 
will examine three sociological perspectives on stratification, 
paying particular attention to the theories of Karl Marx and Max 
Weber. We’ll also ask whether stratification is universal and see 
what sociologists, including functionalist and conflict theorists, 
have to say about that question.

We will see too how sociologists define social class, and exam-
ine the consequences of stratification for people’s wealth and 
income, safety, and educational opportunities. Then we will take 
a close look at poverty, particularly the question of who belongs 
to the underclass and why. And we will confront the question 
of social mobility, both upward and downward. Finally, in the 
Social Policy section, we will examine the issue of executive 
compensation—the huge salaries and bonuses that corporate 
executives earn even when their companies are losing money 
and employees are losing their jobs.  
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 MAPPING LIFE NATIONWIDE  
FIGURE 8-1  THE 50 STATES: CONTRASTS IN INCOME AND POVERTY LEVELS    

   Note:  National median household income was $51,914; national poverty rate, 13.9 percent.  
  Source:  2010 census data presented in American Community Survey 2011:Tables B19013, S1701. 
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are  owned  by other people, who treat these human beings as 
property, just as if they were household pets or appliances. 

 Slavery has varied in the way it has been practiced. In ancient 
Greece, the main source of slaves was piracy and captives of war. 
Although succeeding generations could inherit slave status, it 
was not necessarily permanent. A person’s status might change, 
depending on which city-state happened to triumph in a military 
conflict. In effect, all citizens had the potential to become slaves 
or receive freedom, depending on the circumstances of history. 

families generally inherit wealth and status, while many mem-
bers of racial and ethnic minorities inherit disadvantaged status. 
Age and gender, as well, are ascribed statuses that influence a 
person’s wealth and social position.  

   Slavery 
 The most extreme form of legalized social inequality for both 
individuals and groups is    slavery    .  What distinguishes this 
oppressive system of stratification is that enslaved individuals 
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181position as their parents). Each caste is quite sharply defined, 
and members are expected to marry within that caste. 

 The caste system is generally associated with Hinduism in India 
and other countries. In India there are four major castes, called 
 varnas.  A fifth category of outcastes, referred to as the  untouch-
ables,  represents 16 percent of the population; its members are 
considered so lowly and unclean as to have no place within this 
stratification system. In an effort to avoid perpetuating the his-
torical stigma these people bear, the government now refers to the 
untouchables as  scheduled castes.  The untouchables themselves 
prefer  Dalit  (“the repressed”), a term that communicates their 
desire to overcome their disadvantaged status (P. Smith 2008). 

 In 1950, after gaining independence from Great Britain, India 
adopted a new constitution that formally outlawed the caste sys-
tem. Over the past decade or two, however, urbanization and 
technological advances have brought more change to India’s caste 
system than the government or politics has in more than half a 
century. The anonymity of city life tends to blur caste boundaries, 
allowing the  Dalit  to pass unrecognized in temples, schools, and 
places of employment. And the globalization of high technology 
has opened up India’s social order, bringing new opportunities to 
those who possess the skills and ability to capitalize on them. 

 The term  caste  can also be applied in recent historical contexts 
outside India. For example, the system of stratification that char-
acterized the southern United States from the end of the Civil War 
through the 1960s resembled a caste system. So did the rigid sys-
tem of segregation that prevailed in the Republic of South Africa 
under apartheid, from 1948 through the 1990s. In both cases, race 
was the defining factor that placed a person in the social hierarchy.   

  Estates 
 A third type of stratification system, called  estates,  was associ-
ated with feudal societies during the Middle Ages. The    estate 
system    ,  or  feudalism,  required peasants to work land leased to 

In contrast, in the United States and Latin America, where slav-
ery was an ascribed status, racial and legal barriers prevented the 
freeing of slaves. 

 Today, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which is 
binding on all members of the United Nations, prohibits slavery 
in all its forms. Yet more people are enslaved today than at any 
point in world history. In many developing countries, bonded 
laborers are imprisoned in virtual lifetime employment; in 
some countries, human beings are owned outright. But a form 
of slavery also exists in Europe and the United States, where 
guest workers and illegal immigrants have been forced to labor 
for years under terrible conditions, either to pay off debts or to 
avoid being turned over to immigration authorities. 

 Both these situations are likely to involve the transnational 
crime of trafficking in humans. Each year an estimated 600,000 
to 800,000 men, women, and children are transported across 
international borders for slavery or sexual exploitation. In 2000, 
the U.S. Congress passed the Trafficking Victims Protection 
Act, which established minimum standards for the elimination 
of human trafficking. The act requires the State Department to 
monitor other countries’ efforts to vigorously investigate, pros-
ecute, and convict individuals who participate in  trafficking—
including government officials. Each year, the department 
reports its findings, some of which are shown in  Table 8-1 . Tier 1 
and Tier 2 countries are thought to be largely in compliance with 
the act. Tier 2 Watch countries are making efforts to comply, 
though trafficking remains a significant concern. Tier 3 coun-
tries are not compliant and are not making significant efforts to 
comply (Bernat and Zhilina 2011).  

  Castes 
    Castes    are hereditary ranks that are usually religiously dictated 
and that tend to be fixed and immobile. Caste membership is an 
ascribed status (at birth, children automatically assume the same 

  TABLE 8-1   HUMAN TRAFFICKING REPORT 

   Note:  Table is incomplete; each tier lists only a sample of all nations classified. Since the  Human Trafficking Report  is created by the State Department, the level of 
compliance by the United States is considered to be “full compliance.”  
  Source:  Department of State 2011b.  

Tier 1 
Full Compliance

Tier 2 
Significant Effort

Tier 2 Watch List 
Some Effort, But 
Trafficking Remains 
a Concern

Tier 3 
Noncompliant, 
No Effort

Australia Bolivia Afghanistan Burma

Canada Brazil Bahamas Congo (Dem. Rep.)

Colombia Cambodia China Cuba

Denmark Chile Dominican Republic Iran

France Greece Fiji Mauritania

Germany India Malaysia North Korea

Great Britain Japan Panama Papua New Guinea

Norway Mexico Russia Saudi Arabia

Poland Philippines Syria Sudan

South Korea South Africa Ukraine Venezuela

Spain Turkey Vietnam Zimbabwe
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 Jessica Houston Su,  Research Assistant, Joblessness and Urban Poverty Research Program  

 Jessica Houston Su chose sociology as her major “because it was the first 
class that appealed to my desire to understand the roots of inequality.” It also 
helped her to make sense of what was going on around her at 
Dartmouth College. “I grew up in a rural, working-class community,” 
she explains; “it was quite a culture shock to attend an affluent, 
Ivy League college.” Learning about social structures and institu-
tions helped Su to navigate through a new environment filled with 
people from many different backgrounds. 

 Su went through several potential majors before taking a 
sociology course and realizing that she was interested in almost 
every course the department offered. When she was hired for a 
work-study job in the department, she “soon realized that I was 
spending a lot of time reading all of the articles I was supposed 
to be photocopying,” she jokes. “It became very obvious to me 
that I had found my major.” 

 Su works with Harvard University’s John F. Kennedy School of Government on 
a research program directed by the well-known sociologist William Julius Wilson. 
She is currently assigned to a large-scale longitudinal study of welfare reform in 
Boston, Chicago, and San Antonio. Her primary responsibility is to analyze the 
qualitative data from the study, gathered through ethnographic interviews with 
families who are affected by welfare reform, by searching for themes that might 
help to explain the study’s quantitative data. She finds it exciting to be able to 
follow the same families over a long period. “I feel like I almost know some of 
the people,” she explains. 

 TAKING SOCIOLOGY TO WORK 

 Of all the things she learned as a sociology major, Su thinks one of the 
most important was the concept of social construction. “We consider many 

things to simply be facts of life,” she explains, “but upon fur-
ther investigation it is clear that most things have been socially 
constructed in some way.” The concept of social construction 
has helped her to look more carefully at the world around her: 
“My worldview is much more nuanced and I’ve gained a much 
better understanding of how society works, both the good and 
the bad.” 

 Su uses the research methods she learned in her sociology 
courses all the time. “I love going to work each day,” she says. “I 
am challenged academically and I feel fulfilled knowing that I 
am working on something that will benefit society and perhaps 
influence future policy.”     

  LET’S DISCUSS 

    1. Did you experience a sense of culture shock when you entered college 
and were exposed to students from different social classes? If so, has 
studying sociology helped you to adjust to the diversity in students’ 
backgrounds?  

   2. Have you begun to see the world differently since you learned about the 
social construction of reality? If so, what in particular do you see in a dif-
ferent light?    
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them by nobles in exchange for military protection and other 
services. The basis for the system was the nobles’ ownership of 
land, which was critical to their superior and privileged status. 
As in systems based on slavery and caste, inheritance of one’s 
position largely defined the estate system. The nobles inherited 
their titles and property; the peasants were born into a subservi-
ent position within an agrarian society. 

 As the estate system developed, it became more differenti-
ated. Nobles began to achieve varying degrees of authority. By 
the 12th century, a priesthood had emerged in most of Europe, 
along with classes of merchants and artisans. For the first time 
there were groups of people whose wealth did not depend on 
land ownership or agriculture. This economic change had pro-
found social consequences as the estate system ended and a class 
system of stratification came into existence.  

thinking CRITICALLY

What are the differences between slavery and caste 
systems? What are the similarities?

  Social Classes 
 A    class system    is a social ranking based primarily on economic 
position in which achieved characteristics can influence social 
mobility. In contrast to slavery and caste systems, the boundaries 
between classes are imprecisely defined, and one can move from 

one stratum, or level, of society to another. Even so, class systems 
maintain stable stratification hierarchies and patterns of class divi-
sion, and they, too, are marked by unequal distribution of wealth 
and power. Class standing, although it is achieved, is heavily depen-
dent on family and ascribed factors, such as race and ethnicity. 

 Sociologist Daniel Rossides (1997) uses a five-class model to 
describe the class system of the United States: the upper class, 
the upper-middle class, the lower-middle class, the working 
class, and the lower class. Although the lines separating social 
classes in his model are not so sharp as the divisions between 
castes, members of the five classes differ significantly in ways 
other than just income level. 

  Upper and Lower Classes   Rossides characterizes about 1 to 
2 percent of the people of the United States as  upper class.  This 
group is limited to the very wealthy, who associate in exclusive 
clubs and social circles. In contrast, the  lower class,  consisting of 
approximately 20 to 25 percent of the population, disproportion-
ately consists of Blacks, Hispanics, single mothers with depen-
dent children, and people who cannot find regular work or must 
make do with low-paying work. This class lacks both wealth and 
income and is too weak politically to exercise significant power. 

 Both these classes, at opposite ends of the nation’s social hier-
archy, reflect the importance of ascribed status and achieved sta-
tus. Ascribed statuses such as race and disability clearly influence 
a person’s wealth and social position. People with disabilities are 
particularly vulnerable to unemployment, are often poorly paid, 
and tend to occupy the lower rungs of the occupational ladder. 
Regardless of their actual performance on the job, the disabled 
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Worried about home foreclosures? Not the wealthy. The rich now spend 
$50,000 to $250,000 on their children’s playhouses and tree houses.

    Today, the once broadly based middle class is on the defensive and is slowly being squeezed by two 
growing groups, the rich and the poor.  

Stratification and Social M
obility in the United States

183percent of the population, includes professionals such as doctors, 
lawyers, and architects. They participate extensively in politics and 
take leadership roles in voluntary associations. The  lower-middle 
class,  about 30 to 35 percent of the population, includes less afflu-
ent professionals (such as elementary school teachers and nurses), 
owners of small businesses, and a sizable number of clerical work-
ers. While not all members of the middle class hold degrees from a 
college, they share the goal of sending their children there. 

 The middle class is currently under a great deal of economic 
pressure. Close analysis indicates that of those who lost their 
middle-class standing during the latter 20th century, about half 
rose to a higher ranking in the social class system, while half 
dropped to a lower position. These data mean that the United 
States is moving toward a “bipolar income distribution.” That 
is, a broadly based middle class is slowly being replaced by two 
growing groups of rich and poor. 

 Sociologists and other scholars have identified several factors 
that have contributed to the shrinking size of the middle class:

    •  Disappearing opportunities for those with little education.  
Today, most jobs require formal schooling, yet less than a 
third of adults between ages 35 and 44 have prepared them-
selves with a college degree.  

   •  Global competition and rapid advances in technology.  These 
two trends, which began several decades ago, mean that 
workers are more easily replaced now than they were in the 
past. Increasingly, globalization and technological advances 
are affecting the more complex jobs that were once the bread 
and butter of middle-class workers.  

   •  Growing dependence on the temporary workforce.  For those 
workers who have no other job, temporary positions are tenu-
ous at best, because they rarely offer health care coverage or 
retirement benefits.  

  •   The rise of new growth industries and nonunion workplaces, like 
fast-food restaurants.  Industries may have added employment 
opportunities, but they are at the lower end of the wage scale.    

 Middle-class families want comfortable homes, 
college degrees for their children, occasional fam-
ily vacations, affordable health care—the cost of 
which has been growing faster than  inflation—
and retirement security. The answer, for many 
people, is either to go without or to work longer 
hours at multiple jobs (Billitteri 2009; Blank 2010, 
2011; Massey 2007; Thurow 1984).  

  Working Class   Rossides describes the  working 
class —about 40 to 45 percent of the population—
as  people who hold regular manual or blue-collar 
jobs. Certain members of this class, such as elec-
tricians, may have higher incomes than people 
in the lower-middle class. Yet even if they have 
achieved some degree of economic security, they 
tend to identify with manual workers and their 
long history of involvement in the labor move-
ment of the United States. Of the five classes, the 
working class is declining noticeably in size. In 
the economy of the United States, service and 
technical jobs are replacing those involved in the 
actual manufacturing or transportation of goods. 

are stigmatized as not earning their keep. Such are the effects of 
ascribed status. We will look again at the plight of the lower class 
when we consider poverty and welfare policies. 

 The economist John Kenneth Galbraith (1977:44) observed 
that “of all classes the rich are the most noticed and the least stud-
ied.” The poor receive a good deal of attention from reporters, 
social activists, and policymakers seeking to alleviate their pov-
erty, but the very affluent, who live apart from the rest of the popu-
lation, are largely a mystery. Since Galbraith’s comment, moreover, 
the residential separation of the rich has grown. The newspaper’s 
society page may give us a peek at members of this class, but we 
know very little about their everyday lives. Statistically, over 2 mil-
lion households in the United States are worth more than $10 
million each. Less than 10 percent of these people inherited their 
money, and very few of them are celebrities (Massey 2007).  

  Middle Class   Sandwiched between the upper and lower classes 
in this model are the upper-middle class, the lower-middle class, 
and the working class. The  upper-middle class,  about 10 to 15 
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184  Social class is one of the independent or explanatory vari-

ables most frequently used by social scientists to shed light on 
social issues. In later chapters, we will analyze the relationships 
between social class and child rearing (Chapter 12), religious 
affiliation (Chapter 13), and formal schooling (Chapter 13), as 
well as other relationships in which social class is a variable.     

  Class Warfare  With Occupy Wall Street in the headlines, polit-
ical leaders began to speak of class conflict. To some, the Occupy 
movement’s call for a reduction in social inequality seemed a 
reply to the federal government’s favorable tax treatment of the 
affluent. Before the recession began, the Bush administration 
had lowered the income tax rate paid by high-income filers. In 
2009, the Tea Party pushed Congress to maintain that tax cut, 
despite a growing deficit. Others insisted that the affluent actu-
ally paid less in taxes than the average citizen, given the many 
loopholes—offshore bank accounts, and so on—available to 
them. In Congress, the suggestion that the rich should pay the 
same effective tax rate as other citizens was met with an angry 
charge of class warfare.

    As we will see shortly, by any statistical measure, the gulf 
between the rich and everyone else in the United States has 
grown over the last decade—indeed, over the last 50 years. Yet 
people do not tend to identify with or see themselves as mem-
bers of a specific social class. Still, as the rhetoric heated up dur-
ing the 2012 presidential campaign, and the Occupy Wall Street 
movement remained visible, a growing share of the population 
thought they saw evidence of class conflict. In December 2011, 
66 percent of the public (compared to 47 percent in 2009) said 
they perceived “strong” conflict between the rich and the poor. 
Younger adults, women, and African Americans were most likely 
to hold this view. Interestingly, personal income had little to do 
with such perceptions: the rich were just as likely as the poor 
to agree with the existence of class conflict (Archer and Orr 
2011; Pew Social and Demographic Trends 2012; Skocpol and 
 Williamson 2012).

  Sociological Perspectives 

on Stratification 
  Sociologists have hotly debated stratification and social inequal-
ity and have reached varying conclusions. No theorist stressed 
the significance of class for society—and for social change—
more strongly than Karl Marx. Marx viewed class differentia-
tion as the crucial determinant of social, economic, and political 
inequality. In contrast, Max Weber questioned Marx’s emphasis 
on the overriding importance of the economic sector, arguing 
that stratification should be viewed as having many dimensions.  

 Karl Marx’s View of Class Differentiation 
 Karl Marx was concerned with stratification in all types of 
human society, beginning with primitive agricultural tribes and 
continuing into feudalism. However, his main focus was on the 
effects of economic inequality on all aspects of 19th-century 
Europe. The plight of the working class made him feel that it was 
imperative to strive for changes in the class structure of society.     

 In Marx’s view, social relations during any period of history 
depend on who controls the primary mode of economic pro-
duction, such as land or factories. Differential access to scarce 
resources shapes the relationship between groups. Thus, under 
the feudal estate system, most production was agricultural, and 
the land was owned by the nobility. Peasants had little choice but 
to work according to terms dictated by those who owned the land. 

 Using this type of analysis, Marx examined social relations 
within    capitalism   —an economic system in which the means of 
production are held largely in private hands and the main incen-
tive for economic activity is the accumulation of profits. Marx 
focused on the two classes that began to emerge as the feudal 
estate system declined, the bourgeoisie and the proletariat. The 
   bourgeoisie    ,  or capitalist class, owns the means of production, 
such as factories and machinery; the    proletariat    is the working 
class. In capitalist societies, the members of the bourgeoisie max-
imize profit in competition with other firms. In the process, they 
exploit workers, who must exchange their labor for subsistence 
wages. In Marx’s view, members of each class share a distinctive 

culture. Marx was most interested in the culture 
of the proletariat, but he also examined the ide-

ology of the bourgeoisie, through which that 
class justifies its dominance over workers. 

 According to Marx, exploitation of 
the proletariat will inevitably lead to the 

destruction of the capitalist system, because 
the workers will revolt. But first, the working 
class must develop    class consciousness   —a 
subjective awareness of common vested 
interests and the need for collective politi-
cal action to bring about social change. 
Often, workers must overcome what 

Marx termed    false consciousness    ,  or an 
attitude held by members of a class that does not 

accurately reflect their objective position. A worker with 
false consciousness may adopt an individualistic viewpoint 

toward capitalist exploitation (“ I  am being exploited by  my  boss”). 
In contrast, the class-conscious worker realizes that all workers are 
being exploited by the bourgeoisie and have a common stake in 
revolution. 
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    A miner peers into the dark at the Logan Orion coal mine in West Virginia’s 
Logan County. Karl Marx would identify coal miners as members of the pro-
letariat, or working class. Even today, miners are poorly compensated for the 
considerable dangers they face. Such exploitation of the working class is a 
core principle of Marxist theory.  
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 For Marx, class consciousness was part of a collective pro-
cess in which the proletariat comes to identify the bourgeoisie 
as the source of its oppression. Revolutionary leaders will guide 
the working class in its struggle. Ultimately, the proletariat will 
overthrow the rule of both the bourgeoisie and the government 
(which Marx saw as representing the interests of capitalists) and 
will eliminate private ownership of the means of production. In 
Marx’s rather utopian view, classes and oppression will cease to 
exist in the postrevolutionary workers’ state. 

 How accurate were Marx’s predictions? He failed to anticipate 
the emergence of labor unions, whose power in collective bar-
gaining weakens the stranglehold that capitalists maintain over 
workers. Moreover, as contemporary conflict theorists note, he 
did not foresee the extent to which political liberties and relative 
prosperity could contribute to false consciousness. Many workers 
came to view themselves as individuals striving for improvement 
within free societies that offer substantial mobility, rather than as 
downtrodden members of a social class who face a collective fate. 
Even today, “class warfare” seems to refer more to diminished 
individual expectations than to a collective identity. Finally, Marx 
did not predict that Communist Party rule would be established 
and later overthrown in the former Soviet Union and throughout 
Eastern Europe. Still, the Marxist approach to the study of class is 
useful in stressing the importance of stratification as a determi-
nant of social behavior and the fundamental separation in many 
societies between two distinct groups, the rich and the poor. 

use your sociological imagination 

Have you ever been unaware of your true position in society—
that is, have you experienced false consciousness? Explain.

  Max Weber’s View of Stratification 
 Unlike Karl Marx, Max Weber ([1913–1922] 1947) insisted that 
no single characteristic (such as class) totally defines a person’s 
position within the stratification system. Instead, writing in 
1916, he identified three distinct components of stratification: 
class, status, and power. 

 Weber used the term    class    to refer to a group of people who 
have a similar level of wealth and income. For example, cer-
tain workers in the United States try to support their families 
through minimum-wage jobs. According to Weber’s definition, 
these wage earners constitute a class because they share the same 
economic position and fate. Although Weber agreed with Marx 
on the importance of this economic dimension of stratification, 
he argued that the actions of individuals and groups cannot be 
understood  solely  in economic terms. 

 Weber used the term    status group    to refer to people who 
have the same prestige or lifestyle. An individual gains status 
through membership in a desirable group, such as the medical 
profession. But status is not the same as economic class stand-
ing. In our culture, a successful pickpocket may belong to the 
same income class as a college professor. Yet the thief is widely 
regarded as holding low status, whereas the professor holds 
high status. 

 For Weber, the third major component of stratification has a 
political dimension.    Power    is the ability to exercise one’s will over 
others. In the United States, power stems from membership in 
particularly influential groups, such as corporate boards of direc-
tors, government bodies, and interest groups. Conflict theorists 
generally agree that two major sources of power—big business 
and government—are closely interrelated. For instance, many of 
the heads of major corporations also hold powerful positions in 
the government or military. The Social Policy section at the end 
of this chapter examines the executive compensation that the 
powerful heads of corporations in the United States enjoy. 

 To summarize, in Weber’s view, each of us has not one rank in 
society but three. Our position in a stratification system reflects 
some combination of class, status, and power. Each factor influ-
ences the other two, and in fact the rankings on these three 
dimensions often tend to coincide. John F. Kennedy came from an 
extremely wealthy family, attended exclusive preparatory schools, 
graduated from Harvard University, and went on to become pres-
ident of the United States. Like Kennedy, many people from afflu-
ent backgrounds achieve impressive status and power.  

 Interactionist Perspective 
 Both Karl Marx and Max Weber looked at inequality primar-
ily from a macrosociological perspective, considering the 
entire society or even the global economy. Marx did suggest 
the importance of a more microsociological analysis, however, 
when he stressed the ways in which individuals develop a true 
class consciousness. 

 Interactionists, as well as economists, have long been inter-
ested in the importance of social class in shaping a person’s 
lifestyle. The theorist Thorstein Veblen (1857–1929) noted that 
those at the top of the social hierarchy typically convert part of 
their wealth into    conspicuous consumption   —that is, they pur-
chase goods not to survive but to flaunt their superior wealth and 
social standing. For example, they may purchase more automo-
biles than they can reasonably use, or build homes with more 
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  With Mt. Everest in the background, a wealthy golfer plays a shot in a remote 
location, which he reached by helicopter. Traveling to exotic places to indulge 
in sports that most people play at home is an example of Thorstein Veblen’s 
concept of conspicuous consumption, a spending pattern common to those at 
the very top of the social ladder.   
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186 rooms than they can possibly occupy. In an element of conspicu-

ous consumption called  conspicuous leisure,  they may jet to a 
remote destination, staying just long enough to have dinner or 
view a sunset over some historic locale (Veblen [1899] 1964). 

 At the other end of the spectrum, behavior that is judged to 
be typical of the lower class is subject not only to ridicule but 
even to legal action. Communities have, from time to time, 
banned trailers from people’s front yards and sofas from their 
front porches. In some communities, it is illegal to leave a pickup 
truck in front of the house overnight. 

thinking CRITICALLY

Give some examples of conspicuous consumption 
among your fellow college students. Which are 
obvious and which more subtle?

 Is Stratification Universal? 
  Must some members of society receive greater rewards than oth-
ers? Do people need to feel socially and economically superior to 
others? Can social life be organized without structured inequal-
ity? These questions have been debated for centuries, especially 
among political activists. Utopian socialists, religious minorities, 
and members of recent countercultures have all attempted to 
establish communities that to some extent or other would abol-
ish inequality in social relationships. 

 Social scientists have found that inequality exists in all societies— 
even the simplest. For example, when anthropologist Gunnar 
Landtman ([1938] 1968) studied the Kiwai Papuans of New 
Guinea, at first he noticed little differentiation among them. Every 

man in the village did the same work and lived in similar housing. 
However, on closer inspection, Landtman observed that certain 
Papuans—men who were warriors, harpooners, and  sorcerers—
were described as “a little more high” than others. In contrast, 
villagers who were female, unemployed, or unmarried were con-
sidered “down a little bit” and were barred from owning land. 

 Stratification is universal in that all societies maintain some 
form of social inequality among members. Depending on its val-
ues, a society may assign people to distinctive ranks based on 
their religious knowledge, skill in hunting, physical attractive-
ness, trading expertise, or ability to provide health care. But why 
has such inequality developed in human societies? And how 
much differentiation among people, if any, is actually essential? 

 Functionalist and conflict sociologists offer contrasting expla-
nations for the existence and necessity of social stratification. 
Functionalists maintain that a differential system of rewards and 
punishments is necessary for the efficient operation of society. 
Conflict theorists argue that competition for scarce resources 
results in significant political, economic, and social inequality.  

  Functionalist Perspective 
 Would people go to school for many years to become physicians 
if they could make as much money and gain as much respect 
working as street cleaners? Functionalists say no, which is partly 
why they believe that a stratified society is universal. 

 In the view of Kingsley Davis and Wilbert Moore (1945), soci-
ety must distribute its members among a variety of social posi-
tions. It must not only make sure that these positions are filled 
but also see that they are filled by people with the appropriate 
talents and abilities. Rewards, including money and prestige, are 
based on the importance of a position and the relative scarcity 
of qualified personnel. Yet this assessment often devalues work 
performed by certain segments of society, such as women’s work 
in the home or in occupations traditionally filled by women, or 
low-status work in fast-food outlets. 

 Davis and Moore argue that stratification is universal and that 
social inequality is necessary so that people will be motivated to 
fill functionally important positions. But critics say that unequal 
rewards are not the only means of encouraging people to fill 
critical positions and occupations. Personal pleasure, intrinsic 

satisfaction, and value orientations also moti-
vate people to enter particular careers. Func-
tionalists agree, but they note that society must 
use some type of reward to motivate people to 
enter unpleasant or dangerous jobs and profes-
sions that require a long training period. This 
response does not address stratification systems 
in which status is largely inherited, such as slave 
or caste societies. Moreover, even if stratifica-
tion is inevitable, the functionalist explanation 
for differential rewards does not explain the 
wide disparity between the rich and the poor 
(R. Collins 1975; Kerbo 2012).  

  Conflict Perspective 
 The writings of Karl Marx lie at the heart 
of conflict theory. Marx viewed history as 
a continuous struggle between the oppres-
sors and the oppressed, which ultimately 
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    As the reality television series  Ice Road Truckers  suggests, long-haul truck driv-
ers take pride in their low-prestige job. According to the conflict perspective, 
the cultural beliefs that form a society’s dominant ideology, such as the popu-
lar image of the truck driver as hero, help the wealthy to maintain their power 
and control at the expense of the lower classes.  
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would culminate in an egalitarian, classless society. In terms of 
stratification, he argued that under capitalism, the dominant 
class—the bourgeoisie—manipulates the economic and political 
systems in order to maintain control over the exploited prole-
tariat. Marx did not believe that stratification was inevitable, but 
he did see inequality and oppression as inherent in capitalism 
(E. O. Wright et al. 1982; E. O. Wright 2011). 

 Like Marx, contemporary conflict theorists believe that 
human beings are prone to conflict over scarce resources such as 
wealth, status, and power. However, Marx focused primarily on 
class conflict; more recent theorists have extended the analysis 

to include conflicts based on gender, race, age, and other dimen-
sions. British sociologist Ralf Dahrendorf (1929–2009) is one of 
the most influential contributors to the conflict approach. 

 Dahrendorf (1959) has modified Marx’s analysis of capitalist 
society to apply to modern capitalist societies. For Dahrendorf, 
social classes are groups of people who share common interests 
resulting from their authority relationships. In identifying the most 
powerful groups in society, he includes not only the bourgeoisie—
the owners of the means of production—but also the managers 
of industry, legislators, the judiciary, heads of the government 
bureaucracy, and others. In that respect, Dahrendorf has merged 
Marx’s emphasis on class conflict with Weber’s recognition that 
power is an important element of stratification (Cuff et al. 1990). 

 Conflict theorists, including Dahrendorf, contend that the 
powerful of today, like the bourgeoisie of Marx’s time, want soci-
ety to run smoothly so that they can enjoy their privileged posi-
tions. Because the status quo suits those with wealth, status, and 
power, they have a clear interest in preventing, minimizing, or 
controlling societal conflict. 

 One way for the powerful to maintain the status quo is to 
define and disseminate the society’s dominant ideology. The term 
  dominant ideology    describes a set of cultural beliefs and practices 
that helps to maintain powerful social, economic, and political 
interests. For Marx, the dominant ideology in a capitalist society 
served the interests of the ruling class. From a conflict perspective, 
the social significance of the dominant ideology is that not only do 
a society’s most powerful groups and institutions control wealth 
and property; even more important, they control the means of 
producing beliefs about reality through religion, education, and 
the media (Abercrombie et al. 1980, 1990; Robertson 1988). 

 The powerful, such as leaders of government, also use limited 
social reforms to buy off the oppressed and reduce the danger of 
challenges to their dominance. For example, minimum-wage laws 
and unemployment compensation unquestionably give some 
valuable assistance to needy men and women. Yet these reforms 
also serve to pacify those who might otherwise rebel. Of course, in 
the view of conflict theorists, such maneuvers can never entirely 
eliminate conflict, since workers will continue to demand equal-
ity, and the powerful will not give up their control of society. 

 Conflict theorists see stratification as a major source of soci-
etal tension and conflict. They do not agree with Davis and 
Moore that stratification is functional for a society or that it 
serves as a source of stability. Rather, conflict sociologists argue 
that stratification will inevitably lead to instability and social 
change (R. Collins 1975; L. Coser 1977). 

  Table 8-2  summarizes and compares the three major perspec-
tives on social stratification.  

  TABLE 8-2    SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES 

ON SOCIAL STRATIFICATION  Tracking Sociological Perspectives

Functionalist Conflict Interactionist

Purpose of social stratification Facilitates filling of social 
positions

Facilitates exploitation Influences people’s lifestyles

Attitude toward social inequality Necessary to some extent Excessive and growing Influences intergroup relations

Analysis of the wealthy Talented and skilled, creating 
opportunities for others

Use the dominant ideology 
to further their own interests

Exhibit conspicuous consumption 
and conspicuous leisure
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188  Lenski’s Viewpoint 

 Let’s return to the question posed earlier—Is stratification 
 universal?—and consider the sociological response. Some form of 
differentiation is found in every culture, from the most primitive 
to the most advanced industrial societies of our time. Sociologist 
Gerhard Lenski, in his sociocultural evolution approach, described 
how economic systems change as their level of technology becomes 
more complex, beginning with hunting and gathering and culmi-
nating eventually with industrial society. 

 In subsistence-based hunting-and-gathering societies, people 
focus on survival. While some inequality and differentiation are evi-
dent, a stratification system based on social class does not emerge 
because there is no real wealth to be claimed. As a society advances 
technologically, it becomes capable of producing a considerable 
surplus of goods. The emergence of surplus resources greatly 
expands the possibilities for inequality in status, influence, and 
power, allowing a well-defined, rigid social class system to develop. 
To minimize strikes, slowdowns, and industrial sabotage, the elites 
may share a portion of the economic surplus with the lower classes, 
but not enough to reduce their own power and privilege. 

 As Lenski argued, the allocation of surplus goods and services 
controlled by those with wealth, status, and power reinforces the 
social inequality that accompanies stratification systems. While this 
reward system may once have served the overall purposes of society, 
as functionalists contend, the same cannot be said for the large dis-
parities separating the haves from the have-nots in current societies. 
In contemporary industrial society, the degree of social and eco-
nomic inequality far exceeds what is needed to provide for goods 
and services (Lenski 1966; Nolan and Lenski 2009). 

thinking CRITICALLY

In your view, is the extent of social inequality in 
the United States helpful or harmful to society as 
a whole? Explain.

 Stratification by Social Class 
  We continually assess how wealthy people are by looking at the 
cars they drive, the houses they live in, the clothes they wear, 
and so on. Yet it is not so easy to locate an individual within our 
social hierarchies as it would be in slavery or caste systems of 
stratification. To determine someone’s class position, sociologists 
generally rely on the objective method.  

  Objective Method of Measuring Social Class 
 In the    objective method    of measuring social class, class is 
viewed largely as a statistical category. Researchers assign indi-
viduals to social classes on the basis of criteria such as occupa-
tion, education, income, and place of residence. The key to the 
objective method is that the  researcher,  rather than the person 
being classified, identifies an individual’s class position. 

 The first step in using this method is to decide what indi-
cators or causal factors will be measured objectively, whether 
wealth, income, education, or occupation. The prestige rank-
ing of occupations has proved to be a useful indicator of a per-
son’s class position. For one thing, it is much easier to determine 
accurately than income or wealth. The term    prestige    refers to 

the respect and admiration that an occupation holds in a society. 
“My daughter, the physicist” connotes something very different 
from “my daughter, the waitress.” Prestige is independent of the 
particular individual who occupies a job, a characteristic that 
distinguishes it from esteem.    Esteem    refers to the reputation that 
a specific person has earned within an occupation. Therefore, 
one can say that the position of president of the United States has 
high prestige, even though it has been occupied by people with 
varying degrees of esteem. A hairdresser may have the esteem 
of his clients, but he lacks the prestige of a corporate executive. 

  Table 8-3  ranks the prestige of a number of well-known occu-
pations. In a series of national surveys, sociologists assigned 
prestige rankings to about 500 occupations, ranging from sur-
geon to panhandler. The highest possible prestige score was 100; 
the lowest was 0. Surgeon, physician, lawyer, dentist, and college 
professor were the most highly regarded occupations. Sociolo-
gists have used such data to assign prestige rankings to virtually 
all jobs and have found a stability in rankings from 1925 to the 
present. Similar studies in other countries have also developed 
useful prestige rankings of occupations (Nakao and Treas 1994).  

  Gender and Occupational Prestige 
 For many years, studies of social class tended to neglect the 
occupations and incomes of  women  as determinants of social rank. 
With more than half of all married women now working outside 
the home (see Chapter 11), this approach seems outmoded. How 
should we judge class or status in dual-career families—by the 
occupation regarded as having greater prestige, the average, or 
some other combination of the two? Sociologists—in particu-
lar, feminist sociologists in Great Britain—are drawing on new 
approaches to assess women’s social class standing. One approach 
is to focus on the individual (rather than the family or house-
hold) as the basis for categorizing a woman’s class position. Thus, 
a woman would be classified according to her own occupational 
status rather than that of her spouse (O’Donnell 1992). 

 Another feminist effort to measure the contribution of women 
to the economy reflects a more clearly political agenda. Interna-
tional Women Count Network, a global grassroots feminist orga-
nization, has sought to give a monetary value to women’s unpaid 
work. Besides providing symbolic recognition of women’s role in 
labor, this value would also be used to calculate pension and other 
benefits, which are usually based on wages received. The United 
Nations has placed an $11 trillion price tag on unpaid labor by 
women, largely in child care, housework, and agriculture. Whatever 
the figure, the continued undercounting of many workers’ contri-
butions to a family and to an entire economy means that virtually 
all measures of stratification are in need of reform (United Nations 
Development Programme 1995; United Nations Economic and 
Social Council 2010; Wages for Housework Campaign 1999).  

 Multiple Measures 
 Another complication in measuring social class is that advances 
in statistical methods and computer technology have multiplied 
the factors used to define class under the objective method. No 
longer are sociologists limited to annual income and education 
in evaluating a person’s class position. Today, studies use as crite-
ria the value of homes, sources of income, assets, years in present 
occupations, neighborhoods, and considerations regarding dual 
careers. Adding these variables will not necessarily paint a dif-
ferent picture of class differentiation in the United States, but it 
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   Note:  100 is the highest and 0 the lowest possible prestige score.  
  Source:  General Social Survey 2012.  

  TABLE 8-3   PRESTIGE RANKINGS OF OCCUPATIONS 

Occupation Score Occupation Score

Physician 86 Bank teller 50

College professor 78 Electrician 49

Lawyer 76 Farm manager 48

Dentist 74 Insurance agent 47

Banker 72 Secretary 46

Architect 71 Mail carrier 42

Airline pilot 70 Farmer 41

Clergy 69 Correctional officer 40

Registered nurse 66 Carpenter 40

High school teacher 63 Receptionist 39

Dental hygienist 61 Barber 38

Legislator 61 Child care worker 36

Pharmacist 61 Hotel clerk 32

Elementary school teacher 60 Bus driver 32

Veterinarian 60 Auto body repairer 31

Police officer or detective 60 Truck driver 30

Prekindergarten teacher 60 Salesworker (shoes) 28

Accountant 57 Waiter and waitress 28

Librarian 55 Cook (short-order) 28

Firefighter 53 Bartender 25

Funeral director 52 Garbage collector 17

Social worker 52 Janitor 16

Optician 51 Newspaper vendor 15
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does allow sociologists to measure class in a more complex and 
multidimensional way. When researchers use multiple measures, 
they typically speak of    socioeconomic status (SES)    ,  a measure 
of social class that is based on income, education, and occupa-
tion. To determine the socioeconomic status of a young person, 
such as a college student under age 25, they use  parental  income, 
education, and occupation. 

 Whatever the technique used to measure class, the sociolo-
gist is interested in real and often dramatic differences in power, 
privilege, and opportunity in a society. The study of stratification 
is a study of inequality. Nowhere is the truth of that statement 
more evident than in the distribution of income and wealth. 

thinking CRITICALLY

To what degree are students motivated by the pres-
tige of their future occupations?

  Think about It 
 Can you name what you think are two more high-prestige occupations? Two more low-prestige occupations?  

 Income and Wealth 
 By all measures, income in the United States is distributed 
unevenly. Nobel Prize–winning economist Paul Samuelson has 
described the situation in the following words: “If we made an 
income pyramid out of building blocks, with each layer portray-
ing $500 of income, the peak would be far higher than Mount 
Everest, but most people would be within a few feet of the 
ground” (Samuelson and Nordhaus 2010:324). 

 Recent data support Samuelson’s analogy. In 2010, the median 
household income in the United States was $49,445. In other 
words, half of all households had higher incomes that year and 
half had lower incomes. However, this fact does not fully convey 
the income disparities in our society. We can get some sense of 
income inequality by contrasting this median (middle) income 
with the mean arithmetic average, which in 2010 was $67,530. 
The mean is so much higher than the median because some peo-
ple make a lot more money than others, which draws the mean 
up. Thus, the mean is a less useful statistic than the median for 
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describing the average, or typical, income (DeNavas-Walt et al. 
2011:33–34). 

 We can gain additional insight into income inequality in the 
United States by looking at the relative placement of house-
holds within the income distribution. One of the most common 
ways of doing so is to line up all income-earning households 
from low to high and then break them into quintiles, or fifths. 
Because there are approximately 118 million households in the 
United States, each quintile includes an equal number of about 
23.4 million households. This method gives us a sense of the 
average income within each quintile, along with the percentage 
of the nation’s total income earned in each quintile. 

 As  Figure  8-2  shows, looking at the population in this way 
reveals a significant degree of income inequality. The mean income 
for households in the lowest quintile is $11,034; in the top quintile, 

it is $169,633. Those households in the top 5 percent—the ones 
most responsible for bringing up the arithmetic mean—average a 
staggering $287,686 in annual income. If we were to move up even 
higher in the income distribution, we would find that the top 0.01 
percent of taxpayers—about 15,000 households—make incomes 
of at least $11.5 million a year. Collectively, they control 6 percent 
of the nation’s total income (Sloan 2009:27). 

 There has been a modest redistribution of income in the United 
States over the past 80 years, but not always to the benefit of the 
poor or even the middle class. From 1929 through 1970, the gov-
ernment’s economic and tax policies shifted some income to the 
poor. However, in the past four decades—especially in the 1980s 
and in the decade from 2001 through 2010—federal tax policies 
favored the affluent. Moreover, while the salaries of highly skilled 
workers and professionals have continued to rise, the wages of less 
skilled workers have  decreased  when controlled for inflation.  

 Just how dramatic has this growth in inequality been? Con-
sider the period between 1984 and 2008. In just 25 years, the fol-
lowing changes occurred in real household income (adjusted for 
inflation):

    • For the lowest 20 percent of the population, income rose 
9 percent.  

   • For the next lowest 20 percent of the population, income rose 
10 percent.  

   • For the middle 20 percent of the population, income rose 
13 percent.  

   • For the next highest 20 percent of the population, income 
rose 20 percent.  

   • For the top 20 percent of the population, income rose a whop-
ping 40 percent.   

The pattern is clear. Though income has increased for all seg-
ments of the population, by far the biggest winners have been 
the affluent. 

 Careful economic analysis has shown that over the past 30 
years, federal and state tax policies have tended to accentuate the 
trend toward income inequality. During one 25-year period, the 
top 1 percent of income earners  after taxes  saw their incomes 
rise 228 percent, compared to only 21 percent for households in 
the middle quintile. Little wonder that the middle class is shrink-
ing (Billitteri 2009; Sherman 2007). 

 Globalization is often blamed for this growing inequality, 
because it has forced less skilled workers to compete with lower-
paid foreign-born workers. While that is true, research suggests 
that the number of displaced workers who are reemployed at 
similarly paid or even higher-paid jobs roughly equals the num-
ber of workers whose earnings drop (S. Zimmerman 2008a). 

 Wealth is distributed much more unevenly than income in 
the United States. A 2009 Federal Reserve Bank study showed 
that half the population controls 2.5 percent of the nation’s 
wealth; the other half controls over 97 percent ( Figure 8-3 ). Put 
another way, the wealth of the top 1 percent exceeds the collec-
tive wealth of the bottom 90 percent. 

 Researchers have also found a dramatic disparity in the 
wealth of African Americans and Hispanics compared to that of 
Whites. The median wealth of White households is now 18 times 
the median wealth of Latino households and 20 times that of 
Blacks. Furthermore, evidence suggests that the gap is widening 
(Pew Social and Demographic Trends 2011; Shapiro et al. 2010). 
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 Women as Wage Earners 
 In 2010, for the first time, women outnumbered men in the U.S. 

workforce. The historic reversal was caused by long-term changes in 
women’s roles that began four decades ago. In the 2008 recession, mas-

sive job losses among men tipped the balance. 
 This change in the trend reflects the growing importance of women as wage earn-

ers, although on average, women still work fewer hours than men. They also hold more part-time 
jobs than men, and they earn only 77 percent of what men make. And of course, men still domi-
nate the higher-paying executive levels of the workforce. 

 Women’s share of the once heavily male labor force has been growing for nearly a century. Big 
expansions occurred during the Great Depression, when payrolls were limited, and World War II, 
when millions of men left their jobs to join the service. In 2008, the boost to women’s employment 
came from a severe economic slowdown that hit hard at male-dominated occupations, such as 
construction and manufacturing.   

 Although women’s outnumbering of men in the labor force may be temporary—an artifact of 
the recent recession—their transformation of the U.S. workplace is permanent. There are no signs 
of a countertrend to their participation in the workforce. 
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  FIGURE 8-3   DISTRIBUTION OF WEALTH IN THE UNITED STATES 

    Source:  Data for 2007, as reported in a 2009 Federal Reserve Bank study. See Kennickell 2009:35.  
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thinking CRITICALLY

What does the pattern of income distribution in the 
United States tell you about your future income? How 
much can you expect it to grow over the years?

 Poverty 
  Approximately one out of every nine peo-
ple in the United States lives below the 
poverty line established by the federal 
government. In 2012, no fewer than 
46.2 million people were living in pov-
erty. The economic boom of the 1990s 
passed these people by. A Bureau of 
the Census report shows that one in five 
households has trouble meeting basic needs, 
from paying the utility bills to buying dinner 
(Bauman 1999; DeNavas-Walt et al. 2011). 

 One contributor to the United States’ 
high poverty rate has been the large number 
of workers employed at minimum wage. The 
federal government has raised the minimum 
wage over the past half century from 75 cents 
in 1950 to $6.55 in 2008 and to $7.25 in 2009. 
But in terms of its real value adjusted for 
inflation, the minimum wage has frequently 
failed to keep pace with the cost of living. 

 Moreover, raising the minimum wage 
does not remedy other difficulties that low-
wage workers encounter. A 2009 survey of 

workers in various low-wage occupations, such as apparel man-
ufacturing, child care (see Chapter 4), and discount retailing, 
showed that these workers lose about 15 percent of the pay that is 
due them through employers’ wage violations. Typically, employ-
ers limit workers’ wages by pressuring them not to file for workers’ 
compensation after on-the-job injuries, requiring them to work off 
the clock, and paying the straight hourly wage rate for overtime 
hours. Women are far more likely than men to be cheated in this 
way (Bernhardt et al. 2009). 
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the decrease in average time spent with an 
employer, workers became increasingly inse-
cure about their ability to replace a lost job.  

   4.  An increase in outsourcing and temporary 

work.  To meet cyclical fluctuations in supply 
and demand, employers have turned more 
and more to nontraditional labor sources. 
Today, virtually any job can be outsourced, 
including accounting, legal, and military 
services.    

   5.  A shift in risk from employers to employees.  
Few companies offer traditional pensions 
anymore. Employees are being asked to 
shoulder at least part of the cost and risk 
not only of their retirement investments, but 
of their health insurance plans as well.    

   RESEARCH TODAY 

8-1  Precarious Work 

 In 2008 Jim Marshall, age 39, lost his job in 
Detroit’s faltering auto industry. Figuring that job 
prospects had to be better elsewhere, he moved 
to Florida. But by May 2009 Jim was homeless, 
living in a tent city just north of St. Petersburg. 
“My parents always taught me to work hard in 
school, graduate high school, go to college, get 
a degree and you’ll do fine. You’ll do better than 
your parents’ generation,” Marshall says. “I did 
all those things. . . . For a while, I did have that 
good life, but nowadays that’s not the reality” 
(Bazar 2009:A2). 

 Jim’s story is all too common. He is one 
of the millions of Americans who have been 
reduced to doing    precarious work   —employment 
that is poorly paid, and from the worker’s per-
spective, insecure and unprotected. People who 
engage in precarious work often cannot support 
a household, and they are vulnerable to falling 
into poverty. 

 Even before economists recognized the 
economic downturn in 2009, there was ample 
statistical evidence that precarious work was 
increasing, despite the fact that the unemploy-
ment rate remained steady. In his presidential 
address to the ASA, Arne L. Kalleberg offered 
the following five social indicators:

    1.  A decline in the average length of time 

workers remain with an employer.  This trend 
has been especially noticeable among 
older White men, who in the past were pro-
tected by employers.  

   2.  An increase in long-term unemployment.  

The proportion of workers who remained 
unemployed after six months rose in the 
2000s, when the number of manufacturing 
jobs shrank and fewer new jobs were created.  

   3.  A decrease in job security.  Given the 
increase in long-term unemployment and 

 Although precarious work is becoming more 
common, people differ in their vulnerability to it. 
Members of racial and ethnic minorities are more 
likely than others to be engaged in precarious 
work. Immigrants, including those who are in the 
United States legally, are also more likely than 
others to be precariously employed. Around the 
world—in the United States, other industrial coun-
tries, and developing nations—women are much 
more likely than men to do precarious work. 

 What can be done to revitalize labor markets 
so that fewer workers end up doing substandard 
work—or at least, so that those who do will suffer 
less from it? Denmark is one country that has 
tried to deal with the problem. Although the gov-
ernment there cannot make jobs more secure, it 
does provide significant assistance to the unem-
ployed. Help finding a job, significant income 
compensation (90 percent of a worker’s previous 
wage for one year, without conditions), and sub-
sidized education and training are all available to 
Danish workers who have lost their jobs. 

  LET’S DISCUSS 

    1. Has the trend toward increasing reliance 
on precarious work touched your family 
or friends? Has anyone you know been 
unemployed longer than six months? If so, 
did that person or persons belong to one 
or more of the groups that are particularly 
vulnerable to precarious work?  

   2. Looking forward to your own career, can 
you think of a strategy for avoiding precari-
ous work, frequent job loss, and long-term 
unemployment?    

 Sources: Bazar 2009; European Metalworkers’ 
Federation 2010; Fudge and Owens 2006; Kalleberg 
2009; McDowell et al. 2009; Somavia 2008; 
Westergaard-Nielsen 2008. 

   To meet cyclical fluctuations in 
supply and demand, employers 
have turned more and more to 
nontraditional labor sources. 

Today, virtually any job can be 
outsourced, including accounting, 

legal, and military services.   
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 Sociologists have long had an interest in the impact of substan-
dard work on society, beginning with the writings of Karl Marx, 
Émile Durkheim, and Max Weber. Their interest increased with 
the global economic decline that began in 2008, which trapped 
many people in jobs they did not want or left them unemployed. 
Box 8-1 considers recent sociological work on   precarious work.   

 In this section, we’ll consider just how social scientists define 
 poverty.  We’ll also take a closer look at the people who fall into 
that category—including the working poor.  

  Studying Poverty 
 The efforts of sociologists and other social scientists to better 
understand poverty are complicated by the difficulty of defin-
ing it. This problem is evident even in government programs 
that conceive of poverty in either absolute or relative terms. 

   Absolute poverty    refers to a minimum level of subsistence that 
no family should be expected to live below. 

 One commonly used measure of absolute poverty is the federal 
government’s  poverty line,  a money income figure that is adjusted 
annually to reflect the consumption requirements of families 
based on their size and composition. The poverty line serves as an 
official definition of which people are poor. In 2010, for example, 
any family of four (two adults and two children) with a combined 
income of $22,113 or less fell below the poverty line. This defini-
tion determines which individuals and families will be eligible for 
certain government benefits (DeNavas-Walt et al. 2011:61). 

 Although by absolute standards, poverty has declined in the 
United States, it remains higher than in many other industrial 
nations. As  Figure  8-4  shows, a comparatively high propor-
tion of U.S. households is poor, meaning that they are unable 
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to purchase basic consumer goods. If anything, this cross-
national comparison understates the extent of poverty in the 
United States, since U.S. residents are likely to pay more for 
housing, health care, child care, and education than residents 
of other countries, where such expenses are often subsidized 
(Smeeding 2008). 

 In contrast,    relative poverty    is a floating standard of depriva-
tion by which people at the bottom of a society, whatever their 
lifestyles, are judged to be disadvantaged  in comparison with the 
nation as a whole.  Therefore, even if the poor of 2012 are better 
off in absolute terms than the poor of the 1930s or 1960s, they 
are still seen as deserving of special assistance. 

 Debate has been growing over the accuracy of the federal 
government’s measure of poverty, which has remained largely 
unchanged since 1963. If noncash benefits such as Medicare, 
Medicaid, tax credits, food stamps, public housing, and health 
care and other employer-provided fringe benefits were included, 
the reported poverty rate would be lower. On the other hand, if 
out-of-pocket medical expenses and mandatory work expenses 
for transportation and child care were included, the poverty rate 
would be higher. Although the current poverty measure does 
consider family size, it does not consider a household’s location, 
whether in a relatively expensive city like New York or in a less 
expensive rural area. Nor does it consider whether a householder 
pays rent or a mortgage installment, lives at home or with some-
one else. To address some of these shortcomings, in 2010 the 
federal government launched a second statistic called the Sup-
plemental Poverty Measure (SPM), which will be used to esti-
mate economic hardship. The SPM is a relative poverty measure 
that is based on a broad range of changing household resources 
and expenses. It will be calculated beginning in late 2011, but 

will not replace the poverty line in determining a household’s 
eligibility for benefits (Blank 2011; Wimer et al. 2011).  

  Who Are the Poor? 
 Not only does the category of the poor defy any simple definition; 
it counters the common stereotypes about “poor people.” For 
example, many people in the United States believe that the vast 
majority of the poor are able to work but will not. Yet many poor 
adults do work outside the home, although only a small portion 
of them work full-time throughout the year. In 2010, about 40 
percent of all poor working adults worked full-time, compared 
to 65 percent of all adults. Of those poor adults who do not work, 
most are ill or disabled, or are occupied in maintaining a home 
(DeNavas-Walt et al. 2011:15). 

 Though many of the poor live in urban slums, a majority 
live outside those poverty-stricken areas. Poverty is no stranger 
in rural areas, from Appalachia to hard-hit farming regions to 
Native American reservations.  Table  8-4  (page 194) provides 
additional statistical information regarding low-income peo-
ple in the United States.  

  Feminization of Poverty 
 Since World War II, an increasing proportion of the poor peo-
ple of the United States have been women, many of whom are 
divorced or never-married mothers. In 1959, female household-
ers accounted for 26 percent of the nation’s poor; by 2010, that 
figure had risen to 51 percent (see  Table  8-4 ). This alarming 
trend, known as the    feminization of poverty    ,  is evident not just 
in the United States but around the world. 

 About half of all women living in poverty in the United States 
are in transition, coping with an economic crisis caused by the 
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    Even if this single parent works her way up the chain 
of command, supporting her family will still be difficult.  
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194 may swell the ranks of the underclass, increas-

ing the proportion of the U.S. population that 
they represent. Indeed, the recession seems 
to have accelerated the demise of less effi-
cient, less profitable firms. When the down-
turn is over, jobs will not return to declining 
industries. 

 Analyses of the poor in general reveal that 
they are not a static social class. The overall 
composition of the poor changes continually, 
because some individuals and families near the 
top edge of poverty move above the poverty 
level after a year or two, while others slip below 
it. Still, hundreds of thousands of people remain 
in poverty for many years at a time. Blacks and 
Latinos are more likely than Whites to be per-
sistently poor. Both Latinos and Blacks are less 
likely than Whites to leave the welfare rolls as a 
result of welfare reform (Jäntti 2009).  

 Explaining Poverty 
 Why is it that poverty pervades a nation of 
such vast wealth? Sociologist Herbert Gans 
(1995), who has applied functionalist analysis 

to the existence of poverty, argues that various 
segments of society actually  benefit  from the 

existence of the poor. Gans has identified a 
number of social, economic, and political 
functions that the poor perform for society:

  TABLE 8-4   WHO ARE THE POOR IN THE UNITED STATES? 

  Source:  Data for 2010, as reported by the Bureau of the Census; DeNavas-Walt et al. 2011:15–16.  

Group

Percentage of the 
Population of the 
United States

Percentage of the 
Poor of the United 
States

Age

Under 18 years old 24% 35%

18 to 64 years old 63 57

65 years and older 13 8

Race-Ethnicity

Whites (non-Hispanic) 64 43

Blacks 13 23

Hispanics 16 28

Asians and Pacific Islanders 5 4

Family Composition

Married couples with male 
householders

74 39

Female householders 19 51

People with Disabilities 8 16

departure, disability, or death of a husband. The other half tend 
to be economically dependent either on the welfare system or 
on friends and relatives living nearby. A major factor in the 
feminization of poverty has been the increase in families 
with women as single heads of the household (see Chapter 
12). Conflict theorists and other observers trace the higher 
rates of poverty among women to three distinct factors: the 
difficulty in finding affordable child care, sexual harassment, 
and sex discrimination in the labor market (Burns 2010).  

  The Underclass 
 In 2010, 42 percent of poor people in the 
United States were living in central cities. 
These highly visible urban residents are 
the focus of most government efforts to 
alleviate poverty. Yet according to many 
observers, the plight of the urban poor is 
growing worse, owing to the devastating 
interplay of inadequate education and 
limited employment prospects. Tradi-
tional employment opportunities in the 
industrial sector are largely closed to the unskilled poor. Past and 
present discrimination heightens these problems for those low-
income urban residents who are Black or Hispanic. 

 Along with other social scientists, sociologist William Julius 
Wilson (1980, 1987, 1996) and his colleagues (2004) have used the 
term    underclass    to describe the long-term poor who lack train-
ing and skills. According to an analysis of census data, 8.7 million 
people live in extremely impoverished areas. Although not all of 
them are poor, living in such disadvantaged neighborhoods means 
limited educational opportunities, greater exposure to crime and 
health risks, reduced access to private investment, and higher prices 
for goods and services. About 45 percent of the population in these 
neighborhoods is Black, 34 percent Hispanic, and 17 percent White 
(Kneebone et al. 2011). 

 Those statistics may sound high, but they could climb higher. 
Some scholars are predicting that the recent economic downturn 

    • The presence of poor people means 
that society’s dirty work—physically 
dirty or dangerous, dead-end and 
underpaid, undignified and menial 
jobs—will be performed at low cost.  

   • Poverty creates jobs for occupations and 
professions that serve the poor. It creates 
both legal employment (public health 
experts, welfare caseworkers) and illegal 
jobs (drug dealers, numbers runners).  

   • The identification and punishment of 
the poor as deviants upholds the legiti-
macy of conventional social norms 
and mainstream values regarding hard 
work, thrift, and honesty.  

   • Within a relatively hierarchical society, the existence of 
poor people guarantees the higher status of the rich. As 
psychologist William Ryan (1976) noted, affluent people 
may justify inequality (and gain a measure of satisfaction) 
by  blaming the victims  of poverty for their disadvantaged 
condition.  

   • Because of their lack of political power, the poor often absorb 
the costs of social change. Under the policy of deinstitution-
alization, mental patients released from long-term hospitals 
have been transferred primarily to low-income communities 
and neighborhoods. Similarly, halfway houses for rehabili-
tated drug abusers, rejected by more affluent communities, 
often end up in poorer neighborhoods.    

 In Gans’s view, then, poverty and the poor actually satisfy 
positive functions for many nonpoor groups in the United States. 
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Class position affects people’s vulnerability to disasters. When the ill-fated 
Titanic sank in 1912, many more first-class passengers than third-class pas-
sengers survived. This photograph, taken recently on the ocean floor, shows 
the remains of a first-class cabin on the luxury liner.
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thinking CRITICALLY

How do you identify areas of poverty in your com-
munity or one nearby? Do you consider residents’ 
achieved or ascribed characteristics?

  Life Chances 
  Max Weber saw class as being closely related to people’s 
   life chances   —that is, their opportunities to provide themselves 
with material goods, positive living conditions, and favorable life 
experiences (Gerth and Mills 1958). Life chances are reflected 
in measures such as housing, education, and health. Occupying 
a higher social class in a society improves your life chances and 
brings greater access to social rewards. In contrast, people in the 
lower social classes are forced to devote a larger proportion of 
their limited resources to the necessities of life. In some cases, 
life chances are a matter of life and death. According to a medi-
cal study published in 2011, in the United States, approximately 
133,000 deaths a year can be attributed to individual poverty, 
and another 119,000 to income inequality. That is over a quar-
ter million deaths per year caused by severely limited resources 
(Galea et al. 2011). 

 In times of danger, the affluent and powerful have a better 
chance of surviving than people of ordinary means. When the 
supposedly unsinkable British ocean liner  Titanic  hit an iceberg 
in 1912, it was not carrying enough lifeboats to accommodate 
all passengers. Plans had been made to evacuate only first- and 
 second-class passengers. About 62 percent of the first-class pas-
sengers survived the disaster. Despite a rule that women and chil-
dren would go first, about a third of those passengers were male. 
In contrast, only 25 percent of the third-class passengers survived. 
The first attempt to alert them to the need to abandon ship came 
well after other passengers had been notified. In an ironic demon-
stration of continuing social inequality, a luxury travel organiza-
tion called Bluefish recently charged passengers $60,000 each to 
view the underwater remains of the Titanic from a deep-sea sub-
mersible (Butler 1998; Crouse 1999; Dickler 2011; Riding 1998). 

 Class position also affects people’s vulnerability to natural 
disasters. When Hurricane Katrina hit the Gulf Coast of the 
United States in 2005, affluent and poor people alike became its 
victims. However, poor people who did not own automobiles 
(100,000 of them in New Orleans alone) were less able than oth-
ers to evacuate in advance of the storm. The poor who survived 
its fury had no nest egg to draw on, and thus were more likely 
than others to accept relocation wherever social service agencies 
could place them—sometimes hundreds or thousands of miles 
from home. Those who were able to return are still dealing with 
the toxic debris left behind (Bullard and Wright 2009). 

 Wealth, status, and power may not ensure happiness, but 
they certainly provide additional ways of coping with prob-
lems and disappointments. For this reason, the opportunity for 
advancement—for social mobility—is of special significance to 
those on the bottom of society. Most people want the rewards 
and privileges that are granted to high-ranking members of a 
culture. What can society do to increase their social mobility? 
One strategy is to offer financial aid to college students from 
low-income families, on the theory that education lifts people 
out of poverty. Yet such programs are not having as great an 
effect as their authors once hoped (Box 8-2, page 196). 

use your sociological imagination

Imagine a society in which there are no social classes—no 
differences in people’s wealth, income, and life chances. 
What would such a society be like? Would it be stable, or 
would its social structure change over time?

  

thinking CRITICALLY

How do people’s life chances affect society as a whole?

  Social Mobility 
  In the movie  Maid in Manhattan,  Jennifer Lopez plays the lead 
in a modern-day Cinderella story, rising from the lowly status of 
chambermaid in a big-city hotel to a company supervisor and the 
girlfriend of a well-to-do politician. The ascent of a person from 
a poor background to a position of prestige, power, or financial 
reward is an example of social mobility. Formally defined, the 
term    social mobility    refers to the movement of individuals or 
groups from one position in a society’s stratification system to 
another. But how significant—how frequent, how dramatic—is 
mobility in a class society such as the United States?  

   Open versus Closed Stratification Systems 
 Sociologists use the terms  open stratification system  and  closed 
stratification system  to indicate the degree of social mobility in a 
society. An    open system    implies that the position of each individual 
is influenced by his or her  achieved  status. Such a system encour-
ages competition among members of society. The United States is 
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high costs of higher education. 
Although these two-year commuter 
colleges may be cheaper than four-
year residential schools, they are 
not inexpensive. In the academic 
year 2009–2010, the annual cost 
of attending community college was 
more than $14,000. For students at 
these schools, a greater proportion of 
their expenses goes to transportation 
and child care than for students who 
live on campus at four-year schools. 

 Besides the spiraling cost of an 
education, the widespread difficulty 
in paying for college stems from 
three trends. First, over the past few 
decades, colleges and universities 
have been moving away from making 
outright grants, such as scholarships, 
to deserving students, and toward low-interest 
student loans. Second, much of the assistance 
schools offer in the form of loans is not based 
strictly on need. Third, interest rates on federally 
guaranteed loans have risen steadily, increasing 
the burden of repayment. 

 These trends in financial aid for higher 
education are closely tied to trends in social 
inequality. As noted earlier in this chapter, 
over the past half century, rather than declin-
ing, inequality in income and wealth has actu-
ally increased. In a variation on the truism 
that the rich tend to get richer while the poor 
get poorer, the rich are getting better educa-
tions and the poor are getting poorer educa-
tions. Statistics that show the educational level 
in the United States rising overall obscure the 

8-2  Social Class and Financial Aid 

 SOCIOLOGY ON CAMPUS 

 Today’s young people have been dubbed Gen-
eration Y, but a more appropriate name for them 
might be Generation Debt. In 2011, young peo-
ple graduating from college with student loans 
left school carrying an average of $27,200 in 
debt, up 12 percent in just two years.

Every year, millions of prospective college 
students and their parents struggle through 
the intricate and time-consuming process of 
applying for financial aid. Originally, financial 
aid programs were intended to level the playing 
field—to allow qualified students from all walks 
of life to attend college, regardless of the cost. 
But have these programs fulfilled their promise?

   Statistics that show the 
educational level in the United 

States rising overall obscure 
the widening gap between 

the advantaged and the less 
advantaged.    

 In 2004, 40 percent of first-year students 
at major state universities came from families 
with incomes of more than $100,000 a year. In 
other words, close to half of all students came 
from high-income families. For students from 
families with the lowest incomes, the cost can 
be prohibitive. Only 11 percent of children from 
the poorest families in the United States have 
earned college degrees, compared to 53 per-
cent of children from families in the top fifth of 
the population. 

 Community colleges, with their low tuition, 
are often regarded as a hedge against the 

widening gap between the advantaged and the 
less advantaged.     

  LET’S DISCUSS 

    1. How important are student loans to you and 
your friends? Without them, would you be 
able to cover your college expenses?  

   2. Aside from a reduction in individual social 
mobility, what might be the long-term 
effects of the shortage of need-based finan-
cial aid? Relate your answer to the trend 
toward globalization.    

 Sources: Boushey 2005; Campbell et al. 2005; College 
Board 2009; Isaacs et al. 2008; Kamenetz 2006; 
Leonhardt 2004; Lewin 2011; Michals 2003; Trumbull 
2006. 
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moving toward this ideal type as the government attempts to reduce 
the barriers faced by women, racial and ethnic minorities, and peo-
ple born in lower social classes. Even in the midst of the economic 
downturn of 2008–2009, nearly 80 percent of people in the United 
States felt they could get ahead (Economic Mobility Project 2009). 

 At the other extreme of social mobility is the    closed system    ,  
which allows little or no possibility of individual social mobility. 
The slavery and caste systems of stratification are examples of 
closed systems. In such societies, social placement is based on 
 ascribed  statuses, such as race or family background, which can-
not be changed.  

  Types of Social Mobility 
 An elementary school teacher who becomes a police officer moves 
from one social position to another of the same rank. Each occu-
pation has the same prestige ranking: 60 on a scale ranging from 
a low of 0 to a high of 100 (see  Table 8-3  on page 189). Sociolo-
gists call this kind of movement    horizontal mobility    .  However, 
if the teacher were to become a lawyer (prestige ranking of 76), 

he or she would experience    vertical mobility    ,  the movement of 
an individual from one social position to another of a different 
rank. Vertical mobility can also involve moving  downward  in a 
society’s stratification system, as would be the case if the teacher 
became a bank teller (ranking of 50). Pitirim Sorokin ([1927] 
1959) was the first sociologist to distinguish between horizontal 
and vertical mobility. Most sociological analysis, however, focuses 
on vertical rather than horizontal mobility. 

 One way of examining vertical social mobility is to contrast 
its two types, intergenerational and intragenerational mobil-
ity.    Intergenerational mobility    involves changes in the social 
position of children relative to their parents. Thus, a plumber 
whose father was a physician provides an example of downward 
intergenerational mobility. A film star whose parents were both 
factory workers illustrates upward intergenerational mobility. 
Because education contributes significantly to upward mobil-
ity, any barrier to the pursuit of advanced degrees can definitely 
limit intergenerational mobility (see Box 8-2; Isaacs 2007a; 
Isaacs et al. 2008; Sawhill and Morton 2007). 
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If this lawyer were the son of a car mechanic, his rise to the upper-middle class would 
illustrate intergenerational mobility. If he had begun as a paralegal and worked his way 
up the occupational ladder, his career would illustrate intragenerational mobility.
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  FIGURE 8-5   INTERGENERATIONAL INCOME MOBILITY 

    Source:  Mazumder 2008:10. 

 Over a 25-year period, adult children often end up in the same income bracket as their parents. 
About 7 percent of those who begin in the bottom quintile reach the top quintile as adults; their 
story is one of rags to riches. About 11 percent of those who start in the top quintile fall to the 
bottom.  
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  Figure 8-5  shows intergenerational mobility based on income. 
In 1978–1980, a national survey looked at the family income of 
6,000 young people. Two decades later, in 1997–2003, researchers 
followed up on those young adults and their income. The results 
showed a strong stickiness in both the bottom and top quintiles, 
or fifths, of the income distribution. Just over 33 percent of those 
whose parents were in the bottom quintile and 37 percent of 
those who were in the top quintile remained in the same quintile 
as adults. Yet the study also showed mobility: almost 66 percent 
of those in the bottom quintile moved up, and over 60 percent of 
those at the top experienced downward mobility. 

 Among men born in the 1960s, this consistent intergenerational 
mobility resulted largely from economic growth. On average, these 
men earned more than their fathers did at the same age; 
their family incomes improved as well. However, the trend 
did not continue into the next generation. Currently, young 
men are earning less than their fathers did at the same 
age—about 12 percent less. Family incomes are slightly 
higher than in the last generation, but only because women 
have moved into the paid labor force to supplement their 
husbands’ earnings. With so few women left to join the 
labor force, most families will need to increase their wages 
to raise their incomes further (Sawhill and Haskins 2009). 

    Intragenerational mobility    involves changes in 
social position within a person’s adult life. A woman who 
begins work as a teacher’s aide and eventually becomes 
superintendent of the school district experiences upward 
intragenerational mobility. A man who becomes a taxi-
cab driver after his accounting firm goes bankrupt 
undergoes downward intragenerational mobility.  

  Social Mobility in the United States 
 The belief in upward mobility is an important value in our 
society. Does that mean that the United States is indeed 
the land of opportunity? Not unless such ascriptive char-
acteristics as race, gender, and family background have 

ceased to be significant in determining one’s 
future prospects. We can see the impact of these 
factors in the occupational structure. 

  Occupational Mobility   Two sociological stud-
ies conducted a decade apart offer insight into 
the degree of mobility in the nation’s occupational 
structure (Blau and Duncan 1967; Featherman 
and Hauser 1978). Taken together, these investi-
gations lead to several noteworthy conclusions. 
First, occupational mobility (both intergenera-
tional and intragenerational) has been common 
among males. Approximately 60 to 70 percent of 
sons are employed in higher-ranked occupations 
than their fathers. 

 Second, although there is a great deal of mobil-
ity in the United States, much of it is minor. That 
is, people who reach an occupational level above 
or below that of their parents usually advance or 
fall back only one or two out of a possible eight 
occupational levels. Thus, the child of a laborer 
may become an artisan or a technician, but he 
or she is less likely to become a manager or pro-
fessional. The odds against reaching the top are 

extremely high unless one begins from a relatively privileged 
position.  

  The Impact of Education   Another conclusion of both stud-
ies is that education plays a critical role in social mobility. The 
impact of formal schooling on adult status is even greater than 
that of family background (although as we have seen, fam-
ily background influences the likelihood that one will receive 
higher education). Furthermore, education represents an 
important means of intergenerational mobility. A person who 
was born into a poor family but who graduates from college 
has a one in five chance of entering the top fifth of all income 
earners as an adult (Isaacs et al. 2008). 
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After beginning her career at General Electric, Ellen Kullman joined DuPont 
chemical company, where she became CEO in 2009. Despite equal oppor-
tunity laws, occupational barriers still limit women’s climb to the top of the 
corporate ladder. Just 12 Fortune 500 companies are now run by women. 
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 The impact of education on mobility has diminished some-
what in the past decade, however. An undergraduate degree—a 
BA or a BS—serves less as a guarantee of upward mobility now 
than it did in the past, simply because more and more entrants 
into the job market hold such a degree. Moreover, intergen-
erational mobility is declining, since there is no longer such a 
stark difference between generations. In earlier decades, many 
high school–educated parents successfully sent their children 
to college, but today’s college students are increasingly likely 
to have college-educated parents (Sawhill and Morton 2007).  

  The Impact of Race and Ethnicity   Sociologists have long 
documented the fact that the class system is more rigid for Afri-
can Americans than it is for members of other racial groups. 
African American men who have good jobs, for example, are less 
likely than White men to see their adult children attain the same 
status. The cumulative disadvantage of discrimination plays a 
significant role in the disparity between the two groups’ expe-
riences. Compared to White households, the relatively modest 
wealth of African American households means that adult Afri-
can American children are less likely than adult White children 
to receive financial support from their parents. Indeed, young 
African American couples are much more likely than young 
White couples to be assisting their parents—a sacrifice that 
hampers their social mobility (Favreault 2008). 

 Not surprisingly, African Americans are more likely than 
Whites to experience downward intergenerational mobility, and 
less likely to move up the social ladder. A study of the income 
data for people born between 1955 and 1970 shows that four in 
five Black children who began in the top quintile experienced 

downward mobility, compared to just two in five White children. 
Similarly, three in five White children who began in the bottom 
two quintiles experienced upward social mobility, compared to 
one in four Black children (Sharkey 2009). 

 The African American middle class has grown over the past 
few decades, due to economic expansion and the benefits of the 
civil rights movement of the 1960s. Yet many of these middle-
class households have little savings, a fact that puts them in dan-
ger during times of crisis. We noted earlier that recession hits 
Black and Latino households harder than White households. 
Studies have consistently shown that downward mobility is sig-
nificantly higher for Blacks than it is for Whites (Conley 2010; 
Oliver and Shapiro 2006; Sernau 2001; W. Wilson 1996). 

 The Latino population is not doing much better. The typical 
Hispanic has less than 10 percent of the wealth that a White person 
has. One study suggests that in recent years, Latinos have even lost 
ground. Their continuing immigration accounts for part of the dis-
parity: most of the new arrivals are destitute. But even the wealthi-
est 5 percent of Latino households have only a third as much net 
worth as the top 5 percent of White households (Kochhar 2008).  

  The Impact of Gender   Studies of mobility, even more than 
those of class, have traditionally ignored the significance of gen-
der, but some research findings are now available that explore 
the relationship between gender and mobility. 

 Women’s employment opportunities are much more limited 
than men’s (as Chapter 11 will show). Moreover, according to 
recent research, women whose skills far exceed the jobs offered 
them are more likely than men to withdraw entirely from the paid 
labor force. Their withdrawal violates an assumption common to 
traditional mobility studies: that most people will aspire to upward 
mobility and seek to make the most of their opportunities. 

 In contrast to men, women have a rather large range of clerical 
occupations open to them. But the modest salary ranges and few 
prospects for advancement in many of these positions limit the 
possibility of upward mobility. Self-employment as shopkeep-
ers, entrepreneurs, independent professionals, and the like—an 
important road to upward mobility for men—is more difficult 
for women, who find it harder to secure the necessary financing. 
Although sons commonly follow in the footsteps of their fathers, 
women are unlikely to move into their fathers’ positions. Con-
sequently, gender remains an important factor in shaping social 
mobility. Women in the United States (and in other parts of the 
world) are especially likely to be trapped in poverty, unable to 
rise out of their low-income status (Beller 2009; Heilman 2001). 

 On the positive side, though today’s women lag behind men in 
employment, their earnings have increased faster than their moth-
ers’ did at a comparable age, so that their incomes are substantially 
higher. The one glaring exception to this trend is the daughters 
of low-income parents. Because these women typically care for 
 children—many as single parents—and sometimes for other rela-
tives as well, their mobility is severely restricted (Isaacs 2007b). 

thinking CRITICALLY

Which factor—occupation, education, race and eth-
nicity, or gender—do you expect will have the greatest 
effect on your own social mobility? Explain.
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    In 2011, as the U.S. economy began to pull out of a deep, long-lasting recession, corporate executives 
were still earning huge salaries and bonuses—despite the fact that many workers remained jobless.  

 Few topics in the news today have led to such 
public outrage as the compensation received 
by top executives in the private sector. In the 
wake of recent corporate meltdowns, such 
as those involving several huge mortgage 
lending institutions, executive salaries and 
bonuses that run into the millions of dollars 
have begun to strike people as inappropriate. 
Is multimillion-dollar compensation really 
necessary, much less desirable, to attract tal-
ented corporate leaders? 

  Looking at the Issue 

 Over the period from 2000 to 2010, Barry 
Diller, CEO of Expedia, received a staggering 
$1.14 billion in compensation—despite the 
fact that the company’s shares  lost  22 percent of 
their value. Over an eight-year period, United 
Health’s top executive, William McGuire, took 
home $453 million, even though the com-
pany’s stockholders lost 99 percent of their 
investment. In defense, spokesmen for the 
two men claimed that their compensation 
reflected the stocks’ solid performance during 
earlier periods (Thurm 2010). 

 Although executive pay has always been high in the United 
States, in recent years it has grown dramatically. The corporate 
executives who head private companies now earn the highest 
incomes in the nation. In fact, the gap between their salaries and 
those of average workers has widened significantly over time. 
In 1965, top executives earned only 24 times the average work-
er’s pay. By 2010, the gap had widened to 325 times the average 
(S. Anderson et al. 2011).   

  Applying Sociology 

 From a functionalist perspective, such generous compensa-
tion seems reasonable given the potential for gain that a talented 
executive brings to a corporation. Today, even a small increase in 
a multibillion- dollar company’s performance can add hundreds of 
millions of dollars to its bottom line. Not surprisingly, then, compe-
tition to attract top- performing executives to a company is fierce. 
Not all these executives are successful all the time, however; some-
times their leadership reduces profits. Critics point out that dur-
ing the last decade, 7 of the top 25 highly paid executives presided 
over companies that lost money (Frank 2010; Thurm 2010). 

 Conflict theorists question not only the relatively high levels 
of executive compensation, but also the process through which 
executives’ pay is determined. The board of directors, which holds 
the responsibility for determining executives’ pay, has an incen-
tive to go along with arrangements that are favorable to top exec-
utives. Board members themselves earned an average of about 
$228,000 in 2009, so they have a natural desire to avoid conflict 
over high salaries (Bebchuk and Fried 2010; Strauss 2011). 

  socialpolicy and Stratification 

 Executive Compensation 

 Taking an almost interactionist approach, sociologist Thomas 
DiPrete and his colleagues have observed that today, corpora-
tions must report executives’ compensation relative to their peer 
group’s compensation—that is, to the compensation received by 
leaders of similar businesses of similar size. Although members 
of such peer groups do not interact in the way that members of a 
primary group or even a secondary group would, they do form a 
social network. Thus, public comparisons of executive compen-
sation within particular industries may influence board mem-
bers’ decisions, prompting them to tie executives’ compensation 
more directly to their performance (DiPrete et al. 2010).  

  Initiating Policy 

 Although policymakers have long been concerned about execu-
tive compensation, until recently hard data have been difficult to 
obtain. Before 1992, corporations were required to disclose execu-
tives’ pay, but not in a uniform manner. Many companies disguised 
the dollar amounts by literally spelling the words out in the midst 
of long, densely written documents. Today, the law mandates 
that companies publish “summary compensation tables.” In 2006, 
reporting requirements were expanded to cover retirement pack-
ages, including the “golden parachute” clauses that protect execu-
tives who bail out of failing companies (Bebchuk and Fried 2010). 

 During the economic downturn that began in 2008, the value 
of the stock that top executives received as part of their compen-
sation packages did decline. Yet overall, CEOs’ salaries in the 500 
largest corporations still rose 3 percent in 2009. In response, the 
White House appointed a Treasury Department official, whom 
reporters quickly dubbed the “pay czar,” to look into executive 199
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compensation. Given the deferred stock payments, expense 
accounts, and other perquisites executives typically receive, the 
assignment was a difficult one (D. Jones and Hansen 2009). 

 In the short time the pay czar has been in office, results have 
been mixed. Critics complain the office hasn’t made signifi-
cant progress in curbing executive pay, while companies claim 
that the government is hampering their ability to compete. 
Although the czar has managed to change some compensa-
tion practices, critics worry that companies may develop new 
ways to inflate executives’ pay (Congressional Oversight Panel 
2011; Edmans and Gabaix 2010; Grusky and Wimer 2010; 
Reuters 2010). 

  Take the Issue with You 

    1. Should corporate executives earn high salaries even when 
their companies are losing money? Explain. How do you 
think functionalists would defend such a practice?  

   2. What do you think of the “golden parachute” clauses that 
allow executives to bail out of failing companies unharmed? 
What might be the effect of such clauses on executives’ per-
formance? On shareholders and on lower-level employees?  

   3. Relate the increases in executive compensation over the past 
half century to changes in U.S. social structure during that 
time. How have those changes affected you and your family?           

  MASTERING THIS CHAPTER 

Stratification  is the structured ranking of entire groups of people that 
perpetuates unequal economic rewards and  power  in a society. In this 
chapter we examine four general systems of stratification, the explana-
tions offered by functionalist and conflict theorists for the existence of 
social inequality,  and the relationship between stratification and  social 
mobility.  

    1. Some degree of  social inequality  characterizes all cultures.  
   2. Systems of social  stratification  include  slavery, castes,  the  estate 

system,  and social classes.  
   3. Karl Marx saw that differences in access to the means of production 

created social, economic, and political inequality, as well as two dis-
tinct classes, owners and laborers.  

   4. Max Weber identified three analytically distinct components of 
stratification:  class, status group,  and  power.   

   5. Functionalists argue that stratification is necessary to motivate people 
to fill society’s important positions. Conflict theorists see stratification 
as a major source of societal tension and conflict. Interactionists stress 
the importance of social class in determining a person’s lifestyle.  

   6. One consequence of social class in the United States is that both 
 income  and  wealth  are distributed unevenly.  

  Summary 

   7. Many of those who live in poverty are full-time workers who strug-
gle to support their families at minimum-wage jobs. The long-term 
poor—those who lack the training and skills to lift themselves out 
of poverty—form an  underclass.   

   8. Functionalists find that the poor satisfy positive functions for many 
of the nonpoor in the United States.  

   9. One’s  life chances —opportunities for obtaining material goods, 
positive living conditions, and favorable life experiences—are 
related to one’s social class. Occupying a high social position 
improves a person’s life chances.  

   10.  Social mobility  is more likely to be found in an  open system  that 
emphasizes  achieved status  than in a  closed system  that empha-
sizes  ascribed status.  Race, gender, and family background are 
important factors in social mobility.  

   11. During the past half century, the gap between executive com-
pensation and the average worker’s pay has increased to 325 to 1. 
Although corporations claim that talented leaders enhance their 
performance, making executive pay packages well worth the 
money, they have gone to some trouble to disguise the expense 
from public scrutiny.    

  Key Terms 

    Absolute poverty    A minimum level of subsistence that no family should 
be expected to live below. (page 192)  

   Achieved status    A social position that a person attains largely through 
his or her own efforts. (179)  

   Ascribed status    A social position assigned to a person by society with-
out regard for the person’s unique talents or characteristics. (179)  

   Bourgeoisie    Karl Marx’s term for the capitalist class, comprising the own-
ers of the means of production. (184)  

   Capitalism    An economic system in which the means of production are 
held largely in private hands and the main incentive for economic 
activity is the accumulation of profits. (184)  

   Caste    A hereditary rank, usually religiously dictated, that tends to be 
fixed and immobile. (181)  

   Class    A group of people who have a similar level of wealth and income. 
(185)  

   Class consciousness    In Karl Marx’s view, a subjective awareness held by 
members of a class regarding their common vested interests and the 
need for collective political action to bring about social change. (184)  

   Class system    A social ranking based primarily on economic position in 
which achieved characteristics can influence social mobility. (182)  

   Closed system    A social system in which there is little or no possibility of 
individual social mobility. (196)  

   Conspicuous consumption    Purchasing goods not to survive but to flaunt 
one’s superior wealth and social standing. (185)  

   Dominant ideology    A set of cultural beliefs and practices that helps to 
maintain powerful social, economic, and political interests. (187)  
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   Estate system    A system of stratification under which peasants were 
required to work land leased to them by nobles in exchange for mili-
tary protection and other services. Also known as  feudalism. ( 181)  

   Esteem    The reputation that a specific person has earned within an occu-
pation. (188)  

   False consciousness    A term used by Karl Marx to describe an attitude 
held by members of a class that does not accurately reflect their 
objective position. (184)  

   Feminization of poverty    A trend in which women constitute an increas-
ing proportion of the poor people of both the United States and the 
world. (193)  

   Horizontal mobility    The movement of an individual from one social posi-
tion to another of the same rank. (196)  

   Income    Salaries and wages. (179)  

   Intergenerational mobility    Changes in the social position of children 
relative to their parents. (196)  

   Intragenerational mobility    Changes in social position within a person’s 
adult life. (197)  

   Life chances    The opportunities people have to provide themselves with 
material goods, positive living conditions, and favorable life experi-
ences. (195)  

   Objective method    A technique for measuring social class that assigns 
individuals to classes on the basis of criteria such as occupation, 
education, income, and place of residence. (188)  

   Open system    A social system in which the position of each individual is 
influenced by his or her achieved status. (195)  

   Power    The ability to exercise one’s will over others. (185)  

   Precarious work    Employment that is poorly paid, and from the worker’s 
perspective, insecure and unprotected. (192)  

   Prestige    The respect and admiration that an occupation holds in a soci-
ety. (188)  

   Proletariat    Karl Marx’s term for the working class in a capitalist society. 
(184)  

   Relative poverty    A floating standard of deprivation by which people at 
the bottom of a society, whatever their lifestyles, are judged to be dis-
advantaged  in comparison with the nation as a whole. ( 193)  

   Slavery    A system of enforced servitude in which some people are owned 
by other people. (180)  

   Social inequality    A condition in which members of society have differing 
amounts of wealth, prestige, or power. (178)  

   Social mobility    Movement of individuals or groups from one position in a 
society’s stratification system to another. (195)  

   Socioeconomic status (SES)    A measure of social class that is based on 
income, education, and occupation. (189)  

   Status group    People who have the same prestige or lifestyle, indepen-
dent of their class positions. (185)  

   Stratification    A structured ranking of entire groups of people that per-
petuates unequal economic rewards and power in a society. (179)  

   Underclass    The long-term poor who lack training and skills. (194)  

   Vertical mobility    The movement of an individual from one social position 
to another of a different rank. (196)  

   Wealth    An inclusive term encompassing all a person’s material assets, 
including land, stocks, and other types of property. (179)    

  Self-Quiz 

 Read each question carefully and then select the best answer. 

     1.  Which of the following describes a condition in which members of a society have 
different amounts of wealth, prestige, or power?

     a.  stratification  
    b.  status inconsistency  
    c.  slavery  
    d.  social inequality     

    2.  In Karl Marx’s view, the destruction of the capitalist system will occur only if the 
working class first develops

     a.  bourgeois consciousness.  
    b.  false consciousness.  
    c.  class consciousness.  
    d.  caste consciousness.     

    3.  Which of the following were viewed by Max Weber as analytically distinct 
components of stratification?

     a.  conformity, deviance, and social control  
    b.  class, status, and power  
    c.  class, caste, and age  
    d.  class, prestige, and esteem     

    4.  Which sociological perspective argues that stratification is universal and that 
social inequality is necessary so that people will be motivated to fill socially 
important positions?

     a.  the functionalist perspective  
    b.  the conflict perspective  
    c.  the interactionist perspective  
    d.  the labeling perspective     

     1.  Do some research on the educational and occupational levels in 
the city or town where you live. Based on what you have learned, 
describe the social-class stratification of your community.  

   2. Use census data to create a map showing the median income levels 
and/or property values in the geographic areas surrounding your 
home. What patterns does it show?  

   3. Talk with a parent or grandparent about your family’s history. What 
can you learn about your forebears’ life chances? About their social 
mobility? How do you hope to fit into the story?    
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    11.   ____________________  is the most extreme form of legalized social inequality for individuals or groups.  

    12.  In the  ____________________  system of stratification, or feudalism, peasants were required to work land leased to them by nobles in exchange for military protection and 

other services.  

    13.  Karl Marx viewed  ____________________  differentiation as the crucial determinant of social, economic, and political inequality.  

    14.   ____________________   ____________________  is the term Thorstein Veblen used to describe the extravagant spending patterns of those at the top of the class 

hierarchy.  

    15.   ____________________  poverty is the minimum level of subsistence that no family should be expected to live below.  

    16.   ____________________  poverty is a floating standard of deprivation by which people at the bottom of a society, whatever their lifestyles, are judged to be disadvantaged in 

comparison with the nation as a whole.  

    17.  Sociologist William Julius Wilson and other social scientists have used the term  ____________________  to describe the long-term poor who lack training and skills.  

    18.  Max Weber used the term  ____________________   ____________________  to refer to people’s opportunities to provide themselves with material goods, positive living 

conditions, and favorable life experiences.  

    19.  An open class system implies that the position of each individual is influenced by the person’s  ____________________  status.  

    20.   ____________________  mobility involves changes in social position within a person’s adult life.   

  Answers 
 1 (d); 2 (c); 3 (b); 4 (a); 5 (b); 6 (c); 7 (a); 8 (d); 9 (c); 10 (a); 11 Slavery; 12 estate; 13 class; 14 Conspicuous consumption; 15 Absolute; 16 Relative; 17 underclass; 18 life 
chances; 19 achieved; 20 Intragenerational   

    5.  British sociologist Ralf Dahrendorf views social classes as groups of people who 
share common interests resulting from their authority relationships. Dahrendorf’s 
ideology aligns best with which theoretical perspective?

     a.  the functionalist perspective  
    b.  the conflict perspective  
    c.  the interactionist perspective  
    d.  sociocultural evolution     

    6.  The respect or admiration that an occupation holds in a society is referred to as
     a.  status.  
    b.  esteem.  
    c.  prestige.  
    d.  ranking.     

    7.  Approximately how many out of every nine people in the United States live(s) 
below the poverty line established by the federal government?

     a.  one  
    b.  two  
    c.  three  
    d.  four     

    8.  Which sociologist has applied functionalist analysis to the existence of poverty 
and argues that various segments of society actually benefit from the existence 
of the poor?

     a.  Émile Durkheim  
    b.  Max Weber  
    c.  Karl Marx  
    d.  Herbert Gans     

    9.  A measure of social class that is based on income, education, and occupation is 
known as

     a.  the objective method.  
    b.  stratification.  
    c.  socioeconomic status.  
    d.  the open system.     

    10.  A plumber whose father was a physician is an example of
     a.  downward intergenerational mobility.  
    b.  upward intergenerational mobility.  
    c.  downward intragenerational mobility.  
    d.  upward intragenerational mobility.     
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  The Fighter 

Two working-class brothers strive for upward mobility in the world of 

professional boxing.   

Jumping the Broom 

When two families come together to celebrate a wedding, social-class 

differences cause tension.    

Dark Days 

In this documentary, a community of homeless people in New York 

City copes with extreme poverty by living underground near a railroad 

station.     

  THINKING ABOUT 
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  } INSIDE 
 The Global Divide 

 Stratification in the 
World System 

 Stratification 
within Nations: 
A Comparative 
Perspective 

 Case Study: Stratification 
in Mexico 

 Social Policy and Global 
Inequality: Rethinking 
Welfare in Europe and 
North America  

  In Trinidad, Bolivia, open drains 
threaten children’s health. 
Bolivia is a highly stratified 

society in which a significant 
portion of the population lives 

in poverty.
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       To get a first sense of 
what the financial diaries 
[of the poor] reveal, con-
sider Hamid and Khadeja. 
The couple married in a poor 
coastal village of Bangladesh 
where there was very little 
work for a poorly educated 
and unskilled young man like 
Hamid. Soon after their first 
child was born they gave up 
rural life and moved, as so 
many hundreds of thousands 
had done before them, to the 
capital city, Dhaka, where 

they settled in a slum. After spells as a cycle-rickshaw driver and con-
struction laborer and many days of unem-
ployment, Hamid, whose health was not 
good, finally got taken on as a reserve 
driver of a motorized rickshaw. That’s what 
he was doing when we first met Hamid 
and Khadeja in late 1999, while Khadeja 
stayed home to run the household, raise 
their child, and earn a little from taking in 
sewing work. Home was one of a strip of 
small rooms with cement block walls and a tin roof, built by their land-
lord on illegally occupied land, with a toilet and kitchen space shared 
by the eight families that lived there. 

 In an average month they lived on the equivalent of $70, almost 
all of it earned by Hamid, whose income arrived in unpredictable daily 
amounts that varied according to whether he got work that day (he was 
only the reserve driver) and, if he did get work, how much business he 
attracted, how many hours he was allowed to keep his vehicle, and 
how often it broke down. A fifth of the $70 was spent on rent (not 
always paid on time), and much of the rest went toward the most basic 
necessities of life—food and the means to prepare it. By the couple’s 
own reckoning, which our evidence agrees with, their income put them 
among the poor of Bangladesh, though not among the very poorest. 

   An unremarkable poor household: a partly 
educated couple trying to stay alive, bring up a 
child, run a one-room home, and keep Hamid’s 

health in shape—on an uncertain $0.78 per 
person per day. You wouldn’t expect them to 

have much of a financial life.   

By global standards they would fall into the bottom two-fifths of the 
world’s income distribution tables. 

 An unremarkable poor household: a partly educated couple trying 
to stay alive, bring up a child, run a one-room home, and keep Ha-
mid’s health in shape—on an uncertain $0.78 per person per day. You 
wouldn’t expect them to have much of a financial life. Yet the diversity 
of instruments in their year-end household balance sheet shows that 
Hamid and Khadeja, as part of their struggle to survive within their 
slim means, were active money managers. 

 Far from living hand-to-mouth, consuming every taka as soon as 
it arrived, Hamid and Khadeja had built up reserves in six different 
instruments, ranging from $2 kept at home for minor day-to-day short-
falls to $30 sent for safe-keeping to his parents, $40 lent out to a 
relative, and $76 in a life insurance savings policy. In addition, Hamid 
always made sure he had $2 in his pocket to deal with anything that 
might befall him on the road. 

 In addition to saving, borrowing, and 
repaying money, Hamid and Khadeja, 
like nearly all poor and some not-so-
poor households, also saved, borrowed, 
and repaid in kind. Khadeja, sharing a 
crude kitchen with seven other wives, 
would often swap small amounts of 
rice or lentils or salt with her neighbors. 
She would keep a note of the quanti-

ties in her head, and so would her partners in these exchanges, to ensure 
that their transactions were fair over the long haul. Virtually all of the rural 
Bangladeshi households followed the well-established tradition of musti 

chaul—of keeping back one fistful of dry rice each time a meal was 
cooked, to hold against lean times, to have ready when a beggar called, 
or to donate to the mosque or temple when called on to do so. For rural 
respondents in India and Bangladesh, the intermediation of goods and 
services rather than cash was common, and included borrowing grain to 
be repaid after the harvest, repaying a loan with one’s labor, or using labor 
to buy farm inputs. We recorded much of this activity.  

  (D. Collins et al. 2009:7–8, 10–11)  Additional information about this excerpt can be found 

on the Online Learning Center at  www.mhhe.com/schaeferbrief10e .  

Could you live on less than $2 a day, including your rent or campus 
housing?

When a team of researchers asked poor people in developing countries how they 
spent their meager incomes, the results were surprising.
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 Well over 2.5 billion people live on less than $2 a day—the 
widely recognized definition of poverty in the developing world. 
Incredibly, over 50 percent of them live on less than the extreme 
poverty level of $1.25 a day (World Bank 2012a:41). To find out 
how these poor households survive, four researchers conducted 
an intensive study of 250 families in Bangladesh, India, and 
South Africa. Daryl Collins, Jonathan Morduch, Stuart Ruth-
erford, and Orlanda Ruthven wanted to know how best to use 
microfinance—small lending—to assist poor families in the 
developing world. As explained in the book Portfolios of the 
Poor: How the World’s Poor Live on $2 a Day, rather than simply 

interviewing the families, Collins and his colleagues asked them 
to maintain financial diaries for a year. Through the diaries, the 
research team discovered that the families were quite adept at 
managing their income. Financial management, although not 
necessarily in currency, was a fundamental part of their lives, 
a skill they used every day of the year. Because the stakes were 
high—there is no room for error on $1 or $2 a day—these mostly 
uneducated people had developed surprisingly sophisticated 
methods for managing their resources. 

 In developing countries like Bangladesh, where Hamid 
and Khadeja live, most but not all the people are poor. Even 
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 FIGURE 9-1   FUNDAMENTAL GLOBAL INEQUALITY 

Military spending

Exports

Health spending

CO2 emissions

Income

Urban population

Cultivated land

TOTAL POPULATION

The burden of disease

Total births

Rural population

Deaths of children Developing nations

Industrialized nations

99%

94%

94%

93%

85%

74%

73%
46%

36%

24%

22%

12%

1%

6%

6%

7%

15%

26%

27%
54%

64%

76%

78%

88%

    Note:  In this comparison, industrialized nations include the United States and Canada, Japan, western 
Europe, and Australasia. Developing nations include Africa, Asia (except for Japan), Latin America, 
eastern Europe, the Caribbean, and the Pacific.  
  Source:  Adapted from Sutcliffe 2002:18.  

Think about It
 What is the relationship between health spending, disease, and deaths 
of  children? Between CO 2  emissions, income, and exports? 

G
lobal Inequality
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   The Global Divide  

  I n some parts of the world, the people who have dedicated 
their lives to fighting starvation refer to what they call “cop-

ing mechanisms”—ways in which the desperately poor attempt 
to control their hunger. Eritrean women will strap flat stones to 
their stomachs to lessen their hunger pangs. In  Mozambique, 
people eat the grasshoppers that have 
destroyed the crops, calling them “flying 
shrimp.” Though dirt eating is considered a 
pathological condition (called  pica ) among 
the well-fed, the world’s poor eat dirt to add 
minerals to their diet. And in many coun-
tries, mothers have been known to boil 
stones in water, to convince their hungry 
children that supper is almost ready. As they 
hover over the pot, these women hope that 
their malnourished children will fall asleep 
(McNeil 2004). 

 Around the world, inequality is a signifi-
cant determinant of human behavior, open-
ing doors of opportunity to some and closing 
them to others. Indeed, disparities in life 
chances are so extreme that in some places, 
the poorest of the poor may not be aware 
of them. Western media images may have 
circled the globe, but in extremely depressed 
rural areas, those at the bottom of society are 
not likely to see them. 

 A few centuries ago, such vast divides in 
global wealth did not exist. Except for a very 
few rulers and landowners, everyone in the 
world was poor. In much of Europe, life was 
as difficult as it was in Asia or South America. 
This was true until the Industrial Revolution 
and rising agricultural productivity produced 
explosive economic growth. The resulting rise 
in living standards was not evenly distributed 
across the world. 

  Figure  9-1  compares the industrialized 
nations of the world to the developing nations. 
Using total population as a yardstick, we see 
that the developing countries have more than 

in the poorest countries, the poor rub shoulders with the very 
wealthy. Inequality, then, exists within all countries, not just 
within the United States. On a global scale, inequality also 
exists between developing and developed nations, which is why 
a living allowance of $2 a day is so difficult for those of us in 
the developed world to comprehend. In this chapter we will 
consider social inequality both within developing nations and 
between the developing and developed worlds. 

 What economic and political conditions explain the divide 
between rich nations and poor? Within developing nations, 
how are wealth and income distributed, and how much oppor-
tunity does the average worker have to move up the social 

ladder? How do race and gender affect social mobility in these 
countries? In this chapter we will focus on global inequality, 
beginning with the global divide. We will consider the impact 
of colonialism and neocolonialism, globalization, the rise of 
multinational corporations, and the trend toward moderniza-
tion. Then we will focus on stratification within nations, in 
terms of the distribution of wealth and income as well as social 
mobility. In a special case study, we will look closely at social 
stratification in Mexico, including the social impact of race 
and gender and the economic effects of industrialization. The 
chapter closes with a Social Policy section on welfare reform in 
Europe and North America.  

their fair share of rural population, as well as of total births, dis-
ease, and childhood deaths. At the same time, the industrialized 
nations of the world, with a much smaller share of total popula-
tion, have much more income and exports than the developing 
nations. Industrialized nations also spend more on health and the 
military than other nations, and they emit more carbon dioxide 
(CO 2 ; Sachs 2005; Sutcliffe 2002).   
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What do we stand in line for? People’s needs and desires differ dramatically depending on where they live. On the left, eager customers line up outside a store in 
New York City to purchase the newly released iPhone 4S. On the right, residents of Ethiopia line up to receive water.
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Feeding the World
As we saw in the last chapter, life chances are the opportunities (or 
lack of them) individuals have to improve their quality of life. One of the 
most basic life chances—and a growing concern around the world—is the 
opportunity to eat an adequate amount of food. For years, food prices have 
been rising, a trend that is expected to continue. Bad weather, poor crop yields, and 
the high cost of fuel have always affected the price of food. Now, production of biofuels like etha-
nol is reducing the supply of grain that is available for human consumption. Moreover, as incomes 
have risen in developing countries like China and India, people’s dietary preferences have begun 
to shift from the relatively inexpensive cereals to pricier meat and vegetables. These environmental 
and economic pressures have reduced the amount of food available for distribution to the mal-
nourished and starving.

Although worldwide, population growth is slowing, the outlook is far from rosy. Farmers may be 
able to feed the world for the foreseeable future, but charities and government organizations are 
falling behind in their efforts to distribute food fairly and to eliminate waste. Today, as the world’s 
population passes the seven-billion mark, finding adequate food is becoming more—not less—of a 
challenge for more and more people.
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countries, the value was just $1,000 or less. However, most coun-
tries fell somewhere between those extremes, as   Figure 9-2  shows. 

 Still, the contrasts are stark. Three forces discussed here are 
particularly responsible for the domination of the world market-
place by a few nations: the legacy of colonialism, the advent of 
multinational corporations, and modernization.  

   The Legacy of Colonialism 
  Colonialism    occurs when a foreign power maintains political, 
social, economic, and cultural domination over a people for an 
extended period. In simple terms, it is rule by outsiders. The long 
reign of the British Empire over much of North America, parts 
of Africa, and India was an example of colonial domination. The 
same can be said of French rule over Algeria, Tunisia, and other 
parts of North Africa. Relations between the colonial nation and 
colonized people are similar to those between the dominant cap-
italist class and the proletariat, as described by Karl Marx. 

 By the 1980s, colonialism had largely disappeared. Most of the 
nations that were colonies before World War I had achieved political 
independence and established their own governments. However, for 

many of those countries, the transition to genuine 
self-rule was not yet complete. Colonial dom-

ination had established patterns of eco-
nomic exploitation that continued even 
after nationhood was achieved—in part 
because former colonies were unable to 
develop their own industry and tech-
nology. Their dependence on more 

industrialized nations, including their 
former colonial masters, for managerial and 
technical expertise, investment capital, and 
manufactured goods kept former colonies 
in a subservient position. Such continuing 
dependence and foreign domination are 
referred to as    neocolonialism    .  

 The economic and political consequences 
of colonialism and neocolonialism are read-
ily apparent. Drawing on the conflict per-
spective, sociologist Immanuel Wallerstein 
(1974, 1979a, 2000, 2012) views the global 
economic system as being divided between 
nations that control wealth and nations 
from which resources are taken. Through 
his    world systems analysis    ,  Wallerstein has 

thinking CRITICALLY

Relate Durkheim’s, Tönnies’s, and Lenski’s theo-
ries of social structure to the global divide that 
exists today. Could sociocultural evolution have 
something to do with the global divide?

  Stratification in the World System 
  Although the divide between industrialized and developing 
nations is sharp, sociologists recognize a continuum of nations, 
from the richest of the rich to the poorest of the poor. For exam-
ple, in 2008, the average value of goods and services produced per 
citizen (or per capita gross national income) in the industrial-
ized countries of the United States, the Netherlands, Switzerland, 
France, and  Norway was more than $47,000. In at least 39 poorer 
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In a factory in China, workers assemble toys for export to the United States. The pitfalls of globalization were 
brought home—literally—to U.S. consumers in 2007, when U.S. companies were forced to recall toys manufac-
tured in China because they were finished with lead-based paint.

Note: Figure shows only a partial listing of countries, selected by the author.

FIGURE 9-3 WORLD SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
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210 described an interdependent global 

economy resting on unequal economic 
and political relationships. Critical to 
his analysis is the understanding that 
by themselves, nations do not, nor have 
they ever, constituted whole systems. 
Instead, they exist within a larger, global 
social context.

In Wallerstein’s view, certain industri-
alized nations (among them the United 
States, Japan, and Germany) and their 
global corporations dominate the  core  of 
this system (Figure 9-3). At the  semipe-
riphery  of the system are countries with 
marginal economic status, such as Israel, 
Ireland, and South Korea. Wallerstein 
suggests that the poor developing coun-
tries of Asia, Africa, and Latin America 
are on the  periphery  of the world eco-
nomic system. The key to Wallerstein’s 
macro-level analysis is the exploitative relationship of  core  nations 
toward  noncore  nations. Core nations and their corporations con-
trol and exploit noncore nations’ economies. Unlike other nations, 
they are relatively independent of outside control (Chase-Dunn and 
Grimes 1995). 

 The division between core and periphery nations is sig-
nificant and remarkably stable. A study by the International 
Monetary Fund (2000) found little change over the course of 
the  past 100 years  for the 42 economies that were studied. The 
only changes were Japan’s movement up into the group of core 
nations and China’s movement down toward the margins of the 
semiperiphery nations. Yet Immanuel Wallerstein (2012:9) spec-
ulates that the world system as we currently understand it may 
soon undergo unpredictable changes. The world is becoming 
increasingly urbanized, a trend that is gradually eliminating the 
large pools of low-cost workers in rural areas. In the future, core 

nations will have to find other ways to reduce their labor costs. 
Exhaustion of land and water resources through clear-cutting 
and pollution is also driving up the costs of production. 

 Wallerstein’s world systems analysis is the most widely used 
version of    dependency theory    .  According to this macro-level 
theory, even as developing countries make economic advances, 
they remain weak and subservient to core nations and corpora-
tions in an increasingly intertwined global economy. This inter-
dependency allows industrialized nations to continue to exploit 
developing countries. In a sense, dependency theory applies the 
conflict perspective on a global scale. 

 In the view of world systems analysts and dependency theo-
rists, a growing share of the human and natural resources of 
developing countries is being redistributed to the core industrial-
ized nations. This redistribution happens in part because develop-
ing countries owe huge sums of money to industrialized nations 
as a result of foreign aid, loans, and trade deficits. The global debt 
crisis has intensified the Third World dependency begun under 
colonialism, neocolonialism, and multinational investment. Inter-
national financial institutions are pressuring indebted countries 
to take severe measures to meet their interest payments. The 
result is that developing nations may be forced to devalue their 
currencies, freeze workers’ wages, increase the privatization of 
industry, and reduce government services and employment. 

 Closely related to these problems is    globalization    ,  the world-
wide integration of government policies, cultures, social move-
ments, and financial markets through trade and the exchange 
of ideas. Because world financial markets transcend governance 
by conventional nation-states, international organizations such 
as the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund have 
emerged as major players in the global economy. The function 
of these institutions, which are heavily funded and influenced by 
core nations, is to encourage economic trade and development 
and to ensure the smooth operation of international financial 
markets. As such, they are seen as promoters of globalization and 
defenders primarily of the interests of core nations. 

 Critics call attention to a variety of issues, including violations 
of workers’ rights, the destruction of the environment, the loss 
of cultural identity, and discrimination against minority groups 
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SOCIOLOGY IN THE GLOBAL COMMUNITY

You might think you would rather be in the 
richest decile in Poland than in the seventh 
richest decile in the United States. However, in 
Poland an engineer or doctor may earn a sal-
ary equivalent to a factory worker’s salary in the 
United States. Although the Polish professor may 
enjoy a relatively high status, he or she may not 
be able to afford to own a home or to go away on 
vacation. Similarly, the average income of a food 
service worker in Decile 2 in the United States 

may exceed the earnings of a middle-class 
worker in China, Romania, or Mexico. From the 
perspective of a U.S. resident, income inequal-
ity within the nation may be sharp, but from a 
global perspective it is not nearly as dramatic as 
income inequality in a world where hundreds of 
millions of people struggle just to survive.

9-1 Income Inequality: A Global Perspective

Just how do incomes compare across the 
globe? Within nations? Sociologists Roberto 
Korzeniewicz and Timothy Moran faced these 
questions head-on and obtained some dra-
matic answers.

To simplify the task of comparing incomes 
across billions of people, the two research-
ers divided residents of each country into 10 
deciles, or groups of 10 percent, based on per 
capita incomes. Then they ranked each set of 
deciles from the highest (Decile 10) to the low-
est (Decile 1). Finally, they did the same for the 
world as a whole, dividing the world’s popula-
tion into deciles based on income.

Korzeniewicz and Moran found that in Nor-
way and Switzerland, members of Decile 10 
made slightly more income than members of the 
same decile in Denmark, Canada, and Germany. 
Outside Europe and North America, however, 
inequality became more apparent, both between 
and within nations. In the United States, mem-
bers of Decile 4—that is, those people with 
incomes in the bottom 31 to 40 percent—fell 
within the top decile for the world as a whole. 
That is, in the United States (or Germany or 
France, for that matter), members of Decile 4 
were better off than members of Decile 10 in 
Brazil,  Malaysia, Poland, and Russia.

The degree of global inequality becomes 
even more apparent if we compare the 
resources consumed by dogs in the United 
States to the incomes of people around the 
world. The American Pet Products Manufactur-
ers Association estimates the average annual 
expenditure on a dog in the United States 
at around $1,400—a figure comparable to 
human incomes in nations like Paraguay and 
Egypt. U.S. dogs, in fact, are better off than 40 
percent of the world’s people. Their health care 
expenditures alone exceed those of 80 percent 
of the world’s humans.

LET’S DISCUSS

 1. Does your family have a pet? If so, how 
much money do you think you spend on 
your pet every year? How does that figure 
compare to the average annual income in 
China or India?

 2. By itself, do you think Korzeniewicz and 
Moran’s income-based measure is a suf-
ficient indicator of global inequality? If not, 
what other kinds of information would you 
want to consider?

Sources: Korzeniewicz and Moran 2009; Therborn 
2010.

The American Pet Products 
Manufacturers Association 

estimates the average annual 
expenditure on a dog in the United 
States at around $1,400—a figure 
comparable to human incomes in 
nations like Paraguay and Egypt.
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in periphery nations. The impact of globalization appears to be 
most problematic for developing countries in Latin America and 
Africa. In Asia, developing nations seem to do better. Foreign 
investment there involves the high-tech  sector, which produces 
more sustainable economic growth (Kerbo 2006). Even there, 
however, globalization definitely has not reduced income dis-
parities, either between nations or within countries (Box 9-1).  

 Some observers see globalization and its effects as the natural 
result of advances in communications technology, particularly 
the Internet and worldwide transmission of the mass media. 
Others view it more critically, as a process that allows multina-
tional corporations to expand unchecked, as we will see shortly 
(Chase-Dunn et al. 2000). 

use your sociological imagination

You are traveling through a developing country. What 
 evidence do you see of neocolonialism and globalization?

  Poverty Worldwide 
 In developing countries, any deterioration of the economic well-
being of those who are least well off threatens their very survival. 

By U.S. standards, even those who are well-off  in the developing 
world are poor. Those who are poor in developing countries are 
truly destitute. 

 What would a map of the world look like if we drew it to a scale 
that reflects the number of  poor  people in each country instead of 
the number of people, as in  Figure 9-2  (page 209)? As  Figure 9-4 
on page 212  shows, when we focus on the poverty level rather than 
the population, the world looks quite different. Note the huge areas 
of poverty in Africa and Asia, and the comparatively small areas of 
affluence in industrialized North America and Europe. Poverty is 
a worldwide problem that blights the lives of billions of people. 

 How do social scientists measure global poverty? As we saw in 
Chapter 8, there is significant disagreement over where to draw 
the poverty line in the United States. Adding the rest of the world 
to the equation further complicates the task. Individually, many 
developing nations define poverty based on the minimum income 
a person needs to survive—an amount that typically ranges from 
a low of $1 a day to a high of $2 a day. Zambia defines poverty in 
terms of the inability to afford specific foods in a subsistence diet 
(Oxford Poverty and Human Development Initiative 2012). 

 In 2000 the United Nations launched the Millennium Project, 
whose objective is to eliminate extreme poverty worldwide by 
the year 2015. Although 15 years may seem a long time, the chal-
lenge is great. To reach the project’s goal, planners estimated that 
industrialized nations must set aside 0.51 percent of their  gross 
national income —that is, the total value of a nation’s goods and 
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Open displays of social inequality are apparent in every nation. In Mumbai, 
India, billionaire Mukesh Ambani built this 27-story home for his wife and 
three children, complete with three helicopter pads and a 160-vehicle garage. 
To run the building, Ambani employs a staff of 600.

Sources: Chronic Poverty Research Centre 2009.

The scale of this map is based on the number of people in each region who are chronically poor. The colors represent the income levels of those who are poorest. 
In OECD countries—those that belong to the Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development (white)—chronic poverty is not a nationwide issue.
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MAPPING LIFE WORLDWIDE
FIGURE 9-4 POVERTY WORLDWIDE

Think about It
To what degree does this map minimize those countries you have studied or might want to visit?
To what degree does it emphasize parts of the world about which you know very little?
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services (GNP), plus or minus income received from and sent to 
other nations—to aid developing countries (Landler and Sanger 
2009; Sachs 2005; United Nations 2005). 

 At the time the Millennium Project was launched, only five 
countries were giving at that target rate: Denmark, Luxembourg, 
the Netherlands, Norway, and Sweden. As of 2010, the United 
States would need to multiply its present aid level by 150  percent 
to match the Millennium target of 0.51 percent of gross national 
income. Although in dollar terms the U.S.  government delivers 
far more aid to foreign countries and multinational organiza-
tions than any other nation, the amount is not impressive consid-
ering the nation’s tremendous wealth relative to other countries. 
In terms of the percentage of gross national income, the United 
States’ contribution is among the lowest of the 22 most advanced 
industrialized countries, on a par with Japan’s ( Figure 9-5 ). 

 Privileged people in industrialized nations tend to assume 
that the world’s poor lack significant assets. Yet again and again, 
observers from these countries have been startled to discover 
how far even a small amount of capital can go. Numerous 
microfinance programs, which involve relatively small grants 
or loans, have encouraged marginalized people to invest not in 
livestock, which may die, or jewelry, which may be stolen, but 
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Note: Actual net development assistance in 2010.
Source: Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development 2012a.

FIGURE 9-5 FOREIGN AID PER CAPITA IN NINE COUNTRIES
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213in technological improvements such as 
small stoves. We will discuss this topic in 
greater depth in Chapter 14.  

  Multinational Corporations 
 We have seen that globalization has not 
necessarily improved the lives of the poor 
in the developing world. Another trend 
that does not always serve developing 
countries well has been the rise of multina-
tional corporations. Worldwide, corporate 
giants play a key role in neocolonialism. 
The term    multinational  corporations    
refers to commercial organizations that 
are headquartered in one country but do 
business throughout the world. Such pri-
vate trade and lending relationships are 
not new; merchants have conducted busi-
ness abroad for hundreds of years, trading 
gems, spices, garments, and other goods. 
However, today’s multinational giants are 
not merely buying and selling overseas; 
they are also  producing  goods all over the 
world (Wallerstein 1974). 

 Moreover, today’s “global factories” 
(factories throughout the developing world that are run by mul-
tinational corporations) may soon have the “global office” sitting 
alongside them. Multinationals based in core countries are begin-
ning to establish reservation services and centers for processing 
data and insurance claims in periphery nations. As service indus-
tries become a more important part of the international mar-
ketplace, many companies are concluding that the low costs of 
overseas operations more than offset the expense of transmitting 
information around the world. 

 Do not underestimate the size of these global corporations. 
As  Figure 9-6 on page 214  shows, the total revenues of multina-
tional businesses are on a par with the total value of goods and 
services exchanged in  entire nations.  Foreign sales represent an 
important source of profit for multinational corporations, which 
are constantly seeking to expand into other countries (in many 
cases, developing nations). The economy of the United States 
depends heavily on foreign commerce, much of which is con-
ducted by multinationals. Over 12 percent of all goods and ser-
vices produced in the United States relates to the export of goods 
to foreign countries, which supports an estimated 10.3 million 
jobs (Office of the United States Trade Representative 2012).

Functionalist and conflict theorists differ on the 
social and economic effects of multinational corpo-
rations, as we will see next.   

  Functionalist Perspective   Functionalists 
believe that multinational corporations can 
actually help the developing nations of the 
world. They bring jobs and industry to areas 
where subsistence agriculture once served 
as the only means of survival. Multination-
als also promote rapid development through 
the diffusion of inventions and innovations 
from industrialized nations. Viewed from a 
functionalist perspective, the combination of 
skilled technology and management provided 

by multinationals and the relatively cheap labor available in 
developing nations is ideal for a global enterprise. Multina-

tionals can take maximum advantage of technology 
while reducing costs and boosting profits. 

 Through their international ties, multinational 
corporations also make the nations of the world 

more interdependent. These ties may prevent 
certain disputes from reaching the point of 
serious conflict. A country cannot afford to 
sever diplomatic relations or engage in war-
fare with a nation that is the headquarters 
for its main business suppliers or a key out-

let for its exports.  

  Confl ict Perspective   Conflict theorists chal-
lenge this favorable evaluation of the impact 

of multinational corporations. They emphasize 
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Sources: Ranking prepared by author. Revenue from corporate quarterly report 
statements for 2011. GNI from Bureau of the Census 2011a:Table 1348 on 
page 846.
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Think about It
What happens to society when corporations grow richer 
than countries and spill across international borders?

FIGURE 9-6 MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS COMPARED TO NATIONS
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that multinationals exploit local workers to maximize profits. 
 Starbucks—the international coffee retailer based in Seattle—gets 
some of its coffee from farms in Guatemala. But to earn enough 
money to buy a pound of Starbucks coffee, a  Guatemalan farm-
worker would have to pick 500 pounds of beans, representing five 
days of work: see Box 1-2, page 21 (Entine and Nichols 1996). 

 The pool of cheap labor in the developing world prompts 
multinationals to move factories out of core countries. An added 
bonus for the multinationals is that the developing world discour-
ages strong trade unions. In industrialized countries, organized 
labor insists on decent wages and humane working conditions, 

but governments seeking to 
attract or keep multinationals may 
develop a “climate for investment” 
that includes repressive antilabor 
laws which restrict union activity 
and collective bargaining. If labor’s 
demands become too threatening, 
the multinational firm will simply 
move its plant elsewhere, leaving 
a trail of unemployment behind. 

Nike, for example, moved its facto-
ries from the United States to Korea 

to Indonesia to Vietnam in search of 
the lowest labor costs. Conflict theorists 

conclude that on the whole, multinational 
corporations have a negative social impact on 

workers in  both  industrialized and developing nations. 
 Several sociologists who have surveyed the effects of foreign 

investment by multinationals conclude that although it may at 
first contribute to a host nation’s wealth, it eventually increases 
economic inequality within developing nations. This conclu-
sion holds true for both income and land ownership. The upper 
and middle classes benefit most from economic expansion; the 
lower classes benefit least. As conflict theorists point out, mul-
tinationals invest in limited economic sectors and restricted 
regions of a nation. Although certain sectors of the host nation’s 
economy expand, such as hotels and  expensive restaurants, their 
very expansion appears to retard growth in  agriculture and 
other economic sectors. Moreover, multinational corporations 
often buy out or force out local entrepreneurs and companies, 
thereby increasing economic and cultural dependence (Chase-
Dunn and Grimes 1995; Kerbo 2012; Wallerstein 1979b). 

use your sociological imagination

Think of something you bought recently that was made by 
a multinational corporation. How do you know the maker 
was a multinational?

    Modernization 
 Globalization and the rise of multinational corporations have 
affected developing countries not just economically, but cultur-
ally. Around the world, millions of people are witnessing a revo-
lutionary transformation of their day-to-day life. Contemporary 
social scientists use the term     modernization    to describe the far- 
reaching process through which periphery nations move from 
traditional or less developed institutions to those characteristic 
of more developed societies. 

 Sociologist Wendell Bell (1981), whose definition of mod-
ernization we are using, notes that modern societies tend to 
be urban, literate, and industrial. These societies have sophisti-
cated transportation and media systems. Their families tend to 
be organized within the nuclear family model rather than the 
extended-family model (see Chapter 12). Thus, members of 
societies that undergo modernization must shift their allegiance 
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Where am I wearing? This UNICEF poster reminds affluent Western consumers 
that the brand-name jeans they wear may be produced by exploited work-
ers in developing countries. In sweatshops throughout the developing world, 
nonunion garment workers—some of them children—labor long hours for what 
we would consider extremely low wages—even if for the workers in those semi-
periphery countries, wages are relatively high.

G
lobal Inequality

215from traditional authorities, such as parents and priests, to newer 
authorities, such as government officials. 

 Many sociologists are quick to note that terms such as 
modernization  and even  development  contain an ethnocentric 
bias. The unstated assumption behind these terms is that “they” 
(people living in developing nations) are struggling to become 
more like “us” (people in core industrialized nations). Viewed 
from a conflict perspective, these terms perpetuate the  dominant 
ideology of capitalist societies. 

 The term  modernization  also suggests positive change. Yet 
change, if it comes, often comes slowly, and when it does it tends 
to serve the affluent segments of industrialized nations. This tru-
ism seems to apply to the spread of the latest electronic tech-
nologies to the developing world (see Box 6-2 on page 137). 

 A similar criticism has been made of    modernization theory    ,
a functionalist approach that proposes that modernization and 
development will gradually improve the lives of people in devel-
oping nations. According to this theory, even though nations 
develop at uneven rates, the development of peripheral nations 
will be assisted by innovations transferred from the industrial-
ized world. Critics of modernization theory, including depen-
dency theorists, counter that any such technology transfer only 
increases the dominance of core nations over developing nations 
and facilitates further exploitation. 

 When we see all the Coca-Cola and IBM signs going up 
in developing nations, it is easy to assume that globaliza-
tion and economic change are effecting cultural change. But 
that is not always the case, researchers note. Distinctive cul-
tural traditions, such as a particular religious orientation or a 
nationalistic identity, often persist and can soften the impact 
of modernization on a developing nation. Some contemporary 
sociologists emphasize that both industrialized and developing 
countries are “modern.” Increasingly, researchers gauge mod-
ernization using a series of social indicators—among them 
degree of urbanization, energy use, literacy, political democ-
racy, and use of birth control. Clearly, some of these are sub-
jective indicators; even in industrialized nations, not everyone 

would agree that wider use of birth control is an example of 
progress (Armer and Katsillis 1992; Hedley 1992; Inglehart 
and Baker 2000). 

 Current modernization studies generally take a convergence 
perspective. Using the indicators just noted, researchers focus 
on how societies are moving closer together, despite traditional 
differences. From a conflict perspective, the modernization of 
developing nations often perpetuates their dependence on and 
continued exploitation by industrialized nations. Conflict theo-
rists view such continuing dependence on foreign powers as an 
example of contemporary neocolonialism. 

  Table 9-1  summarizes the three major approaches to global 
inequality. 

thinking CRITICALLY

Relate modernization theory to dependency theory. 
Do you agree with critics that modernization will 
increase the dominance of core nations? Why or 
why not?

     Stratification within Nations: 

A Comparative Perspective 
  At the same time that the gap between rich and poor nations is 
widening, so too is the gap between rich and poor citizens  within
nations. As discussed earlier, stratification in developing nations is 
closely related to their relatively weak and dependent position in 
the global economy. Local elites work hand in hand with multina-
tional corporations and prosper from such alliances. At the same 
time, the economic system creates and perpetuates the exploita-
tion of industrial and agricultural workers. That is why foreign 
investment in developing countries tends to increase economic 
inequality. As Box 9-2 on page 216 makes clear, inequality within a 
society is evident in Latin America’s most populous nation, Brazil. 

Approach
Sociological 
Perspective Explanation

World systems 
analysis

Functionalist 
and conflict

Unequal economic and political 
relationships maintain sharp 
divisions between nations.

Dependency 
theory

Conflict Industrialized nations exploit 
developing nations through 
colonialism and multinational 
corporations.

Modernization 
theory

Functionalist Developing nations move away 
from traditional cultures and 
toward the cultures of industri-
alized nations.

TABLE 9-1  SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES 

ON GLOBAL INEQUALITY

Tracking Sociological Perspectives
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SOCIOLOGY IN THE GLOBAL COMMUNITY

9-2 Stratification in Brazil

Brazil conjures up exotic images: 
dazzling beaches, tropical foli-
age, colorful Carnival in Rio de 
Janeiro. Deep, grinding poverty 
and persistent inequality may not 
spring to mind, yet they are as 
much a part of South America’s 
largest nation and economy as 
the expensive tourist resorts. 
 Brazil has been described as 
three nations in one: a rich coun-
try with a population the size of 
Canada’s; a poor country with 
a population equal to Mexico’s; 
and a third nation of indigents—
totally impoverished people with 
no income at all—whose popula-
tion equals Argentina’s.

Not until 1988 did Brazil’s 
government begin to consider a 
redistribution of wealth or land 
to remedy these inequities. The 
resulting program did not get 
under way until 2003. Since 
then, the gap between rich and 
poor has narrowed only a bit.

As in the United States, 
 Brazil’s social inequality is com-
pounded by racial distinctions 
that originated in slavery. How-
ever, race is not socially con-
structed as it is in the United 
States. In Brazil, unlike the 
United States, dark skin color has 
never been a measure of innate 
inferiority.

Still, Brazil is no racial para-
dise. Rather, it is a multitiered 
racist society, one whose govern-
ment has acknowledged the exis-
tence of racism. A country that 
once prided itself on its freedom 

from racial intolerance, Brazil 
has now outlawed discrimination 
against people of color. Opinion 
is divided over the effectiveness 
of the legislation.

Today, the Brazilian economy 
shows a significant degree of 
racially related income dispar-
ity. As the accompanying figure 
shows, people of color are clus-
tered disproportionately on the 
lowest levels of the income pyra-
mid. To remedy this entrenched 
inequality, Brazil’s government 
has instituted a quota-based 
affirmative action program that 
ensures access to higher educa-
tion for people of color. Because 
of the lack of clear-cut racial 
categories in Brazil—Brazilians 
recognize many different color 
gradients—charges of reverse 
racism and complaints about 
inexplicable classifications have 
been common. As in the United 
States, finding solutions to the 
twin problems of racism and 
inequality is a challenge.

LET’S DISCUSS

1.  Look at the bottom of 
each of the accompanying 
graphs. Which income distri-
bution, Brazil’s or the United 
States’, appears to be more 
unequal? Now look at the 
top of each graph. Which 
income distribution appears 
to be more unequal? What 
aspect of these graphs do 
you find most striking?

2.  Race-based college admis-
sions quotas have been the 
subject of hot debate in 
the United States. Why do 
you think they have been 
accepted as law in Brazilian 
society?

Sources: Ash 2007; Daniel 2006; 
Dzidzienyo 1987; Fiola 2008; Margolis 
2009; Santos 2006; SustainAbility 
2006; Telles 2004.

INCOME BY RACE, BRAZIL AND THE UNITED 
STATES

Source: Government agencies, as reported in Telles 2004:108.
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In developing countries, people who hope to rise out of poverty often move 
from the country to the city, where employment prospects are better. The jobs 
available in industrialized urban areas offer perhaps the best means of upward 
mobility. This woman works in an electronics factory in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

G
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FIGURE 9-7 DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME IN NINE NATIONS

Note: Data are considered comparable although based on statistics covering 1996 to 2010.
Source: World Bank 2012a:74–76.

    Distribution of Wealth and Income 
 Global inequality is staggering. Worldwide, the richest 2  percent 
of adults own more than 50 percent of the world’s household 
wealth. In at least 22 nations around the world, the most afflu-
ent 10 percent of the population receives at least 40 percent 
of all income. The list includes the African nation of Namibia 
(the leader, at 65 percent of all income), as well as Nicaragua, 
 Thailand, and South Africa.  Figure  9-7  compares the distribu-
tion of income in selected industrialized and developing nations 
(World Bank 2011:68–70). 

 

use your sociological imagination

Imagine that the United States borders a country with a 
much higher standard of living. In this neighboring coun-
try, the salaries of workers with a college degree start at 
$120,000 a year. What is life in the United States like?

  Social Mobility 
  Mobility in Industrial Nations   Studies of intergenerational 
mobility in industrialized nations have found the following 
patterns:

    1. Substantial similarities exist in the ways that parents’ posi-
tions in the stratification system are transmitted to their 
children.  

   2. As in the United States, mobility opportunities 
in other nations have been influenced by struc-
tural factors, such as labor market changes that 
lead to the rise or decline of an occupational 
group within the social hierarchy.  

   3. Immigration continues to be a significant fac-
tor in shaping a society’s level of intergenera-
tional mobility.    

 Cross-cultural studies suggest that 
intergenerational mobility has been 
increasing over the past 50 years in 
most but not all countries. In par-
ticular, researchers have noted a com-
mon pattern of movement away from 

 agriculture-based occupations. However, they are 
quick to point out that growth in mobility does 
not necessarily bring growth in equality. Indeed, 
despite the evidence of steady upward mobility, 
their studies show that the gap between the rich 
and the poor has grown. Over the past 20 years, 
 poverty levels in the 30 largest industrial economies 
have remained relatively constant (Organisation for 
Economic Co-operation and Development 2008).  
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218   Mobility in Developing Nations   Mobility patterns in indus-

trialized countries are usually associated with both intergenera-
tional and intragenerational mobility. However, in developing 
nations, macro-level social and economic changes often over-
shadow micro-level movement from one occupation to another. 
For example, there is typically a substantial wage differential 
between rural and urban areas, which leads to high levels of 
migration to the cities. Yet the urban industrial sectors of devel-
oping countries generally cannot provide sufficient employment 
for all those seeking work. 

 In large developing nations, the most socially significant 
mobility is the movement out of poverty. This type of mobil-
ity is difficult to measure and confirm, however, because eco-
nomic trends can differ from one area of a country to another. 
For instance, China’s rapid income growth has been accompa-
nied by a growing disparity in income between urban and rural 
areas and among different regions. Similarly, in India during the 
1990s, poverty declined in urban areas but may have remained 
static at best in rural areas. Around the world, downward social 
mobility is also dramatically influenced by catastrophes such as 
crop failure and warfare. 

 Despite the continuing struggles of massive numbers of peo-
ple, the global economic situation is not entirely bleak. Although 
economists have documented the stubborn persistence of poverty 
around the world, they have also noted some growth in the num-
ber of people who enjoy a middle-class lifestyle. At the beginning 
of the 21st century, millions of people entered the middle class in 
the populous nations of China, India, Russia, Brazil, and Mexico. 
Entrepreneurship, microfinancing, merchandising, and in some 
countries, a growing, relatively well-paid government sector have 
fostered this increase in upward social mobility (R. Adler 2008; 
 The Economist  2009a).  

  Gender Differences in Mobility   Women in developing coun-
tries find life especially difficult. Karuna Chanana Ahmed, an 
anthropologist from India who has studied women in develop-
ing nations, calls women the most exploited of oppressed peo-
ple. Beginning at birth women face sex discrimination. They 
are commonly fed less than male children, are denied educa-
tional opportunities, and are often hospitalized only when they 
are critically ill. Inside or outside the home, women’s work is 
devalued. When economies fail, as they did in Asian countries 
in the late 1990s, women are the first to be laid off from work 
(J. Anderson and Moore 1993; Kristof 1998). 

 Surveys show a significant degree of  female infanticide  (the 
killing of baby girls) in China and rural areas of India. Only one-
third of Pakistan’s sexually segregated schools are for women, 
and one-third of those schools have no buildings. In Kenya 
and Tanzania, it is illegal for a woman to own a house. In Saudi 

Arabia, women are prohibited from driving, walking alone in 
public, and socializing with men outside their families. We will 
explore women’s second-class status throughout the world more 
fully in Chapter 11. 

 Only recently have researchers begun to investigate the 
impact of gender on the mobility patterns of developing 
nations. Many aspects of the development process—especially 
modernization in rural areas and the rural-to-urban migration 
just described—may result in the modification or abandon-
ment of traditional cultural practices and even marital systems. 
The effects on women’s social standing and mobility are not 
necessarily positive. As a country develops and modernizes, 
women’s vital role in food production deteriorates, jeopardiz-
ing both their autonomy and their material well-being. More-
over, the movement of families to the cities weakens women’s 
ties to relatives who can provide food, financial assistance, and 
social support (Lawson 2008). 

 In the Philippines, however, women have moved to the fore-
front of the indigenous peoples’ struggle to protect their ances-
tral land from exploitation by outsiders. Having established 
their right to its rich minerals and forests, members of indig-
enous groups had begun to feud among themselves over the way 
in which the land’s resources should be developed. Aided by the 
United Nations Partners in Development Programme, women 
volunteers established the Pan-Cordillera Women’s Network for 
Peace and Development, a coalition of women’s groups dedi-
cated to resolving local disputes. The women mapped bound-
aries, prepared development plans, and negotiated more than 
2,000 peace pacts among community members. They have 
also run in elections, campaigned against social problems, and 
organized residents to work together for the common good 
(United Nations Development Programme 2000:87). 

 Studies of the distribution of wealth and income within 
various countries, together with cross-cultural research on 
mobility, consistently reveal stratification based on class, gen-
der, and other factors within a wide range of societies. Clearly, 
a worldwide view of stratification must include not only the 
sharp contrast  between  wealthy and impoverished nations but 
also the layers of hierarchy  within  industrialized nations and 
developing nations. 

thinking CRITICALLY

Contrast social mobility in developing and indus-
trialized nations. Do you think the differences will 
eventually disappear? Why or why not?
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  case study    Stratification in Mexico 

 Since 1994, when the United States began 
beefing up patrols along the 2,000-mile 
border with Mexico, more than 6,000 
Mexicans—about 1 every 24 hours—
have died attempting to cross the bor-
der illegally. Why do Mexicans risk their 
lives crossing the dangerous desert that 
lies between the two countries?

The answer to this question can be 
found in the income disparity between 
the two nations—one an industrial 
giant and the other a partially devel-
oped country still recovering from a 
history of colonialism and neocolo-
nialism. In this section we will look in 
some detail at the dynamics of strati-
fication in Mexico, a country of 108 
million people. Since the early 20th 
century there has been a close cultural, 
economic, and political relationship 
between Mexico and the United States, 
one in which the United States is the 
dominant party. According to Imman-
uel Wallerstein’s analysis, the United 
States is at the core while neighboring 
Mexico is still on the semiperiphery of the world  economic 
system (Jimenez 2009). 

  Mexico’s Economy 
 While the faltering U.S. economy is no longer a magnet for for-
eigners seeking work, Mexico’s economy has faltered even more. 
Many out-of-work Mexicans have begun to return home from 
the United States, increasing the ranks of the unemployed in 
Mexico. Those who remain in the United States are less likely 
than they once were to send money back to their families in 
Mexico (Jordan 2009). 

 Although Mexico is unquestionably a poor country, the gap 
between its richest and poorest citizens is one of the widest in 
the world (refer back to  Figure  9-7  on page 217). The World 
Bank has reported that in 2012, 4.9 percent of Mexico’s popula-
tion survived on $2 per day. At the same time, the wealthiest 10 
percent of Mexico’s people accounted for 37 percent of the entire 
nation’s income. According to  Forbes  magazine’s 2011 portrait of 
the world’s wealthiest individuals, that year Mexico was home to 
the wealthiest person in the world, telecom tycoon Carlos Slim 
Helu, worth $69 billion.  Forbes’  story also mentioned many other 
Mexicans who had become wealthy through banking, mining, 
and retail merchandising ventures (Kroll and Dolan 2012; World 
Bank 2012a:70, 75). 

 Political scientist Jorge Castañeda (1995:71) calls Mexico a 
“polarized society with enormous gaps between rich and poor, 
town and country, north and south, white and brown (or  criollos  
and  mestizos ).” He adds that the country is also divided along 
lines of class, race, religion, gender, and age. We will examine 
stratification within Mexico by focusing on race relations and 
the plight of Mexican Indians; the status of Mexican women; 

and emigration to the United States and its impact on the 
U.S.–Mexican borderlands.  

  Race Relations in Mexico: 
The Color Hierarchy 
 Mexico’s indigenous Indians account for an estimated 14  percent 
of the nation’s population. More than 90 percent of them live in 
houses without sewers, compared with 21 percent of the popula-
tion as a whole. And whereas just 10 percent of Mexican adults 
are illiterate, the proportion for Mexican Indians is 44 percent 
(Boudreaux 2002;  The Economist  2004;  G.  Thompson 2001). 

 The subordinate status of Mexico’s Indians is but one reflec-
tion of the nation’s color hierarchy, which links social class to the 
appearance of racial purity. At the top of this hierarchy are the 
criollos,  the 10 percent of the population who are typically White, 
well-educated members of the business and intellectual elites, 
with familial roots in Spain. In the middle is the large, impov-
erished  mestizo  majority, most of whom have brown skin and a 
mixed racial lineage as a result of intermarriage. At the bottom of 
the color hierarchy are the destitute, full-blooded Mexican Indian 
minority and a small number of Blacks, some descended from 
200,000 African slaves brought to Mexico. This color hierarchy is 
an important part of day-to-day life—enough so that some Mexi-
cans in the cities use hair dyes, skin lighteners, and blue or green 
contact lenses to appear White and European. Ironically, however, 
nearly all Mexicans are considered part Indian because of centu-
ries of intermarriage (Castañeda 1995; Stahler-Sholk 2008). 

 Many observers take note of widespread denial of preju-
dice and discrimination against people of color in Mexico. 
Schoolchildren are taught that the election of Benito Juárez, 219

A gardener tends the grounds at the opulent Hacienda Temozon hotel in Yucatán State, near Mérida, Mexico. 
Although international tourism is a major industry in Mexico, most Mexicans have not benefited much from it. Hotel 
workers earn low wages, and their jobs are jeopardized by the travel industry’s frequent boom and bust cycles.
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and service industries, women generally receive little training and 
tend to work in the least- automated and least-skilled jobs—in 
good part because there is little expectation that women will pur-
sue career advancement, organize for better working conditions, or 
become active in labor unions. 

 In recent decades, Mexican women have begun to organize to 
address an array of economic, political, and health issues. Since 
women continue to serve as the household managers for their 
families, even when they work outside the home, they are well 
aware of the consequences of the inadequate public services in 
lower-income urban neighborhoods. In Mexico’s cities, they have 
organized to improve the quality of water service. And because 
women are often victimized by criminals on public transport, 
they have pioneered “pink taxis,” women-only buses, and women-
only spaces in the subway (Bennett et al. 2005; Llana 2009).  

  The Borderlands 
 Growing recognition of the borderlands reflects the increas-
ingly close and complex relationship between Mexico and the 
United States. The term    borderlands    refers to the area of com-
mon culture along the border between these two countries. Legal 
and illegal emigration from Mexico to the United States, day 

a Zapotec Indian, as president of Mexico in the 19th cen-
tury proves that all Mexicans are equal. Yet there has been 
a marked growth in the past decade of formal organizations 
and voluntary associations representing indigenous Indians 
(Escárcega 2008; Muñoz 2008).  

  The Status of Women in Mexico 
 In 1975, Mexico City hosted the first international conference on 
the status of women, convened by the United Nations. Much of 
the discussion concerned the status of women in developing coun-
tries; in that regard, the situation is mixed. Women now constitute 
48 percent of the labor force—an increase from 34 percent in 
1980, but still less than in industrialized countries. Unfortunately, 
 Mexican women are even more mired in the lowest-paying jobs 
than their counterparts in industrialized nations (Bureau of the 
Census 2011a:Table 1368 on page 857). 

 Feminist sociologists emphasize that even when Mexican women 
work outside the home, they often are not recognized as active and 
productive household members, whereas men are typically viewed 
as heads of the household. As one consequence, women find it dif-
ficult to obtain credit and technical assistance in many parts of the 
country, and to inherit land in rural areas. Within manufacturing 

Think about It
Do U.S. consumers benefit from the buildup of factories along the U.S.–Mexican border? How or how not?
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MAPPING LIFE WORLDWIDE
FIGURE 9-8 THE BORDERLANDS

Source: Prepared by the author based on Archibold and Preston 2008; Customs and Border Patrol 2011; Marosi 2007; Migration News 2012.

Maquiladoras located just south of the U.S.–Mexican border employ Mexican workers at wages far lower than those earned by U.S. workers. In search of higher 
wages, undocumented Mexicans often attempt to cross the border illegally, risking their lives in the process. Mexicans who do reach the United States send large 
amounts of money, called remittances, back to family in Mexican communities.
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States. More recently, the occupational backgrounds of Mexican 
emigrants have widened further, reflecting not only changes in 
U.S. immigration policy but the continuing crisis in the Mexican 
economy as well (Massey 1998, 2008). 

 Many Mexicans who have come to the United States send some 
part of their earnings back across the border to family members 
still in Mexico. This substantial flow of money, sometimes referred 
to as    remittances    or  migradollars,  is estimated at a minimum 
of $24 billion a year and is surpassed only by oil as a source of 
income. If these funds went solely into the purchase of consumer 
goods, they would underscore the view of dependency theory, that 
Mexico’s economy is little more than an extension of the economy 
of the United States. In fact, however, some of these migradollars 
are used by Mexicans to establish and maintain small business 
enterprises, such as handicraft workshops and farms. Conse-
quently, the transfer of migradollars does stimulate the local and 
national economies of Mexico (Migration News 2012). 

 We have seen that inequality is a problem not just in Mexico, 
but throughout the world. We turn now to a comparison of the 
welfare systems that countries have established to help those at 
the bottom of the social ladder. 

thinking CRITICALLY

How do the borderlands increase social mobility 
within Mexico? How do they hinder it?

laborers crossing the border regularly to go to jobs in the United 
States, the implementation of the North American Free Trade 
 Agreement (NAFTA), and the exchange of media across the bor-
der all make the notion of separate Mexican and U.S. cultures 
obsolete in the borderlands. 

 The economic position of the borderlands is rather compli-
cated, as we can see in the emergence of  maquiladoras  on the 
Mexican side ( Figure  9-8 ). These are foreign-owned factories 
established just across the border in Mexico, where the compa-
nies that own them do not have to pay taxes or provide insurance 
and benefits to workers. The  maquiladoras  have attracted man-
ufacturing jobs from other parts of North America to Mexico. 
However, they are now experiencing the same challenge from 
global trade as U.S. manufacturing plants. Beginning in 2001, 
some companies began shifting their operations to China. While 
Mexican labor costs (wages plus benefits) are typically $8 to $16 
per day, Chinese labor costs are much lower—$2.05 an hour at 
most. Of the 700,000 new maquiladora jobs created by NAFTA, 
75 percent were eliminated between 2000 and 2011 (Archibold 
2011; Cañas et al. 2007; Rabinovitch 2011). 

 The social impact of emigration to the United States is felt 
throughout Mexico. According to sociological research, the 
earliest emigrants were typically married men of working age 
who came from the middle of the stratification system. They 
had enough financial resources to afford the costs and risks of 
emigration, yet were experiencing enough financial strain that 
entering the United States was attractive to them. Over time, 
kinship ties to migrants multiplied and emigration became less 
class-selective, with entire families making the trek to the United 

 In Pasadena, Denise Sims-Bowles, who has been out of work 
for more than three years, has sent 273 résumés to prospective 
employers. A victim of the deep economic recession and jobless 
recovery that followed the stock market crash of 2008, she has 
more than two decades of experience as a white-collar worker, 
yet she cannot find an opening. She is not alone. At the end of 
2011, about 45 percent of the nation’s unemployed had been out 
of work for half a year or more. 

 In a suburb in Spain not far from Madrid, Mari Cruz, who used 
to dine out each week with her husband, eats at a soup kitchen 
to save money for her children’s meals. Both Mari, who once 
worked for a catering firm, and her husband, Antonio, a construc-
tion worker, are unemployed. Once prosperous enough to buy a 
home, cars, and designer clothes, the couple is now on the verge 
of poverty, unable to pay the mortgage on their home with their 
only income, Antonio’s unemployment compensation. Hundreds 
of thousands of families in Spain are in the same predicament, 
thrown out of work by the global recession. 

 In Athens, Greece, where the economic collapse was so bad that 
the nation had to be bailed out by the European Union, the story is 
even worse. Anargyros D., reluctant to give his last name, has lost 

    social policy and Global Inequality  

 Rethinking Welfare in Europe and North America 

everything—his father’s business, his home, his personal posses-
sions. Among men his age, the unemployment rate has more than 
doubled since 2008. His father is supporting him now, on a govern-
ment pension that has been cut by a third. Looking broken, Anar-
gyros says he has entertained thoughts of suicide. He is not alone. 
Calls to a local suicide help line have doubled in the last two years 
(Hay 2009; Scherer 2010a, 2010c; L. Thomas Jr. 2011; Wessel 2011).  

 These are the faces of people living on the edge. In a time of 
economic stress and growing need, governments in all parts of 
the world are searching for the right solution to welfare: How 
much subsidy should they provide? How much responsibility 
should fall on the shoulders of the poor? 

  Looking at the Issue 

 In the 1990s, an intense debate took place in the United States 
over the issue of welfare. Welfare programs were costly, and 
concern was widespread (however unfounded) that welfare 
payments discouraged recipients from seeking jobs. Both Dem-
ocrats and Republicans vowed to “end welfare as we know it.” 

 In late 1996, in a historic shift in federal policy, Congress 
passed the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity 221
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welfare brings a strong response from special-interest groups 
that are much more powerful than any coalition on behalf of 
the poor. One example of corporate welfare is the huge federal 
bailouts given to distressed financial institutions in fall 2008 
and to bankrupt automobile companies in 2009. Although the 
outlay of hundreds of billions of dollars was vital to the nation’s 
economic recovery, the measure received relatively little scrutiny 
from Congress. Just a few months later, however, when legisla-
tion was proposed to extend the safety net for laid-off  workers—
unemployment compensation, food stamps, subsidized child 
care, assistance to the homeless, disability support, and infant 
 nutrition—it met with loud demands for the monitoring of 
expenditures (DeParle 2009; Piven and Cloward 1996).  

  Initiating Policy 

 The government likes to highlight welfare-reform success sto-
ries. Though many people who once depended on tax dollars are 
now working and paying taxes themselves, it is much too soon to 
see if “workfare” will be successful. The new jobs that were gen-
erated by the booming economy of the late 1990s were an unre-
alistic test of the system. Prospects have faded for the hard-core 
jobless—people who are difficult to train or are encumbered by 
drug or alcohol abuse, physical disabilities, or child care needs—
since that boom passed. 

 True, fewer people remain on the rolls since welfare reform 
was enacted in August 1996. By November 2011 just under 1.9 
million families were still on the rolls, down 65 percent from a 
high of 5.1 million in 1994. But while those families that have 
left the rolls are modestly better off now, most of their breadwin-
ners continue to hold low-paying, unskilled jobs. For them, the 
economic downturn that was well in place by 2009 made find-
ing work tougher than ever. Of those adults who remain on wel-
fare, nearly 60 percent are not in school or in welfare-to-work 
programs, as the law requires them to be. This group tends to 
face the greatest challenges—substance abuse, mental illness, 

Reconciliation Act, ending the long-
standing federal guarantee of assistance 
to every poor family that meets eligibil-
ity requirements. The law set a lifetime 
limit of five years of welfare benefits, 
and required all able-bodied adults to 
work after receiving two years of ben-
efits (although hardship exceptions 
were allowed). The federal government 
would give block grants to the states to 
use as they wished in assisting poor and 
needy residents, and it would permit 
states to experiment with ways to move 
people off welfare (Seccombe 2011). 

 In the United States, the government 
safety net now falls far short of that in 
Europe, even after recent cutbacks there. 
Available data indicate that in Great Brit-
ain and Sweden, 84 percent of health 
expenditures are paid for by the gov-
ernment; in Canada, 71 percent; but in 
the United States, only 53 percent. In 
fact, most industrialized nations devote 
higher proportions of their expendi-
tures to housing, social security, welfare, 
health care, and unemployment compensation than the United 
States does. As U.S. economist Dean Baker declared recently, “The 
increase in social spending is still relatively modest given the sever-
ity of the downturn. We’re not France” (Cauchon 2009; World Bank 
2012a:100–102).  

  Applying Sociology 

 Many sociologists tend to view the debate over welfare reform in 
industrialized nations from a conflict perspective: the “haves” in 
positions of policymaking listen to the interests of other “haves,” 
while the cries of the “have-nots” are drowned out. Critics of 
welfare reform believe that the nation’s economic problems are 
unfairly blamed on welfare spending and the poor. From a con-
flict perspective, this backlash against welfare recipients reflects 
deep fears and hostility toward the nation’s urban, predomi-
nantly African American and Hispanic underclass. 

 Those who are critical of the backlash note that “welfare scape-
goating” conveniently ignores the lucrative federal handouts that 
go to  affluent  individuals and families. For example, while federal 
housing aid to the poor was cut drastically in the 1980s, tax deduc-
tions for mortgage interest and property taxes more than doubled. 

 Conflict theorists have noted an oft-ignored aspect of the 
welfare system, administrative sanctions. The law allows admin-
istrators to end welfare payments if clients fail to complete job-
readiness classes, community work, or job searches. A great deal 
of discretion is used in applying sanctions. According to one 
study, Black clients are more likely to be sanctioned than White 
clients (Schram et al. 2009). 

 Those who take a conflict perspective also urge policymakers 
and the general public to look closely at    corporate welfare   —the 
tax breaks, bailouts, direct payments, and grants that the gov-
ernment gives to corporations—rather than looking closely 
at the comparatively small allowances being given to mothers 
and their children. Yet any suggestion to curtail such corporate 

In northern and western Europe, following the deep worldwide recession that began in 2008, countries with 
strong social safety nets were forced to cut back benefits. These civil servants in Granada, Spain, are protesting 
salary cutbacks.
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stronger than that of the United States ( The Economist  2010d; 
Petráśová 2006; M. Walker and Thurow 2009). 

This decline in public assistance has not escaped public atten-
tion. Erik O. Wright, 2012 president of the American Sociologi-
cal Society, has observed that the Occupy Wall Street movement 
(described at the beginning of Chapter 8) “is not a uniquely Amer-
ican event . . . it is part of a global wave of protests.” Wright senses 
rising concern that “harsh inequalities” are becoming “increasingly 
illegitimate. It would appear the present trends in welfare policy 
are doing little to address these concerns” (E. O. Wright 2011).

  Take the Issue with You 
    1. Do you personally know anyone who has had to depend on 

public assistance, such as food stamps? If so, what were the 
circumstances? Would you yourself need government assis-
tance under such circumstances?  

   2. Do you think welfare recipients should be required to work? 
If so, what kind of support should they receive? Should any 
exceptions be granted to the work requirement?  

   3. Why do you think western and northern European countries 
have more generous welfare programs than the United States?           

or a criminal record (Bitler and Hoynes 2010; Danziger 2010; 
Department of Health and Human Services 2012a). 

 European governments have encountered many of the same 
citizen demands as in North America: keep our taxes low, even 
if it means reducing services to the poor. However, nations in 
eastern and central Europe have faced a special challenge since 
the end of communism. Though governments in those nations 
traditionally provided an impressive array of social services, they 
differed from capitalist systems in several important respects. 
First, the communist system was premised on full employment, 
so there was no need to provide unemployment insurance; social 
services focused on the old and the disabled. Second, subsidies 
for housing and even utilities played an important role. With 
new competition from the West and tight budgets, some of these 
countries are beginning to realize that universal coverage is no 
longer affordable and must be replaced with targeted programs. 

 The reduction in state assistance to the unemployed is not 
limited to the former Soviet bloc. Even Sweden, despite its long 
history of social welfare programs, is feeling the pinch. Welfare 
payments have been reduced there over the past two years, and 
the number of sick days and other employment benefits trimmed. 
Yet by any standard, the European safety net is still significantly 

  MASTERING THIS CHAPTER 

 Worldwide, stratification can be seen both in the gap between rich and 
poor nations and in the inequality within countries. This chapter exam-
ines the global divide and stratification in the world economic system; 
the impact of  globalization, modernization,  and  multinational cor-
porations  on developing countries; and the distribution of wealth and 
income within various nations. 

    1. Developing nations account for most of the world’s population and 
most of its births, but they also bear the burden of most of its pov-
erty, disease, and childhood deaths.  

   2. Former colonized nations are kept in a subservient position, subject 
to foreign domination, through the process of  neocolonialism.   

   3. Drawing on the conflict perspective, sociologist Immanuel 
 Wallerstein’s  world systems analysis  views the global economic 
system as one divided between nations that control wealth (core 
nations) and those from which capital is taken (periphery nations).  

   4. According to  dependency theory,  even as developing countries make 
economic advances, they remain weak and subservient to core nations 
and corporations in an increasingly integrated global economy.  

   5.  Globalization,  or the worldwide integration of government policies, 
cultures, social movements, and financial markets through trade and the 
exchange of ideas, is a controversial trend that critics blame for contrib-
uting to the cultural domination of periphery nations by core nations.  

  Summary 

   6. Poverty is a worldwide problem that blights the lives of billions of 
people. In 2000 the United Nations launched the Millennium Project, 
whose goal is to eliminate extreme poverty worldwide by the year 2015.  

   7  Multinational corporations  bring jobs and industry to developing 
nations, but they also tend to exploit workers in order to maximize 
profits.  

   8. Many sociologists are quick to note that terms such as  moderniza-
tion  and even  development  contain an ethnocentric bias.  

   9. According to  modernization theory,  the development of periph-
ery countries will be assisted by innovations transferred from the 
industrialized world.  

   10. Although Mexico is unquestionably a poor country, the gap between 
its richest and poorest citizens is one of the widest in the world.  

   11. The subordinate status of Mexico’s Indians is but one reflection of 
the nation’s color hierarchy, which links social class to the appear-
ance of racial purity.  

   12. Growing recognition of the  borderlands  reflects the increasingly close 
and complex relationship between Mexico and the United States.  

   13. In Europe and North America, countries have been forced to cut 
back welfare programs after a deep recession drained their treasur-
ies. Even Sweden, known worldwide for its social safety net, has had 
to cut benefits.    
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   TAKING SOCIOLOGY  with you 

     1.  Pick a multinational corporation whose products you are familiar with 
and look up its financial statements. In which countries does the corpo-
ration produce products and in which does it sell products? In which 
country does the corporation pay taxes? To which country do its profits 
flow? Why should the answers to these questions matter to you?  

    2.  Choose a foreign country that you are interested in and do some 
research on social stratification in that country. How equally or 

unequally are wealth and income distributed there, in comparison 
to the United States? How extensive is social mobility? Explain the 
reasons for any differences in stratification.  

    3.  Choose a European country and a developing country and do some 
research on their welfare systems. How do the two systems differ? 
How does each reflect the culture and society it serves?    

  Self-Quiz 

 Read each question carefully and then select the best answer. 

     1.  The maintenance of political, social, economic, and cultural domination over 
a people by a foreign power for an extended period is referred to as

     a.  neocolonialism.  
    b.  government-imposed stratification.  
    c.  colonialism.  
    d.  dependency.     

    2.  In viewing the global economic system as divided between nations that control 
wealth and those that are controlled and exploited, sociologist Immanuel 
Wallerstein draws on the

     a.  functionalist perspective.  
    b.  conflict perspective.  
    c.  interactionist perspective.  
    d.  dramaturgical approach.     

    3.  Which of the following nations would Immanuel Wallerstein classify as a  core  

country within the world economic system?
     a.  Germany  
    b.  South Korea  
    c.  Ireland  
    d.  Mexico     

    4.  Which sociological perspective argues that multinational corporations can 
actually help the developing nations of the world?

     a.  the interactionist perspective  
    b.  the feminist perspective  

    c.  the functionalist perspective  
    d.  the conflict perspective     

    5.  Which of the following terms is used by contemporary social scientists to describe 
the far-reaching process by which peripheral nations move from traditional or less 
developed institutions to those characteristic of more developed societies?

     a.  dependency  
    b.  globalization  
    c.  industrialization  
    d.  modernization     

    6.  In at least 22 nations around the world, the most affluent 10 percent receives 
at least what percentage of all income?

     a.  20 percent  
    b.  30 percent  
    c.  40 percent  
    d.  50 percent     

    7.  Karuna Chanana Ahmed, an anthropologist from India who has studied 
developing nations, calls which group the most exploited of oppressed 
people?

     a.  children  
    b.  women  
    c.  the elderly  
    d.  the poor     

  Key Terms 

    Borderlands    The area of common culture along the border between Mex-
ico and the United States. (page 220)  

   Colonialism    The maintenance of political, social, economic, and cultural 
domination over a people by a foreign power for an extended period. 
(208)  

   Corporate welfare    Tax breaks, bailouts, direct payments, and grants that 
the government gives to corporations. (222)  

   Dependency theory    An approach that contends that industrialized 
nations continue to exploit developing countries for their own 
gain. (210)  

   Globalization    The worldwide integration of government policies, cul-
tures, social movements, and financial markets through trade and the 
exchange of ideas. (210)  

   Modernization     The far-reaching process through which periphery nations 
move from traditional or less developed institutions to those charac-
teristic of more developed societies. (214)  

   Modernization theory     A functionalist approach that proposes that mod-
ernization and development will gradually improve the lives of people 
in developing nations. (215)  

   Multinational corporation    A commercial organization that is head-
quartered in one country but does business throughout the world. 
(213)  

   Neocolonialism    Continuing dependence of former colonies on foreign 
countries. (208)  

   Remittances    The monies that immigrants return to their families of ori-
gin. Also called  migradollars.  (221)  

   World systems analysis The global economy as an interdependent sys-
tem of economically and politically unequal nations. (208)       
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    11.  Colonial domination established patterns of economic exploitation leading to former colonies remaining dependent on more industrialized nations. Such continuing 

dependence and foreign domination are referred to as  ____________________ .  

    12.  According to Immanuel Wallerstein’s analysis, the United States is at the  ____________________  while neighboring Mexico is on the  ____________________  of the 

world economic system.  

    13.  Wallerstein’s world systems analysis is the most widely used version of  ____________________  theory.  

    14.  ____________________  factories are factories found throughout the developing world that are run by multinational corporations.  

    15.  As  ____________________  industries become a more important part of the international marketplace, many companies have concluded that the low costs of overseas 

operations more than offset the expense of transmitting information around the world.  

    16.  Viewed from a(n)  ____________________  perspective, the combination of skilled technology and management provided by multinationals and the relatively cheap labor 

available in developing nations is ideal for a global enterprise.  

    17.  In 2000 the United Nations launched the  ____________________   ____________________ ; its objective is to eliminate extreme poverty worldwide by the year 2015.  

    18.  Modernization theory reflects the  ____________________  perspective.  

    19.  At the top of the color hierarchy in Mexico are the  ____________________ , the 10 percent of the population who are typically White, well-educated members of the 

business and intellectual elites, and who have familial roots in Spain.  

    20.  The term  ____________________  refers to the area of a common culture along the border between Mexico and the United States.   

  Answers 
 1 (c); 2 (b); 3 (a); 4 (c); 5 (d); 6 (c); 7 (b); 8 (c); 9 (d); 10 (a); 11 neocolonialism; 12 core, semiperiphery; 13 dependency; 14 Global; 15 service; 16 functionalist; 17 Millennium 
Project; 18 functionalist; 19  criollos;  20 borderlands   

  The End of Poverty? 

  This documentary asks whether we can close the gap between rich and 

poor nations by redistributing the world’s wealth.   

  Hotel Rwanda 

  A hotel becomes a safe haven during the Rwandan genocide.   

  The Inheritors 

  Mexican agricultural laborers endure harsh working conditions in this 

documentary film.               

  THINKING ABOUT 

    8.  Which of the following terms is used to refer to Mexico’s large, impoverished 
majority, most of whom have brown skin and a mixed racial lineage due to 
intermarriage?

     a.   criollo   
    b.   indio   
    c.   mestizo   
    d.   zapatista      

    9.  In Mexico, women now constitute what percentage of the labor force?
     a.  15 percent  
    b.  23 percent  
    c.  34 percent  
    d.  48 percent     

    10.  Which of the following terms refers to the foreign-owned factories established 
just across the border in Mexico, where the companies that own them don’t have 
to pay taxes or provide insurance or benefits for their workers?

     a.   maquiladoras   
    b.   hombres   
    c.   mujeres   
    d.   toreadors      
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   } INSIDE 
 Minority, Racial, and 

Ethnic Groups 

 Prejudice and 
Discrimination 

 Sociological Perspectives 
on Race and Ethnicity 

 Spectrum of Intergroup 
Relations 

 Race and Ethnicity in the 
United States 

 Social Policy and Racial 
and Ethnic Inequality: 
Global Immigration  

    U.S. society is becoming 
increasingly diverse as 

immigrants from around 
the world bring their skills, 

languages, and cultures with 
them to their new home.   
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Dr. Alfredo Quiñones-Hinojosa 

228

In this excerpt from A Country for All: An Immigrant Mani-
festo, journalist Jorge Ramos writes about the remarkable life 
of Dr. Alfredo Quiñones-Hinojosa, or Dr. Q, as he has come to 
be known. Few people, even those who are privileged, attend 
Harvard University and then go on to become neurosurgeons and 
brain researchers. On the face of it, Dr. Q’s rise from immigrant 
farm laborer to eminent neurosurgeon suggests that the United 
States is a land of opportunity for all, despite race or ethnicity. 
Yet immigrants like Quiñones-Hinojosa, who crossed the Mexi-
can border illegally at age 19, are exactly the people that govern-
ment policymakers now want to exclude from the United States 
(Quiñones-Hinojosa with Rivas 2011). 

What sense are we to make of the issues of race, ethnicity, 
and immigration in the 21st century?  Today, unlike Dr. Q, millions 
of African Americans, Asian Americans, Hispanic Americans, 

      The life of Alfredo 
Quiñones-Hinojosa is an inspir-
ing example of what an undocu-
mented [illegal] immigrant can 
do in the United States when 
given the opportunity.

Alfredo came to the United 
States as an undocumented 
immigrant in 1987. He was 
just nineteen years old, and 
one of six children. “I was 
hopping back and forth,” he 
told me, “between Calexico 
(in the United States) and 
Mexicali (in Mexico). . . . All I 

wanted to do back then was provide food and basic living essentials to a 
very poor Mexican family.”

Alfredo crossed over the border without 
the aid of a coyote, or guide. His family 
didn’t have the six-hundred-dollar going 
rate to hire one at the time.

His first job was as a farmhand, culti-
vating tomatoes, chili peppers, and cotton 
in central California’s San Joaquin Valley. 
He earned $3.35 an hour. Later, he moved to a small city, where he 
tried his hand at other jobs: sweeping floors, shoeing horses, and sol-
dering metal. That was where he learned English, and eventually he 
applied and was accepted to a local community college.

His next big step was when he accepted an offer to study at the 
University of California at Berkeley. Alfredo dreamed of becoming a 
doctor, and nothing was going to stop him.

After graduating from Berkeley, Alfredo was accepted to Harvard 
Medical School, where he graduated with honors. He then returned to 

His first job was as a farmhand, 
cultivating tomatoes, chili peppers, 
and cotton in central California’s 
San Joaquin Valley. He earned 

$3.35 an hour.

California to complete his residency in neurosurgery at the University 
of California–San Francisco.

This young man, who started his working life harvesting cotton in 
the fields, now serves as the director of the brain tumor program at the 
Johns Hopkins Bayview campus.

After enduring a lengthy legal process, Alfredo became an American 
citizen in 1997. And in Boston, during his citizenship ceremony, he 
came to the realization that in a short time he had achieved something 
that takes most others an entire generation.

“The person who was speaking at the ceremony began to talk about 
how his great-grandfather had come here from Italy, and that his grand-
father had worked hard so that his father could become a teacher, and 
how he eventually got to Harvard,” he recalled. “And I realized that in 
less than ten years, I had jumped over all those generations.”

As he told me, “A jump like that might seem incredible, but it’s not 
impossible.”

Today, Alfredo’s expertise in treating 
spinal, brain stem, and brain tumors 
quite literally saves lives. Every single day. 
He is also heavily involved in researching 
the origins of tumors, and in developing 
new ways of treating brain cancer that 
might one day lead to a cure. “That would 
be my dream,” he said. “Of course, many 

people consider that impossible. But that’s also what people would 
have said about my life, back when I was only nineteen years old,” and 
an undocumented farm worker.

There are many people like Dr. Quiñones-Hinojosa living among us, 
and with as much potential. But so many are not as lucky as he is.

These millions continue to live in the shadows. 

   (Ramos 2010:xiii–xvi.)  Additional information about this excerpt can be found on the Online 

Learning Center at  www.mhhe.com/schaeferbrief10e .   

What kind of barriers to success have you faced in your life? Were they 
connected to your race, ethnicity, or citizenship status?

Many people have faced such barriers and overcome them, but few 
of them have risen as fast and as far as Alfredo Quiñones-Hinojosa.
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   Minority, Racial, and Ethnic Groups 

   S ociologists frequently distinguish between racial and ethnic 
groups. The term    racial group    describes a group that is set 

apart from others because of physical differences that have taken 
on social significance. Whites, African Americans, and Asian 
Americans are all considered racial groups in the United States. 
While race does turn on physical differences, it is the culture of a 
particular society that constructs and attaches social significance 
to those differences, as we will see later. Unlike racial groups, 
an    ethnic group    is set apart from others primarily because of 
its national origin or distinctive cultural patterns. In the United 
States, Puerto Ricans, Jews, and Polish Americans are all catego-
rized as ethnic groups ( Table 10-1, page 230 ).  

   Minority Groups 
 A numerical minority is any group that makes up less than half 
of some larger population. The population of the United States 
includes thousands of numerical minorities, including television 
actors, green-eyed people, tax lawyers, and descendants of the 
Pilgrims who arrived on the  Mayflower.  However, these numeri-
cal minorities are not considered to be minorities in the socio-
logical sense; in fact, the number of people in a group does not 
necessarily determine its status as a social minority (or a domi-
nant group). When sociologists define a minority group, they are 
concerned primarily with the economic and political power, or 
powerlessness, of that group. A    minority group    is a subordinate 
group whose members have significantly less control or power 
over their own lives than the members of a dominant or major-
ity group have over theirs. 

 Sociologists have identified five basic properties of a minority 
group: unequal treatment, physical or cultural traits, ascribed sta-
tus, solidarity, and in-group marriage (Wagley and Harris 1958):

    1. Members of a minority group experience unequal treatment 
compared to members of a dominant group. For example, the 
management of an apartment complex may refuse to rent to 
African Americans, Hispanics, or Jews. Social inequality may 
be created or maintained by prejudice, discrimination, segre-
gation, or even extermination.  

   2. Members of a minority group share physical or cultural char-
acteristics that distinguish them from the dominant group. 
Each society arbitrarily decides which characteristics are 
most important in defining groups.  

and many other racial and ethnic minorities experience an often 
bitter contrast between the “American dream” and the grim 
realities of poverty, prejudice, and discrimination. Like class, the 
social definitions of race and ethnicity still affect people’s place 
and status in a stratification system, not only in this country, 
but throughout the world. High incomes, a good command of 
English, and hard-earned professional credentials do not always 
override racial and ethnic stereotypes or protect those who fit 
them from the sting of racism. 

 What is prejudice, and how is it institutionalized in the form 
of discrimination? In what ways have race and ethnicity affected 

the experience of immigrants from other countries? What are the 
fastest-growing minority groups in the United States today? In this 
chapter we will focus on the meaning of race and ethnicity. We will 
begin by identifying the basic characteristics of a minority group 
and distinguishing between racial and ethnic groups. Then we 
will examine the dynamics of prejudice and discrimination. After 
considering four sociological perspectives on race and ethnicity, 
we’ll take a look at common patterns of intergroup relations. The 
following section will describe the major racial and ethnic groups 
in the United States. Finally, in the Social Policy section we will 
explore the issue of global immigration.  

   3. Membership in a minority (or dominant) group is not volun-
tary; people are born into the group. Thus, race and ethnicity 
are considered  ascribed  statuses.  

   4. Minority group members have a strong sense of group soli-
darity. William Graham Sumner, writing in 1906, noted that 
people make distinctions between members of their own 
group (the  in-group ) and everyone else (the  out-group ). When 
a group is the object of long-term prejudice and discrimi-
nation, the feeling of “us versus them” can and often does 
become extremely intense.  

   5. Members of a minority group generally marry others from 
the same group. A member of a dominant group is often 
unwilling to marry into a supposedly inferior minority group. 
In addition, the minority group’s sense of solidarity encour-
ages marriage within the group and discourages marriage to 
outsiders.     

 Race 
 Many people think of race as a series of biological classifications. 
However, research shows that is not a meaningful way of differ-
entiating people. Genetically, there are no systematic differences 
between the races that affect people’s social behavior and abilities. 
Instead, sociologists use the term  racial group  to refer to those 
minorities (and the corresponding dominant groups) who are set 
apart from others by obvious physical differences. But what is an 
“obvious” physical difference? Each society labels those differences 
that people consider important, while ignoring other characteris-
tics that could serve as a basis for social differentiation. 

  Social Construction of Race   Because race is a social construc-
tion, the process of defining races typically benefits those who have 
more power and privilege than others. In the United States, we 
see differences in both skin color and hair color. Yet people learn 
informally that differences in skin color have a dramatic social and 
political meaning, whereas differences in hair color do not. 

 When observing skin color, many people in the United States 
tend to lump others rather casually into the traditional categories 
of “Black,” “White,” and “Asian.” Subtle differences in skin color 
often go unnoticed. In many nations of Central America and 
South America, in contrast, people recognize color gradients on 
a continuum from light to dark skin color. Brazil has approxi-
mately 40 color groupings, while in other countries people may 
be described as “Mestizo Hondurans,” “Mulatto Colombians,” 
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230 and other Asian peoples).  Figure  10-1  provides information 

about the population of racial and ethnic groups in the United 
States over the past five centuries. 

 Given current population patterns, it is clear that the nation’s 
diversity will continue to increase. In 2011, for the first time ever, 
census data revealed that the majority of all children ages three 
and under are now either Hispanic or non-White. This turning 
point marks the beginning of a pattern in which the nation’s 
minority population will slowly become the majority. By 2050, if 
not sooner, the majority of all school-age children in the United 
States will belong to racial or ethnic minority groups (Frey 2011). 

 Racial definitions are crystallized through what Michael 
Omi and Howard Winant (1994) have called    racial formation,    
a sociohistorical process in which racial categories are created, 
inhabited, transformed, and destroyed. In this process, those 
who have power define groups of people according to a racist 
social structure. The creation of a reservation system for Native 
Americans in the late 1800s is one example of racial formation. 
Federal officials combined what were distinctive tribes into a 
single racial group, which we refer to today as Native Ameri-
cans. The extent and frequency with which peoples are subject to 
racial formation is such that no one escapes it. 

 Another example of racial formation from the 1800s was 
known as the “one-drop rule.” If a person had even a single drop 
of “Black blood,” that person was defined and viewed as Black, 
even if he or she  appeared  to be White. Clearly, race had social 
significance, enough so that White legislators established official 
standards about who was “Black” and who was “White.” 

 The one-drop rule was a vivid example of the  social  construction 
of race —the process by which people come to define a group as 
a race based in part on physical characteristics, but also on his-
torical, cultural, and economic factors. For example, in the 1800s, 
immigrant groups such as Italian and Irish Americans were not 
at first seen as being “White,” but as foreigners who were not nec-
essarily trustworthy. The social construction of race is an ongo-
ing process that is subject to debate, especially in a diverse society 
such as the United States, where each year increasing numbers of 
children are born to parents of different racial backgrounds.  

 Recognition of Multiple Identities   In 1900, in an address to 
the Anti-Slavery Union in London, scholar W. E. B. DuBois pre-
dicted that “the color line” would become the foremost problem 
of the 20th century. DuBois, born a free Black man in 1868, had 
witnessed prejudice and discrimination throughout the United 
States. His comment was prophetic. Today, over a century later, 
race and ethnicity still carry enormous weight in the United 
States (DuBois [1900] 1969). 

 The color line has blurred significantly since 1900, however. 
Interracial marriage is no longer forbidden by law and custom. 
Thus, Geetha Lakshmi-narayanan, a native of Ann Arbor, Michi-
gan, is both White and Asian Indian. Often mistaken for a Fili-
pina or Latina, she has grown accustomed to the blunt question 
“What are you?” (Navarro 2005). 

 In the late 20th century, with immigration from Latin America 
rising, the fluid nature of racial formation became evident. Sud-
denly, people were speaking about the “Latin Americanization” of 
the United States, or about a biracial, Black/White society being 
replaced by a triracial one. In the 2010 Census, over 9 million peo-
ple in the United States (or about 2.9 percent of the population) 

Classification
Number in 
Thousands

Percentage of 
Total Population

Racial Groups

Whites (non-Hispanic) 194,553 63.1%

Blacks/African Americans 34,658 11.2

Native Americans, Alaskan 
Natives

2,476 0.8

Asian Americans 15,899 5.2

 Chinese 3,535 1.1

 Asian Indians 2,919 1.0

 Filipinos 2,650 0.9

 Vietnamese 1,633 0.5

 Koreans 1,464 0.5

 Japanese 842 0.3

  Pacific Islanders, Native 
Hawaiians, and other 
Asian Americans

2,856 0.9

Ethnic Groups

White ancestry (single 
or mixed, non-Hispanic)

 Germans 49,345 16.0

 Irish 35,664 11.6

 English 26,874 8.7

 Italians 17,491 5.7

 Poles 9,757 3.2

 French 9,159 3.0

 Scottish and Scotch-Irish 9,122 3.0

 Jews 6,452 2.1

Hispanics (or Latinos) 50,478 16.4

 Mexican Americans 31,798 10.3

 Puerto Ricans 4,624 1.5

 Cubans 1,785 0.6

 Salvadorans 1,648 0.5

 Dominicans 1,415 0.5

 Guatemalans 1,044 0.3

 Other Hispanics 8,164 2.7

TOTAL (all groups) 308,746

TABLE 10-1  RACIAL AND ETHNIC GROUPS IN 

THE UNITED STATES, 2010

Note: All data for 2010. Percentages do not total 100 percent, and subheads do 
not add up to totals in major categories because of overlap between groups (e.g., 
Polish American Jews or people of mixed ancestry, such as Irish and Italian).
Sources: 2008–2010 3-year estimate from American Community Survey 
2011:Tables B04003, B03001, C04006; Davidson and Pyle 2011:117; Ennis et al. 
2011; Hoeffel et al. 2012; Humes et al. 2011.

or “African Panamanians.” What we see as “obvious” differences, 
then, are subject to each society’s social definitions. 

 The largest racial minorities in the United States are African 
Americans (or Blacks), Native Americans (or American Indians), 
and Asian Americans (Japanese Americans, Chinese Americans, 
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FIGURE 10-1  RACIAL AND ETHNIC GROUPS IN 

THE UNITED STATES, 1500–2100 

(PROJECTED)

Sources: Author’s estimate; Bureau of the Census 2004a; Humes et al. 2011. 
Data for 2010 and 2100, African American and Asian and others, are for 
non-Hispanics.

The racial and ethnic composition of what is today the United States has been 
undergoing change not just for the past 50 years, but for the past 500. Five 
centuries ago the land was populated only by indigenous Native Americans.

reported that they were of two or more races. Half the people 
classified as multiracial were under age 18, suggesting that this 
segment of the population will grow in the years to come. People 
who claimed both White and American Indian ancestry were 
the largest group of multiracial residents (Bonilla-Silva 2004; 
Humes et al. 2011). 

 This statistical finding of millions of multiracial people 
obscures how individuals are often asked to handle their identity. 
For example, the enrollment forms for government programs 
typically include only a few broad racial-ethnic categories. 
This approach to racial categorization is part of a long 
history that dictates single-race identities. Still, many 
individuals, especially young adults, struggle against 
social pressure to choose a single identity, and 
instead openly embrace multiple heritages. Public 
figures, rather than hide their mixed ancestry, now 
flaunt it. Singer Mariah Carey celebrates her Irish 
American background, and President Barack Obama 
speaks of being born in Hawaii to a Kenyan father and a 
White mother from Kansas. Tiger Woods, the world’s best-
known professional golfer, considers himself both Asian and 
African American. 

use your sociological imagination

Using a TV remote control, how quickly do you think you 
could find a television show in which all the characters 
share your racial or ethnic background? What about a 
show in which all the characters share a different back-
ground from yours—how quickly could you find one? 

  Ethnicity 
 An ethnic group, unlike a racial group, is set apart from oth-
ers because of its national origin or distinctive cultural patterns. 
Among the ethnic groups in the United States are peoples with a 
Spanish-speaking background, referred to collectively as  Latinos  
or  Hispanics,  such as Puerto Ricans, Mexican Americans, Cuban 
Americans, and other Latin Americans. Other ethnic groups in this 
country include Jewish, Irish, Italian, and Norwegian Americans. 
Although these groupings are convenient, they serve to obscure 
differences  within  ethnic categories (as in the case of Hispanics), 
as well as to overlook the mixed ancestry of so many people in the 
United States. 

 The distinction between racial and ethnic minorities is not 
always clear-cut. Some members of racial minorities, such as 
Asian Americans, may have significant cultural differences from 
other racial groups. At the same time, certain ethnic minorities, 
such as Latinos, may have obvious physical differences that set 
them apart from other ethnic groups in the United States. 

 Despite categorization problems, sociologists continue to feel 
that the distinction between racial groups and ethnic groups 
is socially significant. In most societies, including the United 
States, socially constructed physical differences tend to be more 
visible than ethnic differences. Partly as a result of this fact, 
stratification along racial lines is more resistant to change than 
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stratification along ethnic lines. Over time, members of an eth-
nic minority can sometimes become indistinguishable from the 
majority—although the process may take generations and may 
never include all members of the group. In contrast, members of 
a racial minority find it much more difficult to blend in with 
the larger society and gain acceptance from the majority. 

Today, some children of 
mixed-race families iden-
tify themselves as biracial 
or multiracial, rejecting 
efforts to place them in a 
single racial category.

   

thinking CRITICALLY

Why does the social construction of race defy the 
 traditional notion of race as a biological category?

  Prejudice and Discrimination 
  Looking at the United States in the 21st century, some people 
wonder aloud if race and ethnicity are still relevant to social 
stratification. After all, African Americans have served as sec-
retary of state, secretary of defense, and chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff; the office of attorney general has been held by 
both an African American and a Hispanic. Most notably, an 
African American now serves as president. As historic as these 

The inauguration of President Barack Obama in 2009 was clearly historic. To put its signifi-
cance in perspective, however, Obama’s Senate seat was the only one held by a Black man 
when he left it to become president. More than half of White voters in the 2008 presidential 
election—57 percent—cast their ballots for candidates other than Obama.

some cases, there have even been violent clashes between groups 
of White and Black students (Southern Poverty Law Center 2010). 
What causes such ugly incidents?  

   Prejudice 
    Prejudice    is a negative attitude toward an entire category of 
people, often an ethnic or racial minority. If you resent your 
roommate because he or she is sloppy, you are not necessarily 
guilty of prejudice. However, if you immediately stereotype your 
roommate on the basis of such characteristics as race, ethnicity, 
or religion, that is a form of prejudice. Prejudice tends to per-
petuate false definitions of individuals and groups. 

 Sometimes prejudice results from    ethnocentrism   —the ten-
dency to assume that one’s own culture and way of life represent 
the norm or are superior to all others. Ethnocentric people judge 
other cultures by the standards of their group, which leads quite 
easily to prejudice against cultures they view as inferior. 

 One important and widespread ideology that rein-
forces prejudice is    racism,    the belief that one race is 
supreme and all others are innately inferior. When 
racism prevails in a society, members of subordinate 
groups generally experience prejudice, discrimination, 
and exploitation. In 1990, as concern mounted about 
racist attacks in the United States, Congress passed the 
Hate Crimes Statistics Act. As a result, hate crimes are 
now beginning to be reported and investigated in much 
the same way as conventional crimes against property 
and people (see Chapter 7).  

Prejudice is also rooted in racial and ethnic 
stereotypes—unreliable generalizations about all mem-
bers of a group that do not recognize individual differ-
ences within the group. The dominant or majority group 
creates these stereotypes through the process of racial 
formation. As the interactionist William I. Thomas (1923) 
noted, the dominant group’s “definition of the situation” is 
often so powerful, it can mold the individual personality. 
That is, people respond not only to the objective features 
of a situation or person, but to the social meaning that 
situation or person carries. Thus, the false images or ste-
reotypes created by the dominant group can become real 
in their consequences.

leaders’ achievements have been, however, in every case their 
elevation meant that they left behind a virtually all-White gov-
ernment department or assembly. 

 At the same time, college campuses across the United States have 
been the scene of bias-related incidents. Student-run newspapers 
and radio stations have ridiculed racial and ethnic minorities; 

threatening literature 
has been stuffed under 

the doors of minor-
ity students; graffiti 

endorsing the views 
of White supremacist 

organizations such 
as the Ku Klux Klan 
have been scrawled 

on university walls. In 
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233Whites, such as college admissions criteria that give preference to 

the relatives of alumni. Nor do they oppose tax breaks for home-
owners, most of whom are White, or government financial aid to 
college students, who are also disproportionately White. Though 
race neutrality is not based on theories of racial superiority or 
inferiority, then, the idea that society should be color-blind only 
perpetuates racial inequality. 

 Color-blind racism has also been referred to as “covert rac-
ism.” Although its proponents rarely speak of racism, other indi-
cators of social status, such as social class or citizenship, tend to 
become proxies for race. Thus, many White people can convince 
themselves that they are not racist—nor do they know anyone 
who is—and yet remain prejudiced against “welfare mothers” 
and “immigrants.” They can conclude, mistakenly, that racial tol-
erance, or even racial and ethnic equality, has been achieved. 

 Researchers who have surveyed White attitudes toward  African 
Americans over the past several decades have reached two ines-
capable conclusions. First, people’s attitudes do change. In periods 
of social upheaval, dramatic attitudinal shifts can occur within a 
single generation. Second, less racial progress was made in the late 
20th and early 21st centuries than in the relatively brief period of 
the 1950s and 1960s. Today, economically disadvantaged groups 
such as African Americans and Latinos have become so closely 
associated with urban decay, homelessness, welfare, and crime 
that those problems are now viewed as racial issues, even if they 
are not labeled as such. The tendency to  blame the victims  of these 
social ills complicates their resolution (see the Social Policy sec-
tion in Chapter 9), especially at a time when government’s ability 
to address social problems is limited by recession, antitax initia-
tives, and concern over terrorism. In short, the color line is still 
in place, even if more and more people refuse to acknowledge its 
existence (Ansell 2008; Bonilla-Silva 2006; Coates 2008; M. King 
2007:3–4; Quillian 2006; Winant 1994:106–108).  

  Discriminatory Behavior 
 Prejudice often leads to    discrimination,    the denial of oppor-
tunities and equal rights to individuals and groups because of 
prejudice or other arbitrary reasons. Say that a White corporate 

  Color-Blind Racism 
 Over the past three generations, nationwide surveys 
have consistently shown growing support among Whites 
for integration, interracial dating, and the election of 
minority group members to public office—including 
the presidency of the United States. How can this trend 
be explained, given the persistence of residential segre-
gation and the commission of thousands of hate crimes 
every year? The answer, to some extent, is that prejudice 
and discriminatory attitudes are no longer expressed 
as freely as they once were. Often, they are couched in 
terms of equal opportunity. 

    Color-blind racism    is the use of the principle of race 
neutrality to defend a racially unequal status quo. Pro-
ponents of race neutrality claim they believe that every-
one should be treated equally. However, the way they 
apply the principle to government policy is anything but 
neutral. Proponents of this approach oppose affirmative 
action (see pages 237–238), public welfare assistance, 
and to a large extent, government-funded health insur-
ance, all of which they see largely as favors to minority 
groups. Yet they do not object to practices that privilege 

Even successful members of minority groups are subjected to ethnic slurs. 
“Chink in the Armor” proclaimed a headline on ESPN’s website after Jeremy 
Lin, who had spearheaded the New York Knicks in a multigame winning streak, 
had a bad night. The network later apologized for the remark.

People in need of help crowd a government public assistance office. Those who oppose 
government welfare programs but support other forms of government assistance, such as 
financial aid to college students, may be exhibiting color-blind racism.
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president with a prejudice against Asian Americans has to fill an 
executive position. The most qualified candidate for the job is a 
Vietnamese American. If the president refuses to hire this candi-
date and instead selects an inferior White candidate, he or she is 
engaging in an act of racial discrimination. 

 Prejudiced  attitudes  should not be equated with discrimina-
tory  behavior.  Although the two are generally related, they are 

not identical; either condition can be pres-
ent without the other. A prejudiced person 
does not always act on his or her biases. The 
White corporate president, for example, might 
choose—despite his or her stereotypes—to 
hire the Vietnamese American. That would 
be prejudice without discrimination. On the 
other hand, a White corporate president with 
a completely respectful view of Vietnam-
ese Americans might refuse to hire them for 
executive posts out of fear that biased clients 
would take their business elsewhere. In that 
case, the president’s action would constitute 
discrimination without prejudice. 

 A field experiment by sociologist Devah 
Pager, then a doctoral candidate at the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin–Madison, documented 
racial discrimination in hiring. Pager sent 
four polite, well-dressed young men out to 
look for an entry-level job in Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin. All were 23-year-old college stu-
dents, but they presented themselves as high 
school graduates with similar job histories. 
Two of the men were Black and two were 
White. One Black applicant and one White 
applicant claimed to have served 18 months 
in jail for a felony conviction— possession of 
cocaine with intent to distribute. 

 As one might expect, the four men’s experi-
ences with 350 potential employers were vastly different. Predict-
ably, the White applicant with a purported prison record received 
only half as many callbacks as the other White applicant—17 per-
cent compared to 34 percent. But as dramatic as the effect of his 
criminal record was, the effect of his race was more significant. 
Despite his prison record, he received slightly more callbacks 

than the Black applicant  with no criminal record  
(17 percent compared to 14 percent). Race, it 

seems, was more of a concern to potential 
employers than a criminal background. 

 The implications of this research 
are not limited to any one city, such as 
Milwaukee. Similar studies have con-
firmed discriminatory handling of job 
applications in Chicago; New York City; 

Long Island, New York; San Diego; and 
Washington, D.C. Over time, the cumula-

tive effect of such differential behavior by 
employers contributes to significant differ-
ences in income.   Figure 10-2  vividly illus-
trates the income inequality between White 
men and almost everyone else (Pager 2007; 
Pager et al. 2009). 

 If race serves as a barrier, why do Asian 
American men earn slightly more income 
than White men (see  Figure 10-2 )? Not all 
Asian American men earn high incomes; 
indeed, some Asian American groups, such 
as Laotians and Vietnamese, have high lev-
els of poverty. Nevertheless, a significant 

FIGURE 10-2  U.S. MEDIAN INCOME BY RACE, ETHNICITY, 

AND GENDER

Note: Data released in 2011 for income earned in 2010. Median income is from all sources and is limited to 
year-round, full-time workers at least 25 years old. Data for White men and women are for non-Hispanics.
Sources: DeNavas-Walt et al. 2011:PINC-03; for Native Americans, author’s estimate based on American 
Community Survey 2011:Tables B20017C, B20017H, and B20017I.
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SPOTTING
Members of the Board
Significant trends do not always involve dramatic shifts upward or 
downward. Sometimes, the lack of change can be socially significant. 
Such is the case with the elite individuals who meet in corporate board-
rooms: collectively, their racial and ethnic makeup is not changing.

As a rule, the corporate board is and always has been White and male. 
Of the 1,219 individuals who currently sit on the boards of the Fortune 100 largest corporations, 
1,031—that is, 85 percent—are White non-Hispanic males. In the most diverse companies, includ-
ing PepsiCo, IBM, DuPont, and Hartland Financial Services, about 30 percent of the directors 
belong to minority groups—a proportion that matches that in the general population. No corpora-
tion’s board exceeds the general population in diversity.

This static trend is significant. Not only do the directors of the nation’s largest corporations 
interact with other economic elites, and in doing so influence major economic forces; they also 
serve as role models for those who hope to climb the corporate ladder. To the extent that their 
ranks do not include members of minority groups, their influence as role models will be limited to 
members of their own exclusive club: White males.
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235number of Asian Americans have advanced degrees that qualify 

them for highly paid jobs, and which raise the median income 
for the group as a whole. Although these highly educated 
Asian Americans earn a lot of money, they do not earn quite 
as much as their White counterparts, however. With a doctor-
ate holder in the family, the typical Asian American household 
earns an estimated $130,000, compared to $140,000 for a White 
household. 

 Sometimes racial and ethnic discrimination is overt. Inter-
net forums like Craigslist.org or Roommate.com feature clas-
sified ads that state “African Americans and Arabians tend to 
clash with me” or “Clean, Godly Christian men only.” While 
 anti-discrimination laws prevent such notices from being pub-
lished in the newspapers, existing law has not caught up with 
online bigotry in hiring and renting (Liptak 2006). 

 Discrimination persists even for the most educated and quali-
fied minority group members from the best family backgrounds. 
Despite their talents and experiences, they sometimes encounter 
attitudinal or organizational bias that prevents them from reach-
ing their full potential. The term    glass ceiling    refers to an invis-
ible barrier that blocks the promotion of a qualified individual in 
a work environment because of the individual’s gender, race, or 
ethnicity (R. Schaefer 2012; Yamagata et al. 1997). 

 In early 1995, the federal Glass Ceiling Commission issued 
the first comprehensive study of barriers to promotion in the 
United States. The commission found that glass ceilings con-
tinue to block women and minority group men from top man-
agement positions in the nation’s industries.  

 

use your sociological imagination

How might online social networking maintain prejudice and 
discrimination?

  The Privileges of the Dominant 
 One aspect of discrimination that is often overlooked is 
the privileges that dominant groups enjoy at the expense 
of others. For instance, we tend to focus more on the dif-
ficulty women have getting ahead at work and getting a 
hand at home than on the ease with which men manage to 
make their way in the world and avoid household chores. 
Similarly, we concentrate more on discrimination against 
racial and ethnic minorities than on the advantages mem-
bers of the White majority enjoy. Indeed, most White peo-
ple rarely think about their “Whiteness,” taking their status 
for granted. 

 Sociologists and other social scientists are becoming 
increasingly interested in what it means to be “White,” for 
White privilege is the other side of the proverbial coin 
of racial discrimination. In this context,    White privilege    
refers to rights or immunities granted to people as a partic-
ular benefit or favor simply because they are White (Ferber 
and Kimmel 2008). This view of whiteness as a privilege 
echoes an observation by W. E. B. DuBois, that rather than 
wanting fair working conditions for all laborers, White 

White people are accustomed to seeing other White people in professional positions 
and jobs with authority and prestige. Whiteness does have its privileges.

workers had accepted the “public and psychological wage” of 
whiteness ([1935] 1962:700). 

 The feminist scholar Peggy McIntosh (1988) became inter-
ested in White privilege after noticing that most men would not 
acknowledge that there were privileges attached to being male—
even if they would agree that being female had its disadvantages. 
Did White people suffer from a similar blind spot regarding 
their racial privilege? she wondered. Intrigued, McIntosh began 
to list all the ways in which she benefited from her Whiteness. 
She soon realized that the list of unspoken advantages was long 
and significant. 

 McIntosh found that as a White person, she rarely needed to 
step out of her comfort zone, no matter where she went. If she 
wished to, she could spend most of her time with people of her 
race. She could find a good place to live in a pleasant neighbor-
hood, buy the foods she liked to eat from almost any grocery 
store, and get her hair styled in almost any salon. She could 
attend a public meeting without feeling that she did not belong, 
that she was different from everyone else. 

 McIntosh discovered, too, that her skin color opened doors 
for her. She could cash checks and use credit cards without suspi-
cion, browse through stores without being shadowed by security 
guards. She could be seated without difficulty in a restaurant. If 
she asked to see the manager, she could assume he or she would 
be of her race. If she needed help from a doctor or a lawyer, she 
could get it. 

 McIntosh also realized that her Whiteness made the job of 
parenting easier. She did not need to worry about protecting 
her children from people who didn’t like them. She could be 
sure that their schoolbooks would show pictures of people who 
looked like them, and that their history texts would describe 
White people’s achievements. She knew that the television pro-
grams they watched would include White characters. 

 Finally, McIntosh had to admit that others did not constantly 
evaluate her in racial terms. When she appeared in public, she 
didn’t need to worry that her clothing or behavior might reflect 
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poorly on White people. If she was recognized for an achieve-
ment, it was seen as her achievement, not that of an entire race. 
And no one ever assumed that the personal opinions she voiced 
should be those of all White people. Because McIntosh blended 
in with the people around her, she wasn’t always onstage. 

 These are not all the privileges White people take for granted 
as a result of their membership in the dominant racial group in 
the United States. As Devah Pager’s study showed (see page 234), 
White job seekers enjoy a tremendous advantage over equally 
well-qualified—even better-qualified—Blacks. Whiteness  does  
carry privileges—to a much greater extent than most White peo-
ple realize (Fitzgerald 2008; Picca and Feagin 2007).  

use your sociological imagination

How often do you think people are privileged because of 
their race or ethnicity? How about yourself—how often are 
you privileged?

  Institutional Discrimination 
 Discrimination is practiced not only by individuals in one-  to-one 
encounters but also by institutions in their daily operations. 
Social scientists are particularly concerned with the ways in 

which structural factors such as employment, housing, health 
care, and government operations maintain the social signifi-
cance of race and ethnicity.    Institutional discrimination    refers 
to the denial of opportunities and equal rights to individuals and 
groups that results from the normal operations of a society. This 
kind of discrimination consistently affects certain racial and eth-
nic groups more than others. 

 The Commission on Civil Rights (1981:9–10) has identified 
various forms of institutional discrimination:

    • Rules requiring that only English be spoken at a place of 
work, even when it is not a business necessity to restrict the 
use of other languages.  

   • Preferences shown by law and medical schools in the admis-
sion of children of wealthy and influential alumni, nearly all 
of whom are White.  

   • Restrictive employment-leave policies, coupled with prohibi-
tions on part-time work, that make it difficult for the heads of 
single-parent families (most of whom are women) to obtain 
and keep jobs.    

 In some cases, even seemingly neutral institutional standards 
can have discriminatory effects. African American students at a 
midwestern state university protested a policy under which fra-
ternities and sororities that wished to use campus facilities for a 
dance were required to pay a $150 security deposit to cover pos-
sible damages. They complained that the policy had a discrimi-
natory impact on minority student organizations. Campus police 

Prudence Hannis, Associate Director, First Nations Post-Secondary Institution, Odanak, Québec

Prudence Hannis is a First Nations (Native American) woman who belongs to 
the Abenaki tribe. As associate director of the First Nations Post-Secondary 
Institution, which opened in 2011, she is helping to establish a school “built 
for and by First Nations.” Hannis sees the new institution as a 
significant step toward self-determination among First Nations 
peoples. Historically, graduation rates have been very low among 
Québec’s First Nations, for political, cultural, social, and eco-
nomic reasons. The First Nations Post-Secondary Institution was 
conceived to provide the kind of support that mainstream edu-
cational institutions don’t offer First Nations students, including 
everything from day care services to academic support. 

The school also offers social-emotional support to students 
who may not be comfortable in an academic environment. In the 
social sciences, students participate in weekly sharing circles, 
where they learn about the root causes of high dropout rates 
and are encouraged to become agents of change. In deciding to “step out of 
victimization,” students exert a positive influence on the school, on their own 
future and that of generations to come, and on their peoples’ relationship with 
mainstream society. Hannis is proud to report that in 2011, all the incoming 
students finished the first term (the dropout rate was zero). The next term, 19 
additional students enrolled. 

Before taking her current position, Hannis was a liaison officer at the 
National Institute of Science Research at the University of Québec, where 
she advised scholars wishing to do research on First Nations communities. 
She has also worked on women’s health issues, first at the Centre of Excel-
lence on Women’s Health, Consortium Université de Montréal, and later as a 

TAKING SOCIOLOGY TO WORK

researcher and community activist with Québec Native Women. Her job with 
Québec Native Women, she explains, was “to defend First Nations women’s 
concerns, to be their spokesperson when needed, to analyze critical situ-

ations for our sisters, and mostly, to determine ways in which 
women can empower themselves, their families, and their 
communities.”

Hannis received her BA in sociology from the University of 
Québec at Montréal in 2000. “I have made good use of what I 
have learned concerning gender inequality, social class, racial 
and ethnic inequality (tensions, conflict, and struggles), domi-
nation, oppression, and social exclusion,” she says. “These con-
cepts allow for a better analysis of social problems First Nations 
are facing (high rates of unemployment, low graduation rates, 
greater health risks, ghettoization).” Hannis finds her studies have 
also helped in her work with government agencies, allowing her 

to raise public awareness of issues such as violence against native women 
and to identify possible solutions. “I have never been hired as a ‘sociologist’ 
per se,” she explains, “but the work I was given always involved sociological 
analysis of issues relevant to First Nations.”

LET’S DISCUSS

1.  What is the dropout rate at your school? What political, cultural, social, 
and economic conditions might contribute to that dropout rate?

2.  In speaking of empowering First Nations women, what sociological per-
spective do you think Hannis is drawing on?
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countered that the university’s policy applied to all student groups 
interested in using the facilities. However, since the overwhelm-
ingly White fraternities and sororities at the school had their own 
houses, which they used for dances, the policy indeed affected 
only the African American and other 
minority organizations. 

Significant potential for institutional 
discrimination exists in local laws 
that govern voting. States have begun 
requiring voters to show a photo ID 
(see Figure 10-3), presumably to pre-
vent voter fraud. However, there is little 
evidence that people have been imper-
sonating eligible voters at the polls. 
Such laws disproportionately disenfran-
chise members of minority groups sim-
ply because they do not have a driver’s 
license. According to national surveys, 
25 percent of African Americans and 16 
percent of Latino citizens do not have 
a valid government-issued photo ID, 
compared to 8 percent of White citizens 
(Brennan Center 2006; Dade 2012).

 Attempts have also been made to 
eradicate or compensate for other forms 

of discrimination in the United States. The 1960s saw the pas-
sage of many pioneering civil rights laws, including the land-
mark 1964 Civil Rights Act (which prohibits discrimination in 
public accommodations and publicly owned facilities on the 
basis of race, color, creed, national origin, and gender). 

 For more than 40 years, affirmative action programs have been 
instituted to overcome past discrimination.    Affirmative action    
refers to positive efforts to recruit minority group members or 

Before passage of the Civil Rights Act (1964), segregation of public accommodations was the norm throughout 
the South. Whites used the most up-to-date bathrooms, waiting rooms, and even drinking fountains, while 
Blacks (“Colored”) were directed to older facilities in inferior condition. Such separate but unequal arrange-
ments are a blatant example of discrimination.

Source: National Conference of State Legislatures 2012a. 

Fifteen states demand that voters show a photo ID or similar document—a requirement that some people consider a form of institutional discrimination.
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MAPPING LIFE NATIONWIDE
FIGURE 10-3 VOTER ID REQUIREMENTS

Think about It
Have you ever had to show a photo ID before voting?
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238 women for jobs, promotions, and educational opportunities. Many 

people resent these programs, arguing that advancing one group’s 
cause merely shifts the discrimination to another group. By giving 
priority to African Americans in admissions, for example, schools 
may overlook more qualified White candidates. In many parts of 
the country and many sectors of the economy, affirmative action 
is being rolled back, even though it was never fully implemented. 
We will discuss affirmative action in more detail in Chapter 14. 

 Discriminatory practices continue to pervade nearly all areas 
of life in the United States today. In part, that is because various 
individuals and groups actually  benefit  from racial and ethnic 
discrimination in terms of money, status, and influence. Dis-
crimination permits members of the majority to enhance their 
wealth, power, and prestige at the expense of others. Less quali-
fied people get jobs and promotions simply because they are 
members of the dominant group. Such individuals and groups 
will not surrender these advantages easily. We’ll turn now to a 
closer look at this functionalist analysis, as well as the conflict, 
labeling, and interactionist perspectives on race and ethnicity. 

   

thinking CRITICALLY

Which would be more socially significant, the elimina-
tion of prejudice or the elimination of discrimination?

  Sociological Perspectives 

on Race and Ethnicity 
  Relations among racial and ethnic groups lend themselves to 
analysis from four major sociological perspectives. Viewing race 
from the macro level, functionalists observe that racial preju-
dice and discrimination serve positive functions for dominant 
groups. Conflict theorists see the economic structure as a central 
factor in the exploitation of minorities. Labeling theorists note 
the way in which minorities are singled out for differential treat-
ment by law enforcement officers. On the micro level, interac-
tionist researchers stress the manner in which everyday contact 
between people from different racial and ethnic backgrounds 
contributes to tolerance or hostility.  

   Functionalist Perspective 
 What possible use could racial bigotry have? Functionalist theo-
rists, while agreeing that racial hostility is hardly to be admired, 
point out that it serves positive functions for those who practice 
discrimination. 

 Anthropologist Manning Nash (1962) has identified three func-
tions of racially prejudiced beliefs for the dominant group:

    1. Racist views provide a moral justification for maintaining an 
unequal society that routinely deprives a minority group of its 
rights and privileges. Southern Whites justified slavery by believ-
ing that Africans were physically and spiritually subhuman and 
devoid of souls.  

   2. Racist beliefs discourage the subordinate minority from attempt-
ing to question its lowly status, which would be to question the 
very foundations of society.  

   3. Racial myths suggest that any major societal change (such as an 
end to discrimination) would only bring greater poverty to the 
minority and lower the majority’s standard of living. As a result, 
racial prejudice grows when a society’s value system (one under-
lying a colonial empire or slavery, for example) is threatened.    

 Although racial prejudice and discrimination may serve the pow-
erful, such unequal treatment can also be dysfunctional for a society, 
and even for the dominant group. Sociologist Arnold Rose (1951) 
has outlined four dysfunctions that are associated with racism:

    1. A society that practices discrimination fails to use the 
resources of all individuals. Discrimination limits the search 
for talent and leadership to the dominant group.  

   2. Discrimination aggravates social problems such as poverty, 
delinquency, and crime, and places the financial burden of 
alleviating those problems on the dominant group.  

   3. Society must invest a good deal of time and money to defend 
its barriers to the full participation of all members.  

   4. Racial prejudice and discrimination often undercut goodwill 
and friendly diplomatic relations between nations.     

  Conflict Perspective 
 Conflict theorists would certainly agree with Arnold Rose that 
racial prejudice and discrimination have many harmful conse-
quences for society. Sociologists such as Oliver Cox (1948), Rob-
ert Blauner (1972), and Herbert M. Hunter (2000) have used the 
   exploitation theory    (or  Marxist class theory ) to explain the basis of 
racial subordination in the United States. As we saw in Chapter 8, 
Karl Marx viewed the exploitation of the lower class as a basic part 
of the capitalist economic system. From a Marxist point of view, 
racism keeps minorities in low-paying jobs, thereby supplying the 
capitalist ruling class with a pool of cheap labor. Moreover, by forc-
ing racial minorities to accept low wages, capitalists can restrict the 
wages of  all  members of the proletariat. Workers from the domi-
nant group who demand higher wages can always be replaced by 
minorities who have no choice but to accept low-paying jobs. 

 The conflict view of race relations seems persuasive in a 
number of instances. Japanese Americans were the object of 
little prejudice until they began to enter jobs that brought them 
into competition with Whites. The movement to keep Chinese 
immigrants out of the United States became most fervent dur-
ing the latter half of the 19th century, when Chinese and Whites 
fought over dwindling work opportunities. Both the enslave-
ment of Blacks and the extermination and removal westward of 
Native Americans were economically motivated. 

 However, the exploitation theory is too limited to explain 
prejudice in its many forms. Not all minority groups have been 
exploited to the same extent. In addition, many groups (such as 
the Quakers and the Mormons) have been victimized by preju-
dice for other than economic reasons. Still, as Gordon Allport 
(1979:210) concludes, the exploitation theory correctly “points 
a sure finger at one of the factors involved in prejudice, . . . ratio-
nalized self-interest of the upper classes.”  

  Labeling Perspective 
 One practice that fits both the conflict perspective and labeling 
theory is racial profiling.    Racial profiling    is any arbitrary action 
initiated by an authority based on race, ethnicity, or national ori-
gin rather than on a person’s behavior. Generally, racial profiling 
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In U.S. retail stores, Black customers have different experiences from White 
customers. They are more likely than Whites to have their checks or credit 
cards refused and more likely to be profiled by security personnel.

TABLE 10-2  SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES 

ON RACE AND ETHNICITY

Perspective Emphasis

Functionalist The dominant majority benefits from the 
subordination of racial minorities.

Conflict Vested interests perpetuate racial inequality 
through economic exploitation.

Labeling People are profiled and stereotyped based 
on their racial and ethnic identity.

Interactionist Cooperative interracial contacts can reduce 
hostility.

Tracking Sociological Perspectives
occurs when law enforcement officers, including customs officials, 
airport security, and police, assume that people who fit a certain 
description are likely to be engaged in illegal activities. Beginning 
in the 1980s with the emergence of the crack cocaine market, skin 
color became a key characteristic in racial profiling. This prac-
tice is often based on very explicit stereotypes. For example, one 
federal antidrug initiative encouraged officers to look specifically 
for people with dreadlocks and for Latino men traveling together. 

 Today, authorities continue to rely on racial profiling, despite 
overwhelming evidence that it is misleading. A recent study 
showed that Blacks are still more likely than Whites to be frisked 
and handled with force when they are stopped. Yet Whites are 
more likely than Blacks to possess weapons, illegal drugs, or sto-
len property (A. Farrell and McDevitt 2010). 

 Research on the ineffectiveness of racial profiling, coupled with 
calls by minority communities to end the stigmatization, has led 
to growing demands to end the practice. But these efforts came to 
an abrupt halt after the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks on 
the United States, when suspicions arose about Muslim and Arab 
immigrants. Foreign students from Arab countries were sum-
moned for special questioning by authorities. Legal immigrants 
who were identified as Arab or Muslim were scrutinized for pos-
sible illegal activity and prosecuted for violations that authori-
ties routinely ignored among immigrants of other ethnicities 
and faiths. National surveys have found little change since 2001 
in public support for profiling of Arab Americans at airports. In 
2010, 53 percent of Americans favored “ethnic and religious pro-
filing” of air travelers—even those who are U.S. citizens—together 
with more intensive security checks of passengers who fit certain 
profiles (Zogby 2010).  

  Interactionist Perspective 
 A Hispanic woman is transferred from a job on an assembly line 
to a similar position working next to a White man. At first, the 
White man is patronizing, assuming that she must be incompe-
tent. She is cold and resentful; even when she needs assistance, 

she refuses to admit it. After a week, the growing tension between 
the two leads to a bitter quarrel. Yet over time, each slowly comes 
to appreciate the other’s strengths and talents. A year after they 
begin working together, these two workers become respectful 
friends. This story is an example of what interactionists call the 
contact hypothesis  in action. 

 The    contact hypothesis    states that in cooperative circum-
stances, interracial contact between people of equal status will 
cause them to become less prejudiced and to abandon old ste-
reotypes. People begin to see one another as individuals and 
discard the broad generalizations characteristic of stereotyping. 
Note the phrases  equal status  and  cooperative circumstances.  In 
the story just told, if the two workers had been competing for 
one vacancy as a supervisor, the racial hostility between them 
might have worsened (Allport 1979; Fine 2008). 

 As Latinos and other minorities slowly gain access to better-
paying and more responsible jobs, the contact hypothesis may 
take on even greater significance. The trend in our society is 
toward increasing contact between individuals from dominant 
and subordinate groups. That may be one way of eliminating—
or at least reducing—racial and ethnic stereotyping and preju-
dice. Another may be the establishment of interracial coalitions, 
an idea suggested by sociologist William Julius Wilson (1999). 
To work, such coalitions would obviously need to be built on an 
equal role for all members. 

  Table  10-2  summarizes the four major sociological perspec-
tives on race. No matter what the explanation for racial and ethnic 
 distinctions—functionalist, conflict, labeling, or interactionist— 
these socially constructed inequalities can have powerful conse-
quences in the form of prejudice and discrimination. In the next 
section, we will see how inequality based on the ascribed characteris-
tics of race and ethnicity can poison people’s interpersonal relations, 
depriving whole groups of opportunities others take for granted.    

thinking CRITICALLY

Describe an example of labeling that you are per-
sonally familiar with.

239
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240   Spectrum of Intergroup Relations 

  Racial and ethnic groups can relate to one another in a wide 
variety of ways, ranging from friendships and intermarriages to 
hostility, from behaviors that require mutual approval to behav-
iors imposed by the dominant group. 

 One devastating pattern of intergroup relations is    genocide   —
the deliberate, systematic killing of an entire people or nation. 
This term describes the killing of 1 million Armenians by Turkey 
beginning in 1915. It is most commonly applied to Nazi Germa-
ny’s extermination of 6 million European Jews, as well as gays, les-
bians, and the Roma (“Gypsies”), during World War II. The term 
 genocide  is also appropriate in describing the United States’ poli-
cies toward Native Americans in the 19th century. In 1800, the 
Native American (or American Indian) population of the United 
States was about 600,000; by 1850, it had been reduced to 250,000 
through warfare with the U.S. cavalry, disease, and forced reloca-
tion to inhospitable environments. 

 The  expulsion  of a people is another extreme means of  acting 
out racial or ethnic prejudice. In 1979, for example, the govern-
ment of Vietnam expelled nearly 1 million ethnic Chinese from 
the country. The action resulted partly from centuries of hostility 
between Vietnam and neighboring China. 

 More recently (beginning in 2009), France expelled over 
10,000 ethnic Roma (or Gypsies) who had immigrated from 
their home countries of Bulgaria and Romania. The action 
appeared to violate the European Union’s ban against targeting 
ethnic groups, as well as its policy of “freedom of movement” 
throughout the EU. In 2011, the EU withdrew the threat of legal 
action when the French government modified its policy to apply 
only to those Roma who lived in “illegal camps.” However, many 
observers saw the concession as a thinly veiled attempt to cir-
cumvent the EU’s long-standing human rights policies. 

 In a variation of expulsion, called  secession,  failure to resolve 
an ethnic or racial conflict results in the drawing of formal 
boundaries between the groups. In 1947, India was partitioned 
into two separate countries in an attempt to end violent conflict 
between Hindus and Muslims. The predominantly Muslim areas 
in the north became the new country of Pakistan; the rest of 
India became predominantly Hindu. 

 Secession, expulsion, and genocide are extreme behaviors, clus-
tered on the negative end of what is called the Spectrum of Inter-
group Relations ( Figure  10-4 ). More typical intergroup relations 
follow four identifiable patterns: (1) segregation, (2) amalgamation, 

(3) assimilation, and (4) pluralism. Each pattern defines the domi-
nant group’s actions and the minority group’s responses. Inter-
group relations are rarely restricted to only one of the four patterns, 
although invariably one does tend to dominate. Think of these pat-
terns primarily as ideal types.  

  Segregation 
 Separate schools, separate seating on buses and in restaurants, 
separate washrooms, even separate drinking fountains—these 
were all part of the lives of African Americans in the South when 
segregation ruled early in the 20th century.    Segregation    refers to 
the physical separation of two groups of people in terms of resi-
dence, workplace, and social events. Generally, a dominant group 
imposes this pattern on a minority group. Segregation is rarely 
complete, however. Intergroup contact inevitably occurs, even in 
the most segregated societies. 

 From 1948 (when it received its independence) to 1990, the 
Republic of South Africa severely restricted the movement of 
Blacks and other non-Whites by means of a wide-ranging system 
of segregation known as    apartheid    .  Apartheid even included the 
creation of separate homelands where Blacks were expected to 
live. However, decades of local resistance to apartheid, combined 
with international pressure, led to marked political changes in 
the 1990s. In 1994, a prominent Black activist, Nelson Mandela, 
was elected South Africa’s president in the first election in which 

 FIGURE 10-4  SPECTRUM OF INTERGROUP RELATIONS

EXTERMINATION
or genocide

MORE TOLERABLEINCREASINGLY UNACCEPTABLE

SEGREGATIONEXPULSION ASSIMILATION

SECESSION
or partitioning
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or amalgamation

or melting pot
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or multiculturalism

French police remove a member of the Roma minority who is resisting depor-
tation to his home country. The expulsion of certain racial or ethnic groups is 
an extreme result of prejudice.
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to vote. Mandela had spent almost 28 years in South African 
prisons for his anti-apartheid activities. His election was widely 
viewed as the final blow to South Africa’s oppressive policy of 
segregation. 

 In contrast to the enforced segregation in South Africa, the 
United States exemplifies an unmandated but nevertheless per-
sistent separation of the races. In their book  American Apart-
heid,  sociologists Douglas Massey and Nancy Denton (1993) 
described segregation in U.S. cities using 1990 census data. As 
the book’s title suggests, the racial makeup of U.S. neighbor-
hoods resembles the rigid government-imposed segregation that 
prevailed for so long in South Africa. 

Analysis of more recent census data shows the continuing 
segregation of U.S. cities, despite the nation’s growing racial and 
ethnic diversity. Across the board, the residential segregation of 
African Americans has declined only modestly since 2000; for 
Asian Americans and Latinos it has increased. Even allowing 
for social class, these patterns of residential segregation persist. 
One implication of this persistent segregation is that affluent 
Black and Latino households are much more likely than affluent 
White households to be located in or near poor neighborhoods. 
As a result, well-to-do minority group members have less imme-
diate access than other groups to high-quality retail stores, res-
taurants, and services (Bureau of the Census 2010b; Farley 2004; 
Frey 2011; Logan 2011; Wilkes and Iceland 2004). 

   Amalgamation 
    Amalgamation    happens when a majority group and a minority 
group combine to form a new group. Through intermarriage over 
several generations, various groups in society combine to form a 
new group. This pattern can be expressed as A  1  B  1  C → D, 
where A, B, and C represent different groups in a society, and D 
signifies the end result, a unique cultural-racial group unlike any 
of the initial groups (Newman 1973). 

 The belief in the United States as a “melting pot” became 
compelling in the first part of the 20th century, particularly since 
that image suggested that the nation had an almost divine mis-
sion to amalgamate various groups into one people. However, 
in actuality, many residents were not willing to include Native 
Americans, Jews, African Americans, Asian Americans, and Irish 
Roman Catholics in the melting pot. Therefore, this pattern does 
not adequately describe dominant–subordinate relations in the 
United States. There has been a significant increase in 
interracial marriage among Whites, Blacks, Asians, 
and Hispanics in recent years—a trend we 
will examine in Chapter 12.  

  Assimilation 
 In India, many Hindus complain 
about Indian citizens who copy the 
traditions and customs of the British. 
In France, people of Arab and Afri-
can origin, many of them Muslim, 
complain they are treated as second-
class citizens—a charge that provoked 
riots in 2005. In Australia, Aborigines 
who have become part of the dominant 
society refuse to acknowledge their darker-
skinned grandparents on the street. 

And in the United States, some Italian Americans, Polish Ameri-
cans, Hispanics, and Jews have changed their ethnic-sounding fam-
ily names to names that are typically found among White Protestant 
families. 

    Assimilation    is the process through which a person forsakes 
his or her cultural tradition to become part of a different culture. 
Generally, it is practiced by a minority group member who wants 
to conform to the standards of the dominant group. Assimilation 
can be described as a pattern in which A   1  B   1  C → A. The 
majority, A, dominates in such a way that members of minorities 
B and C imitate it and attempt to become indistinguishable from 
it (Newman 1973). 

 A recent comparison study of immigrant groups in the 
United States, Canada, and Europe found that for the most part, 
assimilation has progressed further in the United States than in 
Europe, although more slowly than in Canada. In the United 
States, the rate of assimilation has generally been constant across 
groups. However, the recent recession has hampered new groups’ 
ability to move into a broad range of jobs (Myers and Pitkin 
2011; Vigdor 2011). 

use your sociological imagination

You have immigrated to another country with a very differ-
ent culture. What steps might you take to assimilate?

 

  Pluralism 
 In a pluralistic society, a subordinate group does not have to for-
sake its lifestyle and traditions to avoid prejudice or discrimi-
nation.    Pluralism    is based on mutual respect for one another’s 
cultures among the various groups in a society. This pattern 
allows a minority group to express its own culture and still 
participate without prejudice in the larger society. Earlier, we 
described amalgamation as A  1  B  1  C → D, and assimilation as 
A  1  B  1  C → A. Using this same approach, we can conceive of 
pluralism as A  1  B  1  C → A  1  B  1  C. All the groups coexist in 
the same society (Newman 1973). 

 In the United States, pluralism is more of an ideal than a reality. 
There are distinct instances of pluralism—the ethnic neighbor-
hoods in major cities, such as Koreatown, Little Tokyo, Anderson-

ville (Swedish Americans), and Spanish Harlem—yet 
there are also limits to cultural freedom. To sur-
vive, a society must promote a certain consensus 

among its members regarding basic ideals, 
values, and beliefs. Thus, if a Hungarian 
immigrant to the United States wants to 
move up the occupational ladder, he or she 
cannot avoid learning the English language. 

 Switzerland exemplifies the modern 
pluralistic state. There, the absence of both 
a national language and a dominant reli-

gious faith leads to a tolerance for cultural 
diversity. In addition, various political devices 
safeguard the interests of ethnic groups in 

a way that has no parallel in the United 
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States. In contrast, Great Britain has had difficulty achieving cul-
tural pluralism in a multiracial society. East Indians, Pakistanis, 
and Blacks from the Caribbean and Africa experience prejudice 
and discrimination within the dominant White society there. 
Some British advocate cutting off all Asian and Black immigra-
tion, and a few even call for expulsion of those non-Whites cur-
rently living in Britain. 

   

thinking CRITICALLY

Give examples of amalgamation, assimilation, seg-
regation, and pluralism that you have seen on your 
campus or in your workplace.

  Race and Ethnicity in the United States 
  Few societies have a more diverse population than the United 
States; the nation is truly a multiracial, multiethnic society. Of 
course, that has not always been the case. The population of what is 
now the United States has changed dramatically since the arrival of 
European settlers in the 1600s, as  Figure 10-1  (see page 231) shows. 
Immigration, colonialism, and in the case of Blacks, slavery deter-
mined the racial and ethnic makeup of our present-day society. 

 Today, the largest racial minorities in the United States are 
African Americans, Native Americans, and Asian Americans. 
The largest ethnic groups are Latinos, Jews, and the various 
White ethnic groups.  Figure 10-5  shows where the major racial 
and ethnic minorities are concentrated.  

   African Americans 
 “I am an invisible man,” wrote Black author Ralph Ellison in his 
novel  Invisible Man  (1952:3). “I am a man of substance, of flesh 
and bone, fiber and liquids—and I might even be said to possess 
a mind. I am invisible, understand, simply because people refuse 
to see me.” 

Minority population as percent of county population

50.0 or More

Percent

36.3 to 49.9

25.0 to 36.2

10.0 to 24.9

Less than 10.0

Source: Humes et al. 2011:21.

Overall, 36.3 percent of the U.S. population belonged to a minority group in 2010. In four states (California, Hawai’i, New Mexico, and Texas) and the District of 
Columbia, minorities constitute the numerical majority. The 2010 Census also showed that 11 percent of the nation’s counties already have become “majority 
minority” —less than 50 percent non-Hispanic white. Another 7 percent of the nation’s counties have reached the  “tipping point” toward becoming majority minority 
sometime in the next decade.

MAPPING LIFE NATIONWIDE
FIGURE 10-5  THE UNITED STATES: THE IMAGE OF DIVERSITY

Think about It
The United States is a diverse nation. Why, in many parts of 
the country, can’t people see that diversity in their towns?
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invisible. Despite their large numbers, they have long been treated 
as second-class citizens. Currently, by the standards of the federal 
government, more than 1 out of every 4 African  Americans—
as opposed to 1 out of every 11 White non-Hispanics—is poor 
(DeNavas-Walt et al. 2011:15). 

 Contemporary institutional discrimination and individual 
prejudice against African Americans are rooted in the history of 
slavery in the United States. Many other subordinate groups had 
little wealth and income, but as sociologist W. E. B. DuBois ([1909] 
1970) and others have noted, enslaved African Americans were in 
an even more oppressive situation, because by law they could not 
own property and could not pass on the benefits of their labor to 
their children. Today, increasing numbers of African Americans 
and sympathetic Whites are calling for  slave reparations  to com-
pensate for the injustices of forced servitude. Reparations could 
include official expressions of apology from governments such as 
the United States, ambitious programs to improve African Americans’ 
economic status, or even direct payments to descendants of slaves 
(D. Williams and Collins 2004). 

 The end of the Civil War did not bring genuine freedom and 
equality for Blacks. The Southern states passed Jim Crow laws 
to enforce official segregation, and the Supreme Court upheld 
them as constitutional in 1896. In addition, Blacks faced the dan-
ger of lynching campaigns, often led by the Ku Klux Klan, dur-
ing the late 1800s and early 1900s. From a conflict perspective, 
Whites maintained their dominance formally through legalized 
segregation and informally by means of vigilante terror and vio-
lence (Franklin and Higginbotham 2011). 

 During the 1960s, a vast civil rights movement emerged, with 
many competing factions and strategies for change. The Southern 
Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC), founded by Dr. Martin 
Luther King Jr., used nonviolent civil disobedience to oppose segre-
gation. The National Association for the Advancement of Colored 
People (NAACP) favored use of the courts to press for equality for 
African Americans. But many younger Black leaders, most notably 
Malcolm X, turned toward an ideology of Black power. Proponents 
of    Black power    rejected the goal of assimilation into White middle-
class society. They defended the beauty and dignity of Black 
and African cultures and supported the creation of 
Black-controlled political and economic institu-
tions (Ture and Hamilton 1992). 

 Despite numerous courageous actions to 
achieve Black civil rights, Black and White 
citizens are still separate, still unequal. 
From birth to death, Blacks suffer in 
terms of their life chances. Life 
remains difficult for millions of 
poor Blacks, who must attempt 
to survive in ghetto areas shat-
tered by high unemployment and 
abandoned housing. Today the 
median household income of 
Blacks is still 60 percent that 
of Whites, and the unemploy-
ment rate among Blacks is more 
than twice that of Whites. 

  Some  African Americans—
especially middle-class men and 
women—have made economic gains 

Native American artists often break 
new ground to represent their life 

experiences. Dunne-Za member Brian 
Jungen used Nike shoes to make this 

three-dimensional piece, which suggests 
both his Pacific Northwest culture and his 

family’s practice of stretching their modest 
means by reusing everything.

over the past 50 years. For example, data show that the number of 
African Americans in management increased nationally from 2.4 
percent of the total in 1958 to 6.4 percent in 2010. Yet Blacks still 
represent only 7 percent or less of all physicians, engineers, sci-
entists, lawyers, judges, and marketing managers (Bureau of the 
Census 2011a:Table 616 on page 393). 

   Native Americans 
 Today, about 2.5 million Native Americans represent a diverse 
array of cultures distinguishable by language, family organization, 
religion, and livelihood. The outsiders who came to the United 
States—European settlers—and their descendants came to know 
these native peoples’ forefathers as “American Indians.” By the 
time the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) was organized as part of 
the War Department in 1824, Indian–White relations had already 
included more than two centuries of hostile actions that had 
led to the virtual elimination of native peoples (see   Figure 10-1 , 
page 231). During the 19th century, many bloody wars wiped 
out a significant part of the Indian population. By the end of the 
century, schools for Indians—operated by the BIA or by church 
missions— prohibited the practice of Native  American cultures. 
Yet at the same time, such schools did little to make the children 
effective members of White society. 

 Today, life remains difficult for members of the 554 tribal 
groups in the United States, whether they live in cities or on 
reservations. For example, one Native American teenager in six 
has attempted suicide—a rate four times higher than the rate for 
other teenagers. Traditionally, some Native Americans have cho-
sen to assimilate and abandon all vestiges of their tribal cultures 
to escape certain forms of prejudice. However, by the 1990s, an 
increasing number of people in the United States were openly 
claiming a Native American identity. Since 1960, the federal gov-
ernment’s count of Native Americans has tripled. 

 Native Americans have made some progress in redressing 
their past mistreatment. In 2009, the federal government settled 
a 13-year-old lawsuit for the recovery of lease payments due on tribal 
lands used by the government for oil and gas exploration and grazing. 
Although the $3.4 billion settlement was large, it was long overdue—

some of the government’s debts dated back to 1887—and from 
the perspective of tribal leaders, it was too little, too late. The 

United States is not the only country that has tried 
to redress the government’s past actions toward 
indigenous peoples (Box 10-1, page 244). 

 The introduction of gambling on Indian 
reservations has transformed the lives 

of some Native Americans. Native 
Americans got into the gaming 
industry in 1988, when Congress 
passed the Indian Gambling Reg-

ulatory Act. The law stipulates that 
states must negotiate agreements 
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the government of  Australia extend citi-
zenship and voting rights to the Aborigi-
nals, along with access to welfare and 
unemployment benefits. Yet it would be 
misleading to view the Aboriginal people 
as passive victims, either in colonial 
days or in more recent times. They have 
worked actively to secure their rights.

As in the United States, Whites’ 
low regard for the Aboriginal people 
became the basis for an effort to 
stamp out their culture. From 1910 to 
1970, thousands of Aboriginal children 
were forcibly removed from their fami-
lies so they could be raised by Whites 
and impressed into the dominant cul-

ture. Between 10 to 30 percent of all Aboriginal 
children were affected by this program. Not until 
2008 did the Australian government finally apolo-
gize to Aboriginals for “the Stolen Generations.” 
The government has expressed its intention to 
improve the Aboriginal people’s living conditions 
and their prospects for the future.

with tribes interested in commercial gaming; they cannot prevent 
tribes from engaging in gambling operations, even if state law pro-
hibits such ventures. The income from these lucrative operations 
is not evenly distributed, however. About two-thirds of recognized 
Indian tribes are not involved in gambling ventures. Those tribes 
that earn substantial revenues from gambling constitute a small 
fraction of Native Americans (Conner and Taggart 2009). 

 Like Native Americans, many native peoples living in the 
United States have successfully established their autonomy, 
gaining control over their resources and business enterprises. 
In Chapter 14, we will consider Native Hawaiians’ continuing 
struggle for recognition of their rights. 

 

use your sociological imagination

You are a Native American whose tribe is about to open 
a reservation-based casino. Will the casino further the 
assimilation of your people into mainstream society or 
encourage pluralism?

  Asian Americans 
 Asian Americans are a diverse group, one of the fastest-growing 
segments of the U.S. population (up 43 percent between 2000 and 
2010). Among the many groups of Americans of Asian descent are 
Vietnamese Americans, Chinese Americans, Japanese Americans, 
and Korean Americans ( Figure 10-6 ). 

 Asian Americans are also economically diverse. There are rich 
and poor Japanese Americans, rich and poor Filipino Americans, 
and so forth. In fact, Southeast Asians living in the United States 
have the highest rate of welfare dependency of any racial or ethnic 
group. According to a study published in 2011, poverty rates 
are particularly high among the adult children of Cambodian, 
Hmong, and Thai immigrants to the United States. Though Asian 
Americans have substantially more schooling than other ethnic 
groups, their median income is only slightly higher than Whites’ 
income, and their poverty rate is higher. In 2010, for every 
Asian American household with an annual income of $150,000 
or more, there was another earning less than $20,000 a year 
(DeNavas-Walt et al. 2011:38; Takei and Sakamoto 2011). 

 The fact that as a group, Asian Americans work in the same 
occupations as Whites suggests that they have been successful—and 
many have. However, there are some differences between the two 

From 1910 to 1970, thousands of 
Aboriginal children were forcibly 
removed from their families so 
they could be raised by Whites 

and impressed into the 
dominant culture.

SOCIOLOGY IN THE GLOBAL COMMUNITY

10-1 The Aboriginal People of Australia

The indigenous, or Aboriginal, people of Austra-
lia have inhabited their home continent continu-
ously for at least 50,000 years. Today they make 
up about 2.4 percent of Australia’s total popu-
lation. Although their numbers are small, they 
are highly visible in Australian society.

The cultural practices of the Aboriginal peo-
ple are quite diverse, given their many clans, 
language groups, and communities. Except for 
occasional connections between kin or trading 
partners, these groups have little social con-
tact. When Europeans first arrived in Australia, 
the diversity of Aborigines was even greater: an 
estimated 600 to 700 different groups spoke 
200 to 250 languages as distinct from each 
other as French is from German. The existence of 
many dialects, or variants of languages that were 
more or less understandable to others, increased 
the complexity.

Like the American Indians, Australia’s Aborigi-
nal population declined dramatically following 
European settlement. New diseases, some of 
which were not life-threatening to Europeans, had 
a devastating effect on Aboriginal communities, 
which lacked immunity to them. Mistreatment 
under the British colonial regime, dispossession of 
their land, and the disruption and disintegration of 
their culture also overwhelmed the Aboriginal peo-
ple. Decades of protests and legal efforts regard-
ing their land rights have brought little change.

Historically, the Aboriginal people received little 
legal recognition from Europeans. Only in 1967 did 

LET’S DISCUSS

 1. Try to think of a situation in your culture 
in which the government might forcibly 
remove a child from his or her family. 
Do you know anyone who has had such 
an experience? If so, what were the 
repercussions?

 2. What kind of reasoning do you think lay 
behind the Australian government’s forced 
removal of Aboriginal children from their 
families? In sociological terms, what actu-
ally happened?

Sources: W. Anderson 2003; Attwood 2003; Australia 
1997, 2008; R. Schaefer 2012.
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groups. Asian immigrants, like other minorities and immigrants 
before them, are found disproportionately in low-paying service 
occupations. At the same time, better-educated Asian Americans are 
concentrated near the top in professional and managerial positions, 
although they rarely reach the pinnacle. Instead, they hit the glass 
ceiling, or try to “climb a broken ladder,” as some put it. 

Ironically, Asian Americans are often held up as an unqualified 
success story. According to popular belief, they have succeeded in 
adapting to mainstream U.S. culture despite past prejudice and 
discrimination, and without resorting to confrontations with 
Whites. Box 10-2 compares this common conception with Asian 
Americans’ actual experience.

  Chinese Americans   Unlike African slaves and Native Americans, 
the Chinese were initially encouraged to immigrate to the United 
States. From 1850 to 1880, thousands of Chinese immigrated 

Asian
Indians
18.4%

Pacific Islanders
and other  Asian

Americans
17.9%

Vietnamese
10.3%

Koreans
9.2%

Filipinos
16.7%

Chinese
22.2%Japanese

5.3%

FIGURE 10-6  ASIAN AMERICAN AND PACIFIC 

ISLANDER POPULATION BY ORIGIN

Source: Census 2010 in Hoeffel et al. 2012:Table 6.

Think about It
Do Asian Americans really have a common identity?

dropout rate among Asian Americans 
is increasing rapidly. In California’s 
special program for low-income, 
academically disadvantaged stu-
dents, Asian Americans make up 30 
percent of the students, and their 
proportion of all students in the pro-
gram is rising. 

Some observers see Asian 
Americans’ supposed success as a 
reaffirmation of the cherished belief 
that with talent and hard work, anyone 
can get ahead in the United States. 
This view of Asian Americans as a 
successful minority carries an implicit 
critique of Blacks, Hispanics, and 
other groups who have not fared as 
well as the model minority. The tacit 

This view of Asian Americans as a 
successful minority carries an implicit 

critique of Blacks, Hispanics, and 
other groups who have not fared as 

well as the model minority.

RESEARCH TODAY

10-2 Asian Americans: A Model Minority?

Many people suppose that Asian Americans 
constitute a model, or ideal, minority group. 
According to this belief, Asian Americans 
have succeeded economically, socially, and 
educationally despite past prejudice and dis-
crimination, and without resorting to political 
and violent confrontations with Whites. Pro-
ponents of this view add that because Asian 
Americans have achieved success, they are 
no longer disadvantaged. This portrayal of 
Asian Americans as a model minority ignores 
their economic diversity. Moreover, even those 
Asian Americans who are clustered at the high 
end of the social scale face some barriers to 
advancement. 

The dramatic success of Asian Americans in 
the U.S. educational system has undoubtedly 
contributed to the model minority stereotype. 
Compared with their numbers in the population 
as a whole, Asian Americans are greatly over-
represented in the student bodies of the most 
prestigious universities, public and private. Their 
upward mobility in schooling can be attributed 
in part to a strong cultural belief in the value of 
education, to family pressure to succeed, and 
to the desire to escape discrimination through 
academic achievement.

The resulting perception of Asian Americans 
as academic stars does not always work to 
their advantage. Asian American students who 
do not excel in school may face criticism from 
parents or teachers for their failure to conform 
to the “whiz kid” image. In fact, the high school 

LET’S DISCUSS

 1. Are Asian Americans seen as “whiz kids” at 
your school? If so, how close to reality do 
you think that stereotype is?

 2. Talk with some Asian American students 
about their grades and their study habits. 
Do they all have the same work ethic? 
How does your own work ethic compare to 
theirs?

Sources: Ryan 1976; Tachibana 1990; Takei and 
Sakamoto 2011; Teranishi 2010. 

assumption is that minorities who have been 
less successful than Asian Americans are com-
pletely responsible for their failure to get ahead. 
Viewed from a conflict perspective, this flip side 
to the Asian American stereotype is yet another 
instance of “blaming the victim” (see Explaining 
Poverty on page 194). 
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Asian Americans rarely head the casts of motion pictures, unless those films feature the 
martial arts. Two exceptions to the rule are John Cho (left) and Kal Penn, who co-star in 
the successful Harold & Kumar movies. Penn is the stage name used by Kalpen Modi, 
the son of Asian Indian immigrants to the United States. In 2009, President Obama 
appointed Modi associate director of the Office of Public Engagement, where he served 
as a liaison to the Asian American and Pacific Islander communities.
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246 to this country, lured by job opportunities created by the discov-

ery of gold. However, as employment possibilities decreased and 
competition for mining jobs grew, the Chinese became the target 
of a bitter campaign to limit their numbers and restrict their rights. 
Chinese laborers were exploited, then discarded. 

 In 1882, Congress enacted the Chinese Exclusion Act, which 
prevented Chinese immigration and even forbade Chinese 
in the United States to send for their families. As a result, the 
 Chinese population declined steadily until after World War II. 
More recently, the descendants of the 19th-century immigrants 
have been joined by a new influx from Hong Kong and Taiwan. 
These groups may contrast sharply in their degree of assimila-
tion, desire to live in Chinatowns, and feelings about this coun-
try’s relations with the People’s Republic of China. 

 Currently, over 3 million Chinese Americans live in the 
United States. Some Chinese Americans have entered lucrative 
occupations, yet many immigrants struggle to survive under 
living and working conditions that belie the model-minority ste-
reotype. New York City’s Chinatown district is filled with illegal 
sweatshops in which recent immigrants—many of them Chinese 
women—work for minimal wages. Outside of Chinatown, 23 per-
cent of Asian Americans fall into the low-income category. At the 
other end of the income distribution, barely 5 percent of China-
town’s residents earn more than $100,000 a year, compared to 25 
percent of Asian Americans who live elsewhere in New York City 
(Logan et al. 2002; Wong 2006).  

  Asian Indians   After Chinese Americans, the second-largest 
Asian American group, immigrants from India and their descen-
dants, numbers over 2.9 million. It is difficult to generalize about 
Asian Indian Americans because Asian Indians are such a diverse 
population. India, a country of more than 1.2 billion people 
that is fast becoming the most populous nation in the world, is 
multiethnic. Perhaps because Asian Indian immigrants feel threat-
ened by mainstream U.S. culture, religious orthodoxy is often 
stronger among first-generation immigrants to the United States 

than it is in India. New immigrants try to practice their religion 
just as they did in India rather than join congregations already 
established by other immigrant groups. 

 Maintaining family traditions is a major challenge for Asian 
Indian immigrants to the United States. Family ties remain 
strong despite their immigration—so much so that many Asian 
Indians feel more connected to their relatives in India than 
Americans do to relatives nearby. These  Desi  (pronounced  day -
see, colloquial for people who trace their ancestry to South Asia, 
especially India) are particularly concerned about the erosion of 
traditional family authority. Indian American children dress like 
their peers, go to fast-food restaurants, and even eat hamburgers, 
rejecting the vegetarian diet typical of both Hindus and many 
Asian Indian Muslims. Sons do not feel the extent of respon-
sibility to the family that tradition dictates. Daughters, whose 
occupations and marriage partners the family could control in 
India, assert their right to choose their careers, and even their 
husbands  (Rangaswamy 2005).  

  Filipino Americans   Filipinos are the third-largest Asian American 
group in the United States, with over 2.6 million people. For geo-
graphic reasons, social scientists consider them to be of Asian extrac-
tion, but physically and culturally this group also reflects centuries of 
Spanish and U.S. colonial rule, as well as the more recent U.S. military 
occupation. 

 Filipinos began immigrating to the United States as American 
nationals when the U.S. government gained possession of the 
Philippine Islands at the end of the Spanish–American War 
(1899). When the Philippines gained their independence in 1948, 
Filipinos lost their unrestricted immigration rights, although 
farmworkers were welcome to work in Hawai’i’s pineapple groves. 
Aside from this exception, immigration was restricted to 50 to 100 
Filipinos a year until 1965, when the Immigration Act lifted the 
strict quotas. 

 Today, a significant percentage of Filipino immigrants are 
well-educated professionals who work in the field of health 
care. Although they are a valuable human resource in the 

United States, their immigration has long drained the 
medical establishment in the Philippines. When the U.S. 
Immigration and Naturalization Service stopped giving 
preference to physicians, Filipino doctors began enter-
ing the country as nurses—a dramatic illustration of the 
incredible income differences between the two countries. 
Like other immigrant groups, Filipino Americans save 
much of their income and send a significant amount of 
money, called  remittances,  back to their extended fami-
lies (Zarembo 2004b). 

 For several reasons, Filipino Americans have not 
coalesced in a single formal social organization, despite their 
numbers. Their strong loyalty to the family ( sa pamilya ) and 
to the church— particularly Roman Catholicism— reduces 
their need for a separate organization. Moreover, their diver-
sity complicates the task of uniting the Filipino American 
community, which reflects the same regional, religious, and 
linguistic distinctions that divide their homeland. Thus, the 
many groups that Filipino Americans have organized tend to 
be club-like or fraternal in nature. Because those groups do 
not represent the general population of Filipino Americans, 
they remain largely invisible to Anglos. Although Filipinos 
remain interested in events in their homeland, they also seek 
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247to become involved in broader, non-Filipino organizations and 

to avoid exclusive activities (Bonus 2000; Kang 1996; Lau 2006; 
Padilla 2008).  

  Vietnamese Americans   Vietnamese Americans came to the 
United States primarily during and after the Vietnam War—
especially after U.S. withdrawal from the conflict in 1975. Refu-
gees from the communist government in Vietnam, assisted by 
local agencies, settled throughout the United States, tens of thou-
sands of them in small towns. Over time, however, Vietnamese 
Americans have gravitated toward the larger urban areas, estab-
lishing Vietnamese restaurants and grocery stores in their ethnic 
enclaves there. 

 In 1995, the United States resumed normal diplomatic rela-
tions with Vietnam. Gradually, the  Viet Kieu,  or Vietnamese living 
abroad, began to return to their old country to visit, but usually not 
to take up permanent residence. Today, more than 35 years after 
the end of the Vietnam War, sharp differences of opinion remain 
among Vietnamese Americans, especially the older ones, concern-
ing the war and the present government of Vietnam (Pfeifer 2008).  

  Korean Americans   At over 1.4 million, the population of Korean 
Americans now exceeds that of Japanese Americans. Yet Korean 
Americans are often overshadowed by other groups from Asia. 

 Today’s Korean American community is the result of three 
waves of immigration. The initial wave arrived between 1903 
and 1910, when Korean laborers migrated to Hawai’i. The sec-
ond wave followed the end of the Korean War in 1953; most 
of those immigrants were wives of U.S. servicemen and war 
orphans. The third wave, continuing to the present, has reflected 
the admissions priorities set up in the 1965 Immigration Act. 
These well-educated immigrants arrive in the United States with 
professional skills. Yet because of language difficulties and dis-
crimination, many must settle at least initially for positions of 
lower responsibility than those they held in Korea and must suf-
fer through a period of disenchantment. Stress, loneliness, and 
family strife may accompany the pain of adjustment. 

 In the early 1990s, the apparent friction between Korean 
Americans and another subordinate racial group, African Amer-
icans, attracted nationwide attention. Conflict between the two 
groups was dramatized in Spike Lee’s 1989 movie  Do the Right 
Thing.  The situation stemmed from Korean Americans’ posi-
tion as the latest immigrant group to cater to the needs of inner-
city populations abandoned by those who have moved up the 
economic ladder. This type of friction is not new; generations 
of Jewish, Italian, and Arab merchants have encountered simi-
lar hostility from what to outsiders seems an unlikely source—
another oppressed minority (Kim 1999).  

  Japanese Americans   Approximately 842,000 Japanese Ameri-
cans live in the United States. As a people, they are relatively recent 
arrivals. In 1880, only 148 Japanese lived in the United States, but 
by 1920 there were more than 110,000. Japanese immigrants—
called the  Issei  (pronounced  ee -say), or first generation—were 
usually males seeking employment opportunities. Many Whites 
saw them (along with Chinese immigrants) as a “yellow peril” 
and subjected them to prejudice and discrimination. 

 In 1941, the attack on Hawai’i’s Pearl Harbor by Japan had 
severe repercussions for Japanese Americans. The federal gov-
ernment decreed that all Japanese Americans on the West Coast 

must leave their homes and report to “evacuation camps.” In 
effect, Japanese Americans became scapegoats for the anger that 
other people in the United States felt concerning Japan’s role in 
World War II. By August 1943, in an unprecedented application 
of guilt by virtue of ancestry, 113,000 Japanese Americans had 
been forced into hastily built camps. In striking contrast, only 
a few German Americans and Italian Americans were sent to 
evacuation camps (Hosokawa 1969). 

 In 1983, a federal commission recommended government 
payments to all surviving Japanese Americans who had been held 
in detention camps. The commission reported that the detention 
was motivated by “race prejudice, war hysteria, and a failure of 
political leadership.” It added that “no documented acts of espio-
nage, sabotage, or fifth-column activity were shown to have been 
committed” by Japanese Americans. In 1988, President Ronald 
Reagan signed the Civil Liberties Act, which required the fed-
eral government to issue individual apologies for all violations 
of Japanese Americans’ constitutional rights, and established a 
$1.25 billion trust fund to pay reparations to the approximately 
77,500 surviving Japanese Americans who had been interned 
(Department of Justice 2000).   

  Arab Americans 
 Arab Americans are immigrants, and their descendants, from 
the 22 nations of the Arab world. As defined by the League of 
Arab States, these are the nations of North Africa and what is 
popularly known as the Middle East, including Lebanon, Syria, 
Palestine, Morocco, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, and Somalia. Not all 

In Chicago, a young  Muslim 
woman sports an “I Love 
New York” T-shirt. 
Across the United 
States, racial and 
ethnic diversity 
has increased 
dramatically.
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 In spite of this great diversity, profiling of potential terrorists 
at airports has put Arab and Muslim Americans under special 
surveillance. For years, a number of airlines and law enforcement 
authorities have used appearance and ethnic-sounding names to 
identify and take aside Arab Americans and search their belong-
ings. After the terrorist attacks of September 2001, criticism of 
this practice declined as concern for the public’s safety mounted.      

  Latinos 
 Together, the various groups included under the general category 
 Latinos  represent the largest minority in the United States. There 
are more than 50 million  Hispanics in this country, including 
30 million Mexican Americans, more than 4 million Puerto 
Ricans, and smaller numbers of Cuban Americans and people 
of Central and South American origin ( Figure 10-8 ). The latter 
group represents the fastest-growing and most diverse segment of 

the Hispanic community. 
 According to Census Bureau data, the 

Latino population now outnumbers the Afri-
can American population in 6 of the 10 larg-
est metropolitan areas of the United States: 
New York City, Los Angeles, Chicago, Dallas–
Fort Worth, Houston, and Miami–Fort 
Lauderdale. The rise of the Hispanic popu-
lation of the United States—fueled by com-
paratively high birthrates and immigration 
levels—has Latinos beginning to flex their 
muscles as voters. In the 2012 presidential 
election, Latinos accounted for more than 
10 percent of eligible voters. As Hispanics 
age and immigrants become citizens, their 
presence in the voting booth will be felt 
even more strongly (Bureau of the Census 
2011a:Table 23 on page 31; Lopez 2011). 

residents of those countries are Arab; for example, the Kurds, 
who live in northern Iraq, are not Arab. And some Arab Ameri-
cans may have immigrated to the United States from non-Arab 
countries such as Great Britain or France, where their families 
have lived for generations. 

 The Arabic language is the single most unifying force among 
Arabs, although not all Arabs, and certainly not all Arab Ameri-
cans, can read and speak Arabic. Moreover, the language has 
evolved over the centuries so that people in different parts of the 
Arab world speak different dialects. Still, the fact that the Koran 
(or Qur’an) was originally written in Arabic gives the language 
special importance to Muslims, just as the Torah’s compilation in 
Hebrew gives that language special significance to Jews. 

 Estimates of the size of the Arab American community differ 
widely. By some estimates, up to 3 million people of Arab ances-
try reside in the United States. Among those who identify them-
selves as Arab Americans, the most common country of origin is 
Lebanon, followed by Syria, Egypt, and Palestine. In 2000, these 
four countries of origin accounted for two-
thirds of all Arab Americans. Their rising 
numbers have led to the development of 
Arab retail centers in several cities, includ-
ing Dearborn and Detroit, Michigan; Los 
Angeles; Chicago; New York City; and 
Washington, D.C. 

 As a group, Arab Americans are ex -
tremely diverse. Many families have lived 
in the United States for several generations; 
others are foreign born. Their points of 
origin range from the metropolis of Cairo, 
Egypt, to the rural villages of Morocco. 
Despite the stereotype, most Arab Ameri-
cans are  not  Muslim ( Figure 10-7 ). Nor can 
Arab Americans be characterized as hav-
ing a specific family type, gender role, or 
occupational pattern (David 2004, 2008). 

FIGURE 10-7  ARAB AMERICAN RELIGIOUS 

AFFILIATIONS

Notes: Roman/Eastern Catholic includes Roman Catholic, Maronite, and 
Melkite (Greek Catholic); Eastern Orthodox includes Antiochian, Syrian, Greek, 
and Coptic; Muslim includes Sunni, Shi’a, and Druze.
Source: Arab American Institute 2010, based on 2002 Zogby International Survey.

Unlike Arabs in other parts of the world, most Arab Americans are Christian.

Muslim
24%

Other religion/
no affiliation

13%

Protestant
10%

Eastern
Orthodox

18%

Roman/Eastern
Catholic

35%

Note: “Other Hispanic” includes Spanish Americans and Latinos identified as 
being of mixed ancestry.
Source: 2010 Census data in Ennis et al. 2011:33.

FIGURE 10-8 HISPANIC POPULATION BY ORIGIN

Salvadoran
3.3%

Cuban
3.5%

Other
Hispanic

8.0%

Puerto Rican
9.3%

Other Central/
South American

8.0%

Mexican
63.0%

Dominican
2.8%

Guatamalan
2.1%

Think about It
Do Hispanic Americans really have a common identity?
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guage and culture, which can cause serious problems in their 
assimilation. An intelligent student whose first language is Span-
ish may be presumed slow or even unruly by English- speaking 
schoolchildren, and frequently by English-speaking teachers 
as well. The labeling of Latino children as underachievers, as 
learning disabled, or as emotionally disturbed can act as a self- 
fulfilling prophecy for some children. Bilingual education aims 
at easing the educational difficulties experienced by Hispanic 
children and others whose first language is not English. 

 The educational difficulties of Latino students certainly con-
tribute to Hispanics’ generally low economic status. In 2008, 
about 17 percent of all Hispanic households earned less than 
$15,000, compared to 11 percent of White non-Hispanic house-
holds; the poverty rate was 25.3 percent for Hispanics, compared 
to 9.4 percent for White non-Hispanics. Although Latinos are 
not as affluent as White non-Hispanics, a middle class is begin-
ning to emerge (DeNavas-Walt et al. 2010:15, 35, 38). 

  Mexican Americans   The largest Latino population is Mexican 
Americans, who can be further subdivided into those descended 
from residents of the territories annexed after the Mexican 
 American War of 1848 and those who have immigrated from 
Mexico to the United States. The opportunity for a Mexican to 
earn in one hour what it would take an entire day to earn in 
 Mexico has pushed millions of legal and illegal immigrants north. 

 Many people view Mexican Americans as primarily an 
immigrant group. Since at least 2000, however, the number of 
Mexican Americans who were born in the United States has far 
exceeded those who immigrated here. Overall, Mexican Ameri-
cans accounted for 42 percent of the nation’s population growth 
in the decade 2000–2010. Two-thirds of them were born here; 
the other third were new arrivals (Bureau of the Census 2011a:8; 
Pew Hispanic Center 2011).  

  Puerto Ricans   The second-largest segment of Latinos in the 
United States is Puerto Ricans. Since 1917, residents of Puerto 
Rico have held the status of American citizens; many have 
migrated to New York and other eastern cities. Unfortunately, 
Puerto Ricans have experienced serious poverty both in the 
United States and on the island. Those who live in the continen-
tal United States earn barely half the family income of Whites. 
As a result, a reverse migration began in the 1970s, when more 
Puerto Ricans were leaving for the island than were coming to 
the mainland (Torres 2008). 

 Politically, Puerto Ricans in the United States have not been as 
successful as Mexican Americans in organizing for their rights. 
For many mainland Puerto Ricans—as for many residents of the 
island—the paramount political issue is the destiny of Puerto 
Rico itself: should it continue in its present commonwealth sta-
tus, petition for admission to the United States as the 51st state, 
or attempt to become an independent nation? This question has 
divided Puerto Rico for decades and remains a central issue in 
Puerto Rican elections. In a 1998 referendum, voters supported 
a “none of the above” option, effectively favoring continuation of 
the commonwealth status over statehood or independence.  

  Cuban Americans   Cuban immigration to the United States 
dates back as far as 1831, but it began in earnest following Fidel 
Castro’s assumption of power in the Cuban revolution (1959). 

The first wave of 200,000 Cubans included many professionals 
with relatively high levels of schooling; these men and women 
were largely welcomed as refugees from communist tyranny. 
However, more recent waves of immigrants have aroused 
growing concern, partly because they were less likely to be 
skilled professionals. Throughout these waves of immigration, 
Cuban Americans have been encouraged to locate around the 
United States. Nevertheless, many continue to settle in (or return 
to) metropolitan Miami, Florida, with its warm climate and 
proximity to Cuba. 

 The Cuban experience in the United States has been mixed. 
Some detractors worry about the vehement anticommunism of 
Cuban Americans and the apparent growth of an organized crime 
syndicate that engages in the drug trade and ganglike violence. 
Recently, Cuban Americans in Miami have expressed concern over 
what they view as the indifference of the city’s Roman Catholic 
hierarchy. Like other Hispanics, Cuban Americans are underrep-
resented in leadership positions within the church. Also—despite 
many individual success stories—as a group, Cuban Americans in 
Miami remain behind Whites in income, rate of employment, and 
proportion of professionals (Masud-Piloto 2008).  

  Central and South Americans   Immigrants from Central 
and South America are a diverse population that has not been 
closely studied. Indeed, most government statistics treat mem-
bers of this group collectively as “other,” rarely differentiating 
among them by nationality. Yet people from Chile and Costa 
Rica have little in common other than their hemisphere of 
origin and the Spanish language—if that. The fact is, not all 
Central and South Americans speak Spanish. Immigrants from 
Brazil, for example, speak Portuguese; immigrants from French 
Guyana speak French; and immigrants from Suriname speak 
Dutch. 

 Racially, many of the nations of Central and South America 
follow a complex classification system that recognizes a mul-
titude of color gradients. Experience with this multiracial 
system does not prepare immigrants to the United States 
for the stark Black–White racial divide that characterizes 
U.S. society. Beyond their diversity in color and language, 
immigrants from Central and South America are differenti-
ated by social class distinctions, religious differences, urban or 
rural upbringings, and dialects. Some of them may come from 
indigenous populations, especially in Guatemala and Belize. If 
so, their social identity would be separate from any national 
allegiance. 

 In short, social relations among Central and South Ameri-
cans, who collectively number nearly 7 million people, defy gen-
eralization. The same can be said about their relations with other 
Latinos and with non-Latinos. Central and South Americans do 
not form, nor should they be expected to form, a cohesive group. 
Nor do they easily form coalitions with Cuban Americans, Mexi-
can Americans, or Puerto Ricans.   

  Jewish Americans 
 Jews constitute about 2 percent of the population of the 
United States. They play a prominent role in the worldwide Jew-
ish community, because the United States has the world’s largest 
concentration of Jews. Like the Japanese, many Jewish immi-
grants came to this country and became white-collar profession-
als in spite of prejudice and discrimination. 
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White Americans often express their ethnicity with special celebrations, such 
as this Scandinavian Festival parade in Junction City, Oregon. Participants 
proudly display the flag of Denmark.
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been vicious in the United States, although rarely so widespread 
and never so formalized as in Europe. In many cases, Jews have 
been used as scapegoats for other people’s failures. Not surpris-
ingly, Jews have not achieved equality in the United States. Despite 
high levels of education and professional training, they are still 
conspicuously absent from the top management of large corpora-
tions (except for the few firms founded by Jews). Nonetheless, a 
national survey in 2009 showed that one out of four people in the 
United States blames “the Jews” for the financial crisis. In addi-
tion, private social clubs and fraternal groups frequently continue 
to limit membership to Gentiles (non-Jews), a practice upheld by 
the Supreme Court in the 1964 case  Bell v. Maryland  (Malhotra 
and Margalit 2009). 

 The Anti-Defamation League (ADL) of B’nai B’rith coordi-
nates an annual tally of reported anti-Semitic incidents. Although 
the number has fluctuated, in 2009 the tabulation of the total 
reported incidents of harassment, threats, vandalism, and assaults 
came to 1,211. Some incidents were inspired and carried out 
by neo-Nazi skinheads—groups of young people who cham-
pion racist and anti-Semitic ideologies. Such threatening behav-
ior only intensifies the fears of many Jewish Americans, who 
remember the Holocaust—the extermination of 6 million Jews 
by the Nazi Third Reich during World War II (Anti-Defamation 
League 2010). 

 As is true for other minorities discussed in this chapter, Jew-
ish Americans face the choice of maintaining ties to their long 
religious and cultural heritage or becoming as indistinguishable 
as possible from Gentiles. Many Jews have tended to assimi-
late, as is evident from the rise in marriages between Jews and 
Christians. In marriages that occurred in the 1970s, more than 
70 percent of Jews married Jews or people who converted to 
Judaism. In marriages since 1996, that proportion has dropped 
to 53 percent. This trend means that today, American Jews are 
almost as likely to marry a Gentile as a Jew. For many, religion is 
a nonissue— neither parent practices religious rituals. Two-thirds 
of the children of these Jewish–Gentile marriages are not raised 

as Jews. Finally, in 2005, two-thirds of Jews felt that the biggest 
threat to Jewish life was anti-Semitism; only one-third named 
intermarriage as the biggest threat (American Jewish Committee 
2005; Sanua 2007). 

   White Ethnics 
 A significant segment of the population of the United States is 
made up of White ethnics whose ancestors arrived from Europe 
within the past century. The nation’s White ethnic population 
includes about 49 million people who claim at least partial 
 German ancestry, 36 million Irish Americans, 17 million Italian 
Americans, and 10 million Polish Americans, as well as immi-
grants from other European nations. Some of these people con-
tinue to live in close-knit ethnic neighborhoods, whereas others 
have largely assimilated and left the “old ways” behind. 

 Many White ethnics today identify only sporadically with 
their heritage.    Symbolic ethnicity    refers to an emphasis on con-

cerns such as ethnic food or political issues rather 
than on deeper ties to one’s ethnic heritage. It is 
reflected in the occasional family trip to an eth-
nic bakery, the celebration of a ceremonial event 
such as St. Joseph’s Day among Italian Ameri-
cans, or concern about the future of Northern 
Ireland among Irish Americans. Such practices 
are another example of the social construction of 
race and ethnicity. Except in cases in which new 
immigration reinforces old traditions, symbolic 
ethnicity tends to decline with each passing gen-
eration (Alba 1990; Winter 2008). 

 Although the White ethnic identity may be a 
point of pride to those who share it, they do not 
necessarily celebrate it at the expense of disad-
vantaged minorities. It is all too easy to assume 
that race relations are a zero-sum game in which 
one group gains at the expense of the other. 
Rather, the histories of several White ethnic 
groups, such as the Irish and the Italians, show 
that once marginalized people can rise to posi-
tions of prestige and influence (Alba 2009). 

For practicing Jews, the Hebrew language is an important part of religious instruction. This teacher is 
showing flashcards of Hebrew alphabetic characters to deaf students.
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 Worldwide, immigration is at an all-time high. Each year, about 
191 million people move from one country to another—a num-
ber that is roughly the equivalent of the total populations of Rus-
sia and Italy. A million of these immigrants enter the United States 
legally, to join the 13 percent of the U.S. population who are for-
eign born. Perhaps more significantly, one-fourth of the U.S. labor 
force is foreign born—the largest proportion in at least 120 years 
(Passel and Cohn 2011). 

 Globally, these mass migrations have had a tremendous social 
impact. The constantly increasing numbers of immigrants and 
the pressure they put on job opportunities and welfare capabilities 
in the countries they enter raise troubling questions for many of 
the world’s economic powers. Who should be allowed in? At what 
point should immigration be curtailed (United Nations 2009)? 

  Looking at the Issue 

 The migration of people is not uniform across time or space. 
At certain times, war or famine may precipitate large move-
ments of people, either temporarily or permanently. Temporary 
dislocations occur when people wait until it is safe to return to 
their home areas. However, more and more migrants who can-
not make an adequate living in their home nations are making 
permanent moves to developed nations. The major migration 
streams flow into North America, the oil-rich areas of the Middle 
East, and the industrial economies of western Europe and Asia. 
Currently, seven of the world’s wealthiest nations (including 
Germany, France, the United Kingdom, and the United States) 
shelter about one-third of the world’s migrant population, but 
less than one-fifth of the world’s total population. As long as dis-
parities in job opportunities exist among countries, there is little 
reason to expect this international trend to reverse. 

 One consequence of global immigration is the emergence 
of    transnationals   —immigrants who sustain multiple social 
relationships that link their societies of origin with the society 

  social policy and Racial and Ethnic Inequality  

 Global Immigration 

of settlement. The industrial tycoons of the early 20th century, 
whose power outmatched that of many nation-states, were among 
the world’s first transnationals. Today, millions of people, many 
of very modest means, move back and forth between countries 
much as commuters do between city and suburbs. More and more 
of these people have dual citizenship. Rather than being shaped 
by allegiance to one country, their identity is rooted in their 
struggle to survive—and in some instances prosper—by tran-
scending international borders. We will take a closer look at these 
citizens of the world in the Social Policy section of Chapter 16 
(Croucher 2004; Sassen 2005). 

 Countries that have long been a destination for immigrants, 
such as the United States, usually have policies regarding who 
has preference to enter. Often, clear racial and ethnic biases are 
built into these policies. In the 1920s, U.S. policy gave prefer-
ence to people from western Europe, while making it difficult 
for residents of southern and eastern Europe, Asia, and Africa 
to enter the country. During the late 1930s and early 1940s, the 
federal government refused to lift or loosen restrictive immigra-
tion quotas in order to allow Jewish refugees to escape the terror 
of the Nazi regime. In line with this policy, the SS  St. Louis,  with 
more than 900 Jewish refugees on board, was denied permission 
to land in the United States in 1939. The ship was forced to sail 
back to Europe, where it is estimated that at least a few hundred 
of its passengers later died at the hands of the Nazis (Morse 
1967; G. Thomas and Witts 1974). 

 Since the 1960s, U.S. policy has encouraged the immigra-
tion of relatives of U.S. residents as well as of people who have 
desirable skills. This change has significantly altered the pattern 
of sending nations. Previously, Europeans dominated, but for 
the past 40 years, immigrants have come primarily from Latin 
America and Asia. Thus, an ever-growing proportion of the U.S. 
population will be Asian or Hispanic ( Figure 10-9, page 252 ). To 
a large degree, fear and resentment of growing racial and ethnic 

 That is not to say that White ethnics and racial minori-
ties have not been antagonistic toward one another because of 
economic competition—an interpretation that agrees with the 
conflict approach to sociology. As Blacks, Latinos, and Native 
Americans emerge from the lower class, they must compete with 
working-class Whites for jobs, housing, and educational oppor-
tunities. In times of high unemployment or inflation, any such 
competition can easily generate intense intergroup conflict. 

 In many respects, the plight of White ethnics raises the 
same basic issues as that of other subordinate people in the 
United States. How ethnic can people be—how much can they 
deviate from an essentially White, Anglo-Saxon, Protestant 
norm—before society punishes them for their willingness to be 
different? Our society does seem to reward people for assimilat-
ing, yet as we have seen, assimilation is no easy process. In the 
years to come, more and more people will face the challenge of 

251

fitting in, not only in the United States but around the world, as 
the flow of immigrants from one country to another continues 
to increase. In the Social Policy section that follows, we focus on 
global immigration and its implications for the future. 

thinking CRITICALLY

Mexican American culture seems alive in many Mexi-
can American communities. Native Americans routinely 
display their tribal identities. Why do White ethnic iden-
tities seem more elusive?
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nation’s economy, areas that accept high concen-
trations of immigrants may find it difficult to 
meet short-term social service needs. And when 
migrants with skills or educational potential leave 
developing countries, their departure can be dys-
functional for those nations. No amount of pay-
ments sent back home can make up for the loss 
of valuable human resources from poor nations 
(Borjas et al. 2006; Kochhar 2006; Sum et al. 2006). 

 Conflict theorists note how much of the debate 
over immigration is phrased in economic terms. 
The debate intensifies when the arrivals are of a 
different racial or ethnic background from the host 
population. For example, Europeans often refer 
to “foreigners,” but the term does not necessarily 
mean one of foreign birth. In Germany, “foreign-
ers” refers to people of non-German ancestry, even 
if they were  born  in Germany; it does not refer to 
people of German ancestry born in another coun-
try, who may choose to return to their mother 
country. Fear and dislike of “new” ethnic groups 
divides countries throughout the world. 

 The feminist perspective pays special attention 
to the role that women play in global immigra-
tion. Immigrant women face all the challenges 
that immigrant men do, and some additional ones. 
Typically, they bear the responsibility for obtain-
ing services for their families, particularly their 
children. Because the men are likely to be con-
sumed with work, the women are left to navigate 
through the bureaucratic tangle of schools, city 
services, and medical facilities, as well as the unfa-
miliar stores and markets they must visit to feed 
their families. Women who need special medical 
services or are victims of domestic violence are 
often reluctant to seek outside help. Yet they are 
more likely than the men to serve as the liaison 
between their households and community and 
religious associations. Also, because many new 
immigrants view the United States as a dangerous 
place to raise a family, women must be especially 

watchful over their children’s lives (Hondagneu-Sotelo 2003).  

  Initiating Policy 

 The long border with Mexico provides ample opportunity for 
illegal immigration into the United States. Throughout the 
1980s, the public perception that the United States had lost con-
trol of its borders grew. Feeling pressure for immigration control, 
Congress ended a decade of debate by approving the Immigra-
tion Reform and Control Act of 1986. The act marked a historic 
change in the nation’s immigration policy. For the first time, 
the hiring of illegal aliens was outlawed, and employers caught 
violating the law became subject to fines and even prison sen-
tences. Just as significant a change was the extension of amnesty 
and legal status to many illegal immigrants already living in the 
United States. More than 20 years later, however, the act appears 
to have had mixed results. Substantial numbers of illegal immi-
grants continue to enter the country each year, with an estimated 
11 million or more present at any given time—a marked increase 

diversity is a key factor in opposition to immigration. In many 
nations, people are concerned that the new arrivals do not reflect 
their own cultural and racial heritage.  

  Applying Sociology 

 Research suggests that immigrants adapt well to life in the 
United States, becoming an asset to the nation’s economy. In 
some areas, heavy immigration may drain a local community’s 
resources, but in other areas it revitalizes the local economy. 

 Despite people’s fears, immigration performs many valuable 
functions. For the receiving society, it alleviates labor shortages, 
as it does in health care and technology in the United States. For 
the sending nation, migration can relieve an economy unable to 
support large numbers of people. Often overlooked is the large 
amount of money  (remittances)  that immigrants send  back  to 
their home nations. 

 Immigration can be dysfunctional as well. Although stud-
ies generally show that it has a positive impact on the receiving 252

For the past four decades, the majority of immigrants to the United States have come from outside 
Europe and Canada.
Source: Office of Immigration Statistics 2011.
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since 2000, when their number was estimated at close to 8 mil-
lion (Passel and Cohn 2011). 

 In 2010, frustrated by the continuing flow of illegal immi-
grants across the Mexican border, Arizona enacted a law 
empowering police to detain without authorization people 
whom they reasonably suspect of being illegal immigrants 
and to verify their immigration status. Immediately, oppo-
nents charged that the new law would lead to racial profiling. 
In 2012 the Supreme Court upheld the right of police to check 
the immigration status of anyone they stop or detain if they 
have a “reasonable suspicion” that the person has entered the 
country illegally.  The debate continues between those seeking 
to tighten border controls and those advocating reform of the 
nation’s immigration laws. Legal experts questioned whether 
state enforcement of immigration law was constitutional. 
Although implementation of the law has been problematic, it 
has highlighted the resolve of those seeking to tighten control 
of the nation’s borders. It has also galvanized those seeking to 
reform the nation’s immigration law. 

 Recently, immigrants have staged massive marches to pres-
sure Congress to speed the naturalization process and develop 
ways for illegal immigrants to gain legal residency. Counter-
demonstrations by those who oppose illegal immigration have 
called for more resources with which to detect and deport ille-
gal immigrants and to strengthen the U.S.–Mexican border. 
Despite this widespread public dissatisfaction with the nation’s 

immigration policy, little progress has been made. Congress has 
had difficulty reaching a bipartisan compromise that pleases 
both sides: both supporters of strict social control and those who 
would allow illegal immigrants to remain in the country legally, 
under some circumstances. 

 The entire world feels the overwhelming impact of globaliza-
tion on immigration patterns. The European Union agreement 
of 1997 gave the governing commission authority to propose a 
Europe-wide policy on immigration. An EU policy that allows 
residents of one EU country to live and work in another EU 
country is expected to complicate efforts by sending nations, 
such as Turkey, to become members of the EU. Immigrants from 
Turkey’s predominantly Muslim population are not welcome in 
many EU countries (Denny 2004). 

 In the wake of the attacks of September 11, 2001, on the 
World Trade Center and the Pentagon, immigration procedures 
were complicated by the need to detect potential terrorists. Ille-
gal immigrants especially, but even legal immigrants, have felt 
increased scrutiny by government officials around the world. For 
would-be immigrants to many nations, the wait to receive the 
right to enter a country—even to join  relatives—has increased 
substantially, as immigration officials scrutinize more closely 
what were once routine applications. 

 The intense debate over immigration reflects deep value con-
flicts in the cultures of many nations. One strand of our culture, 
for example, has traditionally emphasized egalitarian principles 
and a desire to help people in time of need. At the same time, hos-
tility to potential immigrants and refugees—whether the Chinese 
in the 1880s, European Jews in the 1930s and 1940s, or Mexicans, 
Haitians, and Arabs today—reflects not only racial, ethnic, and 
religious prejudice, but a desire to maintain the dominant culture 
of the in-group by keeping out those viewed as outsiders. 

  Take the Issue with You 
    1. Did you or your parents or grandparents immigrate to the 

United States from another nation? If so, when and where did 
your family come from, and why?  

   2. On balance, do the functions of immigration to the United 
States outweigh the dysfunctions?  

   3. Do you live, work, or study with recent immigrants to the 
United States? If so, are they well accepted in your commu-
nity, or do they face prejudice and discrimination?          

U.S. employers’ demand for low-paid labor fuels illegal immigration.

 MASTERING THIS CHAPTER 

 The social dimensions of race and ethnicity are important factors in 
shaping people’s lives, both in the United States and in other countries. 
In this chapter, we examine the meaning of race and ethnicity and study 
the major  racial  and  ethnic groups  of the United States. 

    1. A  racial group  is set apart from others by physical differences; an 
ethnic group  is set apart primarily by national origin or cultural 
patterns.  

  Summary 

   2. When sociologists define a  minority group,  they are concerned primar-
ily with the economic and political power, or powerlessness, of the group.  

   3. The meaning people attach to the physical differences between races 
gives social significance to race, producing  stereotypes.   

   4.  Prejudice  often but not always leads to  discrimination.  Sometimes, 
through  color-blind racism,  prejudiced people try to use the prin-
ciple of racial neutrality to defend a racially unequal status quo.  
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  Key Terms 

    Affirmative action    Positive efforts to recruit minority group members or 
women for jobs, promotions, and educational opportunities. (page 237)  

   Amalgamation    The process through which a majority group and a minor-
ity group combine to form a new group. (241)  

   Anti-Semitism     Anti-Jewish prejudice. (250)  

   Apartheid    A former policy of the South African government, designed 
to maintain the separation of Blacks and other non-Whites from the 
dominant Whites. (240)  

   Assimilation    The process through which a person forsakes his or her 
cultural tradition to become part of a different culture. (241)  

   Black power    A political philosophy, promoted by many younger Blacks in 
the 1960s, that supported the creation of Black-controlled political 
and economic institutions. (243)  

   Color-blind racism    The use of the principle of race neutrality to defend a 
racially unequal status quo. (233)  

   Contact hypothesis    An interactionist perspective which states that in 
cooperative circumstances, interracial contact between people of 
equal status will reduce prejudice. (239)  

   Discrimination    The denial of opportunities and equal rights to individu-
als and groups because of prejudice or other arbitrary reasons. (233)  

   Ethnic group    A group that is set apart from others primarily because of 
its national origin or distinctive cultural patterns. (229)  

   Ethnocentrism    The tendency to assume that one’s own culture and way 
of life represent the norm or are superior to all others. (232)  

   Exploitation theory    A Marxist theory that views racial subordination in 
the United States as a manifestation of the class system inherent in 
capitalism. (238)  

   Genocide    The deliberate, systematic killing of an entire people or nation. 
(240)  

   Glass ceiling    An invisible barrier that blocks the promotion of a qualified 
individual in a work environment because of the individual’s gender, 
race, or ethnicity. (235)  

   Institutional discrimination    The denial of opportunities and equal rights 
to individuals and groups that results from the normal operations of 
a society. (236)  

   Minority group    A subordinate group whose members have significantly 
less control or power over their own lives than the members of a domi-
nant or majority group have over theirs. (229)  

   Model, lf ideal, minority    A subordinate group whose members suppos-
edly have succeeded economically, socially, and educationally despite 
past prejudice and discrimination, and without resorting to political 
and violent confrontations with Whites. (245)  

   Pluralism    Mutual respect for one another’s cultures among the various 
groups in a society, which allows minorities to express their cultures 
without experiencing prejudice. (241)  

   Prejudice    A negative attitude toward an entire category of people, often 
an ethnic or racial minority. (232)  

   Racial formation    A sociohistorical process in which racial categories are 
created, inhabited, transformed, and destroyed. (230)  

   Racial group    A group that is set apart from others because of physical 
differences that have taken on social significance. (229)  

   Racial profiling    Any arbitrary action initiated by an authority based on 
race, ethnicity, or national origin rather than on a person’s behavior. 
(238)  

   Racism    The belief that one race is supreme and all others are innately 
inferior. (232)  

   Segregation    The physical separation of two groups of people in terms of 
residence, workplace, and social events; often imposed on a minority 
group by a dominant group. (240)  

   Stereotype    An unreliable generalization about all members of a group 
that does not recognize individual differences within the group. 
(232)  

   Symbolic ethnicity    An ethnic identity that emphasizes concerns such as 
ethnic food or political issues rather than deeper ties to one’s ethnic 
heritage. (250)  

   Transnational    An immigrant who sustains multiple social relationships 
that link his or her society of origin with the society of settlement. 
(251)  

   White privilege    Rights or immunities granted to people as a particular 
benefit or favor simply because they are White. (235)    

   5.  Institutional discrimination  results from the normal operations of 
a society.  

   6. Functionalists point out that discrimination is both functional and 
dysfunctional for a society. Conflict theorists explain racial subordi-
nation through  exploitation theory.  Interactionists pose the  contact 
hypothesis  as a means of reducing prejudice and discrimination.  

   7.  Racial profiling  is any arbitrary action initiated by an authority 
based on race, ethnicity, or national origin rather than on a person’s 
behavior. Based on false stereotypes of certain racial and ethnic 
groups, the practice is not an effective way to fight crime.  

   8. Four patterns describe typical intergroup relations in North Amer-
ica and elsewhere:  segregation, amalgamation, assimilation,  and 
pluralism.  Pluralism remains more of an ideal than a reality.  

   9. Contemporary prejudice and discrimination against African Amer-
icans are rooted in the history of slavery in the United States.  

   10. Asian Americans are commonly viewed as a  model  or  ideal minor-
ity,  a false stereotype that is not necessarily beneficial to members 
of that group.  

   11. The various groups included under the general term  Latinos  repre-
sent the largest ethnic minority in the United States.  

   12. Worldwide, immigration is at an all-time high, fueling controversy 
not only in the United States but in the European Union as well. 
A new kind of immigrant, the  transnational,  moves back and 
forth across international borders in search of a better job or an 
education.    
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  Self-Quiz 

 Read each question carefully and then select the best answer. 

     1.  Sociologists have identified five basic properties of a minority group. Which of 
the following is  not  one of those properties?

     a.  unequal treatment  
    b.  physical traits  
    c.  ascribed status  
    d.  cultural bias     

    2.  The largest racial minority group in the United States is
     a.  Asian Americans.  
    b.  African Americans.  
    c.  Native Americans.  
    d.  Jewish Americans.     

    3.  Racism is a form of which of the following?
     a.  ethnocentrism  
    b.  discrimination  
    c.  prejudice  
    d.  both b and c     

    4.  Suppose that a White employer refuses to hire a qualified Vietnamese American 
but hires an inferior White applicant. This decision is an act of

     a.  prejudice.  
    b.  ethnocentrism.  
    c.  discrimination.  
    d.  stigmatization.     

    5.  Suppose that a workplace requires that only English be spoken, even when it is 
not a business necessity to restrict the use of other languages. This requirement 
would be an example of

     a.  prejudice.  
    b.  scapegoating.  
    c.  a self-fulfilling prophecy.  
    d.  institutional discrimination.     

    6.  Working together as computer programmers for an electronics firm, a 
Hispanic woman and a Jewish man overcome their initial prejudices 

and come to appreciate each other’s strengths and talents. This scenario 
is an example of

     a.  the contact hypothesis.  
    b.  a self-fulfilling prophecy.  
    c.  amalgamation.  
    d.  reverse discrimination.     

    7.  Intermarriage over several generations, resulting in various groups combining to 
form a new group, would be an example of

     a.  amalgamation.  
    b.  assimilation.  
    c.  segregation.  
    d.  pluralism.     

    8.  Alphonso D’Abruzzo changed his name to Alan Alda. His action is an example of
     a.  amalgamation.  
    b.  assimilation.  
    c.  segregation.  
    d.  pluralism.     

    9.  In which of the following racial or ethnic groups has one teenager in every six 
attempted suicide?

     a.  African Americans  
    b.  Asian Americans  
    c.  Native Americans  
    d.  Latinos     

    10.  Advocates of  Marxist class theory  argue that the basis for racial subordination 
in the United States lies within the capitalist economic system. Another 
representation of this point of view is reflected in which of the following 
theories?

     a.  exploitation  
    b.  functionalist  
    c.  interactionist  
    d.  contact     

   TAKING SOCIOLOGY  with you 

    1. Consider one or more jobs you have had, or an occupation you 
aspire to. How diverse is the staff you worked or would work with? 
What about your clients or customers? Do you expect racial and eth-
nic diversity to play an important role in your future career?  

   2. Talk with an older relative about your family’s past. Did your ances-
tors experience prejudice or discrimination because of their race or 
ethnicity, and if so, in what way? Did they ever use racial or ethnic 

slurs to refer to people of other races or ethnicities? Have your fam-
ily’s attitudes toward members of other groups changed over the 
years, and if so, why?  

   3. Look up the census statistics on the racial and ethnic composition of 
your community. What are the predominant racial and ethnic groups? 
How many other groups are represented? How many members of 
your community are immigrants, and where do they come from?    
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    11.  Sociologists consider race and ethnicity to be  ____________________  statuses, since people are born into racial and ethnic groups.  

    12.  The one-drop rule was a vivid example of the social  ____________________  of race—the process by which people come to define a group as a race based in part on 

physical characteristics, but also on historical, cultural, and economic factors.  

    13.   ____________________  are unreliable generalizations about all members of a group that do not recognize individual differences within the group.  

    14.  Sociologists use the term  ____________________  to refer to a negative attitude toward an entire category of people, often an ethnic or racial minority.  

    15.  When White Americans can use credit cards without suspicion and browse through stores without being shadowed by security guards, they are enjoying 

 ____________________   ____________________ .  

    16.   ____________________   ____________________  refers to positive efforts to recruit minority group members or women for jobs, promotions, and educational 

opportunities.  

    17.  After the Civil War, the Southern states passed “ ____________________   ____________________ ” laws to enforce official segregation, and the Supreme Court upheld 

them as constitutional in 1896.  

    18.  In the 1960s, proponents of  ____________________   ____________________  rejected the goal of assimilation into White, middle-class society. They defended the 

beauty and dignity of Black and African cultures and supported the creation of Black-controlled political and economic institutions.  

    19.  Asian Americans are held up as a(n)  ____________________  or  ____________________  minority group, supposedly because despite past suffering from prejudice and 

discrimination, they have succeeded economically, socially, and educationally without resorting to political and violent confrontations with Whites.  

    20.  Together, the various groups included under the general category  ____________________  represent the largest minority group in the United States.   

  Answers 
 1 (d); 2 (b); 3 (c); 4 (c); 5 (d); 6 (a); 7 (a); 8 (b); 9 (c); 10 (a); 11 ascribed; 12 construction; 13 Stereotypes; 14 prejudice; 15 White privilege; 16 Affirmative action; 
17 Jim Crow; 18 Black power; 19 model; ideal; 20 Latinos OR Hispanics   
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Red Tails

During World War II, the Tuskegee Airmen overcome institutionalized 

segregation and racial prejudice to become the first African American 

pilots in the U.S. Army Air Corps.

  Amreeka 

  A Palestinian family that has immigrated to the United States struggles 

with judgments against their ethnicity.   

  Crash 

  The lives of multiple characters collide, revealing layers of prejudice 

directed at a wide range of races and ethnicities.   

 THINKING ABOUT 
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   } INSIDE 
 Social Construction of 

Gender 

 Sociological Perspectives 
on Gender 

 Women: The Oppressed 
Majority 

 Women in the Workforce 
of the United States 

 Emergence of a Collective 
Consciousness 

 Social Policy and Gender 
Stratification: The 
Battle over Abortion 
from a Global 
Perspective  

    Around the world, most 
occupations are dominated 
by either men or women. In 

military organizations men still 
predominate, although women 

have moved into many roles. 
RAF pilot Kirsty Moore is a 

member of Great Britain’s Red 
Arrows aeronautic display team.  
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 Stratification by Gender     11 
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  Her hair is in child-like 
pigtails, her tattoos glare 
through strategically placed 
holes in fishnet stockings, and 
a short skirt reveals the pink 
panties that match the tight 
T-shirt altered to provide the 
most potent view of breast 
cleavage. The image portrays 
the outlandish, extravagant 
conventions of sexuality asso-
ciated with the tawdriness 
of “pin-up girls.” And yet the 
salience of knee pads, shin 

pads, elbow pads, and helmets resist simple assessments of sexual-
ized femininity, as do facial scowls and the brutish postures through 
which she powers her way around the skating rink. This roller derby 
girl is ready to “kick ass,” and she’s going 
to do it in a sports environment that is 
described as “women’s space” despite 
large numbers of burly roaring male fans. 

 The recent emergence of women’s 
roller derby onto the popular scene 
provides an opportunity to explore the 
dynamics through which alternative femininities are constructed and 
reinforced within a social context. . . . At a derby bout, skaters . . . make 
conscious efforts to disassociate their sport from ones that are “femi-
nized softer” sports where one does not play too rough. As one skater 
describes it, “We are tough girls fighting their way through it. Not like 
other sports.” Another boasts, “This is not synchronized swimming. It 
feels good to hit a girl and you’re still standing; that’s the evil part.” 
Taunting danger and injury is normative in derby. When designated 
emergency rescue teams, who are present at all the bouts due to the 
large number of injuries, carry off skaters, skaters complain that “I just 
want to get back in there and skate.” Derby Web sites often contain 
pictures of bruises presented as works of art in an Internet gallery. 
Skaters wear injuries like badges of honor. A young skater who is usu-
ally serene off the rink explains, “We’re mean. You have a flame inside 

you. I think the fans know it. I think they’re scared of us.” Ferocious 
intimidation is part of the performance; skulls and crossbones adorn 
clothing and are embedded in logos. 

Yet their skulls and crossbones have pink bows. Skaters are not 
striving for the image of the “gender neutral” tough athlete; this 
image is intentionally feminized. The bruises have fishnet patterns 
made from sliding across a rink floor with hosiery on one’s legs. “Rink 
rash is sexy,” says the poster. Uniforms are complemented by gold 
panties, Catholic schoolgirl skirts, and heavy makeup; there are pink 
shoelaces in their black skates. The quintessential posturing of the 
derby girl juxtaposes caricatured expressions of physical strength 
with teasing exposure of cleavage and clothes that mock conven-
tional feminine modesty but that also serve as markers of femininity. 
As one skater sees it, “It wouldn’t be the same to me if I were  wearing 
pants”. . . . 

One salient humorous pattern in derby is also one of the most 
bountiful areas for the juxtaposition of gender resistance and 

 accommodation—the selection of a skater 
name. Everyone must select a skater name, 
such as “Harm School Teacher,” “Maria Von 
Slap,” “Calamity Jam,” “Lola Fellonya,” “Natu-
rally Blood,” and “Bomb Bastic,” that mocks 
violence, sexuality, and convention while simul-
taneously claiming them. Names often blur the 

boundaries between masculine and feminine or reclaim pariah labels 
used to control women who are contaminating the gender order—
“Wicked Wonder” or “Bitch Barbie.” For some the name and character 
they use to skate becomes an alternate identity they can take off and 
put on with their skater garb. One skater said, “It definitely feels like 
being someone else; outfits and all.” Several skaters said that they 
felt like a celebrity when they were in persona; several called it feeling 
like a “superhero” or “rock star.” More than one mentioned that their 
persona made them feel “sexier than I ever have before.” It is in sharp 
contrast to their daily lives, but as one confided, “I’m more like my 
derby self than people knew.” 

   (Finley 2010:359–360, 371–372, 377)  Additional information about this excerpt can be 

found on the Online Learning Center at  www.mhhe.com/schaeferbrief10e .    

  “This is not synchronized 
swimming. It feels good to hit 
a girl and you’re still standing; 

that’s the evil part.”  

     What do you think of women who engage in physically aggressive sports 
like roller derby? Are they different from other women?

To find out what life was like for roller-derby women, sociologist Nancy 
Finley began hanging out at the track. This is what she saw.

260

 For two years Nancy Finley attended women’s flat-track roller-
derby games, practices, fund-raisers, and public appearances. 
A fan of the sport, Finley was fascinated by the roller skat-
ers’ seemingly contradictory gender images. Through her 
fieldwork, which included in-depth interviews with skaters, 
referees, and volunteers, she learned how the women man-
age to observe conventional definitions of femininity while 
mocking them. In this excerpt from her journal article “Skat-
ing  Femininity,” Finley explains how “derby girls” manipulate 
gender meanings, embracing heightened feminism even as 
they exhibit the masculine values traditionally associated with 

violent team sports  (Finley 2010; Women’s Flat Track Derby 
Association 2012). 

 Obviously, women with skater names like Wicked Wonder 
or Bomb Bastic don’t fit the conventional gender roles played 
by female athletes, much less by women in general. What are 
the accepted gender roles in today’s society? Have men’s and 
women’s positions in society changed? How do gender roles dif-
fer from one culture or subculture to another? In this chapter 
we will study these and other questions by looking first at how 
various cultures, including our own, assign women and men 
to particular social roles. Then we will consider sociological 
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   Social Construction of Gender 

   H ow many airline passengers do you think are startled on 
hearing a female captain’s voice from the cockpit? What do 

we make of a father who announces that he will be late for work 
because his son has a routine medical checkup? Consciously or 
unconsciously, we are likely to assume that flying a commercial 
plane is a  man’s  job and that most parental duties are, in fact, a 
 woman’s.  Gender is such a routine part of our everyday activities 
that we typically take notice only when someone deviates from 
conventional behavior and expectations. 

 Although a few people begin life with an unclear sexual identity, 
the overwhelming majority begin with a definite sex and quickly 
receive societal messages about how to behave. In fact, virtually 
all societies have established social distinctions between females 
and males that do not inevitably result from biological differences 
between the sexes (such as women’s  reproductive capabilities). 

 In studying gender, sociologists are interested in the gender-
role socialization that leads females and males to behave differ-
ently. In Chapter 4,    gender roles    were defined as expectations 
regarding the proper behavior, attitudes, and activities of males 
and females. The application of dominant gender roles leads to 
many forms of differentiation between women and men. Both 
sexes are capable of learning to cook and sew, yet most West-
ern societies determine that women should perform those tasks. 
Both men and women are capable of learning to weld and to fly 
airplanes, but those functions are generally assigned to men. 

 As we will see throughout this chapter, however, social behav-
ior does not mirror the mutual exclusivity suggested by these gen-
der roles. Nor are gender roles independent: in real life, the way 
men behave influences women’s behavior, and the way women 
behave affects men’s behavior. Thus, most people do not display 
strictly “masculine” or “feminine” qualities all the time. Indeed, 
such standards can be ambiguous. For instance, though men are 
supposed to be unemotional, they are allowed to become emo-
tional when their favorite athletic team wins or loses a critical 
game. Yet our society still focuses on “masculine” and “feminine” 
qualities as if men and women must be evaluated in those terms. 
Despite recent inroads by women into male-dominated occu-
pations, our construction of gender continues to define signifi-
cantly different expectations for females and males. 

 Gender roles are evident not only in our work and behavior 
but also in how we react to others. We are constantly “doing gen-
der” without realizing it. If the father mentioned earlier sits in the 
doctor’s office with his son in the middle of a workday, he will 
probably receive approving glances from the receptionist and 
from other patients. “Isn’t he a wonderful father?” runs through 
their minds. But if the boy’s mother leaves  her  job and sits with the 
son in the doctor’s office, she will not receive such silent applause. 

 We socially construct our behavior so as to create or exag-
gerate male/female differences. For example, men and women 
come in a variety of heights, sizes, and ages. Yet traditional norms 

the way in which their gender combines with other factors to 
create social inequality. Finally, we will close the chapter with 
a Social Policy section on the controversy over a woman’s right 
to abortion.  

explanations for gender stratification. We will see that around 
the world, women constitute an oppressed majority of the 
population. We’ll learn that only recently have women begun 
to develop a collective consciousness of their oppression and 

regarding marriage and even casual dating tell us that in hetero-
sexual couples, the man should be older, taller, and wiser than the 
woman. As we will see throughout this chapter, such social norms 
help to reinforce and legitimize patterns of male dominance.  

   Gender Roles in the United States 
  Gender-Role Socialization   Male babies get blue blankets; 
females get pink ones. Boys are expected to play with trucks, 
blocks, and toy soldiers; girls receive dolls and kitchen goods. 
Boys must be masculine—active, aggressive, tough, daring, and 
dominant—but girls must be feminine—soft, emotional, sweet, 
and submissive. These traditional gender-role patterns have been 
influential in the socialization of children in the United States. 

 An important element in traditional views of proper “mas-
culine” and “feminine” behavior is    homophobia    ,  fear of and 
prejudice against homosexuality. Homophobia contributes sig-
nificantly to rigid gender-role socialization, since many people 
stereotypically associate male homosexuality with femininity 
and lesbianism with masculinity. Consequently, men and women 
who deviate from traditional expectations about gender roles are 
often presumed to be gay. Despite the advances made by the gay 
liberation movement, the continuing stigma attached to homo-
sexuality in our culture places pressure on all males (whether 
gay or not) to exhibit only narrow masculine behavior and on 
all females (whether lesbian or not) to exhibit only narrow femi-
nine behavior (Seidman 1994; see also Lehne 1995). 

 It is  adults,  of course, who play a critical role in guiding chil-
dren into those gender roles deemed appropriate in a society. 
Parents are normally the first and most crucial agents of socializa-
tion. But other adults, older siblings, the mass media, and religious 
and educational institutions also exert an important influence on 
gender-role socialization, in the United States and elsewhere. 

 It is not hard to test how rigid gender-role socialization can be. 
Just try transgressing some gender norm—say, by smoking a cigar 
in public if you are female, or by carrying a purse if you are male. 
That was exactly the assignment given to sociology students at the 
University of Colorado and Luther College in Iowa. Professors 
asked students to behave in ways that they thought violated the 
norms of how a man or woman should act. The students had no 
trouble coming up with gender-norm transgressions ( Table 11-1  on 
page 262), and they kept careful notes on others’ reactions to their 
behavior, ranging from amusement to disgust (Nielsen et al. 2000).  

  Women’s Gender Roles   How does a girl come to develop a 
feminine self-image, while a boy develops one that is masculine? 
In part, they do so by identifying with females and males in their 
families and neighborhoods and in the media. If a young girl 
regularly sees female television characters of all ages and body 
types, she is likely to grow up with a normal body image. And it 
will not hurt if the women she knows—her mother, sister, parents’ 
friends, and neighbors—are comfortable with their body types, 
rather than constantly obsessed with their weight. In contrast, if 
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Norm If by Women Norm If by Men

Send men flowers Wear fingernail polish

Spit in public Do needlepoint in public

Use men’s bathroom Throw Tupperware party

Buy jock strap Cry in public

Buy/chew tobacco Have pedicure

Talk knowledgeably about cars Apply to babysit

Open doors for men Shave body hair

Source: Nielsen et al. 2000:287.

In an experiment testing gender-role stereotypes, sociology students were 
asked to behave in ways that might be regarded as violations of gender norms, 
and to keep notes on how others reacted. This is a sample of their choices of 
behavior over a seven-year period. Do you agree that these actions test the 
boundaries of conventional gender behavior?

TABLE 11-1  AN EXPERIMENT IN GENDER NORM 

VIOLATION BY COLLEGE STUDENTS

In our society, men and women 
receive different messages about 
the ideal body image. For women, 
the Miss America pageant  promotes 

a very slim, statuesque physique. For 
men, “action figures” like the G.I. Joe 
doll promote an exaggerated muscularity 
typical of professional wrestlers (Angier 
1998; Byrd-Bredbenner and Murray 
2003).

C
ha

pt
er

 11
262

 While attitudes toward parenting may be changing, studies 
show little change in the traditional male gender role. Men’s roles 
are socially constructed in much the same way as women’s are. 
Family, peers, and the media all influence how a boy or man 
comes to view his appropriate role in society. The male gender 
role, besides being antifeminine (no “sissy stuff”), includes prov-
ing one’s masculinity at work and sports—often by using force 
in dealing with others—as well as initiating and controlling all 
sexual relations. 

 Males who do not conform to the socially constructed gender 
role face constant criticism and even humiliation, both from chil-
dren when they are boys and from adults as men. It can be agoniz-
ing to be treated as a “chicken” or a “sissy” as a   youth— particularly 
if such remarks come from one’s father or brothers. And grown 
men who pursue nontraditional occupations, such as preschool 
teaching or nursing, must constantly deal with others’ misgivings 
and strange looks. In one study, interviewers found that such 
men frequently had to alter their behavior in order to minimize 
others’ negative reactions. One 35-year-old nurse reported that 

this young girl sees only wafer-thin actresses and 
models on television, her self-image will be quite 
different. Even if she grows up to become a well-
educated professional, she may secretly regret 
falling short of the media stereotype—a thin, 
sexy young woman in a bathing suit. 

 Television is far from alone in stereo-
typing women. Studies of children’s books 
published in the United States in the 1940s, 
1950s, and 1960s found that females were 
significantly underrepresented in central 
roles and illustrations. Virtually all female 
characters were portrayed as helpless, pas-
sive, incompetent, and in need of a strong male 
caretaker. Studies of picture books published 
from the 1970s through the present have found 
some improvement, but males still dominate 
the central roles. While males are portrayed 
as a variety of characters, females tend to be 
shown mostly in traditional roles, such as mother, grandmother, 
or volunteer, even if they also hold nontraditional roles, such as 
working professional (Etaugh 2003). 

 Traditional gender roles have restricted females more severely 
than males. This chapter shows how women have been confined 
to subordinate roles in the political and economic institutions 
of the United States. Yet it is also true that gender roles have 
restricted males.  

  Men’s Gender Roles   Stay-at-home fathers? Until recent decades 
such an idea was unthinkable. Yet in a nationwide survey, 
69 percent of respondents said that if one parent stays home with 
the children, it makes no difference whether that parent is the 
mother or the father. Only 30 percent thought that the mother 
should be the one to stay home. But while people’s conceptions 
of gender roles are obviously changing, the fact is that men who 
stay home to care for their children are still an unusual phenom-
enon. For every stay-at-home dad there are 38  stay-at-home 
moms (Fields 2004:11–12; Robison 2002). 
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    Gender roles serve to discourage men from entering certain low-paying female-dominated occupations, such 
as child care. Only 5 percent of day care workers are male.  

Conventional notions of femininity, masculinity, and 
gender roles do not begin to address the com-

plexities of contemporary society. Consider 
transgendered persons, whose current gen-
der identity no longer matches their physi-
cal identity at birth.
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by service sector jobs (Nixon 2009). 

 In the past 40 years, inspired in good 
part by the contemporary feminist 
movement (examined later in the chap-
ter), increasing numbers of men in the 
United States have criticized the restric-
tive aspects of the traditional male gen-
der role. Some men have taken strong 
public positions in support of women’s 
struggle for full equality and have even 
organized voluntary associations for the 
purpose. However, their actions have 
been countered by other men who feel 
they are unfairly penalized by laws 
related to alimony, child support and 
custody, family violence, and affirmative 
action (Kimmel 2008; National Organi-
zation for Men Against Sexism 2012). 

 Recent research on gender roles has 
shown that in fact there is no single, sim-
ple characterization of the male gender 
role. Australian sociologist R. W. Connell 

(1987, 2002, 2005) has spoken of    multiple  masculinities    ,  mean-
ing that men play a variety of gender roles, including a nurturing-
caring role and an effeminate-gay role, in addition to their 
traditional gender role of dominating women. Nevertheless, 
society reinforces their traditional, dominating role more than 
any other role (McCormack 2010).  

  Gender and Human Sexuality   How do gender roles affect a per-
son’s sexuality? Separating sex from gender is of course impos-
sible. Yet it would be incorrect simply to equate males with 
stereotypically masculine expressions of sexuality, or females 
with stereotypically feminine expressions of sexuality. 

 Over time, social norms regarding sexual behavior have 
changed as gender roles have changed, becoming more ambig-
uous. Today, popularly coined words like  metrosexual  and  bro-
mance  suggest that men should feel comfortable embracing 
traditionally feminine tastes or developing deep friendships 

with other men. Similarly, society is beginning to accept not 
only same-sex couples, but individuals whose gender 

and identity do not fit a simple either/or pattern, such 
as bisexuals and transgendered people.   

As we saw in Chapter 7, society uses labels such 
as “good kids” and “delinquents” to condone or 
sanction certain behaviors by certain groups of 
people.  The same is true of sexual behaviors.  In 
Chapter 12, on the family, we will see how soci-
ety uses labels to brand specific sexual behaviors 
as deviant.  Traditionally, those labels have derived 
from gender-role distinctions.

he had to claim he was “a  carpenter or something like that” when 
he “went clubbing,” because women weren’t interested in getting 
to know a male nurse. The subjects made similar accommoda-
tions in casual exchanges with other men (Cross and Bagilhole 
2002:215). 

 At the same time, boys who successfully adapt to cultural 
standards of masculinity may grow up to be inexpressive men 
who cannot share their feelings with others. They remain force-
ful and tough, but as a result they are also closed and isolated. In 
fact, a small but growing body of scholarship suggests that for 
men as well as women, traditional gender roles may be disad-
vantageous. In many communities across the nation, girls seem 
to outdo boys in high school, grabbing a disproportionate share 
of the leadership positions, from valedictorian to class president 
to yearbook editor—everything, in short, except captain of the 
boys’ athletic teams. Their advantage continues after high school. 
In the 1980s, girls in the United States became more likely 
than boys to go to college. By 2010, women accounted 
for over 57 percent of college students nationwide. 
And in 2002, for the first time, more women 
than men in the United States earned doctoral 
degrees (Bureau of the Census 2011a:Table 277 
on page 177).  

 Aside from these disadvantages, many 
men find that traditional masculinity does 
not serve them well in the job market. The 
growth of a service economy over the past 
two generations has created a demand for 
skills, attitudes, and behaviors that are 
the antithesis of traditional mascu-
linity. Increasingly, this sector is the 
place where low-skilled men must 
look for jobs. As a British study 
showed, many out-of-work men 
are reluctant to engage in the kind 
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Being harassed or groped on public transit is a problem for women all over the world. In Tokyo, separate 
subway cars are reserved for women to protect them from sex offenses.264

use your sociological imagination

What evidence can you see of women’s changing roles 
over the past few generations?

  Cross-Cultural Perspective 
 To what extent do actual biological differences between the sexes 
contribute to the cultural differences associated with gender? 
This question brings us back to the debate over “nature versus 
nurture.” In assessing the alleged and real differences between 
men and women, it is useful to examine cross-cultural data. 

 Around the world, anthropologists have documented highly 
diverse constructions of gender that do not always conform to 
our ideals of masculinity and femininity. Beginning with the 
path-breaking work of Margaret Mead ([1935] 2001) and con-
tinuing through contemporary fieldwork, these scholars have 
shown that gender roles can vary greatly from one physical envi-
ronment, economy, and political system to the next. 

 In any society, gender stratification requires not only indi-
vidual socialization into traditional gender roles within the 
family, but also the promotion and support of those traditional 
roles by other social institutions, such as religion and educa-
tion. Moreover, even with all major institutions socializing the 
young into conventional gender roles, every society has women 
and men who resist and successfully oppose the stereotypes: 
strong women who become leaders or professionals, gentle 
men who care for children, and so forth. It seems clear that dif-
ferences between the sexes are not dictated by biology. Indeed, 
the maintenance of traditional gender roles requires constant 
social controls—and those controls are not always effective. 

 We can see the social construction of gender roles in process 
in societies strained by war and social upheaval. U.S. troops were 
sent to Afghanistan primarily to quell terrorist operations, but 
also to improve women’s rights in a country where social protec-
tions and the rule of law have broken down. In this patriarchal 
society wracked by poverty and war, Afghani women have never 
been secure; their appearance in public is especially dangerous. 
Not only is violence against women common in Afghanistan; 
it is seldom investigated or prosecuted, even in the most severe 
cases. Victims of violence risk being charged with adultery if 
they report the crime to authorities. Thanks to UN intervention 
on women’s behalf, however, Afghanis are beginning to recog-
nize that violence against women is a social problem (Organisa-
tion for Economic Co-Operation and Development 2012b). 

   

thinking CRITICALLY

Compare the social construction of gender with the 
social construction of race.

  Sociological Perspectives 

on Gender 
  Cross-cultural studies indicate that societies dominated by men 
are much more common than those in which women play the 
decisive role. Sociologists have turned to all the major theo-
retical perspectives to understand how and why these social 
 distinctions are established. Each approach focuses on culture 
rather than biology as the primary determinant of gender dif-
ferences. Yet in other respects, advocates of these sociological 
 perspectives disagree widely.  

   Functionalist Perspective 
 Functionalists maintain that gender 
differentiation has contributed to over-
all social stability. Sociologists Talcott 
 Parsons and Robert Bales (1955) argued 
that to function most effectively, the 
family requires adults who specialize 
in particular roles. They viewed the tra-
ditional gender roles as arising out of 
the need to establish a division of labor 
between marital partners. 

 Parsons and Bales contended that 
women take the expressive, emotionally 
supportive role and men the instrumen-
tal, practical role, with the two comple-
menting each other.     Expressiveness    
denotes concern for the maintenance 
of harmony and the internal emotional 
affairs of the family.    Instrumentality    
refers to an emphasis on tasks, a focus 
on more distant goals, and a concern 
for the external relationship between 
one’s family and other social institu-
tions. According to this theory, women’s 
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Conflict theorists emphasize that men’s work is uniformly valued, whereas 
women’s work (whether unpaid labor in the home or wage labor) is devalued. 
This woman is assembling computer parts in a factory in Austin, Texas.
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  Feminist Perspective 
 A significant component of the conflict approach to gender 
stratification draws on feminist theory. Although use of the term 
 feminist theory  is comparatively recent, the critique of women’s 
position in society and culture goes back to some of the earli-
est works that have influenced sociology. Among the most 
important are Mary Wollstonecraft’s  A Vindication of the Rights 
of Women  (originally published in 1792), John Stuart Mill’s 
 The Subjection of Women  (originally published in 1869), and 
 Friedrich Engels’s  The Origin of the Family, Private Property, and 
the State  (originally published in 1884). 

 Engels, a close associate of Karl Marx, argued that women’s 
subjugation coincided with the rise of private property during 
industrialization. Only when people moved beyond an agrarian 
economy could males enjoy the luxury of leisure and withhold 
rewards and privileges from women. Drawing on the work of 
Marx and Engels, many contemporary feminist theorists view 
women’s subordination as part of the overall exploitation and 
injustice that they see as inherent in capitalist societies. Some 
radical feminist theorists, however, view the oppression of 
women as inevitable in  all  male-dominated societies, whether 
they are labeled capitalist, socialist, or communist (Feuer 1989; 
Tuchman 1992; Tucker 1978:734–759). 

 Feminist sociologists would find little to disagree with in the 
conflict theorists’ perspective, but are more likely to embrace a 
political agenda. Feminists would also argue that until the 1970s, 
the very discussion of women and society, however well meant, 
was distorted by the exclusion of women from academic thought, 
including sociology. We have noted the many accomplishments 
of Jane Addams and Ida Wells-Barnett, but they generally worked 
outside the discipline, focusing on what we would now call applied 
sociology and social work. At the time, their efforts, while valued as 
humanitarian, were seen as unrelated to the research and conclu-
sions being reached in academic circles, which of course were male 
academic circles (Andersen 2007; J. Howard 1999).  

  Intersections with Race, Class, 
and Other Social Factors 
 Contemporary feminists recognize the differential treatment of 
some women not only because of their gender, but also because 

interest in expressive goals frees men for instrumental tasks, 
and vice versa. Women become anchored in the family as wives, 
mothers, and household managers; men become anchored in 
the occupational world outside the home. Of course, Parsons 
and Bales offered this framework in the 1950s, when many more 
women were full-time homemakers than is true today. These 
theorists did not explicitly endorse traditional gender roles, but 
they implied that dividing tasks between spouses was functional 
for the family as a unit. 

 Given the typical socialization of women and men in the United 
States, the functionalist view is initially persuasive. However, it 
would lead us to expect girls and women who have no interest 
in children to become babysitters and mothers. Similarly, males 
who love spending time with children might be programmed into 
careers in the business world. Such differentiation might harm the 
individual who does not fit into prescribed roles, as well as deprive 
society of the contributions of many talented people who feel con-
fined by gender stereotyping. Moreover, the functionalist approach 
does not convincingly explain why men should be assigned cate-
gorically to the instrumental role and women to the expressive role.  

 Conflict Perspective 
 Viewed from a conflict perspective, the functionalist approach 
masks the underlying power relations between men and women. 
Parsons and Bales never explicitly presented the expressive and 
instrumental roles as being of unequal value to society, yet their 
inequality is quite evident. Although social institutions may pay 
lip service to women’s expressive skills, men’s instrumental skills 
are more highly rewarded, whether in terms of money or pres-
tige. Consequently, according to feminists and conflict theorists, 
any division of labor by gender into instrumental and expressive 
tasks is far from neutral in its impact on women. 

 Conflict theorists contend that the relationship between 
females and males has traditionally been one of unequal power, 
with men in a dominant position over women. Men may origi-
nally have become powerful in preindustrial times because their 
size, physical strength, and freedom from childbearing duties 
allowed them to dominate women physically. In contemporary 
societies, such considerations are not so important, yet cultural 
beliefs about the sexes are long established, as anthropologist 
Margaret Mead and feminist sociologist Helen Mayer Hacker 
(1951, 1974) both stressed. Such beliefs support a social struc-
ture that places males in controlling positions. 

 Conflict theorists, then, see gender differences as a reflec-
tion of the subjugation of one group (women) by another group 
(men). If we use an analogy to Marx’s analysis of class conflict, 
we can say that males are like the bourgeoisie, or capitalists; they 
control most of the society’s wealth, prestige, and power. Females 
are like the proletariat, or workers; they can acquire valuable 
resources only by following the dictates of their bosses. Men’s 
work is uniformly valued; women’s work (whether unpaid labor 
in the home or wage labor) is devalued. 

thinking CRITICALLY

Which aspects of the functionalist and conflict perspec-
tives on gender make the most sense to you? Explain.
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     Source:  Developed by author. 

 The matrix of domination illustrates how several social factors,  including  gender, 
social class, and race and ethnicity, can converge to create a  cumulative impact 
on a person’s social standing.  

 FIGURE 11-1   MATRIX OF DOMINATION 
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266 of the intersection of their race, ethnicity, and socioeconomic 

status. Simply put, Whites dominate these poor, non-White 
women because they are non-White; men dominate them because 
they are women; and the affluent dominate them because they 
are poor. The African American feminist theorist Patricia Hill 
 Collins (2000) has termed the convergence of social forces that 
contributes to the subordinate status of these low-status women 
the    matrix of domination    ( Figure 11-1 ). 

 Gender, race, and social class are not the only sources 
of oppression in the United States, though they profoundly 
affect women and people of color. Other forms of categoriza-
tion and stigmatization that might be included in the matrix 
are sexual orientation, religion, disability, and age. If we apply 
the matrix to the world as a whole, we might add citizenship 
status or perceived colonial or neocolonial status to the list 
(Winant 2006). 

 Though feminists have addressed themselves to the needs 
of minority women, these women are oppressed much more 
by their race and ethnicity than by their gender. The question 
for Latinas (Hispanic women), African  American women, 
Asian American women, and Native American women 
appears to be whether they should unite with 
their brothers against racism or challenge them 
for their sexism. The answer is that our soci-
ety must eradicate both sexism and rac-
ism (Beisel and Kay 2004; Breines 2007; C. 
Epstein 1999).     

 The discussion of gender roles among 
African Americans has always provoked 
controversy. Advocates of Black nation-
alism contend that feminism only 
distracts women from participat-
ing fully in the African American 
struggle. The existence of feminist 
groups among Blacks, in their 
view, simply divides the Black 
community, thereby serving the dominant White majority. In 
contrast, Black feminists such as bell hooks (1994) argue that 
little is to be gained by accepting the gender-role divisions of 
the dominant society, which place women in a separate, sub-
servient position. Though the media commonly portray Black 
women in a negative light—as illiterates, welfare queens, or 
prostitutes—Black feminists emphasize that it is not solely 
Whites and the  White-dominated media who focus on such 
negative images. Black men (most recently, Black male rap art-
ists) have also portrayed Black women in a negative way (Ray-
bon 1989; Threadcraft 2008). 

 Historically, Native Americans stand out as an exception to 
the patriarchal tradition in North America. At the time of the 
European settlers’ arrival, Native American gender roles varied 
greatly from tribe to tribe. Southern tribes, for reasons unclear to 
today’s scholars, were usually matriarchal and traced their descent 
through the mother. European missionaries, who sought to make 
the native peoples more like Europeans, set out to transform this 
arrangement, which was not entirely universal. Like members of 
other groups, some Native American women have resisted gender 
stereotypes (Marubbio 2006). 

 Latinas are usually considered as part of either the Hispanic 
or feminist movements, and their distinctive experience ignored. 
In the past, they have been excluded from decision making in 

the two social institutions that most affect their daily 
lives: the family and the church. Particularly in the 

lower class, the Hispanic family suffers from the per-
vasive tradition of male domination. And the Catho-
lic Church relegates women to supportive roles, while 
reserving the leadership positions for men (Browne 

2001; De Anda 2004). 
   Prior to this chapter, much of our discussion has 

focused on the social effects of race and ethnicity, coupled 
with poverty, low incomes, and meager wealth. The 

matrix of domination highlights the confluence 
of these factors with gender discrimination, 
which we must include to fully understand the 
plight of women of color. 

use your sociological imagination

Which elements of the matrix of domination privilege you? 
Which place you at a disadvantage?

   Interactionist Perspective 
 While functionalists and conflict theorists who study gender 
stratification typically focus on macro-level social forces and 
institutions, interactionist researchers tend to examine gen-
der stratification on the micro level of everyday behavior. The 
key to this approach is the way gender is socially constructed 
in everyday interactions. We “do gender” by reinforcing tradi-
tionally masculine and feminine actions. For example, a man 
“does masculinity” by opening a door for his girlfriend; she 
“does femininity” by consenting to his assistance. Obviously, 
the social construction of gender goes beyond these relatively 
trivial rituals. Interactionists recognize, too, that people can 
challenge traditional gender roles. A female golfer who uses 
the men’s tees and a man who actively arranges a birthday 
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luncheon at work are redoing gender (Deutsch 2007; West and 
Zimmerman 1987). 

 One continuing subject of investigation is the role of gen-
der in cross-sex conversations (sometimes referred to as “cross-
talk”), specifically the idea that men interrupt women more than 
women interrupt men. Interestingly, empirical research does 
not clearly support this assertion. True, people in positions of 
authority or status—who are much more likely to be male than 
female—dominate interpersonal conversations. That does not 
necessarily mean that women per se cannot be heard, however. 
Future research results may deemphasize the clichéd advice 
that women must speak up and focus instead on the situational 
structures that cast men in dominant positions (Cameron 2007; 
Hyde 2005; Tannen 1990). 

  Table  11-2  summarizes the major sociological perspectives 
on gender.    

  Women: The Oppressed Majority 
  Many people, both male and female, find it difficult to conceive 
of women as a subordinate and oppressed group. Yet take a look 
at the political structure of the United States: women remain 
noticeably underrepresented. As of mid-2012, for example, 
only 6 of the nation’s 50 states had a female governor (Arizona, 
New Mexico, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, and 
Washington). 

 Women have made slow but steady progress in certain polit-
ical arenas. In 1981, out of 535 members of Congress, there 
were only 21 women: 19 in the House of Representatives and 
2 in the  Senate. In contrast, the Congress that held office in 
mid-2011 had 88 women: 71 in the House and 17 in the Senate. 
Yet the membership and leadership of Congress remain over-
whelmingly male. 

 In October 1981, Sandra Day O’Connor was sworn in as the 
nation’s first female Supreme Court justice. Still, no woman has 
ever served as president of the United States, vice president, or 
chief justice of the Supreme Court.  

   Sexism and Sex Discrimination 
 Just as African Americans are victimized by racism, women in 
our society are victimized by sexism.    Sexism    is the ideology that 
one sex is superior to the other. The term is generally used to 
refer to male prejudice and discrimination against women. In 
Chapter 10, we noted that Blacks can suffer from both individual 
acts of racism and institutional discrimination.    Institutional 
discrimination    was defined as the denial of opportunities and 
equal rights to individuals and groups that results from the nor-
mal operations of a society. In the same sense, women suffer 
from both individual acts of sexism (such as sexist remarks and 
acts of violence) and institutional sexism. 

 It is not simply that particular men in the United States 
are biased in their treatment of women. All the major institu-
tions of our society—including the government, armed forces, 
large corporations, the media, universities, and the medical 
 establishment—are controlled by men. These institutions, 
in their normal, day-to-day operations, often discriminate 
against women and perpetuate sexism. For example, if the 
central office of a nationwide bank sets a policy that single 
women are a bad risk for loans—regardless of their incomes 
and investments—that bank will discriminate against women 
in state after state. It will do so even at branches where loan 
officers hold no personal biases toward women, but are merely 
“following orders.” 

 Our society is run by male-dominated institutions, yet with 
the power that flows to men come responsibility and stress. 
Men have higher reported rates of certain types of mental ill-
ness than women, and a greater likelihood of death due to heart 
attack or stroke. The pressure on men to succeed, and then to 
remain on top in the competitive world of work, can be espe-
cially intense. That is not to suggest that gender stratification 
is as damaging to men as it is to women. But it is clear that the 
power and privilege men enjoy are no guarantee of personal 
well-being. 

 

use your sociological imagination

Think of organizations or institutions you belong to whose 
leadership positions are customarily held by men. What 
would those organizations be like if they were led by 
women?

  The Status of Women Worldwide 
 According to a detailed overview of the status of the world’s 
women, issued by the World Bank in 2012, the lives of girls 
and women have changed dramatically over the past quarter 
century. Progress has been limited in some respects, however. 
In many parts of the world, women still lag far behind men in 
their earnings and in their ability to speak out politically (World 
Bank 2012b). 

 This critique applies to Western as well as non-Western 
 countries. Although Westerners tend to view some societies

Theoretical Perspective Emphasis

Functionalist Gender differentiation contrib-
utes to social stability

Conflict Gender inequality is rooted 
in the female–male power 
relationship

Feminist Women’s subjugation is 
integral to society and social 
structure

Interactionist Gender distinctions and “doing 
gender” are reflected in peo-
ple’s everyday behavior

TABLE 11-2  SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES 

ON GENDER 

Tracking Sociological Perspectives
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goals. Though women weren’t forbidden to wear 
the veil, they were not allowed to veil themselves 
in public places like schools. Many Muslims 
resented these forced social changes. 

 In the United States today, Muslim women 
select from an array of traditional garments, 
including a long, loose tailored coat and a loose 
black overgarment that is worn with a scarf or 
perhaps a face veil. However, they are just as apt 
to wear an overblouse and a long skirt or loose 
pants, which they can buy at local clothing stores. 

 In some non-Muslim countries, notably 
France, officials have come under fire for banning 
the  hijab,  or the head scarf, in public schools, as 
well as a full-body, face-covering robe anywhere 
in public. The custom of covering generally has 
not been an issue in the United States, though 
one 11-year-old had to go to federal court to 
establish her right to wear a head scarf at school 
in Muskogee, Oklahoma. Interestingly, the U.S. 
Department of Justice supported her lawsuit. 

  LET’S DISCUSS 

    1. Consider life in a society in which women 
wear veils. Can you see any advantages, from 
the woman’s point of view? From the man’s?  

   In effect, the veil represents a 
rejection of the beauty myth, which 
is so prevalent in Western societies.   

    The head scarf—an expression of modesty, a woman’s 
right as an individual, or a sign of oppression?  

  SOCIOLOGY IN THE GLOBAL COMMUNITY 

  11-1  The Head Scarf and the Veil: Complex Symbols 

 The wearing of a veil or head scarf by women 
is common to many but not all Middle  Eastern 
societies. All Muslims, men and women alike, 
are expected to cover themselves and avoid 
revealing clothes designed to accentuate the 
body’s contours or emphasize its physical 
beauty. The Koran does permit Muslims to wear 
revealing garments in private, with their families 
or with members of the same sex. 

 The Prophet Muhammad recommended that 
women cover all of their bodies except for the 
face, hands, and feet. The Koran adds that a 
woman’s headcovering should fall over the neck 
and upper chest. A variety of women’s outer–
garments comply with these guidelines for mod-
est attire; collectively, they are referred to as the 
 hijab.  Face veils are dictated by cultural tradi-
tion, however—not by Islam. 

 In effect, the veil represents a rejection of the 
beauty myth (see Chapter 7), which is so preva-
lent in Western societies. By covering themselves 
almost completely, Muslim women assure them-
selves and their families that their physical appear-
ance will not play a role in their contacts outside 
the family. Rather, these women will be known only 
for their faith, their intellect, and their personalities. 

 The veil was politicized by modernization 
movements that pitted Western cultural values 
against traditional Islamic values. In Turkey, for 
instance, in the early 20th century, government 
officials attempted to subordinate traditional eth-
nic and religious influences to their nationalistic 

   2. Do you find the Western emphasis on physi-
cal beauty oppressive? If so, in what ways?    

 Sources: Charrad 2011; Gurbuz and Gurbuz-Kucuksari 
2009; Killian 2003; Selod 2008b.  
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—for example, Muslim countries—as being particularly harsh 
toward women, that perception is actually an overgeneralization. 
Muslim countries are exceedingly varied and complex and do 
not often fit the stereotypes created by the Western media. For 
a detailed discussion of the status of Muslim women today, see 
Box 11-1. 

 Regardless of culture, however, women everywhere suffer 
from second-class status. It is estimated that women grow half 
the world’s food, but they rarely own land. They constitute one-
third of the world’s paid labor force, but are generally found in 
the lowest-paying jobs. Single-parent households headed by 
women, which appear to be on the rise in many nations, are typi-
cally found in the poorest sections of the population. The femi-
nization of poverty has become a global phenomenon. As in the 
United States, women around the world are underrepresented 
politically. 

 Despite these challenges, women are not responding pas-
sively. They are mobilizing, individually and collectively. Given 
the significant underrepresentation of women in government 
offices and national legislatures, however, the task is difficult, as 
we shall see in Chapter 14. 

 Not surprisingly, there is a link between the wealth of 
industrialized nations and the poverty of women in develop-
ing countries. Viewed from a conflict perspective or through 
the lens of Immanuel Wallerstein’s world systems analysis, the 
economies of developing nations are controlled and exploited 
by industrialized countries and multinational corpora-
tions based in those countries. Much of the exploited labor 
in developing nations, especially in the nonindustrial sector, 
is performed by women. Women workers typically toil long 
hours for low pay, but contribute significantly to their families’ 
incomes (Chubb et al. 2008). 

 In industrialized countries, women’s unequal status can 
be seen in the division of housework, as well as in the jobs 
they hold and the pay they earn. Sociologist Jan Paul Heisig 
analyzed gender inequality among the rich (the top decile in 
income) and the poor (the bottom decile) in 33 industrialized 
countries. Typically, poor men did more housework than rich 
men, but as   Figure 11-2  shows, rich or poor, men did much less 
housework than women. The recent economic recession accen-
tuated this unequal division of housework. Obviously, being 
unemployed leaves both men and women with more time for 
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household chores. However, unemployed women do double 
the amount of extra housework as unemployed men (Gough 
and Killewald 2011). 

thinking CRITICALLY

What are the challenges to comparing the status of 
women across different nations?

     Women in the 

Workforce of 

the United States 
  More than 30 years ago, the U.S. Commis-
sion on Civil Rights (1976:1) concluded 
that the passage in the Declaration of 
Independence proclaiming that “all men 
are created equal” has been taken too lit-
erally for too long—especially with respect 
to women’s opportunities for employment. 
In this section we will see how gender bias 
has limited women’s opportunities for 
employment outside the home, at the same 
time that it forces them to carry a dispro-
portionate burden inside the home.  

   Labor Force Participation 
 Women’s participation in the paid labor 
force of the United States increased steadily 
throughout the 20th century and into the 
21st century ( Figure  11-3 ). Today, mil-
lions of women—married or single, with 
or without children, pregnant or recently 
having given birth—are in the labor force. 

 Overall, 59 percent of adult women in 
the United States were in the labor force in 

2010, compared to 41 percent in 1970. For men, the data were 71 
percent in 2010, compared to 76 percent in 1970 (Bureau of the 
Census 2011a:Table 587 on page 377).  

 Still, women entering the job market find their options restricted 
in important ways. Women are  underrepresented  in occupations 
historically defined as “men’s jobs,” which often carry much greater 
financial rewards and prestige than women’s jobs. For example, in 
2010, women accounted for approximately 47 percent of the paid 
labor force of the United States, yet they constituted only 10 per-
cent of civil engineers, 31 percent of computer systems analysts, 
and 32 percent of physicians ( Table 11-3, page 270 ). 

 Such occupational segregation is not unique to the United States 
but typical of industrial countries. In Great Britain, for example, 

only 29 percent of computer  analysts 
are women, while 81 percent of 
cashiers and 90  percent of nurses are 
women (Cross and Bagilhole 2002). 

 Women from all groups and men 
from minority groups sometimes 
encounter attitudinal or organiza-
tional bias that prevents them from 
reaching their full potential. As we 
saw in Chapter 10, the term    glass 
ceiling    refers to an invisible bar-
rier that blocks the promotion of a 
qualified individual in a work envi-
ronment because of the individual’s 
gender, race, or ethnicity. A study of 
the   Fortune  500 largest corporations 
in the United States showed that in 
2011, barely 16 percent of the seats on 
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TABLE 11-3  U.S. WOMEN IN SELECTED OCCUPATIONS: 

WOMEN AS A PERCENTAGE OF ALL WORKERS 

IN THE OCCUPATION

Note: Women constitute 47 percent of the entire labor force.
Source: Data for 2010 reported in Bureau of the Census 2011a:Table 616 on pages 393–396.

Underrepresented Overrepresented

Firefighters 4% High school teachers 57%

Aircraft pilots and engineers 5 Cashiers 74

Civil engineers 10 Social workers 81

Police officers 13 Elementary teachers 82

Clergy 18 File clerks 82

Chefs and head cooks 19 Librarians 83

Dentists 26 Tellers 88

Computer systems analysts 31 Registered nurses 91

Coaches and umpires 32 Receptionists 93

Lawyers 32 Word processors and typists 93

Physicians 32 Child care workers 95

Mail carriers 38 Dental assistants 98
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their boards of directors were held by women. Women held the 
top-earning position in less than 8 percent of those corporations 
(Catalyst 2011). 

 When women do gain entry to corporate boards of direc-
tors, the response in the financial world is not entirely positive. 
Despite objective tests that show strong financial performance 
under gender-diverse leadership, some investors tend to balk. 
Research by Frank Dobbin and Jiwook Jung (2010) shows that 
small investors often sell their shares when women become cor-
porate leaders, apparently falling for the stereotype that associ-
ates males with success. This sell pattern is not characteristic of 
larger investors, who have long argued that gender-diverse lead-
ership is good for business. 

 This type of inequality is not unique to the United States. 
Worldwide, women hold less than 1 percent of corporate mana-
gerial positions. In recognition of the underrepresentation of 
women on boards of directors, the Norwegian legislature estab-
lished minimum quotas for the number of female board mem-
bers. As the architects of the plan put it, “instead of assuming 
what people  can’t  do at work, provide opportunities for employ-
ees to prove what they can do.” The goal was not complete equity 
for women, but 40 percent representation by 2008. By 2012 the 
percentage stood at 18 percent (European PWN 2012).  

  Compensation 
 He works. She works. Both are physicians—a high-status occu-
pation with considerable financial rewards. He makes $140,000. 
She makes $88,000. 

 These median annual earnings for physicians in the United 
States were released by the Census Bureau. They are typical of 
the results of the bureau’s detailed study of occupations and 
income. Take air traffic controllers. He makes $67,000; she 
makes $56,000. Or housekeepers: he makes $19,000; she makes 

$15,000. What about teachers’ assistants? He 
makes $20,000; she makes $15,000. Statisticians 
at the bureau looked at the median annual 
earnings for no fewer than 821 occupations 
ranging from dishwasher to chief executive. 
After adjusting for workers’ ages, education, 
and work experience, they came to an unmis-
takable conclusion: across the board, there is a 
substantial gender gap in the median earnings 
of full-time workers. 

 Men do not always earn more than women 
for doing the same work. Researchers at the 
Census Bureau found 2 occupations out of 821 
in which women typically earn about 1 percent 
more income than men: hazardous materials 
recovery and telecommunications line installa-
tion. These two occupations employed less than 
1 out of every 1,000 workers the bureau studied. 
Forecasting analyses show no convincing evi-
dence that the wage gap is narrowing. 

 What accounts for these yawning wage gaps 
between men and women in the same occupa-
tion? Scholars at the Census Bureau studied the 
following characteristics of men and women in 
the same occupation:

    • Age and degree of formal education  
   • Marital status and the presence of children at home  
   • Specialization within the occupation (for example, family 

practice versus surgical practice)  
   • Years of work experience  
   • Hours worked per year    

 Taking all these factors into consideration reduced the pay gap 
between men and women by only 3 cents. Women still earned 
80 cents for every dollar earned by men. In sum, the disparity in 
pay between men and women cannot be explained by pointing to 
women’s career choices (Government Accountability Office 2003; 
Weinberg 2004, 2007). 

 Legally, sex discrimination in wage payments is difficult 
to prove. Witness the case of former Goodyear worker Lilly 
Ledbetter, who learned 19 years after she was hired that she 
was being paid less than men doing the same job. Ledbetter 
sued and was awarded damages, only to have the Supreme 
Court overturn the decision on the grounds that she made 
her claim more than six months after the first discriminatory 
paycheck was issued. Congress relaxed this restriction in 2009 
(Pear 2009). 

 Not all the obstacles women face in the workplace originate 
with management. Unfortunately, many workers, both male and 
female, would prefer not to work for a woman (Box 11-2). 

 While women are at a disadvantage in male-dominated 
occupations, the same is not true for men in female-dominated 
occupations. Sociologist Michelle Budig (2002) examined 
a national database containing career information on more 
than 12,000 men, collected over the course of 15 years. She 
found that men were uniformly advantaged in female occupa-
tions. Though male nurses, grade school teachers, and librar-
ians may experience some scorn in the larger society, they are 
much more likely than women to be encouraged to become 
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holidays. Surprisingly, the boss’s sex turned 
out to be a far more important variable than 
the other three, whether students were male or 
female. In a variety of scenarios describing both 
salary and the boss’s characteristics, students 
chose to take a 22 percent reduction in starting 
salary to get a male boss.     

  LET’S DISCUSS 

    1. Have you ever worked for a female boss? If 
so, were you comfortable taking orders from 

  RESEARCH TODAY 

  11-2  Give Me a Male Boss, Please 

 As women increased their presence in the 
managerial ranks from 19.7 percent in 1972 to 
51.4 percent in 2009, the desirability of hav-
ing a male supervisor became a topic of casual 
conversation. Numerous studies suggest that 
compared to all the other social factors pres-
ent in the workplace, the boss’s gender has 
little effect on the nature and quality of the 
manager–employee relationship. However, that 
fact does not prevent potential workers—male or 
female—from preferring a male boss. National 
opinion polls consistently show that in general—
that is, without reference to particular people—
workers prefer to take orders from a man by a 
two-to-one margin. If anything, women are more 
likely than men to prefer a male supervisor. 

 This preference is so strong that many peo-
ple are willing to accept less pay to get a male 
boss. Researchers at the University of Chicago’s 
business school asked college students who 
were about to graduate to consider hypotheti-
cal job opportunities at consulting firms. The 
positions varied in terms of their starting salary, 
location, paid holidays, and the boss’s sex. The 
results showed that students’ choices matched 
their stated preferences for salary, location, and 

her? Did you notice any differences in the 
way your boss was treated, compared to 
men on her level?  

   2. What might explain the strong preference 
for a male boss? Do you expect this prefer-
ence to remain stable or disappear over 
time? Explain.    

 Sources: Bureau of the Census 2010a:Table 615; 
Bureau of Labor Statistics 2003; Caruso et al. 2009; 
N. Gibbs 2009:31; G. Powell 2010; Whittaker 2006.  

   National opinion polls consistently 
show that in general, workers 

prefer to take orders from a man 
by a two-to-one margin.   
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administrators. Observers of the labor force have termed this 
advantage for men in female-dominated occupations the  glass 
escalator —quite a contrast to the glass ceiling (J. Jacobs 2003; 
C. L. Williams 1992, 1995).  

  Social Consequences of Women’s 
Employment 
 Today, many women face the challenge of trying to juggle work 
and family. Their situation has many social consequences. For 
one thing, it puts pressure on child care facilities, public financ-
ing of day care, and even the fast-food industry, which provides 
many of the meals women used to prepare themselves. For 
another, it raises questions about what responsibility male wage 
earners have in the household. 

 Who does the housework when women become produc-
tive wage earners? Studies indicate that there is a clear gen-
der gap in the performance of housework, although it has 
been narrowing (see  Figure 11-2 , page 269). Women do more 
housework and spend more time on child care than men do, 
whether on a workday or a nonworkday. Taken together, then, 

a woman’s workday on and off the job is much longer than a 
man’s (Sayer et al. 2004). 

 Sociologist Arlie Hochschild (1989, 1990, 2005) has used the 
phrase    second shift    to describe the double burden—work out-
side the home followed by child care and housework—that many 
women face and few men share equitably. Unfortunately, today’s 
workplace is becoming a 24/7 virtual office thanks to the advent 
of mobile information technologies. As these devices take over 
what little personal time employees have left, the physical toll on 
women becomes even more burdensome. 

 What is life like for these women? On the basis of inter-
views with and observations of 52 couples over an eight-year 
period, Hochschild reports that the wives (and not their hus-
bands) drive home from the office while planning domestic 
schedules and play dates for children—and then begin their 
second shift. Drawing on national studies, she concludes that 
women spend 15 fewer hours each week in leisure activi-
ties than their husbands. In a year, these women work an 
extra month of 24-hour days because of the  second shift; 
over a dozen years, they work an extra year of 24-hour days. 
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 FIGURE 11-4   WHY LEAVE WORK? 

      Note:  Based on a representative Harris Interactive survey of “highly qualified” workers, defined as those with a 
graduate degree, a professional degree, or a high honors undergraduate degree.  
  Source:  Figure adapted from Sylvia Ann Hewlett and Carolyn Burk Luce, 2005. “Off-Ramps and On-Ramps: Keeping 
Talented Women on the Road to Success,”  Harvard Business Review,  March 2005. Copyright © 2005 by the Harvard 
Business School Publishing Corporation, all rights reserved. Reprinted by permission of  Harvard Business Review.   
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   SPOTTING
 Working Mothers     
 Women in the labor force, either working or seeking employment, is 
an established fact in the United States. So too is the participation of 
women with young children. Such was not always the case, however. Forty 
years ago only 30 percent of married mothers with children under age 6 were 
working outside the home. By 1995—just 25 years later—that proportion had more 
than doubled. For married mothers, work outside the home has been the norm ever since. 

 This rising trend has also affected single mothers, whose labor force participation has always 
been high. In 1970 the proportion of single mothers of preschoolers who worked outside the home 
was 52 percent—22 percent higher than for married mothers of young children. Today the propor-
tion has climbed to 72 percent. 

 Another way to look at these statistics is to note the narrowing gap between the two groups’ 
labor force participation rates. Today, a married woman with at least one child under age 6 is  more 

likely to be working  than a single mother was in 1970.  
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272 Hochschild found that the married 

couples she studied were fraying at the 
edges, and so were their careers and 
their marriages. With such reports in 
mind, many feminists have advocated 
greater governmental and corporate 
support for child care, more flexible 
family leave  policies, and other reforms 
designed to ease the burden on the 
nation’s families (Eby et al. 2010). 

 The greater amounts of time women 
put into caring for their children, and 
to a lesser degree into housework, take 
a special toll on women who are pur-
suing careers. In a survey published in 
the  Harvard Business Review,  about 40 
percent of women indicated that they 
had voluntarily left work for months 
or years, compared to only 24 percent 
of men. As  Figure  11-4  shows, women 
were much more likely than men to 
take time off for family reasons. Even 
women in the most prestigious profes-
sions have difficulty balancing home 
and work responsibilities: see Box 15-2 
on page 380, which compares male and 
female physicians’ experiences with 
work–life issues.  

   

thinking CRITICALLY

How would you argue that women have come either very 
far or not far enough in their labor force participation?

  Emergence of a Collective 

Consciousness 
     Feminism    is the belief in social, economic, and political equal-
ity for women. The feminist movement of the United States 
was born in upstate New York, in a town called Seneca Falls, in 
the summer of 1848. On July 19, the first women’s rights con-
vention began, attended by Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Lucretia 
Mott, and other pioneers in the struggle for women’s rights. 

This first wave of  feminists,  as they are currently 
known, battled ridicule and scorn as they 

fought for legal and political equality 
for women. They were not afraid to 
risk controversy on behalf of their 
cause; in 1872, Susan B. Anthony was 
arrested for attempting to vote in that 
year’s presidential election. 

 Ultimately, the early feminists won 
many victories, among them the pas-

sage and ratification of the Nineteenth 
Amendment to the Constitution, which 
granted women the right to vote in 
national elections beginning in 1920. But 
suffrage did not lead to other reforms in 
women’s social and economic position, 
and in the early and middle 20th century 
the women’s movement became a much 
less powerful force for social change. 

 The second wave of feminism in the 
United States emerged in the 1960s and 
came into full force in the 1970s. In part, 
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 Abigail E. Drevs,  Former Program and Volunteer Coordinator, Y-ME Illinois  

 For two and a half years, Abigail Drevs served as the program and volunteer coor-
dinator for the Illinois affiliate of Y-ME National Breast Cancer Organization. Y-ME’s 
mission is to provide support and educational outreach through workshops and 
peer-led support groups, to ensure that no one faces breast cancer alone. 

 As the coordinator, Drevs was responsible for recruiting, training, and retaining 
the volunteers who staff the organization’s support groups. She also presented 
workshops about breast cancer and how to detect it early. To make 
sure that services were available to all and that funding was being 
managed effectively, she met with community leaders and organiza-
tions, corporate partners, and medical institutions. “A typical work-
week, in one word, was juggling,” she says. “In a small nonprofit, few 
people do the work of many.” 

 Occasionally, Drevs traveled to conferences to network with 
other organizations dedicated to working with certain populations 
of breast cancer survivors, including young women. These organi-
zations have banded together to develop a pilot program that will 
address young women’s concerns with intimacy and infertility after 
breast cancer. 

 In Chicago, Drevs strove to raise the awareness of breast cancer among 
African American women from all walks of life. “As a middle-class white 
woman, the issue of race had been a very academic one in my experience,” 
she says. “I read Studs Terkel and took racial disparities curricula, but never 
truly understood the issues until I became immersed in the community.” Drevs’s 
experience with Y-ME helped her to understand the position of thousands of 

  TAKING SOCIOLOGY TO WORK 

underinsured African American women in that city: “limited access to health 
care, distrust of the system, and the importance of their community and social 
networks.” 

 Asked what insights she has drawn from her training in sociology, Drevs 
replies, “It reaffirmed my belief that no one perspective is the only per-
spective. From fundamental social theory to social conflict to develop-

ing nations, there are many ways to explain something, and 
oftentimes, there is something that can be gained from each 
perspective.” 

 Drevs is now working for her alma mater, Dartmouth Col-
lege, as the program manager for young alumni, students, and 
diversity at the Office of Alumni Relations. Her advice to cur-
rent students of sociology: “Even if you don’t major in this, 
make sure to take it with you wherever you go. Many of the 
world’s problems can be traced to not communicating properly 
and not understanding another group’s perspective. A good 
basis in sociology can serve you well, no matter what you do.”     

  LET’S DISCUSS 

    1. Do some research on breast cancer. Does the survival rate differ among 
different racial and ethnic groups? What about different social classes? 
Why are education and early detection important?  

   2. Relate what you have learned about breast cancer to what you have 
learned about gender. What social patterns does your research illustrate?     
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the movement was inspired by three pioneering books arguing 
for women’s rights: Simone de Beauvoir’s  The Second Sex,  Betty 
Friedan’s  The Feminine Mystique,  and Kate Millett’s  Sexual Poli-
tics.  In addition, the general political activism of the 1960s led 
women—many of whom were working for Black civil rights or 
against the war in Vietnam—to reexamine their own power-
lessness. The sexism often found within even allegedly progres-
sive and radical political circles convinced many women that 
they needed to establish a movement for women’s liberation 
(Stansell 2011). 

 As more and more women became aware of sexist attitudes 
and practices, including attitudes they themselves had accepted 
through socialization into traditional gender roles, they began 
to challenge male dominance. A sense of sisterhood, much like 
the class consciousness that Marx hoped would emerge in the 
proletariat, became evident. Individual women identified their 
interests with those of the collectivity  women.  No longer were 
women happy in submissive, subordinate roles (“false conscious-
ness” in Marxist terms). 

 National surveys done today, however, show that while 
women generally endorse feminist positions, they do not nec-
essarily accept the label  feminist.  Some 57 percent of women 
considered themselves feminists in 1987; the proportion had 
dropped to about 25 percent in 2001. Feminism as a unified 
political cause, requiring one to accept a similar stance on every-
thing from abortion to sexual harassment to pornography to 
welfare, has fallen out of favor. Both women and men prefer to 

express their views on these complex issues individually, rather 
than under a convenient umbrella like feminism. Still, feminism 
is very much alive in the growing acceptance of women in non-
traditional roles, and even the basic acknowledgment that a mar-
ried mother not only can work outside the home but perhaps 
 belongs  in the labor force. A majority of women say that given 
the choice, they would prefer to work outside the home rather 
than stay home and take care of a house and family, and about 
one-quarter of women prefer  Ms.  to  Miss  or  Mrs.  (Feminist 
Majority Foundation 2007; Robison 2002). 

 The women’s movement has undertaken public protests on 
a wide range of issues. Feminists have endorsed passage of the 
equal rights amendment, government subsidies for child care 
(see Chapter 4), affirmative action for women and minorities 
(see Chapter 14), federal legislation outlawing sex discrimina-
tion in education (see Chapter 13), greater representation of 
women in government (see Chapter 14), and the right to a 
legal abortion (discussed in the Social Policy section of this 
chapter). 

thinking CRITICALLY

Today, is feminism more likely to produce social change 
or to respond to social change? Explain.
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  social policy and Gender Stratification  

 The Battle over Abortion from a Global Perspective 

 Few issues seem to stir as much 
intense conflict as abortion. A 
critical victory in the struggle for 
legalized abortion in the United 
States came in 1973, when the 
Supreme Court granted women 
the right to terminate pregnan-
cies. This ruling, known as  Roe v. 
Wade,  was based on a woman’s 
right to privacy. The Court’s deci-
sion was generally applauded by 
pro-choice groups, which believe 
women should have the right to 
make their own decisions about 
their bodies and should have 
access to safe and legal abortions. 
It was bitterly condemned by 
those opposed to abortion. For 
these pro-life groups, abortion is a 
moral and often a religious issue. 
In their view, human life begins at 
the moment of conception, so that 
its termination through abortion 
is essentially an act of murder. 

  Looking at the Issue 

 The debate that has followed  Roe 
v. Wade  revolves around prohibit-
ing abortion altogether, or at the very least, limiting it. In 1979, for 
example, Missouri required parental consent for minors wishing 
to obtain an abortion, and the Supreme Court upheld the law. 
Parental notification and consent have become especially sensi-
tive issues in the debate. Pro-life activists argue that the parents 
of teenagers should have the right to be notified about—and to 
permit or prohibit—abortions. In their view, parental authority 
deserves full support at a time when the traditional nuclear fam-
ily is embattled. However, pro-choice activists counter that many 
pregnant teenagers come from troubled families where they 
have been abused. These young women may have good reason to 
avoid discussing such explosive issues with their parents. 

 In the United States, people support a woman’s right to a legal 
abortion, but with reservations. According to a 2011 national 
survey, 50 percent say that abortion should be legal in any case; 
27 percent, legal only under certain circumstances; and 22  percent, 
illegal in all cases. There is no gender difference in opinion on this 
issue: women and men hold similar views on the legality of abor-
tion (Pew Research Center 2009; Saad 2011). 

 The United States is not alone in debating abortion. Latin 
American countries typically have the strictest measures against the 
practice, but occasionally changes occur. In 2007, Mexico loosened 
decade-old restrictions to permit legal abortions during the first 
three months of a pregnancy, for any reason (Martha Davis 2010).  

MAPPING LIFE NATIONWIDE

Note: As of February 22, 2012.
Source: NARAL Pro-Choice America 2012.

FIGURE 11-5 RESTRICTIONS ON PUBLIC FUNDING FOR ABORTION
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  Applying Sociology 

 Sociologists see gender and social class as the defining issues 
surrounding abortion. That is, the intense conflict over abor-
tion reflects broader differences over women’s position in 
society. Feminists involved in defending abortion rights typi-
cally believe that men and women are essentially similar. They 
support women’s full participation in work outside the home 
and oppose all forms of sex discrimination. Feminists also 
claim that pregnancy and childbirth have been socially con-
structed by male-centered health care systems and patriarchal 
religious traditions. In contrast, most antiabortion activists 
believe that men and women are fundamentally different. In 
their view, men are best suited to the public world of work, 
while women are best suited to the demanding and crucial 
task of rearing children. These activists are troubled by wom-
en’s growing participation in work outside the home, which 
they view as destructive to the family, and ultimately to society 
(Lorber 2005). 

 In regard to social class, the first major restriction on the legal 
right to terminate a pregnancy affected poor people. In 1976, 
Congress passed the Hyde Amendment, which banned the use 
of Medicaid and other federal funds for abortions. The Supreme 
Court upheld this legislation in 1980. State laws also restrict the 
use of public funds for abortions ( Figure 11-5 ). 
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 Another obstacle facing the poor is access to abortion provid-
ers. In the face of vocal pro-life sentiment, fewer and fewer hos-
pitals throughout the world are allowing physicians to perform 
abortions, except in extreme cases. Moreover, some doctors who 
work in clinics, intimidated by death threats and murders, have 
stopped performing abortions. For poor people in rural areas, 
this reduction in service makes it more difficult to locate and 
travel to a facility that will accommodate their wishes. Viewed 
from a conflict perspective, this is one more financial burden 
that falls especially heavily on low-income women. 

 Finally, some antiabortion activists have charged that 
 family-planning agencies and health care professionals are tar-
geting young African American women for abortions. These 
pro-life proponents use the emotion-laden phrase “womb lynch-
ings” to call attention to the issue. Abortion rights advocates 
counter that the campaign falsely portrays young Black women 
as naive and not in control of their own decisions (Dewan 2010).  

  Initiating Policy 

 In 1973 the Supreme Court supported the general right to ter-
minate a pregnancy by a narrow 5–4 majority. Although pro-life 
activists continue to hope for an overruling of  Roe v. Wade,  they 
have focused in the interim on weakening the decision through 
tactics such as limiting the use of fetal tissue in medical experi-
ments and prohibiting certain late-term abortions, which they 

term “partial-birth” abortions. The Supreme Court continues to 
hear cases involving such restrictions. 

Pro-life activists have also focused on limiting abortion at 
the state level, where 61 new laws were enacted in 2011 alone. 
Typical provisions of these laws require women to view an ultra-
sound image of the fetus, and in some jurisdictions, to listen to 
the heartbeat. Although the Supreme Court upheld a 24-hour 
waiting period before an abortion in 1992, states are now calling 
for a 48-hour or 72-hour wait (D. Samuels 2011).

 What is the policy in other countries? As in the United States, 
many European nations responded to public opinion and lib-
eralized abortion laws beginning in the 1970s. However, many 
of those nations limit the procedure to the first 12 weeks of a 
pregnancy. (The United States, in contrast, allows abortions up 
to about the 24th week and beyond.) Inspired by the strong anti-
abortion movement in the United States, antiabortion activists 
in Europe have become more outspoken, especially in Great 
Britain, France, Portugal, Spain, Italy, and Germany. 

 The policies of the United States are intertwined with those of 
developing nations. From the 1980s through January 2009, mem-
bers of Congress who opposed abortion successfully blocked 
foreign aid to countries that might use the funds to encourage 
abortion. Yet developing nations generally have the most restric-
tive abortion laws. As  Figure 11-6  shows, it is  primarily in Africa, 
Latin America, and parts of Asia that women are not allowed to 

Nations where abortion is
permitted on request

Out of 195 nations,

57 permit abortion

on request

Note: Data current as of November 2011.
Source: Developed by the author based on United Nations Population Division 2011.

MAPPING LIFE WORLDWIDE

FIGURE 11-6 THE GLOBAL DIVIDE ON ABORTION
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  Take the Issue with You 
    1. How easy do you think it is for a young adult woman to 

obtain an abortion? What do you think should be the first 
step she takes in considering one?  

   2. Do you think teenage girls should be required to get their 
parents’ consent before having an abortion? Why or why not?  

   3. Under what circumstances should abortions be allowed? 
Explain your reasoning.         

terminate a pregnancy on request. As might be expected, ille-
gal abortions are most common in those nations. An estimated 
quarter of the world’s women live in countries where abortion is 
illegal or is permitted only if a woman’s life is in jeopardy. Indeed, 
the rate of abortions in countries with legal restrictions on the 
procedure matches the rate in countries that permit it. Hence, 40 
percent of abortions worldwide—about 16 million procedures 
each year—are performed illegally (P. Baker 2009; Guttmacher 
Institute 2008). 
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  MASTERING THIS CHAPTER 

 Gender is an ascribed status that provides a basis for social differen-
tiation. This chapter examines the social construction of gender, theo-
ries of stratification by gender, women as an oppressed majority group, 
women in the workforce of the United States, and the emergence of a 
collective consciousness. 

    1. In the United States, the social construction of gender continues to 
define significantly different expectations for females and males.  

   2.  Gender roles  show up in our work and behavior and in how we 
react to others. Throughout history, these roles have restricted 
women much more than they have men.  

   3. Though men may exhibit a variety of different gender roles, called 
multiple masculinities,  society reinforces their traditional role of 
dominating women.  

   4. Anthropological research points to the importance of cultural con-
ditioning in defining the social roles of males and females.  

   5. Functionalists maintain that sex differentiation contributes to over-
all social stability, but conflict theorists charge that the relation-
ship between females and males is one of unequal power, with men 
dominating women. This dominance shows up in people’s everyday 
interactions.  

  Key Terms 

    Expressiveness    Concern for the maintenance of harmony and the inter-
nal emotional affairs of the family. (page 264)  

   Feminism    The belief in social, economic, and political equality for 
women. (272)  

   Gender role    Expectations regarding the proper behavior, attitudes, and 
activities of males and females. (261)  

   Glass ceiling    An invisible barrier that blocks the promotion of a qualified 
individual in a work environment because of the individual’s gender, 
race, or ethnicity. (269)  

   Homophobia    Fear of and prejudice against homosexuality. (261)  

   Institutional discrimination    The denial of opportunities and equal rights 
to individuals and groups that results from the normal operations of 
a society. (267)  

  Summary 

   6. Many women experience differential treatment, not only because 
of their gender but because of their race, ethnicity, and social class 
as well. Patricia Hill Collins has termed this convergence of social 
forces the  matrix of domination.   

   7. As one example of their micro-level approach to the study of gen-
der stratification, interactionists have analyzed men’s verbal domi-
nance over women through conversational interruptions.  

   8. Women around the world live and work with pervasive  sexism  and 
institutional discrimination.   

   9. In the United States today, almost as many women as men participate 
in the paid labor force, but women are underrepresented in manage-
rial positions and underpaid compared to men in the same jobs.  

   10. As women have taken on more and more hours of paid employ-
ment outside the home, they have been only partially successful 
in getting their husbands to take on more homemaking duties, 
including child care.  

   11. Many women agree with the positions of the feminist movement 
but reject the label  feminist.   

   12. The issue of abortion has bitterly divided the United States (as well as 
other nations), pitting pro-choice activists against pro-life activists.    

   Instrumentality    An emphasis on tasks, a focus on more distant goals, 
and a concern for the external relationship between one’s family and 
other social institutions. (264)  

   Matrix of domination    The cumulative impact of oppression because of 
race and ethnicity, gender, and social class, as well as religion, sexual 
orientation, disability, age, and citizenship status. (266)  

   Multiple masculinities    A variety of male gender roles, including nurturing- 
caring and effeminate-gay roles, that men may play along with their 
more pervasive traditional role of dominating women. (263)  

   Second shift    The double burden—work outside the home followed by 
child care and housework—that many women face and few men share 
equitably. (271)  

   Sexism    The ideology that one sex is superior to the other. (267)    
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   TAKING SOCIOLOGY  with you 

     1.  For a day or two, watch for examples of people “doing gender” on 
your campus. Record your sightings in a journal and compare them 
with those of your classmates.  

    2.  Find out what percentage of the faculty members at your college 
are women. What percentage of the women has tenure, compared 
to the men? What percentage holds full professorships? Do the 

percentages vary much from one department to another, and if 
so, why?  

    3.  Use your school’s alumni network to get in touch with graduates who 
have entered the workforce. Are mothers of young children having diffi-
culty balancing work and parenting? Do both men and women feel they 
have a chance to get ahead? Are both men and women well compensated?    

  Self-Quiz 

 Read each question carefully and then select the best answer. 

     1.  Both males and females are physically capable of learning to cook and sew, yet 
most Western societies determine that women should perform these tasks. This 
illustrates the operation of

     a.  gender roles.  
    b.  sociobiology.  
    c.  homophobia.  
    d.  comparable worth.     

    2.  An important element in traditional views of proper “masculine” and “feminine” 
behavior is fear of homosexuality. This fear, along with accompanying prejudice, 
is referred to as

     a.  lesbianism.  
    b.  femme fatalism.  
    c.  homophobia.  
    d.  claustrophobia.     

    3.  The most crucial agents of socialization in teaching gender roles in the United 
States are

     a.  peers.  
    b.  teachers.  
    c.  media personalities.  
    d.  parents.     

    4.  Research by anthropologist Margaret Mead has shown that
     a.  biology is the most important factor in determining the social roles of 

males and females.  
    b.  cultural conditioning is the most important factor in determining the social 

roles of males and females.  
    c.  biology and cultural conditioning have an equal impact in determining the 

social roles of males and females.  
    d.  biology and cultural conditioning have a negligible impact in determining 

the social roles of males and females.     

    5.  Which sociological perspective would acknowledge that it is not possible to 
change gender roles drastically without dramatic revisions in a culture’s social 
structure?

     a.  functionalist perspective  
    b.  conflict perspective  

    c.  interactionist perspective  
    d.  both a and b     

    6.  The term  sexism  is generally used to refer to
     a.  female prejudice and discrimination against men.  
    b.  male prejudice and discrimination against women.  
    c.  female discrimination against men and male discrimination against 

women equally.  
    d.  discrimination between members of the same sex.     

    7.  Which of these statements is true?
     a.  More boys than girls take AP exams.  
    b.  Women in the United States are more likely than men to 

attend college.  
    c.  Women in the United States are less likely than men to obtain 

doctoral degrees.  
    d.  all of the above     

    8.  Which sociological perspective distinguishes between instrumental and 
expressive roles?

     a.  functionalist perspective  
    b.  conflict perspective  
    c.  interactionist perspective  
    d.  labeling theory     

    9.  Contemporary feminists recognize the differential treatment of some women 
not only because of their gender, but also because of their

     a.  race.  
    b.  ethnicity.  
    c.  socioeconomic status.  
    d.  all of the above     

    10.  The sense of sisterhood that became evident during the rise of the contemporary 
feminist movement resembled the Marxist concept of

     a.  alienation.  
    b.  dialectics.  
    c.  class consciousness.  
    d.  false consciousness.     
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    11.  Talcott Parsons and Robert Bales contend that women take the ____________________, emotionally supportive role in the family and that men take the 

____________________, practical role, with the two complementing each other.  

    12.  A significant component of the ____________________ approach to gender stratification draws on feminist theory.  

    13.  It is not simply that particular men in the United States are biased in their treatment of women. All the major institutions of our society—including the government, 

the armed forces, large corporations, the media, universities, and the medical establishment—are controlled by men. This situation is symptomatic of institutional 

____________________.  

    14.  Women from all groups and men from minority groups sometimes encounter attitudinal or organizational bias that prevents them from reaching their full potential. This is 

known as the ____________________ ____________________.  

    15.  Sociologist Arlie Hochschild has used the phrase ____________________ ____________________ to describe the double burden that many women face and few men 

share equitably: work outside the home followed by child care and housework.  

    16.  Within the general framework of their theory, ____________________ sociologists maintain that gender differentiation has contributed to overall social stability.  

    17.  Through the rise of contemporary ____________________, women are developing a greater sense of group solidarity.  

    18.  ____________________ contributes significantly to rigid gender-role socialization, since many people stereotypically associate male homosexuality with femininity and 

lesbianism with masculinity.  

    19.  The term ____________________ ____________________ ____________________ was coined by feminist theorist Patricia Hill Collins to describe the convergence 

of social forces that contributes to the subordinate status of poor, non-White women.  

    20.  The author of the pioneering argument for women’s rights,  The Feminine Mystique,  was ____________________ ____________________.      

 Answers 
 1 (a); 2 (c); 3 (d); 4 (b); 5 (d); 6 (b); 7 (b); 8 (a); 9 (d); 10 (c); 11 expressive, instrumental; 12 conflict; 13 discrimination; 14 glass ceiling; 15 second shift; 16 functionalist; 
17 feminism; 18 Homophobia; 19 matrix of domination; 20 Betty Friedan 
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  !Women Art Revolution 

  This history of the feminist art movement shows the prejudice women 

artists faced in a male-dominated field.   

  La Mission 

  A man redefines his masculinity after he learns that his son is gay.   

  North Country 

  A woman who works in an iron mine fights against sexual harassment.                                          

  THINKING ABOUT 
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   } INSIDE 
 Global View of the 

Family 

 Sociological Perspectives 
on the Family 

 Marriage and Family 

 Divorce 

 Diverse Lifestyles 

Human Sexuality

 Social Policy and the 
Family: Gay Marriage  

    In Ann Arbor, Michigan, 
several generations of Dulins 

celebrate their 18th family 
reunion. Despite marital 
strains and geographical 

separation, countless families 
come together every year to 

reaffirm the importance of this 
social institution.  
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 The Family and Human 
Sexuality    12 
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In this excerpt from The Accordion Family: Boomerang Kids, 
Anxious Parents, and the Private Toll of Global Competition, soci-
ologist Katherine S. Newman describes one of the major trends 
in family life today. In the United States as well as in many other 
countries, parenthood is being extended as single adult children 
remain at home, or return home after college or a brief foray 
into the job market. In the United States in 2011, 31 percent of 
single men and 15 percent of single women between the ages 
of 25 and 34 lived with their parents. Some of those adult chil-
dren were still pursuing an education, but in many cases finan-
cial difficulties underlay their living arrangements. For younger 

job seekers, employment is often short term or low paying—not 
secure enough to support a separate household. And with many 
marriages now ending in divorce—most commonly in the first 
seven years—divorced sons and daughters often return to their 
parents, sometimes with their own children in tow (Bureau of 
the Census 2011e:Table A2).

Whether we refer to such combined households as “accordion 
families,” as Newman does, or to the returning adult children 
as “boomerang kids,” this trend is an example of the increasing 
complexity of family life. The family of today is not what it was 
a century ago, or even a generation ago. New roles, new gender 

     William Rollo and his 
wife arrived in Newton [Mas-
sachusetts] in 1989 after 
having lived in Seattle, Phila-
delphia, and Summit, New 
Jersey. A Brooklyn native, Wil-
liam married Janet at the age 
of twenty-two and set about 
completing a residency in 
podiatry. Their eldest son, 
John, grew up in Newton 
and did well enough in high 
school to attend the liberal 
arts College Williams, one of 
the nation’s most selective. 

Even so, he beat it home after graduating and has lived with his par-
ents for several years while preparing to apply to graduate school. “A 
lot of my friends are living at home to save 
money,” he explains.

Tight finances are not all that is driv-
ing John’s living arrangements. The young 
man had choices and decided he could 
opt for more of the ones he wanted if he 
sheltered under his parents’ roof. John is 
saving money from his job in an arts foun-
dation for a three-week trip to Africa, where 
he hopes to work on a mobile health-care 
project in a rural region. It’s a strategic 
choice designed to increase his chances to be accepted into Harvard 
University’s competitive graduate program in public health.

John needs to build up his credentials if he wants to enter a school 
like that. To get from here to there, he needs more experience working 
with patients in clinics or out in the field. It takes big bucks to travel 
to exotic locations, and a master’s degree will cost him dearly, too. 
In order to make good on his aspirations, John needs his parents to 
cover him for the short run. On his own, John could pay the rent on 
an apartment, especially if he had roommates. What he can’t afford 

is to pay for both privacy and travel, to support himself and save for 
his hoped-for future. Autonomy turns out to be the lesser priority, so 
he has returned to the bedroom he had before he left for college, and 
there he stays.

John sees few drawbacks to this arrangement. His parents don’t 
nag him or curtail his freedom. Janet wonders if they should ask him 
to pay rent, to bring him down to earth a bit and teach him some 
life skills, like budgeting. William is not so sure. He enjoys his son’s 
company and was happy when he moved back into his old bedroom. 
Having a son around to talk to is a joy, particularly since John’s younger 
brother is out of the house now, studying at the University of Vermont. 
That empty nest has refilled, and thank goodness, says William, rather 
quietly.

If John had no goals, no sense of direction, William would not be at 
ease with this “boomerang arrangement.” Hiding in the basement play-
ing video games would not do. Happily, that is not on John’s agenda. 
William is glad to help his son realize his ambitions. He approves of 

John’s career plans and doesn’t really 
care if they don’t involve making a hand-
some living. What really matters is that 
the work means something. It will help to 
remake the world, something William has 
not felt he could contribute to very directly 
in his work. Having a son who can reach a 
bit higher—if not financially, then morally—
is an ambition worth paying for.

And it will cost this family, big time. 
William and Janet have invested nearly 

two hundred thousand dollars in John’s education already. They will 
need to do more if John is going to become a public health specialist. 
They are easily looking at another fifty thousand dollars, even if John 
attends a local graduate program and continues to live with them. 
Fortunately, there are excellent options—some of the nation’s finest—
close by. Whatever it costs, they reason, the sacrifice is worth it.   

   (Newman 2012:xv–xvii)  Additional information about this excerpt can be found on the Online 

Learning Center at  www.mhhe.com/schaeferbrief10e .   

On his own, John could pay the rent 
on an apartment, especially if he had 
roommates. What he can’t afford is to 

pay for both privacy and travel, 
to support himself and save for his 

hoped-for future. 

Do you know adult children in their 20s and 30s who continue to live at 
home or have returned to their parents’ home? Are you one of them?

Some people call these families “accordion families” because they expand 
and contract as the adult children come and go.
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couples with children at home has decreased steadily over the 
past 40 years and is expected to continue shrinking. At the same 
time, the number of single-parent households has increased 
( Figure 12-1 on page 284 ). 

 A family in which relatives—such as grandparents, aunts, or 
uncles—live in the same home as parents and their children is 
known as an    extended family    .  Although not common, such liv-
ing arrangements do exist in the United States. The structure of 
the extended family offers certain advantages over that of the 
nuclear family. Crises such as death, divorce, and illness put less 
strain on family members, since more people can provide assis-
tance and emotional support. In addition, the extended family 
constitutes a larger economic unit than the nuclear family. If the 
family is engaged in a common enterprise—a farm or a small 
business—the additional family members may represent the dif-
ference between prosperity and failure. 

 In considering these different family types, we have limited 
ourselves to the form of marriage that is characteristic of the 
United States—monogamy. The term    monogamy    describes a 
form of marriage in which one woman and one man are mar-
ried only to each other. Some observers, noting the high rate 
of divorce in the United States, have suggested that “serial 
monogamy” is a more accurate description of the form mar-
riage takes in this country. In    serial monogamy    ,  a person may 
have several spouses in his or her lifetime, but only one spouse 
at a time. 

 Some cultures allow an individual to have several husbands 
or wives simultaneously. This form of marriage is known as 
   polygamy    .  In fact, most societies throughout the world, past and 
present, have preferred polygamy to monogamy. Anthropologist 
George Murdock (1949, 1957) sampled 565 societies and found 
that in more than 80 percent, some type of polygamy was the 
preferred form. While polygamy declined steadily through most 
of the 20th century, in at least five countries in Africa 20 percent 
of men still have polygamous marriages (Population Reference 
Bureau 1996). 

   Global View of the Family 

   A mong Tibetans, a woman may be married simulta neously 
to more than one man, usually brothers. This system 

allows sons to share the limited amount of good land. Among 
the Betsileo of Madagascar, a man has multiple wives, each one 
living in a different village where he cultivates rice. Wherever 
he has the best rice field, that wife is considered his first or 
senior wife. Among the Yanomami of Brazil and Venezuela, it is 
considered proper to have sexual relations with your opposite-
sex cousins if they are the children of your mother’s brother 
or your father’s sister. But if your opposite-sex cousins are the 
children of your mother’s sister or your father’s brother, the 
same practice is considered to be incest (Haviland et al. 2008; 
Kottak 2011). 

 As these examples illustrate, there are many variations in the 
family from culture to culture. Yet the family as a social insti-
tution exists in all cultures. Moreover, certain general principles 
concerning its composition, kinship patterns, and authority pat-
terns are universal.  

   Composition: What Is the Family? 
 If we were to take our information on what a family is from what 
we see on television, we might come up with some strange sce-
narios. The media do not always present a realistic view of the 
family. Moreover, many people still think of the family in very 
narrow terms—as a married couple and their unmarried chil-
dren living together, like the family in the old  Cosby Show.  How-
ever, this is but one type of family, what sociologists refer to as 
a    nuclear family    .  The term  nuclear family  is well chosen, since 
this type of family serves as the nucleus, or core, on which larger 
family groups are built. 

 Most people in the United States see the nuclear family as the 
preferred family arrangement. Yet by 2000, only about a third of 
the nation’s family households fit this model. The proportion 
of households in the United States that is composed of married 

distinctions, new child-rearing patterns have all combined to cre-
ate new forms of family life. Today, for example, more and more 
women are taking the breadwinner’s role, whether married or 
as a single parent. Blended families—the result of divorce and 
remarriage—are almost the norm. And many people are seek-
ing intimate relationships without being married, whether in gay 
partnerships or in cohabiting arrangements (Cherlin 2009, 2011). 
The word family is inadequate to describe some of these arrange-
ments, including cohabiting partners, same-sex marriages, and 
single-parent households. In 2011, the nation crossed a major 
threshold: the majority of births to women under age 30 occurred 
outside of marriage (Cherlin 2011; Wildsmith et al. 2011).

 This chapter addresses family and human sexuality in the 
United States as well as other parts of the world. As we will see, 
family patterns differ from one culture to another and even 
within the same culture. Despite the differences, however, the 
family is universal—found in every culture. A    family    can be 
defined as a set of people related by blood, marriage or some 

other agreed-on relationship, or adoption, who share the pri-
mary responsibility for reproduction and caring for members 
of society. 

 What are families in different parts of the world like? How 
do people select their mates? When a marriage fails, how does 
the divorce affect the children? What are the alternatives to 
the nuclear family, and how prevalent are they? In this chap-
ter we will look at the family and intimate relationships from 
the functionalist, conflict, interactionist, and feminist points of 
view. We’ll examine variations in marital patterns and family 
life, including child rearing, paying particular attention to the 
increasing numbers of people in dual-income and single-parent 
families. We’ll examine divorce in the United States and consider 
diverse lifestyles such as cohabitation and marriage without chil-
dren. We’ll conclude by considering the complexity of human 
sexual behavior, and the growing acceptance of lesbian and gay 
relationships. Finally, in the Social Policy section we’ll confront 
the controversial issue of gay marriage.  
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FIGURE 12-1  U.S. HOUSEHOLDS BY FAMILY 

TYPE, 1940–2010

Note: Nonfamily households include women and men living alone or exclusively 
with people to whom they are not related, as in a college dormitory, homeless 
shelter, or military base.
Source: Bureau of the Census 2010b:Table HH1.
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284  The other principal variation of polygamy is    polyandry    ,  in 

which a woman may have more than one husband at the same 
time. Such is the case in the culture of the Nyinba, described in 
Box 12-1. Polyandry, however, is exceedingly rare today, though 
it is accepted in some extremely poor societies. Like many other 
societies, polyandrous cultures devalue the social worth of 
women (Zeitzen 2008).  

  Kinship Patterns: To Whom Are We Related? 
 Many of us can trace our roots by looking at a family tree or by 
listening to elderly family members talk about their lives—and 
about the lives of ancestors who died long before we were born. 
Yet a person’s lineage is more than simply a personal history; it 
also reflects societal patterns that govern descent. In every cul-
ture, children encounter relatives to whom they are expected to 
show an emotional attachment. The state of being related to oth-
ers is called    kinship    .  Kinship is culturally learned, however, and 
is not totally determined by biological or marital ties. For exam-
ple, adoption creates a kinship tie that is legally acknowledged 
and socially accepted. 

 The family and the kin group are not necessarily one and 
the same. Whereas the family is a household unit, kin do not 
always live together or function as a collective body on a daily 
basis. Kin groups include aunts, uncles, cousins, in-laws, and so 
forth. In a society such as the United States, the kinship group 
may come together only rarely, for a wedding or funeral. How-
ever, kinship ties frequently create obligations and responsibili-
ties. We may feel compelled to assist our kin, and we may feel 
free to call on them for many types of aid, including loans and 
babysitting. 

 How do we identify kinship groups? The principle of descent 
assigns people to kinship groups according to their relation-
ship to a mother or father. There are three primary ways of 
determining descent. The United States follows the system of 
   bilateral descent    ,  which means that both sides of a person’s fam-
ily are regarded as equally important. For example, no higher 
value is given to the brothers of one’s father than to the brothers 
of one’s mother. 

 Most societies—according to George Murdock, 64 percent—
give preference to one side of the family or the other in tracing 
descent. In    patrilineal    (from the Latin  pater,  “father”)    descent    ,  
only the father’s relatives are significant in terms of property, 
inheritance, and emotional ties. Conversely, in societies that 
favor    matrilineal    (from the Latin  mater,  “mother”)    descent    ,  
only the mother’s relatives are significant. 

 New forms of reproductive technology will necessitate a new 
way of looking at kinship. Today, a combination of biological 
and social processes can “create” a family member, requiring that 
more distinctions be made about who is related to whom. 

 

use your sociological imagination

In your family, which relatives do you have a significant 
relationship with? Which do you hardly ever see?

 There are two basic types of polygamy. According to Mur-
dock, the most common—endorsed by the majority of cultures 
he sampled—is  polygyny.     Polygyny    refers to the marriage of a 
man to more than one woman at the same time. The wives are 
often sisters, who are expected to hold similar values and have 
already had experience sharing a household. In polygynous soci-
eties, relatively few men actually have multiple spouses. Most 
individuals live in monogamous families; having multiple wives 
is viewed as a mark of status. 
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A Nyinba family threshing buckwheat in the field. At left is the wife; in the center, one of her five husbands 
(with raised mallet); at right, her mother-in-law.

SOCIOLOGY IN THE GLOBAL COMMUNITY

responsibility to see that each husband shares 
time with her in a rotational fashion. Often, over 
the morning meal, she will indicate which hus-
band will sleep with her that night. To avoid any 
confusion, the chosen husband will place his 
shoes outside her bedroom door.

As in any society (for example, the United 
States), not all Nyinba households conform to 
the social norm. If a family has only one son, 
he must of necessity marry monogamously—
an unfortunate outcome in this society. If a 
wife is unable to have children, a second wife, 

12-1 One Wife, Many Husbands: The Nyinba

The Nyinba culture of Nepal and Tibet is an 
agrarian society located in the remote valleys of 
the Himalaya Mountains, more than 9,000 feet 
above sea level. Despite the Nyinba’s isolation, 
they have been closely studied. Scholars from 
around the world have traveled to the Himalayas 
to observe this people, one of the few remaining 
cultures on earth to practice polyandry.

In the physically challenging environment of 
the Himalayas, polyandry seems to work well. 
Because the land and climate make it difficult 

to sustain crops, farming is labor-intensive: 
many Nyinba laborers must work the fields to 
support a single family. Thus, a typical marriage 
involving three brothers and one wife provides 
the necessary adult male laborers, yet mini-
mizes the number of offspring—a necessity in a 
place where the food supply is limited.

While an outsider might suppose that Nyinba 
women dominate their families, in fact author-
ity and inheritance rest on the husband or son. 
The birth of a son is celebrated; the birth of a 
daughter, regardless of who might be the father, 
brings disappointment. Paternity appears to be 
a nonissue in this culture, since households are 
shared by brothers from the same family. The lit-
eral head of the household is the oldest brother, 
who typically chooses a wife from outside his 
extended family.

Favoritism toward a particular husband is 
frowned on by the Nyinba. Thus, it is the wife’s 

typically her sister or cousin, may be welcomed 
into the marriage.

LET’S DISCUSS

 1. Why would a monogamous marriage be 
considered an unfortunate one in the 
Nyinba culture?

 2. What might be some other ways for a soci-
ety to handle the physical constraints of life 
in a mountainous terrain?

Sources: N. Levine 1988; Stockard 2002; Zeitzen 2008.

Favoritism toward a particular 
husband is frowned on by the 
Nyinba. Thus, it is the wife’s 
responsibility to see that each 

husband shares time with her in a 
rotational fashion.
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such as Iran, the eldest male often wields the greatest power, 
although wives are expected to be treated with respect and 
kindness. An Iranian woman’s status is typically defined by her 
relationship to a male relative, usually as a wife or daughter. 
In many patriarchal societies, women find it more difficult to 
obtain a divorce than a man does. In contrast, in a    matriarchy    ,  
women have greater authority than men. Matriarchies, which 
are very uncommon, emerged among Native American tribal 
societies and in nations in which men were absent for long 
periods because of warfare or food-gathering expeditions 
(Farr 1999). 

 In a third type of authority pattern, the    egalitarian family    ,  
spouses are regarded as equals. That does not mean, however, 
that all decisions are shared in such families. Wives may hold 

  Authority Patterns: Who Rules? 
 Imagine that you have recently married and must begin to make 
decisions about the future of your new family. You and your 
spouse face many questions. Where will you live? How will you 
furnish your home? Who will do the cooking, the shopping, the 
cleaning? Whose friends will be invited to dinner? Each time a 
decision must be made, an issue is raised: Who has the power 
to make the decision? In simple terms, who rules the family? 
Conflict theorists examine these questions in the context of 
traditional gender stratification, under which men have held a 
dominant position over women. 

 Societies vary in the way power is distributed within the fam-
ily. A society that expects males to dominate in all family deci-
sion making is termed a    patriarchy    .  In patriarchal societies, 
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Although spouses in an egalitarian family may not share all their decisions, they regard themselves as equals. 
This pattern of authority is becoming more common in the United States.
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286 to societal injustice, denies women 

opportunities that are extended to men, 
and limits freedom in sexual expres-
sion and mate selection. In contrast, the 
functionalist view focuses on the ways 
in which the family gratifies the needs 
of its members and contributes to social 
stability. The interactionist view consid-
ers the intimate, face-to-face relation-
ships that occur in the family. And the 
feminist approach examines the role of 
the wife and mother, especially in the 
absence of an adult male.    

   Functionalist Perspective 
 The family performs six paramount 
functions, first outlined nearly 80 years 
ago by sociologist William F. Ogburn 
(Ogburn and Tibbits 1934):

authority in some spheres, husbands in others. Many sociologists 
believe the egalitarian family has begun to replace the patriar-
chal family as the social norm in the United States. 

thinking CRITICALLY

From a woman’s point of view, what are the economic 
advantages and disadvantages of monogamous, 
polygamous, and polyandrous families? What are the 
advantages and disadvantages of each of these fam-
ily situations for men?

   

  Sociological Perspectives 

on the Family 
  Do we really need the family? Over a century ago, Friedrich 
Engels ([1884] 1959), a colleague of Karl Marx, described the 
family as the ultimate source of social inequality because of 
its role in the transfer of power, property, and privilege. More 
recently, conflict theorists have argued that the family contributes 

    1.  Reproduction.  For a society to maintain itself, it must replace 
dying members. In this sense, the family contributes to 
human survival through its function of reproduction.  

   2.  Protection.  In all cultures, the family assumes the ultimate 
responsibility for the protection and upbringing of children.  

   3.  Socialization.  Parents and other kin monitor a child’s behav-
ior and transmit the norms, values, and language of their cul-
ture to the child.  

   4.  Regulation of sexual behavior.  Sexual norms are subject to 
change both over time (for instance, in the customs for dat-
ing) and across cultures (compare strict Saudi Arabia to the 
more permissive Denmark). However, whatever the time 
period or cultural values of a society, standards of sexual 
behavior are most clearly defined within the family circle.  

   5.  Affection and companionship.  Ideally, the family provides 
members with warm and intimate relationships, helping them 
to feel satisfied and secure. Of course, a family member may 
find such rewards outside the family—from peers, in school, 
at work—and may even perceive the home as an unpleasant 
or abusive setting. Nevertheless, we expect our relatives to 
understand us, to care for us, and to be there for us when we 
need them.  

   6.  Provision of social status.  We inherit a social position 
because of the family background and reputation of our par-
ents and siblings. The family presents the newborn child with 
an ascribed status based on race and ethnicity that helps to 
determine his or her place within society’s stratification sys-
tem. Moreover, family resources affect children’s ability to 
pursue certain opportunities, such as higher education.    

 Traditionally, the family has fulfilled a number of other func-
tions, such as providing religious training, education, and recre-
ational outlets. But Ogburn argued that other social institutions 
have gradually assumed many of those functions. Education 
once took place at the family fireside; now it is the responsibil-
ity of professionals working in schools and colleges. Even the 
family’s traditional recreational function has been transferred to 
outside groups such as Little Leagues, athletic clubs, and Twitter.  
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Interactionists are particularly interested in the ways in which parents relate to 
each other and to their children. The close and loving relationship illustrated 
here is one of the foundations of a strong family.
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287  Interactionist Perspective 
 Interactionists focus on the micro level of family and other 
intimate relationships. They are interested in how individuals 
interact with one another, whether they are cohabiting partners 
or longtime married couples. For example, in a study of both 
Black and White two-parent households, researchers found that 
when fathers are more involved with their children (reading to 
them, helping them with homework, or restricting their televi-
sion viewing), the children have fewer behavior problems, get 
along better with others, and are more responsible (Mosley and 
 Thomson 1995). 

 Another interactionist study might examine the role of 
the stepparent. The increased number of single parents who 
remarry has sparked an interest in those who are helping to raise 
other people’s children. Studies have found that stepmothers are 
more likely than stepfathers to accept the blame for bad relations 
with their stepchildren. Interactionists theorize that stepfathers 
(like most fathers) may simply be unaccustomed to interacting 
directly with children when the mother isn’t there (Bray and 
Kelly 1999; F. Furstenberg and Cherlin 1991).  

  Feminist Perspective 
 Because “women’s work” has traditionally focused on family 
life, feminist sociologists have taken a strong interest in the 
family as a social institution. As we saw in Chapter 11, research 
on gender roles in child care and household chores has been 
extensive. Sociologists have looked particularly closely at how 
women’s work outside the home impacts their child care and 
housework—duties Arlie Hochschild (1989, 1990, 2005) has 
referred to as the “second shift.” Today, researchers recognize 
that for many women, the second shift includes the care of 
aging parents as well. 

 Feminist theorists have urged social scientists and social 
agencies to rethink the notion that families in which no adult 
male is present are automatically a cause for concern, or even 
dysfunctional. They have also contributed to research on sin-
gle women, single-parent households, and lesbian couples. In 
the case of single mothers, researchers have focused on the 
resiliency of many such households, despite economic stress. 
According to Velma McBride Murray and her colleagues (2001) 
at the University of Georgia, such studies show that among 
African Americans, single mothers draw heavily on kinfolk 
for material resources, parenting advice, and social support. 
Considering feminist research on the family as a whole, one 
researcher concluded that the family is the “source of women’s 
strength” (V. Taylor et al. 2009). 

 Finally, feminists who take the interactionist perspective 
stress the need to investigate neglected topics in family studies. 
For instance, in a growing number of dual-income households, 
the wife earns a higher income than the husband. In 2005, a 
study of 58 married couples revealed that 26 percent of the 
wives earned more than their husbands. In 1981, the propor-
tion was just 16 percent. Yet beyond individual case studies, 
little research has been done on how these families may dif-
fer from those in which the husband is the major breadwinner 
(Wills and Risman 2006). 

  Table 12-1  on page 288 summarizes the four major theoreti-
cal perspectives on the family. 

  Conflict Perspective 
 Conflict theorists view the family not as a contributor to social 
stability, but as a reflection of the inequality in wealth and 
power that is found within the larger society. Feminist and con-
flict theorists note that the family has traditionally legitimized 
and perpetuated male dominance. Throughout most of human 
 history—and in a wide range of societies—husbands have exer-
cised overwhelming power and authority within the family. Not 
until the first wave of contemporary feminism in the United 
States, in the mid-1800s, was there a substantial challenge to 
the historic status of wives and children as the legal property of 
husbands. 

 While the egalitarian family has become a more com-
mon pattern in the United States in recent decades—owing 
in good part to the activism of feminists beginning in the late 
1960s and early 1970s—male dominance over the family has 
hardly disappeared. Sociologists have found that while married 
men are increasing their involvement in child care, their wives 
still perform a disproportionate amount of it. Furthermore, 
for every stay-at-home dad there are 38 stay-at-home moms. 
And unfortunately, many husbands reinforce their power 
and control over wives and children through acts of domes-
tic violence (Fields 2004:11–12; Garcia-Moreno et al. 2005; 
Sayer et al. 2004). 

 Conflict theorists also view the family as an economic 
unit that contributes to societal injustice. The family is the 
basis for transferring power, property, and privilege from one 
generation to the next. Although the United States is widely 
viewed as a land of opportunity, social mobility is restricted in 
important ways. Children inherit the privileged or less-than-
privileged social and economic status of their parents (and in 
some cases, of earlier generations). The social class of parents 
significantly influences children’s socialization experiences 
and the degree of protection they receive. Thus, the socio-
economic status of a child’s family will have a marked influ-
ence on his or her nutrition, health care, housing, educational 
opportunities, and in many respects, life chances as an adult. 
For this reason, conflict theorists argue that the family helps to 
maintain inequality.  
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Cougars on the Rise
Typically, people choose someone of the same age as a romantic 
partner. In the most common deviation from this pattern, the husband 
is older than the wife. Yet today, the number of marriages that involve 
a much older woman—at least 10 years older—is growing. In fact, there is 
at least one online dating service that is dedicated to matching older women, 
dubbed “cougars,” with younger men. According to sociologist Andrew Beveridge, although this type 
of couple represents only 1.3 percent of all marriages, that percentage is double that of 1960.

A similar trend can be seen among dating couples. According to an AARP survey, 20 percent of 
single women ages 40 to 69 said they were dating or had recently dated a man who was at least 
five years younger. And an informal tally by one dating service, published in the New York Times, 
indicates a rapid increase in the percentage of women over 40 who want to date men much 
younger than they are.

Professor Sandra L. Caron of the University of Maine has studied the reasons for this new trend. 
She notes that unlike many younger women, mature women are self-sufficient and don’t need to 
look for an older, better educated man to support them. She finds that in general, women who marry 
much younger men have happy marriages, although they may be insecure about their ages. That inse-
curity is probably misplaced. University of Washington sociologist Pepper Schwartz says she thinks 
young men are attracted to older women who are sexually free and don’t make the demands that 
younger women do. As men become more accustomed to the idea of women earning more money 
than they do, the social barriers between young men and older women begin to melt away.
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thinking CRITICALLY

How would functionalist, conflict, interactionist, 
and feminist theorists explain a polygamous fam-
ily structure?

  Marriage and Family 
  Currently, over 95 percent of all men and women in the United 
States marry at least once during their lifetimes. Historically, the 
most consistent aspect of family life in this country has been the 

high rate of marriage. In fact, despite the high rate of divorce, 
there are some indications of a miniboom in marriages of late. 

 In this part of the chapter, we will examine various aspects 
of love, marriage, and parenthood in the United States and con-
trast them with cross-cultural examples. Though we’re used to 
thinking of romance and mate selection as strictly a matter of 
individual preference, sociological analysis tells us that social 
institutions and distinctive cultural norms and values also play 
an important role.  

   Courtship and Mate Selection 
 In the past, most couples met their partners through family, 
friends, or their neighborhood or workplace. Today, however, 
many couples meet on the Internet. According to a national 
survey done in 2010, the Internet is second only to friends as 
a source of romantic partners—ahead of family, workplace, and 
neighborhood. Significantly, online networking is just as impor-
tant to mate-seekers in their 40s and 50s as to those under age 
30. It is especially important to gays and lesbians, given the lim-
ited number of meeting places available to them: 61 percent of 
same-sex couples meet online, compared to 23 percent of het-
erosexual couples (Rosenfeld 2010). 

 Internet romance is only the latest courtship practice. In the 
central Asian nation of Uzbekistan and many other traditional 
cultures, courtship is defined largely through the interaction of 
two sets of parents, who arrange marriages for their children. 
Typically, a young Uzbekistani woman will be socialized to 
eagerly anticipate her marriage to a man whom she has met 
only once, when he is presented to her family at the time of 
the final inspection of her dowry. In the United States, in con-
trast, courtship is conducted primarily by individuals who have 

a romantic interest in each other. In our culture, 
courtship often requires these individuals to 

rely heavily on intricate games, gestures, 
and signals. Despite such differences, 

courtship—whether in the United 
States, Uzbekistan, or elsewhere—is 
influenced by the norms and val-
ues of the larger society (Carol J. 
Williams 1995). 

 One unmistakable trend in mate 
selection is that the process appears to 
be taking longer today than in the past. 
A variety of factors, including concerns 
about financial security and personal 
independence, has contributed to this 
delay in marriage. Most people are now 
well into their 20s before they marry, 
both in the United States and in other 
countries ( Figure 12-2 ). 

  Aspects of Mate Selection   Many soci-
eties have explicit or unstated rules that 
define potential mates as acceptable or 
unacceptable. These norms can be distin-
guished in terms of endogamy and exog-
amy.    Endogamy    (from the Greek  endon,
“within”) specifies the groups within 
which a spouse must be found and pro-
hibits marriage with others. For example, 

Theoretical 
Perspective Emphasis

Functionalist The family as a contributor to social stability
Roles of family members

Conflict The family as a perpetuator of inequality
Transmission of poverty or wealth across generations

Interactionist Relationships among family members

Feminist The family as a perpetuator of gender roles
Female-headed households

TABLE 12-1  SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES 

ON THE FAMILY

Tracking Sociological Perspectives
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FIGURE 12-2  MEDIAN AGE AT FIRST MARRIAGE 

IN EIGHT COUNTRIES

Source: United Nations Statistics Division 2008.
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Think about It
Why do people marry earlier in India than in Finland?

Although most interracial couples are not as visible as Robert De Niro and Grace 
Hightower, such unions are becoming increasingly common and accepted. They 
are also blurring the definitions of race. Will the children of these couples be 
considered Black or White? Why do you think so?
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in the United States, many people are expected to marry within 
their racial, ethnic, or religious group, and are strongly dis-
couraged or even prohibited from marrying outside the group. 
Endogamy is intended to reinforce the cohesiveness of the group 
by suggesting to the young that they should marry someone “of 
their own kind.”

Even in the United States, interracial and interethnic mar-
riages are still the exception. According to a report released in 
2012, among newly married White couples, about 9 percent marry 
someone of a different race or ethnicity. Among African American 
couples the proportion is 17 percent; among Latinos, 26 percent; 
and among Asian Americans, 28 percent (W. Wang 2012). 

 In contrast,    exogamy    (from the Greek  exo,  “outside”) requires 
mate selection outside certain groups, usually one’s family or 
certain kinfolk. The    incest taboo    ,  a social norm common to vir-
tually all societies, prohibits sexual relationships between certain 
culturally specified relatives. For those of us in the United States, 
this taboo means that we must marry outside the nuclear fam-
ily. We cannot marry our siblings, and in most states we cannot 
marry our first cousins. 

 Another factor that influences the selection of a marriage 
partner is    homogamy    ,  the conscious or unconscious ten-
dency to select a mate with personal characteristics similar to 
one’s own. The “like marries like” rule can be seen in couples 

with similar personalities and cultural interests. However, mate 
selection is unpredictable. Though some people may follow the 
homogamous pattern, others observe the “opposites attract” rule: 
one person is dependent and submissive—almost childishly 
so—while the other is dominant and controlling. 

 Recently, the concept of homogamy has been incorporated 
into the process of seeking a date or marital partner online. The 
Internet dating site eHarmony claims to be the first to use a “sci-
entific approach” to matching people based on a variety of abilities 
and interests. As in real life, online searchers typically do not seek 
out people of a different race. According to one study of Yahoo 
daters, over 71 percent of women and 53 percent of men explicitly 
indicate their racial preferences (Robnett and Feliciano 2011).  

  The Love Relationship   Today’s generation of college students 
seems more likely to hook up or cruise in large packs than to 
engage in the romantic dating relationships of their parents and 
grandparents. Still, at some point in their adult lives, the great 
majority of today’s students will meet someone they love and enter 
into a long-term relationship that focuses on creating a family. 

 Parents in the United States tend to value love highly as a ratio-
nale for marriage, so they encourage their children to develop inti-
mate relationships based on love and affection. Songs, films, books, 
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290 magazines, television shows, and even cartoons and comic books 

reinforce the theme of love. At the same time, our society expects 
parents and peers to help a person confine his or her search for a 
mate to “socially acceptable” members of the opposite sex. 

 Though most people in the United States take the importance 
of falling in love for granted, the coupling of love and marriage is 
by no means a cultural universal. Many of the world’s cultures give 
priority in mate selection to factors other than romantic feelings. 
In societies with  arranged marriages  engineered by parents or reli-
gious authorities, economic considerations play a significant role. 
The newly married couple is expected to develop a feeling of love 
 after  the legal union is formalized, if at all (Dayananda 2006). 

 Throughout the world, even where marital arrangements 
differ from our own, new media technologies are changing the 
mating game. In a rural Turkish village, where a small minor-
ity of the population still practices polygyny, the search for a 
second wife has moved from neighboring Syria to an Internet 
café where local men can contact prospective brides in faraway 
Morocco. Moroccan women watch Turkish soap operas on televi-
sion and tend to see Turkish men as more romantic than others. 
They have become familiar with Turkey’s culture and religion, 
politics and economy through the international news media. 
With a weak economy at home, many of these women must 
look elsewhere for marriage, so they turn to the Arabic website 
 Habibti.com  (“ Mydear.com ”) to find a traditional marriage in an 
untraditional way (Schleifer 2009). 

  

use your sociological imagination

Your parents and/or a matchmaker are going to arrange a 
marriage for you. What kind of mate will they select? Will 
your chances of having a successful marriage be better or 
worse than if you selected your own mate?

  Variations in Family Life 
and Intimate Relationships 
 Within the United States, social class, race, and ethnicity cre-
ate variations in family life. Studying these variations will give 
us a more sophisticated understanding of contemporary family 
styles in our country. 

  Social Class Differences   Various studies have documented 
the differences in family organization among social classes in the 
United States. In the upper class, the emphasis is on lineage and 
maintenance of family position. If you are in the upper class, you 
are not simply a member of a nuclear family, but rather a mem-
ber of a larger family tradition (think of the Rockefellers or the 
Kennedys). As a result, upper-class families are quite concerned 
about what they see as proper training for children. 

 Lower-class families do not often have the luxury of worry-
ing about the “family name”; they must first struggle to pay their 
bills and survive the crises often associated with a life of poverty. 
Such families are more likely to have only one parent at home, 
which creates special challenges in child care and financial man-
agement. Children from lower-class families typically assume 

adult responsibilities—including marriage and  parenthood—at 
an earlier age than children from affluent homes. In part, that is 
because they may lack the money needed to remain in school. 

 Social class differences in family life are less striking today 
than they once were. In the past, family specialists agreed that 
the contrasts in child-rearing practices were pronounced. Lower-
class families were found to be more authoritarian in rearing chil-
dren and more inclined to use physical punishment.  Middle-class 
families were more permissive and more restrained in punishing 
their children. And compared to lower-class families, middle-
class families tended to schedule more of their children’s time, 
or even to overstructure it. However, these differences may have 
narrowed as more and more families from all social classes 
turned to the same books, magazines, and even television talk 
shows for advice on rearing children (Kronstadt and Favreault 
2008; Luster et al. 1989; J. Sherman and Harris 2012). 

 Among the poor, women often play a significant role in the 
economic support of the family. Men may earn low wages, may 
be unemployed, or may be entirely absent from the family. In 
2010, 32 percent of all families headed by women with no hus-
band present fell below the federal government’s poverty line. 
In comparison, the poverty rate for married couples was only 
6.2 percent. The disproportionate representation of female-
headed households among the poor is a persistent and growing 
trend, referred to by sociologists as the  feminization of poverty  
(see Chapter 8; DeNavas-Walt et al. 2011:16).

Finally, in her book The Accordion Family (see the chapter-
opening excerpt), Katherine S. Newman (2012) noted that 
the accordion or boomerang family differs by social class. An 
upper-middle-class family like the one described in the open-
ing excerpt can afford to provide space to an adult child who 
is working toward an advanced degree. Less privileged families 
tend to hang on to their adult children for the labor or income 
they can contribute to the family’s welfare. 

 Many racial and ethnic groups appear to have distinctive 
family characteristics. However, racial and class factors are often 
closely related. In examining family life among racial and ethnic 
minorities, keep in mind that certain patterns may result from 
class as well as cultural factors.  

  Racial and Ethnic Differences   The subordinate status of racial 
and ethnic minorities in the United States profoundly affects their 
family lives. For example, the lower incomes of  African Americans, 
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Note: Families are groups with children under 18. Early data for Asian 
Americans are for 1980. Hispanics can be of any race. Not included are 
unrelated people living together with no children present. All data exclude the 
11 percent of children in nonparental households.
Sources: Bureau of the Census 2008a:56, 2010c:Table FG10.

FIGURE 12-3  RISE OF SINGLE-PARENT FAMILIES 

IN THE UNITED STATES, 1970–2010
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291Native Americans, most Hispanic groups, and selected Asian 
American groups make creating and maintaining successful mar-
ital unions a difficult task. The economic restructuring of the past 
60 years, described by sociologist William Julius Wilson (1996, 
2009) and others, has especially affected people living in inner cit-
ies and desolate rural areas, such as reservations. Furthermore, the 
immigration policy of the United States has complicated the suc-
cessful relocation of intact families from Asia and Latin America. 

 The African American family suffers from many negative and 
inaccurate stereotypes. It is true that in a significantly higher 
proportion of Black than White families, no husband is present 
in the home ( Figure 12-3 ). Yet Black single mothers often belong 
to stable, functioning kin networks, which mitigate the pressures 
of sexism and racism. Members of these networks—predomi-
nantly female kin such as mothers, grandmothers, and aunts—
ease financial strains by sharing goods and services. In addition 
to these strong kinship bonds, Black family life has emphasized 
deep religious commitment and high aspirations for achieve-
ment (DuBois [1909] 1970; F.  Furstenberg 2007). 

 Like African Americans, Native Americans draw on family ties 
to cushion many of the hardships they face. On the Navajo reser-
vation, for example, teenage parenthood is not regarded as the cri-
sis that it is elsewhere in the United States. The Navajo trace their 
descent matrilineally. Traditionally, couples reside with the wife’s 
family after marriage, allowing the grandparents to help with the 
child rearing. While the Navajo do not approve of teenage parent-
hood, the deep emotional commitment of their extended families 
provides a warm home environment for children, even when no 
father is present or involved (Dalla and Gamble 2001; John 2012).  

 Sociologists also have taken note of differences in family pat-
terns among other racial and ethnic groups. For example,  Mexican 
American men have been described as exhibiting a sense of viril-
ity, personal worth, and pride in their maleness that is called 
   machismo    .  Mexican Americans are also described as being more 
familistic than many other subcultures.    Familism    (or familismo) 
refers to pride in the extended family, expressed through the main-
tenance of close ties and strong obligations to kinfolk outside the 
immediate family. Traditionally, Mexican Americans have placed 
proximity to their extended families above other needs and desires. 

 Although familism is often seen as a positive cultural attri-
bute, it may also have negative consequences. Sociologists who 
have studied the relatively low college application rates of 
 Hispanic students have found they have a strong desire to stay 
at home. Even the children of college-educated parents express 
this preference, which diminishes the likelihood of their get-
ting a four-year degree and dramatically reduces the possibility 
that they will apply to a selective college.  

 These family patterns are changing, however, in response to 
changes in Latinos’ social class standing, educational achieve-
ments, and occupations. Like other Americans, career-oriented 
Latinos in search of a mate but short on spare time are turn-
ing to Internet sites. As Latinos and other groups assimilate into 
the dominant culture of the United States, their family lives take 
on both the positive and negative characteristics associated with 
White households (Negroni 2012; Suárez and Perez 2012).  

  Child-Rearing Patterns 
 The Nayars of southern India acknowledge the biological role 
of fathers, but the mother’s eldest brother is responsible for her 

children. In contrast, uncles play only a peripheral role in child 
care in the United States. Caring for children is a universal 
function of the family, yet the ways in which different societies 
assign this function to family members can vary significantly. 
Even within the United States, child-rearing patterns are var-
ied. We’ll take a look here at parenthood and grandparenthood, 
adoption, dual-income families, single-parent families, and 
stepfamilies.  

  Parenthood and Grandparenthood   The socialization of chil-
dren is essential to the maintenance of any culture. Consequently, 
parenthood is one of the most important (and most demanding) 
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1984) has identified four factors that complicate the transi-
tion to parenthood and the role of socialization. First, there is 
little anticipatory socialization for the social role of caregiver. 
The normal school curriculum gives scant attention to the sub-
jects most relevant to successful family life, such as child care 
and home maintenance. Second, only limited learning occurs 
during the period of pregnancy itself. Third, the transition to 
parenthood is quite abrupt. Unlike adolescence, it is not pro-
longed; unlike the transition to work, the duties of caregiving 
cannot be taken on gradually. Finally, in Rossi’s view, our soci-
ety lacks clear and helpful guidelines for successful parenthood. 
There is little consensus on how parents can produce happy 
and well-adjusted offspring—or even on what it means to be 
well adjusted. For these reasons, socialization for parenthood 
involves difficult challenges for most men and women in the 
United States.   

In some homes, the full nest holds grandchildren. By 2009, 
9 percent of White children, 17 percent of Black children, and 
14 percent of Hispanic children lived with at least one grand-
parent. In about a third of these homes, no parent was present 
to assume responsibility for the youngsters. Special difficulties 
are inherent in such relationships, including legal custodial 
concerns, financial issues, and emotional problems for adults 
and youths alike. It is not surprising that support groups such 
as Grandparents as Parents have emerged to provide assistance 
(Kreider and Ellis 2011). 

  Adoption   In a legal sense,    adoption    is the transfer of the legal 
rights, responsibilities, and  privileges of parenthood to a new 
legal parent or parents. In many cases, these rights are trans-
ferred from a biological parent or parents (often called birth par-
ents) to an adoptive parent or parents. Every year, about 135,000 
children are adopted (Child Welfare Information 2011). 

 Viewed from a functionalist perspective, government has a 
strong interest in encouraging adoption. Policymakers, in fact, 
have both a humanitarian and a financial stake in the process. 
In theory, adoption offers a stable family environment for chil-
dren who otherwise might not receive satisfactory care. More-
over, government data show that unwed mothers who keep 
their babies tend to be of lower socioeconomic status and often 
require public assistance to support their children. The govern-
ment can lower its social welfare expenses, then, if children are 
transferred to economically self-sufficient families. From an 
interactionist perspective, however, adoption may require a child 
to adjust to a very different family environment and parental 
approach to child rearing. 

 There are two legal methods of adopting an unrelated per-
son: the adoption may be arranged through a licensed agency, or 
in some states it may be arranged through a private agreement 
sanctioned by the courts. Adopted children may come from 
the United States or from abroad. In 2011, over 9,300 children 
entered the United States as the adopted children of U.S. citizens 
(Bureau of Consular Affairs 2011).

Having a new child is a major adjustment for everyone in 
the family; adopting a child is an even bigger adjustment. If the 
adopted child comes from another culture and is racially or 
ethnically different from the adopting family, the challenge is 
that much greater. Box 12-2 describes research on the adjust-
ment that occurs when a U.S. family adopts a child from South 
Korea. 

 The 2010 earthquake in Haiti drew attention to the foreign 
perspective on international adoptions, which is not always pos-
itive. When well-meaning people from the United States arrived 
in Haiti to rescue alleged orphans and arrange for their adop-
tion in other countries, government officials objected. Some of 
the children, it turned out, were not orphans; their parents were 
simply too poor to care for them. For the governments of over-
stressed developing nations, adoption can be both a solution 
and a problem. 

 Adoption is controversial not only 
abroad but at home as well. In some 
cases, those who adopt children are not 
married. In 1995, an important court 
decision in New York held that a couple 
does not need to be married to adopt a 
child. Under this ruling, unmarried het-
erosexual couples, lesbian couples, and 
gay couples can all adopt children in 
New York. Today, most states permit gay 
and lesbian couples to adopt.  Significant 
restrictions or outright prohibitions 
exist in Florida, Michigan, Mississippi, 
Nebraska, and Utah (National Gay and 
Lesbian Task Force 2012). 

 For every child who is adopted, many 
more remain the wards of  state-sponsored 
child protective services. At any given 
time, around half a million children in the 
United States are living in foster care. Every 
year, about 57,000 of them are adopted; 
another 103,000 are eligible and waiting 
to be adopted (Department of Health and 
Human Services 2011b).  
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Now in his 30s, Caleb always 
knew that he was loved and 

fiercely wanted by his parents. 
Still, he struggled with his identity.

RESEARCH TODAY

12-2 Transracial Adoption: The Experience of Children from Korea

Caleb Littell was born in South 
Korea and adopted by a White 
couple in the United States as an 
infant. He joined a loving family in 
the predominantly White suburb of 
Renton, Washington, just outside 
Seattle. Now in his 30s, Caleb 
always knew that he was loved 
and fiercely wanted by his parents. 
Still, he struggled with his identity. 
Why did he look different from his 
parents? Why was he adopted? 
What did it mean to be Korean? 
These questions didn’t trouble him 
at home, but at school and in the 
wider community, where he was 
often teased for being “Oriental” or 
“Asian.” His White parents, whom 
he identified with, didn’t see him 
as different from themselves, he 
reasoned, yet people outside the family did—
why? Caleb wasn’t just hurt; he was confused. 

This story, recounted by educator Mia Tuan 
and sociologist Jiannbin Lee Shiao, is all too 
familiar to children who have experienced 
transracial adoption, the adoption of a non-
White child by White parents or a Hispanic 
child by non-Hispanics. According to a 2011 
estimate, there are about 300,000 such chil-
dren under age 16 in the United States today. 
Although this type of adoption has occurred for 
generations, it became more common in the 
1990s with the increase in international adop-
tions. About 85 percent of international adop-
tions are transracial.

Although no single case is typical, the life-
long socialization of the transracially adopted 
child does present some special challenges. In 
Chapter 5 we noted that a child’s relationship 
to his or her parents is an ascribed status, as 
is ethnicity or race. Korean children who were 
adopted by White families find that when they 
move outside their protective nuclear families, 

groups and online chat rooms. Some 
send their children to heritage camps, 
which have emerged over the last 30 
years to immerse children in cultural 
experiences reflective of their cultural 
background, be it  African, Asian, or 
Hispanic. Besides offering language 
instruction, such camps allow chil-
dren to socialize with others who were 
transracially adopted. The degree and 
quality of support from other relatives 
and from the surrounding community 
is also important to the children’s 
adjustment. 

In terms of the children’s adult 
identity, there is no single outcome. 
Adult Korean American adoptees 
may describe themselves as “Korean 
American,” “Caucasian, except when 
looking in the mirror, ” or “Amerasian 

trying to be White.” Research indicates that 
their identification with Korea is weak, although 
it has strengthened a bit among more recent 
adoptees, as support structures have improved. 
Few of them really learn to speak the Korean 
language or to truly enjoy Korean food. 

LET’S DISCUSS

 1. As a child, did you know anyone who may 
have been transracially adopted? If so, did 
the child fit in well with his or her peers? 
Relate your answer to the community you 
grew up in.

 2. Compare the experience of transracial adop-
tion to the experience of entering a blended 
family. From the child’s point of view, what 
might be the advantages and disadvantages 
of each? From the parents’ point of view, 
what might be the challenges of each?

Sources: Freundlich and Lieberthal 2000; Kreider 
2011; Randolph and Holtzman 2010; Tuan and Shiao 
2011; Woon 2005. 

their ascribed identities are immediately ques-
tioned. Sociologists and other researchers point 
out that their experience reflects contemporary 
racial and ethnic relations in the United States. 
That is to say, these children find acceptance 
and opportunity as well as intolerance and con-
flict in their new home country.

Assessing the long-term success of trans–
racial adoption is difficult, since the outcomes 
of raising children in general are complex. The 
researcher must separate normal parenting 
problems from transracial parenting problems. 
One common transracial parenting problem is 
that White parents may lack the individual expe-
riences, and at first the resources, to transmit 
positive identity messages to their adopted chil-
dren. For advice, parents often turn to support 

293

thinking CRITICALLY

How do both cultural and socioeconomic factors con-
tribute to transracial adoption?

  Dual-Income Families   The idea of a family consisting of a 
wage-earning husband and a wife who stays at home has largely 
given way to the dual-income household. Among married people 
between ages 25 and 94, 96 percent of the men and 69  percent of 

the women were in the labor force in 2010 (Bureau of the Census 
2011a:Table 597 on page 384). 

 Why has there been such a rise in the number of dual-income 
couples? A major factor is economic need, coupled with a desire 
by both men  and  women to pursue their careers. Evidence of this 
trend can be found in the rise in the number of married cou-
ples living apart for reasons other than marital discord. The 3.6 
million couples who now live apart represent 1 out of every 33 
marriages. More than half of them live farther than 100 miles 
apart, and half of those live 1,000 or more miles apart. Of course, 
couples living apart are nothing new; men have worked at tran-
sient jobs for generations as soldiers, truck drivers, or traveling 
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salesmen. Now, however, the woman’s job is often the one that 
creates the separation. The existence of such household arrange-
ments reflects an acceptance of the egalitarian family type 
(Higgins et al. 2010; Holmes 2009; Silverman 2009).  

  Single-Parent Families   The 2004  American Idol  winner  Fantasia 
Barrino’s song “Baby Mama” offers a tribute to young single 
mothers—a subject she knows about. Barrino was 17 when she 
became pregnant with her daughter. Though critics charged that 
the song sends the wrong message to teenage girls, Barrino says 
it is not about encouraging teens to have sex. Rather, she sees 
the song as an anthem for young mothers courageously trying to 
raise their children alone (Cherlin 2006). 

 In recent decades, the stigma attached to unwed mothers 
and other single parents has significantly diminished.    Single-
parent families    ,  in which only one parent is present to care 
for the children, can hardly be viewed as a rarity in the United 
States. In 2010, a single parent headed about 24 percent of White 
families with children under 18, 37 percent of Hispanic families 
with children, and 62 percent of African American families with 
children (see  Figure 12-3  on page 291). 

 The lives of single parents and their children are not inevi-
tably more difficult than life in a traditional nuclear family. It is 
as inaccurate to assume that a single-parent family is necessar-
ily deprived as it is to assume that a two-parent family is always 
secure and happy. Nevertheless, life in a single-parent family can 
be extremely stressful, in both economic and emotional terms. A 
family headed by a single mother faces especially difficult prob-
lems when the mother is a teenager. 

 Why might low-income teenage women wish to have chil-
dren and face the obvious financial difficulties of motherhood? 
Viewed from an interactionist perspective, these women tend to 
have low self-esteem and limited options; a child may provide a 
sense of motivation and purpose for a teenager whose economic 
worth in our society is limited at best. Given the barriers that 
many young women face because of their gender, race, ethnicity, 
and class, many teenagers may believe they have little to lose and 
much to gain by having a child. 

 According to a widely held stereotype, “unwed mothers” and 
“babies having babies” in the United States are predominantly 
African American. However, this view is not entirely accurate. 

African Americans account for a dispro-
portionate share of births to unmarried 
women and teenagers, but the majority 
of all babies born to unmarried teenage 
mothers are born to White adolescents. 
Moreover, since 1980, birthrates among 
Black teenagers have generally declined 
(J. Martin et al. 2009). 

 Although 84 percent of single par-
ents in the United States are mothers, 
the number of households headed by 
single fathers more than quadrupled 
from 1987 to 2011. Though single 
mothers often develop social networks, 
single fathers are typically more isolated. 
In addition, they must deal with schools 
and social service agencies that are more 
accustomed to women as custodial par-
ents (Bureau of the  Census 1994, 2011c).   

use your sociological imagination

What personal experience do you have with child rearing 
by grandparents, dual-income families, or single-parent 
families? Describe what you observed using sociological 
concepts.

  Stepfamilies   Approximately 45 percent of all people in the 
United States will marry, divorce, and then remarry. The rising 
rates of divorce and remarriage have led to a noticeable increase 
in stepfamily relationships. 

 The exact nature of blended families has social signifi-
cance for adults and children alike. Certainly resocialization is 
required when an adult becomes a stepparent or a child becomes 
a stepchild and stepsibling. Moreover, an important distinction 
must be made between first-time stepfamilies and households 
where there have been repeated divorces, breakups, or changes 
in custodial arrangements. 

 In evaluating the rise of stepfamilies, some observers have 
assumed that children would benefit from remarriage because 
they would be gaining a second custodial parent, and would 
potentially enjoy greater economic security. However, after 
reviewing many studies of stepfamilies, sociologist Andrew J. 
Cherlin (2010) concluded that children whose parents have 
remarried do not have higher levels of well-being than chil-
dren in divorced single-parent families. 

 Stepparents can play valuable and unique roles in their 
stepchildren’s lives, but their involvement does not guarantee 
an improvement in family life. In fact, standards may decline. 
 Studies suggest that children raised in families with stepmothers 
are likely to have less health care, education, and money spent on 
their food than children raised by biological mothers. The mea-
sures are also negative for children raised by stepfathers, but only 
half as negative as in the case of stepmothers. These results don’t 
mean that stepmothers are “evil”—it may be that the stepmother 
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Most households in the United States do not consist of two parents living with 
their unmarried children.

FIGURE 12-4  TRENDS IN MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE 

IN THE UNITED STATES, 1920–2010

Sources: Bureau of the Census 1975:64; Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 2012b.
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295holds back out of concern for seeming too intrusive, or relies 
mistakenly on the biological father to carry out parental duties 
(Schmeeckle 2007; Schmeeckle et al. 2006). 

use your sociological imagination

What special challenges might stepfamilies face? What 
advantages might they enjoy? Explain using sociological 
concepts.

    

  Divorce 
  In the United States, the pattern of family life includes com-
mitments both to marriage and to self-expression and personal 
growth. Needless to say, the tension between those competing 
commitments can undermine a marriage, working against the 
establishment of a lasting relationship. This approach to fam-
ily life is distinctive to the United States. In some nations, such 
as Italy, the culture strongly supports marriage and discour-
ages divorce. In others, such as Sweden, people treat marriage 
the same way as cohabitation, and both arrangements are just 
as lasting (Cherlin 2009).  

   Statistical Trends in Divorce 
 Just how common is divorce? Surprisingly, this is not a simple 
question; divorce statistics are difficult to interpret. The media fre-
quently report that one out of every two marriages ends in divorce, 
but that figure is misleading. It is based on a comparison of all 
divorces that occur in a single year (regardless of when the couples 
were married) with the number of new marriages in the same year. 

 In many countries, divorce began to increase in the late 
1960s but then leveled off; since the late 1980s, it has declined by 
30 percent. ( Figure 12-4  shows the pattern in the United States.) 
This trend is due partly to the aging of the baby boomer popula-
tion and the corresponding decline in the proportion of people 
of marriageable age. But it also indicates an increase in marital 
stability in recent years (Coontz 2006). 

 Getting divorced obviously does not sour people on marriage. 
About 63 percent of all divorced people in the United States have 
remarried. Women are less likely than men to remarry because 
many retain custody of their children after a divorce, which 
complicates a new adult relationship (Bianchi and Spain 1996; 
Saad 2004). 

 Some people regard the nation’s high rate of remarriage as 
an endorsement of the institution of marriage, but it does lead 
to the new challenges of a kin network composed of both cur-
rent and prior marital relationships. Such networks can be par-
ticularly complex if children are involved or if an ex-spouse 
remarries.  

 Factors Associated with Divorce 
 Perhaps the most important factor in the increase in divorce 
over the past hundred years has been the greater social  accep-
tance  of divorce. It is no longer considered necessary to endure 
an unhappy marriage. More important, various religious denom-
inations have relaxed their negative attitudes toward divorce, so 
that most religious leaders no longer treat it as a sin. 

 The growing acceptance of divorce is a worldwide phenom-
enon. A decade ago, Sunoo, South Korea’s foremost matchmak-
ing service, had no divorced clients. Few Koreans divorced; 
those who did felt social pressure to resign themselves to the 
single life. But in one recent seven-year period, South Korea’s 

divorce rate doubled. Today, 15 percent 
of Sunoo’s membership are divorced 
(Onishi 2003; United Nations Statistics 
 Division 2009:Table 23). 

 In the United States, several factors 
have contributed to the growing social 
acceptance of divorce:

    • Most states have adopted more lib-
eral divorce laws in the past three 
decades. No-fault divorce laws, which 
allow a couple to end their mar-
riage without fault on either side (by 
specifying adultery, for instance), 
accounted for an initial surge in the 
divorce rate after they were intro-
duced in the 1970s, but appear to 
have had little effect beyond that.  
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296    • Divorce has become a more  practical option in newly formed 

families, since families tend to have fewer children now than 
in the past.  

   • A general increase in family incomes, coupled with the avail-
ability of free legal aid to some poor people, has meant that 
more couples can afford costly divorce proceedings.  

   • As society provides greater opportunities for women, more 
and more wives are becoming less dependent on their hus-
bands, both economically and emotionally. They may feel 
more able to leave a marriage if it seems hopeless.    

  Impact of Divorce on Children 
 Divorce is traumatic for all involved, but it has special meaning 
for the more than 1 million children whose parents divorce each 
year. Of course, for some of these children, divorce signals the wel-
come end to a very dysfunctional relationship. Perhaps that is why 
a national study that tracked 6,332 children both before and after 
their parents’ divorce found that their behavior did not suffer from 
the marital breakups. Other studies have shown greater unhappi-
ness among children who live amid parental conflict than among 
children whose parents are divorced. Still, it would be simplistic 
to assume that children are automatically better off following the 
breakup of their parents’ marriage. The interests of the parents do 
not necessarily serve children well (H. Kim 2011; Zi 2007).  

   

thinking CRITICALLY

In a society that maximizes the welfare of all fam-
ily members, how easy should it be for couples to 
divorce? How easy should it be to get married?

  Diverse Lifestyles 
  Marriage is no longer the presumed route from adolescence to 
adulthood. Instead, it is treated as just one of several paths to matu-
rity. As a result, the marriage ceremony has lost much of its social 
significance as a rite of passage. The nation’s marriage rate has 
declined since 1960 because people are postponing marriage until 
later in life, and because more couples, including same-sex couples, 
are deciding to form partnerships without marriage (Haq 2011).  

   Cohabitation 
 In the United States, testing the marital waters by living together 
before making a commitment is a common practice among 
 marriage-wary 20-   and 30-somethings. The tremendous increase 
in the number of male–female couples who choose to live 
together without marrying, a practice called    cohabitation    ,  is one 
of the most dramatic trends of recent years. 

 About half of all  currently  married couples in the United 
States say that they lived together before marriage. This percent-
age is likely to increase. The number of households in the United 
States that are headed by unmarried opposite-sex couples has 
been rising steadily; in 2010 it was 6.7 million (Kreider 2010). 

 In much of Europe, cohabitation is so common that the general 
sentiment seems to be “Love, yes; marriage, maybe.” In Iceland, 
62 percent of all children are born to single mothers; in France, 

Great Britain, and Norway, about 40 percent.  Government poli-
cies in these countries make few legal distinctions between mar-
ried and unmarried couples or households. Perhaps as a result, 
partnerships between cohabiting adults are not necessarily brief 
or lacking in commitment. Children born to a cohabiting couple 
in Sweden, for example, are less likely than children born to a 
cohabiting couple in the United States to see their parents break 
up (Cherlin 2009; Lyall 2002; M. Moore 2006). 

People tend to associate cohabitation with younger, child-
less couples. Although that stereotype may have been accurate a 
generation or more ago, it is not now. Since 1970, the number of 
unmarried couples with children has increased 12-fold. By the age 
of 12, about 42 percent of all children in the United States have 
lived with cohabiting parents (Institute for American Values 2011).

 Periodically, legislators attempt to bolster the desirability of 
a lifelong commitment to marriage. In 2002, President George 
W. Bush backed funding for an initiative to promote marriage 
among those who receive public assistance. Under the Healthy 
Marriage Initiative, the federal government created a resource 
center that promoted marriage-related programs. Critics charged 
that the effort was underfunded or an inappropriate mission for 
the federal government. Still, the Obama administration has 
indicated a desire to continue the initiative, although the fragile 
economy may jeopardize its funding (Jayson 2009).  

  Remaining Single 
 Looking at TV programs today, you would be justified in think-
ing that most households are composed of singles. Although that 
is not the case, it is true that more and more people in the United 
States are postponing entry into a first marriage. Over one out of 
three households with children in the United States is a single-
parent household. Even so, less than 4 percent of women and 
men in the United States are likely to remain single throughout 
their lives (Bureau of the Census 2011c).  

 The trend toward maintaining a single lifestyle for a longer 
period is related to the growing economic independence of 
young people. This trend is especially significant for women. 
Freed from financial needs, women don’t necessarily need to 
marry to enjoy a satisfying life. Divorce, late marriage, and lon-
gevity also figure into this trend. 

 There are many reasons why a person may choose not to 
marry. Some singles do not want to limit their sexual intimacy 
to one lifetime partner. Some men and women do not want to 
become highly dependent on any one person—and do not want 
anyone depending heavily on them. In a society that values indi-
viduality and self-fulfillment, the single lifestyle can offer certain 
freedoms that married couples may not enjoy. Even divorced 
parents may not feel the need to remarry. Andrew J. Cherlin 
(2009) contends that a single parent who connects with other 
adults, such as grandparents, to form a solid, supportive relation-
ship for child rearing should not feel compelled to re-partner. 

 Nevertheless, remaining single represents a clear departure 
from societal expectations; indeed, it has been likened to “being 
single on Noah’s Ark.” A single adult must confront the inaccurate 
view that he or she is always lonely, is a workaholic, or is immature. 
These stereotypes help to support the traditional assumption in 
the United States and most other societies that to be truly happy 
and fulfilled, a person must get married and raise a family. To 
counter these societal expectations, singles have formed numerous 
support groups (Hertz 2006; Klinenberg 2012; Lundquist 2006).  
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297  Marriage without Children 
 There has been a modest increase in childlessness in 
the United States. According to census data, about 
16 to 17 percent of women will now complete their 
childbearing years without having borne any chil-
dren, compared to 10  percent in 1980. As many 
as 20 percent of women in their 30s expect to 
remain childless (Biddlecom and Martin 2006). 

 Childlessness within marriage has generally 
been viewed as a problem that can be solved 
through such means as adoption and artifi-
cial insemination. More and more couples 
today, however, choose not to have chil-
dren and regard themselves as child-
free rather than childless. They do not 
believe that having children auto-
matically follows from marriage, 
nor do they feel that reproduction 
is the duty of all married couples. 
Childless couples have formed 
support groups (with names like 
No Kidding) and set up websites. 

 Economic considerations have contributed to this shift in atti-
tudes; having children has become quite expensive. According to 
a government estimate made for 2012, the average middle-class 
family will spend $229,320 to feed, clothe, and shelter a child 
from birth to age 18. If the child attends college, that amount 
could double, depending on the college chosen. In 1960, parents 
spent only 2 percent of their income on child care and education; 
now they spend 16 percent, reflecting the rising dependence on 
nonfamily child care (see the Social Policy section in Chapter 4). 
Aware of the financial pressures, some couples are weighing the 
advantages of a child-free marriage (Lino 2011). 

 Childless couples are beginning to question current practices 
in the workplace. While applauding employers’ efforts to provide 
child care and flexible work schedules, some nevertheless express 
concern about tolerance of employees who leave early to take chil-
dren to doctors, ball games, or after-school classes. As more dual-
career couples enter the paid labor force and struggle to balance 
career and familial responsibilities, conflicts with employees who 
have no children may increase (Biddlecom and Martin 2006). 

 

use your sociological imagination

What would happen to our society if many more  married 
couples suddenly decided not to have children? How 
would society change if cohabitation and/or singlehood 
became the norm?

Human Sexuality 
Human sexuality spans a broad range of behaviors, includ-
ing some that are not condoned by particular societies. From 
the sociologist’s perspective, however, sexuality is not limited 
to physical behaviors, but includes the beliefs, values, and social 
norms that collectively govern its expression. For example, most 

societies seek to restrict sexual expression to marriage 
because of its effect on the family, particularly the wel-

fare of women and children (C. Schneider 2008). 
Although human sexuality is expressed in all 

societies, the way it is sanctioned differs widely, 
both geographically and historically. In South 
Africa, following the end of apartheid in 1990, leg-
islators removed barriers to interracial cohabita-
tion and marriage. Then in 1998 they passed the 
 Recognition of Customary Marriages Act, which 
legalized polygamy among some African tribal 
groups, but not among Muslims and other reli-

gious groups. Finally, under the Civil Union 
Act of 2006, they granted gay and lesbian 

couples the same rights and responsibilities 
as opposite-sex couples (Stacey 2011). 

Clearly, sexual attitudes and prac-
tices change over time. In Chapter 

2 we saw how the publication of 
Alfred Kinsey’s first study of 
human sexuality in 1948 pro-
foundly shocked Americans. 

Today, online sites routinely solicit descriptions of almost any 
kind of human sexuality. Besides the new cultural openness 
about sex, medical advances have encouraged what many refer 
to as a sexual revolution. For example, the development of oral 
contraceptives (“the pill”) in 1965 and of remedies for erectile 
dysfunction (Viagra and other such drugs) in 1998 reduced 
the risk and increased the likelihood of frequent sexual activ-
ity. Today, young people engage in sexual practices that few 
people in earlier generations would have dared to participate in 
(see Box 12-3 on page 298, which describes an interactionist 
study of the sexual networks in one American high school).

Labeling and Human Sexuality 
In Chapter 7 we saw how society singles out certain groups of peo-
ple by labeling them in positive or negative ways—as “good kids” or 
“delinquents,” for example. Labeling theorists have also studied how 
labels are used to sanction certain sexual behaviors as “deviant.”
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63 steady couples, or pairs with no other part-
ners. A much larger group of 288 students—
almost a third of the sample—was involved in 
the free-flowing network of relationships shown 
on the accompanying chart. (Note the compara-
tive absence of tightly closed loops of three to 
five individuals.) Not shown on the chart were 
another 90 students who were involved in rela-
tionships outside the school.

RESEARCH TODAY

12-3 Adolescent Sexual Networks

If you drew a chart of the 
sexual network at a typi-
cal American high school, 
what would it look like? 
In the mid-1990s, soci-
ologists Peter Bearman, 
James Moody, and Kath-
erine Stovel asked them-
selves that question. While 
studying romantic rela-
tionships at a high school 
with 1,000 students, they 
found that about 61 per-
cent of the boys and 55 
percent of the girls had 
been sexually active over 
the past 18 months. Those 
percentages did not differ 
much from the results of 
similar studies done dur-
ing the period. What sur-
prised the research team 
was what they saw when 
they began to chart the 
students’ relationships.

To obtain their data, Bearman and his col-
leagues conducted in-home interviews with the 
respondents. Instead of asking students for a face-
to-face interview—a technique that might have 
embarrassed them or distorted their answers—
the researchers gave them an audio recording of 
the questions, a pair of earphones, and a laptop 
computer on which to record their answers. The 
research team also asked respondents to look at 
a list of all the students at the high school and 
identify those with whom they had had romantic 
or sexual relationships.

The results showed that 573 of the 832 
students surveyed had had at least one sexual 
relationship over the past 18 months. Among 
those respondents, the sociologists found only 

A particularly significant 
implication of this study is the risk 

of sexually transmitted diseases 
(STDs) to those who participate 

in such a network. 

A particularly signifi-
cant implication of this 
study is the risk of sexu-
ally transmitted diseases 
(STDs) to those who par-
ticipate in such a network. 
Through the complicated 
chain of relationships, 
even students who have 
only one or two sexual 
partners are exposing 
themselves to a relatively 
high degree of risk. But 
while parents and even 
students may be alarmed 
by the data, public health 
officials are encouraged. 
Experts at the Centers 
for Disease Control who 
have reviewed the net-
work charts from this 
and other studies see 
them as blueprints for 
change. If experts can 
alter participants’ behav-

ior anywhere along these chains—by counsel-
ing abstinence, condom use, or treatment of 
STDs—they can significantly reduce transmis-
sion of the diseases.

LET’S DISCUSS

 1. Do the results of the study surprise you? 
How does the sexual network described in 
this study compare to the network where 
you went to high school?

 2. Do you see any problems with the research 
method used in this study? Can you think 
of anything that might have compromised 
the validity of the data?

Sources: Bearman, Moody, and Stovel 2004; C. F. Turner 
et al. 1998; Wallis 2005.

Other relationships (if a pattern was observed more than once, numeral indicates frequency)

Boys
Girls

63129
22

Each dot represents a boy or girl at “Jefferson High.” The lines that link them represent romantic
and sexual relationships that occurred over an 18-month period. While most of the teenagers had
had just one or two partners, 288 of the 832 kids interviewed were linked in a giant sexual network.

Sources: Bearman, Moody, and Stovel 2005:58

298

The definition of deviant sexual behavior has varied signifi-
cantly over time and from one culture to another. Until 1973, 
the American Psychiatric Association considered homosexual-
ity a “sociopathic personality disorder,” which in effect meant 
that homosexuals should seek therapy. Two years later, however, 
the association removed homosexuality from its list of mental 
illnesses. Today, the organization publicly proclaims that “being 
gay is just as healthy as being straight.” To use Goffman’s term, 
mental health professionals have removed the stigma from this 
form of sexual expression. As a result, in the United States and 
many other countries, consensual sex between same-sex adults 
is no longer a crime (American  Psychological Association 
2008; International Gay and Lesbian Human Rights Commis-
sion 2010). 

Despite the change in health professionals’ attitudes, however, 
the social stigma of homosexuality lingers. As a result, many 
people prefer the more positive terms gay and lesbian. Others, 
in defiance of the stigma, have proudly adopted the pejorative 
term queer in a deliberate reaction to the ridicule they have 
borne because of their sexual orientation. Still others maintain 
that constructing one’s sexual orientation as either homosexual 
or heterosexual is too limiting. Indeed, such labels ignore those 
who are bisexual, or sexually attracted to both sexes. 

Another group whose sexual orientation does not fit into the 
usual categories is transgendered persons, or those people whose 
current gender identity does not match their physical identity at 
birth. Some transgendered persons see themselves as both male 
and female. Others, called transsexuals, may take hormones or 
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Use your sociological imagination

Do your friends react differently to some expressions of 
human sexuality? If so, in what way?

  Lesbian and Gay Relationships 
 Twenty-one-year-old Parke, a junior in college, grew up in a sta-
ble, loving family. A self-described fiscal conservative, he cred-
its his parents with instilling in him a strong work ethic. Sound 
like an average child of an average family? The only break with 
traditional expectations in this case is that Parke is the son of a 
lesbian couple (P. Brown 2004). 

 The lifestyles of lesbians and gay men are varied. Some live 
in long-term, monogamous relationships; others live alone or with 
roommates. Some remain in “empty-shell” heterosexual marriages 
and do not publicly acknowledge their homosexuality. Others 
live with children from a former marriage or with adopted chil-
dren. Based on election exit polls, researchers for the National 
Health and Social Life Survey and the Voter News Service 
estimate that 2 to 5 percent of the adult population identify 
themselves as either gay or lesbian. An analysis of the 2010 
Census shows about 600,000 gay households, and a gay and 
lesbian adult population approaching 10 million (Figure 12-5) 
(Laumann et al. 1994b:293; Lofquist 2011).  

undergo surgery in an effort to draw physically closer to their 
chosen gender identity. Transgendered persons are sometimes 
confused with transvestites, or cross-dressers who wear the cloth-
ing of the opposite sex. Transvestites are typically men, either gay 
or heterosexual, who choose to wear women’s clothing. 

The use of these terms even in a positive or nonjudgmental 
way is problematic, since they imply that human sexuality can 
be confined in neat, mutually exclusive categories. Moreover, 
the destigmatization of these labels tends to reflect the influ-
ence of the socially privileged—that is, the affluent—who have 
the resources to overcome the stigma. In contrast, the traditional 
Native American concept of the two spirit, a personality that 
blends the masculine and the feminine, has been largely ridi-
culed or ignored (Gilley 2006; Wentling et al. 2008).

What does constitute sexual deviance, then? The answer to this 
question seems to change with each generation. Today, U.S. laws 
allow married women to accuse their husbands of rape, when 
a generation ago such an offense was not recognized. Similarly, 
 pedophilia—an adult having sex with a minor—is generally regarded 
with disgust today, even when it is consensual. Yet in many countries, 
fringe groups now speak positively of “intergenerational sex,” argu-
ing that “childhood” is not a biological given (Hendershott 2002). 

Though pedophilia and some other aspects of sexual expres-
sion are still against the law, the meaning of the labels is begin-
ning to blur. Although child pornography is both illegal and 
abhorrent to most people, many fashion advertisements in main-
stream magazines seem to verge on it. And while sex work and 
sex trafficking seem wrong to most of us, society tolerates and 
even regulates many aspects of those activities (Barton 2006).
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 Gay and lesbian couples face discrimination on both a per-
sonal and a legal level. Their inability to marry denies them 
many rights that married couples take for granted, from the abil-
ity to make decisions for an incapacitated partner to the right to 
receive government benefits to dependents, such as Social Secu-
rity payments. Though gay couples consider themselves families 
just like the straight couples who live down the street, they are 
often treated as if they are not. 

 Precisely because of such inequities, many gay and lesbian 
couples are now demanding the right to marry. In the Social 

Policy section that follows, we will examine the highly contro-
versial issue of gay marriage. 

thinking CRITICALLY

How is cohabitation similar to marriage? How is it dif-
ferent? Could gay and lesbian couples achieve all the 
benefits of marriage without actually marrying?

  social policy and the Family  

 Gay Marriage 

 Recently, national surveys of attitudes toward gay marriage 
in the United States have shown an almost even split among the 
public. In a 2011 survey, 53 percent of respondents said that the 
marriages of same-sex couples should be recognized as legally 
valid, with the same rights as traditional marriages. Among 
those under 35, the support level reached 70 percent (Newport 
2011a).  

  Applying Sociology 

 Functionalists have traditionally seen marriage as a social insti-
tution that is closely tied to human reproduction. Same-sex mar-
riage would at first appear not to fit that arrangement. However, 
many same-sex couples are entrusted with the socialization of 
young children, whether or not their relationship is recognized 
by the state. Functionalists also wonder whether religious views 
toward marriage can be ignored. The courts have focused on 
civil marriage, but religious views are hardly irrelevant, even in 
a country like the United States, which observes a separation 
between religion and the state. Indeed, religious teachings have 
led even some staunch supporters of gay rights to oppose same-
sex marriage on spiritual grounds. 

 Conflict theorists have charged that denial of the right to 
marry reinforces the second-class status of gays and lesbi-
ans. Some have compared the ban on gay marriage to past 
policies that until 1967 banned interracial marriage in 32 
states. Figure 12-6 illustrates the different ways that same-
sex partnerships are treated today in different states. Using 
2010 data, the Bureau of the Census (2011c) estimates that 
between 131,000 and 153,000 gay and lesbian couples in 
the United States are now married. 

 Interactionists generally avoid the policy question 
and focus instead on the nature of same-sex households. 
They ask many of the same questions about gay partner 
relations and child rearing that they ask about conven-
tional couples. Of course, much less research has been 
done on same-sex households than on other families, 
but the studies published to date raise the same issues as 
those that apply to conventional married couples, plus a 
few more. For gay couples, the support or opposition of 
family, co-workers, and friends looms large (Dundas and 
Kaufman 2000; Dunne 2000; B. Powell et al. 2010).  

 In the United States, attitudes toward marriage are complex. As 
always, society and popular culture suggest that a young man 
or woman should find the perfect mate, settle down and marry, 
have children, and live happily ever after. But young people are 
also bombarded by messages implying the frequency of adultery 
and the acceptability of divorce. In this atmosphere, the idea of 
same-sex marriage strikes some people as only the latest of many 
attacks on traditional marriage. To others, it seems an over-
due acknowledgment of the formal relationships that faithful, 
monogamous gay couples have long maintained. 

  Looking at the Issue 

 What has made gay marriage the focus of national attention? 
Events in two states brought the issue to the forefront. In 1999, 
Vermont gave gay couples the legal benefits of marriage through 
civil union, but stopped short of calling the arrangement a mar-
riage. Then, in 2003, the Massachusetts Supreme Court ruled 4–3 
that under the state’s constitution, gay couples have the right to 
marry—a ruling the U.S. Supreme Court has refused to review. 
Now, with gay married couples in this state approaching their 
10th anniversary, scholars are beginning to study their experi-
ences compared to those of opposite-sex couples.     
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FIGURE 12-6 GAY MARRIAGE BY STATE

Sources: As of March 2012, author based on news reports; Human Rights Campaign 2012; National 
Conference of State Legislatures 2012b.
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  Initiating Policy 

The United States is not the first nation to consider this issue. 
In 2001, the Netherlands became the first nation to legalize 
same-sex marriage. In less than 10 years, nine other nations fol-
lowed: Belgium, Spain, Canada, South Africa, Norway, Sweden, 
 Portugal, Iceland, and Argentina. Typically, same-sex couples 
account for 2 to 3 percent of all marriages in these nations (Cha-
mie and Mirkin 2011).

 In the United States, many local jurisdictions have passed 
legislation allowing for the registration of domestic partner-
ships, and have extended employee benefits to those relation-
ships. Under such policies, a    domestic partnership    may be 
defined as two unrelated adults who share a mutually caring 
relationship, reside together, and agree to be jointly responsible 
for their dependents, basic living expenses, and other common 
necessities. Domestic partnership benefits can apply to couples’ 
inheritance, parenting, pensions, taxation, housing, immigra-
tion, workplace fringe benefits such as life insurance, and health 

care. Even though the most passionate support 
for domestic partnership legislation has come 
from lesbian and gay activists, the majority 
of those eligible for such benefits would be 
cohabiting heterosexual couples. 

 In the United States, marriage has tradition-
ally been under the jurisdiction of state law-
makers. Recently, however, pressure has been 
mounting for national legislation. The Defense 
of Marriage Act, passed in 1996, provided that 
no state is obliged to recognize same-sex mar-
riages performed in another state. However, 
some legal scholars doubt that the law could 
withstand a constitutional challenge, since it 
violates a provision in the Constitution that 
requires states to recognize one another’s laws. 

 Within the United States, state courts in 
California, Iowa, and Massachusetts have ruled 
that there is no state law that precludes same-
sex marriage. In California, 18,000 same-sex 
couples were married before voters amended 
the state constitution to prohibit such mar-
riages in the future. In August 2010, a federal 
court weighed in for the first time on gay mar-
riage, ruling that California’s ban on same-sex 
marriage was unconstitutional. Ultimately, 
the Supreme Court will consider the issue. As 
of mid-2011, the District of Columbia and 
six states (Connecticut, Iowa, Massachusetts, 

New Hampshire, New York, and Vermont) were issuing mar-
riage licenses to same-sex couples. Gay rights activists claim 
their movement is gathering momentum, but opponents argue 
that their high-profile actions have galvanized conservatives who 
wish to define marriage as the union of one man and one woman. 

  Take the Issue with You 
    1. If marriage is good for heterosexual couples and their fami-

lies, why isn’t it good for homosexual couples and their 
families?  

   2. How can interactionist studies of gay couples and their fami-
lies inform policymakers who are dealing with the issue of 
gay marriage? Give a specific example.  

   3. Who are the stakeholders in the debate over gay marriage, 
and what do they stand to gain or lose? Whose interest do you 
think is most important?          
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 MASTERING THIS CHAPTER 

 The  family,  in its many varying forms, is present in all human cultures. 
This chapter examines the state of marriage, the family, and other inti-
mate relationships in the United States and considers alternatives to the 
traditional  nuclear family.  

    1.  Families  vary from culture to culture and even within the same culture.  
   2. The structure of the  extended family  can offer certain advantages 

over that of the  nuclear family.   
   3. Societies determine  kinship  by descent from both parents  (bilat-

eral descent),  from the father only  (patrilineal descent),  or from 
the mother only  (matrilineal descent).   

   4. Sociologists do not agree on whether the  egalitarian family  has 
replaced the patriarchal family as the social norm in the United States.  

   5. William F. Ogburn outlined six basic functions of the family: 
reproduction, protection, socialization, regulation of sexual behav-
ior, companionship, and the provision of social status.  

   6. Conflict theorists argue that male dominance of the family con-
tributes to societal injustice and denies women opportunities that 
are extended to men.  

   7. Interactionists focus on how individuals interact in the family and 
in other intimate relationships.  

   8. Feminists stress the need to broaden research on the family. Like 
conflict theorists, they see the family’s role in socializing children 
as the primary source of sexism.  

   9. People select mates in a variety of ways. Some marriages are arranged; 
in other societies, people choose their own mates. Some societies 

  Summary 

require mates to be chosen within a certain group  ( endogamy)  or 
outside certain groups  (exogamy).  And  consciously or uncon-
sciously, many people look for a mate with similar personal charac-
teristics  (homogamy).   

   10. In the United States, family life varies with social class, race, and 
ethnicity.  

   11. Currently, in the majority of all married couples in the United 
States, both husband and wife work outside the home.  

   12.  Single-parent families  account for an increasing proportion of 
U.S. families.  

   13. Among the factors that contribute to the rising divorce rate in the 
United States are greater social acceptance of divorce and the liber-
alization of divorce laws in many states.  

   14. More and more people are living together without marrying, a 
practice known as  cohabitation.  People are also staying sin-
gle longer, and some married couples are deciding not to have 
children.  

 15. Because homosexuality has traditionally been labeled as a deviant 
behavior, gay and lesbian couples face significant discrimination, 
including the denial of their right to marry.

   16. The gay marriage movement, which would confer equal rights on 
gay and lesbian couples and their dependents, is strongly opposed 
by conservative religious and political groups.    

  Key Terms 

    Adoption    In a legal sense, the transfer of the legal rights, responsibili-
ties, and privileges of parenthood to a new legal parent or parents. 
(page 292)  

   Bilateral descent    A kinship system in which both sides of a person’s 
family are regarded as equally important. (284)  

   Cohabitation    The practice of living together as a male–female couple 
without marrying. (296)  

   Domestic partnership    Two unrelated adults who share a mutually caring 
relationship, reside together, and agree to be jointly responsible for 
their dependents, basic living expenses, and other common necessi-
ties. (301)  

   Egalitarian family    An authority pattern in which spouses are regarded as 
equals. (285)  

   Endogamy    The restriction of mate selection to people within the same 
group. (288)  

   Exogamy    The requirement that people select a mate outside certain 
groups. (289)  

   Extended family    A family in which relatives—such as grandparents, 
aunts, or uncles—live in the same home as parents and their chil-
dren. (283)  

   Familism (Familismo)    Pride in the extended family, expressed through 
the maintenance of close ties and strong obligations to kinfolk out-
side the immediate family. (291)  

   Family    A set of people related by blood, marriage or some other agreed-
on relationship, or adoption, who share the primary responsibility for 
reproduction and caring for members of society. (283)  

   Homogamy    The conscious or unconscious tendency to select a mate 
with personal characteristics similar to one’s own. (289)  

   Incest taboo     The prohibition of sexual relationships between certain cul-
turally specified relatives. (289)  

   Kinship    The state of being related to others. (284)  

   Machismo    A sense of virility, personal worth, and pride in one’s male-
ness. (291)  

   Matriarchy    A society in which women dominate in family decision mak-
ing. (285)  

   Matrilineal descent    A kinship system in which only the mother’s relatives 
are significant. (284)  

   Monogamy    A form of marriage in which one woman and one man are 
married only to each other. (283)  

   Nuclear family    A married couple and their unmarried children living 
together. (283)  

   Patriarchy    A society in which men dominate in family decision making. 
(285)  

   Patrilineal descent    A kinship system in which only the father’s relatives 
are significant. (284)  
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   Polyandry    A form of polygamy in which a woman may have more than one 
husband at the same time. (284)  

   Polygamy    A form of marriage in which an individual may have several 
husbands or wives simultaneously. (283)  

   Polygyny    A form of polygamy in which a man may have more than one 
wife at the same time. (284)  

   Serial monogamy    A form of marriage in which a person may have several 
spouses in his or her lifetime, but only one spouse at a time. (283)  

   Single-parent family    A family in which only one parent is present to care 
for the children. (294)    

Transracial adoption The adoption of a non-White child by White parents 
or a Hispanic child by non-Hispanics. (293)

   TAKING SOCIOLOGY  with you 

     1.  Go online and try tracing your family roots using one of the genea-
logical search sites. How far back can you go? Why might certain 
ancestral paths be more difficult to trace than others?  

    2.  Do some research on the divorce law in your state. Has the law 
changed much over the past few decades, and if so, how? From a 
sociological perspective, why would the law change? Explain.  

    3.  Talk to a marriage and family counselor or a professor of family law 
about the benefits of marriage versus cohabitation, or read what 
practical advice you can find on the Internet or in the library. What 
advantages does marriage offer that cohabitation does not? How 
important do those advantages seem to you?    

  Self-Quiz 

 Read each question carefully and then select the best answer. 

     1.  Alice, age seven, lives in a private home with her parents, her grandmother, and 
her aunt. Alice’s family is an example of a(n)

     a.  nuclear family.  
    b.  dysfunctional family.  
    c.  extended family.  
    d.  polygynous family.     

    2.  In which form of marriage may a person have several spouses in his or her 
lifetime, but only one spouse at a time?

     a.  serial monogamy  
    b.  monogamy  
    c.  polygamy  
    d.  polyandry     

    3.  The marriage of a woman to more than one man at the same time is 
referred to as

     a.  polygyny.  
    b.  monogamy.  
    c.  serial monogamy.  
    d.  polyandry.     

    4.  Which system of descent is followed in the United States?
     a.  matrilineal  
    b.  patrilineal  
    c.  bilateral  
    d.  unilateral     

    5.  According to the functionalist perspective, which of the following is  not  one of 
the paramount functions performed by the family?

     a.  mediation  
    b.  reproduction  
    c.  regulation of sexual behavior  
    d.  affection and companionship     

    6.  Which norm requires mate selection outside certain groups, usually one’s own 
family or certain kinfolk?

     a.  exogamy  
    b.  endogamy  

    c.  matriarchy  
    d.  patriarchy     

    7.  According to the discussion of social class differences in family life and 
intimate relationships, which of the following statements is true?

     a.  Social class differences in family life are more striking than they 
once were.  

    b.  The upper class emphasizes lineage and maintenance of 
family position.  

    c.  Among the poor, women usually play an insignificant role in the 
economic support of the family.  

    d.  In examining family life among racial and ethnic minorities, most patterns 
result from cultural, but  not  class, factors.     

    8.  One recent development in family life in the United States has been the 
extension of parenthood as adult children continue to live at home or return 
home after college. The reason for this is

     a.  the rising divorce rate.  
    b.  high rents.  
    c.  financial difficulties.  
    d.  all of the above     

    9.  In the United States, the  majority  of all babies born to unmarried teenage 
mothers are born to whom?

     a.  African American adolescents  
    b.  White adolescents  
    c.  Latina adolescents  
    d.  Asian American adolescents     

    10.  Which of the following factors is associated with the high divorce rate in the 
United States?

     a.  the liberalization of divorce laws  
    b.  the fact that contemporary families have fewer children than earlier 

families did  
    c.  the general increase in family incomes  
    d.  all of the above     
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    11.  The principle of  ____________________  assigns people to kinship groups according to their relationship to an individual’s mother or father.  

    12.   ____________________  emerged among Native American tribal societies, and in nations in which men were absent for long periods because of warfare or food-gathering 

expeditions.  

    13.  In the view of many sociologists, the  ____________________  family has begun to replace the patriarchal family as the social norm in the United States.  

    14.  As  ____________________  theorists point out, the social class of couples and their children significantly influences the socialization experiences to which the children are 

exposed and the protection they receive.  

    15.   ____________________  focus on the micro level of family and other intimate relationships; for example, they are interested in whether people are cohabiting partners or are 

longtime married couples.  

    16.  The rule of  ____________________  specifies the groups within which a spouse must be found and prohibits marriage with others.  

    17.  Social class differences in family life are less striking today than they once were; however, in the past,  ____________________ -class families were found to be more 

authoritarian in rearing children and more inclined to use physical punishment.  

    18.  Caring for children is a(n)  ____________________  function of the family, yet the ways in which different societies assign this function to family members can

vary significantly.  

    19.  Viewed from the  ____________________  perspective, the government has a strong interest in encouraging adoption.  

    20.  The rising rates of divorce and remarriage have led to a noticeable increase in  ____________________  relationships.   

  Answers 
 1 (c); 2 (a); 3 (d); 4 (c); 5 (a); 6 (a); 7 (b); 8 (d); 9 (b); 10 (d); 11 descent; 12 Matriarchies; 13 egalitarian; 14 conflict; 15 Interactionists; 16 endogamy; 
17 lower; 18 universal; 19 functionalist; 20 stepfamily   
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Beginners

A father and son work to understand themselves and their relationship.

Goodbye Solo

In this moving drama about the role of family in people’s lives, two quite 

different men form an unlikely pair.

Blue Valentine

A marriage unravels under personal and social pressure.

 THINKING ABOUT 
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 In her book The Death and Life of the Great American School Sys-
tem: How Testing and Choice Are Undermining Education, Ravitch, 
an education historian, laments our failure to improve the quality 
of education in the United States. In recalling her favorite teacher, 
Ravitch questions what she sees as the current tendency to reduce 
the art of teaching to cramming students’ minds for standardized 
tests. She is asking the same questions that sociologists ask about 
education: what are its goals, and what is it supposed to accom-
plish, for individuals and for society as a whole? 

 Education, like the family, is a cultural universal. As such it 
is an important aspect of socialization, the lifelong process of 
learning the attitudes, values, and behavior considered appropri-
ate to members of a particular culture. As we saw in Chapter 4, 
socialization can occur in the classroom or at home, through 
interactions with parents, teachers, friends, and even strangers. 
Exposure to books, films, television, and other forms of commu-
nication also promotes socialization. When learning is explicit 
and formalized—when some people consciously teach, while 

       My favorite teacher was 
Mrs. Ruby Ratliff. She is the 
teacher I remember best, the 
one who influenced me most, 
who taught me to love litera-
ture and to write with care-
ful attention to grammar and 
syntax. More than fifty years 
ago, she was my homeroom 
teacher at San Jacinto High 
School in Houston, and I was 
lucky enough to get into her 
English class as a senior. 

 Mrs. Ratliff was gruff and 
demanding. She did not tol-

erate foolishness or disruptions. She had a great reputation among 
students. . . . What I remember most about her was what she taught 
us. We studied the greatest writers of the 
English language. . . . We read Shake- 
speare, Keats, Shelley, Wordsworth, Mil-
ton, and other major English writers. Now, 
many years later, in times of stress or sad-
ness, I still turn to poems that I first read 
in Mrs. Ratliff’s class. 

 Mrs. Ratliff did nothing for our self-
esteem. She challenged us to meet her 
exacting standards. I think she imagined 
herself bringing enlightenment to the barbarians (that was us). When 
you wrote something for her class, which happened with frequency, you 
paid close attention to proper English. Accuracy mattered. She had a 
red pen and she used it freely. Still, she was always sure to make a 
comment that encouraged us to do a better job. Clearly she had mul-
tiple goals for her students, beyond teaching literature and grammar. 
She was also teaching about character and personal responsibility. 
These are not the sorts of things that appear on any standardized test. 

 She loved her subject, and she enjoyed the respect the stu-
dents showed her, especially since this was a large high school 
where students did not easily give respect to their teachers. Despite 
the passage of years, I still recall a class discussion of Shelley’s 

 “Ozymandias,” and the close attention that thirty usually rowdy 
 adolescents paid to a poem about a time and a place we could 
barely imagine. I wonder if Mrs. Ratliff has her counterparts today, 
teachers who love literature and love to teach it, or whether schools 
favor teachers who have been trained to elicit mechanical responses 
from their students about “text-to-self connections,” “inferencing,” 
“visualizing,” and the other formalistic behaviors so beloved by au 
courant pedagogues. If Mrs. Ratliff were planning to teach these 
days, I expect that her education professors and supervisors would 
warn her to get rid of that red pen, to abandon her insistence on 
accuracy, and to stop being so judgmental. And they would surely 
demand that she replace those dated poems and essays with young 
adult literature that teaches adolescents about the lives of other 
adolescents just like themselves. . . . 

 I think of Mrs. Ratliff when I hear the latest proposals to improve 
the teaching force. Almost every day, I come across a statement by a 
journalist, superintendent, or economist who says we could solve all 

our problems in American education if 
we could just recruit a sufficient number 
of “great” teachers. I believe Mrs. Ratliff 
was a great teacher, but I don’t think 
she would have been considered “great” 
if she had been judged by the kind of 
hard data that is used now. The policy 
experts who insist that teachers should 
be judged by their students’ scores on 
standardized tests would have been 

frustrated by Mrs. Ratliff. Her classes never produced hard data. They 
didn’t even produce test scores. How would the experts have mea-
sured what we learned? We never took a multiple-choice test. We 
wrote essays and took written tests, in which we had to explain our 
answers, not check a box or fill in a bubble. If she had been evalu-
ated by the grades she gave, she would have been in deep trouble, 
because she did not award many A grades. An observer might have 
concluded that she was a very ineffective teacher who had no mea-
surable gains to show for her work.  

   (Ravitch 2010:169, 170, 171)  Additional information about this excerpt can be found on 

the Online Learning Center at  www.mhhe.com/schaeferbrief10e .   

Clearly she had multiple goals for her 
students, beyond teaching literature and 
grammar. She was also teaching about 
character and personal responsibility. 
These are not the sorts of things that 

appear on any standardized test.

After a long career, Diane Ravitch lost faith in the educational reforms 
she had once championed as a way to rescue failing schools.

Searching for a better answer, she looked back on her own experience 
in high school, to her favorite English teacher.
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309others adopt the role of learner—the process of socialization is 

called    education    .  But students learn far more about their society 
at school than what is included in the curriculum. 

 Like education, religion plays a major role in people’s lives, and 
religious practices of some sort are evident in every society. That 
makes religion a cultural universal, along with other common 
practices or beliefs found in every culture, such as dancing, food 
preparation, the family, and personal names. At present, an esti-
mated 4 billion people belong to the world’s many religious faiths. 

When religion’s influence on other social institutions in a society 
diminishes, the process of secularization is said to be underway. 
During this process, religion will survive in the private sphere of 
individual and family life (as in the case of many Native American 
families); it may even thrive on a personal level. At the same time, 
other social institutions—such as the economy, politics, and edu-
cation—maintain their own sets of norms, independent of reli-
gious guidance. Even so, religion is enormously resilient. Although 
specific faiths or organizations may change, their transformation 
does not signal the demise of religious faith. Rather, it contributes 
to the diversity of religious expression and organization (Chris-
tian Smith 2008; R. Stark 2004). 

What social purposes do religion and education serve? Does 
religion help to hold society together or foster social change? Do 
public schools offer everyone a way up the socioeconomic lad-
der, or do they reinforce divisions among social classes? We will 
begin this chapter with a discussion of four theoretical perspec-
tives on education: functionalist, conflict, feminist, and interac-
tionist. Then we will look at schools as formal organizations—as 
bureaucracies and subcultures of teachers and students. We’ll 
examine homeschooling, a movement away from institutional-
ized education and its much publicized failures. 

Next we will turn to the sociological perspective on religion. 
We’ll begin with an overview of the world’s major religions. We 
will explore religion’s role in societal integration, social sup-
port, social change, and social control. We’ll examine three 
important components of religious behavior—belief, ritual, and 
e xperience—as well as the basic forms of religious organization, 
including new religious movements. In a case study, we’ll take a 
fascinating look at religion in India. Finally, in the Social Policy 
section we’ll return to the subject of education with a discussion 
of charter schools, one of the educational reforms Diane Ravitch 
now questions.  

   Sociological Perspectives 

on Education 

  Besides being a major industry in the United States, education 
is the social institution that formally socializes members of 

our society. In the past few decades, increasing proportions of 
people have obtained high school diplomas, college degrees, and 

advanced professional degrees.  Figure  13-1  shows the propor-
tion of the college-educated population in selected countries. 

 Throughout the world, education has become a vast and 
complex social institution that prepares citizens for the roles 
demanded by other social institutions, such as the family, gov-
ernment, and the economy. The functionalist, conflict, feminist, 
and interactionist perspectives offer distinctive views of educa-
tion as a social institution.  
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310 agrarian economy into an industrial powerhouse. In the urban, 

Western-oriented areas of Shanghai, textbooks acknowledge the 
technological advances made in Western industrialized coun-
tries but avoid any criticism of past policies of the Chinese gov-
ernment (French 2004; J. Kahn 2006). 

  Promoting Social and Political Integration   Many institutions 
require students in their first year or two of college to live on 
campus, to foster a sense of community among diverse groups. 
Education serves the latent function of promoting social and 
political integration by transforming a population composed of 
diverse racial, ethnic, and religious groups into a society whose 
members share—to some extent—a common identity. His-
torically, schools in the United States have played an important 
role in socializing the children of immigrants into the norms, 
values, and beliefs of the dominant culture. From a functional-
ist perspective, the common identity and social integration fos-
tered by education contribute to societal stability and consensus 
(Touraine 1974). 

 In the past, the integrative function of education was most 
obvious in its emphasis on promoting a common language. 
Immigrant children were expected to learn English. In some 
instances, they were even forbidden to speak their native lan-
guage on school grounds. More recently, bilingualism has been 
defended both for its educational value and as a means of 
encouraging cultural diversity. However, critics argue that bilin-
gualism undermines the social and political integration that 
education has traditionally promoted.  

  Maintaining Social Control   In performing the manifest func-
tion of transmitting knowledge, schools go far beyond teaching 
skills like reading, writing, and mathematics. Like other social 
institutions, such as the family and religion, education prepares 
young people to lead productive and orderly lives as adults by 

introducing them to the norms, values, and sanctions of 
the larger society. 

 Through the exercise of social control, schools teach 
students various skills and values essential to their future 
positions in the labor force. They learn punctuality, disci-
pline, scheduling, and responsible work habits, as well as 
how to negotiate the complexities of a bureaucratic orga-
nization. As a social institution, education reflects the 
interests of both the family and another social institu-
tion, the economy. Students are trained for what is ahead, 
whether it be the assembly line or a physician’s office. In 
effect, then, schools serve as a transitional agent of social 
control, bridging the gap between parents and employers 
in the life cycle of most individuals (Bowles and Gintis 
1976; M. Cole 1988). 

 Schools direct and even restrict students’ aspirations 
in a manner that reflects societal values and prejudices. 
School administrators may allocate ample funds for 
athletic programs but give much less support to music, 
art, and dance. Teachers and guidance counselors may 
encourage male students to pursue careers in the sciences 
but steer female students into careers as early childhood 
teachers. Such socialization into traditional gender roles 
can be viewed as a form of social control. 

   Functionalist Perspective 
 Like other social institutions, education has both manifest 
(open, stated) and latent (hidden) functions. The most basic 
 manifest  function of education is the transmission of knowledge. 
Schools teach students how to read, speak foreign languages, and 
repair automobiles. Another important manifest function is the 
bestowal of status. Because many believe this function is per-
formed inequitably, we will consider it later, in the section on the 
conflict view of education. 

 In addition to these manifest functions, schools perform a 
number of  latent  functions: transmitting culture, promoting 
social and political integration, maintaining social control, and 
serving as an agent of change. 

 Transmitting Culture   As a social institution, education per-
forms a rather conservative function—transmitting the domi-
nant culture. Schooling exposes each generation of young 
people to the existing beliefs, norms, and values of their culture. 
In our society, we learn respect for social control and reverence 
for established institutions, such as religion, the family, and 
the presidency. Of course, this statement is true of many other 
cultures as well. While schoolchildren in the United States are 
hearing about the accomplishments of George Washington 
and  Abraham Lincoln, British children are hearing about the 
distinctive contributions of Queen Elizabeth I and Winston 
Churchill. 

 Sometimes nations reassess the ways in which they transmit 
culture to students. In the last decade, the Chinese government 
revised the nation’s history curriculum. Students are now taught 
that the Chinese Communist Party, not the United States, played 
a central role in defeating Japan in World War II. No mention is 
made of the estimated 30 million Chinese who died from fam-
ine because of party founder Mao Zedong’s disastrous Great 
Leap Forward (1958–1962), a failed effort to transform China’s 
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In response to a high pregnancy rate among adolescent girls, many schools now offer sex education courses 
that promote abstinence as well as safe sex. When schools attempt to remedy negative social trends, they are 
serving as an agent of social change.

Rising College Enrollment among Racial 
and Ethnic Minorities, Women

The past 30 years have brought a consistent increase in college 
enrollment among all racial and ethnic groups in the United States. The 

typical measure that researchers use to track college enrollments is the 
college participation rate, or the percentage of all 18- to 24-year-olds enrolled 

in 2-year and 4-year colleges or universities. For Whites, the participation rate increased from 28 
percent to 44 percent between 1978 and 2008. For African Americans, the rate climbed from 20 
percent to 32 percent; for Latinos, from 16 percent to 26 percent.

Across the board, growth has been greater among females than among males. In 1980, more 
men than women were in college, whether among Whites, Blacks and Hispanics, or Asian Ameri-
cans. By 1995 that pattern had reversed, and women outnumbered men. Only among Native 
Americans have women historically outnumbered men on college campuses.
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311the number of years of formal schooling 
that person has received (see Figure 13-2 
on page 312) (Julian and Kominski 2011; 
Wessel and Banchero 2012). 

 Numerous sociological studies have 
revealed that additional years of for-
mal schooling are also associated with 
openness to new ideas and liberal social 
and political viewpoints. Sociologist 
Robin Williams points out that better-
educated people tend to have greater 
access to factual information, to hold 
more diverse opinions, and to possess 
the ability to make subtle distinctions in 
analysis. Formal education stresses both 
the importance of qualifying statements 
(in place of broad generalizations) and 
the need at least to question (rather than 
simply accept) established truths and 
practices. The scientific method, which 

relies on  testing  hypotheses, reflects the questioning spirit that 
characterizes modern education (R. Williams et al. 1964).   

  Conflict Perspective 
 The functionalist perspective portrays contemporary education as 
a basically benign institution. For example, it argues that schools 
rationally sort and select students for future high-status positions, 
thereby meeting society’s need for talented and expert personnel. 
In contrast, the conflict perspective views education as an instru-
ment of elite domination. Conflict theorists point out the sharp 
inequalities that exist in the educational opportunities available 
to different racial and ethnic groups. In 2004, the nation marked 
the 50th anniversary of the Supreme Court’s landmark decision 
Brown v. Board of Education,  which declared unconstitutional 
the segregation of public schools. Yet today, our schools are still 
characterized by racial isolation. Nationwide, White students are 
the most isolated: only 23 percent of their classmates came from 
minority groups in the 2005–2006 school year. In comparison, 

thinking CRITICALLY

How do the functions of integration and social 
control reinforce each other? How do they work 
against each other?

  Serving as an Agent of Change   So far, we have focused on the 
conservative functions of education—on its role in transmitting 
the existing culture, promoting social and political integration, 
and maintaining social control. Yet education can also stimulate 
or bring about desired social change. Sex education classes were 
introduced to public schools in response to the soaring pregnancy 
rate among teenagers. Affirmative action in admissions—giving 
priority to females or minorities—has been endorsed as a means 
of countering racial and sexual discrimination. And 
Project Head Start, an early childhood pro-
gram that serves more than 904,000 chil-
dren annually, has sought to compensate 
for the disadvantages in school readi-
ness experienced by children from 
low-income families (Bureau of the 
Census 2011a:Table 574 on page 368).  

 These educational programs can 
and have transformed people’s lives. 
For example, continued formal edu-
cation has had a positive effect on the 
income people earn; median earnings rise 
significantly with each step up the edu-
cational ladder. Consider the significance 
of those increased earnings when they 
stretch over an entire lifetime. Obviously, 
racial, ethnic, and gender differences in 
income are also significant. Yet as signifi-
cant as those inequalities are, the best indi-
cator of a person’s lifetime earnings is still 
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FIGURE 13-2  LIFETIME EARNINGS BY RACE, GENDER, AND DEGREE LEVEL

Note: Estimates for lifetime earnings for full-time, year-round workers ages 25 to 64 based on the American Community Survey for 2006–2008. Data are for 
non-Hispanic Whites, Blacks, and Asian Americans. Data points shown in thousands of dollars.
Source: Julian and Kominski 2011:6.
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Black and Latino students have more classmates from different 
racial and ethnic backgrounds, although those classmates typically 
do not include Whites (Orfield and Lee 2007). 

 Conflict theorists also argue that the educational system 
socializes students into values dictated by the powerful, that 
schools stifle individualism and creativity in the name of main-
taining order, and that the level of change they promote is rela-
tively insignificant. From a conflict perspective, the inhibiting 
effects of education are particularly apparent in the “hidden cur-
riculum” and the differential way in which status is bestowed. 

  The Hidden Curriculum   Schools are highly bureaucratic orga-
nizations, as we will see later. To maintain order, many teachers 
rely on rules and regulations. Unfortunately, the need for control 
and discipline can take precedence over the learning process. 
Teachers may focus on obedience to the rules as an end in itself, 
in which case students and teachers alike become victims of what 
Philip Jackson (1968) has called the  hidden curriculum.      

 The term    hidden curriculum    refers to standards of behavior 
that are deemed proper by society and are taught subtly in schools. 
According to this curriculum, children must not speak until the 
teacher calls on them and must regulate their activities according 
to the clock or bells. In addition, they are expected to concentrate 
on their own work rather than to assist other students who learn 

more slowly. A hidden curriculum is evident in schools around 
the world. For example, Japanese schools offer guidance sessions 
that seek to improve the classroom experience and develop healthy 
living skills. In effect, these sessions instill values and encourage 
behavior that is useful in the Japanese business world, such as self-
discipline and openness to group problem solving and decision 
making (Okano and Tsuchiya 1999). 

 In a classroom that is overly focused on obedience, value is 
placed on pleasing the teacher and remaining quiet rather than 
on creative thought and academic learning. Habitual obedience 
to authority may result in the type of distressing behavior docu-
mented by Stanley Milgram in his classic obedience studies. 

 

use your sociological imagination

In what ways did the high school you attended convey the 
hidden curriculum of education?

  Credentialism   Sixty years ago, a high school diploma was the 
minimum requirement for entry into the paid labor force of the 
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FIGURE 13-3  TUITION COSTS, 1976–2009
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United States. Today, a college diploma is virtually the bare mini-
mum. This change reflects the process of    credentialism   —a term 
used to describe an increase in the lowest level of education needed 
to enter a field. 

 In recent decades, the number of occupations that are viewed 
as professions has risen. Credentialism is one symptom of this 
trend. Employers and occupational associations typically con-
tend that such changes are a logical response to the increasing 
complexity of many jobs. However, in many cases, employers 
raise the degree requirements for a position simply because 
all applicants have achieved the existing minimum credential 
(David K. Brown 2001; Hurn 1985). 

 Conflict theorists observe that credentialism may rein-
force social inequality. Applicants from poor and minority 
backgrounds are especially likely to suffer from the 
escalation of qualifications, since they lack the 
financial resources needed to obtain degree 
after degree. In addition, upgrading of 
credentials serves the self-interest of 
the two groups most responsible 
for this trend. Educational institu-
tions profit from prolonging the 
investment of time and money that 
people make by staying in school. 
Moreover, as C. J. Hurn (1985) has 
suggested, current jobholders have 
a stake in raising occupational 
requirements, since credentialism 
can increase the status of an occupa-
tion and lead to demands for higher 
pay. Max Weber anticipated this possi-
bility as early as 1916, concluding that the 
“universal clamor for the creation of educa-
tional certificates in all fields makes for the forma-
tion of a privileged stratum in businesses and in offices” 
(Gerth and Mills 1958:240–241). 

 

use your sociological imagination

How would you react if the job you have or plan to pursue 
suddenly required a higher-level degree? If suddenly the 
requirements were lowered?

  Bestowal of Status   Sociologists have long recognized that 
schooling is central to social stratification. Both functional-
ist and conflict theorists agree that education performs the 
important function of bestowing status. As noted earlier, an 

increasing proportion of people in the United States 
are obtaining high school diplomas, college 

degrees, and advanced professional degrees. 
From a functionalist perspective, this 

widening bestowal of status is benefi-
cial not only to particular recipients 

but to society as a whole. According 
to Kingsley Davis and Wilbert E. 
Moore (1945), society must distrib-
ute its members among a variety 
of social positions. Education can 
contribute to this process by sorting 
people into appropriate levels and 
courses of study that will prepare 

them for positions in the labor force. 
 Conflict theorists are far more criti-

cal of the  differential  way in which educa-
tion bestows status. They stress that schools 

sort pupils according to their social class back-
grounds. Although the educational system helps cer-

tain poor children to move into middle-class professional 
positions, it denies most disadvantaged children the same 
educational opportunities afforded to children of the affluent. 
In this way, schools tend to preserve social class inequalities 
in each new generation. Higher education in particular acts 

more like a sieve that sorts people 
out of the educated classes than 
a social ladder that helps all with 
ambition to rise (Alon 2009; Giroux 
1988; Sacks 2007). 

 The status that comes with 
advanced training is not 
cheap and has been getting 
progressively more expensive 

for several decades. Over the 
past 30 years, average tuition 

and fees at community colleges 
have risen at a relatively modest 

pace that matches the inflation rate 
( Figure  13-3 ). The increases have 
been greater at four-year institu-
tions. At the same time as tuition has 
been increasing, financial aid has 
become more difficult to obtain (see 
Box 8-2 on page 196). 
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314  Even a single school can reinforce class differences by putting 

students in tracks. The term    tracking    refers to the practice of 
placing students in specific curriculum groups on the basis of 
their test scores and other criteria. Tracking begins very early, 
often in reading groups during first grade. The practice can rein-
force the disadvantages that children from less affluent families 
may face if they haven’t been exposed to reading materials, com-
puters, and other forms of educational stimulation during their 
early childhood years. To ignore this connection between track-
ing and students’ race and social class is to fundamentally mis-
understand how schools perpetuate the existing social structure. 

 Not surprisingly, most recent research on tracking raises ques-
tions about its effectiveness, especially for low-ability students. 
In one study of low-income schools in California, researchers 
discovered a staggering difference between students who were 
tracked and those who were not. At one school, all interested stu-
dents were allowed to enroll in advanced placement (AP) courses, 
not just those who were selected by the administration. Half the 
open enrollment students scored high enough to qualify for col-
lege credit—a much higher proportion than in selective programs, 
in which only 17 percent of students qualified for college credit. 
Tracking programs do not necessarily identify those students with 
the potential to succeed (B. Ellison 2008; Sacks 2007). 

 Conflict theorists hold that the educational inequali-
ties produced by tracking are designed to meet the needs 
of modern capitalist societies. Samuel Bowles and Her-
bert Gintis (1976) have argued that capitalism requires 
a skilled, disciplined labor force, and that the educa-
tional system of the United States is structured with 
that objective in mind. Citing numerous studies, they 
offer support for what they call the    correspondence 
principle    .  According to this approach, schools pro-
mote the values expected of individuals in each social 
class and perpetuate social class divisions from one 
generation to the next. Thus, working-class children, 
assumed to be destined for subordinate positions, are 
likely to be placed in high school vocational and general 
tracks, which emphasize close supervision and compli-
ance with authority. In contrast, young people from more 
affluent families are likely to be directed to college prepara-
tory tracks, which stress leadership and decision making—
the skills they are expected to need as adults (McLanahan 
and Percheski 2008). 

Thinking CRITICALLY

What are the functions and dysfunctions of tracking 
in schools? In what ways might tracking have a posi-
tive impact on the self-concepts of various students? 
In what ways might it have a negative impact?

      

  Feminist Perspective 
 The educational system of the United States, like many other 
social institutions, has long been characterized by discriminatory 
treatment of women. In 1833, Oberlin College became the first 
institution of higher learning to admit female students—some 

200 years after the first men’s college was established. But Oberlin 
believed that women should aspire to become wives and moth-
ers, not lawyers and intellectuals. In addition to attending classes, 
female students washed men’s  clothing, cared for their rooms, and 
served them at meals. In the 1840s, Lucy Stone, then an Oberlin 
undergraduate and later one of the nation’s most outspoken femi-
nist leaders, refused to write a commencement address because it 
would have been read to the audience by a male student. 

 In the 20th century, sexism in education showed up in many 
ways—in textbooks with negative stereotypes of women, coun-
selors’ pressure on female students to prepare for “women’s work,” 
and unequal funding for women’s and men’s athletic programs. But 
perhaps nowhere was educational discrimination more evident 
than in the employment of teachers. The positions of university 
professor and college administrator, which hold relatively high sta-
tus in the United States, were generally filled by men. Public school 

teachers, who earn much lower salaries, were largely female. 
  Women have made great strides in one area: the 

proportion of women who continue their schooling. As 
recently as 1969, twice as many men as women received 
college degrees; today, women outnumber men at col-
lege commencements. Moreover, women’s access to 
graduate education and to medical, dental, and law 

schools has increased dramatically in the past few 
decades as a result of the Education Act of 1972. Box 
13-1 examines the far-reaching effects of Title IX, the 
part of the act that concerns discrimination against 
women in education. 

 Much has been made of the superior academic 
achievement of girls and women. Today, researchers are 

beginning to examine the reasons for their comparatively 
strong performance in school—or to put it another way, 
for men’s lackluster performance. Some studies suggest 
that men’s aggressiveness, together with the fact that they 
do better in the workplace than women, even with less 
schooling, predisposes them to undervalue higher educa-
tion. While the “absence of men” on many college cam-
puses has captured headlines, it has also created a false 
crisis in public discourse. Few students realize their 
potential exclusively through formal education; other 
factors, such as ambition and personal talent, con-
tribute to their success. And many students, includ-
ing low-income and immigrant children, face much 

greater challenges than the so-called gender gap in educa-
tion (Buchmann et al. 2008; Corbett et al. 2008; Kimmel 2006). 

 In cultures in which traditional gender roles remain 
the social norm, women’s education suffers appreciably. 

Since September 11, 2001, the growing awareness of the Tal-
iban’s repression of Afghan women has dramatized the gen-
der disparities in education in developing nations. Research 
has demonstrated that women are critical to economic devel-
opment and good governance, and that education is instru-
mental in preparing them for those roles. Educating women, 
especially young girls, yields high social returns by lowering 
birthrates and improving agricultural productivity through 
better management (I. Coleman 2004).  

  Interactionist Perspective 
 High school students know who they are—the kids who qualify 
for a free lunch. So stigmatized are they that in some schools, 
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athletics programs are hotly debated, while its 
real and lasting effects on college admissions 
and employment are often forgotten. Critics 

charge that men’s teams have suffered 
from proportional funding of women’s 
teams and athletic scholarships, since 
schools with tight athletic budgets can 
expand women’s sports only at the 
expense of men’s sports.

From the women’s point of view, 
however, the increased funding for 

women’s sports has benefited men 
in some ways. In terms of coach-
ing and administration, men have 
increasingly replaced women as 
directors of women’s sports since 
Title IX was passed. Today only 

19 percent of collegiate women’s 
athletic administrators are women, 
compared to over 90 percent in 
the early 1970s. No national 
data exists for high school sports 
leadership, but an analysis of 
Minnesota youth soccer found 
that only 15 percent of head 
coaches were women.

13-1 The Debate over Title IX

SOCIOLOGY ON CAMPUS

Few federal policies have had such a visible 
effect on education as Title IX, which man-
dates gender equity in education in federally 
funded schools. Congressional amendments 
to the Education Act of 1972 have brought sig-
nificant changes for both men and women at 
all levels of schooling. Title IX eliminated sex- 
segregated classes, prohibited sex discrimi-
nation in admissions and financial aid, and 
mandated that girls receive more opportu-
nities to play sports, in proportion to their 
enrollment and interest.

Under this landmark legislation, to 
receive federal funds, a school or col-
lege must pass one of three tests. 
First, the numbers of male and 
female athletes must be pro-
portional to the numbers of 
men and women enrolled at 
the school. Second, lacking 
that, the school must show a 
continuing history of expand-
ing opportunities for female 
athletes. Or third, the school 
must demonstrate that the level 
of female participation in sports 
meets female students’ level of 
interest or ability.

Today, Title IX is still one of the 
more controversial attempts ever 
made by the federal government to 
promote equality for all citizens. Its 
consequences for the funding of college 

Sociologists caution that the social effects 
of sports on college campuses are not all posi-
tive. Michael A. Messner, professor of sociology 
at the University of Southern California, points to 
some troubling results of a survey by the Wom-
en’s Sports Foundation. The study shows that 
teenage girls who play sports simply for fun have 
more positive body images than girls who don’t 
play sports. But those who are “highly involved” 
in sports are more likely than other girls to take 
steroids and to become risk takers. “Everyone 
has tacitly agreed, it seems, to view men’s sports 
as the standard to which women should strive to 
have equal access,” Messner writes. He is skepti-
cal of a system that propels a lucky few college 
athletes to stardom each year while leaving the 
majority, many of them African American, without 
a career or an education. Certainly that was not 
the kind of equal opportunity legislators envi-
sioned when they wrote Title IX.

LET’S DISCUSS

 1. Has Title IX had an effect on you person-
ally? If so, explain. On balance, do you 
think the increase in women’s participation 
in sports has been good for society as a 
whole?

 2. How might Title IX affect the way students 
and the public view gender roles?

Sources: Brady 2010; Cooky and LaVoi 2012; Messner 
2002; Pennington 2008; Spencer 2008; Tigay 2011; 
Women’s Sports Foundation 2011.

Critics charge that men’s teams 
have suffered from proportional 
funding of women’s teams and 

athletic scholarships.
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these students will buy a bit of food in the cash line or simply go 
without eating to avoid being labeled a “poor kid.” School offi-
cials in San Francisco are so concerned about their plight that 
they are moving to cashless cafeterias, in which everyone, rich or 
poor, uses a debit card (Pogash 2008). 

 As we saw in Chapter 7, the labeling approach suggests that 
if we treat people in particular ways, they may fulfill our expec-
tations. Children who are labeled as “troublemakers” may come 
to view themselves as delinquents. Similarly, a dominant group’s 
stereotyping of racial minorities may limit their opportunities to 
break away from expected roles. 

 Can the labeling process operate in the classroom? Because 
interactionist researchers focus on micro-level classroom 
dynamics, they have been particularly interested in this ques-
tion. Sociologist Howard S. Becker (1952) studied public schools 
in low-income and affluent areas of Chicago. He noticed that 
administrators expected less of students from poor neighbor-
hoods, and wondered if teachers accepted their view. A decade 
later, in  Pygmalion in the Classroom,  psychologist Robert 
Rosenthal and school principal Lenore Jacobson (1968, 1992) 

documented what they referred to as a    teacher-expectancy 
effect   —the impact that a teacher’s expectations about a student’s 
performance may have on the student’s actual achievements. 
This effect is especially evident in the lower grades (through 
Grade 3). 

 Studies in the United States have revealed that teachers wait 
longer for an answer from a student they believe to be a high 
achiever and are more likely to give such children a second 
chance. In one experiment, teachers’ expectations were even 
shown to have an impact on students’ athletic achievements. 
Teachers obtained better athletic performance—as measured 
in the number of sit-ups or push-ups performed—from those 
students of whom they  expected  higher numbers. Despite the 
controversial nature of these findings, researchers continue to 
document the existence of the  teacher-expectancy effect. Inter-
actionists emphasize that ability alone may be less predictive of 
academic success than one might think (Babad and Taylor 1992; 
Brint 1998; Rosenthal and Jacobson 1992:247–262). 

  Table 13-1 on page 316  summarizes the four major theoreti-
cal perspectives on education.    
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In Tokyo, a mother escorts her daughter to an admissions interview at a highly 
competitive private school. Some Japanese families enroll children as young 
as 2 in cram schools. Like parents in the United States, Japanese parents 
know that higher education bestows status.

Theoretical 
Perspective Emphasis

Functionalist Transmission of the dominant culture

Integration of society

Promotion of social norms, values, and 
sanctions

Promotion of desirable social change

Conflict Domination by the elite through unequal 
access to schooling

Hidden curriculum

Credentialism

Bestowal of status

Interactionist Teacher-expectancy effect

Feminist Treatment of female students

Role of women’s education in economic 
development

TABLE 13-1  SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES 

ON EDUCATION

Tracking Sociological Perspectives

C
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316   Schools as Formal Organizations  

Nineteenth-century educators would be amazed at the scale 
of schools in the United States in the 21st century. The nation 
has about 15 million high school students today, compared to 
10 million in 1961 and 5 million in 1931 (Bureau of the Census 
2012c:Table H S-20; 2011a:Table 246 on page 161).

 In many respects, today’s schools, when viewed as an example 
of a formal organization, are similar to factories, hospitals, and 
business firms. Like those organizations, schools do not oper-
ate autonomously; they are influenced by the market of poten-
tial students. This statement is especially true of private schools, 
but could have broader impact if acceptance of voucher plans 
and other school choice programs increases. The parallels 
between schools and other types of formal organizations will 
become more apparent as we examine the bureaucratic nature 
of schools, teaching as an occupation, and the student subculture 
(K. Dougherty and Hammack 1992).  

   Bureaucratization of Schools 
 It simply is not possible for a single teacher to transmit culture 
and skills to children of varying ages who will enter many diverse 
occupations. The growing number of students being served by 
school systems and the greater degree of specialization required 
within a technologically complex society have combined to 
bureaucratize schools. 

 Max Weber noted five basic characteristics of bureaucracy, all 
of which are evident in the vast majority of schools, whether at 
the elementary, secondary, or even college level:

    1.  Division of labor.  Specialized experts teach particular age levels 
and specific subjects. Public elementary and secondary schools 
now employ instructors whose sole responsibility is to work with 
children with learning disabilities or physical impairments.  

   2.  Hierarchy of authority.  Each employee of a school system 
is responsible to a higher authority. Teachers must report to 
principals and assistant principals and may also be super-
vised by department heads. Principals are answerable to a 
superintendent of schools, and the superintendent is hired 
and fired by a board of education.  

   3.  Written rules and regulations.  Teachers and administrators 
must conform to numerous rules and regulations in the perfor-
mance of their duties. This bureaucratic trait can become dys-
functional; the time invested in completing required forms could 
instead be spent in preparing lessons or conferring with students.  

   4.  Impersonality.  As class sizes have swelled at schools and uni-
versities, it has become more difficult for teachers to give per-
sonal attention to each student. In fact, bureaucratic norms 
may actually encourage teachers to treat all students in the 
same way, despite the fact that students have distinctive per-
sonalities and learning needs.  

   5.  Employment based on technical qualifications.  At least in 
theory, the hiring of instructors is based on professional com-
petence and expertise. Promotions are normally dictated by 
written personnel policies; people who excel may be granted 
lifelong job security through tenure.    

 Functionalists take a generally positive view of the bureaucrati-
zation of education. Teachers can master the skills needed to work 
with a specialized clientele, since they no longer are expected to 
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Diane Belcher, Assistant Director of Volunteer Services, New River Community College

Not until Diane Belcher enrolled at New River Community College in Dublin, 
Virginia, did she realize that social work had always been part of her daily life. 
To this mother of two teenagers, helping people in need was 
something she just did, without even thinking about it.

Today, as assistant director of Volunteer Services at New 
River, Belcher assists Partners for Success, a mentoring pro-
gram that matches struggling students with people in the 
community who have the time and energy to help them. With 
the director, she recruits and trains a “talent bank” of men-
tors, matches the mentors with student partners, and devel-
ops support programs for students experiencing problems 
with child care, transportation, and other necessities. The 
program’s goal is to develop confident and successful learners who can take 
charge of their own studies.

Before she moved to Volunteer Services, Belcher was an administrative 
assistant in Workforce Development at New River, where she helped youths 
who lack direction and workers laid off from local factories to develop 
more marketable skills. In that job, she facilitated new students’ transition 
to college, helping them to register and apply for financial aid and con-
necting them with professors in their fields of interest. Belcher also worked 
directly with the administration to develop a special fast-track program for 
laid-off workers.

TAKING SOCIOLOGY TO WORK

As in all human services jobs, people skills, particularly sensitivity and 
compassion, are of paramount importance in Belcher’s work. An under-

standing of the social and economic forces that affect the 
larger society is also essential. Belcher credits her sociology 
courses with helping her to “engage where needed.” “Sociology 
exposed me to other people’s situations and the role of society 
in creating them,” she explains. “It helped me look beyond the 
individual level to understand societal impacts and solutions.”

Asked what advice she might give to current sociology majors, 
Belcher says, “Drink it up, try and take it all in, relate it to the 
real world. Take notice of current cultural and economic conditions, 
understanding that when you attempt to ‘fix’ one part of society 

you must also be aware of how that will affect other parts of society.”

LET’S DISCUSS

 1. Have you, like Diane Belcher, realized through education that something 
you were doing without thinking about it has helped to prepare you for 
employment? Explain.

 2. Do some research on Dublin, Virginia, and the surrounding area. What 
kind of economy does this community have? Relate the layoffs the com-
munity has been experiencing to larger societal forces.

Despite efforts to establish positive relationships among students and between teachers 
and students, many young people view their schools as impersonal institutions. 317

cover a broad range of instruction. The chain of command within 
schools is clear. Students are presumably treated in an unbiased fash-
ion because of uniformly applied rules. Finally, security of position 
protects teachers from unjustified dismissal. In general, then, func-
tionalists stress that the bureaucratization of education increases the 
likelihood that students, teachers, and administrators will be dealt 
with fairly—that is, on the basis of rational and equitable criteria. 

 In contrast, conflict theorists argue that the trend 
toward more centralized education has harmful conse-
quences for disadvantaged people. The standardization of 
educational curricula, including textbooks, will generally 
reflect the values, interests, and lifestyles of the most pow-
erful groups in our society, and may ignore those of racial 
and ethnic minorities. In addition, the disadvantaged, 
more so than the affluent, will find it difficult to sort 
through complex educational bureaucracies and to orga-
nize effective lobbying groups. Therefore, in the view of 
conflict theorists, low-income and minority parents will 
have even less influence over citywide and statewide edu-
cational administrators than they have over local school 
officials (Bowles and Gintis 1976; Katz 1971).     

 Sometimes schools can seem overwhelmingly bureau-
cratic, with the effect of stifling rather than nourishing 
intellectual curiosity in students. This concern has led 
many parents and policymakers to push for school choice 
programs—allowing parents to choose the school that 
suits their children’s needs, and forcing schools to com-
pete for their “customers.” 

 In the United States, another significant countertrend 
to the bureaucratization of schools is the availability of 
education over the Internet. Increasingly, colleges and 

universities are reaching out via the web, offering entire courses 
and even majors to students in the comfort of their homes. Online 
curricula provide flexibility for working students and others 
who may have difficulty attending conventional classes because 
of distance or disability. Research on this type of learning is just 
beginning, so the question of whether teacher–student contact 
can thrive online remains to be settled. Computer-mediated 
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From preschool through high school, teachers face a variety of challenges, 
including preparing students for standardized tests.

FIGURE 13-4 AVERAGE SALARY FOR TEACHERS
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Source: National Education Association 2009.

State averages for teacher salaries range from a low of $35,136 in South 
Dakota to a high of $68,000 in Massachusetts.

MAPPING LIFE NATIONWIDE
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instruction may also have an impact on instructors’ status as 
employees, which we will discuss next, as well as on alternative 
forms of education like homeschooling. 

 

use your sociological imagination

How would you make your school less bureaucratic? What 
would it be like?

  Teachers: Employees and Instructors 
 Whether they serve as instructors of preschoolers or of graduate 
students, teachers are employees of formal organizations with 
bureaucratic structures. There is an inherent conflict in serving 
as a professional in a bureaucracy. The organization follows the 
principles of hierarchy and expects adherence to its rules, but 
professionalism demands the individual responsibility of the 
practitioner. This conflict is very real for teachers, who experi-
ence all the positive and negative consequences of working in 
bureaucracies (see Table 5-3, page 115). 

 A teacher undergoes many perplexing stresses every day. While 
teachers’ academic assignments have become more specialized, the 
demands on their time remain diverse and contradictory. Con-
flicts arise from serving as an instructor, a disciplinarian, and an 
employee of a school district at the same time. In too many schools, 
discipline means dealing with violence. Burnout is one result of 
these stresses: between a quarter 
and a third of new teachers quit 
within their first three years, and 
as many as half leave poor urban 
schools in their first five years 
(Wallis 2008). 

 Given these difficulties, does 
teaching remain an attractive pro-
fession in the United States? In 
2011, 3.1 percent of first-year col-
lege students indicated that they 
were interested in becoming either 
elementary or high school teach-
ers. These figures are dramati-
cally lower than the 11 percent of 
first-year male students and 37 
percent of first-year female stu-
dents who held those occupational 
aspirations in 1966 (Pryor et al. 
2007:122, 76; 2011a:29).  

 Undoubtedly, economic con-
siderations enter into students’ 
feelings about the attractiveness 
of teaching. In 2010, the average 
salary for all public elementary 
and secondary school teachers in 
the United States was reported at 
$55,350, placing teachers some-
where near the average of all the 
nation’s wage earners. In  most 

other industrialized countries, teachers’ salaries are higher in 
relation to the general standard of living. Of course, teachers’  
salaries vary considerably from state to state ( Figure 13-4 ), and 
even more from one school district to another. Nevertheless, 
the  economic reward for teaching is miniscule compared to 
some career options: the CEO of a major corporation makes 
more money in a day than the average teacher makes in a year. 

 The status of any job reflects several factors, including the level 
of education required, financial compensation, and the respect 
given the occupation by society. The teaching profession (see 
Table 8-3, page 189) is feeling pressure in all three of these areas. 
First, the level of formal schooling required for teaching remains 
high, and the public has begun to call for new competency 
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Note: Percentages do not add to 100 due to rounding error. Nonresident aliens whose race/ethnicity is unknown excluded.
Source: Hussar and Bailey 2011:Table 29.

FIGURE 13-5  COLLEGE CAMPUSES BY RACE AND ETHNICITY: THEN, NOW, AND IN THE FUTURE
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319examinations. Second, the statistics just cited demonstrate that 

teachers’ salaries are significantly lower than those of many 
professionals and skilled workers. Third, the overall prestige of 
the teaching profession has declined in the past decade. Many 
teachers have become disappointed and frustrated and have left 
the educational world for careers in other professions.  

  Student Subcultures 
 An important latent function of education relates directly to 
student life: schools provide for students’ social and recre-
ational needs. Education helps toddlers and young children to 
develop interpersonal skills that are essential during adolescence 
and adulthood. In their high school and college years, students 
may meet future husbands and wives and establish lifelong 
friendships. 

 When people observe high schools, community colleges, 
or universities from the outside, students appear to constitute 
a cohesive, uniform group. However, the student subculture 
is actually quite complex and diverse. High school cliques and 
social groups may crop up according to race, social class, physical 
attractiveness, placement in courses, athletic ability, and leader-
ship roles in the school and community. In his classic commu-
nity study of “Elmtown,” August B. Hollingshead (1975) found 
some 259 distinct cliques in a single high school. The cliques, 
whose average size was five, were centered on the school itself, on 
recreational activities, and on religious and community groups. 

 Amid these close-knit and often rigidly segregated cliques, 
gay and lesbian students are particularly vulnerable. Peer group 
pressure to conform is intense at this age. Although coming to 
terms with one’s sexuality is difficult for all adolescents, it can 
be downright dangerous for those whose sexual orientation does 
not conform to societal expectations. 

 Teachers and administrators are becoming more sensitized to 
these issues. Perhaps more important, some schools are creating 
gay–straight alliances (GSAs), school-sponsored support groups 
that bring gay teens together with sympathetic straight peers. 
Begun in Los Angeles in 1984, these programs numbered nearly 
3,000 nationwide in 2005; most were founded after the murder 
of Matthew Shepard, a gay college student, in 1998. In some dis-
tricts parents have objected to these organizations, but the same 
court rulings that protect the right of conservative Bible groups 
to meet on school grounds also protect GSAs. In 2003, the gay–
straight movement reached a milestone when the New York City 

public schools moved an in-school program for gays, bisexuals, 
and transgendered students to a separate school. The Harvey Milk 
High School was named in memory of San Francisco’s first openly 
gay city supervisor, who was assassinated in 1978 (Gay, Lesbian and 
Straight Education Network 2012). 

 We can find a similar diversity of student groups at the college 
level. Burton Clark and Martin Trow (1966) and more recently, 
Helen Lefkowitz Horowitz (1987) have identified four distinc-
tive subcultures among college students:

    1. The  collegiate  subculture focuses on having fun and social-
izing. These students define what constitutes a “reasonable” 
amount of academic work (and what amount of work is 
“excessive” and leads to being labeled a “grind”). Members of 
the collegiate subculture have little commitment to academic 
pursuits. Athletes often fit into this subculture.  

   2. The  academic  subculture identifies with the intellectual con-
cerns of the faculty and values knowledge for its own sake.  

   3. The  vocational  subculture is interested primarily in career 
prospects and views college as a means of obtaining degrees 
that are essential for advancement.  

   4. Finally, the  nonconformist  subculture is hostile to the college 
environment and seeks ideas that may or may not relate to 
academic studies. This group may find outlets through cam-
pus publications or issue-oriented groups.   

Each college student is eventually exposed to these competing 
subcultures and must determine which (if any) seems most in 
line with his or her feelings and interests. 

 The typology used by the researchers reminds us that school 
is a complex social organization—almost like a community with 
different neighborhoods. Of course, these four subcultures are 
not the only ones evident on college campuses in the United 
States. For example, one might find subcultures of Vietnam vet-
erans or former full-time homemakers at community colleges 
and four-year commuter institutions. And as more and more 
students from minority groups decide to continue their formal 
education beyond high school, subcultures based on race and 
ethnicity will become more evident. As  Figure 13-5  shows, col-
lege campuses are becoming increasingly diverse. 

 Sociologist Joe R. Feagin has studied a distinctive collegiate 
subculture: Black students at predominantly White universi-
ties. These students must function academically and socially 
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Student subcultures are more diverse today than in the past. Many adults 
are returning to college to obtain further education, advance their careers, or 
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within universities where there are few Black faculty members or 
administrators, where harassment of Blacks by campus police is 
common, and where curricula place little emphasis on Black con-
tributions. Feagin (1989:11) suggests that “for minority students 
life at a predominantly White college or university means long-
term encounters with pervasive whiteness.” In Feagin’s view, Black 
students at such institutions experience both blatant and subtle 
racial discrimination, which has a cumulative impact that can seri-
ously damage the students’ confidence (see also Feagin et al. 1996). 

 

use your sociological imagination

What distinctive subcultures can you identify at your college?

  Homeschooling 
 When most people think of school, they think of bricks and 
mortar and the teachers, administrators, and other employees 
who staff school buildings. But for an increasing number of stu-
dents in the United States, home is the classroom and the teacher 
is a parent. About 1.5 million students are now being educated 
at home. That is about 3 percent of the K–12 school population. 
For these students, the issues of bureaucratization and social 
structure are less significant than they are for public school stu-
dents (Grady et al. 2010). 

 In the 1800s, after the establishment of public schools, families 
that taught their children at home lived in isolated environments 
or held strict religious views that were at odds with the secu-
lar environment of public schools. But today, homeschooling is 
attracting a broader range of families not necessarily tied to orga-
nized religion. Poor academic quality, peer pressure, and school 
violence are motivating many parents to teach their children 
at home. In addition, some immigrants choose homeschooling 
as a way to ease their children’s transition to a new society. For 
example, the growing Arab American population recently joined 
the movement toward homeschooling (MacFarquhar 2008; 
National Center for Education Statistics 2009). 

 While supporters of homeschooling believe children can do 
just as well or better in homeschools as in public schools, critics 
counter that because homeschooled children are isolated from 
the larger community, they lose an important chance to improve 
their socialization skills. But proponents of homeschooling claim 
their children benefit from contact with others besides their own 
age group. They also see homeschools as a good alternative for 
children who suffer from attention-deficit/hyperactivity disor-
der (ADHD) and learning disorders (LDs). Such children often 
do better in smaller classes, which present fewer distractions to 
disturb their concentration. 

 Quality control is an issue in homeschooling. While home-
schooling is legal in all 50 states, 10 states require no notifica-
tion that a child will be homeschooled, and another 14 require 
notification only. Other states may require parents to submit 
their children’s curricula or test scores for professional evalua-
tion. Despite the lack of uniform standards, a research review by 
the Home School Legal Defense Association (2005) reports that 
homeschooled students score higher than others on standard-
ized tests, in every subject and every grade. 

 Who are the people who are running homeschools? In gen-
eral, they tend to have higher-than-average incomes and edu-
cational levels. Most are two-parent families, and their children 
watch less television than average—both factors that are likely to 
support superior educational performance. The same students, 
with the same support from their parents, would probably do just 
as well in the public schools. As research has repeatedly shown, 
small classes are better than big classes, and strong parental and 
community involvement is key (R. Cox 2003:28). 

 Whatever the controversy over homeschooling in the United 
States, it is much less serious than in some other nations. In 2010, 
the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service began grant-
ing political asylum to German families who homeschool their 
children, in violation of their country’s constitution. German 
parents can be fined and imprisoned for homeschooling their 
children (Francis 2010). 

thinking CRITICALLY

Select two functions of education and suggest how 
they could be fulfilled through homeschooling.

Durkheim and the Sociological 

Approach to Religion
If a group believes that it is being directed by a “vision from God,” 
sociologists do not attempt to prove or disprove the revelation. 
Instead, they assess the effects of the religious experience on the 
group. What sociologists are interested in is the social impact of 
religion on individuals and institutions.

Émile Durkheim was perhaps the first sociologist to recog-
nize the critical importance of religion in human societies. He 
saw its appeal for the individual, but more important, he stressed 
the social impact of religion. In Durkheim’s view, religion is a col-
lective act that includes many forms of behavior in which people 
interact with others. As in his work on suicide, Durkheim was 
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TABLE 13-2 MAJOR WORLD RELIGIONS

Faith

Current Following, in 
Millions (and Percentage of 
World Population)

Primary Location of 
Followers Today

Founder (and 
Approximate 
Birth Date)

Important Texts 
(and Holy Sites)

Buddhism 463 (6.7%) Southeast Asia, Mongolia, Tibet Gautama 
Siddhartha (563 B.C.)

Triptaka (areas in Nepal)

Christianity 2,281 (33.0%) Europe, North America, South 
America

Jesus (6 B.C.) Bible (Jerusalem, Rome)

Hinduism 935 (13.7%) India, Indian communities overseas No specific founder 
(1500 B.C.)

Sruti and Smrti texts 
(seven sacred cities, 
including Vavansi)

Islam 1,553 (22.5%) Middle East, Central Asia, North 
Africa, Indonesia

Mohammad (A.D. 570) Qur’an, or Koran (Mecca, 
Medina, Jerusalem)

Judaism 15 (0.2%) Israel, United States, France, Russia Abraham (2000 B.C.) Torah, Talmud (Jerusalem)

Sources: Author, based on Britannica Online 2011; Swatos 1998.

summingup
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321Jews if it is a menorah. For Confucians and Taoists, incense sticks 

are not mere decorative items, but highly valued offerings to the 
gods in religious ceremonies that mark the new and full moons.

Following the direction established by Durkheim a century 
ago, contemporary sociologists view religion in two different 
ways. First, they study the norms and values of religious faiths by 
examining their substantive beliefs. For example, it is possible to 
compare the degree to which Christian faiths interpret the Bible 
literally, or Muslim groups follow the Qur’an (or Koran), the 
sacred book of Islam. At the same time, sociologists examine reli-
gion in terms of the social functions it fulfills, such as providing 
social support or reinforcing social norms. By exploring both the 
beliefs and the functions of religion, we can better understand its 
impact on the individual, on groups, and on society as a whole.

thinking CRITICALLY

What objects that you regard as profane might oth-
ers consider to be sacred?

World Religions
Worldwide, tremendous diversity exists in religious beliefs and 
practices. Overall, about 89 percent of the world’s population 
adheres to some religion; thus, only about 10 percent is nonreli-
gious. This level of adherence changes over time and also varies 
by country and age group. In the United States today, those who 
are nonreligious account for about 16 percent of the population; 
in 1900, they accounted for a mere 1.3 percent of all Americans. 
And in 2011, 25 percent of incoming U.S. college students had 
no religious preference, compared to 12 percent of their mothers 
(Newport 2010b; Pryor et al. 2011a:24–25). 

Christianity is the largest single faith in the world; the second 
largest is Islam (Table 13-2). Although global news events often 
suggest an inherent conflict between Christians and Muslims, the 
two faiths are similar in many ways. Both are monotheistic (based 
on a single deity); both include a belief in prophets, an afterlife, 

not so interested in the personalities of religious believers as he 
was in understanding religious behavior within a social context.

Durkheim defined religion as a “unified system of beliefs and 
practices relative to sacred things.” In his view, religion involves a 
set of beliefs and practices that are uniquely the property of reli-
gion, as opposed to other social institutions and ways of thinking. 
Durkheim ([1893] 1933; [1912] 2001) argued that religious faiths 
distinguish between certain transcending events and the everyday 
world. He referred to those realms as the sacred and the profane.

The sacred encompasses elements beyond everyday life that 
inspire awe, respect, and even fear. People become part of the 
sacred realm only by completing some ritual, such as prayer or 
sacrifice. Because believers have faith in the sacred, they accept 
what they cannot understand. In contrast, the profane includes 
the ordinary and commonplace. This concept can be confusing, 
however, because the same object can be either sacred or pro-
fane, depending on how it is viewed. A normal dining room table 
is profane, but it becomes sacred to some Christians if it bears 
the elements of a communion. A candelabra becomes sacred to 
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322 Although the differences among religions are striking, they 

are exceeded by variations within faiths. Consider the variations 
within Christianity, from relatively liberal denominations such 
as Presbyterians or the United Church of Christ to the more 
conservative Mormons and Greek Orthodox Catholics. Similar 
variations exist within Hinduism, Islam, and other world reli-
gions (Barrett et al. 2008; Swatos 1998).

The Pew Forum on Religion and Public Life conducted a 
national survey to determine how much Americans know about 
world religions. Figure  13-6 reproduces some of the questions 
from the survey. Try testing your own knowledge.

Sociological Perspectives 

on Religion
Since religion is a cultural universal, it is not surprising that it 
plays a basic role in human societies. In sociological terms, it 
performs both manifest and latent functions. Among its mani-
fest (open and stated) functions, religion defines the spiritual 
world and gives meaning to the divine. It provides an explana-
tion for events that seem difficult to understand, such as what 
lies beyond the grave. The latent functions of religion are unin-
tended, covert, or hidden. Even though the manifest function 
of a church service is to offer a forum for religious worship, it 
might at the same time fulfill a latent social function as a meet-
ing ground for unmarried members.

Functionalists and conflict theorists both evaluate religion’s 
impact on human societies. We’ll consider a functionalist view 
of religion’s role in integrating society, providing social support, 
and promoting social change, and then look at religion from the 
conflict and feminist perspectives, as a means of social control. 
Note that for the most part, religion’s impact is best understood 
from a macro-level viewpoint that is oriented toward the larger 
society. Its social support function is an exception: it is best 
understood on the micro, or individual, level.

The Integrative Function of Religion
Émile Durkheim viewed religion as an integrative force in human 
society—a perspective that is reflected in functionalist thought 
today. Durkheim sought to answer a perplexing question: “How 
can human societies be held together when they are generally 
composed of individuals and social groups with diverse interests 
and aspirations?” In his view, religious bonds often transcend 
these personal and divisive forces. Durkheim acknowledged that 
religion is not the only integrative force; nationalism or patrio-
tism may serve the same end.

How does religion provide this “societal glue”? Religion, 
whether it be Buddhism, Islam, Christianity, or Judaism, gives 
meaning and purpose to people’s lives. It offers certain ultimate 
values and ends to hold in common. Although they are subjec-
tive and not always fully accepted, these values and ends help 
society to function as an integrated social system. For example, 
funerals, weddings, bar and bat mitzvahs, and confirmations 
serve to integrate people into larger communities by providing 
shared beliefs and values about the ultimate questions of life.

The integrative power of religion can be seen, too, in the 
role that churches, synagogues, and mosques have tradition-
ally played and continue to play for immigrant groups in the 

and a judgment day. In fact, Islam recognizes Jesus as a prophet, 
though not as the son of God. Both faiths impose a moral code 
on believers, which varies from fairly rigid proscriptions for fun-
damentalists to relatively relaxed guidelines for liberals.

The followers of Islam, called Muslims, believe that Islam’s 
holy scriptures were received from Allah (God) by the prophet 
Mohammad nearly 1,400 years ago. They see Mohammad as 
the last in a long line of prophets, preceded by Adam, Abraham, 
Moses, and Jesus. Islam is more communal in its expression than 
Christianity, particularly the more individualistic Protestant 
denominations. Consequently, in countries that are predomi-
nantly Muslim, the separation of religion and the state is not 
considered necessary or even desirable. In fact, Muslim govern-
ments often reinforce Islamic practices through their laws. Mus-
lims do vary sharply in their interpretation of several traditions, 
some of which—such as the wearing of veils by women—are 
more cultural than religious in origin.

Like Christianity and Islam, Judaism is monotheistic. Jews 
believe that God’s true nature is revealed in the Torah, which 
Christians know as the first five books of the Old Testament. 
According to these scriptures, God formed a covenant, or pact, 
with Abraham and Sarah, the ancestors of the tribes of Israel. 
Even today, Jews believe, this covenant holds them account-
able to God’s will. If they follow both the letter and spirit of the 
Torah, a long-awaited Messiah will one day bring paradise to 
earth. Although Judaism has a relatively small following com-
pared to other major faiths, it forms the historical foundation 
for both Christianity and Islam. That is why Jews revere many of 
the same sacred Middle Eastern sites as Christians and Muslims.

Two other major faiths developed in a different part of the 
world, India. The earliest, Hinduism, originated around 1500 b.c. 
Hinduism differs from Judaism, Christianity, and Islam in that it 
embraces a number of gods and minor gods, although most wor-
shippers are devoted primarily to a single deity, such as Shiva or 
Vishnu. Hinduism is also distinguished by a belief in reincarnation, 
or the perpetual rebirth of the soul after death. Unlike Judaism, 
Christianity, and Islam, which are based largely on sacred texts, 
Hindu beliefs have been preserved mostly through oral tradition.

A second religion, Buddhism, developed in the sixth century 
b.c. as a reaction against Hinduism. This faith is founded on the 
teachings of Siddhartha (later called Buddha, or “the enlightened 
one”). Through meditation, followers of Buddhism strive to over-
come selfish cravings for physical or material pleasures, with the 
goal of reaching a state of enlightenment, or nirvana. Buddhists 
created the first monastic orders, which are thought to be the 
models for monastic orders in other religions, including Chris-
tianity. Though Buddhism emerged in India, its followers were 
eventually driven out of that country by the Hindus. It is now 
found primarily in other parts of Asia. (Contemporary adherents 
of Buddhism in India are relatively recent converts.)

use your sociological imagination

What evidence do you see of different religions in the area 
surrounding your college or university? What about on 
campus?
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Sources: Pew Forum on Religion and Public Life 2010a, 2010b.

FIGURE 13-6 TEST YOUR RELIGIOUS KNOWLEDGE

Compare your knowledge of religion with that of the U.S. population as a whole. In a 2010 national survey, the average respondent answered seven or eight 
questions correctly.

Religious Knowledge Quiz

1    Which Bible figure is most closely 
associated with leading the exodus 
from Egypt?

 Job

 Elijah

 Moses

 Abraham

2   What was Mother Teresa’s 
religion?

 Catholic

 Jewish

 Buddhist

 Mormon

 Hindu

3   Which of the following is NOT 
one of the Ten Commandments?

 Do not commit adultery

 Do unto others as you would    

 have them do unto you

 Do not steal

 Keep the Sabbath holy

4   When does the Jewish Sabbath 
begin? 

 Friday

 Saturday

 Sunday

5   Is Ramadan . . .?

 The Hindu festival of lights

 A Jewish day of atonement

 The Islamic holy month

6   Which of the following best 
describes the Catholic teaching 
about the bread and wine used 
for Communion?

The bread and wine actually become

 the body and blood of Jesus Christ.

The bread and wine are symbols of 

 the body and blood of Jesus Christ.

7    In which religion are Vishnu 
and Shiva central figures?

 Islam

 Hinduism

 Taoism

8   Which Bible figure is most closely 
associated with remaining obedient 
to God despite suffering?

Job

 Elijah

 Moses

 Abraham

9   What was Joseph Smith’s 
religion?

Catholic

 Jewish

 Buddhist

 Mormon

 Hindu

10  According to rulings by the U.S. 
Supreme Court, is a public school 
teacher permitted to lead a class 
in prayer, or not?

 Yes, permitted

 No, not permitted

11  According to rulings by the 
U.S. Supreme Court, is a public 
school teacher permitted to read 
from the Bible as an example 
of literature, or not?

 Yes, permitted

 No, not permitted

12  What religion do most
people in Pakistan consider 

themselves?

 Buddhist

 Hindu

 Muslim

 Christian

13  What was the name of the 
person whose writings and 
actions inspired the Protestant 

Reformation?

 Martin Luther

 Thomas Aquinas

 John Wesley

14  Which of these religions aims 
at nirvana, the state of being 
free from suffering?

 Islam

 Buddhism

 Hinduism

15  Which of these preachers 
participated in the period 
of religious activity known 

as the First Great Awakening?

 Jonathan Edwards

 Charles Finney

 Billy Graham

ANSWERS: 1. Moses  2. Catholic  3. Do unto others as you would have them do unto you  4. Friday  5. The Islamic 
holy month  6. The bread and wine actually become the body and blood of Jesus Christ. 7. Hinduism  8. Job  9. Mormon  
10. No, not permitted  11. Yes, permitted  12. Muslim  13. Martin Luther  14. Buddhism  15. Jonathan Edwards

Education and Religion
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United States. For example, Roman Catholic immigrants may 
settle near a parish church that offers services in their native 
language, such as Polish or Spanish. Similarly, Korean immi-
grants may join a Presbyterian church that has many Korean 
American members and follows religious practices like those 
of churches in Korea. Like other religious organizations, these 

Roman Catholic and Presbyterian churches help to integrate 
immigrants into their new homeland.

In recent years, the most talked about immigrant religious 
group has been Muslims. Throughout the world, including 
the United States, Muslims are divided into a variety of sects, 
including Sunni and Shia (or Shiite). However, inside and 
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Television scripts often poke fun at organized religion, while presenting char-
acters who are atheists as enlightened people. A notable exception is the 
character Booth (left) in Bones, who does not hide his Roman Catholicism. 
Like many others who are both thoughtful and religious, Booth receives social 
support from his faith.

In 2010 Jose H. Gomez (at the podium) became archbishop of Los Angeles, 
the largest Roman Catholic archdiocese in the United States. Born in Mexico, 
Gomez became a U.S. citizen while serving as a priest in Texas. His elevation 
reflects the growth of the Hispanic faithful among Roman Catholics in the 
United States.
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324 clashes that are in large part based on religion. (See the case study 

on page 331 for a more detailed discussion of religious conflict 
in India.)

Religion and Social Support
Most of us find it difficult to accept the stressful events of 
life—the death of a loved one, serious injury, bankruptcy, 
divorce, and so forth—especially when something “senseless” 
happens. How can family and friends come to terms with the 
death of a talented college student, not even 20 years old?

Through its emphasis on the divine and the supernatural, 
religion allows us to “do something” about the calamities we face. 
In some faiths, adherents can offer sacrifices or pray to a deity in 
the belief that such acts will change their earthly condition. On 
a more basic level, religion encourages us to view our personal 
misfortunes as relatively unimportant in the broader perspective 
of human history—or even as part of an undisclosed divine pur-
pose. Friends and relatives of the deceased college student may 
see his death as being “God’s will,” or as having some ultimate 
benefit that we cannot understand now. This perspective may be 
much more comforting than the terrifying feeling that any of us 
can die senselessly at any moment—and that there is no divine 
answer to why one person lives a long and full life, while another 
dies tragically at a relatively early age.

The religious function of social support is also apparent in 
people’s use of social media. Overall, 31 percent of Facebook users 
in the United States and 24 percent of them outside the United 
States identify their religion in their profiles. Tens of millions 
indicate that they are fans or “friends” of a religious figure or cate-
gory. Consequently, religious organizations are turning to Twitter 
and Facebook to strengthen their connections with these follow-
ers and provide them with 24/7 social support (Preston 2011).

Religion and Social Change
The Weberian Thesis When someone seems driven to work 
and succeed, we often attribute the Protestant work ethic to that 
person. The term comes from the writings of Max Weber, who 

outside these sects, people express their Islamic faith in many 
different ways. To speak of Muslims as being either Sunni or 
Shia would be like speaking of Christians as either Roman 
Catholic or Baptist.

Depending on the circumstances, Islam in the United States 
can be integrative by faith, ethnicity, or both. The great major-
ity of Muslims in the United States are Sunni Muslims—literally, 
those who follow the Sunnah, or way of the Prophet. Compared 
to other Muslims, Sunnis tend to be more moderate in their reli-
gious orthodoxy. The Shia, who come primarily from Iraq and 
Iran, are the second-largest group. Shia Muslims are more atten-
tive to guidance from accepted Islamic scholars than are Sunnis. 
In sufficient numbers, these two Muslim groups will choose to 
worship separately, even if they must cross ethnic or linguistic 
lines to do so. Whatever group Muslims belong to, however, there 
has been a remarkable increase in the number of Islamic places 
of worship in the United States. Between 2000 and 2010, the 
number of mosques rose 74 percent (Bagby 2012: Selod 2008a).

In some instances, religious loyalties are dysfunctional; that 
is, they contribute to tension and even conflict between groups 
or nations. During the Second World War, the German Nazis 
attempted to exterminate the Jewish people; approximately 6 
million European Jews were killed. In modern times, nations 
such as Lebanon (Muslims versus Christians), Israel (Jews ver-
sus Muslims, as well as Orthodox versus secular Jews), Northern 
Ireland (Roman Catholics versus Protestants), and India (Hin-
dus versus Muslims, and more recently, Sikhs) have been torn by 
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A Protestant congregation worships at Sunday service. Although Weber traced the “spirit of capitalism” to 
Protestant teachings, in the United States today Protestants and Catholics share the same work ethic.
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325in society opened the way for workers 

to express their discontent more vocally 
(R. Collins 1980).

Liberation Theology Sometimes the 
clergy can be found in the forefront of 
social change. Many religious activ-
ists, especially in the Roman Catho-
lic Church in Latin America, support 
 liberation theology—the use of a 
church in a political effort to elimi-
nate poverty, discrimination, and other 
forms of injustice from a secular society. 
Advocates of this religious movement 
sometimes sympathize with Marxism. 
Many believe that radical change, rather 
than economic development in itself, is 
the only acceptable solution to the des-
peration of the masses in impoverished 

developing countries. Activists associated with liberation theol-
ogy believe that organized religion has a moral responsibility 
to take a strong public stand against the oppression of the poor, 
racial and ethnic minorities, and women (Christian Smith 1991).

The term liberation theology dates back to the publication in 
1973 of the English translation of A Theology of Liberation. The 
book was written by a Peruvian priest, Gustavo Gutiérrez, who 
lived in a slum area of Lima during the early 1960s. After years 
of exposure to the vast poverty around him, Gutiérrez concluded 
that “in order to serve the poor, one had to move into political 
action.” Eventually, politically committed Latin American theolo-
gians came under the influence of social scientists who viewed the 
domination of capitalism and multinational corporations as cen-
tral to the hemisphere’s problems. One result was a new approach 
to theology that built on the cultural and religious traditions of 
Latin America rather than on models developed in Europe and 
the United States (R. M. Brown 1980:23; G. Gutiérrez 1990).

Liberation theology may be dysfunctional, however. Some 
Roman Catholic worshippers have come to believe that by focus-
ing on political and governmental injustice, the clergy are no 
longer addressing their personal and spiritual needs. Partly as a 
result of such disenchantment, some Catholics in Latin America 
are converting to mainstream Protestant faiths or to Mormonism.

use your sociological  imagination

The social support that religious groups provide is sud-
denly withdrawn from your community. How will your life or 
the lives of others change? What will happen if religious 
groups stop pushing for social change?

Religion and Social Control: 
A Conflict Perspective
Liberation theology is a relatively recent phenomenon that 
marks a break with the traditional role of churches. It was this 
traditional role that Karl Marx ([1844] 1964) opposed. In his 

carefully examined the connection between religious allegiance 
and capitalist development. Weber’s findings appeared in his 
pioneering work The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism 
([1904] 2011).

Weber noted that in European nations with both Protestant 
and Catholic citizens, an overwhelming number of business lead-
ers, owners of capital, and skilled workers were Protestant. In his 
view, this fact was no mere coincidence. Weber pointed out that the 
followers of John Calvin (1509–1564), a leader of the Protestant 
Reformation, emphasized a disciplined work ethic, this-worldly 
concerns, and a rational orientation to life that have become 
known as the Protestant ethic. One by-product of the Protes-
tant ethic was a drive to accumulate savings that could be used 
for future investment. This “spirit of capitalism,” to use Weber’s 
phrase, contrasted with the moderate work hours, leisurely work 
habits, and lack of ambition that Weber saw as typical of the times.

Few books on the sociology of religion have aroused as much 
commentary and criticism as Weber’s work. It has been hailed 
as one of the most important theoretical works in the field and 
an excellent example of macro-level analysis. Like Durkheim, 
Weber demonstrated that religion is not solely a matter of inti-
mate personal beliefs. He stressed that the collective nature of 
religion has consequences for society as a whole. Indeed, a recent 
analysis of historical economic data shows that the Protestant 
ethic was an important factor in the growth of capitalism from 
1500 through 1870 (S. Sanderson et al. 2011).

Weber provided a convincing description of the origins of 
European capitalism. However, this economic system has now 
been adopted by non-Calvinists in many parts of the world. 
Studies done in the United States today show little or no differ-
ence in achievement orientation between Roman Catholics and 
Protestants. Apparently, the “spirit of capitalism” has emerged as 
a generalized cultural trait rather than a specific religious tenet 
(Greeley 1989).

Conflict theorists caution that Weber’s theory—even if it 
is accepted—should not be regarded as an analysis of mature 
capitalism, as reflected in the rise of multinational corpora-
tions. Marxists would disagree with Weber not on the origins of 
capitalism, but on its future. Unlike Marx, Weber believed that 
capitalism could endure indefinitely as an economic system. He 
added, however, that the decline of religion as an overriding force 
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Theoretical Perspective Emphasis

Functionalist Religion as a source of social integration and unification
Religion as a source of social support for individuals

Conflict Religion as a potential obstacle to structural social change
Religion as a potential source of structural social change (through liberation theology)

Feminist Religion as an instrument of women’s subordination, except for their role in religious socialization

Interactionist Individual religious expression through belief, ritual, and experience

TABLE 13-3  SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES 

ON RELIGION Tracking Sociological Perspectives
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political action that could end capitalist oppression and trans-
form society.

Feminist Perspective
Drawing on the feminist approach, researchers and theorists have 
stressed the fundamental role women play in religious socializa-
tion. Most people develop their allegiance to a particular faith in 
their childhood, with their mothers playing a critical role in the 
process. Significantly, nonworshipping mothers tend to influence 
their children to be highly skeptical of organized religion.

However, women generally take a subordinate role in religious 
governance. Indeed, most faiths have a long tradition of exclusively 
male spiritual leadership. Furthermore, because most religions are 
patriarchal, they tend to reinforce men’s dominance in secular as well 
as spiritual matters. Women do play a vital role as volunteers, staff, 
and religious educators, but even today, religious decision making 
and leadership typically fall to the men. Exceptions to this rule, such 
as the Shakers and Christian Scientists, as well as Hinduism with its 
long goddess heritage, are rare (R. Schaefer and Zellner 2011).

In the United States, women are much more likely than men to 
be affiliated with religion, to pray, to believe in God, to claim that 
religion is important in their lives, and to attend weekly worship 
services. Yet organized religion typically does not give them lead-
ership roles. Nationally, women compose 18 percent of U.S. clergy, 
though they account for 34 percent of students enrolled in theo-
logical institutions. Women clerics typically have shorter careers 
than men, often in related fields that do not involve congregational 
leadership, such as counseling. In faiths that restrict leadership 
positions to men, women serve unofficially. For example, about 4 
percent of Roman Catholic congregations are led by women who 
hold nonordained pastoral positions—a necessity in a church fac-
ing a shortage of male priests (Association of Theological Schools 
2011; Bureau of the Census 2011a:Table 616 on page 393). 

Table 13-3 summarizes the four major sociological perspec-
tives on religion.

thinking CRITICALLY

Explain how the Weberian thesis and liberation theology 
promote social change.

view, religion impeded social change by encouraging oppressed 
people to focus on otherworldly concerns rather than on their 
immediate poverty or exploitation. Marx described religion as 
an opiate that was particularly harmful to oppressed peoples. 
He felt that religion often drugged the masses into submission 
by offering a consolation for their harsh lives on earth: the 
hope of salvation in an ideal afterlife. For example, during the 
period of slavery in the United States, White masters forbade 
Blacks to practice native African religions, while encouraging 
them to adopt Christianity, which taught them that obedience 
would lead to salvation and eternal happiness in the hereaf-
ter. Viewed from a conflict perspective, Christianity may have 
pacified certain slaves and blunted the rage that often fuels 
rebellion.

Today, however, people around the world see religion more as 
a source of support through adversity than a source of oppres-
sion. In a combination of public opinion polls taken across 114 
nations, 95 percent of those living in the poorest nations felt that 
religion was important in daily life, compared to only 47 percent 
of those in the wealthiest countries (Crabtree 2010).

Religion does play an important role in propping up the 
existing social structure. The values of religion, as already noted, 
tend to reinforce other social institutions and the social order 
as a whole. From Marx’s perspective, however, religion’s promo-
tion of social stability only helps to perpetuate patterns of social 
inequality. According to Marx, the dominant religion reinforces 
the interests of those in power.

For example, contemporary Christianity reinforces tradi-
tional patterns of behavior that call for the subordination of the 
less powerful. The role of women in the church is an example 
of this uneven distribution of power. Assumptions about gen-
der roles leave women in a subservient position both within 
Christian churches and at home. In fact, women find it as dif-
ficult to achieve leadership positions in many churches as they 
do in large corporations. A “stained glass ceiling” tends to stunt 
clergywomen’s career development, even in the most liberal 
denominations.

Like Marx, conflict theorists argue that to whatever extent 
religion actually does influence social behavior, it reinforces 
existing patterns of dominance and inequality. From a Marxist 
perspective, religion keeps people from seeing their lives and 
societal conditions in political terms—for example, by obscur-
ing the overriding significance of conflicting economic interests. 
Marxists suggest that by inducing a “false consciousness” among 
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Although the number of women clergy has increased, only about 1 in 6 spiritual 
leaders is a woman, and in many faiths women are still banned from serving.
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327actions, such as government policies, that they see as conflicting 

with fundamentalist doctrine.
The Adam and Eve account of creation found in Genesis, 

the first book of the Old Testament, is an example of a religious 
belief. Many people in the United States strongly adhere to this 
biblical explanation of creation and even insist that it be taught 
in public schools. These people, known as creationists, are wor-
ried by the secularization of society, and oppose teaching that 
directly or indirectly questions biblical scripture.

In general, spirituality is not as strong in industrialized 
nations as in developing nations. The United States is an excep-
tion to the trend toward secularization, in part because the gov-
ernment encourages religious expression (without explicitly 
supporting it) by allowing religious groups to claim charitable 
status, and even to receive federal aid for activities such as edu-
cational services. And although belief in God is relatively weak 
in formerly communist states such as Russia, surveys show a 
growth in spirituality in those countries over the past 10 years 
(Norris and Inglehart 2004).

Ritual
Religious rituals are practices required or expected of members 
of a faith. Rituals usually honor the divine power (or powers) 
worshipped by believers; they also remind adherents of their 
religious duties and responsibilities. Rituals and beliefs can be 
interdependent; rituals generally affirm beliefs, as in a public or 
private statement confessing a sin. Like any social institution, 
religion develops distinctive norms to structure people’s behav-
ior. Moreover, sanctions are attached to religious rituals, whether 
rewards (bar mitzvah gifts) or penalties (expulsion from a reli-
gious institution for violation of norms).

In the United States, rituals may be quite simple, such as say-
ing grace at a meal or observing a moment of silence to com-
memorate someone’s death. Yet certain rituals, such as the 
process of canonizing a saint, are quite elaborate. Most religious 
rituals in our culture focus on services conducted at houses 
of worship. Attendance at a service, silent and spoken prayers, 
communion, and singing of spiritual hymns and chants are 
common forms of ritual behavior that generally take place in 
group settings. From an interactionist perspective, these ritu-
als serve as important face-to-face encounters in which people 
reinforce their religious beliefs and their commitment to their 
faith.

For Muslims, a very important ritual is the hajj, a pilgrim-
age to the Grand Mosque in Mecca, Saudi Arabia. Every Muslim 
who is physically and financially able is expected to make this 
trip at least once. Each year 3 million pilgrims go to Mecca dur-
ing the one-week period indicated by the Islamic lunar calendar. 
Muslims from all over the world make the hajj, including those 
in the United States, where many tours are arranged to facilitate 
the trip.

In recent decades, participation in religious rituals has 
tended to hold steady or decline in most countries. Figure 13-7 
on page 329 shows religious participation in selected countries.

Experience
In the sociological study of religion, the term religious expe-
rience refers to the feeling or perception of being in direct 
contact with the ultimate reality, such as a divine being, or of 

Components of Religion
All religions have certain elements in common, yet those elements 
are expressed in the distinctive manner of each faith. These patterns 
of religious behavior, like other patterns of social behavior, are of 
great interest to sociologists—especially interactionists—because 
they underscore the relationship between religion and society.

Religious beliefs, religious rituals, and religious experience all 
help to define what is sacred and to differentiate the sacred from 
the profane. Let’s examine these three components of religion, as 
seen through the eyes of interactionists.

Belief
Some people believe in life after death, in supreme beings with 
unlimited powers, or in supernatural forces. Religious beliefs 
are statements to which members of a particular religion adhere. 
These views can vary dramatically from religion to religion.

In the late 1960s, something rather remarkable took place in 
the expression of religious beliefs in the United States. Denomi-
nations that held to relatively liberal interpretations of religious 
scripture (such as the Presbyterians, Methodists, and Lutherans) 
declined in membership, while those that held to more conser-
vative interpretations grew in numbers. Furthermore, in most 
faiths, those members who held strict views of scripture became 
more outspoken, questioning those who remained open to a 
variety of newer interpretations.

This trend toward fundamentalism ran counter to the secular-
ization that was evident in the wider society. Fundamentalism 
may be defined as an emphasis on doctrinal conformity and 
the literal interpretation of sacred texts. The phrase “religious 
fundamentalism” was first applied to Protestant believers in the 
United States who took a literal interpretation of the Bible, but 
fundamentalism is found worldwide among all major religious 
groups, including Roman Catholicism, Islam, and Judaism. Even 
in relatively new faiths, some adherents contend that too much 
has changed. For followers of many religions, fundamentalists 
can be as challenging to accommodate as secularists.

Fundamentalists vary immensely in their behavior. Some 
stress the need to be strict in their own personal faith but take lit-
tle interest in broad social issues. Others are watchful of societal 
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328 Religious Organization

The collective nature of religion has led 
to many forms of religious association. 
In modern societies, religion has become 
increasingly formalized. Specific struc-
tures such as churches and synagogues 
have been constructed for religious wor-
ship; individuals have been trained for 
occupational roles within various fields. 
These developments make it possible to 
distinguish clearly between the sacred 
and secular parts of one’s life—a distinc-
tion that could not be made easily in 
earlier times, when religion was largely 
a family activity carried out in the home.

Sociologists find it useful to distin-
guish between four basic forms of orga-
nization: the ecclesia, the denomination, 
the sect, and the new religious movement, 
or cult. We can see differences among 
these four forms of organization in their 
size, power, degree of commitment that is 

expected from members, and historical ties to other faiths.

Ecclesiae
An ecclesia (plural, ecclesiae) is a religious organization that 
claims to include most or all members of a society and is rec-
ognized as the national or official religion. Since virtually every-
one belongs to the faith, membership is by birth rather than 
conscious decision. Examples of ecclesiae include Islam in Saudi 
Arabia and Buddhism in Thailand. However, significant differ-
ences exist within this category. In Saudi Arabia’s Islamic regime, 
leaders of the ecclesia hold vast power over actions of the state. In 
contrast, the Lutheran Church in contemporary Sweden holds no 
such power over the Riksdag (parliament) or the prime minister.

Generally, ecclesiae are conservative, in that they do not chal-
lenge the leaders of a secular government. In a society with an 
ecclesia, the political and religious institutions often act in har-
mony and reinforce each other’s power in their relative spheres of 
influence. In the modern world, ecclesiae are declining in power.

Denominations
A denomination is a large, organized religion that is not offi-
cially linked to the state or government. Like an ecclesia, it tends 
to have an explicit set of beliefs, a defined system of authority, 
and a generally respected position in society. Denominations 
claim as members large segments of a population. Generally, 
children accept the denomination of their parents and give lit-
tle thought to membership in other faiths. Denominations also 
resemble ecclesiae in that they make few demands on members. 
However, there is a critical difference between these two forms 
of religious organization. Although the denomination is consid-
ered respectable and is not viewed as a challenge to the secular 
government, it lacks the official recognition and power held by 
an ecclesia (Doress and Porter 1977).

The United States is home to a large number of denomina-
tions. In good measure, this diversity is a result of our nation’s 
immigrant heritage. Many settlers brought with them the 

being overcome with religious emotion. A religious experience 
may be rather slight, such as the feeling of exaltation a person 
receives from hearing a choir sing Handel’s “Hallelujah Cho-
rus.” But many religious experiences are more profound, such 
as a Muslim’s experience on a hajj. In his autobiography, the late 
African American activist Malcolm X ([1964] 1999:338) wrote 
of his hajj and how deeply moved he was by the way that Mus-
lims in Mecca came together across race and color lines. For 
Malcolm X, the color blindness of the Muslim world “proved to 
me the power of the One God.”

Another profound religious experience, for many Chris-
tians, is being born again—that is, at a turning point in one’s 
life, making a personal commitment to Jesus. According to a 
2010 national survey, 42 percent of people in the United States 
claim they have had a born-again Christian experience at some 
time in their lives. An earlier survey found that Southern Bap-
tists (75 percent) were the most likely to report such experi-
ences; in contrast, only 21 percent of Catholics and 24 percent 
of Episcopalians stated that they had been born again. The col-
lective nature of religion, as emphasized by Durkheim, is evi-
dent in these statistics. The beliefs and rituals of a particular 
faith can create an atmosphere either friendly or indifferent 
to this type of religious experience. Thus, a Baptist would be 
encouraged to come forward and share such experiences with 
others, whereas an Episcopalian who claims to have been born 
again would receive much less interest (Gallup 2011a; Gallup 
Opinion Index 1978).

Table 13-4 summarizes the three components of religion.

thinking CRITICALLY

Which component of religion is easiest to measure? 
Which is hardest to measure? Explain.
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FIGURE 13-7 RELIGIOUS PARTICIPATION IN SELECTED COUNTRIES

Think about It
Are you surprised by the variation in religious participation from one nation to another? 
Why or why not?

TABLE 13-4 COMPONENTS OF RELIGION

Element Definition Examples

Belief Statement to which 
members of a particular 
religion adhere

Creation account
Sacred characters 
or people

Ritual Practice required or 
expected of members 
of a faith

Worship
Prayer
Singing or chanting

Experience Feeling or perception of 
being in direct contact 
with the ultimate reality 
(such as a divine being) 
or of being overcome with 
religious emotion

Born-again 
experience
Communion with 
holy spirit
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religious commitments native to their homelands. Some 
 Christian denominations in the United States, such as the 
Roman Catholics, Episcopalians, and Lutherans, are the out-
growth of ecclesiae established in Europe. New Christian 
denominations also emerged, including the Mormons and 
Christian Scientists. Within the past generation, immigrants 
have increased the number of Muslims, Hindus, and Buddhists 
living in the United States.

Although by far the largest denomination in the United States 
is Roman Catholicism, at least 24 other Christian faiths have 1 
million or more members. Protestants collectively accounted for 
about 45 percent of the nation’s adult population in 2010, com-
pared to 21 percent for Roman Catholics and 2 percent for Jews. 
There are also 5 million Muslims in the United States, and large 
numbers of people adhere to Eastern faiths such as Buddhism 
(3 million) and Hinduism (1 million) (Britannica Online 2011; 
Gallup 2011a; Lindner 2012).

Sects
A sect can be defined as a relatively small religious group that 
has broken away from some other religious organization to 
renew what it considers the original vision of the faith. Many 

sects, such as that led by Martin 
Luther during the Reformation, claim 
to be the “true church,” because they 
seek to cleanse the established faith of 
what they regard as extraneous beliefs 
and rituals (Stark and Bainbridge 
1985). Max Weber ([1916] 1958:114) 
termed the sect a “believer’s church,” 
because affiliation is based on con-
scious acceptance of a specific reli-
gious dogma.

Sects are fundamentally at odds 
with society and do not seek to 
become established national religions. 
Unlike ecclesiae and denominations, 
they require intensive commitments 
and demonstrations of belief by 
members. Partly owing to their out-
sider status, sects frequently exhibit a 
higher degree of religious fervor and 
loyalty than more established reli-
gious groups. Recruitment focuses 
mainly on adults, and acceptance 
comes through conversion.

Sects are often short-lived. Those 
that survive may become less antago-
nistic to society over time and begin 
to resemble denominations. In a few 
instances, sects have endured over sev-
eral generations while remaining fairly 
separate from society. Sociologist 
J. Milton Yinger (1970:226–273) uses 
the term established sect to describe 
a religious group that is the outgrowth 
of a sect, yet remains isolated from 
society. Hutterites, Jehovah’s Wit-
nesses, Seventh-Day Adventists, and 

Amish are contemporary examples of established sects in the 
United States.
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Characteristic Ecclesia Denomination Sect
New Religious 
Movement (or Cult)

Size Very large Large Small Small

Wealth Extensive Extensive Limited Variable

Religious services Formal, little participation Formal, little participation Informal, emotional Variable

Doctrines Specific, but interpretation may 
be tolerated

Specific, but interpretation 
may be tolerated

Specific, purity of doctrine 
emphasized

Innovative, pathbreaking

Clergy Well-trained, full-time Well-trained, full-time Trained to some degree Unspecialized

Membership By virtue of being a member of 
society

By acceptance of doctrine By acceptance of doctrine By an emotional commitment

Relationship to the state Recognized, closely aligned Tolerated Not encouraged Ignored or challenged

TABLE 13-5  CHARACTERISTICS OF ECCLESIAE, DENOMINATIONS, 

SECTS, AND NEW RELIGIOUS MOVEMENTS
summingup
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Like sects, NRMs may be transformed over time into other 
types of religious organization. An example is the Christian Sci-
ence Church, which began as a new religious movement under 
the leadership of Mary Baker Eddy. Today, this church exhibits 
the characteristics of a denomination. In fact, most major reli-
gions, including Christianity, began as cults. NRMs may be in 
the early stages of developing into a denomination or new reli-
gion, or they may just as easily fade away through the loss of 
members or weak leadership (R. Schaefer and Zellner 2011).

Comparing Forms of Religious Organization
How can we determine whether a particular religious group falls 
into the sociological category of ecclesia, denomination, sect, 
or NRM? As we have seen, these types of religious organization 
have somewhat different relationships to society. Ecclesiae are 
recognized as national churches; denominations, although not 
officially approved by the state, are generally widely respected. 
In contrast, sects and NRMs are much more likely to be at odds 
with the larger culture.

Still, ecclesiae, denominations, and sects are best viewed as 
types along a continuum rather than as mutually exclusive catego-
ries. Table 13-5 summarizes some of the primary characteristics 
of the ideal types. Since the United States has no ecclesiae, sociolo-
gists studying this country’s religions have focused on the denom-
ination and the sect. These religious forms have been pictured on 
either end of a continuum, with denominations accommodat-
ing to the secular world and sects protesting against established 
religions. Although NRMs also are included in the table, they lie 
outside the continuum, because they generally define themselves 
in terms of a new view of life rather than in terms of existing reli-
gious faiths. In fact, one of the most  controversial NRMs, Wicca, 
may not fully qualify as a religion (Box 13-2). 

Sociologists look at religion from an organizational perspec-
tive, which tends to stress the stability of religious adherence, but 
there are other ways to view religion. From an individual perspec-
tive, religion and spirituality are remarkably fluid. People often 
change their places of worship or move from one denomination to 
another. In many countries, including the United States, churches, 
temples, and mosques operate in a highly competitive market 
(Pew Forum on Religion and Public Life 2008; Wolfe 2008).

use your sociological imagination

Choose a religious tradition other than your own. How 
would your religious beliefs, rituals, and experience differ if 
you had been raised in that tradition?

New Religious Movements or Cults
In 1997, 38 members of the Heaven’s Gate cult were found dead 
in Southern California after a mass suicide timed to occur with 
the appearance of the Hale-Bopp comet. They believed the 
comet hid a spaceship on which they could catch a ride once 
they had broken free of their “bodily containers.”

Partly as a result of the notoriety generated by such groups, the 
popular media have stigmatized the word cult, associating it with 
the occult and the use of intense and forceful conversion tech-
niques. The stereotyping of cults as uniformly bizarre and uneth-
ical has led sociologists to abandon the term and refer instead 
to a new religious movement (NRM). While some NRMs exhibit 
strange behavior, many do not. They attract new members just 
like any other religion, and often follow teachings similar to those 
of established Christian denominations, though with less ritual.

Sects are difficult to distinguish from cults. A new religious 
movement (NRM) or cult is generally a small, secretive religious 
group that represents either a new religion or a major innova-
tion of an existing faith. NRMs are similar to sects in that they 
tend to be small and are often viewed as less respectable than 
more established faiths. Unlike sects, however, NRMs normally 
do not result from schisms or breaks with established ecclesiae 
or denominations. Some cults, such as those focused on UFO 
sightings, may be totally unrelated to existing faiths. Even when 
a cult does accept certain fundamental tenets of a dominant 
faith—such as a belief in Jesus as divine or in Mohammad as a 
messenger of God—it will offer new revelations or insights to 
justify its claim to being a more advanced religion (Stark and 
Bainbridge 1979, 1985).
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Some Witches practice alone, 
as a solitaire; others practice 

in a group of similarly minded 
Witches, called a coven.

RESEARCH TODAY

13-2 Wicca: Religion or Quasi-Religion?

“I’m not a Witch,” Christine O’Donnell famously 
declared in her 2010 campaign for the U.S. Sen-
ate. Eleven years earlier, she admitted, she had 
dabbled in Witchcraft. To most voters, the idea 
was beyond the pale. Yet today, thousands of peo-
ple, both men and women, do view themselves 
as Witches; they practice a little-known religion 
called Wicca (which should not be confused with 
Satanism—there is no place in the Craft for devil 
worship).

Wicca (Anglo-Saxon for witch and wizard) 
is a modern form of Witchcraft, practiced for 
the last hundred years. The Englishman Gerald 
Gardner, born in 1884, drew on past rituals to 
found the Craft. Gardner stressed the impor-
tance of worshipping skyclad, or “clothed by the 
sky”—that is, naked. Being skyclad, he believed, 
helped a person to gain insight.

Not all Wiccans follow in Gardner’s tradition. 
Today, Wiccan ritual takes on a dizzying variety of 
forms, ranging from the elementary to the highly 
detailed and sophisticated. A Wiccan circle or 
meeting can include a single heartfelt prayer or 
a highly complex and time-consuming ritual. Like 
members of more accepted religions, Wiccans 
observe several rituals associated with the life 

Wiccans are young, and so must come out to 
their parents. Parental reactions range from cut-
ting off contact with the Witch to wanting to learn 
more about the Craft. Many parents treat the reli-
gion as a “phase” in their child’s spiritual journey.

Most scholars treat Wicca as a  quasi-religion,

a category that includes organizations that may 
see themselves as religious, but are seen by 
others as “sort of religious.” National surveys 
that allow respondents to self-identify showed 
8,000 Wiccans in 1990; 134,000 in 2001; 
and 342,000 in 2008, the latest year for which 
reliable national data are available. These esti-
mates suggest either an increase in willingness 
to identify as Wiccan or an absolute growth in 
the faithful—probably both.

LET’S DISCUSS

 1. Do you know anyone who practices Wicca? If 
so, describe the person’s practices.

 2. Do you think that Wicca should be consid-
ered a religion? Why or why not?

Sources: Chase 2010; M. Howard 2009; Kosmin and 
Keysar 2009; Rabikovitch and Lewis 2004; R. Schaefer 
and Zellner 2011:347–377.

cycle. Parents name their children at a Wiccan-

ing, which includes a dedication to the Goddess 
and the God. Contemporary Wiccans also cel-
ebrate a wedding-like ceremony called a hand-

fasting, which is typically performed by a High 
Priest and/or Priestess.

Just as Wiccans’ worship varies, so does their 
organization. Some Witches practice alone, as a 
solitaire; others practice in a group of similarly 
minded Witches, called a coven. A coven may 
include just three or four Witches, male and/or 
female, or as many as thirty; members tend to 
come and go just as they do in a church or tem-
ple. In a mixed coven, the assembly is often gov-
erned by a High Priest or Priestess, or by both.

Revealing one’s membership in any extraor-
dinary group is always difficult, but perhaps 
especially so for Wiccans, who refer to the experi-
ence as “coming out of the broom closet.” Many 

casestudy Religion in India

From a sociological point of view, the nation of India is large 
and complex enough that it might be considered a world of 
its own. Four hundred languages are spoken in India, 16 of 
which are officially recognized by the government. Besides 
the two major religions that originated there—Hinduism and 
Buddhism—several other faiths animate this society. Demo-
graphically the nation is huge, with over a billion residents. This 
teeming country is expected to overtake China as the most pop-
ulous nation in the world in about three decades (Third World 
Institute 2007).

The Religious Tapestry in India
Hinduism and Islam, the two most important religions in India, 
were described on pages 321–322. Islam arrived in India in a.d. 
1000, with the first of many Muslim invasions. It flowered there 
during the Mogul empire (1526–1857), the period when the 
Taj Mahal was built. Today, Muslims account for 12 percent of 
India’s population; Hindus make up 83 percent.

The presence of one dominant faith influences how a society 
views a variety of issues, even secular ones. For example, India has 331

One sign of this fluidity is the rapid rise of still another form 
of religious organization, the electronic church. Facilitated by 
cable television and satellite transmission, televangelists (as they 
are called) direct their messages to more people—especially in 
the United States—than are served by all but the largest denomi-
nations. While some televangelists are affiliated with religious 
denominations, most give viewers the impression that they are 
dissociated from established faiths.

At the close of the 1990s, the electronic church began to take on 
another dimension: the Internet. Today, rather than going to a ser-
vice in person, many people shop online for a church or faith. Surf-
ers can go to GodTube.com, a video-sharing and social-networking 

website, for spiritually oriented content. Even the Second Life virtual 
world (described in Chapter 5) has a rich spiritual landscape, with 
functioning congregations of Buddhist, Jewish, Muslim, and Chris-
tian avatars (Kiper 2008; MacDonald 2007; Simon 2007).

thinking CRITICALLY

In sociological terms, what attracts people to new reli-
gious movements? 
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Another group that forms a small segment of the faithful, 
Christians, plays a disproportionate role in the country’s social 
safety net. Christian schools, hospitals, and other social service 
organizations serve non-Christians as well as Christians. Inter-
estingly, hundreds of priests who were trained at churches in 
India have since immigrated to the United States to ease the 
shortage of priests there. Together with Jains and Buddhists, 
Christians make up 3 percent of India’s population (Embree 
2003; Goodstein 2008).

Religion and the State in India
Religion was influential in India’s drive to overturn British colo-
nialism. The great Mohandas K. Gandhi (1869–1948) led the 
long struggle to regain India’s sovereignty, which culminated in 
its independence in 1947. A proponent of nonviolent resistance, 
Gandhi persuaded Hindus and Muslims, ancient enemies, to 
join in defying British domination. But his influence as a peace-
maker could not override the Muslims’ demand for a separate 
state of their own. Immediately after independence was granted, 
India was partitioned into two states, Pakistan for the Muslims 
and India for the Hindus. The new arrangement caused large-
scale migrations of Indians, especially Muslims, from one nation 
to the other, and sparked boundary disputes that continue to 
this day. In many areas, Muslims were forced to abandon places 
they considered sacred. In the chaotic months that followed, 
centuries of animosity between the two groups boiled over into 

riots, ending in Gandhi’s assassination 
in January 1948.

Today, India is a secular state that 
is dominated by Hindus. Though the 
government is officially tolerant of the 
Muslim minority, tensions between 
Hindus and Muslims remain high in 
some states. Conflict also exists among 
various Hindu groups, from fundamen-
talists to more secular and ecumenical 
adherents (Embree 2003).

Many observers see religion as the 
moving force in Indian society. As in so 
many other parts of the world, religion 
is being redefined in India. To the dis-
may of Sikh spiritual leaders, increasing 
numbers of young Sikh men are trim-
ming their long hair and abandoning 
the traditional turban. To show that the 
300-year-old tradition is still cool in 
the 21st century, Sikh leaders now offer 
a CD-ROM called “Smart Turban 1.0” 
(Gentleman 2007).

emerged as a leader in biotechnology, due at least partly to the Hindu 
faith’s tolerance of stem cell research and cloning—techniques 
that have been questioned in nations where Christianity domi-
nates. Hinduism is open to the latest biomedical techniques, 
as long as no evil is intended. The only legal prohibition is that 
fetuses cannot be terminated for the purpose of providing stem 
cells. Because of its respect for life in all forms, Hinduism has no 
major conflict with engineered life-forms of any kind, such as 
clones (Religion Watch 2006; Sengupta 2006).

Another religion, the Sikh faith, originated in the 15th cen-
tury with a Hindu named Nanak, the first of a series of gurus 
(prophets). Sikhism shows the influence of Islam in India, in 
that it is monotheistic (based on a belief in one god rather than 
many). It resembles Buddhism in its emphasis on meditation 
and spiritual transcendence of the everyday world. Sikhs (learn-
ers) pursue their goal of spiritual enlightenment through medi-
tation with the help of a guru.

Sikh men have a characteristic mode of dress, which in the 
United States often causes them to be mistaken—and discrimi-
nated against—as Muslims. They are highly patriotic. Although 
the 20 million Sikhs in India make up just 2 percent of the 
country’s population, they account for 25 percent of India’s 
army. In 2004 Manmohan Singh, a Sikh, became Prime Minis-
ter of India—an event that is almost comparable to a Black man 
becoming President of the United States. He is now serving his 
second term (Fausset 2003; Watson 2005).

Adherents of the Hindu religion participate in fire worship at a celebration in Kerala, India. The Hindu faith is 
enormously influential in India, the country where most Hindus live.
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 Discontent with public schools 
stretches back for decades. In the 
1970s, “classrooms without walls” 
were supposed to open up the 
curriculum to students’ creativity. 
In 2002, the No Child Left Behind 
initiative was supposed to guaran-
tee that all students would learn 
the basics. Although test scores 
inched up a bit in response, crit-
ics complained that schools were 
becoming too test-oriented, and 
scores on interactive science and 
math tests sank compared to those 
in other nations (K. Clark 2010). 

 Meanwhile, the charter school 
movement had been gathering 
strength.    Charter schools    are 
experimental schools that are 
developed and managed by indi-
viduals, groups of parents, or an 
educational management orga-
nization. Although these schools 
are typically considered to be 
public schools, they are admin-
istered outside the official pub-
lic school system. Their charters 
(legal contracts) permit them to 
establish their own rules, curricula, and admissions and profes-
sional standards. Within their communities, however, charter 
schools must still abide by prevailing standards for health, public 
safety, and equal opportunity (Renzulli and Roscigno 2007). 

  Looking at the Issue 

 Charter schools first opened in Minnesota in 1992; by 2011, 
nearly 5,000 of them had been established in 40 different states 
( Figure 13-8 ). Advocates of charter schools claim that they offer 
parents accountability for their children’s education. In effect, 
charter schools compete with public schools, offering an alterna-
tive that was once available only to the wealthy (National Alliance 
for Public Charter Schools 2011).  

  Applying Sociology 

 Functionalists argue that charter schools meet society’s need for 
education while serving a diverse student body. Despite criticism 
that charter schools are elitist institutions that serve the chil-
dren of privileged White families, data show that 55 percent of 
the students enrolled in these schools are African American or 
Latino. More than a third of them qualify for free or reduced-
price lunches (Gabriel 2010). 

 Although charter schools are publicly financed, most are 
not unionized. From a conflict perspective, charter schools do 
not represent teachers’ interests well and are contributing to the 

  socialpolicy and Education 

 Charter Schools 

decline of labor unions. Partly in response to this concern, pub-
lic school districts in Denver, Detroit, Milwaukee, Boston, and 
Minnesota have empowered teachers to create their own charter 
schools (Dillon 2009; Hu 2010). 

 Because the charter school movement is a comparatively 
recent one, we do not have much research on the long-term 
impact of charter versus non-charter schools. Of course, there is 
great variation among both, within the same city and the same 
state. News stories about individual charter schools and high-
profile advocates like the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation 
suggest that these schools’ outcomes are quite positive. However, 
the diversity in purpose, funding, organization, and curriculum 
that characterizes charter schools makes generalizing from one 
school or community to another very difficult. 

As an example of the different conclusions that can be reached, 
many top school lists disproportionately identify charter schools 
as outperforming non-charter schools. Yet research released in 
2012 shows that at least a third of charter schools do worse than the 
public schools they replaced. Similarly, research done at Stanford 
University on charter schools in 16 states shows that 37 percent of 
them produce test results that are worse than public schools’. Only 
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Think about It
How does your state compare to others in terms of charter 
schools?
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a small fraction of these schools have had their charters revoked, 
however (Center for Research on Education Outcomes 2009; 
Lubienski and Weitzel 2012; E. Thomas and Wingert 2010).  

  Initiating Policy 

 In the United States, unlike virtually all other industrialized 
nations, school policy is driven at the local level. Although the 
federal government may encourage certain policies through 
public funding, and may dictate certain standards like nondis-
crimination, school policy is created largely at the community 
level  following statewide standards. Thus, in 2010, when the 
Department of  Education began to expend $4.3 billion as part 
of a general educational stimulus program, it left the structure 
and organization of schools to local communities. Programs 
such as Race to the Top stressed only improvements in academic 
achievement (K. Clark 2010). 

 Today, the charter school movement is not the only approach to 
educational reform; other school choice programs are available to 
families. Homeschooling, described earlier in this chapter, could be 
viewed as the most complete alternative to public schools. In addi-
tion, some cities offer parents vouchers that allow them, in effect, to 
send their children to any local school, public, private, or religious, 
at taxpayers’ expense. Yet as Karl Alexander (1997:17) eloquently 
noted in his presidential address to the Southern Sociological 

Society, “The charter school movement, with its ‘let 1,000 flowers 
bloom’ philosophy, is certain to yield an occasional prize-winning 
rose. But is . . . [this approach to school choice] likely to prove a reli-
able guide for broad-based, systematic reform—the kind of reform 
that will carry the great mass of our children closer to where we 
want them to be? I hardly think so.” Indeed, with such diversity in 
learning environments found among thousands of charter schools, 
the jury is still out on their effectiveness. As with most educational 
institutions, one cannot assume quality based just on a certain 
structure, size, affiliation, or funding source. 

  Take the Issue with You 
    1. Do you have any experience with educational reform, either 

as a student yourself or as a parent? If so, describe the changes 
that you witnessed. Were they successful in improving educa-
tional outcomes?  

   2. Which type of school choice program, if any, would you 
favor—homeschooling, charter schools, or school vouchers? 
Explain your choice.  

   3. Are you concerned about educational standards in the United 
States? If so, do you think schools should be reformed at the 
local level? Should the federal government become more 
involved in school reform?          

 MASTERING THIS CHAPTER 

Education  and religion are cultural universals found throughout the 
world in various forms. This chapter examines the sociological views of 
education and analyzes schools as an example of formal organizations. 
It also examines the major world religions, the functions and dimen-
sions of religion, and the four basic types of religious organization.  

    1. The transmission of knowledge and bestowal of status are manifest 
functions of education. Among the latent functions are transmit-
ting culture, promoting social and political integration, maintaining 
social control, and serving as an agent of social change.  

   2. In the view of conflict theorists, education serves as an instrument 
of elite domination by creating standards for entry into occupations, 
bestowing status unequally, and subordinating the role of women.  

   3. Teacher expectations about a student’s performance can sometimes 
have an impact on the student’s actual achievements.  

   4. Today, most schools in the United States are organized in a bureau-
cratic fashion. Weber’s five basic characteristics of bureaucracy are 
all evident in schools.  

   5. Homeschooling has become a viable alternative to traditional pub-
lic and private schools. An estimated 1.5 million or more American 
children are now educated at home.  

 6. Émile Durkheim stressed the social impact of religion in attempt-
ing to understand individual religious behavior within the context 
of the larger society.

  Summary 

 7. Eighty-nine percent of the world’s population adheres to some 
form of religion. Tremendous diversity exists in religious beliefs 
and practices, which may be heavily influenced by culture.

 8. Religion helps to integrate a diverse society and provides social 
support in time of need.

 9. Max Weber saw a connection between religious allegiance and 
capitalistic behavior in a religious orientation, which he termed the 
Protestant ethic.

 10. In liberation theology, the teachings of Christianity become the 
basis for political efforts to alleviate poverty and social injustice.

 11. From a Marxist point of view, religion serves to reinforce the social 
control of those in power. It discourages collective political action, 
which could end capitalist oppression and transform society.

 12. Religious behavior is expressed through religious beliefs, rituals,
and experience.

 13. Sociologists have identified four basic types of religious organiza-
tion: the ecclesia, the denomination, the sect, and the new religious 
movement (NRM), or cult.

 14. India is a secular state that is dominated by a religious majority, the 
Hindus. The creation of a separate nation, Pakistan, for the Muslim 
minority following India’s independence in 1947 did not end the 
centuries-old strife between the two groups, which has worsened 
with their political polarization.
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Charter school An experimental school that is developed and managed 
by individuals, groups of parents, or an educational management orga-
nization. (page 333)

    Correspondence principle  The tendency of schools to promote the val-
ues expected of individuals in each social class and to perpetuate 
social class divisions from one generation to the next. (314)  

   Credentialism  An increase in the lowest level of education needed to 
enter a field. (313)  

   Denomination  A large, organized religion that is not officially linked to the 
state or government. (328)  

   Ecclesia  A religious organization that claims to include most or all mem-
bers of a society and is recognized as the national or official religion. 
(328)  

   Education  A formal process of learning in which some people consciously 
teach, while others adopt the social role of learner. (309)  

   Established sect  A religious group that is the outgrowth of a sect, yet 
remains isolated from society. (329)  

   Fundamentalism  An emphasis on doctrinal conformity and the literal 
interpretation of sacred texts. (327)  

   Hidden curriculum  Standards of behavior that are deemed proper by 
society and are taught subtly in schools. (312)  

   Liberation theology  Use of a church, primarily Roman Catholic, in a politi-
cal effort to eliminate poverty, discrimination, and other forms of injus-
tice from a secular society. (325)  

   New religious movement (NRM)  or  cult  A small, secretive religious 
group that represents either a new religion or a major innovation of an 
existing faith. (330)  

   Profane  The ordinary and commonplace elements of life, as distin-
guished from the sacred. (321)  

 Key Terms 

   Protestant ethic  Max Weber’s term for the disciplined work ethic, this-
worldly concerns, and rational orientation to life emphasized by John 
Calvin and his followers. (325)  

   Quasi-religion  A scholarly category that includes organizations that may 
see themselves as religious but may be seen by others as “sort of 
religious.” (331)  

   Religion  A unified system of beliefs and practices relative to sacred 
things. (321)  

   Religious belief  A statement to which members of a particular religion 
adhere. (327)  

   Religious experience  The feeling or perception of being in direct contact 
with the ultimate reality, such as a divine being, or of being overcome 
with religious emotion. (327)  

   Religious ritual  A practice required or expected of members of a faith. 
(327)  

   Sacred  Elements beyond everyday life that inspire awe, respect, and 
even fear. (321)  

   Sect  A relatively small religious group that has broken away from some 
other religious organization to renew what it considers the original 
vision of the faith. (329)  

   Secularization  The process through which religion’s influence on other 
social institutions diminishes. (309)  

   Teacher-expectancy effect  The impact that a teacher’s expectations 
about a student’s performance may have on the student’s actual 
achievements. (315)  

   Tracking  The practice of placing students in specific curriculum groups 
on the basis of their test scores and other criteria. (314)   

   15.  Charter schools —experimental schools that are developed and 
managed by individuals, groups of parents, or an educational man-
agement organization—are one of several recent attempts to reform 

the public school system in the United States. Although charter 
schools are popular with parents, research shows that about a third 
of them do worse than the public schools they replaced.    

 TAKING SOCIOLOGY with You 

 1. Make a list of the student subcultures on your campus, then describe 
them using the concepts you learned in Chapter 3.  Do any of these 
subcultures serve as out-groups for other subcultures?

   2. Find out how many different religious groups there are at your 
school or in your community. How many belong to mainstream 

denominations? How many are fundamentalist? Are there any sects 
or new religious movements?  

   3. If your school or community has an interfaith organization, attend a 
meeting. What issues are the members currently dealing with? What 
sociological concepts are relevant to those issues?  
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  Self-Quiz 

 Read each question carefully and then select the best answer. 

    1.  Most recent research on ability grouping raises questions about its
     a.  effectiveness, especially for lower-achieving students.  
    b.  failure to improve the prospects of higher-achieving students.  
    c.  ability to improve the prospects of lower- and higher-achieving students.  
    d.  both a and b     

    2.  Fifty years ago, a high school diploma was the minimum requirement for entry 
into the paid labor force of the United States. Today, a college diploma is virtually 
the bare minimum. This change reflects the process of

     a.  tracking.  
    b.  credentialism.  
    c.  the hidden curriculum.  
    d.  the correspondence principle.     

    3.  Samuel Bowles and Herbert Gintis have argued that capitalism requires a skilled, 
disciplined labor force and that the educational system of the United States 
is structured with that objective in mind. Citing numerous studies, they offer 
support for what they call

     a.  tracking.  
    b.  credentialism.  
    c.  the correspondence principle.  
    d.  the teacher-expectancy effect.     

    4.  The teacher-expectancy effect is most closely associated with
     a.  the functionalist perspective.  
    b.  the conflict perspective.  
    c.  the interactionist perspective.  
    d.  anomie theory.     

    5.  Which of the following sociologists stressed the social impact of religion and 
was perhaps the first to recognize the critical importance of religion in human 
societies?

     a.  Max Weber  
    b.  Karl Marx  
    c.  Émile Durkheim  
    d.  Talcott Parsons     

    6.  A Roman Catholic parish church offers services in the native language of an 
immigrant community. This practice is an example of

     a.  the integrative function of religion.  
    b.  the social support function of religion.  
    c.  the social control function of religion.  
    d.  none of the above     

    7.  The use of a church, primarily Roman Catholic, in a political effort to eliminate 
poverty, discrimination, and other forms of injustice evident in a secular society is 
referred to as

     a.  creationism.  
    b.  ritualism.  
    c.  religious experience.  
    d.  liberation theology.     

    8.  The Adam and Eve account of creation found in Genesis, the first book of the Old 
Testament, is an example of a religious

     a.  ritual.  
    b.  experience.  
    c.  custom.  
    d.  belief.     

    9.  Which of the following is  not  an example of an ecclesia?
     a.  the Lutheran Church in Sweden  
    b.  Islam in Saudi Arabia  
    c.  Buddhism in Thailand  
    d.  the Episcopal Church in the United States     

    10.  John Calvin, a leader of the Protestant Reformation, emphasized
     a.  a disciplined work ethic.  
    b.  this-worldly concerns.  
    c.  a rational orientation to life.  
    d.  all of the above     
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  Answers 
1 (a); 2 (b); 3 (c); 4 (c); 5 (c); 6 (a); 7 (d); 8 (d); 9 (d); 10 (d); 11 language; 12 latent; 13 Robin Williams; 14 sacred, profane; 15 manifest; 16 Christianity, Islam; 17 patriarchal; 
18 Roman Catholicism; 19 sects; 20 charter school

To Be Heard

Three teens from the South Bronx change their lives through poetry. 

Trembling Before G-D

This documentary explores the tension between religious belief and 

sexual orientation.

Waiting for Superman

This film documents failures in the American educational system and 

their personal consequences.

   THINKING ABOUT  

    11.  In the past, the integrative function of education was most obvious through its emphasis on promoting a common  ______________________ .  

    12.  Schools perform a variety of  ______________________  functions, such as transmitting culture, promoting social and political integration, and maintaining social control.  

    13.  Sociologist ______________________   ______________________   points out that better-educated people tend to have greater access to information, to hold more 
diverse opinions, and to possess the ability to make subtle distinctions in analysis.  

    14.  The  ______________________  encompasses elements beyond everyday life that inspire awe, respect, and even fear, as compared to the  ______________________ , 
which includes the ordinary and the commonplace.  

    15.  Religion defines the spiritual world and gives meaning to the divine. These are  ______________________  functions of religion.  

    16.   ______________________  is the largest single faith in the world; the second largest is  ______________________ .  

    17.  Because they are  ______________________ , most religions tend to reinforce men’s dominance in secular as well as spiritual matters.  

    18.  The single largest denomination in the United States is  ______________________   ______________________ .  

 19. Unlike ecclesiae and denominations, ______________________ require intensive commitments and demonstrations of belief by members.

 20. A ______________________ ______________________ is an experimental school that is developed and managed outside the public school system. 
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Have you ever wondered what the label “fair trade” means?

To John Bowes, fair trade means a fair shake for the farm workers 
who supply our groceries.

340

 Bowes, editor of this excerpt from  The Fair Trade Revolution,
once served as a top executive in a British grocery chain. In 
the process, he became acutely aware of the low wages paid to 
those who harvest the food sold in grocery stores. To address 
their plight, he helped to originate a movement called    fair trade    ,  
in which consumers in industrialized countries voluntarily pay 
above-market prices for certain foods so that the workers who 
plant, pick, and pack the crops can receive higher wages. Sup-
porters of fair trade often seek to subsidize export crops grown 
in developing countries, such as coffee, bananas, and chocolate 
(A. Stark 2011). 

 While acknowledging Bowes’s point of view, sociologists 
also try to see foreign agricultural laborers and farm owners 
from the perspective of their own cultures—an approach called 
cultural relativism    (see Chapter 3). That is, besides comparing 
farm work in developing countries to similar work in industri-
alized nations, sociologists would compare it to the other jobs 
available to foreign workers. For example, sweatshops certainly 
aren’t the sort of places where people in industrialized countries 
would want to work, but from the foreign worker’s perspective, 
they may be preferable to a farm in an isolated rural area or a 
lower-paying job with a local employer. In sum, foreign workers 

 It is rare in life to have 
a moment of personal epiph-
any. Mine came in the millen-
nium year when, at the Co-op, 
we had just introduced the 
UK’s first own brand Fairtrade 
product: a chocolate bar with 
its key ingredient sourced 
from Ghana. We had sup-
ported the concept of fair 
trade right from the begin-
ning but, although always 
empathetic to the ethical 
agenda, my interest was 
primarily commercial; the 
intention was to develop 
responsible retailing, a holis-

tic approach to this agenda, as a modern day reflection of cooperative 
values and a vehicle for differentiating 
the business from its competitors. But 
in concert with the chocolate initiative a 
BBC crew visited Kuapa Kokoo in Ghana 
and their 14-minute film changed my 
view of the world. At the end of their 
report they unwrapped a chocolate bar, 
which was starting to melt in the heat, 
and gave some to a young woman and 
her daughter. As they tasted the product their eyes lit up and their 
faces were transformed into bright smiles and the young woman said 
‘oh, it’s so sweet, so sweet’. This lady had spent her whole life toiling in 
the fields for a pittance and had never tasted the product of her own 
labours; she had no concept of what it was about chocolate that made 
it so important and appealing to the people living thousands of miles 
away in the northern hemisphere. In one sense the film captured a joy-
ous experience but in another it was extraordinarily sad. I felt a catch 
in my throat and knew I was hooked for the rest of my life.
 . . . 

 It has been estimated that fair trade may, currently, be benefit-
ing more than 7 million people in the developing world. This is an 

impressive achievement but set in the context of the sheer scale of 
world poverty it still represents only a relatively small contribution 
towards addressing an enormous problem. 

 It is estimated that 1.4 billion people, one fifth of the world’s popu-
lation, are trying to survive at or below the World Bank’s official poverty 
line of just $1.25 a day. And 2.6 billion people, about 40 per cent of 
humanity, are living on less than $2 a day. 

 These astonishing numbers are so large that it is difficult to fully 
comprehend them. They reflect the appalling collective failure of 
human society. And the scale of the failure becomes even more dra-
matic when we consider  disparities  in world income. The poorest 40 
per cent account for just 5 per cent of global income whilst the richest 
20 per cent take three quarters of the pot. The truth is that fair trade 
is still very much in its infancy. Those who are committed to making a 
real difference in the developing world will recognise that we are not at 
the end of a process, or anywhere near the end, but really only at the 
very beginning. If we strip away all of the commercial spin, and occa-
sional wishful thinking, we might be left with the uncomfortable con-

clusion that, far from capitalising on a 
consumer movement, we have perhaps 
not yet recognised its full potential and 
have so far failed to put mechanisms 
into place to ensure that its momentum 
can be fully realised. 
 . . . 
The United States of America is the 
largest consumer market on Earth. No 

other country on the planet could do more to address the climate 
problem and establish a fairer trading system. While fair trade has 
experienced strong growth in the States, which in absolute terms is 
the largest single market for fair trade products, overall market pen-
etration is low. Yet, if we are to have a true revolution in trading prac-
tices it is difficult to see how it can be achieved without the US fully 
on board. This represents the greatest single challenge for fair trade 
campaigners. . . .  

(Bowes 2011:ix, 2–3, 231–232) Additional information about this excerpt can be found on 

the Online Learning Center at www.mhhe.com/schaeferbrief10e.

The United States of America is the largest 
consumer market on Earth. No other country 

on the planet could do more to address the 
climate problem and establish a fairer 

trading system.
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The transition to private ownership of business was accompa-
nied by the emergence of the capitalist economic system. Capitalism 
is an economic system in which the means of production are held 
largely in private hands and the main incentive for economic activity 
is the accumulation of profits. In practice, capitalist systems vary in 
the degree to which the government regulates private ownership and 
economic activity (D. Rosenberg 1991).

Immediately following the Industrial Revolution, the pre-
vailing form of capitalism was what is termed laissez-faire (“let 
them do”). Under the principle of laissez-faire, as expounded 
and endorsed by British economist Adam Smith (1723–1790), 
people could compete freely, with minimal government inter-
vention in the economy. Business retained the right to regulate 
itself and operated essentially without fear of government inter-
ference (Smelser 1963).

Two centuries later, capitalism has taken on a somewhat dif-
ferent form. Private ownership and maximization of profits still 
remain the most significant characteristics of capitalist economic 
systems. However, in contrast to the era of laissez-faire, capitalism 
today features government regulation of economic relations. With-
out restrictions, business firms can mislead consumers, endanger 
workers’ safety, and even defraud the companies’ investors—
all in the pursuit of greater profits. That is why the govern-
ment of a capitalist nation often monitors prices, sets safety and 
environmental standards for industries, protects the rights of 
consumers, and regulates collective bargaining between labor 
unions and management. Yet under capitalism as an ideal type, 
government rarely takes over ownership of an entire industry.

Contemporary capitalism also differs from laissez-faire in 
another important respect: capitalism tolerates monopolistic 
practices. A monopoly exists when a single business firm con-
trols the market. Domination of an industry allows the firm to 

Economic Systems

The sociocultural evolution approach developed by Gerhard 
Lenski categorizes preindustrial society according to the 

way in which the economy is organized. The principal types of 
preindustrial society, as you recall, are hunting-and-gathering 
societies, horticultural societies, and agrarian societies.

As we noted in Chapter 5, the Industrial Revolution—which took 
place largely in England during the period 1760 to 1830—brought 
about changes in the social organization of the workplace. People 
left their homesteads and began working in central locations such 
as factories. As the Industrial Revolution proceeded, a new form 
of social structure emerged: the industrial society, a society that 
depends on mechanization to produce its goods and services.

Two basic types of economic system distinguish contempo-
rary industrial societies: capitalism and socialism. As described 
in the following sections, capitalism and socialism serve as ideal 
types of economic system. No nation precisely fits either model. 
Instead, the economy of each individual state represents a mix-
ture of capitalism and socialism, although one type or the other is 
generally more useful in describing a society’s economic structure.

Capitalism
In preindustrial societies, land functioned as the source of vir-
tually all wealth. The Industrial Revolution changed all that. It 
required that certain individuals and institutions be willing 
to take substantial risks in order to finance new inventions, 
machinery, and business enterprises. Eventually, bankers, indus-
trialists, and other holders of large sums of money replaced 
landowners as the most powerful economic force. These people 
invested their funds in the hope of realizing even greater profits, 
and thereby became owners of property and business firms.

and producers face a different  economic system  from the one in 
industrialized nations, so their attitudes and the choices they 
make may differ from our own. 

 The term    economic system    refers to the social institution 
through which goods and services are produced, distributed, 
and consumed. As with social institutions such as the family, 
religion, and government, the economic system shapes other 
aspects of the social order and is in turn influenced by them. 
Throughout this textbook, you have been reminded of the econ-
omy’s impact on social behavior—for example, on individual 
and group behavior in factories and offices. You have studied the 
work of Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, who emphasized that 
a society’s economic system can promote social inequality. And 
you have learned that foreign investment in developing coun-
tries can intensify inequality among residents. 

This chapter will present a combined analysis of the economy 
and government. It is hard to imagine two social institutions 
more intertwined. Besides serving as the largest employer in the 
nation, government at all levels regulates commerce and entry 
into many occupations. At the same time, the economy gener-
ates the revenue to support government services. We’ll begin the 

chapter with a macro-level analysis of two ideal types of eco-
nomic system, capitalism and socialism. A case study of China’s 
socialist economic system—and the Chinese government’s deci-
sion to allow some capitalist activity within that system—follows.

Next, we consider the political system, by which we mean 
the social institution that is founded on a recognized set of pro-
cedures for implementing and achieving society’s goals. In the 
United States, the political system holds the ultimate responsibil-
ity for addressing social policy issues such as child care, the AIDS 
crisis, and welfare reform. We’ll examine some general theories 
of power and authority, with the four major types of government 
in which that power and authority is exerted. We’ll see how poli-
tics works, with particular attention to citizens’ participation and 
the changing role of women. We’ll look at two models of power 
in the United States, the elite and the pluralist models. Then we’ll 
touch briefly on war, peace, and terrorism.

In the following section we’ll return to the economy to look 
at ways in which economies around the world are changing in 
response to globalization. Finally, in the Social Policy section 
we’ll explore the effects of a financial innovation called micro-
financing on the lives of poor people in developing countries.
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342  As we have seen in earlier chapters, globalization and the rise 

of multinational corporations have spread the capitalistic pursuit 
of profits around the world. Especially in developing countries, 
governments are not always prepared to deal with the sudden 
influx of foreign capital and its effects on their economies. One 
particularly striking example of how unfettered capitalism can 
harm developing nations is found in the Democratic Republic of 
Congo (formerly Zaire). The Congo has significant deposits of 
the metal columbite-tantalite—coltan, for short—which is used in 
the production of electronic circuit boards. Until the market for 
cell phones, pagers, and laptop computers heated up recently, U.S. 
manufacturers got most of their coltan from Australia. But at the 
height of consumer demand, they turned to miners in the Congo 
to increase their supply. 

 Predictably, the escalating price of the metal—as much as $600 
a kilogram at one point, or more than three times the average Con-
golese worker’s yearly wages—attracted undesirable attention. Soon 
the neighboring countries of Rwanda, Uganda, and Burundi, at war 
with one another and desperate for resources to finance the con-
flict, were raiding the Congo’s national parks, slashing and burning 
to expose the coltan beneath the forest floor. Indirectly, the sudden 
increase in the demand for coltan was financing war and the rape of 
the environment. U.S. manufacturers have since cut off their sources 
in the Congo in an effort to avoid abetting the destruction. But their 
action has only penalized legitimate miners in the impoverished 
country (The Economist 2011c; Friends of the Congo 2011). 

use your sociological imagination

Which aspects of capitalism do you personally appreciate? 
Which do you find worrisome?

effectively control a commodity by dictating pricing, quality 
standards, and availability. Buyers have little choice but to yield 
to the firm’s decisions; there is no other place to purchase the 
product or service. Monopolistic practices violate the ideal of 
free competition cherished by Adam Smith and other supporters 
of laissez-faire capitalism.

Some capitalistic nations, such as the United States, outlaw 
monopolies through antitrust legislation. Such laws prevent any 
business from taking over so much of the competition in an indus-
try that it controls the market. The U.S. federal government allows 
monopolies to exist only in certain exceptional cases, such as the 
utility and transportation industries. Even then, regulatory agen-
cies scrutinize these officially approved monopolies to protect the 
public. The protracted legal battle between the Justice Depart-
ment and Microsoft, owner of the dominant operating system for 
personal computers, illustrates the uneasy relationship between 
government and private monopolies in capitalistic countries.

Conflict theorists point out that although pure monopolies 
are not a basic element of the economy of the United States, 
competition is still much more restricted than one might expect 
in what is called a free enterprise system. In numerous industries, 
a few companies largely dominate the field and keep new enter-
prises from entering the marketplace.

 During the severe economic downturn that began in 2008, the 
United States moved even further away from the laissez-faire ideal. 
To keep major financial institutions from going under, the federal 
government invested hundreds of billions of dollars in distressed 
banking, investment, and insurance companies. Then in 2009, the 
government bailed out the failing automobile industry, taking a 
60 percent interest in General Motors. The Canadian government 
took another 12 percent. 

    For more than a century, the board game of Monopoly has entertained millions 
of people around the world. In the game, players strive to dominate the ficti-
tious economy, gleefully bankrupting other players. Ironically, Monopoly was 
actually developed to demonstrate the weaknesses of capitalist economies, 
such as excessive rents and the tendency for money to accumulate in the 
hands of a few.  

  Workers mine for coltan with sweat and shovels. The sudden increase in 
demand for the metal by U.S. computer manufacturers caused incursions into 
the Congo by neighboring countries hungry for capital to finance a war. Too 
often, globalization can have unintended consequences for a nation’s econ-
omy and social welfare.  
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343owners had received licenses for a range of businesses, includ-

ing hairstyling, carpentry, shoemaking, and restaurant establish-
ments (K. Chu 2010; Forbes 2012; Wilkinson 2011). 

 As we have seen, capitalism and socialism serve as ideal types 
of economic system. In reality, the economy of each industrial 
society—including the United States, the European Union, and 
Japan—includes certain elements of both capitalism and social-
ism ( Table 14-1 ). Whatever the differences—whether a society 
more closely fits the ideal type of capitalism or socialism—all 
industrial societies rely chiefly on mechanization in the produc-
tion of goods and services. 

 The Informal Economy 
 In many countries, one aspect of the economy defies description 
as either capitalist or socialist. In the    informal economy    ,  trans-
fers of money, goods, or services take place but are not reported 
to the government. Examples of the informal economy include 
trading services with someone—say, a haircut for a computer 
lesson; selling goods on the street; and engaging in illegal trans-
actions, such as gambling or drug deals. The informal economy 
also includes off-the-books work in landscaping, child care, and 
housecleaning. Participants in this type of economy avoid taxes 
and government regulations. 

In the United States, the informal economy accounts for 
about 8 percent of total economic activity. In other indus-
trialized nations it varies, from 11 percent in Great Britain to 
20 percent in Spain and Portugal and 25 percent in Greece. In 
developing nations, the informal economy represents a much 
larger (40 to 60 percent) and often unmeasured part of total eco-
nomic activity. Yet because this sector of the economy depends 
to a large extent on the labor of women, work in the informal 
economy is undervalued or even unrecognized the world over 
(T. Barnes 2009; Schneider 2010).

   Functionalists contend that bureaucratic regulations some-
times contribute to the rise of an informal, or underground, 
economy. In the developing world, governments often set up 

 Socialism 
 Socialist theory was refined in the writings of Karl Marx and 
Friedrich Engels. These European radicals were disturbed by the 
exploitation of the working class that emerged during the Indus-
trial Revolution. In their view, capitalism forced large numbers 
of people to exchange their labor for low wages. The owners of 
an industry profit from the labor of workers primarily because 
they pay workers less than the value of the goods produced. 

 As an ideal type, a socialist economic system attempts to elim-
inate such economic exploitation. Under    socialism    ,  the means 
of production and distribution in a society are collectively rather 
than privately owned. The basic objective of the economic sys-
tem is to meet people’s needs rather than to maximize profits. 
Socialists reject the laissez-faire philosophy that free competi-
tion benefits the general public. Instead, they believe that the 
central government, acting as the representative of the people, 
should make basic economic decisions. Therefore, government 
ownership of all major industries—including steel production, 
automobile manufacturing, and agriculture—is a primary fea-
ture of socialism as an ideal type. 

In practice, socialist economic systems vary in the extent to 
which they tolerate private ownership. For example, in Great 
Britain, a nation with some aspects of both a socialist and a capi-
talist economy, passenger airline service was once concentrated 
in the government-owned corporation British Airways. Even 
before the airline was privatized in 1987, however, private air-
lines were allowed to compete with it.

 Socialist nations differ from capitalist nations in their com-
mitment to social service programs. For example, the U.S. gov-
ernment provides health care and health insurance to the elderly 
and poor through the Medicare and Medicaid programs. But 
socialist countries typically offer government-financed medical 
care to  all  citizens. In theory, the wealth of the people as a col-
lectivity is used to provide health care, housing, education, and 
other key services to each individual and family. 

 Marx believed that socialist societies would eventually “wither 
away” and evolve into  communist  societies. As an ideal type,   
 communism    refers to an economic system under which all prop-
erty is communally owned and no social distinctions are made 
on the basis of people’s ability to produce. In recent decades, the 
Soviet Union, the People’s Republic of China, Vietnam, Cuba, 
and nations in Eastern Europe were popularly thought of as 
examples of communist economic systems. However, this usage 
represents an incorrect application of a term with sensitive 
political connotations. All nations known as communist in the 
20th century actually fell far short of the ideal type (Walder and 
Nguyen 2008). 

By the early 1990s, Communist parties were no longer ruling 
the nations of Eastern Europe. Just two decades later, in 2012, 
Moscow had no fewer than 78 billionaires—more than New 
York (58) and London (39). That year, only China, Cuba, Laos, 
North Korea, and Vietnam remained socialist societies ruled by 
Communist parties. Yet even in those countries, capitalism had 
begun to make inroads. In Vietnam, for example, the Ho Chi 
Minh City Stock Exchange opened in 1990; the market now 
trades 600 stocks representing almost 40 percent of Vietnam’s 
gross domestic product (GDP). Even in Cuba, a socialist stalwart, 
the government has begun to expand citizens’ ability to own their 
own businesses and hire employees. By mid-2011, over 325,000 

 TABLE 14-1    CHARACTERISTICS OF THE THREE 

MAJOR ECONOMIC SYSTEMS 

Economic 
System Characteristics

Contemporary 
Examples

Capitalism Private ownership of the 
means of production
Accumulation of profits 
the main incentive

Canada
Mexico
United States

Socialism Collective ownership of 
the means of production
Meeting people’s needs 
the basic objective

Russia
Sweden

Communism Communal ownership of 
all property
No social distinctions 
made on basis of peo-
ple’s ability to produce

Cuba
North Korea
Vietnam

   Note:  Countries listed in column 3 are typical of one of the three economic 
systems, but not perfectly so. In practice, the economies of most countries 
include a mix of elements from the three major systems.  
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 case study    Capitalism in China 

 Today’s China is not the China of 
past generations; it is expected to 
become the world’s largest econ-
omy by 2020. ( Figure  14-1  shows 
the world’s largest economies over 
the past 20 years.) In this country 
where the Communist Party once 
dominated people’s lives, few now 
bother to follow party proceed-
ings. Instead, after a decade of rapid 
economic growth, most Chinese 
are more interested in acquiring 
the latest consumer goods. Ironi-
cally, it was party officials’ deci-
sion to transform China’s economy 
by opening it up to capitalism that 
reduced the once-omnipotent insti-
tution’s influence. 

  The Road to Capitalism 
When the communists assumed 
leadership of China in 1949, they 
cast themselves as the champions 
of workers and peasants and the 
enemies of those who exploited 
workers, namely landlords and 
capitalists. Profit making was out-
lawed, and those who engaged in it 
were arrested. By the 1960s, China’s 
economy was dominated by huge 
state-controlled enterprises, such as 
factories. Even private farms were 
transformed into community-owned 
organizations. Peasants essentially 
worked for the government, receiv-
ing payment in goods based on their 
contribution to the collective good. 
In addition, they could receive a 

  FIGURE 14-1   WORLD’S LARGEST ECONOMIES  
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burdensome business regulations that overworked bureaucrats 
must administer. When requests for licenses and permits pile up, 
delaying business projects, legitimate entrepreneurs find they 
need to go underground to get anything done. Despite its appar-
ent efficiency, this type of informal economy is dysfunctional 
for a country’s overall political and economic well-being. Since 
informal firms typically operate in remote locations to avoid 
detection, they cannot easily expand when they become prof-
itable. And given the limited protection for their property and 
contractual rights, participants in the informal economy are less 
likely than others to save and invest their income. 

 Whatever the functions an informal economy may serve, it is 
in some respects dysfunctional for workers. Working conditions 
in these illegal businesses are often unsafe or dangerous, and the 
jobs rarely provide any benefits to those who become ill or cannot 

continue to work. Perhaps more significant, the longer a worker 
remains in the informal economy, the less likely that person is to 
make the transition to the formal economy. No matter how effi-
cient or productive a worker, employers expect to see experience 
in the formal economy on a job application. Experience as a suc-
cessful street vendor or self-employed cleaning person does not 
carry much weight with interviewers (Venkatesh 2006). 

thinking CRITICALLY

In the United States, what factors might encourage 
the growth of the informal economy? Are those factors 
related to the country’s economic system?
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  Chinese Workers in the New Economy 
 For Chinese workers, the loosening of state control over the 
economy has meant a rise in occupational mobility, which was 
severely limited in the early days of Communist Party rule. 
The new markets created by private entrepreneurs are allowing 
ambitious workers to advance their careers by changing jobs or 
even cities. On the other hand, many middle-aged urban work-
ers have lost their jobs to rural migrants seeking higher wages. 
Moreover, the privately owned factories that churn out lawn 
chairs and power tools for multinational corporations offer lim-
ited opportunities and very long hours. Wages average just below 
$400 a month for a six-day workweek. As low as wages are in 
China, they are still double what workers earn in Indonesia, the 
Philippines, and Vietnam, where multinationals are now estab-
lishing factories ( The Economist  2010b). 

 Serious social problems have accompanied China’s massive 
economic growth. Because safety is not a priority in many busi-
nesses, workers suffer from high injury rates. Harsh working 
conditions contribute to rapid turnover in the labor force. There 
is no pension system in China, so retirees must struggle to find 
other ways to support themselves. Pollution is common in urban 
areas, and environmental problems are extraordinary (Barboza 
2008; French 2008). 

 For the average worker, party membership is less impor-
tant now than in the past. Instead, managerial skill and expe-
rience are much in demand. Hong Kong sociologist Xiaowei 
Zang (2002) surveyed 900 workers in a key industrial city and 
found that party members still had an advantage in govern-
ment and state-owned companies, where they earned higher 
salaries than other workers. But in private businesses, seniority 
and either managerial or entrepreneurial experience were what 
counted. As might be expected, being male and well educated 
also helped. 

 Women have been slower to advance in the workplace than 
men. Traditionally, Chinese women have been relegated to sub-
servient roles in the patriarchal family structure. Communist 
Party rule has allowed them to make significant gains in employ-
ment, income, and education, although not as quickly as prom-
ised. For rural women in China, the growth of a market economy 
has meant a choice between working in a factory or on a farm. 
Still, despite recent economic changes, emerging research shows 
that Chinese women receive lower wages than men who work in 
the same job sectors (M. Wang and Cai 2006). 

 With the growth of a middle class and increased education, 
many Chinese are seeking the same opportunities as their 
Western counterparts. The struggle has been particularly visi-
ble in the Chinese people’s desire for open, unrestricted access 
to the World Wide Web. In most countries of the world, a web 
search for images of Tiananmen Square will call up photos of 
the 1989 crackdown on student protesters, in which soldiers 
in tanks attacked unarmed students. But on the other side of 
what has been dubbed the Great Firewall of China, the same 
search yields only photos of visiting diplomats—including 
those from the United States—posing in the square (Deibert 
et al. 2008).  

small plot of land on which to produce food for their families or 
for exchange with others.

While the centralization of production for the benefit of all 
seemed to make sense ideologically, it did not work well economi-
cally. In the 1980s, the government eased restrictions on private 
enterprise somewhat, permitting small businesses with no more 
than seven employees. However, business owners could not hold 
policymaking positions in the party, at any level. Late in the 
decade, party leaders began to make market-oriented reforms, 
revising the nation’s legal structure to promote private business. 
For the first time, private entrepreneurs were allowed to com-
pete with some state-controlled businesses. By the mid-1990s, 
impressed with the results of the experiment, party officials had 
begun to hand some ailing state-controlled businesses over to 
private entrepreneurs, in hopes they could be turned around (D. 
Bell 2008). 

  The Chinese Economy Today 
 Today, the entrepreneurs who weathered government harassment 
during the Communist Party’s early years are among the nation’s 
wealthiest capitalists. Some even hold positions on government 
advisory boards. The growing free-market economy they spawned 
has brought significant inequality to Chinese workers, however, 
especially between urban and rural workers. Though the move 
toward market-driven development has been slowing, questions are 
still being raised about the accumulation of wealth by a few (Sicular 
et al. 2006). 

 Chinese capitalists have had to compete with multinational cor-
porations, which can operate more easily in China now, thanks to 
government economic reforms. General Motors (GM) first became 
interested in China in 1992, hoping to use the nation’s low-cost 
labor to manufacture cars for overseas markets. More and more, 
though, foreign-owned enterprises like GM are selling to the Chi-
nese market. By 2009 the Chinese were buying more automobiles 
than people were in the United States (Terlep 2011).  

In Yuntan Province, China, agricultural workers divide up the meat from a 
steer they purchased jointly. Although some parts of China have seen massive 
manufacturing booms, in rural areas the economy is still based on traditional 
farming methods.
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346 those who hold legitimate power through elected or publicly 

acknowledged positions. A person’s authority is often limited. 
Thus, a referee has the authority to decide whether a penalty 
should be called during a football game, but has no authority 
over the price of tickets to the game.

Max Weber ([1913] 1947) developed a classification system 
for authority that has become one of the most useful and fre-
quently cited contributions of early sociology. He identified 
three ideal types of authority: traditional, rational-legal, and 
charismatic. Weber did not insist that only one type applies to 
a given society or organization. All can be present, but their 
relative importance will vary. Sociologists have found Weber’s 
typology valuable in understanding different manifestations of 
legitimate power within a society.

Traditional Authority Until the middle of the past century, 
Japan was ruled by a revered emperor whose absolute power was 
passed down from generation to generation. In a political system 
based on traditional authority, legitimate power is conferred by 
custom and accepted practice. A king or queen is accepted as 
ruler of a nation simply by virtue of inheriting the crown; a tribal 
chief rules because that is the accepted practice. The ruler may 
be loved or hated, competent or destructive; in terms of legiti-
macy, that does not matter. For the traditional leader, authority 
rests in custom, not in personal characteristics, technical com-
petence, or even written law. People accept the ruler’s authority 
because that is how things have always been done. Traditional 
authority is absolute when the ruler has the ability to determine 
laws and policies.

Rational-Legal Authority The U.S. Constitution gives Con-
gress and our president the authority to make and enforce laws 
and policies. Power made legitimate by law is known as rational- 
legal authority. Leaders derive their rational-legal authority 
from the written rules and regulations of political systems, such 
as a constitution. Generally, in societies based on rational-legal 
authority, leaders are thought to have specific areas of compe-
tence and authority but are not thought to be endowed with 
divine inspiration, as in certain societies with traditional forms 

of authority.

Charismatic Authority Joan of Arc was a simple peasant 
girl in medieval France, yet she was able to rally the French 
people and lead them into major battles against En glish 

invaders. How was this possible? As Weber observed, 
power can be legitimized by the charisma of an individual. 

The term charismatic authority refers to 
power made legitimate by a leader’s excep-
tional personal or emotional appeal to his 
or her followers.

Charisma lets a person lead or inspire 
without relying on set rules or traditions. In 

fact, charismatic authority is derived more 
from the beliefs of followers than from the 

actual qualities of leaders. So long as people 
perceive a charismatic leader such as Jesus, 
Joan of Arc, Gandhi, Malcolm X, or Martin 
Luther King Jr. as having qualities that set 
him or her apart from ordinary citizens, that 
leader’s authority will remain secure and 

often unquestioned.

Power and Authority
In any society, someone or some group—whether it be a tribal 
chief, a dictator, or a parliament—makes important decisions 
about how to use resources and how to allocate goods. One cul-
tural universal, then, is the exercise of power and authority. Inev-
itably, the struggle for power and authority involves politics, 
which political scientist Harold Lasswell (1936) tersely defined 
as “who gets what, when, and how.” In their study of politics and 
government, sociologists are concerned with social interactions 
among individuals and groups and their impact on the larger 
political and economic order.

Power
Power lies at the heart of a political system. According to Max 
Weber, power is the ability to exercise one’s will over others. 
To put it another way, whoever can overcome the resistance of 
others and control their behavior is exercising power. Power 
relations can involve large organizations, small groups, or even 
people in an intimate association.

Because Weber developed his conceptualization of power in 
the early 1900s, he focused primarily on the nation-state and 
its sphere of influence. Today scholars recognize that the trend 
toward globalization has brought new opportunities, and with 
them new concentrations of power. Power is now exercised on a 
global as well as a national stage, as countries and multinational 
corporations vie to control access to resources and manage the 
distribution of capital (R. Schaefer 2008b; Sernau 2001).

There are three basic sources of power within any political 
system: force, influence, and authority. Force is the actual or 
threatened use of coercion to impose one’s will on others. When 
leaders imprison or even execute political dissidents, they are 
applying force; so, too, are terrorists when they seize or bomb an 
embassy or assassinate a political leader.

In the 21st century, force has taken on new meaning as nations 
clamp down on use of the Internet to oppose the central govern-
ment or assert freedom of expression, human rights, and minority 
or religious views. When a military coup overthrew the democrat-
ically elected government of Thailand in September 2006, 
for example, citizens lost access to websites that criticized 
the takeover. Censorship of online content is just as much a 
use of force as closing down a newspaper or arresting dis-
sidents (Deibert et al. 2008; Zittrain and Palfrey 2008).

Influence, on the other hand, refers to the exercise of 
power through a process of persuasion. A citizen may 
change his or her view of a Supreme Court nomi-
nee because of a newspaper editorial, the 
expert testimony of a law school dean 
before the Senate Judiciary Committee, or 
a stirring speech by a political activist at a 
rally. In each case, sociologists would view 
such efforts to persuade people as exam-
ples of influence. Now let’s take a look at 
the third source of power, authority.

Types of Authority
The term authority refers to institutional-
ized power that is recognized by the peo-
ple over whom it is exercised. Sociologists 
commonly use the term in connection with 
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347accompanied by the use of force. By the beginning of the 21st 
century, however, monarchs held genuine governmental power 
in only a few nations, such as Monaco. Most monarchs now have 
little practical power; they serve primarily ceremonial purposes.

Oligarchy
An oligarchy is a form of government in which a few individuals 
rule. A rather old method of governing that flourished in ancient 
Greece and Egypt, oligarchy now often takes the form of military 
rule. In developing nations in Africa, Asia, and Latin America, 
small factions of military officers will forcibly seize power, either 
from legally elected regimes or from other military cliques.

Strictly speaking, the term oligarchy is reserved for govern-
ments that are run by a few selected individuals. However, the 
People’s Republic of China can be classified as an oligarchy if 
we stretch the meaning of the term. In China, power rests in 
the hands of a large but exclusive ruling group, the Communist 
Party. In a similar vein, drawing on conflict theory, one might 
argue that many industrialized nations of the West should be 
considered oligarchies (rather than democracies), since only a 
powerful few—leaders of big business, government, and the 
military— actually rule. Later in this chapter, we will examine the 
elite model of the U.S. political system in greater detail.

Observing charismatic authority from an interactionist 
perspective, sociologist Carl Couch (1996) points out that the 
growth of the electronic media has facilitated the development 
of charismatic authority. During the 1930s and 1940s, the heads 
of state of the United States, Great Britain, and Germany all used 
radio to issue direct appeals to citizens. Now, television and the 
Internet allow leaders to “visit” people’s homes and communicate 
with them. In both Taiwan and South Korea in 1996, troubled 
political leaders facing reelection campaigns spoke frequently to 
national audiences and exaggerated military threats from neigh-
boring China and North Korea, respectively.

As we noted earlier, Weber used traditional, rational-legal, and 
charismatic authority as ideal types. In reality, particular leaders 
and political systems combine elements of two or more of these 
forms. Presidents Franklin D. Roosevelt, John F. Kennedy, and 
Ronald Reagan wielded power largely through the rational-legal 
basis of their authority. At the same time, they were unusually 
charismatic leaders who commanded the personal loyalty of 
large numbers of citizens.

thinking CRITICALLY

On your campus, what are some examples of the 
three types of authority?

Types of Government
Each society establishes a political system through which it 
is governed. In modern industrialized nations, these formal 
systems of government make a significant number of critical 
political decisions. We will survey five basic types of govern-
ment here: monarchy,  oligarchy, dictatorship, totalitarianism, 
and democracy.

Monarchy
A monarchy is a form of government headed by a single mem-
ber of a royal family, usually a king, queen, or some other hered-
itary ruler. In earlier times, many monarchs claimed that God 
had granted them a divine right to rule. Typically, they gov-
erned on the basis of traditional forms of authority, sometimes 

Steve Jobs, visionary co–founder of Apple, was a charismatic figure not only 
to Apple employees but to Apple users. Max Weber would have agreed with 
Jobs’s admirers; Weber considered any kind of leader with exceptional per-
sonal appeal to be charismatic.

North Korea has a totalitarian government whose leadership attempts to control 
all aspects of people’s lives. This old billboard, a blatant example of government 
propaganda, portrayed the country’s ruthless leader as a benevolent father figure.
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348 United States, government by the people is impractical at the 

national level. Americans cannot vote on every important issue 
that comes before Congress. Consequently, popular rule is gen-

erally maintained through representative democracy, a form 
of government in which certain individuals are selected 

to speak for the people.
  The United States is commonly classi-

fied as a representative democracy, since the 
elected members of Congress and state 

legislatures make our laws. However, 
critics have questioned whether our 
democracy really is representative. Even 
today, not everyone in the United States 

feels included. Conspicuous among those 
who view themselves as excluded are Native 

Hawaiians (Box 14-1).
Do Congress and the state legislatures genu-

inely represent the masses, including minorities? 
Are the people of the United States legitimately self-
governing, or has our government become a forum 
for powerful elites? We will explore these issues in 
the remainder of the chapter.

thinking CRITICALLY

Contrast the use of power as defined by Max Weber in a 
dictatorship and in a democracy.

Political Behavior in 

the United States
Citizens of the United States take for 
granted many aspects of their politi-
cal system. They are accustomed to 
living in a nation with a Bill of Rights, 

two major political parties, voting by 
secret ballot, an elected president, state 

and local governments distinct from the 
national government, and so forth. Yet 
each society has its own ways of governing 
itself and making decisions. U.S. residents 
expect Democratic and Republican can-
didates to compete for public office; resi-
dents of Cuba and the People’s Republic of 
China are accustomed to one-party rule 
by the Communist Party. In this section, 
we will examine several aspects of politi-
cal behavior within the United States.

Participation and Apathy
In theory, a representative democracy 
will function most effectively and fairly 
if an informed and active electorate com-
municates its views to government lead-
ers. Unfortunately, that is hardly the case 
in the United States. Virtually all citizens 

Dictatorship and Totalitarianism
A dictatorship is a government in which one per-
son has nearly total power to make and enforce 
laws. Dictators rule primarily through the use of 
coercion, which often includes torture and execu-
tions. Typically, they seize power rather than 
being freely elected (as in a democracy) or 
inheriting power (as in a monarchy). Some 
dictators are quite charismatic and manage 
to achieve a certain popularity, though 
their supporters’ enthusiasm is almost 
certainly tinged with fear. Other dicta-
tors are bitterly hated by the people over 
whom they rule.

Frequently, dictators develop such over-
whelming control over people’s lives that their 
governments are called totalitarian. (Monar-
chies and oligarchies may also achieve this type 
of dominance.) Totalitarianism involves virtu-
ally complete government control and sur-
veillance over all aspects of a society’s social 
and political life. Germany during Hitler’s 
reign, the Soviet Union in the 1930s, and North Korea 
today are classified as totalitarian states.

Democracy
In a literal sense, democracy means government by the people. 
The word democracy originated in two Greek roots—demos, 
meaning “the populace” or “the common people,” and kratia, 
meaning “rule.” Of course, in large, populous nations such as the 

TR
E

N
D

SPOTTING
Democracy on the Rise?
The breakup of the Soviet Union in 1991 launched several new coun-
tries in Eastern Europe, whose citizens were eager to escape foreign 
domination. In parts of Europe and Asia, democracy seemed to bloom 
where it never had grown before. What has happened since then?

Applying our own standards of democracy to nations in other parts of the 
world can be difficult. If a country holds free elections that are open to all citizens, is that enough 
to qualify it as a democracy? What if the government bans certain political parties? What if the 
media cannot criticize the government or report on opposition parties?

Freedom House, founded in 1941, is an international organization that advocates for democ-
racy. Although it receives significant funding from the U.S. government, its annual review of demo-
cratic trends is generally regarded as a reasonable barometer of the spread (or lack thereof) of 
democracy. According to Freedom House, in 1989, only 41 percent of the world’s countries could 
be considered democracies. The percentage rose dramatically after the collapse of the Soviet 
Union, reaching 60 percent in 1995. Since then, however, little has changed; the number of new 
democracies has been offset by the number of democracies that were overthrown.

Although recently, citizen-led revolts in countries like Tunisia and Egypt have offered some 
optimism, the overall trend is not encouraging. The industrialized democracies of North America 
and Europe often shrink from pressuring developing countries to reform their governments. Further-
more, in some areas of the world, violence and organized crime make democratic reform difficult. 
On the other hand, although the recent worldwide recession might easily have unsettled some 
fragile democracies, that fortunately has not happened.
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If the act passes, Native Hawaiians 
will become the last remaining 
indigenous group in the United 
States to be allowed to establish 

their own government.

SOCIOLOGY IN THE GLOBAL COMMUNITY

In Washington, D.C., Hawai’i’s congres-
sional delegation is seeking passage of the 
Native Hawaiian Government Reorganization 
Act, also referred to as the Akaka Bill, after 
U.S. Senator Daniel Akaka. The act would give 
people of Hawaiian ancestry more say over 
the use of local resources, including land and 
fresh water; provide them with affordable 
housing; take steps to preserve their culture; 
and create ways for them to better express 
their grievances. If the act passes, Native 
Hawaiians will become the last remaining 
indigenous group in the United States to be 
allowed to establish their own government—a 
right already extended to Alaskan Natives and 
564 Native American tribes. As of mid-2012, 
the measure had passed the U.S. House of 
Representatives, but had not yet been dis-
cussed on the floor of the Senate.

14-1 Sovereignty in the Aloha State

Meanwhile, Native Hawaiians do what they 
can to create political pressure for their cause. 
On occasion, they form alliances with environ-
mental groups that want to halt commercial 
development on the islands. In 2008 and again 
in 2011, a Native Hawaiian independence 
group seized the royal palace in Honolulu to 
protest the U.S.-backed overthrow of the Hawai-
ian monarchy in 1893. Although these occupa-
tions lasted barely a day, the political discontent 

they revealed persists. Little wonder that in 
2009, the 50th anniversary of Hawai’i’s state-

hood passed without a single government-
sponsored celebration. Instead, Native 
Hawaiians concentrated their attention on 

The people of Hawai’i are definitely multiracial. 
Twenty-three percent of the population is White; 
38 percent, Asian American; 9 percent, Hawaiian 
or other Pacific Islander; 9 percent, Hispanic; and 
2 percent, African American. Another 19 percent 
of the population, including Hawai’i-born Barack 
Obama, declare themselves to be of two or more 
races. Yet Hawai’i is not a racial paradise: cer-
tain occupations and even social classes tend to 
be dominated by Whites,  Chinese, or Japanese 
Americans. Nor is Hawai’i immune to intolerance, 
although compared to the mainland and much 
of the rest of the world, race relations there are 
more harmonious than discordant.

For one group in particular, Native Hawai-
ians, access to any kind of power has been 
severely limited for generations. Now, through 
the sovereignty movement, the indigenous peo-
ple of Hawai’i are hoping to win self-government,  
as well as restoration of—or compensation 
for—1.2 million acres of ancestral lands 
they have lost over the last century. Their 
movement is comparable to efforts made 
by American Indian tribes in the continen-
tal United States, both in its roots and in 
its significance.

The sovereignty movement began in 
1996, when Native Hawaiians held a refer-
endum on the question “Shall the Hawaiian 
people elect delegates to propose a Native 
Hawaiian government?” The results indi-
cated that 73 percent of those who voted 
favored such an effort. Since then, the state 
Office of Hawaiian Affairs has sought to 
create a registry of the estimated 200,000 
people of significant Hawaiian descent on 
the islands. Officials are about halfway to 
reaching their goal of convincing all Native 
Hawaiians to come forward and register.

Washington, D.C., and pushed for passage 
of the Akaka Bill.

LET’S DISCUSS

 1. From a mainstream point of view, what 
might be the advantages and disad-
vantages of extending sovereignty to 
an indigenous group? Discuss using 
sociological concepts.

 2. Do some research on the legal basis 
for tribal sovereignty. How did Ameri-
can Indian tribes gain the status of 
separate nations?

Sources: Halualani 2002; Kelleher 2011; Niesse 
2008, 2011; Staton 2004; Toensing 2009; 
Welch 2011.

are familiar with the basics of the political process, and a small 
majority tend to identify to some extent with a political party. 
In 2012, about 29 percent of registered voters in the United States 
saw themselves as Democrats and 27 percent as Republicans; an 
impressive 43 percent were independent. However, only a small 
minority of citizens, often members of the higher social classes, 
actually participate in political organizations on a local or national 
level. Studies reveal that only 8 percent of Americans belong to a 
political club or organization. Not more than 20 percent have ever 
contacted an official of national, state, or local government about 
a political issue or problem (Gallup 2012; Orum and Dale 2009).

By the 1980s, it had become clear that many people in the 
United States were beginning to be turned off by political parties, 
politicians, and big government. The most dramatic indication of 
this growing alienation came from voting statistics. Today, voters 
of all ages and races appear to be less enthusiastic than ever about 

elections, even presidential contests. For example, in the presi-
dential election of 1896, almost 80 percent of eligible voters in the 
United States went to the polls. Yet by the 2008 election, despite 
its drama and historic nature, turnout was only 62 percent of all 
eligible voters—well below the levels of the 1960s. Two years 
later, in the 2010 general election, turnout fell below 42 percent, 
lower than in most other nations (Figure 14-2 on page 350).

Despite poor voter turnout, participation in politics may be 
increasing, especially on the Internet. In terms of both antigov-
ernment activities and financial contributions to political parties, 
online participation rivals the political rallies and doorbell- 
ringing efforts of yesteryear. Fifty-five percent of the entire adult 
population of the United States went online in 2008 to get news 
and information about the presidential election. One in every 
five of those online participants went so far as to post comments 
for others to read (A. Smith 2009).
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In the end, political participation makes government account-
able to the voters. If participation declines, government operates 
with less of a sense of accountability to society. This issue is most 
serious for the least powerful individuals and groups in the United 
States. Voter turnout has been particularly low among members of 
racial and ethnic minorities. In postelection surveys, fewer African 
Americans and Hispanics than Whites report that they actually 
voted. Many more potential voters fail to register to vote. The poor—
whose focus understandably is on survival—are traditionally under-
represented among voters as well. The low turnout found among 
these groups is explained at least in part by their common feeling 
of powerlessness. Yet these low statistics encourage political power 
brokers to continue to ignore the interests of the less affluent and the 
nation’s minorities. The segment of the voting population that has 
shown the most voter apathy is the young, as discussed in Box 14-2 
(Bureau of the Census 2012c; File and Crissey 2010).

use your sociological imagination

Were you brought up to consider political involvement an 
important civic duty? If so, do you take that duty seriously 
by informing yourself about the issues and voting?

Race and Gender in Politics
Because politics is synonymous with power and authority, we 
should not be surprised that political strength is lacking in mar-
ginalized groups, such as women and racial and ethnic minori-
ties. Nationally, women did not get the vote until 1920. Most 

Chinese Americans were turned away from the polls until 1926. 
And African Americans were disenfranchised until 1965, when 
national voting rights legislation was passed. Predictably, it has 
taken these groups some time to develop their political power 
and begin to exercise it effectively.

Progress toward the inclusion of minority groups in govern-
ment has been slow. As of mid-2011, 17 out of 100 U.S. senators 
were women; 2 were Latino and 2 were Asian Americans, leaving 
79 White non-Hispanic men. Among the 435 members of the U.S. 
House of Representatives, 310 were White non-Hispanic men; 
71 were women, 42 were African Americans (including 13 women), 
29 were Latinos (including 7 Latinas), and 7 were Asian Americans 
(including 4 women). These numbers, although low, represent a 
high-water mark for most of these groups.

Today, with record-high numbers of Blacks and Latinos hold-
ing elective office, many critics still decry what has been termed 
fiesta politics. White power brokers tend to visit racial and ethnic 
minority communities only when they need electoral support, 
making a quick appearance on a national or ethnic holiday to 
get their pictures taken and then vanishing. When the election is 
over, they too often forget to consult the residents who supported 
them about community needs and concerns.

Female politicians may be enjoying more electoral success 
now than in the past, but there is some evidence that the media 
cover them differently from male politicians. A content analysis 
of newspaper coverage of recent gubernatorial races showed that 
reporters wrote more often about a female candidate’s personal 
life, appearance, or personality than a male candidate’s, and less 
often about her political positions and voting record. Furthermore, 
when political issues were raised in newspaper articles, reporters 
were more likely to illustrate them with statements made by male 
candidates than by female candidates (Devitt 1999; Jost 2008).

Note: Based on turnout in recent elections for seats in national congress or parliament. Data are for 2010 except for Italy, South Korea, and Cambodia (2008); Germany, 
Mexico, South Africa, and India (2009); and Canada (2011). USA 2010 data reflect correction in Bureau of the Census 2012c:Table A-1.
Source: International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance 2012.
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While the momentum for 
lowering the voting age came from 
college campuses, the majority of 

young voters are not students.

of young voters. In that election, 51.4 percent 
of eligible voters under age 30 turned out, com-
pared to 49 percent in 2004.

What lies behind voter apathy among the 
young? The popular explanation is that people—
especially young people—are alienated from the 
political system, turned off by the shallowness 
and negativity of candidates and campaigns. 
However, young people do vote as they age.

Other explanations for the lower turnout 
among the young seem more plausible. First, 
the United States is virtually alone in requiring 
citizens to vote twice, in effect. They must first 
register to vote, often at a time when issues are 
not on the front burner and candidates haven’t 
even declared. Second, though citizens in the 
United States tend to be more active in poli-
tics at the community level than those in other 
countries, young people often feel unmoved by 
local issues such as public school financing.

RESEARCH TODAY

14-2 Why Don’t More Young People Vote?

All through the 1960s, young people in the 
United States participated actively in a range 
of political issues, from pushing civil rights to 
protesting the Vietnam War. They were especially 
disturbed by the fact that young men were barred 
from voting but were being drafted to serve in 
the military and were dying for their country. In 
response to these concerns, the Twenty-Sixth 
Amendment to the Constitution was ratified in 
1971, lowering the voting age from 21 to 18.

Now, more than 40 years later, we can con-
sider the available research and see what hap-
pened. Frankly, what is remarkable is what did 
not happen. First, young voters (those between 
ages 18 and 21) have not united in any par-
ticular political sentiment. We can see in the 
way the young vote the same divisions of race, 
ethnicity, and gender that are apparent among 
older age groups.

Second, while the momentum for lowering 
the voting age came from college campuses, 
the majority of young voters are not students. 
Third, and particularly troubling, is their rela-
tively low turnout. The 2008 presidential elec-
tion, held against a background of war in Iraq, 
the historic candidacy of Barack Obama, and a 
global economic decline, did pique the interest 

One way in which youths are impacting 
elections is through their reliance on the Inter-
net for information. Today, every political cam-
paign maintains a presence on the Web, not 
only through an official website, but on social 
networking sites. During the 2008 presidential 
election, two-thirds of young adults with online 
profiles took part in some form of political activ-
ity on those sites. Time will tell whether the 
Internet will ultimately reduce political apathy 
among younger citizens.

LET’S DISCUSS

 1. How often do you vote? If you do not vote, 
what accounts for your apathy? Are you too 
busy to register? Are community issues 
uninteresting to you?

 2. Do you think voter apathy is a serious social 
problem? What might be done to increase 
voter participation in your age group and 
community?

Sources: Alwin 2002; Clymer 2000; Higher Education 
Research Institute 2004; McDonald 2009b; Niemi and 
Hanmer 2010; Patterson 2005; A. Smith 2009; Vargas 
2007; Wattenberg 2008.

Source: Holder 2006:13.

Percent
2520151050

Bad weather conditions

Transportation problems

Inconvenient polling place

Did not like candidates or campaign issues

Illness or disability

Forgot to vote

Registration problems

Not interested

Other reason

Out of town

Don’t know or refused

Too busy, conflicting schedule

REASONS FOR NOT VOTING, 18- TO 24-YEAR-OLDS
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FIGURE 14-3  WOMEN IN NATIONAL LEGISLATURES, 

SELECTED COUNTRIES

Percent female

56.3%Rwanda

45.2%

Sweden 44.7%

Cuba

37.4%Argentina

24.8%Canada

21.3%People’s Republic
of China

16.8%United States

10.8%

India

7.7%

2.8%Iran

11.0%

Haiti 4.2%

Jordan

Kuwait

Notes: Data are for lower legislative houses only, as of December 31, 2011; data 
on upper houses, such as the U.S. Senate, are not included. In 2005, the all-male 
Kuwaiti Parliament granted women the right to vote and serve in elected offices, 
which allowed women to run for office in 2012.
Source: Inter-Parliamentary Union 2011.

Think about It
Why do you think being elected to Congress is so difficult 
for women?

Figure 14-3 shows the representation of women in selected 
national legislatures. While the proportion of women in national 
legislatures has increased in the United States and many other 
nations, in all but one country women still do not account for 
half the members of the national legislature. The African Repub-
lic of Rwanda, the exception, ranks the highest, with 56.3 percent 
of its legislative seats held by women. Overall, the United States 
ranked 94th among 190 nations in the proportion of women 
serving as national legislators at the end of 2011.

To remedy this situation, many countries have adopted quo-
tas for female representatives. In some, the government sets aside 
a certain percentage of seats for women, usually from 14 to 30 
percent. In others, political parties have decided that 20 to 40 
percent of their candidates should be women. Thirty-two coun-
tries now have some kind of female quota system (Rubin and 
Dagher 2009; Vasagar 2005).

thinking CRITICALLY

In the United States, which plays a more significant 
role in political behavior, gender or race? Explain.

Models of Power Structure 

in the United States
Who really holds power in the United States? Do “we the people” 
genuinely run the country through our elected representatives? 
Or is it true that behind the scenes, a small elite controls both 

the government and the economic system? It is difficult to deter-
mine the location of power in a society as complex as the United 
States. In exploring this critical question, social scientists have 
developed two basic views of our nation’s power structure: the 
power elite and the pluralist models.

Power Elite Models
Karl Marx believed that 19th-century representative democracy 
was essentially a sham. He argued that industrialized societies were 
dominated by relatively small numbers of people who owned fac-
tories and controlled natural resources. In Marx’s view, government 
officials and military leaders were essentially servants of this capi-
talist class and followed their wishes. Therefore, any key decisions 
made by politicians inevitably reflected the interests of the domi-
nant bourgeoisie. Like others who share an elite model of power 
relations, Marx believed that society is ruled by a small group of 
individuals who share a common set of political and economic 
interests.

Minnesota Democrat Keith Ellison created quite a stir in 2007 when he 
became the first person to take the congressional oath of office on a Qur’an. 
The newly elected member of the House of Representatives, who is Mus-
lim, thought the Qur’an would make his oath more meaningful than a Bible. 
Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi (left) borrowed Thomas Jefferson’s two-
volume Qur’an for the occasion—a reminder that acknowledging diversity is 
nothing new in U.S. politics.

352
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353Mills’s Model Sociologist C. Wright Mills took this model 
a step further in his pioneering work The Power Elite ([1956] 
2000b). Mills described a small group of military, industrial, 
and government leaders who controlled the fate of the United 
States—the power elite. Power rested in the hands of a few, both 
inside and outside government.

A pyramid illustrates the power structure of the United States 
in Mills’s model (Figure 14-4a). At the top are the corporate rich, 
leaders of the executive branch of government, and heads of the 
military (whom Mills called the “warlords”). Directly below are 
local opinion leaders, members of the legislative branch of gov-
ernment, and leaders of special-interest groups. Mills contended 
that these individuals and groups would basically follow the 
wishes of the dominant power elite. At the bottom of the pyra-
mid are the unorganized, exploited masses.

The power elite model is in many respects similar to the 
work of Karl Marx. The most striking difference is that Mills 
believed that the economically powerful coordinate their 
maneuvers with the military and political establishments to 
serve their common interests. He rejected Marx’s belief that by 
itself, the economic structure of capitalism could create a rul-
ing class. Still, the powerless masses at the bottom of Mills’s 
power elite model certainly bring to mind Marx’s portrait of the 
oppressed workers of the world, who have “nothing to lose but 
their chains.”

A fundamental element in Mills’s thesis is that the power elite 
not only includes relatively few members but also operates as a 
self-conscious, cohesive unit. Although not necessarily diaboli-
cal or ruthless, the elite comprises similar types of people who 
interact regularly with one another and have essentially the 
same political and economic interests. Mills’s power elite is not 
a conspiracy, but rather a community of interest and sentiment 
among a small number of influential people (A. Hacker 1964).

Admittedly, Mills failed to clarify when the elite opposes 
protests and when it tolerates them; he also failed to provide 

detailed case studies that would substantiate the interrelation-
ships among members of the power elite. Nevertheless, his chal-
lenging theories forced scholars to look more critically at the 
democratic political system of the United States.

In commenting on the scandals that have rocked major cor-
porations such as Enron and AIG over the past 15 years, observ-
ers have noted that members of the business elite are closely 
interrelated. In a study of the members of the boards of directors 
of Fortune 1000 corporations, researchers found that each direc-
tor can reach every other board of directors in just 3.7 steps. That 
is, by consulting acquaintances of acquaintances, each director 
can quickly reach someone who sits on each of the other 999 
boards. Furthermore, the face-to-face contact directors regularly 
have in their board meetings makes them a highly cohesive elite. 
Finally, the corporate elite is not only wealthy, powerful, and 
cohesive; it is also overwhelmingly White and male (G. Davis 
2003, 2004; Kentor and Jang 2004; Mizruchi 1996; R. Schaefer 
2008b; Strauss 2002).

One outgrowth of Mills’s power elite model is current re-
search on the presence of a global power elite—that is, those 
business, political, and former military leaders who exercise 
influence across national borders. Because this avenue of 
scholarship is relatively new, there is some disagreement on 
the definition of the term. Must the members of the global 
power elite demonstrate as much consensus as the members 
of Mills’s power elite? Or can the global power elite include 
such diverse voices as publisher Rupert Murdoch, illegal arms 
dealer Viktor Bout, and former President Bill Clinton, in his 
role as head of the Clinton Global Initiative (L. Miller 2008; 
Rothkopf 2008)?

Domhoff’s Model Over the past three decades, sociologist 
G. William Domhoff (2010) has agreed with Mills that a pow-
erful elite runs the United States. He finds that it is still largely 
White, male, and upper class, as he wrote in his book with 

Sources: Left, author based on Mills [1956] 2000b; right, Domhoff 2010:116.

FIGURE 14-4 POWER ELITE MODELS

Interest group leaders
Legislators

Local opinion leaders

Unorganized, exploited masses

Corporate rich
Executive branch
Military leaders

THE POWER ELITE

a. C. Wright Mills’s model, 1956 b. G. William Domhoff’s model, 2010

Social upper class

Corporate
community

Policy-planning
network
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354 Richard L. Zweigenhaft (2006). However, Domhoff stresses the 

role played both by elites of the corporate community and by 
leaders of organizations in the policy-planning network, such as 
chambers of commerce and labor unions. Many of the people in 
both groups are also members of the social upper class. And he 
notes the presence of a small number of women and minority 
men in key positions—groups that were excluded from Mills’s 
top echelon and are still underrepresented today.

Though the three groups in Domhoff ’s power elite model 
overlap, as Figure 14-4b shows, they do not necessarily agree 
on specific policies. Domhoff notes that in the electoral arena, 
two coalitions have exercised influence. A  corporate-conservative 
coalition has played a large role in both political parties, gen-
erating support for particular candidates through direct-mail 
appeals. A liberal-labor coalition is based in unions, local envi-
ronmental organizations, a segment of the minority group 
community, liberal churches, and the university and arts com-
munities (Zweigenhaft and Domhoff 2006).

Pluralist Model
Several social scientists insist that power in the United States is 
shared more widely than the elite models indicate. In their view, 
a pluralist model more accurately describes the nation’s politi-
cal system. According to the pluralist model, many competing 
groups within the community have access to government, so 
that no single group is dominant.

The pluralist model suggests that a variety of groups play a 
significant role in decision making. Typically, pluralists make 
use of intensive case studies or community studies based on 
observation research. One of the most famous—an investigation 
of decision making in New Haven, Connecticut—was reported 
by Robert Dahl (1961). Dahl found that although the number 
of people involved in any important decision was rather small, 
community power was nonetheless diffuse. Few political actors 
exercised decision-making power on all issues. One individual 
or group might be influential in a battle over urban renewal, but 
have little impact on educational policy.

The pluralist model, however, has not escaped serious ques-
tioning. Domhoff (1978, 2010) reexamined Dahl’s study of deci-
sion making in New Haven and argued that Dahl and other 
pluralists had failed to trace how local elites who were prominent 
in decision making belonged to a larger national ruling class. In 
addition, studies of community power, such as Dahl’s work in 
New Haven, can examine decision making only on issues that 
become part of the political agenda. They fail to address the 
potential power of elites to keep certain matters entirely out of 
the realm of government debate.

Dianne Pinderhughes (1987) has criticized the plural-
ist model for failing to account for the exclusion of African 
Americans from the political process. Drawing on her studies 
of  Chicago politics, Pinderhughes points out that the resi-
dential and occupational segregation of Blacks and their long 
political disenfranchisement violates the logic of  pluralism—
which would hold that such a substantial minority should 
always have been influential in community decision making. 
This critique applies to many cities across the United States, 
where other large racial and ethnic minorities, among them 
Asian Americans, Puerto Ricans, and Mexican Americans, are 
relatively powerless.

Historically, pluralists have stressed ways in which large 
numbers of people can participate in or influence governmen-
tal decision making. New communications technologies like 
the Internet are increasing the opportunity to be heard, not 
just in countries such as the United States, but in developing 
countries the world over. One common point of the elite and 
pluralist perspectives stands out, however: in the political sys-
tem of the United States, power is unequally distributed. All 
citizens may be equal in theory, yet those who are high in the 
nation’s power structure are “more equal.” New communica-
tions technology may or may not change that distribution of 
power (A. McFarland 2007).

Perhaps the ultimate test of power, no matter what a nation’s 
power structure, is the decision to go to war. Because the rank and 
file of any army is generally drawn from the lower classes—the least 
powerful groups in society—such a decision has life-and-death 
consequences for people far removed from the center of power. In 
the long run, if the general population is not convinced that war is 
necessary, military action is unlikely to succeed. Thus, war is a risky 
way in which to address conflict between nations. In the following 
section we will contrast war and peace as ways of addressing soci-
etal conflict, and more recently, the threat of terrorism.

thinking CRITICALLY

Which is a better model of the power structure in the 
United States, the power elite model or the pluralist 
model? Justify your answer.

War and Peace
Conflict is a central aspect of social relations. Too often it 
becomes ongoing and violent, engulfing innocent bystanders as 
well as intentional participants. Sociologists Theodore Caplow 

Pluralism can be seen in action in the activity of lobbying groups attempting to 
influence public policy. The highly publicized battle over stem cell research is 
one example; it has pitted conservative religious groups against health advo-
cacy groups, dividing political leaders in the process. Though legislation to sup-
port the controversial research technique had the backing of several prominent 
Republican lawmakers, including Senator Orrin Hatch (R-Utah), shown here 
with actor and activist Michael J. Fox, it fell victim to a presidential veto in 2006.
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and Louis Hicks (2002:3) have defined war as conflict between 
organizations that possess trained combat forces equipped with 
deadly weapons. This meaning is broader than the legal defini-
tion, which typically requires a formal declaration of hostilities.

War
Sociologists approach war in three different ways. Those who 
take a global view study how and why two or more nations 
become engaged in military conflict. Those who take a nation-
state view stress the interaction of internal political, socioeco-
nomic, and cultural forces. And those who take a micro view 
focus on the social impact of war on individuals and the groups 
they belong to (Kiser 1992).

From the nation-state perspective, there is little to be said for 
the supposed socioeconomic benefits of war. Although armed 
conflicts increase government expenditures on troops and 
weapons, which tends to stimulate the economy, they also divert 
workers from civilian health and medical services. Thus, they 
have a negative effect on civilians’ life chances, causing higher 
levels of civilian mortality. It is exceedingly difficult for a soci-
ety to engage in armed conflict while maintaining citizens’ well-
being at home (Carlton-Ford 2010).

Although the decision to go to war is made by government lead-
ers, public opinion plays a significant role in its execution. By 1971, 
the number of U.S. soldiers killed in Vietnam had surpassed 50,000, 
and antiwar sentiment was strong. Surveys done at that time showed 

the public was split roughly equally on the question of whether war 
was an appropriate way to settle differences between nations (Fig-
ure 14-5 on page 356). This division in public opinion continued 
until the United States became involved in the Gulf War following 
Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait in 1990. Since then, U.S. sentiment has 
been more supportive of war as a means of resolving disputes.

A major change in the composition of the U.S. military is the 
growing presence of women. Over 206,000 women, or about 
14 percent of active U.S. military forces, are now in uniform, 
serving not just as support personnel but as an integral part of 
combat units. The first casualty of the war in Iraq, in fact, was 
Private First Class Lori Piestewa, a member of the Hopi tribe and 
a descendant of Mexican settlers in the Southwest (Bureau of the 
Census 2011a:Table 510 on page 335). 

From a micro view, war can bring out the worst as well as 
the best in people. In 2004, graphic images of the abuse of Iraqi 
prisoners by U.S. soldiers at Iraq’s Abu Ghraib prison shocked 
the world. For social scientists, the deterioration of the guards’ 
behavior brought to mind Philip Zimbardo’s mock prison exper-
iment, done in 1971. Although the results of the experiment, 
highlighted in Chapter 5, have been applied primarily to civil-
ian correctional facilities, Zimbardo’s study was actually funded 
by the Office of Naval Research. In July 2004, the U.S. mili-
tary began using a documentary film about the experiment to 
train military interrogators to avoid mistreatment of  prisoners 
(Zarembo 2004a; Zimbardo 2004).

Joseph W. Drummond, Management Analyst, U.S. Army Space and Missile Defense Command

When Joseph Drummond entered Morehouse College, he was planning to 
major in political science. But after taking an introductory sociology course, 
he felt that sociology gave him a clearer picture of the complexity and 
interconnectedness of society. “The career track that I had in mind was 
to enter the field of sociology as a researcher/policy maker,” he explains. 
However, he soon ran into “a disconnect between academia and policy 
making,” and an apparent lack of representation of sociologists at the 
policymaking level.

Drummond credits one of his sociology professors for steer-
ing him toward quantitative courses. “If you ever plan on having 
a job,” the professor suggested, “make sure you have a lot of 
classes with quantitative analysis—for example, statistics and 
data analysis. These classes tell whatever company you want to 
work for that you have practical skills.” Later, when Drummond 
asked his current employer why he had gotten the job he now 
holds, he was told that his data analysis and social statistics 
courses had made him competitive.

Today, Drummond works at the U.S. Army’s Space and Missile Defense 
Command (SMDC), near Huntsville, Alabama. He began there as an intern, 
after responding to an email from Morehouse College’s career office. Drum-
mond is now a junior analyst with a team that formulates and develops 
doctrine, organization, and material requirements for Army units assigned 
to space and missile defense. In a typical workweek, he reviews military force 
structure—units, battalions, and so on—and helps to implement directives 
from Department of the Army headquarters. “A lot of what we do is attempt-
ing to translate very high-level guidance to something that’s practical,” 
he explains.

TAKING SOCIOLOGY TO WORK

Drummond values the support and professional development he has 
received from the Army, including classes on program management, data analy-
sis, national security, and force management. An Army-sponsored Technology 
and Government in Your Future event emphasized the need for interns to pursue 
graduate studies in math and science to land the best jobs. Drummond says 
the real-world experience he got as an intern at SMDC not only brought class-
room theory to life; it also made him more attractive to future employers.

Asked how he uses sociology in his work, Drummond replies 
that his academic training has helped him to look critically at 
problems and to think about the second- and third-order effects 
of a decision. Seeing society from a macro-level view is also 
invaluable to him. “When U.S. leadership began to realize that a 
‘hearts and minds’ campaign means that we need to understand 
the social-historical context of the people whose country we’re 
occupying, that changed the way that we did business and also 
impacted the way U.S. military force structure was managed,” 
he explains. “A lot of people had problems making the connec-

tion.” Finally, sociology has taught Drummond not to take things at face value. 
“Most problems/issues that we come across very seldom have easy fixes,” he 
notes. “Sociology taught me that thorough analysis means leaving no stone 
unturned.”

LET’S DISCUSS

 1. Have you ever considered a career in national defense? 
Do you know anyone with a college degree who works in the field?

 2. Why do you think quantitative analysis is such an important skill to 
employers? How might you use it in your career?
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Peace
Sociologists have considered peace both as the absence of war and 
as a proactive effort to develop cooperative relations among nations. 
While we will focus here on international relations, we should 
note that in the 1990s, 90 percent of the world’s armed conflicts 
occurred within rather than between states. Often, outside powers 
became involved in these internal conflicts, either as supporters of 
particular factions or in an attempt to broker a peace accord. In at 
least 28 countries where such conflicts occurred—none of which 
would be considered core nations in world systems analysis—at 
least 10,000 people died (Kriesberg 1992; Dan Smith 1999).

Another way of picturing the relative peacefulness of nations 
around the world is the Global Peace Index (Figure 14-6). This 
index is based on 24 indicators, including organized internal 
conflict, violent crime, political instability, the potential for ter-
rorist acts, and a nation’s level of military expenditures com-
pared to its neighbors’. Currently, Iceland and New Zealand are 
at the top of the index (very peaceful); Sudan, Iraq, and Somalia 
are at the bottom (great civil unrest ). The United States ranks 82 
on this list of 153 nations, between Gabon and Bangladesh.

Sociologists and other social scientists who draw on socio-
logical theory and research have tried to identify conditions 
that deter war. One of their findings is that international trade 
may act as a deterrent to armed conflict. As countries exchange 

goods, people, and then cultures, they become more integrated 
and less likely to threaten each other’s security. Viewed from this 
perspective, not just trade but immigration and foreign exchange 
programs have a beneficial effect on international relations.

Another means of fostering peace is the activity of interna-
tional charities and activist groups called nongovernmental 
organizations (NGOs). The Red Cross and Red Crescent, Doc-
tors Without Borders, and Amnesty International donate their 
services wherever they are needed, without regard to nationality. 
In the past decade or more, these global organizations have been 
expanding in number, size, and scope. By sharing news of local 
conditions and clarifying local issues, they often prevent con-
flicts from escalating into violence and war. Some NGOs have 
initiated cease-fires, reached settlements, and even ended war-
fare between former adversaries.

Finally, many analysts stress that nations cannot maintain their 
security by threatening violence. Peace, they contend, can best be 
maintained by developing strong mutual security agreements 
between potential adversaries (Etzioni 1965; Shostak 2002).

In recent years, the United States has begun to recognize that its 
security can be threatened not just by nation-states, but by polit-
ical groups that operate outside the bounds of legitimate author-
ity. Indeed, terrorism is now considered the foremost threat to 
U.S. security—one the U.S. military is unaccustomed to fighting.
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FIGURE 14-5 U.S. PUBLIC OPINION ON THE NECESSITY OF WAR, 1971–2007

Think about It
Do you think people today are less supportive or more supportive of war than they were in 2007? Why or why not? Would the sur-
vey responses have been different if people had been asked about the “war on terrorism” instead of “war”?
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use your sociological imagination

Do you hear much discussion of how to promote worldwide 
peace, or do the conversations you hear focus more on 
ending a particular conflict?

Terrorism
Acts of terror, whether perpetrated by a few or by many people, 
can be a powerful political force. Formally defined, terrorism is 
the use or threat of violence against random or symbolic targets 
in pursuit of political aims. For terrorists, the end justifies the 
means. They believe the status quo is oppressive and that desper-
ate measures are essential to end the suffering of the deprived. 
Convinced that working through the formal political process 
will not effect the desired political change, terrorists insist that 
illegal actions—often directed against innocent people—are 
needed. Ultimately, they hope to intimidate society and thereby 
bring about a new political order.

An essential aspect of contemporary terrorism involves use 
of the media. Terrorists may wish to keep secret their indi-
vidual identities, but they want their political messages and 
goals to receive as much publicity as possible. Drawing on 
Erving Goffman’s dramaturgical approach, sociologist Alfred 
McClung Lee has likened terrorism to the theater, where 

Low

Medium

High

Very high

Not included

Very low

State of Peace

MAPPING LIFE WORLDWIDE
FIGURE 14-6 GLOBAL PEACE INDEX

Source: Institute for Economics and Peace 2011.

certain scenes are played out in predictable fashion. Whether 
through calls to the media, anonymous manifestos, or other 
means, terrorists typically admit responsibility for and defend 
their violent acts.

Sociologists and others have studied the role of different fac-
tors in the development of terrorism. They find that both demo-
cratic and repressive regimes can facilitate terrorism, although in 
different ways. The likelihood of violence is higher in youthful 
populations and among alienated groups, especially expatriate 
(overseas) communities (P. Davis and Cragin 2009).

Since September 11, 2001, governments worldwide have 
renewed their efforts to fight terrorism. Although the public 
generally regards increased surveillance and social control as 
a necessary evil, these measures have nonetheless raised gov-
ernance issues. For example, some citizens in the United States 
and elsewhere have questioned whether measures such as the 
USA Patriot Act of 2001 threaten civil liberties. Citizens have 
also complained about the heightened anxiety created by the 
vague alerts issued by the federal government from time to time. 
Worldwide, immigration and the processing of refugees have 
slowed to a crawl, separating families and preventing employ-
ers from filling job openings. As these efforts to combat political 
violence illustrate, the term terrorism is an apt one (R. Howard 
and Sawyer 2003; A. Lee 1983; R. Miller 1988).

Increasingly, governments are becoming concerned about 
another form of political violence, the potential for malicious 
cyberattacks. In an age in which computer viruses can spread 
worldwide through the Internet, this kind of attack could render 
a nation’s computer systems useless, or even shut down its power 
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plants. A few years ago, such a scenario would have been consid-
ered pulp fiction, but it is now the subject of contingency planning 
throughout the world (Clayton 2011).

thinking CRITICALLY

What is the greatest threat to world peace, and how 
would you counter it?

Changing Economies
As advocates of the power elite model point out, the trend in 
capitalist societies has been toward concentration of ownership 
by giant corporations, especially multinational ones. In the fol-
lowing sections we will examine three outgrowths of this trend 
in the United States: the changing face of the workforce, de-
industrialization, and offshoring. As these trends show, any 
change in the economy has social and political implications.

The Changing Face of the Workforce
The workforce in the United States is constantly changing. Dur-
ing World War II, when men were mobilized to fight abroad, 
women entered the workforce in large numbers. And with the 
rise of the civil rights movement in the 1960s, minorities found 
numerous job opportunities opening to them. Box 14-3 takes a 
closer look at the active recruitment of women and minorities 
into the workplace, known as affirmative action.

Although predictions are not always reliable, sociologists 
and labor specialists foresee a workforce increasingly composed 
of women and racial and ethnic minorities. In 1960 there were 
twice as many men in the labor force as women. From 1988 to 
2018, however, 52 percent of new workers are expected to be 
women. The dynamics for minority group workers are even 

more dramatic, as the number of Black, Latino, 
and Asian American workers continues to 
increase at a faster rate than the number of 
White workers (Toossi 2009).

More and more, then, the workforce reflects 
the diversity of the population, as ethnic minor-
ities enter the labor force and immigrants and 
their children move from marginal jobs or 
employment in the informal economy to posi-
tions of greater visibility and responsibility. 
The impact of this changing labor force is not 
merely statistical. A more diverse workforce 
means that relationships between workers are 
more likely to cross gender, racial, and ethnic 
lines. Interactionists note that people will soon 
find themselves supervising and being super-
vised by people very different from themselves.

Deindustrialization
What happens when a company decides it is 
more profitable to move its operations out of a 
long-established community to another part of 

the country, or out of the country altogether? People lose jobs; 
stores lose customers; the local government’s tax base declines 
and it cuts services. This devastating process has occurred again 
and again in the past decade or so.

The term deindustrialization refers to the systematic, wide-
spread withdrawal of investment in basic aspects of productivity, 
such as factories and plants. Giant corporations that deindus-
trialize are not necessarily refusing to invest in new economic 
opportunities. Rather, the targets and locations of investment 
change, and the need for labor decreases as advances in tech-
nology continue to automate production. First, companies may 
move their plants from the nation’s central cities to the sub-
urbs. The next step may be relocation from suburban areas of 
the Northeast and Midwest to the South, where labor laws place 
more restrictions on unions. Finally, a corporation may simply 
relocate  outside  the United States to a country with a lower rate 
of prevailing wages. General Motors, for example, decided to 
build a multi-billion-dollar plant in China rather than in Kansas 
City or even in Mexico (Lynn 2003).

 Although deindustrialization often involves relocation, in 
some instances it takes the form of corporate restructuring, as 
companies seek to reduce costs in the face of growing world-
wide competition. When such restructuring occurs, the impact 
on the bureaucratic hierarchy of formal organizations can be sig-
nificant. A large corporation may choose to sell off or entirely 
abandon less productive divisions and to eliminate layers of 
management viewed as unnecessary. Wages and salaries may 
be frozen and benefits cut—all in the name of restructuring. 
Increasing reliance on automation also spells the end of work as 
we have known it. 

 The term    downsizing    was introduced in 1987 to refer to 
reductions taken in a company’s workforce as part of deindustri-
alization. Viewed from a conflict perspective, the unprecedented 
attention given to downsizing in the mid-1990s reflected the con-
tinuing importance of social class in the United States. Conflict 
theorists note that job loss has long been a feature of deindus-
trialization among blue-collar workers. But when large numbers 

Global terrorism is just that—global in scope and impact. In March 2010, two female suicide bomb-
ers from the Caucasus region took 40 lives on the Moscow subway to call attention to their home-
land’s struggle for political independence from Russia.
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to  prohibit  any program 
that gives preference to 
women and minorities 
in college admissions, 
hiring, promotion, or 
government contracts. 
In other words, it aims 
to abolish affirmative 
action programs. The 
courts have since 
upheld the measure. In 
1998, voters in Wash-
ington State passed a 
similar anti–affirmative 
action measure. 

 In 2003, focusing 
specifically on college 
admissions in a pair 
of decisions involving 
policies at the Univer-
sity of Michigan, the Supreme Court ruled that 
colleges may consider race and ethnicity as one 
factor in their admissions decisions. However, 
they cannot assign a specific value to being 
a minority candidate in such a way that race 
becomes the overriding factor in a decision. 
The ruling allowed many colleges and universi-
ties to continue their existing affirmative action 
policies. 

 Increasingly, critics of affirmative action are 
calling for color-blind policies that would end 
affirmative action. Presumably, such policies 
would allow all applicants to be judged fairly. 
However, opponents warn against the danger 
of    color-blind racism   —the use of the principle 
of race neutrality to defend a racially unequal 
status quo (see Chapter 10). Will “color-blind” 
policies put an end to institutional practices 
that now favor Whites, they ask? According to 
the latest data, for example, Harvard Univer-
sity admits 40 percent of those applicants who 

14-3  Affirmative Action 

 The term  affirmative action  first appeared in 
an executive order issued by President John F. 
Kennedy in 1961. That order called for contrac-
tors to “take affirmative action to ensure that 
applicants are employed, and that employees 
are treated during employment, without regard 
to their race, creed, color, or national origin.” 
In 1967, the order was amended by Presi-
dent Lyndon Johnson to prohibit discrimina-
tion on the basis of sex as well, but affirmative 
action remained a vague concept. Currently, 
   affirmative action    refers to positive efforts to 
recruit minority group members or women for 
jobs, promotions, and educational opportunities. 

 Sociologists—especially conflict and feminist 
theorists—view affirmative action as a legislative 
attempt to reduce the inequality embedded in 
the social structure by increasing opportunities 

for groups who were deprived in the past, such as 
women and African Americans. Despite the clear 
disparity in earnings between White males and 
other groups, however, many people doubt that 
everything done in the name of affirmative action 
is desirable. Critics warn against hiring and 
admissions quotas, complaining that they con-
stitute a kind of “reverse discrimination” against 
White males. 

 Affirmative action became a  prominent 
issue in state and national political campaigns 
in 1996, when California’s voters approved by 
a 54 to 46 percent margin the California Civil 
Rights Initiative. Better known as Proposition 209, 
this measure amends the state constitution 

are children of alumni—almost all of whom are 
White—compared to 11 percent of nonalumni 
children. Ironically, studies show that children 
of alumni are far more likely than either minor-
ity students or athletes to run into trouble 
academically. 

  LET’S DISCUSS 

    1. Is affirmative action part of the admissions 
policy at the college or university you attend? 
If so, do you think the policy has helped to 
level the playing field? Might it have excluded 
some qualified White applicants?  

   2. Take a poll of your classmates. What per-
centage of the class supports affirmative 
action in hiring and college admissions? 
How does that group break down in terms 
of gender, race, and ethnicity?    

 Sources: Massey and Mooney 2007; Pincus 2003, 
2008; University of Michigan 2003. 

   Critics warn against hiring and 
admissions quotas, complaining 

that they constitute a kind of 
“reverse discrimination” against 

White males.   

    The Supreme Court’s many decisions on the constitutionality of affirmative 
action programs have made it difficult for organizations to encourage diversity 
without transgressing the law.  

of middle-class managers and other white-collar employees with 
substantial incomes began to be laid off, suddenly the media 
began expressing great concern over downsizing. 

 The extended economic downturn that began in 2008 accel-
erated the processes of deindustrialization and downsizing. As 
the recession deepened, many plants shut down either temporar-
ily or permanently, leaving more and more workers without jobs. 
With those jobs and shuttered plants went any hope of restoring 
or expanding heavy industry, including automobile manufac-
turing. The bankruptcy of Chrysler and General Motors hit the 
midwestern states particularly hard. 

 The social costs of deindustrialization and downsizing 
cannot be overemphasized. Plant closings lead to substantial 

unemployment in a community, which has a devastating impact 
on both the micro and macro levels. On the micro level, the 
unemployed person and his or her family must adjust to a loss 
of spending power. Painting or re-siding the house, buying 
health insurance or saving for retirement, even thinking about 
having another child must be put aside. Both marital happi-
ness and family cohesion may suffer as a result. Although many 
dismissed workers eventually reenter the paid labor force, they 
must often accept less desirable positions with lower salaries 
and fewer benefits. Unemployment and underemployment are 
tied to many of the social problems discussed throughout this 
textbook, among them the need for child care and the contro-
versy over welfare. 
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thinking CRITICALLY

What evidence of deindustrialization or downsizing do 
you see, specifically, in your community? What broad 
economic shifts brought about those changes?

 Offshoring 
 U.S. firms have been outsourcing certain types of work for gen-
erations. For example, moderate-sized businesses such as furni-
ture stores and commercial laundries have long relied on outside 
trucking firms to make deliveries to their customers. The new 
trend toward    offshoring    carries this practice one step further, 
by transferring other types of work to foreign contractors. Now, 
even large companies are turning to overseas firms, many of 
them located in developing countries. Offshoring has become 
the latest tactic in the time-worn business strategy of raising 
profits by reducing costs. 

 Significantly, the transfer of work from one country to 
another is no longer limited to manufacturing. Office and pro-
fessional jobs are being exported, too, thanks to advanced tele-
communications.  Table 14-2  lists those occupations most likely 
to be offshored. 

In 2012, complaints about working conditions in Apple’s fac-
tories in China called attention to the fact that the company’s 
financial success had been built on outsourced labor. At one 
time, Apple manufactured its computers in the United States. 
Today the company still employs about 43,000 full-time work-
ers in the United States, and another 20,000 full-time workers 
abroad. However, Apple contracts on a short-term basis with 
an additional 700,000 workers who both engineer and build its 
products overseas (Duhigg and Bradsher 2012). 

 Because offshoring, like outsourcing in general, tends 
to improve the efficiency of business operations, it can be 
viewed as functional to society. Offshoring also increases 
economic interdependence in the production of goods and 
services, both in enterprises located just across town and in 
those located around the globe. Still, conflict theorists charge 
that this aspect of globalization furthers social inequality. 
Although moving high-tech work to developing countries 
does help to lower a company’s costs, the impact on techni-
cal and service workers at home is clearly devastating. Cer-
tainly middle-class workers are alarmed by the trend. Because 
offshoring increases efficiency, economists oppose efforts to 
block the practice and instead recommend assistance to dis-
placed workers. 

 There is a downside to offshoring for foreigners, as well. 
Although outsourcing is a significant source of employment 
for the upper-middle class in developing countries, hundreds 
of millions of other foreign workers have seen little to no 
positive impact from the trend. Thus the long-term impact 
of offshoring on developing nations is difficult to predict. 
Another practice,  microfinancing,  is having a more positive 
impact on the lower classes in developing nations: see the 
Social Policy section that follows (Goering 2008b; Waldman 
2004a, 2004b, 2004c). 

use your sociological imagination

Do you know anyone whose job has been transferred to 
a foreign country? If so, was the person able to find a 
comparable job in the same town, or did he or she have to 
relocate? How long was the person unemployed?

   Sources:  Bureau of Labor Statistics data cited in Hira 2008; Moncarz et al. 2008.  

 TABLE 14-2    OCCUPATIONS MOST VULNERABLE 

TO OFFSHORING 

Rank Occupation

 1 Computer programming

 2 Data entry

 3 Electrical and electronics drafting

 4 Mechanical drafting

 5 Computer and information science, research

 6 Actuarial science

 7 Mathematics

 8 Statistics

 9 Mathematical science (all other)

10 Film and video editing
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 In India, a very small loan has made a big change in a young 
mother’s life. Not many years ago Siyawati was dependent on 
what little income her husband could earn as a day laborer. Then 
a $212 microloan allowed her to buy a machine for making can-
dles. Today, Siyawati’s cottage venture has expanded into a factory 
with eight employees, and her monthly income has climbed from 
$42 to $425. Her increased earnings have allowed her to enroll 
her children in a good school—the dream of struggling parents 
in developing countries around the world (Glazer 2010:1). 

 Looking at the Issue 

 In some respects it offers a small solution to a big problem. 
   Microfinancing    is lending small sums of money to the poor so 
they can work their way out of poverty. Borrowers use the money 
to start small businesses in the informal economy—to buy yarn 
to weave into cloth, cows to produce milk, or tools, equipment, 
and bamboo to make stools. The products they produce are then 
sold in the local shops. Typically, microloans are less than $600, 
often as little as $20. The recipients are people who ordinarily 
would not be able to qualify for banking services. 

 Sometimes referred to as “banking the unbanked,” micro-
financing was the brainchild of Bangladeshi economist Muham-
mad Yunus (pronounced Iunus). In 1976, in the midst of a 
devastating famine in Bangladesh, Yunus founded the Grameen 
(meaning “Village”) Bank, which he headed until 2011. The idea 
came to him when he reached into his pocket to lend money to a 
group of villagers who had asked him for help. Working through 
local halls or meeting places, the Grameen Bank has now extended 
credit to nearly 7 million people. The idea has spread, and has even 
been underwritten by over a thousand for-profit banks and mul-
tinational organizations. According to the most recent estimates, 
microfinancing is now reaching 91 million people in 100 coun-
tries (Microfinance Information Exchange 2011; Yunus 2010). 

Although microfinancing has benefited many families, crit-
ics charge that some lenders are taking advantage of the poor. 
Especially in India, the extension of microloans to financially 
questionable projects with little chance for success has left some 
borrowers in debt. At the other extreme, some lenders have 
reaped extraordinary profits, both for themselves and for the 
investment banks they have created.

The microfinance movement is not a failure, however. It has 
evolved to offer borrowers scholarships, low-cost health care, 
and even solar power. Research supports the conclusion that the 
poorest of the poor can and do become entrepreneurs when they 
can obtain credit at acceptable interest rates (M. Fitzgerald 2011; 
D. Haase 2012). 

Applying Sociology

Researchers who draw on the interactionist approach have 
shown that there is more to microfinancing than money. A study 
done by microfinance expert Daryl Collins and his colleagues 
(2009), described in the opening excerpt to Chapter 9, shows 
how even with modest assistance, poor people can significantly 

  social policy and the Economy  

 Microfinancing 

improve their circumstances through mutual support. Collins 
asked villagers and slum dwellers in Bangladesh, India, and 
South Africa to keep diaries of how they spent every penny they 
earned. He and his team found that most of the poor households 
they studied did not live hand to mouth, spending everything 
they earned as soon as they got it. Instead, they used financial 
tools that were linked to their extended families and informal 
social networks. They saved money, squeezed it out of creditors 
whenever possible, ran sophisticated savings clubs, and took 
advantage of microfinancing whenever it was available. Their 
tactics suggested new methods of fighting poverty and encour-
aged the development of broader microfinance programs.

 Because an estimated 90 percent of the recipients of micro-
credit are women, feminist theorists are especially interested 
in the growth of microfinancing. Women’s economic status has 

    In 2006 Muhammad Yunus, founder of the Grameen Bank, was awarded the 
Nobel Peace Prize for his work in championing the concept of microfinanc-
ing. The small loans his bank makes to the poor, many of them women, have 
improved the quality of life of countless families.  
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sources of power and authority in political systems; the four major 

Summary
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structure in the United States; war and peace; changing economies; and 
microfinancing, a strategy for helping the poor to lift themselves out 
of poverty.362

 Lenders also need to work with political leaders, and vice versa, 
to ensure that they do not regard one another as competitors for 
political support from the poor. Some government leaders have 
gone so far as to charge lenders with profiteering at the expense 
of the poor, and to take extraordinary measures for the protection 
of borrowers. In 2010, officials of one state in India required all 
loans to be approved by the government, and their eventual repay-
ment to be made in person before a public official. To the degree 
that profiteering is truly a problem, some type of remedy, whether 
through legislation or self-monitoring, may need to be introduced. 
Given the cultural, political, and legal differences among nations 
where microfinanciers operate, the development of this type of 
government policy will be a major undertaking. 

  Taking Sociology with You 
    1. Do you think microfinancing might be useful in the United 

States? If so, how and under what conditions?  
   2. Using sociological concepts, explain why some politicians 

might resent microfinancing programs.  
   3. What obstacles might prevent poor people, either in the 

United States or elsewhere, from improving their lives 
through microfinancing? Might the government have a role 
to play in removing those obstacles?     

been found to be critical to the well-being of their 
children, and the key to a healthy household envi-
ronment. In developing countries, where women 
often are not treated as well as men, being entrusted 
with credit is particularly empowering to them. 
Research indicates that women recipients are more 
likely than men to participate in networks and col-
lective action groups, perhaps because they must 
overcome resistance to women as economic deci-
sion makers (Karides 2010; Sanyal 2009). 

 Drawing on world systems analysis (see Chapter 9), 
sociologist Marina Karides (2010) contrasts micro-
financing with the Western model of economic 
development, in which multinational corpora-
tions based in core countries take advantage of the 
low wages and natural resources in periphery and 
semi-periphery countries. The low-wage workers 
employed by the multinationals rarely escape subsis-
tence living, while the vast majority of people in core 
nations enjoy a comparatively high standard of liv-
ing. Microfinanciers hope that in contrast, the cot-
tage industries they help to establish will contribute to the local 
economies in developing countries, and ultimately to the well-
being of those societies, rather than merely serve the economic 
interests of core nations. 

 Some critics complain that the creation of small home-based 
industries reduces the demand for formal employment oppor-
tunities. Supporters of microenterprise counter that much time 
has passed without a significant change in job growth. Micro-
financing, they claim, is the best way to create sustainable market 
opportunities for the poor in developing nations, even if those 
opportunities are much less attractive than those available in 
core nations. 

  Initiating Policy 

 Even supporters of microfinancing acknowledge the need to 
reduce overlending and monitor the success of small loans in 
helping borrowers to escape poverty. Some indicators suggest 
that many borrowers do not achieve self-sufficiency. If that is 
true, lenders should increase their oversight and attempt to iden-
tify best practices—that is, those types of assistance that are most 
effective in helping the poor. Less than a decade ago, micro-
financing was hailed as the single best solution to world poverty. 
With modifications, it should continue to reduce hardship and 
suffering among the poor (Bajaj 2011a, 2011b; Glazer 2010). 

At a workshop in Mumbai, India, Sharda Bhandare cuts the pieces for a pair of gloves from a towel. 
Microloans make such small businesses possible, and help them to become self-sustaining.
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 1. With the Industrial Revolution, a new form of social structure 
emerged: the industrial society.

 2. Systems of capitalism vary in the degree to which the government 
regulates private ownership and economic activity, but all empha-
size the profit motive.

 3. The basic objective of socialism is to eliminate economic exploita-
tion and meet people’s needs.

 4. Marx believed that communism would evolve naturally out of 
socialism.

 5. In developing nations, the informal economy represents a signifi-
cant part of total economic activity. Yet because this sector depends 
largely on women’s work, it is undervalued.

 6. In the 1980s, the Chinese Communist Party began allowing Chi-
nese entrepreneurs to experiment with capitalist ventures. Today, 
multinational corporations are capitalizing on China’s huge work-
force to produce goods and services for sale not just to those in 
industrial nations, but to the people of China.

 7. There are three basic sources of power within any political system: 
force, influence, and authority.

 8. Max Weber identified three ideal types of authority: traditional, 
rational-legal, and charismatic.

 9. There are four basic types of government: monarchy, oligarchy, 
dictatorship, and democracy.

 10. Although political participation makes government accountable 
to citizens, voters display a great deal of apathy, both in the United 
States and in other countries.

 11. Women are still underrepresented in politics, but are becoming 
more successful at winning election to public office.

 12. Advocates of the elite model of the U.S. power structure see the 
nation as being ruled by a small group of individuals who share 
common political and economic interests: a power elite. Advocates 
of a pluralist model believe that power is shared more widely 
among conflicting groups.

 13. War may be defined as conflict between organizations that possess 
trained combat forces equipped with deadly weapons—a definition 
that includes conflict with terrorist nations. Peace is the absence 
of war, or more broadly, a proactive effort to develop cooperative 
relations among nations. 

 14. Affirmative action is intended to remedy the effects of discrim-
ination against minority groups and women in education and 
the workplace. The concept is controversial, however, because 
some people see it as reverse discrimination against majority 
groups.

 15. The world’s economies are changing, both in the United States and 
abroad. In the United States, workers are coping with deindustrial-
ization and offshoring, and employers are training an increasingly 
diverse workforce.

 16. In developing countries, microfinancing (“banking the unbanked”) 
is improving the lives of millions of poor people.

Key Terms

    Affirmative action    Positive efforts to recruit minority group members 
or women for jobs, promotions, and educational opportunities. 
(page 359)  

   Authority    Institutionalized power that is recognized by the people over 
whom it is exercised. (346)  

   Capitalism    An economic system in which the means of production are 
held largely in private hands and the main incentive for economic 
activity is the accumulation of profits. (341)  

   Charismatic authority    Power made legitimate by a leader’s exceptional 
personal or emotional appeal to his or her followers. (346)  

   Color-blind racism    The use of the principle of race neutrality to defend a 
racially unequal status quo. (359)  

   Communism    As an ideal type, an economic system under which all prop-
erty is communally owned and no social distinctions are made on the 
basis of people’s ability to produce. (343)  

   Deindustrialization    The systematic, widespread withdrawal of investment 
in basic aspects of productivity, such as factories and plants. (358)  

   Democracy    In a literal sense, government by the people. (348)  

   Dictatorship    A government in which one person has nearly total power to 
make and enforce laws. (348)  

   Downsizing    Reductions taken in a company’s workforce as part of 
deindustrialization. (358)  

   Economic system    The social institution through which goods and ser-
vices are produced, distributed, and consumed. (341)  

   Elite model    A view of society as being ruled by a small group of indi-
viduals who share a common set of political and economic interests. 
(352)  

Fair trade A movement in which consumers in industrialized countries vol-
untarily pay above-market prices for certain foods so that the workers 
who plant, pick, and pack the crops can receive higher wages. (340)

   Force    The actual or threatened use of coercion to impose one’s will on 
others. (346)  

   Industrial society    A society that depends on mechanization to produce 
its goods and services. (341)  

   Influence    The exercise of power through a process of persuasion. (346)  

   Informal economy    Transfers of money, goods, or services that are not 
reported to the government. (343)  

   Laissez-faire    A form of capitalism under which people compete freely, 
with minimal government intervention in the economy. (341)  

   Microfinancing    Lending small sums of money to the poor so they can 
work their way out of poverty. (361)  

   Monarchy    A form of government headed by a single member of a royal 
family, usually a king, queen, or some other hereditary ruler. (347)  

   Monopoly    Control of a market by a single business firm. (341 )  

Offshoring The transfer of work to foreign contractors. (360)

   Oligarchy    A form of government in which a few individuals rule. (347)  

   Peace    The absence of war, or more broadly, a proactive effort to develop 
cooperative relations among nations. (356)  

   Pluralist model    A view of society in which many competing groups within 
the community have access to government, so that no single group is 
dominant. (354)  

   Political system    The social institution that is founded on a recognized 
set of procedures for implementing and achieving society’s goals. 
(341)  
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   Politics    In Harold Lasswell’s words, “who gets what, when, and how.” (346)  

   Power    The ability to exercise one’s will over others. (346)  

   Power elite    A small group of military, industrial, and government leaders 
who control the fate of the United States. (353)  

   Rational-legal authority    Power made legitimate by law. (346)  

   Representative democracy    A form of government in which certain indi-
viduals are selected to speak for the people. (348)  

   Socialism    An economic system under which the means of production 
and distribution are collectively owned. (343)  

Sovereignty movement The effort by the indigenous people of Hawai’i to 
win self-government, as well as the restoration of—or compensation 
for—their ancestral lands. (349)

   Terrorism    The use or threat of violence against random or symbolic tar-
gets in pursuit of political aims. (357)  

   Totalitarianism    Virtually complete government control and surveillance 
over all aspects of a society’s social and political life. (348)  

   Traditional authority    Legitimate power conferred by custom and accepted 
practice. (346)  

   War    Conflict between organizations that possess trained combat forces 
equipped with deadly weapons. (355)   

TAKING SOCIOLOGY with you

   1. Pick a nongovernmental organization with worldwide recognition, 
such as the Red Cross, Doctors Without Borders, or Amnesty Inter-
national. Go online and find out how the organization works on 
behalf of peace. What specifically has this NGO done to prevent or 
stop war?  

   2. If you aren’t already familiar with it, visit your local community col-
lege and stop by the administration office. Ask what programs the 
college has to offer in workforce development. What skills is the 

college currently developing for tomorrow’s workforce? What will 
those skills mean, not just for students, but for the community as a 
whole?  

3. If your college has a club for young Republicans or Democrats, 
attend one of their meetings. What issues are members interested in, 
and why? How are they planning to put their beliefs into action? Are 
they concerned about voter apathy among young people?

Self-Quiz

Read each question carefully and then select the best answer.

 1. Which two basic types of economic system distinguish contemporary industrial 
societies?

 a. capitalism and communism
 b. capitalism and socialism
 c. socialism and communism
 d. capitalism and dictatorship

 2. According to the discussion of capitalism in the text, which of the following 
statements is true?

 a. The means of production are held largely in private hands.
 b. The main incentive for economic activity is the accumulation of profits.
 c. The degree to which the government regulates private ownership and 

economic activity will vary.
 d. all of the above

 3. G. William Domhoff’s model is an example of a(n)
 a. elite theory of power.
 b. pluralist theory of power.
 c. functionalist theory of power.
 d. interactionist theory of power.

 4. In terms of voter turnout, the United States typically ranks
 a. highest among all countries.
 b. highest among industrialized nations.
 c. lowest among industrialized nations.
 d. lowest among all countries.

 5. What are the three basic sources of power within any political system?
 a. force, influence, and authority
 b. force, influence, and democracy
 c. force, legitimacy, and charisma
 d. influence, charisma, and bureaucracy

 6. Which of the following is not part of the classification system of authority 
developed by Max Weber?

 a. traditional authority
 b. pluralist authority
 c. legal-rational authority
 d. charismatic authority

 7. According to C. Wright Mills, power rests in the hands of the
 a. people.
 b. representative democracy.
 c. aristocracy.
 d. power elite.

 8. The systematic, widespread withdrawal of investment in basic aspects of 
productivity such as factories and plants is called

 a. deindustrialization.
 b. downsizing.
 c. postindustrialization.
 d. gentrification.

 9. Sociologists and labor specialists foresee a workforce increasingly composed of
 a. women.
 b. racial minorities.
 c. ethnic minorities.
 d. all of the above

 10. Currently, ______________________ ______________________ refers to 
positive efforts to recruit minority group members or women for jobs, promotions, 
and educational opportunities.

 a. equal rights
 b. affirmative action
 c. work programs
 d. equal action
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THINKING ABOUT 

Margin Call

Seen from the perspective of an investment banker, this drama explores 

the onset of the global financial crisis. 

The Company Men

Corporate downsizing forces a white-collar worker to enter a blue-collar 

profession.

Countdown to Zero

This documentary explores the dangers of nuclear weapons in a global 

context.

 11. The principle of ______________________ ______________________, as expounded and endorsed by the British economist Adam Smith, was the prevailing form of 
capitalism immediately following the Industrial Revolution.

 12. Under ______________________, the means of production and distribution in a society are collectively rather than privately owned, and the basic objective of the economic 
system is to meet people’s needs rather than to maximize profits.

 13. ______________________ is an economic system under which all property is communally owned and no social distinctions are made based on people’s ability to produce.

 14. ______________________ theorists point out that while pure monopolies are not a basic element of the economy of the United States, competition is much more restricted 
than one might expect in what is called a free enterprise system.

 15. Some capitalist nations, such as the United States, outlaw ______________________ through antitrust legislation.

 16. The elite model of political power implies that the United States has a(n) ______________________ as its form of government.

 17. Sexism has been the most serious barrier to women interested in holding public office. To remedy this situation, many countries have adopted ______________________ for 
female representatives.

 18. ______________________ is the exercise of power through a process of persuasion.

 19. The United States is commonly classified as a(n) ______________________ ______________________, because the elected members of Congress and state 
legislatures make our laws.

 20. Advocates of the ______________________ model suggest that competing groups within the community have access to government, so that no single group is dominant.

Answers
1 (b); 2 (d); 3 (a); 4 (c); 5 (a); 6 (b); 7 (d); 8 (a); 9 (d); 10 (b); 11 laissez-faire; 12 socialism; 13 Communism; 14 Conflict; 15 monopolies; 16 oligarchy; 17 quotas; 18 Influence; 
19 representative democracy; 20 pluralist
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} INSIDE
Sociological Perspectives 

on Health and Illness

Social Epidemiology and 
Health

Health Care in the United 
States

Sociological Perspectives 
on the Environment

Environmental Issues

Social Policy and 
the Environment: 
Environmentalism

The environment is a major 
influence on our health and 

well-being. By providing clean, 
sustainable energy, this wind 
farm in Dhule, India, helps to 

preserve our ecosystem. Since 
1980, nations around the world 

have been turning to wind 
turbines as a source of electric 

power.
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 In this excerpt from  Shopping Our Way to Safety: How We 
Changed from Protecting the Environment to Protecting Our-
selves,  sociologist Andrew Szasz links the environmental con-
sciousness that arose from the environmental movement to a 
new category of products and services. Today, he notes, many 
people fear the everyday environmental hazards present in their 
immediate environment, from the tap water to the air. Rather 
than work for the health of the environment as a whole, some try 
to quarantine themselves from these perceived threats by shop-
ping for supposedly pure, uncontaminated food, clothing, furni-
ture, and cleaning products. 

 There is little question that some people do try to shop their way 
to safety. However, as Szasz notes, unless their largely individual 

responses go beyond self-protection, they won’t improve society’s 
health. What are the many people who cannot afford to drink 
bottled water or move to a healthier environment supposed to do? 
Won’t the environment eventually reach a state that will threaten 
everyone, no matter how much organic food they consume? 

 What defines a healthy environment? How does health care 
vary from one social class to another and from one nation to 
another? In this chapter, we present a sociological overview of 
health, illness, health care, and medicine as a social institution. 
We begin by examining how functionalists, conflict theorists, 
interactionists, and labeling theorists look at health-related 
issues. Then we study the distribution of diseases in a society by 
social class, race and ethnicity, gender, and age. 

  Not that long ago, hardly 
a generation back, people 
did not worry about the food 
they ate. They did not worry 
about the water they drank 
or the air they breathed. It 
never occurred to them that 
eating, drinking water, satis-
fying basic, mundane bodily 
needs, might be dangerous 
things to do. Parents thought 
it was good for their kids to 
go outside, get some sun. 

 That is all changed now. 
People see danger every-
where. Food, water, air, sun. 

We cannot do without them. Sadly, we now also fear them. We suspect 
that the water that flows from the tap is contaminated with chemi-
cals that can make us ill. We have learned 
that conventionally grown fruits and veg-
etables have pesticide residues and that 
when we eat meat from conventionally 
raised animals, we are probably getting 
a dose of antibiotics and hormones, too. 
Contaminants can be colorless, tasteless, and odorless, invisible to 
the senses, and that fact increases the feeling of vulnerability. 

 According to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), indoor 
air is more toxic than outdoor air. That is because many household 
cleaning products and many contemporary home furnishings—
carpets, drapes, the fabrics that cover sofas and easy chairs, furniture 
made of particle board—outgas toxic volatile organic chemicals. OK, 
we will go outside . . . only to inhale diesel exhaust, particulates sus-
pended in the air, molecules of toxic chemicals wafting from factory 
smokestacks.

  Even sunshine is now considered by many a hazard. Expose your-
self to too much sun and your skin will age prematurely. You risk getting 
skin cancer. The ozone layer has thinned, making exposure to sunlight 

even more dangerous. The incidence of melanoma, the deadliest form 
of skin cancer, is on the rise. 

 The response has been swift. Everywhere one looks, Americans are 
buying consumer products that promise to reduce their exposure to 
harmful substances. 

 In 1975, Americans were drinking, on average, one gallon of bot-
tled water per person per year. By 2005, the latest year for which we 
have data, consumption had grown to twenty-six gallons per person 
per year, over seven and a half billion gallons of bottled water. Bottled 
water used to account for only a tiny fraction of beverage consump-
tion, inconsequential when compared to soft drinks, coffee and tea, 
beer, milk, and juice. Today, after enjoying years of “enviable, unending 
growth,” bottled water has become the “superstar [of] the beverage 
industry.” In addition, nearly half of all households use some kind of 
water filter in the home. 

 A couple of decades back, organic foods had only a tiny share of 
the overall food market. Organically grown foods were sold, typically, in 
small “health food” stores. They were hard to find, even if you wanted 

them. Few people did. But now, after years 
of 20 percent annual growth, organic food 
is mainstream. There are not only organic 
fruits and vegetables but organic breads 
and cereals, organic meat, fish, and dairy, 
organic beer, organic snack food. One 

can find organic foods in large, attractive, upscale chain stores, such 
as Whole Foods, and also increasingly in mainstream supermarkets. 
Safeway and Wal-Mart both sell organic foods. 

 Those who can afford it buy “organic” or “natural” personal hygiene 
products, shampoo, soap, makeup; “nontoxic” home cleaning prod-
ucts; clothing made of natural fibers; furniture made of real wood; 
and rugs made of natural fiber. There is a new ritual in America 
(at least in middle-class America): applying 30 SPF sunscreen to our 
children’s exposed skin every morning before they go to school, to 
summer camp, or to the beach.  

   (A. Szasz 2007:1–2)  Additional information about this excerpt can be found on the Online 

Learning Center at  www.mhhe.com/schaeferbrief10e .  

People see danger everywhere. Food, water, 
air, sun. We cannot do without them. Sadly, 

we now also fear them.

Do you remember a time when you or your parents didn’t worry about 
the food you ate and the water you drank?

Andrew Szasz does. It was a time before the environmental movement.
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Health practices vary from one country to another. Unlike people in most 
other societies, the Japanese often wear surgical masks in public, to protect 
themselves from disease or pollution. The practice began in 1919, when the 
worldwide Spanish flu epidemic became a public health menace. Today mask–
wearing persists even when there is no public health threat.
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because it can undermine social stability. Attempting to get well 
is particularly important in the world’s developing countries. 
Modern automated industrial societies can absorb a greater 
degree of illness or disability than horticultural or agrarian 
societies, in which the availability of workers is far more critical 
(Conrad 2009b). 

 According to Parsons’s theory, physicians function as  gate-
keepers  for the sick role. They verify a patient’s condition either 
as “illness” or as “recovered.” The ill person becomes dependent 
on the physician, because the latter can control valued rewards 
(not only treatment of illness, but also excused absences from 
work and school). Parsons suggests that the physician–patient 
relationship is somewhat like that between parent and child. Like 
a parent, the physician helps the patient to enter society as a full 
and functioning adult (Weitz 2009). 

 The concept of the sick role is not without criticism. First, 
patients’ judgments regarding their own state of health may be 
related to their gender, age, social class, and ethnic group. For 
example, younger people may fail to detect warning signs of a 
dangerous illness, while elderly people may focus too much on 
the slightest physical malady. Second, the sick role may be more 
applicable to people who are experiencing short-term illnesses 
than to those with recurring, long-term illnesses. Finally, even 
simple factors, such as whether a person is employed, seem to 
affect one’s willingness to assume the sick role—as does the 
impact of socialization into a particular occupation or activity. 

  Sociological Perspectives

on Health and Illness 

   H ow can we define health? Imagine a continuum with health 
on one end and death on the other. In the preamble to its 

1946 constitution, the World Health Organization defined    health    
as a “state of complete physical, mental, and social well-being, 
and not merely the absence of disease and infirmity” (Leavell 
and Clark 1965:14). In this definition, the “healthy” end of the 
continuum represents an ideal rather than a precise condition. 

 Along the continuum, individuals define themselves as 
healthy or sick on the basis of criteria established by themselves 
and relatives, friends, co-workers, and medical practitioners. 
Health and illness, in other words, are socially constructed. They 
are rooted in culture and are defined by claims makers—people 
who describe themselves as healthy or ill—as well as by a broad 
range of interested parties, including health care providers, 
pharmaceutical firms, and even food providers (Conrad and 
Barker 2010). 

 Because health is socially constructed, we can consider how it 
varies in different situations or cultures. Why is it that you may 
consider yourself sick or well when others do not agree? Who 
controls definitions of health and illness in our society, and for 
what ends? What are the consequences of viewing yourself (or of 
being viewed) as ill or disabled? By drawing on four sociologi-
cal perspectives—functionalism, conflict theory, interactionism, 
and labeling theory—we can gain greater insight into the social 
context that shapes definitions of health and the treatment of 
illness.  

 Functionalist Perspective  
 Illness entails breaks in our social interactions, both at work and 
at home. From a functionalist perspective, being sick must there-
fore be controlled, so that not too many people are released from 
their societal responsibilities at any one time. Functionalists con-
tend that an overly broad definition of illness would disrupt the 
workings of a society. 

 Sickness requires that one take on a social role, if only tem-
porarily. The    sick role    refers to societal expectations about the 
attitudes and behavior of a person viewed as being ill. Sociolo-
gist Talcott Parsons (1951, 1975), well known for his contribu-
tions to functionalist theory, outlined the behavior required of 
people who are considered sick. They are exempted from their 
normal, day-to-day responsibilities and generally do not suffer 
blame for their condition. Yet they are obligated to try to get well, 
which includes seeking competent professional care. This obli-
gation arises from the common view that illness is dysfunctional, 

 We’ll look too at the evolution of the U.S. health care system. 
Sociologists are interested in the roles people play in the health 
care system and the organizations that deal with issues of health 
and sickness. Therefore, we will analyze the interactions among 
physicians, nurses, and patients; alternatives to traditional health 
care; and the role of government in providing health care ser-
vices to the needy.  

 Later in the chapter, we examine the environmental problems 
facing the world in the 21st century, and we draw on the func-
tionalist and conflict perspectives to better understand environ-
mental issues. We’ll see that it is important not to oversimplify 
the relationship between health and the environment. Finally, in 
the Social Policy section we explore the recently renewed inter-
est in environmentalism. 
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The growing concern about obesity among the young has focused attention on their eating habits and their 
need for exercise. Concern about obesity is a sign of the medicalization of society.
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370 making. It also becomes more difficult to view these issues 

as being shaped by social, cultural, or psychological factors, 
rather than simply by physical or medical factors (Caplan 1989; 
Conrad 2009a). 

 Second, medicine serves as an agent of social control by 
retaining absolute jurisdiction over many health care proce-
dures. It has even attempted to guard its jurisdiction by placing 
health care professionals such as chiropractors and nurse-
midwives outside the realm of acceptable medicine. Despite 
the fact that midwives first brought professionalism to child 
delivery, they have been portrayed as having invaded the “legit-
imate” field of obstetrics, in both the United States and Mexico. 
Nurse-midwives have sought licensing as a way to achieve pro-
fessional respectability, but physicians continue to exert power 
to ensure that midwifery remains a subordinate occupation 
(Scharnberg 2007). 

  Inequities in Health Care   The medicalization of society is but 
one concern of conflict theorists as they assess the workings of 
health care institutions. As we have seen throughout this text-
book, in analyzing any issue, conflict theorists seek to determine 
who benefits, who suffers, and who dominates at the expense 
of others. Viewed from a conflict perspective, glaring inequities 
exist in health care delivery in the United States. For example, 
poor areas tend to be underserved because medical services con-
centrate where people are wealthy. 

 Similarly, from a global perspective, obvious inequities 
exist in health care delivery. Today, the United States has about 
27 physicians per 10,000 people, while African nations have 
fewer than 1 per 10,000. This situation is only worsened by the 
   brain drain   —the immigration to the United States and other 
industrialized nations of skilled workers, professionals, and tech-
nicians who are desperately needed in their home countries. 
As part of this brain drain, physicians, nurses, and other health 
care professionals have come to the United States from develop-
ing countries such as India, Pakistan, and various African states. 

For example, beginning in childhood, athletes learn to define 
certain ailments as “sports injuries” and therefore do not regard 
themselves as “sick.” Nonetheless, sociologists continue to 
rely on Parsons’s model for functionalist analysis of the rela-
tionship between illness and societal expectations of the sick 
(Curry 1993). 

use your sociological imagination

Describe some situations you have witnessed that illustrate 
different definitions of the “sick role.”

 Conflict Perspective  
 Conflict theorists observe that the medical profession has 
assumed a preeminence that extends well beyond whether to 
excuse a student from school or an employee from work. Soci-
ologist Eliot Freidson (1970:5) has likened the position of medi-
cine today to that of state religions yesterday—it has an officially 
approved monopoly of the right to define health and illness and 
to treat illness. Conflict theorists use the term  medicalization of 
society  to refer to the growing role of medicine as a major insti-
tution of social control (Conrad 2009a; McKinlay and McKinlay 
1977; Zola 1972, 1983). 

  The Medicalization of Society   Social control involves tech-
niques and strategies for regulating behavior in order to enforce 
the distinctive norms and values of a culture. Typically, we think 
of informal social control as occurring within families and 
peer groups, and formal social control as being carried out by 
authorized agents such as police officers, judges, school admin-
istrators, and employers. Viewed from a conflict perspective, 
however, medicine is not simply a “healing profession”; it is a 
regulating mechanism. 

 How does medicine manifest its 
social control? First, medicine has 
greatly expanded its domain of exper-
tise in recent decades. Physicians now 
examine a wide range of issues, among 
them sexuality, old age, anxiety, obe-
sity, child development, alcoholism, and 
drug addiction. We tolerate this expan-
sion of the boundaries of medicine 
because we hope that these experts can 
bring new “miracle cures” to complex 
human problems, as they have to the 
control of certain infectious diseases. 

 The social significance of this 
expanding medicalization is that 
once a problem is viewed using a 
 medical model —once medical experts 
become influential in proposing and 
assessing relevant public policies—
it becomes more difficult for com-
mon people to join the discussion 
and exert influence on decision 
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FIGURE 15-1  INFANT MORTALITY RATES 

IN SELECTED COUNTRIES

Source: Haub 2011.
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as yet another way in which the world’s core industrialized 
nations enhance their quality of life at the expense of develop-
ing countries. One way the developing countries suffer is in 
lower life expectancy. In Africa and much of Latin America and 
Asia, life expectancy is far lower than in industrialized nations 
(Bureau of the Census 2010a; World Bank 2009). 

 Conflict theorists emphasize that inequities in health care 
have clear life-and-death consequences. From a conflict perspec-
tive, the dramatic differences in  infant mortality rates  around the 
world ( Figure 15-1 ) reflect, at least in part, unequal distribution 
of health care resources based on the wealth or poverty of vari-
ous nations. The    infant mortality rate    is the number of deaths of 
infants under 1 year old per 1,000 live births in a given year. This 
measure is an important indicator of a society’s level of health 
care; it reflects prenatal nutrition, delivery procedures, and 
infant screening measures. Still, despite the wealth of the United 
States, at least 41 nations have  lower  infant mortality rates. Con-
flict theorists point out that unlike the United States, these coun-
tries offer some form of government-supported health care for 
all citizens, which typically leads to greater availability and use of 
prenatal care (Mathews and MacDorman 2011). 

use your sociological imagination

From a sociological point of view, what might be the great-
est challenge to reducing inequities in health care?

  Interactionist Perspective 
 From an interactionist point of view, patients are not passive; often, 
they actively seek the services of a health care practitioner. In 
examining health, illness, and medicine as a social institution, then, 
interactionists engage in micro-level study of the roles played by 
health care professionals and patients. Interactionists are particu-
larly interested in how physicians learn to play their occupational 
role. According to Brenda L. Beagan (2001), the technical language 
students learn in medical school becomes the basis for the script 
they follow as novice physicians. The familiar white coat is their 
costume—one that helps them to appear confident 
and professional at the same time that it identi-
fies them as doctors to patients and other 
staff members. Beagan found that many 
medical students struggle to project the 
appearance of competence that they 
think their role demands. 

 Sometimes patients play an active role 
in health care by  failing  to follow a physi-
cian’s advice. For example, some patients 
stop taking medications long before they 
should. Some take an incorrect dosage on 
purpose, and others never even fill their 
prescriptions. Such noncompliance results 
in part from the prevalence of self-medication 
in our society; many people are accustomed to 
self-diagnosis and self-treatment. On the other 

hand, patients’ active involvement in their health care 
can sometimes have very  positive  consequences. Some 

patients read books about preventive health care 
techniques, attempt to maintain a healthful 
and nutritious diet, carefully monitor any side 

effects of medication, and adjust the dos-
age based on perceived side effects.  

 Labeling Perspective 
 Labeling theory helps us to understand 
why certain people are  viewed  as devi-
ants, “bad kids,” or criminals, whereas 

others whose behavior is similar are not. 
Labeling theorists also suggest that the des-

ignation “healthy” or “ill” generally involves social 
definition by others. Just as police officers, judges, 
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Lola Adedokun, Independent Consultant, Health Care Research

When Lola Adedokun entered Dartmouth College, she was thinking of concen-
trating in biology and premedical studies. But after taking a sociology course 
on racial disparities, she realized that sociology was the only subject that 
offered courses on topics she was passionate about. Eventually, she settled 
on sociology, along with a special social science major in health policy that 
she created herself.

Today, Adedokun is a consultant on a number of health-
related research projects. One, funded by the National Institutes 
of Health (NIH), is a follow-up study of an international train-
ing program for researchers and clinicians working on HIV/AIDS. 
Another, funded by the Centers for Disease Control and Preven-
tion (CDC), focuses on the sexual behaviors of heterosexuals at 
high risk of contracting HIV. “Understanding human behavior and 
human sexual behavior as well as the cultural and social issues 
that drive this behavior is essential,” she explains. Adedokun is 
also a graduate research assistant at the National Center for 
Children in Poverty, where she conducts and analyzes interviews 
with families, children, and mental health professionals.

Each week is different for this self-employed researcher. Often she works 
from home, conducting interviews over the phone and analyzing data on her own 
computer. At other times she works at her clients’ offices, using their proprietary 
software. Adedokun also trains teams of interviewers and serves as a liaison 
between agencies. “I have a lot of face-to-face contact interviewing clients and 
researching people from high-risk communities,” she says. “The nature of the 

TAKING SOCIOLOGY TO WORK

work is much like the field of sociology—it is vast and broad, and I’m thinking 
about it all the time. In that way, my work does not feel like work.”

Travel has been one of the high points in Adedokun’s career. “The most 
amazing opportunity I have had in the last few years was traveling to Asia, 
Africa, and Latin America to conduct interviews with some of the world’s lead-
ing HIV/AIDS researchers,” she says. “I was able to truly get a sense of the 

challenges and the achievements that these researchers have 
encountered.”

Asked what advice she would give to current students of soci-
ology, Adedokun replies, “One piece of advice is that you would 
be doing yourself a disservice to distance yourself from this 
important material. It is the fundamentals of sociology that will 
be most relevant to any area that you choose to pursue in your 
future,” she continues, “so ask questions, debate, discuss, and 
argue, as the knowledge that you will pull from that will prove to 
be the greatest academic lessons you may ever learn.”

LET’S DISCUSS

 1. What social issue or problem do you feel passionate about, and how can 
sociology help to address it?

 2. Adedokun is a self-starter who created her own major and is now pursu-
ing a career on her own. Have you ever considered creating your own 
career path, rather than relying on large institutions to map your future? 
What might be the benefits of such an approach? The drawbacks?
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and other regulators of social control have the power to define 
certain people as criminals, health care professionals (especially 
physicians) have the power to define certain people as sick. 
Moreover, like labels that suggest nonconformity or criminal-
ity, labels that are associated with illness commonly reshape 
how others treat us and how we see ourselves. Our society 
attaches serious consequences to labels that suggest less-than-
perfect physical or mental health (H. Becker 1963; C. Clark 1983; 
H. Schwartz 1994). 

 A historical example illustrates perhaps the ultimate extreme 
in labeling social behavior as a sickness. As enslavement of 
Africans in the United States came under increasing attack in the 
19th century, medical authorities provided new rationalizations 
for the oppressive practice. Noted physicians published articles 
stating that the skin color of Africans deviated from “healthy” 
white skin coloring because Africans suffered from congenital 
leprosy. Moreover, the continuing efforts of enslaved Africans 
to escape from their White masters were classified as an exam-
ple of the “disease” of drapetomania (or “crazy runaways”). The 
prestigious  New Orleans Medical and Surgical Journal  suggested 
that the remedy for this “disease” was to treat slaves kindly, as 
one might treat children. Apparently, these medical authorities 
would not entertain the view that it was healthy and sane to flee 
slavery or join in a slave revolt (T. Szasz 2010). 

 According to labeling theorists, we can view a variety of life 
experiences as illnesses or not. Premenstrual syndrome, post-
traumatic stress disorders, and hyperactivity have now been 
labeled medically recognized disorders. In addition, the medical 
community continues to disagree over whether chronic fatigue 
syndrome constitutes a medical illness. 

 Probably the most noteworthy medical example of labeling is 
the case of homosexuality. For years, psychiatrists classified being 
gay or lesbian not as a lifestyle but as a mental disorder subject 
to treatment. This official sanction became an early target of the 
growing gay and lesbian rights movement in the United States. 
In 1974, members of the American Psychiatric Association voted 
to drop homosexuality from the standard manual on mental dis-
orders (Conrad 2009a). 

  Table 15-1  summarizes four major sociological perspectives 
on health and illness. Although they may seem quite different, 
two common themes unite them. First, any person’s health or 
illness is more than an organic condition, since it is subject to 
the interpretation of others. The impact of culture, family and 
friends, and the medical profession means that health and illness 
are not purely biological occurrences, but sociological occur-
rences as well. Second, since members of a society (especially 
industrial societies) share the same health care delivery system, 
health is a group and societal concern. Although health may be 
defined as the complete well-being of an individual, it is also the 
result of one’s social environment, as the next section will show 
(Cockerham 2012). 

thinking CRITICALLY

Describe an occasion on which people you know 
disagreed about a socially applied medical label. 
What was the label, and why did people disagree?
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Tracking Sociological Perspectives

Functionalist Conflict Interactionist Labeling

Major emphasis Control of the number of people 
who are considered sick

Overmedicalization
Gross inequities in 
health care

Doctor–patient relationship
Interaction of medical staff

Definition of 
illness and health

Controlling factors Physician as gatekeeper Medical profession
Social inequities

Medical profession Medical 
profession

Proponents Talcott Parsons Paul Starr
Thomas Szasz
Irving Zola

Doug Maynard Thomas Szasz

TABLE 15-1  SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES ON 

HEALTH AND ILLNESS

When people who do not have health insurance seek medical care, their condition is often more critical 
than it would be had they been receiving regular preventive care from a primary care provider. And the care 
they receive, especially in an emergency room, is much more expensive than the care in a doctor’s office.
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per 100,000 people, they are called    morbidity rates    .  The term  
mortality rate    refers to the incidence of  death  in a given popula-
tion. Sociologists find morbidity rates useful because they reveal 
that a specific disease occurs more frequently in one segment of a 
population than another. As we shall see, social class, race, ethnic-
ity, gender, and age can all affect a population’s morbidity rates.  

  Social Class 
 Social class is clearly associated with differences in morbidity 
and mortality rates. Studies in the United States and other coun-
tries have consistently shown that people in the lower classes 
have higher rates of mortality and disability than others. 

 Why is class linked to health? Crowded living conditions, sub-
standard housing, poor diet, and stress all contribute to the ill 
health of many low-income people in the United States. In certain 
instances, poor education may lead to a lack of awareness of mea-
sures necessary to maintain good health. Financial strains are cer-
tainly a major factor in the health problems of less affluent people. 

  Social Epidemiology and Health 

  Social epidemiology    is the study of the distribution of dis-
ease, impairment, and general health status across a population. 
 Initially, epidemiologists concentrated on the scientific study of 
epidemics, focusing on how they started and spread. Contempo-
rary social epidemiology is much broader in scope, concerned 
not only with epidemics but also with nonepidemic diseases, 
injuries, drug addiction and alcoholism, suicide, and mental ill-
ness. Epidemiologists have taken on the new role of tracking bio-
terrorism. In 2001, they mobilized to trace the anthrax outbreak 
and prepare for any terrorist use of smallpox or other lethal 
microbes. Epidemiologists draw on the work of a wide variety of 
scientists and researchers, among them physicians, sociologists, 
public health officials, biologists, veterinarians, demographers, 
anthropologists, psychologists, and meteorologists. 

 Researchers in social epidemiology commonly use two con-
cepts:  incidence  and  prevalence.     Incidence    refers to the number 
of new cases of a specific disorder that occur 
within a given population during a stated 
period, usually a year. For example, the inci-
dence of AIDS in the United States in 2010 was 
48,079 cases. In contrast,    prevalence    refers to 
the total number of cases of a specific disor-
der that exist at a given time. The prevalence 
of HIV/AIDS in the United States is about 
800,000 cases. 

 Worldwide, an estimated 33 million people 
were infected with HIV at the end of 2009. 
Women account for a growing proportion of 
new cases of HIV/AIDS, especially among 
racial and ethnic minorities. Although the 
spread of AIDS is stabilizing, with only grad-
ual increases in reported cases, the disease is 
not evenly distributed. Those areas that are 
least equipped to deal with it—the developing 
nations of sub-Saharan Africa—face the great-
est challenge (Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention 2012c;  Figure 15-2  on page 374). 

 When disease incidence figures are pre-
sented as rates, or as the number of reports 
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MAPPING LIFE WORLDWIDE

Note: Data for the 33.3 million people (estimated range, 31.4–35.8 million) living with HIV at the end of 2009.
Source: UNAIDS 2010:23.
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FIGURE 15-2 PEOPLE LIVING WITH HIV
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Longer Life Spans, More Social Change
Improved public health—a significant social change in itself—brings 
longer life expectancy. Ironically, this particular social change means 
that people living in the 21st century will experience more social change 
than past generations, and more stress because of it.

On average, a person born in the United States in 1900 could anticipate liv-
ing to the age of 47. By 1927, life expectancy in the United States had been extended to age 60; 
by 1964, to age 70. By 1994, the birth year of many first-year college students today, average life 
expectancy had risen to 75 years. Those born in 2020 are expected to live—and experience social 
change—for over 79 years.

Significant differences in life expectancy exist among subgroups of the population. Women live 
longer than men, and Whites live longer than Blacks. Among those born in 1994, for example, a 
White female can anticipate living to 79.6 years of age, while a Black male can anticipate a life 
span of 64.9 years—the expected age of White females born in 1935.
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 What is particularly troubling about social class differences 
is that they appear to be cumulative. Little or no health care in 
childhood or young adulthood is likely to mean more illness 
later in life. The longer that low income presents a barrier to 

adequate health care, the more chronic and difficult to treat ill-
ness becomes (Pampel et al. 2010; Phelan et al. 2010). 

 Another reason for the link between social class and health is 
that the poor—many of whom belong to racial and ethnic minor-

ities—are less able than others to afford quality med-
ical care. The affluent are more likely than 

others to have health insurance, either 
because they can afford it or because 

they have jobs that provide it. This 
situation has been deteriorating over 
time, as employer-provided coverage 
(the most common form of health 

insurance) declined steadily from 2000 
through 2009. In 2008, 46.3 million 

people reported going without health care 
because they could not pay for it; in 2009, 
50.7 million went without. And increas-
ingly, pharmacists reported that people 
were purchasing only those medications 
they “needed the most,” or were buying 
in small quantities, such as four pills at a 
time. Even for children, many of whom are 
eligible for government-subsidized health 
insurance, coverage varies widely, rang-
ing from 98.5 percent in Massachusetts to 
81.6 percent in Nevada ( Figure 15-3 ).     
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Think about It
Do you know people whose children don’t have health insurance? If so, how has the lack of insurance affected their decisions 
about their children’s medical treatment?

FIGURE 15-3 PERCENTAGE OF CHILDREN WITHOUT HEALTH INSURANCE H
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 Finally, in the view of Karl Marx and contemporary conflict 
theorists, capitalist societies such as the United States care more 
about maximizing profits than they do about the health and 
safety of industrial workers. As a result, government agencies do 
not take forceful action to regulate conditions in the workplace, 
and workers suffer many preventable job-related injuries and ill-
nesses. As we will see later in this chapter, research also shows 
that the lower classes are more vulnerable to environmental pol-
lution than are the affluent, not only where they work but where 
they live. 

use your sociological imagination

Does the cost of health care affect the way you receive 
medical services?

  Race and Ethnicity 
 The health profiles of many racial and ethnic minorities 
reflect the social inequality evident in the United States. The 
poor economic and environmental conditions of groups such 

as African Americans, Hispanics, and Native Americans are 
manifested in high morbidity and mortality rates for those 
groups. It is true that some diseases, such as sickle-cell anemia 
among Blacks, have a clear genetic basis. But in most instances, 
environmental factors contribute to the differential rates of 
disease and death. 

 As noted earlier, infant mortality is regarded as a primary 
indicator of health care. There is a significant gap in the United 
States between the infant mortality rates of African Americans 
and Whites. Generally, the rate of infant death is more than twice 
as high among Blacks (MacDorman and Mathews 2009). 

 The medical establishment is not exempt from racism. Unfor-
tunately, the media often focus on obvious forms of racism, such 
as hate crimes, while overlooking more insidious forms in social 
institutions like the medical establishment. Minorities receive 
inferior medical care even when they are insured. Despite hav-
ing access to care, Blacks, Latinos, and Native Americans are 
treated unequally as a result of racial prejudice and differences 
in the quality of various health care plans. Furthermore, national 
clinical studies have shown that even allowing for differences in 
income and insurance coverage, racial and ethnic minorities are 
less likely than other groups to receive both standard health care 
and life-saving treatment for conditions such as HIV infection 
(Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 2011b; Long and 
Masi 2009). 
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Waitzkin (1986) suggests that racial tensions also contribute to 
the medical problems of Blacks. In his view, the stress that results 
from racial prejudice and discrimination helps to explain the 
higher rates of hypertension found among African Americans 
(and Hispanics) compared to Whites. Hypertension—twice as 
common in Blacks as in Whites—is believed to be a critical factor 
in Blacks’ high mortality rates from heart disease, kidney disease, 
and stroke (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 2011b). 

 Some Mexican Americans and many other Latinos adhere 
to cultural beliefs that make them less likely than others to use 
the established medical system. They may interpret their ill-
nesses according to    curanderismo    ,  or traditional Latino folk 
 medicine—a form of holistic health care and healing.  Curan-
derismo  influences how one approaches health care and even 
how one defines illness. Most Hispanics probably use  curan-
deros,  or folk healers, infrequently, but perhaps 20 percent rely 
on home remedies. Some define such illnesses as  susto  (fright 
sickness) and  atague  (fighting attack) according to folk beliefs. 
Because these complaints often have biological bases, sensitive 
medical practitioners need to deal with them carefully in order 
to diagnose and treat illnesses accurately. Moreover, it would be 
a mistake to blame the poor health care that Latinos receive on 
cultural differences. Latinos are much more likely to seek treat-
ment for pressing medical problems at clinics and emergency 
rooms than they are to receive regular preventive care through 
a family physician (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
2011b; Durden and Hummer 2006; Trotter and Chavira 1997).  

 Gender 
 A large body of research indicates that compared with men, 
women experience a higher prevalence of many illnesses, although 
they tend to live longer. There are some variations—for example, 
men are more likely to have parasitic diseases, whereas women are 
more likely to become diabetic—but as a group, women appear to 
be in poorer health than men. 

 The apparent inconsistency between the ill health of women 
and their greater longevity deserves an explanation, and research-
ers have advanced a theory. Women’s lower rate of cigarette 
smoking (reducing their risk of heart disease, lung cancer, and 
emphysema), lower consumption of alcohol (reducing the risk 
of auto accidents and cirrhosis of the liver), and lower rate of 
employment in dangerous occupations explain about one-third 
of their greater longevity than men. Moreover, some clinical 
studies suggest that the differences in morbidity may actually 
be less pronounced than the data show. Researchers argue that 
women are much more likely than men to seek treatment, to be 
diagnosed as having a disease, and thus to have their illnesses 
reflected in the data examined by epidemiologists. 

 From a conflict perspective, women have been particularly 
vulnerable to the medicalization of society, with everything from 
birth to beauty being treated in an increasingly medical context. 
Such medicalization may contribute to women’s higher mor-
bidity rates compared to those of men. Ironically, even though 
women have been especially affected by medicalization, medi-
cal researchers have often excluded them from clinical studies. 
Female physicians and researchers charge that sexism lies at the 
heart of such research practices, and insist there is a desperate 
need for studies of female subjects (Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention 2011b; Rieker and Bird 2000). 

thinking CRITICALLY

Which is a more important factor in the adequate 
delivery of health care, race or gender?

  Age 
 Health is the overriding concern of the elderly. Most older peo-
ple in the United States report having at least one chronic illness, 
but only some of those conditions are potentially life threaten-
ing or require medical care. At the same time, health problems 
can affect the quality of life of older people in important ways. 
Almost half of older people in the United States are troubled by 
arthritis, and many have visual or hearing impairments that can 
interfere with the performance of everyday tasks. 

 Older people are also especially vulnerable to certain men-
tal health problems. Alzheimer’s disease, the leading cause of 
dementia in the United States, afflicts an estimated 5.4 mil-
lion people age 65 or over—that is, 13 percent of that segment 
of the population. While some individuals with Alzheimer’s 
exhibit only mild symptoms, the risk of severe problems result-
ing from the disease rises substantially with age (Alzheimer’s 
Association 2012).  

 Not surprisingly, older people in the United States (age 75 
and older) are five times more likely to use health services than 
younger people (ages 15–24). The disproportionate use of the 
U.S. health care system by older people is a critical factor in all 
discussions about the cost of health care and possible reforms of 
the health care system (Bureau of the Census 2011a).  

 In sum, to achieve greater access and reduce health dispari-
ties, federal health officials must overcome inequities that are 
rooted not just in age, but in social class, race and ethnicity, and 
gender. If that were not enough, they must also deal with a geo-
graphical disparity in health care resources.    

 Health Care in the United States 
  As the entire nation is well aware, the costs of health care have sky-
rocketed. In 1997, total expenditures for health care in the United 
States crossed the trillion-dollar threshold—more than four times 
the 1980 total ( Figure 15-4 ). In 2000, the amount spent on health 
care equaled that spent on education, defense, prisons, farm sub-
sidies, food stamps, and foreign aid combined. By the year 2020, 
total expenditures for health care in the United States are expected 
to exceed $4.6 trillion. The rising costs of medical care are espe-
cially burdensome in the event of catastrophic illnesses or con-
finement to a nursing home. Bills of tens of thousands of dollars 
are not unusual in the treatment of cancer, Alzheimer’s disease, 
and other chronic illnesses requiring custodial care. 

 The health care system of the United States has moved far 
beyond the days when general practitioners living in a neigh-
borhood or community typically made house calls and charged 
modest fees for their services. How did health care become a big 
business involving nationwide hospital chains and marketing 
campaigns? How have these changes reshaped the interactions 
between doctors, nurses, and patients? We will address these 
questions in the next section of the chapter.  
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Think about It
What social changes in the United States might account 
for the rise in health care costs from $73 billion in 1970 to 
almost $2.6 trillion in 2010?

$73$73
$246

$696

$2,584

$246

$696

$2,584

$4,638

1970 1980 1990 2010 2020
(projected)

Total expenditure in billions of dollars

Medical expenditures

are expected to

increase by 80 percent

in just 10 years.

FIGURE 15-4  TOTAL HEALTH CARE 

EXPENDITURES IN THE UNITED 

STATES, 1970–2019 (PROJECTED)

Sources: Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services 2011:Table 1 (2005–2020 
data); Health Care Financing Administration 2001 (1970–1990 data).

As if the status differences between nurses and physicians were not clear to all, the cheery uni-
form of nurses and the formal white doctor’s coat reinforce the distinction.
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or on the person occupying the sick role; increasingly, it was 
built into the structure of the medical profession and the health 
care system. As the institutionalization of health care proceeded, 
the medical profession gained control over both the market for 
its services and the various organizational hierarchies that gov-
ern medical practice, financing, and policymaking. By the 1920s, 
physicians controlled hospital technology, the division of labor 
of health personnel, and indirectly, other professional practices 
such as nursing and pharmacy (R. Coser 1984).  

 Patients have traditionally relied on medical personnel to 
inform them of health care issues, but increasingly they are turn-
ing to the media for health care information. Recognizing this 
change, pharmaceutical firms are advertising their prescription 
drugs directly to potential customers through television and 
magazines. The Internet is another growing source for patient 
information. Medical professionals are understandably suspi-
cious of these new sources of information. 

  A Historical View 
 Today, state licensing and medical degrees confer 
an authority on medical professionals that is main-
tained from one generation to the next. However, 
health care in the United States has not always fol-
lowed this model. The “popular health movement” 
of the 1830s and 1840s emphasized preventive care 
and what is termed “self-help.” Strong criticism was 
voiced of “doctoring” as a paid occupation. New 
medical philosophies or sects established their own 
medical schools and challenged the authority and 
methods of more traditional doctors. By the 1840s, 
most states had repealed medical licensing laws. 

 In response, through the leadership of the 
American Medical Association (AMA), founded in 
1848, “regular” doctors attacked lay practitioners, 
sectarian doctors, and female physicians in gen-
eral. Once they had institutionalized their author-
ity through standardized programs of education 
and licensing, they conferred it on all who success-
fully completed their programs. The authority of 
the physician no longer depended on lay attitudes 
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For three acute conditions—sore 
throat, middle ear infection, and 
urinary tract infection—retail 
clinics delivered the same or 

better-quality care than traditional 
medical settings.

the same or better-quality care than traditional 
medical settings, including preventive care during 
or after the first visit. Costs were much lower, espe-
cially compared to those in emergency rooms.

In-store clinics are another example of 
McDonaldization, the process through which 
the principles of the fast-food restaurant are 
coming to dominate more and more sectors 
of society. McDonaldization offers the benefit 
of clearly stated services and prices, but the 
drawback of impersonality. Family doctors note 
that 40 percent of clinic patients have a family 
physician. Yet given the shortcomings of health 
care delivery in the United States, it is difficult 

RESEARCH TODAY

15-1 Health Care, Retail Style

Greeting cards are in aisle 7; vaccinations, in 
aisle 4. Today, over 1,200 health clinics are 
located in retail stores throughout the United 
States, including Walgreens, CVS, and Walmart. 
Staffed by nurse-practitioners and nurses with 
advanced degrees, these in-store clinics treat 
a limited menu of complaints, including sore 
throats, ear infections, pinkeye, and noncompli-
cated respiratory conditions. And the nurses do 
write prescriptions.

What are the implications of these new clinics 
for traditional health care? Having a regular phy-
sician is becoming less and less common in the 
United States, given the many people who lack 
health insurance, as well as the frequent changes 
in corporate health plans. Like it or not, the physi-
cian you see this year simply may not be avail-
able to you next year. Under these circumstances, 
retail medical care may not pose much of a chal-
lenge to traditional medical practices.

What about the quality of care offered at in-
store clinics? Recently, researchers compared the 
care delivered in retail clinics to the care available 
in doctors’ offices, urgent care departments, and 
emergency rooms. For three acute conditions—
sore throat, middle ear infection, and urinary tract 
infection—they found that retail clinics delivered 

to argue against an innovative new method of 
providing health care.

LET’S DISCUSS

 1. Have you ever been treated at an in-store 
clinic? If so, were you satisfied with the care 
you received? What about the price you 
paid—was it reasonable?

 2. Evaluate the emergence of clinics from a 
functionalist and then a conflict perspec-
tive.  On balance, do you think these clinics 
are a benefit to society?

Sources: Pickert 2009; RAND 2010; Ritzer 2011.
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 Today, consumers get more than their health care information 
in new ways. Over the past decade, they have discovered a new 
way to access traditional medicine: going to the store (Box 15-1). 

use your sociological imagination

If you were a patient, would you put yourself entirely in the 
physician’s hands, or would you do some research on your 
own? If you were a doctor, would you want your patient 
checking medical information on the Internet? Explain 
your positions.

 Physicians, Nurses, and Patients 
 Traditionally, physicians have held a position of dominance in 
their dealings with both patients and nurses. The functionalist 

and interactionist perspectives offer a framework for under-
standing the professional socialization of physicians as it relates 
to patient care. Functionalists suggest that established physi-
cians and medical school professors serve as mentors or role 
models who transmit knowledge, skills, and values to the pas-
sive learner—the medical student. Interactionists emphasize that 
students are molded by the medical school environment as they 
interact with their classmates. 

 Both approaches argue that the typical training of physicians in 
the United States leads to rather dehumanizing physician–patient 
encounters. As Dr. Lori Arviso Alvord, a Navajo physician, writes 
in  The Scalpel and the Silver Bear,  “I had been trained by a group 
of physicians who placed much more emphasis on their technical 
abilities and clinical skills than on their abilities to be caring and 
sensitive” (Alvord and Van Pelt 1999:13). Despite many efforts to 
formally introduce a humanistic approach to patient care into the 
medical school curriculum, patient overload and cost-cutting by 
hospitals have tended to undercut positive relations. Moreover, 
widespread publicity about malpractice suits and high medical 
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Note: Data from 2007 survey, except for prayer data from 2002 survey.
Source: P. Barnes et al. 2004, 2008.

FIGURE 15-5  USE OF COMPLEMENTARY 

AND ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE
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379costs has further strained the physician–patient rela-

tionship. Interactionists have closely examined 
compliance and negotiation between physi-
cian and patient. They concur with Tal-
cott Parsons’s view that the relationship 
is generally asymmetrical, with doctors 
holding a position of dominance and 
controlling rewards. 

 Just as physicians have maintained 
dominance in their interactions with 
patients, they have controlled interac-
tions with nurses. Despite their train-
ing and professional status, nurses 
commonly take orders from physicians. 
Traditionally, the relationship between 
doctors and nurses has paralleled the male 
dominance of the United States: most physi-
cians have been male, while virtually all nurses 
have been female. 

 Like other women in subordinate roles, nurses have been 
expected to perform their duties without challenging the author-
ity of men. Psychiatrist Leonard Stein (1967) refers to this process 
as the  doctor–nurse game.  According to the rules of this “game,” the 
nurse must never openly disagree with the physician. When she 
has recommendations concerning a patient’s care, she must com-
municate them indirectly, in a deferential tone. For example, if 
asked by a hospital’s medical resident, “What sleeping medication 
has been helpful to Mrs. Brown in the past?” (an indirect request 
for a recommendation), the nurse will respond with a disguised 
recommendation, such as “Pentobarbital 100 mg was quite effec-
tive night before last.” Her careful response allows the physician to 
authoritatively restate the same prescription as if it were  his  idea.

Like nurses, female physicians have traditionally found 
themselves in a subordinate position because of their gender, 
but that is slowly changing as their numbers increase. Box 15-2 
(page 380) considers the social impact of the growing number of 
female physicians and surgeons on the medical field.

   Alternatives to Traditional Health Care 
 In traditional forms of health care, people rely on physicians 
and hospitals for the treatment of illness. Yet at least one out of 
every three adults in the United States attempts to maintain good 
health or respond to illness through the use of alternative health 
care techniques. For example, in recent decades interest has been 
growing in  holistic  (also spelled  wholistic ) medical principles, 
first developed in China.    Holistic medicine    refers to therapies in 
which the health care practitioner considers the person’s physical, 
mental, emotional, and spiritual characteristics. The individual 
is regarded as a totality rather than a collection of interrelated 
organ systems. Treatment methods include massage, chiroprac-
tic medicine, acupuncture (which involves the insertion of fine 
needles into surface points), respiratory exercises, and the use of 
herbs as remedies. Nutrition, exercise, and visualization may also 
be used to treat ailments that are generally treated through medi-
cation or hospitalization (Sharma and Bodeker 1998). 

 Practitioners of holistic medicine do not necessarily function 
totally outside the traditional health care system. Some have  medical 
degrees and rely on X-rays and EKG machines for diagnostic assis-
tance. Others who staff holistic clinics, often referred to as  wellness 

clinics,  reject the use of medical technology. The 
recent resurgence of holistic medicine comes 

amid widespread recognition of the value of 
nutrition and the dangers of overreliance 

on prescription drugs (especially those 
used to reduce stress, such as Valium). 

 The medical establishment—
professional organizations, research 
hospitals, and medical schools—has 
generally served as a stern protec-
tor of traditionally accepted health 
care techniques. However, a major 

breakthrough occurred in 1992 when 
the federal government’s National Insti-

tutes of Health—the nation’s major fund-
ing source for biomedical research—opened 

the National Center for Complementary and 
Alternative Medicine, empowered to accept grant 

requests. NIH-sponsored national surveys conducted 
in 2002 and 2007 found that one in four adults in the United States 
had used some form of “complementary and alternative medicine” 
during the previous month or year. Examples included acupunc-
ture, folk medicine, meditation, yoga, homeopathic treatments, 
megavitamin therapy, and chiropractic treatment. When prayer 
was included as an alternative or complementary form of medi-
cine, the proportion of adults who used alternative medicine rose 
to over 62 percent ( Figure 15-5 ). 

 On the international level, the World Health Organization 
(WHO) has begun to monitor the use of alternative medicine 
around the world. According to WHO, 80 percent of people who 
live in the poorest countries in the world use some form of alter-
native medicine, from herbal treatments to the services of a faith 
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which they discuss several treatment options 
rather than recommending a single course of 
treatment. From an interactionist perspective, 
these differences between female and male 
physicians correspond to typical gender differ-
ences in communication.

RESEARCH TODAY

15-2 Women as Physicians and Surgeons

When Perri Klass told her four-year-
old son she would be taking him to the 
pediatrician, he replied, “Is she a nice 
doctor?” Klass, a professor of pediatrics, 
was struck by his innocent assumption 
that like his mother, all pediatricians were 
female. “Boys can be doctors, too,” she 
told him.

Not long ago, there would have been 
little potential for confusion on her son’s 
part. Klass probably would not have 
been admitted to medical school, no 
less appointed a professor of medicine. 
Today, women represent nearly half of all 
medical students in the United States, 
where they account for one-third of all 
physicians and two-thirds of physician 
assistants. Yet female doctors make less 
income than men, even within the same 
specialty and even in the first years of 
their careers.

What has been the impact of this 
increase in the number of women in medicine? 
For one thing, female physicians may have 
improved physician–patient communication. 
Female primary care physicians spend an extra 
two minutes talking with patients—10 percent 
more time than male primary care physicians. 
They also engage in more patient-centered com-
munication, listening more, asking questions 
about patients’ personal well-being, and coun-
seling patients about the concerns they bring 
to the doctor’s office. Perhaps more important, 
female physicians tend to see their relationship 
with patients as an active partnership, one in 

Women physicians may also have 
made medicine a more family-friendly 
profession. Nowadays, physicians who wish
 to, both male and female, can develop 
practices that allow them to spend more 
time at home. Despite this change in the 
medical field, female doctors still seem 
to experience more frustration than 
male doctors. A national study of nearly 
8,000 surgeons found that 62 percent of 
women complained of a work–home con-
flict, compared to 49 percent of the men. 
Female surgeons were also three times 
as likely as male surgeons to believe 
that childrearing would slow their career 
advancement. That complaint may disap-
pear over time, however. Ultimately, the 
growing participation of women in this 
traditionally male-dominated field has 
the potential to completely reshape the 
health profession.

LET’S DISCUSS

 1. In your own experience, have you noted a 
gender difference in the way doctors commu-
nicate with patients? Explain.

 2. Why is the quality of a doctor’s communica-
tion with patients important? What might be 
the benefit of female physicians’ superior 
communication style?

Sources: Tracey Adams 2010; Buddeberg-Fischer et al. 
2012; Bureau of the Census 2011a:Table 616, page 
394; Dyrbye et al. 2011; Klass 2003:319; Lo Sasso 
et al. 2011; Roter et al. 2002. 

Female physicians tend to see their 
relationship with patients as an 
active partnership, one in which 
they discuss several treatment 

options rather than recommending 
a single course of treatment. 

healer. In most countries, these treatments are largely unregulated, 
even though some of them can be fatal. For example, kava kava, an 
herbal tea used in the Pacific Islands to relieve anxiety, can be toxic 
to the liver in concentrated form. However, other alternative treat-
ments have been found to be effective in the treatment of serious 
diseases, such as malaria and sickle-cell anemia. WHO’s goal is to 
compile a list of such practices, as well as to encourage the devel-
opment of universal training programs and ethical standards for 
practitioners of alternative medicine. To date, the organization has 
published findings on about 100 of the 5,000 plants believed to be 
used as herbal remedies (McNeil 2002).  

thinking CRITICALLY

In the United States, a nation with a world-
renowned medical system, why do so many  people 
seek alternative forms of health care?

 The Role of Government 
 Not until the 20th century did health care receive federal aid. 
The first significant involvement was the 1946 Hill-Burton Act, 
which provided subsidies for building and improving hospitals, 
especially in rural areas. A far more important change came with 
the enactment in 1965 of two wide-ranging government assis-
tance programs: Medicare, which is essentially a compulsory 
health insurance plan for the elderly, and Medicaid, which is a 
noncontributory federal and state insurance plan for the poor. 
These programs greatly expanded federal involvement in health 
care financing for needy men, women, and children. 

 Given the high rates of illness and disability among elderly 
people, Medicare has had a huge impact on the health care sys-
tem. Initially, Medicare simply reimbursed health care providers 
such as physicians and hospitals for the billed costs of their ser-
vices. However, in 1983, as the overall costs of Medicare increased 
dramatically, the federal government introduced a  price-control 
system. Under this system, private hospitals often transfer 
patients whose treatment may be unprofitable to public facilities. 380
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Tensions ran high as the Supreme Court heard arguments on the constitu-
tionality of controversial new federal health care legislation. These citizens are 
indicating their opposition to the 2010 Affordable Care Act.
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In fact, many private hospitals have begun to conduct “wallet 
biopsies”—that is, to investigate the financial status of potential 
patients. Those judged undesirable are then refused admission 
or dumped. Although a federal law passed in 1987 made it illegal 
for any hospital receiving Medicare funds to dump patients, the 
practice continues (E. Gould 2007; Light 2004). 

The 2010 Affordable Care Act improved health insurance 
coverage for people of all ages, especially young adults, who 
were allowed to remain longer on their parents’ policies. Presi-
dent Obama’s administration had pushed for the act in response 
to several problems, including high out-of-pocket costs for the 
uninsured and the inability of people with preexisting condi-
tions to get insurance. In  2012 the Supreme Court upheld the 
federal government’s  authority to implement the law’s provisions. 
Opponents of the legislation, which they dubbed “Obamacare,” 
vowed to seek  legislative changes before the law took full effect 
in 2014. However,  critics complained that the act was too expen-
sive for taxpayers, and unnecessarily—perhaps even unconstitu-
tionally—dictated  citizens’ health care decisions (Budrys 2012; 
Skocpol and  Williamson 2012).

 Sociological Perspectives 

on the Environment 
  We have seen that the environment people live in has a noticeable 
effect on their health. Those who live in stressful, overcrowded 
places suffer more from disease than those who do not. Likewise, 

people have a noticeable effect on their environment. Around 
the world, increases in population, together with the economic 
development that accompanies them, have had serious environ-
mental consequences. We can see signs of despoliation almost 
everywhere: our air, our water, and our land are being polluted, 
whether we live in St. Louis, Mexico City, or Lagos, Nigeria. 

 Though environmental problems may be easy to identify, 
devising socially and politically acceptable solutions to them is 
much more difficult. In this section we will see what sociolo-
gists have to say about the trade-off between economic growth 
and development and its effects on the environment. In the sec-
tion that follows we will look more closely at specific environ-
mental issues. 

   Human Ecology 
    Human ecology    is an area of study that is concerned with the 
interrelationships between people and their environment. As the 
environmentalist Barry Commoner (1971:39) put it, “Everything 
is connected to everything else.” Human ecologists focus on how 
the physical environment shapes people’s lives and on how peo-
ple influence the surrounding environment. 

 There is no shortage of illustrations of the interconnected-
ness of people and their environment. For example, scientific 
research has linked pollutants in the physical environment 
to people’s health and behavior. The increasing prevalence of 
asthma, lead poisoning, and cancer have all been tied to human 
alterations to the environment. Similarly, the rise in melanoma 
(skin cancer) diagnoses has been linked to global warming. And 
ecological changes in our food and diet have been related to 
early obesity and diabetes. 

 With its view that “everything is connected to everything else,” 
human ecology stresses the trade-offs inherent in every decision 
that alters the environment. In facing the environmental challenges 
of the 21st century, government policymakers and environmental-
ists must determine how they can fulfill humans’ pressing needs for 
food, clothing, and shelter while preserving the environment.  

  Conflict Perspective on the Environment 
 In Chapter 9, we drew on world systems analysis to show how a 
growing share of the human and natural resources of developing 
countries is being redistributed to the core industrialized nations. 
This process only intensifies the destruction of natural resources 
in poorer regions of the world. From a conflict perspective, less 
affluent nations are being forced to exploit their mineral depos-
its, forests, and fisheries in order to meet their debt obligations. 
The poor turn to the only means of survival available to them: 
they plow mountain slopes, burn plots in tropical forests, and 
overgraze grasslands (World Bank 2010b). 

 Brazil exemplifies this interplay between economic trou-
bles and environmental destruction. Each year more than 5.7 
million acres of forest are cleared for crops and livestock. The 
elimination of the rain forest affects worldwide weather pat-
terns, heightening the gradual warming of the earth. These 
socioeconomic patterns, with their harmful environmental con-
sequences, are evident not only in Latin America but in many 
regions of Africa and Asia. 

 Conflict theorists are well aware of the environmental impli-
cations of land use policies in the Third World, but they contend 
that focusing on the developing countries is ethnocentric. First, 
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Can you identify these slowly sinking replicas of world-famous landmarks? Greenpeace staged the public-
ity stunt to draw attention to global warming during climate talks in Cancún, Mexico, in 2010.
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throughout most of history, developed countries have been the 
major source of greenhouse gas emissions. As Figure 15-6 shows, 
only recently have developing nations begun to emit greenhouse 
gases in the same quantities as developed nations. (Greenhouse 
gas emissions will be discussed in more detail later.) Second, the 
industrialized nations of North America and Europe account 
for only 12 percent of the world’s population but are responsible 
for 60 percent of worldwide consumption. Who, these theo-
rists ask, is more to blame for environmental deterioration: the 
 poverty-stricken and “food-hungry” populations of the world or 
the “energy-hungry” industrialized nations? The money that res-
idents of developed countries spend on ocean cruises each year 
could provide clean drinking water for everyone on the planet. 
Ice cream expenditures in Europe alone could be used to immu-
nize every child in the world. Thus, conflict theorists charge, the 
most serious threat to the environment comes from the global 
consumer class (Gardner et al. 2004; Shah 2009). 

 Allan Schnaiberg (1994) further refined 
this analysis by shifting the focus from 
affluent consumers to the capi-
talist system as the cause of 
environmental troubles. In his 
view, a capitalist system cre-
ates a “treadmill of production” 
because of its inherent need to 
build ever-expanding profits. 
This treadmill necessitates the 
creation of increasing demand 
for products, the purchase of 
natural resources at minimal cost, 
and the manufacturing of products 
as quickly and cheaply as possible—
no matter what the long-term envi-
ronmental consequences.  

  Ecological Modernization 
 Critics of the human ecological and 
conflict models argue that they are too 
rooted in the past. People who take these 
approaches, they charge, have become 
bogged down in addressing existing practices. 

Instead, proponents of     ecological mod-
ernization,      an approach that emerged 
in the 1980s, focus on the alignment of 
environmentally favorable practices with 
economic self-interest through constant 
adaptation and restructuring (Mol 2010; 
Mol and  Sonnenfeld 2000; Mol et al. 2009). 

     Ecological modernization can occur 
on both the macro and micro levels. On a 
macro level, adaptation and restructuring 
can mean reintegrating industrial waste 
back into the production process. On a 
micro level, it can mean reshaping indi-
vidual lifestyles, including the consump-
tion patterns described at the start of this 
chapter. In a sense, those who practice eco-
logical modernization seek to refute the 
oft-expressed notion that being environ-
mentally conscious means “going back to 

nature” or “living off the grid.” Even modest changes in produc-
tion and consumption patterns, they believe, can increase envi-
ronmental sustainability (York et al. 2010).  

 Environmental Justice 
 In autumn 1982, nearly 500 African Americans participated in 
a six-week protest against a hazardous waste landfill in North 
Carolina. Their protests and legal actions against the dangerous 
cancer-causing chemicals continued until 2002, when decon-
tamination of the site finally began. This 20-year battle could be 
seen as yet another “not in my backyard” (NIMBY) event. But 
today, the Warren County struggle is viewed as a transformative 
moment in contemporary environmentalism: the beginning of 
the  environmental justice  movement (Bullard 1993; McGurty 
2000; North  Carolina Department of Environmental and Natu-

ral Resources 2008). 
  Environmental justice    is a legal strategy 

based on claims that racial minorities are sub-
jected disproportionately to environmental 

hazards. Some observers have heralded 
environmental justice as the “new civil 

rights of the 21st century” (Kok-
men 2008:42). Since the start of 
the environmental justice move-
ment, activists and scholars have 

discovered other environmen-
tal disparities that break along 
racial and social class lines. In 
general, poor people and people 

of color are much more likely 
than others to be victimized by the 

everyday consequences of our built 
environment, including the air pollu-

tion from expressways and incinerators. 
 Sociologists Paul Mohai and Robin 

Saha (2007) examined over 600 identified 
hazardous waste treatment, storage, and 

disposal facilities in the United States. They 
found that non-Whites and Latinos make 

up 43 percent of the people who live within 
one mile of these dangerous sites. Skeptics 
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Environmental justice draws attention to the fact that the poor, along with 
racial and ethnic minorities, are more likely than the rich to live near refiner-
ies, waste dumps, and other environmental hazards.

Source: Environmental Protection Agency 2011.
By 2015, total greenhouse gas emissions from developing countries are 
expected to exceed those from developed countries.
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FIGURE 15-6  PROJECTED GREENHOUSE GAS 

EMISSIONS

Think about It
Why do you think the contemporary debate about green-
house gas emissions focuses on developing nations, when 
for decades industrial nations have been the main culprits?

383

often argue that minorities move near such sites because of low 
housing prices. However, two recent longitudinal (long-term) 
research studies, done over 30- and 50-year periods, found 
that toxic facilities tend to be located in minority communities 
(Mohai et al. 2009:413). 

 The environmental justice movement has become global-
ized, for several reasons. In many nations, activists have noticed 
similar patterns in the location of hazardous waste sites. These 
groups have begun to network across international borders, to 
share their tactics and remedies. Their unified approach is wise, 
because the offending corporations are often multinational enti-
ties (see Chapter 9); influencing their actions, much less pros-
ecuting them, is difficult. As we have noted before, the global 
warming debate often focuses criticism on developing nations 
like China and India, rather than on established industrial 

giants with a long history of greenhouse gas emissions (Mohai et 
al. 2009; Shah 2009). 

 Sociologists, then, have emphasized both the interconnect-
edness of humans and the environment and the divisiveness of 
race and social class in their work on humans and their altera-
tion of the environment. Scientists, too, have taken different 
approaches, disagreeing sharply on the likely outcomes of envi-
ronmental change. When these disagreements threaten to affect 
government policy and economic regulations, they become 
highly politicized. 

thinking CRITICALLY
How are the physical and human environments con-
nected in your neighborhood or community?

  Environmental Issues 
  Around the world, people are recognizing the need to address 
challenges to the environment. Yet in the United States, survey 
respondents do not see environmental issues as the most press-
ing of concerns, and they often balk at proposed solutions. 
Unfortunately, framing environmental issues as “problems” 
may prevent people from seeing environmental deterioration 
as the by-product of both institutional practices and their own 
behavior. Thus, in a 2011 national survey, 41 percent of the 
respondents said they were unsure about the scientific evidence 
of global warming, and 43 percent thought the seriousness of 
the climate trend was generally exaggerated. Only 9 percent of 
those surveyed expected that they would see the effects of global 
warming in their lifetime (J. Jones and Saad 2011).  

 We will discuss the enormous challenge of global warming 
in this section, along with three broad areas of environmental 
concern. Two of them, air and water pollution, are thought to be 
contributors to global warming.  

   Air Pollution 
 Worldwide, more than 1 billion people are exposed to potentially 
health-damaging levels of air pollution. Unfortunately, in cities 
around the world, residents have come to accept smog and pol-
luted air as normal. Urban air pollution is caused primarily by 
emissions from automobiles and secondarily by emissions from 
electric power plants and heavy industries. Smog not only limits 
visibility; it also can lead to health problems as uncomfortable 
as eye irritation and as deadly as lung cancer. Such problems are 
especially severe in developing countries. 

 Although people are capable of changing their behavior, 
they are unwilling to make such changes permanent. During 
the 1984 Olympics in Los Angeles, residents were asked to car-
pool and stagger their work hours to relieve traffic congestion 
and improve the quality of the air athletes would breathe. These 
changes resulted in a remarkable 12 percent drop in ozone lev-
els. But when the Olympians left, people reverted to their nor-
mal behavior and the ozone levels climbed back up. Similarly, 
in the 2008 Olympics, China took drastic action to ensure that 
Beijing’s high levels of air pollution did not mar the games. 
Construction work in the city ceased, polluting factories and 
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Images like this one have been combined with scientific data to draw attention 
to global warming.
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power plants closed down, and roads were swept and sprayed 
with water several times a day. This temporary solution hardly 
solved China’s ongoing problem, however (A. Jacobs 2010). 

 On an everyday basis—that is, when cities are not hold-
ing down their emissions because of global sports events—
air  pollution remains a serious issue. Today, half of all people 
live in countries where they are exposed to dangerously high 
levels of air pollution, either short-term or year-round. Solu-
tions range from community efforts to clean up power plants 
and enforce or strengthen air quality standards to individual 
actions, like driving less often or using less electricity (Ameri-
can Lung Association 2011).   

  Water Pollution 
 Throughout the United States, dumping of waste materials by 
industries and local governments has polluted streams, rivers, 
and lakes. Consequently, many bodies of water have become 
unsafe for drinking, fishing, and swimming. Around the world, 
pollution of the oceans is an issue of growing concern. Such pol-
lution results regularly from waste dumping and is made worse 
by fuel leaks from shipping and occasional oil spills. When the 
oil tanker  Exxon Valdez  ran aground in Prince William Sound, 
Alaska, in 1989, its cargo of more than 11 million gallons of 
crude oil spilled into the sound and washed onto the shore, con-
taminating 1,285 miles of shoreline. All together, about 11,000 
people joined in a massive cleanup effort that cost over $2 bil-
lion. Globally, oil tanker spills occur regularly. The oil spilled 
from BP’s Deepwater Horizon oil platform in 2010 is estimated 
at sixteen times or more that of the Exxon Valdez (ITOPF 2006; 
Shapley 2010).

Less dramatic than large-scale accidents or disasters, but 
more common in many parts of the world, are problems with 
the basic water supply. The situation is worsened by heavy, wide-
spread pollution of surface and groundwater by towns, indus-
tries, agriculture, and mining operations. In Egypt, a typical 
example, agricultural and industrial waste pours into the Nile. 
Every year about 17,000 Egyptian children die from diarrhea 
and dehydration after contact with the river’s polluted water 
(Hengeveld 2012).   

thinking CRITICALLY

Which issue is more significant in your local com-
munity, air or water pollution? Why?

 Global Warming 
 Based primarily on complex computer models, scientists have 
made hundreds of projections of global warming. The term  global 
warming  refers to the significant rise in the earth’s surface tempera-
tures that occurs when industrial gases like carbon dioxide turn the 
planet’s atmosphere into a virtual greenhouse. These  greenhouse gas 
emissions,  which also include methane, nitrous oxide, and ozone, 
trap heat in the lower atmosphere. Even one additional degree of 
warmth in the globe’s average surface temperature can increase the 
likelihood of wildfires, shrinkage of rivers and lakes, expansion of 
deserts, and torrential downpours, including typhoons and hurri-
canes (Giddens 2011; Lynas 2008). 

   Although scientific concern over global warming has heated 
up, climate change remains low on policymakers’ list of concerns. 
The problem seems abstract, and in many countries, officials 
think that the real impact of any action they may take depends 
on decisive action by other nations. The Kyoto Protocol (1997) 
was intended to reduce global emissions of heat-trapped gases, 
which can contribute to global warming and climate change. 
To date, 190 countries are party to the accord, but the United 
States has failed to ratify it. Opponents of the protocol argue that 
doing so would place the nation at a disadvantage in the global 
marketplace. 
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Vacation in an unspoiled paradise! Increasingly, people from developed countries are turning 
to ecotourism as an environmentally friendly way to see the world. The new trend bridges the 
interests of environmentalists and businesspeople, especially in developing countries. These bird-
watchers are vacationing in Belize.

H
ealth and the Environm

ent
385 In writing about the global environment, activ-

ists often assert, “We’re all in this together.” Though 
we are all in this together, the reality is that glob-
ally, the most vulnerable countries tend to be the 
poorest. Developing nations are more likely than 
others to have economies that are built on limited 
resources or on a small number of crops that are 
vulnerable to drought, flood, and fluctuations in 
worldwide demand (Nordhaus and Shellenberger 
2007; Revkin 2007). 

 We can view global warming from the point of 
view of world systems analysis. Historically, core 
nations have been the major emitters of greenhouse 
gases. Today, however, manufacturing has moved 
to semi-periphery and periphery nations, where 
greenhouse gas emissions are escalating. Ironically, 
many of the forces that are now calling for a reduc-
tion in the human activity that contributes to global 
warming are located in core nations, which have 
contributed disproportionately to the problem. We 
want our hamburgers, but we decry the destruction 
of the rain forests to create grazing land for cattle. 
We want inexpensive clothes and toys, but we con-
demn developing countries for depending on coal-fired power 
plants. Coal-fired power generation is expected to increase from 
2 to 4 percent a year for decades to come, tripling between 2010 
and 2050 and surpassing oil as the world’s primary energy source 
(L. Smith 2011). 

 What are the causes of this global environmental crisis? Some 
observers, such as Paul Ehrlich and Anne Ehrlich, see the pressure 
of world population growth as the central factor in environmental 
deterioration. They argue that population control is essential in 
preventing widespread starvation and environmental decay. 

 Barry Commoner, a biologist, counters that the primary 
cause of environmental ills is the increasing use of technologi-
cal innovations that are destructive to the environment—among 
them plastics, detergents, synthetic fibers, pesticides, herbicides, 
and chemical fertilizers. Conflict theorists see the despoliation 
of the environment through the lens of world systems analysis. 
And interactionists stress efforts by informed individuals and 
groups to reduce their carbon footprint—that is, their daily or 
even lifetime production of greenhouse gases—through care-
ful selection of the goods they consume (Carbon Trust 2012; 
 Commoner 1990, 2007; Ehrlich and Ellison 2002). 

use your sociological imagination

As you think about all the issues facing our society, how 
often do you consider global warming? How often do your 
friends give it much thought?

  The Impact of Globalization 
 Globalization can be both good and bad for the environment. On 
the negative side, it can create a race to the bottom, as polluting 

companies relocate to countries with less stringent environmen-
tal standards. Similarly, globalization allows multinationals to 
reap the resources of developing countries for short-term profit. 
From Mexico to China, the industrialization that often accom-
panies globalization has increased pollution of all types. 

 Yet globalization can have a positive impact, as well. As barri-
ers to the international movement of goods, services, and people 
fall, multinational corporations have an incentive to carefully 
consider the cost of natural resources. Overusing or wasting 
resources makes little sense, especially when they are in danger 
of depletion (Gallagher 2009; Kwong 2005). 

 One reflection of the interplay between globalization and the 
environment is the emergence of environmental refugees, peo-
ple who have been displaced by rising seas, destructive storms, 
expanding deserts, water shortages, and high levels of toxic pol-
lutants. Europe in particular is beginning to see an influx of such 
immigrants from developing nations. According to a European 
Union report, global warming can be viewed as a “threat mul-
tiplier” that exacerbates prolonged droughts and a shortage 
of arable land, and along with them, poverty, poor health, and 
poor living conditions. Viewed through the lens of world sys-
tems analysis, periphery countries may become overburdened 
by environmental problems, precipitating either migrations to 
industrial nations or conflicts that cause mass displacements of 
their populations. “Europe must expect substantially increased 
migratory pressure” from these environmental refugees, the 
report concludes (L. Brown 2011). 

 Against these potentially negative effects of globalization we 
must note the potential for new jobs in what are called green 
industries. Installing solar panels, weatherizing homes, brewing 
biofuels, building hybrid cars, growing organic foods, manufac-
turing organic garments, and erecting giant wind turbines are 
all classified as  green-collar jobs.  However, skeptics question how 
many such jobs will be created, and to what degree they will off-
set job losses in pollution-prone industries like oil, gas, and coal 
mining (S. Greenhouse 2008b; R. Pinderhughes 2008).          
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On April 22, 1970, in a dramatic manifestation of growing grass-
roots concern over preservation of the environment, an esti-
mated 25 million people turned out to observe the nation’s first 
Earth Day. Two thousand communities held planned celebra-
tions, and more than 2,000 colleges and 10,000 schools hosted 
environmental teach-ins. In many parts of the United States, 
citizens marched on behalf of specific environmental causes. 
That same year, the activism of these early environmentalists 
convinced Congress to establish the Environmental Protection 
Agency. The Clean Air, Clean Water, and Endangered Species 
acts soon followed (Brulle and Jenkins 2008).

Looking at the Issue

Sociologist Manual Castells (2010a:72) has declared environ-
mentalism “the most comprehensive, influential movement 
of our time.” Several social trends helped to mobilize the envi-
ronmental movement. First, the activist subculture of the 1960s 
and early 1970s encouraged people, especially young people, 
to engage in direct action regarding social issues. Second, the 
dissemination of scientific knowledge about serious environ-
mental problems like oil spills and air pollution alarmed many 
Americans. And third, the growing popularity of outdoor rec-
reation increased the number of people who were concerned 
about the environment. In this climate of broad-based interest in 
environmental issues, many organizations that had once focused 
narrowly on the conservation of natural resources evolved into 
full-fledged environmental groups (Dunlap and Mertig 1991).

Today, Earth Day has been enshrined on the calendars of city 
councils, zoos, and museums worldwide. Environmental issues 
have also moved up the agenda of mainstream political parties. 
Increasingly, efforts to publicize environmental concerns and 

socialpolicy and the Environment

Environmentalism

create support for action have moved to the Internet. Although 
times have changed, two beliefs continue to galvanize environ-
mentalists: the environment is in dire need of protection, and the 
government must take strong action in response. Although envi-
ronmentalists recognize that they must “think locally” and moni-
tor their own carbon footprints, they also see preservation of the 
environment as a global challenge. They note that while signifi-
cant progress has been made toward environmental protection, 
government regulation of the environment has been curtailed 
in some ways (Brulle and Jenkins 2008; Rootes 2007; Sieber et al. 
2006).

The general public has a mixed reaction to environmental issues. 
Many people question the scientific arguments behind the theory 
of global warming. And although the economic cost of environ-
mental protection has always been an issue, the broad economic 
downturn that began in 2008 tipped the balance of public opinion 
in favor of energy production, at the expense of environmental 
protection (Figure 15-7). (A brief reversal occurred in spring 2010, 
when the BP oil spill created headlines on environmental damage 
in the Gulf of Mexico.) In times of economic stress, people tend to 
put off or ignore environmental concerns. Thus, there seems to be 
little public enthusiasm for the positive, forward-looking approach 
of ecological modernization. Not surprisingly, the political debate 
over the environmental movement grew more partisan between 
2000 and 2012: Democrats became more sympathetic and Repub-
licans more antagonistic (Dunlap 2010).

Today’s college students also show less interest in the 
environment than students of past decades. In 2011, about 
26  percent of first-year college students in the United States 
wanted to clean up the environment—down from 45.9 percent 
in 1972 (see Figure 3-2 on page 67). And as Figure 15-8 shows, 

Source: Gallup Poll 2012; J. Jones and Saad 2012 in references.

FIGURE 15-7 THE ENVIRONMENT VERSUS ENERGY PRODUCTION
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U.S. high school students’ interest in the issue does not com-
pare favorably with that of teens in other major countries. In a 
30-nation comparative study, 15-year-olds in the United States 
tied those in another country for 22nd place in their  knowledge 
of environmental issues.

Applying Sociology

Even those who support environmentalists’ goals are troubled by 
the fact that nationwide, the most powerful environmental orga-
nizations are predominantly White, male-dominated, and afflu-
ent. One study notes that while women are overrepresented in the 
environmental movement (particularly in grassroots environ-
mental groups), men continue to hold most of the high-profile 
upper-management positions in mainstream national organiza-
tions. The perceived middle-class orientation of the movement 
is especially relevant given the class, racial, and ethnic factors 
associated with environmental hazards. As we saw earlier in the 
context of environmental justice, low-income communities and 
areas with significant minority populations are more likely than 
affluent White communities to be located near waste sites. Soci-
ologists Liam Downey and Brian Hawkins (2008) found that an 
average Black household with an income of $50,000 to $60,000 a 
year coped with higher levels of pollution than an average White 
household with an income of less than $10,000 a year.

Viewed from a conflict perspective, this disproportionate 
exposure of the poor and minorities to environmental pol-
lutants can act as a disincentive for others to take action. As 
Andrew Szasz (2007) noted in his book Shopping Our Way to 
Safety (see the chapter-opening excerpt), more affluent house-
holds can try to avoid exposing themselves and their children 
to health hazards by drinking bottled spring water, installing 
water and air filters in their homes, and buying organic food. 
Unfortunately, these individual actions have the unintended 
consequence of weakening collective environmental efforts.

Another concern, from the conflict perspective, is the fact 
that many environmental movements either do not include the 
poor and minorities or do not address their concerns. Although 
environmental justice issues have been well publicized, envi-
ronmentalists do not always consider the implications of their 
demands for excluded groups (Rudel et al. 2011).

Initiating Policy

The global economic downturn that 
began in 2008 has been a mixed 
 blessing for environmentalists. Cur-
rently, public opinion in the United 
States favors economic growth over 
environmental protection. Yet at the 
same time, the recent recession has 
sharply reduced the use of fossil fuels 
such as coal and oil. Moreover, the 
federal government’s efforts to stimu-
late economic activity have empha-
sized the creation of green-collar 
jobs. By one estimate, every $1 billion 
invested in well- conceived green pro-
grams generates over 30,000 jobs and 
$450 million in cost savings per year. 
More specific environmental mea-

sures, such as raising federal gas mileage standards for automo-
biles, face a tough battle in Congress (Houser et al. 2009).

Environmentalism has moved onto a much bigger stage than 
the one it occupied on the first Earth Day. In 2008, for the first 
time, the leaders of the G8 economic powers (the United States, 
Japan, Germany, Great Britain, France, Italy, Canada, and Rus-
sia) set an explicit long-term target for eliminating greenhouse 
gases, which scientists have long warned were warming the planet. 
“Long-term” may be an understatement: their target date for cut-
ting greenhouse gases in half is 2050. Environmentalists sharply 
criticized the G8’s failure to set specific goals for the nearer term. 
The challenge is significant, given the fact that G8 emissions 
increased 35 percent over the preceding 15 years (Longhofer and 
Schofer 2010; Stolberg 2008).

Conventional wisdom holds that concern for environmental 
quality is limited to wealthy industrialized nations. However, the 
results of a 47-nation survey show that around the world, people 
are increasingly reluctant to ignore environmental issues. Con-
cern has risen sharply in Latin America and Europe, as well as 
in Japan and India. The survey also noted a general increase in 
the percentage of people who cite pollution and environmental 
problems as a top global threat. Many people in other countries 
blame the United States, and to a lesser extent China, for envi-
ronmental problems, and look to Washington, D.C., for a solu-
tion. Time will tell whether policymakers in the United States 
or elsewhere will address their concern for the environment 
(Pew Global Attitudes Project 2007).

Take the Issue with You
 1. In your community, how would you act locally to preserve 

the environment? Describe your community’s environmental 
problems and explain how you would seek to solve them.

 2. How do you see the trade-off between the economy and the 
environment? Which is more important? Is it possible to 
improve both at the same time? Explain.

 3. Thinking globally about the environment, list what you con-
sider the most pressing priorities. How important are world 
hunger and economic justice compared to global warming, 
clean air and water, and economic development? Are some of 
your priorities related? In what way?

Note: Mean score for 15-year-old students’ knowledge of environmental issues 5 543.
Source: Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 2009b.

FIGURE 15-8 ARE U.S. TEENS GREEN ENOUGH?
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MASTERING THIS CHAPTER
Summary

Key Terms

Brain drain The immigration to the United States and other industrial-
ized nations of skilled workers, professionals, and technicians who 
are desperately needed in their home countries. (page 370)

Curanderismo Latino folk medicine, a form of holistic health care and 
healing. (376)

Ecological modernization The alignment of environmentally favorable 
practices with economic self-interest through constant adaptation and 
restructuring. (382)

Environmental justice A legal strategy based on claims that racial minori-
ties are subjected disproportionately to environmental hazards. (382)

Environmental refugee A person who has been displaced by rising seas, 
destructive storms, expanding deserts, water shortages, or high levels 
of toxic pollutants. (385)

Health As defined by the World Health Organization, a state of complete 
physical, mental, and social well-being, and not merely the absence of 
disease and infirmity. (369)

Holistic medicine Therapies in which the health care practitioner consid-
ers the person’s physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual character-
istics. (379)

Human ecology An area of study that is concerned with the interrelation-
ships between people and their environment. (381)

Incidence The number of new cases of a specific disorder that occur 
within a given population during a stated period. (373)

Infant mortality rate The number of deaths of infants under 1 year old 
per 1,000 live births in a given year. (371)

McDonaldization The process through which the principles of the fast-
food restaurant are coming to dominate more and more sectors of 
society. (378)

Morbidity rate The incidence of disease in a given population. (373)

Mortality rate The incidence of death in a given population. (373)

Prevalence The total number of cases of a specific disorder that exist at 
a given time. (373)

Sick role Societal expectations about the attitudes and behavior of a 
person viewed as being ill. (369)

Social epidemiology The study of the distribution of disease, impair-
ment, and general health status across a population. (373)
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but to live longer. Older people are especially vulnerable to mental 
health problems, such as Alzheimer’s disease.

 7. The preeminent role of physicians in the U.S. health care system has 
given them a position of dominance in their dealings with nurses 
and patients.

 8. Many people use alternative health care techniques, such as holistic 
medicine and self-help groups.

 9. Human ecology is an area of study that stresses the interrelation-
ships between people and their environment.

 10. Conflict theorists charge that the most serious threat to the envi-
ronment comes from Western industrialized nations.

 11. Environmental justice addresses the disproportionate subjection 
of minorities to environmental hazards.

 12. Four broad areas of environmental concern include air and water pol-
lution, global warming, and globalization. Though globalization can 
contribute to environmental woes, it can also have beneficial effects.

 13. Environmentalism is a social movement that is dominated by afflu-
ent White people from industrialized countries. Increasingly, how-
ever, people of all races, ethnicities, social classes, and nationalities 
are becoming concerned about global warming and the threat it 
poses to our planet’s health.

Both culture and the environment have a significant effect on our 
health and well-being. The concept of health is shaped by social defini-
tions of behavior. This chapter considers sociological perspectives on 
health and the environment; the distribution of disease in a society; the 
evolution of the U.S. health care system; and the environmental issues 
facing our planet.

 1. According to Talcott Parsons’s functionalist perspective, physicians 
function as gatekeepers for the sick role, either verifying a person’s 
condition as “illness” or designating the person as “recovered.”

 2. Conflict theorists use the term medicalization of society to refer to 
medicine’s growing role as a major institution of social control.

 3. Labeling theorists suggest that the designation of a person as 
“healthy” or “ill” generally involves social definition by others. These 
definitions affect how others see us and how we view ourselves.

 4. Contemporary social epidemiology is concerned not only with epi-
demics but also with nonepidemic diseases, injuries, drug addiction 
and alcoholism, suicide, and mental illness.

 5. Studies have consistently shown that people in the lower classes have 
higher rates of mortality and disability than others.

 6. Racial and ethnic minorities have higher rates of morbidity and 
mortality than Whites. Women tend to be in poorer health than men 
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TAKING SOCIOLOGY with you

 1. Do some research on the incidence and prevalence of HIV/AIDS 
in your city or state. Now look up the corresponding morbidity and 
mortality rates. How do those rates compare to the rates in other 
cities or states? What might account for any differences in the rates 
from one place to another?

 2. Visit the emergency room of your local hospital and observe what 
is going on in the waiting room. How crowded is the waiting room? 

How many people in the room appear to be severely ill or injured? 
How many do not seem to have an emergency? What else can you 
observe about the people who are gathered there, and how might 
that help to explain their presence?

 3. Do an Internet search to locate the hazardous waste sites nearest your 
school or home. How many of them have been cleaned up, and at what 
cost? Who paid that cost? How many of these sites are still a problem?

Self-Quiz

Read each question carefully and then select the best answer.

 1. Which sociologist developed the concept of the sick role?
 a. Émile Durkheim
 b. Talcott Parsons
 c. C. Wright Mills
 d. Erving Goffman

 2. Regarding health care inequities, the conflict perspective would note that
 a. physicians serve as gatekeepers for the sick role, either verifying a patient’s 

condition as “illness” or designating the patient as “recovered.”
 b. patients play an active role in health care by failing to follow a physician’s 

advice.
 c. emigration out of the Third World by physicians is yet another way that 

the world’s core industrialized nations enhance their quality of life at the 
expense of developing countries.

 d. the designation “healthy” or “ill” generally involves social definition by 
others.

 3. Which one of the following nations has the lowest infant mortality rate?
 a. the United States
 b. Mozambique
 c. Canada
 d. Sweden

 4. Compared with Whites, Blacks have higher death rates from
 a. heart disease.
 b. diabetes.
 c. cancer.
 d. all of the above.

 5. Which theorist notes that capitalist societies, such as the United States, care 
more about maximizing profits than they do about the health and safety of 
industrial workers?

 a. Thomas Szasz
 b. Talcott Parsons
 c. Erving Goffman
 d. Karl Marx

 6. Which program is essentially a compulsory health insurance plan for the elderly?
 a. Medicare
 b. Medicaid
 c. Blue Cross
 d. Healthpac

 7. Which of the following is a criticism of the sick role?
 a. Patients’ judgments regarding their own state of health may be related to 

their gender, age, social class, and ethnic group.
 b. The sick role may be more applicable to people experiencing short-term 

illnesses than to those with recurring long-term illnesses.
 c. Even such simple factors as whether a person is employed or not seem to 

affect the person’s willingness to assume the sick role.
 d. all of the above

 8. Which of the following terms do conflict theorists use in referring to the growing 
role of medicine as a major institution of social control?

 a. the sick role
 b. the medicalization of society
 c. medical labeling
 d. epidemiology

 9. Which of the following approaches stresses the alignment of environmentally 
favorable practices with economic self-interest?

 a. conflict theory
 b. human ecology
 c. ecological modernization
 d. environmental justice

 10. Conflict theorists would contend that blaming developing countries for the 
world’s environmental deterioration contains an element of

 a. ethnocentrism.
 b. xenocentrism.
 c. separatism.
 d. goal displacement.
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 11. A ____________________ ____________________ studies the effects of social class, race and ethnicity, gender, and age on the distribution of disease, impairment, and 

general health across a population.

 12. From a(n) ____________________ perspective, “being sick” must be controlled so as to ensure that not too many people are released from their societal responsibilities at 

any one time.

 13. The immigration to the United States and other industrialized nations of skilled workers, professionals, and technicians who are desperately needed by their home countries is 

known as the ____________________ ____________________.

 14. Traditionally, the relationship between doctors and nurses has paralleled ____________________ dominance of the larger society.

 15. Sociologists find it useful to consider ____________________ rates because they reveal that a specific disease occurs more frequently among one segment of a population 

compared with another.

 16. The system of reimbursement used by Medicare has contributed to the controversial practice of “____________________,” under which patients whose treatment may be 

unprofitable are transferred by private hospitals to public facilities.

 17. As defined by the World Health Organization, ____________________ is a “state of complete physical, mental, and social well-being, and not merely the absence of disease 

and infirmity.”

 18. The biologist ____________________ ____________________ blames environmental degradation primarily on technological innovations such as plastics and pesticides.

 19. Regarding environmental problems, four broad areas of concern stand out: ____________________ pollution, ____________________ pollution, 

____________________ ____________________, and ____________________.

 20. ____________________ ____________________ is a legal strategy based on claims that racial minorities are subjected disproportionately to environmental hazards.

Answers
1 (b); 2 (c); 3 (d); 4 (d); 5 (d); 6 (a); 7 (d); 8 (b); 9 (c); 10 (a); 11 social epidemiologist; 12 functionalist; 13 brain drain; 14 male; 15 morbidity; 16 dumping; 17 health; 
18 Barry Commoner; 19 air; water; global warming; globalization; 20 Environmental justice
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50/50

This dramatic comedy takes a humorous look at a young man’s battle 

with cancer.

The City Dark

A documentary on light pollution, this film explores the consequences 

of an overreliance on unnatural light sources.

Food, Inc.

This documentary shows how the efficient, factory-like methods of mul-

tinational agricultural producers dehumanize laborers as they maximize 

corporate profits.

THINKING ABOUT 
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the Globalization of 
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Theories of Social 
Change

Resistance to Social 
Change

Global Social Change

Case Study: Social 
Change in Dubai

Technology and 
the Future

Social Policy and 
Globalization: 
Transnationals

Sometimes a low-tech solution 
can be more helpful than a 

high-tech invention. In Nepal, 
Bhutanese refugees use solar 
cookers, a low-tech adaptation 
of traditional cooking methods. 

This simple device, which 
heats food without firewood, 
addresses a critical need for 

fuel in many parts of the world.
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In this excerpt from I Live in the Future and Here’s How It Works: 
Why Your World, Work, and Brain Are Being Creatively Disrupted,
technology writer Nick Bilton suggests that increasingly, new 
communications technologies are allowing us to center our com-
munities, as well as our news and entertainment, on ourselves. 
So besides the global community—a virtual community knit 
together by new information technologies—we are creating a 
multitude of personal communities, each revolving around a 
single individual. How will this self-centered approach to infor-
mation gathering change what we know (or do not know) about 
our society and other societies? More important, will our society 
change? The answers to these questions rest with each of us.

Social change often does follow the introduction of a new tech-
nology, in this case the computer. Social change has been defined 
as significant alteration over time in behavior patterns and culture 
(W. Moore 1967). But what constitutes a “significant” alteration? 

Certainly the dramatic rise in formal education documented 
in Chapter 13 represents a change that has had profound social 
consequences. Other social changes that have had long-term and 
important consequences include the emergence of slavery as a 
system of stratification (Chapter 8), the Industrial Revolution 
(Chapter 5), and the increased participation of women in the paid 
labor forces of the United States and Europe (Chapter 11).

How does social change happen? Is the process unpredictable, 
or can we make certain generalizations about it? Has globalization 
contributed to social change? In this chapter we examine the process 
of social change, with special emphasis on the impact of globaliza-
tion. We begin with social movements—collective efforts to bring 
about deliberate social change. We will see that recent advances 
in communications technology have allowed some social move-
ments to circle the world. Next, we examine three theories of social 
change: the evolutionary, functionalist, and conflict perspectives. 

  If you pull out your smart 
phone and click the button 
that says “locate me” on your 
Google or Yahoo! map appli-
cation, you will see a small 
dot appear in the middle of 
your screen. 

 That’s you! 
 If you start walking down 

the street in any direction, 
the whole screen will move 
right along with you, no mat-
ter where you go. This is a 
dramatic change from the 

print-on-paper world, where maps and locations are based around 
places and landmarks, not on you or your 
location. People don’t go to the store and 
say, “Oh, excuse me, can I buy a map of 
me?” They go to the store and ask for a map 
of New York, or Amsterdam, or the subway 
system. You and I aren’t anywhere to be seen 
on these maps. The maps are locations that 
we fit into. 

 But today’s digital world has changed 
that. Kevin Slavin, a creator of location-
based services and games and the cofounder of the gaming com-
pany Area/Code, put this succinctly at a technology conference 
last year: “We are always in the center of the map.” 

 Though Slavin was talking about location-based games and 
Google maps, the center of the map, it turns out, is actually 
much bigger than a dot on the screen. It’s a very powerful place 
to be. 

 Being in the center—instead of somewhere off to the side or off 
the page altogether—changes everything. It changes your concep-
tion of space, time, and location. It changes your sense of place and 
community. It changes the way you view the information, news, and 
data coming in over your computer and your phone. And it changes 
your role in a transaction, empowering you to decide quite specifically 
what content to buy and how to buy and use it rather than simply 
accepting the traditional material that companies have packaged on 
your behalf. 

 Now you are the starting point. Now the digital world follows you, 
not the other way around. 

 . . . 
 I got my own hard lesson in this new Me! Now! world when some 

friends stopped by our house with their teenage cousin Lauren. As I 
started making coffee for our guests, Lauren asked if she could use my 

laptop to “check the news.” I handed it over. 
 I was curious about which news sites she 

was going to, so I asked her, expecting to hear 
something like CNN or NYTimes, or maybe TMZ, 
the Hollywood gossip site. With a sincere face 
she looked up at me and said, “Facebook.” 
Then she turned back to the computer and 
continued reading. 

 “I thought you were going to read the 
news,” I said. 

 “This is my news,” she replied. 
 To Lauren and many in her age group, news is not defined by news-

papers, or broadcast television stations, or even bloggers or renegades. 
Instead, news is what is relevant to the individual. . . . 

   (Bilton 2011:161–162, 164–165)  Additional information about this excerpt can be found 

on the Online Learning Center at  www.mhhe.com/schaeferbrief10e .   

Being in the center—instead of 
somewhere off to the side or off the 

page altogether—changes everything. 
It changes your conception of space, 
time, and location. It changes your 

sense of place and community.

Nick Bilton remembers a time when people didn’t carry fully functioning 
GPS devices in their pockets.

It was a time when people talked about “getting on the map” as a sure 
sign of success.
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In 2010, protesters in London disguised themselves as characters in the 
movie Avatar to draw attention to the plight of an indigenous tribe in India. 
The Dongria Kondh people’s way of life, the protesters charged, was threat-
ened by a multinational corporation’s plan to construct a mine on their land. 
The Indian government blocked the project, agreeing with protesters that it 
would have violated the tribe’s rights.
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395Then we discuss vested interests, which often attempt to block 
changes they see as threatening. And we recognize the influence 
of globalization in spreading social change around the world. 
In a case study, we note the rapid social change that has occurred 
over a matter of decades in the Middle Eastern city-state of Dubai. 

Finally, we turn to the unanticipated social change that occurs 
when innovations such as new technologies sweep through society. 
The chapter closes with a Social Policy section on a controversial 
aspect of global social change, the creation of transnationals—
immigrants with an allegiance to more than one nation.

Social Movements

Although such factors as the physical environment, popula-
tion, technology, and social inequality serve as sources of 

change, it is the collective effort of individuals organized into 
social movements that ultimately leads to change. Sociolo-
gists use the term social movement to refer to an organized 
 collective activity to bring about or resist fundamental change 
in an existing group or society (Benford 1992). Herbert Blumer 
(1955:19) recognized the special importance of social move-
ments when he defined them as “collective enterprises to estab-
lish a new order of life.”

In many nations, including the United States, social move-
ments have had a dramatic impact on the course of history and 
the evolution of the social structure. Consider the actions of 
abolitionists, suffragists, civil rights workers, activists opposed to 
the war in Vietnam, and Occupy Wall Street protesters. Members 
of each social movement stepped outside traditional channels 
for bringing about social change, yet each had a noticeable influ-
ence on public policy. In Eastern Europe, equally dramatic col-
lective efforts helped to topple communist regimes in a largely 
peaceful manner, in nations that many observers had thought 
were “immune” to such social change (Ramet 1991).

Though social movements imply the existence of conflict, 
we can also analyze their activities from a functionalist per-
spective. Even when they are unsuccessful, social movements 
contribute to the formation of public opinion. Initially, people 
thought the ideas of Margaret Sanger and other early advocates 
of birth control were radical, yet contraceptives are now widely 
available in the United States.

Because social movements know no borders, even nation-
alistic movements are deeply influenced by global events. 
Increasingly, social movements are taking on an international 
dimension from the start. Global enterprises, in particular, 
lend themselves to targeting through international mobiliza-
tion, whether they are corporations like McDonald’s or gov-
ernmental bodies like the World Trade Organization. Global 
activism is not new, however; it began with the writing of Karl 
Marx, who sought to mobilize oppressed peoples in other 
industrialized countries. Today, activist networking is facili-
tated by the Internet. Participation in transnational activism is 
much more widespread now than in the past, and passions are 
quicker to ignite.

How and why do social movements emerge? Obviously, 
 people are often discontented with the way things are. What 
causes them to organize at a particular moment in a collective 
effort to effect change? Sociologists rely on two explanations 
for why people mobilize: the relative deprivation and resource 
mobilization approaches.

use your sociological imagination

What social movements are most visible on your campus? 
In the community where you live?

Relative Deprivation Approach
Those members of a society who feel most frustrated and dis-
gruntled by social and economic conditions are not necessarily 
the worst off in an objective sense. Social scientists have long 
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Two members of People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) protest 
against the killing of animals to make fur coats. Social movements like PETA 
seek public attention for the positions they espouse.
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use your sociological imagination

Why might well-off people feel deprived?

Resource Mobilization Approach
It takes more than desire to start a social movement. It helps 
to have money, political influence, access to the media, and 
 personnel. The term resource mobilization refers to the ways 
in which a social movement utilizes such resources. Indeed, the 
success of a movement for change will depend in good part on 
what resources it has and how effectively it mobilizes them. In 
other words, recruiting adherents and marshalling resources is 
critical to the growth and success of social movements (Gamson 
1989; Tilly 1964, 2003; Walder 2009).

Sociologist Anthony Oberschall (1973:199) has argued that to 
sustain social protest or resistance, there must be an “organiza-
tional base and continuity of leadership.” As people become part 
of a social movement, norms develop to guide their behavior. 
Members of the movement may be expected to attend regular 
meetings, pay dues, recruit new adherents, and boycott “enemy” 
products or speakers.

Leadership is a central factor in the mobilization of the dis-
contented into social movements. Often, a movement will be 
led by a charismatic figure, such as Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. 
As Max Weber described it in 1904, charisma is that quality of an 
individual that sets him or her apart from ordinary people. Of 
course, charisma can fade abruptly, which helps to account for 
the fragility of certain social movements (Morris 2000).

Many social movements are mobilized by institutional insiders. 
During the nationwide debate of the Obama administration’s plan 
for health care reform in 2009, for example, health insurance com-
panies encouraged their employees to attend the forums arranged 
by the White House. Managers distributed “Town Hall Tips” that 
included a list of concerns employees could raise and suggestions 
on how to make their comments as personal as possible, by talking 
about their own health issues (E. Walker 2010).

Why do certain individuals join a social movement while 
others who are in similar situations do not? Some of them 
are recruited to join. Karl Marx recognized the importance of 
recruitment when he called on workers to become aware of 
their oppressed status and to develop a class consciousness. Like 
theorists of the resource mobilization approach, Marx held that 
a social movement (specifically, the revolt of the proletariat) 
would require leaders to sharpen the awareness of the oppressed. 
They would need to help workers to overcome feelings of false 
consciousness, or attitudes that did not reflect workers’ objective 
position, in order to organize a revolutionary movement. Simi-
larly, one of the challenges faced by women’s liberation activists 
of the late 1960s and early 1970s was to convince women that 
they were being deprived of their rights and of socially valued 
resources.

Gender and Social Movements
Sociologists point out that gender is an important element 
in understanding social movements. In our male-dominated 

recognized that what is more significant is the way in which 
 people perceive their situation. As Karl Marx pointed out, 
although the misery of the workers was important to their per-
ception of their oppressed state, so was their position in relation 
to the capitalist ruling class (Marx and Engels [1847] 1955).

The term relative deprivation is defined as the conscious 
feeling of a negative discrepancy between legitimate expecta-
tions and present actualities (J. Wilson 1973). In other words, 
things aren’t as good as you hoped they would be. Such a state 
may be characterized by scarcity rather than a complete lack of 
necessities (as we saw in the distinction between absolute and 
relative poverty in Chapter 8). A relatively deprived person is 
dissatisfied because he or she feels downtrodden relative to some 
appropriate reference group. Thus, blue-collar workers who live 
in two-family houses on small plots of land—though hardly 
at the bottom of the economic ladder—may nevertheless feel 
deprived in comparison to corporate managers and profession-
als who live in lavish homes in exclusive suburbs.

In addition to the feeling of relative deprivation, two other 
elements must be present before discontent will be channeled 
into a social movement. People must feel that they have a right to 
their goals, that they deserve better than what they have. At the 
same time, the disadvantaged group must perceive that its goals 
cannot be attained through conventional means. This belief may 
or may not be correct. Whichever is the case, the group will not 
mobilize into a social movement unless there is a shared per-
ception that members can end their relative deprivation only 
through collective action (D. Morrison 1971).

Critics of this approach have noted that people don’t need to 
feel deprived to be moved to act. In addition, this approach fails 
to explain why certain feelings of deprivation are transformed 
into social movements, whereas in similar situations, no collec-
tive effort is made to reshape society. Consequently, in recent 
years, sociologists have paid increasing attention to the forces 
needed to bring about the emergence of social movements 
(Alain 1985; Finkel and Rule 1987; Orum and Dale 2009).
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Gallaudet University in Washington, D.C., is the only four-year liberal arts college for deaf students in the United States. A leaflet (left) was distributed in 1988 as 
part of a successful effort by students, faculty, and alumni to force the appointment of the university’s first deaf president. In 2007, after that president’s retirement, 
students protested once again over the election process (right). The mobilization of resources, including leaflets, is one key to the success of a social movement.
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New Social Movements
Beginning in the late 1960s, European social scientists observed 
a change in both the composition and the targets of emerging 
social movements. Previously, traditional social movements 
had focused on economic issues, often led by labor unions or 
by people who shared the same occupation. However, many 
social movements that have become active in recent decades—
including the contemporary women’s movement, the peace 
movement, and the environmental movement—do not have 
the social class roots typical of the labor protests in the United 
States and Europe over the past century (Tilly 1993, 2004).

The term new social movement refers to an organized col-
lective activity that addresses values and social identities, as 
well as improvements in the quality of life. These movements 
may be involved in developing collective identities. Many have 
complex agendas that go beyond a single issue, and even cross 
national boundaries. Educated, middle-class people are signifi-
cantly represented in some of these new social movements, such 
as the women’s movement and the movement for lesbian and gay 
rights. Box 16-1, on page 398, describes the women’s movements 
in South Korea and India.

New social movements generally do not view government 
as their ally in the struggle for a better society. While they typi-
cally do not seek to overthrow the government, they may criti-
cize, protest, or harass public officials. Researchers have found 
that members of new social movements show little inclination to 
accept established authority, even scientific or technical author-
ity. This characteristic is especially evident in the environmen-
tal and anti–nuclear power movements, whose activists present 
their own experts to counter those of government or big busi-
ness (Garner 1996; Polletta and Jasper 2001; A. Scott 1990).

The environmental movement is one of many new move-
ments with a worldwide focus (see the Social Policy section in 
Chapter 15). In their efforts to reduce air and water pollution, 
curtail global warming, and protect endangered animal species, 

society, women find it more difficult than men to assume lead-
ership positions in social movement organizations. Though 
women often serve disproportionately as volunteers in these 
movements, their work is not always recognized, nor are their 
voices as easily heard as men’s. Gender bias causes the real extent 
of their influence to be overlooked. Indeed, traditional examina-
tion of the sociopolitical system tends to focus on such male-
dominated corridors of power as legislatures and corporate 
boardrooms, to the neglect of more female-dominated domains 
such as households, community-based groups, and faith-based 
networks. However, efforts to influence family values, child rear-
ing, relationships between parents and schools, and spiritual 
 values are clearly significant to a culture and society (Ferree and 
Merrill 2000; Noonan 1995).

Scholars of social movements now realize that gender can 
affect even the way we view organized efforts to bring about or 
resist change. For example, an emphasis on using rationality and 
cold logic to achieve goals helps to obscure the importance of pas-
sion and emotion in successful social movements. It would be dif-
ficult to find any movement—from labor battles to voting rights 
to animal rights—in which passion was not part of the consensus-
building force. Yet calls for a more serious study of the role of 
emotion are frequently seen as applying only to the women’s 
movement, because emotion is traditionally thought of as being 
feminine (Ferree and Merrill 2000; V. Taylor 1999, 2004).

use your sociological imagination

Try to imagine a society without any social movements. 
Under what conditions could such a society exist? Would 
you want to live in it?
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has in effect become part of the state, and 
by extension, “part of the problem.” Disabled 
women and lesbians, for example, feel unrep-
resented by the KWAU. And an organization of 
prostitutes has argued for the decriminalization 
of sex work—a position clearly at odds with the 
KWAU’s stance against human trafficking.

In India, the women’s social movement tends 
to be locally based, often in farming commu-
nities, where about 71 percent of the nation’s 
1.2 billion people live. As in other parts of the 
developing world, rural families in India are quite 

poor. For decades, villagers have been moving to 
the cities in hopes of earning a better income, only 
to be exploited in sweatshops and multinational 
factories. In the mid-1980s, 5,000 striking textile 
workers returned to their rural villages to mobilize 
support for their movement. As the strike wore on, 
some of those women remained in the villages and 
sought work on government drought-relief projects. 
However, there weren’t enough jobs for the villag-
ers, much less for the striking textile workers.

This experience inspired a new social move-
ment in rural India. With unemployment threat-
ening an expanded population in rural villages, 

16-1  Women’s Social Movements in South Korea and India

Women have long played a significant role in 
social movements. Scholars have taken two 
different approaches to studying these move-
ments: a macro-level, national approach and a 
more local approach to new social movements.

The macro-level approach has proved useful in 
studying the women’s movement in South Korea. 
In 1987, a nationwide movement that included 
a variety of women’s organizations toppled the 
country’s longtime authoritarian ruler. In the dem-
ocratic environment that followed his overthrow, 
women joined together in Korean Women’s Asso-
ciation United (KWAU) to seek a voice on issues 
involving families, the environment, education, 
and sexuality, including sexual harassment and 
assault. The KWAU staged public demonstrations, 
held hearings, and presented petitions. Recogniz-
ing the women’s right to be heard, the national 
government created special commissions to 
focus specifically on women’s issues.

Eventually, the women’s movement in South 
Korea became an institutionalized collabora-
tor with the central government, even receiving 
government grants. Progress on women’s issues 
has not been steady, however, as some admin-
istrations have been less friendly than others to 
the KWAU. To gain traction, the KWAU reached 
out to the United Nations in its efforts to further 
women’s social equality, and to other interna-
tional bodies, such as those seeking to curb 
human trafficking (see Chapter 7).

In the last 10 years, groups of younger 
women, often based on college campuses, 
have questioned the KWAU’s ability to speak 
for them. These women charge that the KWAU 

activists formed what came to be called the 
Shoshit, Shetkari, Kashtakari, Kamgar, Mukti 

Sangharsh  (SSKKMS), which means “exploited 
peasants, toilers, workers liberation struggle.” 
The movement’s initial goal was to provide 
drought relief for farmers, but the deeper goal 
was to empower rural residents. 

Indian women have also worked to improve 
their families’ lot through microfinance pro-
grams (see Chapter 14). They have marched on 
government offices to demand that at least a 
third of the seats in Parliament and the state 
assemblies be reserved for them. Clearly, Indian 
women’s traditional role of maintaining their 
households’ health and nutrition is critical to 
their families’ survival. Thus, their leadership in 
seeking improved living conditions is winning 
them new respect in India’s patriarchal society. 

From workers’ rights to the voting booth, from 
education to freedom from sexual violence, wom-
en’s issues are an increasingly common feature 
of politics in both India and South Korea.

LET’S DISCUSS

 1. What do you think might explain the differ-
ences between women’s social movements 
and issues in South Korea and those in India? 

 2. What would happen if “powerless” people 
in the United States formed a social move-
ment of their own? Would it succeed? Why 
or why not?

Sources: Song-Woo Hur 2011; Korean Women’s 
Association United 2010; Suh 2011; Sengupta 2009; 
Subramaniam 2006; Working Women’s Forum 2012.

From workers’ rights to the 
voting booth, from education 

to freedom from sexual 
violence, women’s issues are 

an increasingly common 
feature of politics in both 
India and South Korea.

Communications and the 

Globalization of Social Movements

Today, through global text-messaging and the Internet, social 
activists can reach a large number of people around the world 
almost instantaneously, with relatively little effort and expense. 
The Internet’s listservs and chat rooms—a form of social 
 networking—allow organizers of social movements to enlist 
like-minded people without face-to-face contact, or even simul-
taneous interaction (Calhoun 1998; Kavada 2005).

Moreover, television and the Internet, as contrasted with books 
and newspapers, often convey a false sense of intimacy reinforced 
by immediacy. We seem to be personally affected by the latest 
celebrity news. Therefore, the latest technology brings us together 
to act and react in an electronic global village (Della Porta and 
 Tarrow 2005; Garner 1999).

This sense of online togetherness extends to social move-
ments, which more and more are being mounted on the web. 
Through the instantaneous communication that is possible 

environmental activists have realized that strong regulatory mea-
sures within a single country are not sufficient. Similarly, labor 
union leaders and human rights advocates cannot adequately 
address exploitative sweatshop conditions in a developing coun-
try if multinational corporations can simply move their factories 
to another country, where workers earn even less. Whereas tradi-
tional views of social movements tended to emphasize resource 
mobilization on a local level, new social movement theory offers 
a broader, global perspective on social and political activism.

Table 16-1 summarizes the sociological approaches that have 
contributed to social movement theory. Each has added to our 
understanding of the development of social movements.

thinking CRITICALLY

What aspects of traditional gender roles explain the 
roles that women and men typically play in social 
movements?

398
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Rural residents of Mongolia pose outside their home with their satellite dish. In the 21st century, technology 
links people in even the remotest areas. In 2008 protesters rocked Mongolia’s capital in anger over election 
fraud. Two years later, they gathered to demand more equitable distribution of the nation’s mining wealth. In 
both cases, people from rural areas organized for action on the Internet.

TABLE 16-1  CONTRIBUTIONS TO SOCIAL 

MOVEMENT THEORY

Approach Emphasis

Relative 
deprivation

Social movements are especially likely to 
arise when expectations are frustrated.

Resource 
mobilization

The success of social movements depends 
on which resources are available and how 
effectively they are used.

New social 
movement 

Social movements arise when people are 
motivated by value issues and social identity 
questions.
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399changing the way people relate to one another across vast dis-
tances, allowing small, focused audiences to become part of a 
global conversation. In doing so, they may find a common pur-
pose. These social connections happen because of the Internet’s 
technological structure. Websites are not autonomous and inde-
pendent; they are connected by a global electronic network. One 
website generally lists a variety of other sites that serve as links. 
For example, seeking information on domestic partnerships may 
lead you to an electronic enclave that is supportive of cohabita-
tion between men and women or to an enclave that is supportive 
of gay and lesbian couples. New developments in communica-
tions technology have clearly broadened the way we interact 
with one another (Calhoun 1998).

thinking CRITICALLY

What might be some drawbacks of global communica-
tions technology?

  Theories of Social Change 
   A  new millennium provides the occasion to offer explanations 
of  social change,  which we have defined as significant alteration 
over time in behavior patterns and culture. Social change can 
occur so slowly as to be almost undetectable to those it affects, 
but it can also happen with breathtaking rapidity. As  Table 16-2 
on page 401  shows, some changes that have occurred in U.S. 
society over the past century and a half have been relatively slow 
or slight; others have been rapid or striking in magnitude. 

 Explanations of social change are clearly a challenge in the 
diverse and complex world we inhabit today. Nevertheless, theo-
rists from several disciplines have sought to analyze social change. 
In some instances, they have examined historical events to arrive 
at a better understanding of contemporary changes. We will review 
three theoretical approaches to change—evolutionary,  functionalist, 
and conflict—and then take a look at  resistance to social change.  

  Evolutionary Theory 
 The pioneering work of Charles  Darwin 
(1809–1882) in biological evolution con  -
tributed to 19th-century theories of 
social change. Darwin’s approach stresses 
a continuing progression of successive 
life-forms. For example, human beings 
came at a later stage of evolution than 
reptiles and represent a more complex 
form of life. Social theorists seeking an 
analogy to this biological model origi-
nated    evolutionary theory,      in which 
society is viewed as moving in a definite 
direction. Early evolutionary theorists 
generally agreed that society was pro-
gressing inevitably toward a higher state. 
As might be expected, they concluded in 
ethnocentric fashion that their behavior 
and culture were more advanced than 
those of earlier civilizations. 

over the Internet, Mexican Zapatistas and other groups of 
indigenous peoples can transform their cause into an inter-
national lobbying effort, and Greenpeace organizers can 
link environmental activists throughout the world via video 
recorded on members’ cell phones.

Sociologists have begun to refer to such electronic enhance-
ment of established social movements as computer-mediated 
communication (CMC). Computer-mediated communication 
may be defined as communicative interaction through two or 
more networked devices, such as a computer or cell phone. The 
term applies to a variety of text-based or video interactions, 
including e-mails, chat rooms, and text messages, some of which 
may be supported by social media. This kind of electronic com-
munication strengthens a group’s solidarity, allowing fledgling 
social movements to grow and develop faster than they might 
otherwise. Thus the face-to-face contact that once was critical 
to a social movement is no longer necessary. As Box 16-2 on 
page 400 suggests, however, the legitimacy of such online move-
ments is a matter of opinion  (Castells 2010b; Niezen 2005).

The new global communications technology also helps to 
create enclaves of similarly minded people. Alex Steffen (2008), 
editor of the book World Changing, notes that the Internet is 
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A troubling example of what can happen when 
authorities gain unbridled control of computer-
mediated communication occurred in Maryland, 
where a public school teacher could not figure out 
why she was unable to send or receive emails. The 
woman, whose first name happened to be Gay, 
finally learned that the school system had banned 
all homosexual-bisexual-transgendered content. 

RESEARCH TODAY
16-2  Organizing for Controversy via Computer-Mediated Communication
With the Arab Spring, which began in Tunisia in 
2011, and the Occupy Wall Street movement, 
which sprang up later that year, computer-
mediated communication became a social 
necessity. In a remarkably short period, the two 
tech-savvy social movements overthrew dictators 
and mounted mass protests in cities across the 
United States. What gave their new form of com-
munication such power? Unlike more traditional 
forms of communication, social media can be 
used almost anywhere by almost anyone with a 
cause, from street protesters to people trying to 
launch a petition from home.

The widespread use of computer-mediated 
communication in social movements is not lost 
on those in authority, who monitor and  sometimes 

seek to control citizens’ access to net-
worked communications. Around the world, 
government leaders worry about people 
using the Internet and social media to incite ter-
rorist acts. And they have good reason. Islamic 
extremist websites, many of which are technologi-
cally advanced and written in English, have been 
garnering support for Islamic causes outside the 
Middle East. Ku Klux Klan websites have also 
been growing in number, complete with online 
“news shows” and streaming video. 

Yet drawing the line between criminal activ-
ity and legitimate activity is not necessarily easy. 

such as collecting parking meters, to network 
and become a virtual group. More troubling to 
many doctors and parents are the slick websites 
that encourage self-injury (see the opening to 
Chapter 2) or anorexia and bulimia (disorders 
characterized by little or no eating or by overeat-
ing and purging). Internet chat rooms for those 
who engage in these life-threatening behaviors 
are flourishing. Screen displays urge partici-
pants to “go public” by sending in for a beaded 

bracelet that supports their behavior. 
To counteract these sites, members of the 

medical community have established web-
sites to promote recovery and safe behavior. 
Their actions illustrate the double-edged 
nature of free expression. On the street or 
on the Internet, social movements may be 
seen either as promoting desirable social 
change or as supporting negative behav-
iors that many people find objectionable.

On the street or on the Internet, 
social movements may be seen 
either as promoting desirable 
social change or as supporting 
negative behaviors that many 

people find objectionable.

LET’S DISCUSS

 1. Have you ever been involved in a 
social or political movement whose 
legitimacy some people considered 
questionable? If so, what was the 
movement, and what were the objec-
tions to it? Did you consider the 
objections to be legitimate?

 2. Can any social movement ever be 
totally free from controversy? Would 
you want to live in a society in which 
controversy is not tolerated?

Sources: Teaching Tolerance 2012; Thomasrobb.com 
2007; Tibbles 2007; Whitlock 2005.

The site’s filters had automatically blocked all 
messages bearing her name. They did, however, 
allow users to access anti-LGBT information.

Just as disturbing to many people are sites 
that promote what they see as destructive or 
self-destructive behavior. The Internet allows 
people who engage in odd forms of vandalism, 

400

 Auguste Comte (1798–1857), a founder of sociology, was an 
evolutionary theorist of change. He saw human societies as mov-
ing forward in their thinking, from mythology to the scientific 
method. Similarly, Émile Durkheim ([1893] 1933) maintained 
that society progressed from simple to more complex forms of 
social organization. 

 Today, evolutionary theory influences sociologists in a vari-
ety of ways. For example, it has encouraged sociobiologists to 
investigate the behavioral links between humans and other 
animals. It has also influenced human ecology, the study of 
the interaction between communities and their environment 
(Maryanski 2004).  

  Functionalist Perspective 
 Because functionalist sociologists focus on what  maintains  a sys-
tem, not on what changes it, they might seem to offer little to 
the study of social change. Yet as the work of sociologist  Talcott 

Parsons demonstrates, functionalists have made a distinctive 
contribution to this area of sociological investigation. 

 Parsons (1902–1979), a leading proponent of the functional-
ist perspective, viewed society as being in a natural state of equi-
librium. By “equilibrium,” he meant that society tends toward a 
state of stability or balance. Parsons would view even prolonged 
labor strikes or civilian riots as temporary disruptions in the 
status quo rather than as significant alterations in social struc-
ture. Therefore, according to his    equilibrium model    ,  as changes 
occur in one part of society, adjustments must be made in other 
parts. If not, society’s equilibrium will be threatened and strains 
will occur. 

 Reflecting the evolutionary approach, Parsons (1966) main-
tained that four processes of social change are inevitable. 
 Differentiation  refers to the increasing complexity of social orga-
nization. The transition from medicine man to physician, nurse, 
and pharmacist is an illustration of differentiation in the field 
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TABLE 16-2 THE UNITED STATES: A CHANGING NATION

Population 1850 1940 1960 2012

Total in millions 23.2 132.1 180.7 316.3 

Percentage under age 15 41% 25% 31% 20%

Education 1850 1940 1960 2010
Percentage not completing high school 88% 18% 13% 13%

Percentage ages 19–24 enrolled in 
higher education

Under 1% 8% 40% 40%

Labor Force Participation 1850 1940 1960 2010
Men in their 20s 94% 88% 86% 82%

Women in their 20s 22% 39% 74% 73%

Health 1850 1940 1960 2010
Physicians per 100,000 population 176 133 150 273

Life expectancy at birth, in years  38  63  70  78.3

Technology 1870 1940 1960 2010
Copyrights issued  5,600 176,997 243,926 636,400 

Patents issued 12,127  42,238  47,170 244,300 

Family 1890 1940 1960 2008
Median age at first marriage

 Men 26 24 23 28

 Women 22 22 20 26

Number of children born per family  3.25  2.7  3.65  2.09

Note: Data are comparable, although definitions vary. Definition of the United States changes between 1850 and 
1940 and between 1940 and 1960. Earliest date for children born per family is 1905.
Source: Author, based on federal data collected in Bureau of the Census 2011a:Tables 104, 165, 223, 229, 587, 774, 
778, 780; Sutch and Carter 2006:1–28/29, 391, 401–402, 440, 541, 685, 697, 709, 2–441/442, and 3–424/425, 427/428.

Think about It
Which of the social changes shown in this table surprises you the most? Which cat-
egory do you think will change the most in the next 20 years?

Social Change and Travel to the 
United States after 9/11

Catastrophic events can create significant social change. Americans 
are aware of changes that occurred after 9/11 in airport check-in pro-

cedures. However, most are unaware of changes in the way international 
tourists are treated when they want to visit the United States. 

Imagine you are a foreign tourist. If you come from one of the 36 countries deemed U.S. allies, 
like Great Britain, Germany, or Japan, you will not need a visa to enter the United States. However, 
you will need to submit your travel plans in advance, and you will be fingerprinted when you arrive.

What if you are from China? You will wait up to four months for a tourist visa before being 
allowed to enter. If you are Brazilian, the wait may be five months.

What if you are an Afghan who risked your life working with U.S. troops or diplomats? You will 
wait two years or more for a background check before receiving a visa. 

Although these changes do not have an effect on most Americans, they do affect U.S. citizens 
whose businesses depend on international travel and trade.
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401generalization: society has broadened 

its view of health care. All four processes 
identified by Parsons stress consensus—
societal agreement on the nature of 
social organization and values (B. John-
son 1975; Wallace and Wolf 1980). 

 Although Parsons’s approach explic-
itly incorporates the evolutionary notion 
of continuing progress, the dominant 
theme in his model is stability. Soci-
ety may change, but it remains stable 
through new forms of integration. For 
example, in place of the kinship ties that 
provided social cohesion in the past, peo-
ple develop laws, judicial processes, and 
new values and belief systems.  

 Conflict Perspective 
 The functionalist perspective mini-
mizes the importance of change. It 
emphasizes the persistence of social life 
and sees change as a means of maintain-
ing society’s equilibrium (or balance). 
In contrast, conflict theorists contend 
that social institutions and practices 
persist because powerful groups have 
the ability to maintain the status quo. 
Change has crucial significance, since it 
is needed to correct social injustices and 
inequalities. 

 Karl Marx accepted the evolution-
ary argument that socie ties develop 
along a particular path. However, 
unlike Comte and Spencer, he did not 
view each successive stage as an inevita-
ble improvement over the previous one. 
History, according to Marx, proceeds 

of health. This process is accompa-
nied by  adaptive upgrading,  in which 
social institutions become more spe-
cialized in their purposes. The divi-
sion of physicians into obstetricians, 
internists, surgeons, and so forth is an 
example of adaptive upgrading. 

 The next process Parsons identi-
fied is the  inclusion  of groups that were 
previously excluded because of their 
gender, race, ethnicity, or social class. 
Medical schools have practiced inclu-
sion by admitting increasing numbers of 
women and African Americans. Finally, 
Parsons contends that socie ties experi-
ence  value generalization,  the develop-
ment of new values that tolerate and 
legitimate a greater range of activities. 
The acceptance of preventive and alter-
native medicine is an example of value 
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On the outskirts of Buenos Aires, Argentina, a squatter settlement forms a stark contrast to the gleaming sky-
scrapers in the wealthy downtown area. Marxists and conflict theorists see social change as a way of overcom-
ing the kind of social inequality evident in this photograph.

Evolutionary Social change moves society in a definite direc-
tion, frequently from simple to more complex.

Functionalist Social change must contribute to society’s 
stability.

Modest adjustments must be made to accom-
modate social change.

Conflict Social change can correct social injustices and 
inequalities.

TABLE 16-3  SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES 

ON SOCIAL CHANGE

Tracking Sociological Perspectives

C
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402 through a series of stages, each of which 

exploits a class of people. Ancient soci-
ety exploited slaves; the estate system 
of feudalism exploited serfs; modern 
capitalist society exploits the working 
class. Ultimately, through a socialist 
revolution led by the proletariat, human 
society will move toward the final stage 
of development: a classless communist 
society, or “community of free indi-
viduals,” as Marx described it in 1867 
in  Das Kapital  (see Bottomore and 
Rubel 1956:250). 

 As we have seen, Marx had an impor-
tant influence on the development of 
sociology. His thinking offered insights 
into such institutions as the economy, 
the family, religion, and government. The 
Marxist view of social change is appeal-
ing because it does not restrict people to 
a passive role in responding to inevitable 
cycles or changes in material culture. 
Rather, Marxist theory offers a tool for 
those who wish to seize control of the 
historical process and gain their freedom 
from injustice. In contrast to functionalists’ emphasis on stability, 
Marx argues that conflict is a normal and desirable aspect of social 
change. In fact, change must be encouraged as a means of elimi-
nating social inequality (Lauer 1982). 

 One conflict theorist, Ralf Dahrendorf (1958), has noted 
that the contrast between the functionalist perspective’s 
emphasis on stability and the conflict perspective’s focus on 
change reflects the contradictory nature of society. Human 
societies are stable and long-lasting, yet they also experience 
serious conflict. Dahrendorf found that the functionalist and 
conflict perspectives were ultimately compatible, despite their 
many points of disagreement. Indeed, Parsons spoke of new 
functions that result from social change, and Marx recognized 
the need for change so that societies could function more 
equitably. 

  Table  16-3  summarizes the differences between the three 
major perspectives on social change.  

thinking CRITICALLY

Which perspective on social change do you find most 
convincing? Why?

 Resistance to Social Change 
  Efforts to promote social change are likely to meet with resis-
tance. In the midst of rapid scientific and technological inno-
vations, many people are frightened by the demands of an 
ever-changing society. Moreover, certain individuals and groups 
have a stake in maintaining the existing state of affairs. 

 Social economist Thorstein Veblen (1857–1929) coined the 
term    vested interests    to refer to those people or groups who 
will suffer in the event of social change. For example, in 2010 
President Obama proposed scuttling NASA’s Constellation proj-
ect, whose primary goal was to return humans to the moon. 
Although many people expressed disappointment with the deci-
sion to abandon manned space flights, key opposition came 
from just 27 members of Congress. All represented districts in 
Alabama and Texas that were home to large suppliers to the 
project. Ironically, many of those representatives had gone on 
record as opponents of large federal spending projects. In gen-
eral, those with a disproportionate share of society’s wealth, 
status, and power, such as members of Congress and represen-
tatives of big business, have a vested interest in preserving the 
status quo (Friedman 2010; Veblen 1919).  

 Economic and Cultural Factors 
 Economic factors play an important role in resistance to social 
change. For example, it can be expensive for manufacturers to 
meet high standards for the safety of products and workers, and 
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A Google Street View car drives through Broughton, England, photograph-
ing it for use with Google’s online map service. Residents of the rural village 
see the technology, which may encourage motorists and truckers to drive 
through their community, as an invasion of their privacy, but many others 
appreciate the innovation.
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for the protection of the environment. Conflict theorists argue 
that in a capitalist economic system, many firms are not will-
ing to pay the price of meeting strict safety and environmental 
standards. They may resist social change by cutting corners or by 
pressuring the government to ease regulations. 

 Communities, too, protect their vested interests, often in the 
name of “protecting property values.” The abbreviation  NIMBY  
stands for “not in my backyard,” a cry often heard when people 
protest landfills, prisons, nuclear power facilities, and even 
bike trails and group homes for people with developmental 
disabilities. The targeted community may not challenge the 
need for the facility, but may simply insist that it be located 
elsewhere. The “not in my backyard” attitude has become 
so common that it is almost impossible for policymak-
ers to find acceptable locations for facilities such as 
hazardous-waste dumps (Jasper 1997). 

 On the world stage, what amounts to a “not on planet 
Earth” campaign has emerged. Members of this move-
ment stress many issues, from profiteering to nuclear 
proliferation, from labor rights to the eradication of 
poverty and disease. Essentially an antiglobalization 
movement, it manifests itself at international meetings 
of trade ministers and heads of state. 

 Like economic factors, cultural factors frequently shape 
resistance to change. William F. Ogburn (1922) distinguished 

between material and nonmaterial aspects of culture.  Material 
culture  includes inventions, artifacts, and technology;  nonmate-
rial culture  encompasses ideas, norms, communications, and 
social organization. Ogburn pointed out that one cannot devise 
methods for controlling and using new technology before the 
introduction of a technique. Thus, nonmaterial culture typically 
must respond to changes in material culture. Ogburn introduced 
the term    culture lag    to refer to the period of maladjustment when 
the nonmaterial culture is still struggling to adapt to new material 
conditions. One example is the Internet. Its rapid, uncontrolled 
growth raises questions about whether to regulate it, and if so, 
how much. 

 In certain cases, changes in material culture can strain the 
relationships between social institutions. For example, new 
means of birth control have been developed in recent decades. 
Large families are no longer economically necessary, nor are 
they commonly endorsed by social norms. However, certain reli-
gious faiths, among them Roman Catholicism, continue to extol 
large families and to disapprove methods of limiting family size, 
such as contraception and abortion. This issue represents a lag 
between aspects of material culture (technology) and nonmate-
rial culture (religious beliefs). Conflicts may also emerge between 
religion and other social institutions, such as government and 
the educational system, over the dissemination of birth control 
and family-planning information (Riley et al. 1994a, 1994b). 

use your sociological imagination

What kind of change do you find the hardest to accept? 
The easiest?

 Resistance to Technology 
    Technology    is cultural information about the ways in which the 
material resources of the environment may be used to satisfy 
human needs and desires. Technological innovations are exam-
ples of changes in material culture that often provoke resistance. 
The  Industrial Revolution,  which took place largely in England 
during the period 1760 to 1830, was a scientific revolution 

focused on the application of nonanimal sources of power 
to labor tasks. As this revolution proceeded, societies came 
to rely on new inventions that facilitated agricultural and 
industrial production and on new sources of energy, such 
as steam. In some industries, the introduction of power-

driven machinery reduced the need for factory workers 
and made it easier for factory owners to cut wages. 

 Strong resistance to the Industrial Revolution 
emerged in some countries. In England, beginning in 
1811, masked craft workers took extreme measures: they 
mounted nighttime raids on factories and destroyed 
some of the new machinery. The government hunted 
these rebels, known as    Luddites    ,  and ultimately banished 
or hung them. In a similar effort in France, angry workers 

threw their  sabots  (wooden shoes) into factory machinery 
to destroy it, giving rise to the term  sabotage.  While the resis-

tance of the Luddites and the French workers was short-lived 
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404 and unsuccessful, they have come to symbolize resistance to 

technology. 
 Are we now in the midst of a second industrial revolution, 

with a contemporary group of Luddites engaged in resisting? 
Many sociologists believe that we are living in a  postindustrial 
society.  It is difficult to pinpoint exactly when this era began. 
Generally, it is viewed as having begun in the 1950s, when for the 
first time the majority of workers in industrial societies became 
involved in services rather than in the actual manufacture of 
goods. 

 Just as the Luddites resisted the Industrial Revolution, peo-
ple in many countries have resisted postindustrial technologi-
cal changes. The term  neo-Luddites  refers to those who are wary 
of technological innovations and who question the incessant 
expansion of industrialization, the increasing destruction of the 
natural and agrarian world, and the “throw-it-away” mentality of 
contemporary capitalism, with its resulting pollution of the envi-
ronment (Volti 2010). 

 A new slang term,  urban amish,  refers specifically to those 
who resist technological devices that have become part of our 
daily lives, such as cell phones. Such people insist that whatever 
the presumed benefits of industrial and postindustrial technol-
ogy, such technology has distinctive social costs and may repre-
sent a danger to both the future of the human species and our 
planet (Bauerlein 1996; Rifkin 1995; Sale 1996; Slack and Wise 
2007; Snyder 1996; Urban Dictionary 2012). 

 Other people will resist a new technology simply because 
they find it difficult to use or because they suspect that it will 
complicate their lives. Both these objections are especially true 
of new information and media technologies. Whether it is TiVo, 
the iPhone, or even the latest digital camera, many consumers 
are leery of these so-called must-have items. 

thinking CRITICALLY

Which do you think play more of a role in resistance 
to social change, economic or cultural factors? Why?

  Global Social Change 
  The recent past has been a truly dramatic time in history to con-
sider global social change. Maureen Hallinan (1997), in her pres-
idential address to the American Sociological Association, asked 
those present to consider just a few of the recent events: the col-
lapse of communism; terrorism in various parts of the world, 
including the United States; major regime changes and severe 
economic disruptions in Africa, the Middle East, and Eastern 
Europe; the spread of AIDS; and the computer revolution. Just 
a few months after her remarks came the first verification of the 
cloning of a complex animal, Dolly the sheep. 

 In this era of massive social, political, and economic change, 
global in scale, is it possible to predict change? Some techno-
logical changes seem obvious, but the collapse of communist 
governments in the former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe in 
the early 1990s took people by surprise. Yet prior to the Soviet 
collapse, sociologist Randall Collins (1986, 1995), a conflict 
theorist, had observed a crucial sequence of events that most 
observers had missed. 

 In seminars as far back as 1980, and in a book published in 
1986, Collins had argued that Soviet expansionism had resulted 
in an overextension of resources, including disproportionate 
spending on military forces. Such an overextension will strain 
a regime’s stability. Moreover, geopolitical theory suggests that 
nations in the middle of a geographic region, such as the Soviet 
Union, tend to fragment into smaller units over time. Collins 
predicted that the coincidence of social crises on several fron-
tiers would precipitate the collapse of the Soviet Union. 

 And that is just what happened. In 1979, the success of the 
Iranian revolution had led to an upsurge of Islamic fundamen-
talism in nearby Afghanistan, as well as in Soviet republics with 
substantial Muslim populations. At the same time, resistance to 
communist rule was growing both throughout Eastern Europe 
and within the Soviet Union itself. Collins had predicted that the 
rise of a dissident form of communism within the Soviet Union 
might facilitate the breakdown of the regime. Beginning in the 
late 1980s, Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev chose not to use 
military power and other types of repression to crush dissidents 
in Eastern Europe. Instead, he offered plans for democratiza-
tion and social reform of Soviet society, and seemed willing to 
reshape the Soviet Union into a loose federation of somewhat 
autonomous states. But in 1991, six republics on the western 
periphery declared their independence, and within months the 
entire Soviet Union had formally disintegrated into Russia and a 
number of other independent nations. 

 In her address, Hallinan (1997) cautioned that we need to 
move beyond the restrictive models of social change—the linear 
view of evolutionary theory and the assumptions about equilib-
rium in the functionalist perspective. She and other sociologists 
have looked to the “chaos theory” advanced by mathematicians 
to understand erratic events as a part of change. Hallinan noted 
that upheavals and major chaotic shifts do occur, and that soci-
ologists must learn to predict their occurrence, as Collins did 
with the Soviet Union. Imagine, for example, the dramatic non-
linear social change that accompanies the transformation of a 
small, undeveloped principality into a major financial and com-
munications hub (see the  following Case Study on Dubai). 

thinking CRITICALLY

Using chaos theory, what kind of global social change 
might you predict for the 21st century?
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From 1990 to 2008, the area surrounding the Emirates Golf Club in Dubai changed dramatically.

casestudy Social Change in Dubai

The story of Dubai, a Middle Eastern principality the size of Rhode 
Island, is a tale of two cities. When the Maktoum family took 
control of Dubai (pronounced Doo-Bye) in 1883, it was a  pearl-
fishing village on the Persian Gulf. But in 1966, the dis covery of oil 
changed everything. When the state’s oil reserves proved too lim-
ited to fund significant economic and social change, Dubai rein-
vented itself as a free-trade oasis. By 2000 it had become a tax-free 
information-technology hub. In less than a single generation—
barely a decade—Dubai had transformed itself into what Forbes
magazine calls the richest city in the world. This is a place that in 
the late 1950s had no electricity and no paved roads.

Wide-eyed journalists have described Dubai’s  air-conditioned 
indoor ski run, open year-round in a country where the daytime 
temperature averages 92 degrees. Then there is the 160-story 
Burj Khalifa, which opened in 2010; at a half-mile high, it is 
by far the world’s tallest building. At one point, so much of the 
city was under construction that 10 percent of the world’s con-
struction cranes were located there.

A constitutional monarchy, Dubai is no democratic utopia—
there are no contested elections, and there is little public oppo-
sition to the government. Socially, however, Dubai is relatively 
progressive for an Arab state. Women are encouraged to work, 
and there is little separation of the sexes, as is common in neigh-
boring states. Alcohol is freely available, speech is relatively free, 
and the media are largely uncensored.

The citizens of Dubai share its affluence: they receive cheap 
electricity, free land and water, free health care and education 
(including graduate study abroad), as well as an average sub-
sidy of $55,000 per year. They pay no income or property taxes. 
Ironically, the government handouts that citizens enjoy mean 
that most have little interest in competitive work, so high-skilled 
positions tend to go to foreigners. The social consequences of 
Dubai’s wealth have been less than benign, however. Environ-
mentally, the cost of its lavish lifestyle is exorbitant. Dubai ranks 
at the top of the list in terms of its greenhouse gas emissions, at 
twice the level of the United States and triple the global average.

Another significant social problem, hidden from the invest-
ment bankers and tourists who visit Dubai, is the treatment of 
immigrant laborers. About 95 percent of Dubaians are foreign-
ers from India, Pakistan, the Philippines, Sri Lanka, North Korea, 

Bangladesh, China, and Yemen. A million of them—seven times 
the number of Dubai nationals—come from India alone. These 
migrant laborers sold everything they owned to come to Dubai 
and take jobs stacking bricks, watering lawns, and cleaning 
floors. The pay is good relative to their home countries—$275 a 
month for a skilled electrician—but very poor compared to what 
the lowest-paid citizen of Dubai earns. At best, an immigrant 
must work two years just to break even.

There is little government oversight of working or living con-
ditions in Dubai, both of which are poor. For foreign workers 
seeking to escape the slums in distant deserts, one-bedroom 
apartments rent for $1,400 per month. In 2008, fire investiga-
tors found 500 laborers living in a house built for a single family. 
Little wonder that late in 2009, when Dubai’s economic expan-
sion ground to a halt, foreign workers were heading home at an 
estimated rate of 5,000 a day.

The global economic downturn that began in 2008 has been 
particularly savage to Dubai. Having borrowed heavily and 

invested not always wisely, both the government and major 
companies are groaning under a debt load that is heavier than 
even the United States’ or Europe’s. By 2010, however, Dubai’s 
economy was back on the move, although a bit moderated. 
The state’s story is hardly finished. At the beginning of the 
second decade of the 21st century, the well-to-do are still fly-
ing lobster in for extravagant parties. Overworked foreign 
laborers, although many fewer of them remain, are still earn-
ing wages well above those available in their home countries. 
Political analysts note that Dubai is the most stable country in 
the Arab world, with a measured tolerance for outside cultural 
influences and an intolerance for corruption (Alderman 2010; 
Ali 2010; Harman 2009; Krane 2009, 2010; McGirk 2009; Rogan 
2009; Tatchell 2009).

thinking CRITICALLY

Could some of the problems Dubai faces have been 
anticipated?
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“We have to move - they’re

putting in a cell phone tower here.”

Finding a place where you can’t receive a text message is getting harder 
and harder.

Happy, sad, or confused? This “face robot” was developed at the Science University 
of Tokyo during research on machines that can show and respond to human emo-
tional expressions. Nonverbal communication is the latest innovation in robotics.
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406         Technology and the Future 

  Technological advances—the airplane, the automobile, the 
television, the atomic bomb, and more recently, the com-
puter, digital media, and the cell phone—have brought strik-
ing changes to our cultures, our patterns of socialization, our 
social institutions, and our day-to-day social interactions. 
Technological innovations are, in fact, emerging and being 
accepted with remarkable speed. 

 In the past generation alone, industrial countries have seen a 
major shift in consumer technologies. No longer do we buy elec-
tronic devices to last for even 10 years. Increasingly, we buy them 
with the expectation that within as little as 3 years, we will need to 
upgrade to an entirely new technology, whether it be a handheld 
device or a home computer. Of course, there are those people 
who either reject the latest gadgets or become frustrated trying 
to adapt to them. And then there are the “tech-no’s”—people who 
resist the worldwide movement toward electronic networking. 
Those who become tech-no’s are finding that it is a life choice that 
sets them apart from their peers, much like deciding to be “child 
free” (Darlin 2006; Kornblum 2007). 

 In the following sections, we examine various aspects of 
our technological future and consider their impact on social 
change, including the social strain they will cause. We focus 
in particular on recent developments in computer technol-
ogy, electronic censorship, and biotechnology. 

   Computer Technology 
 The past decade witnessed an explosion of computer technology 
in the United States and around the world. Its effects were par-
ticularly noteworthy with regard to the Internet, the world’s larg-
est computer network. In 2012 the Internet reached 2.3 billion 
users, compared to just 50 million in 1996. Box 16-3 sketches the 
worldwide access to and use of the Internet. 

   The Internet evolved from a computer system built in 1962 by 
the U.S. Defense Department to enable scholars and military 
researchers to continue their government work even if part of 
the nation’s communications system were destroyed by a nuclear 
attack. Until a generation ago, it was difficult to gain access to the 
Internet without holding a position at a university or a government 
research laboratory. Today, however, virtually anyone can reach the 
Internet with a phone line, a computer, and a modem. People buy 
and sell cars, trade stocks, auction off items, research new medical 
remedies, vote, and track down long-lost friends online—to men-
tion just a few of the thousands of possibilities. Earlier in this book 
we discussed the impact of the Internet on social interaction and 
the creation of new virtual worlds (see Chapter 5). 

 Unfortunately, not everyone can get onto the information 
highway, especially not the less affluent. Moreover, this pattern of 
inequality is global. The core nations that Immanuel Wallerstein 
described in his world systems analysis have a virtual monop-
oly on information technology; the peripheral nations of Asia, 
Africa, and Latin America depend on the core nations both for 
technology and for the information it provides. For example, 
North America, Europe, and a few industrialized nations in other 
regions possess almost all the world’s  Internet hosts — computers 
that are connected directly to the worldwide network. 

 What is the solution to this global disconnect between the 
haves and the have-nots? Some people have suggested giving 
everyone a computer—or at least, everyone who can’t afford one. 
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The old notion of an Internet 
accessed primarily in the United 

States and dominated by English-
only content is passé.

FIGURE A  INTERNET USERS 
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16-3  The Internet’s Global Profile

The old notion of an Internet 
accessed primarily in the United 
States and dominated by English-
only content is passé. In fact, 
usage patterns are changing so 
fast, generalizing about global use 
of the Internet requires careful 
research and phrasing.

For example, Figure A, Inter-
net Users by World Region, shows 
an Internet that is dominated by 
users in Asia and Europe, two rela-
tively populous continents. How-
ever, Figure B, Internet Penetration 
by World Region, shows a dra-
matically different picture, one in 
which the proportion of people in 
each region who access the Inter-
net is highest in North America 
and Australia. That is, numerically, 
most Internet users live in Asia 
and Europe, but the likelihood of 
a person being an Internet user is 
greatest in North America and Australia. Figure 
B shows dramatically low Internet use in Africa, 
where only 13.5 percent of residents access 
the global network.

Though English is still the primary language 
of Internet users, as Figure C shows, use of 
the Chinese language has become much more 
common. Interestingly, 78 percent of all Japa-
nese speakers use the Internet, compared to 
43 percent of all English speakers, though in 
absolute terms, speakers of Japanese are a 
significantly smaller group.

LET’S DISCUSS

 1. Of the three figures shown here, which do 
you think presents the most sociologically 
significant statistics? Explain.

 2. Why do you think the use of Chinese on the 
Internet has increased so dramatically in 
just a decade? What kind of information 
would you expect to find in Chinese? Who 
would use it?

Source: All data taken from Internet World Stats 2012 
as of March 28, 2012.
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use your sociological imagination

Have you ever learned about a social movement outside 
the United States via the Internet?

 Privacy and Censorship in a Global Village 
 As we saw in the chapter-opening excerpt, new technologies like 
smartphones with map applications are bringing about sweeping 
social change. While much of that change is beneficial, there are 
some negative effects. Recent advances in computer technology 
have made it increasingly easy for business firms, government 
agencies, and even criminals to retrieve and store information 
about everything from our buying habits to our web-surfing 
patterns. In public places, at work, and on the Internet, surveil-
lance devices now track our every move, be it a keystroke or an 
ATM withdrawal. At the same time that these innovations have 
increased others’ power to monitor our behavior, they have raised 
fears that they might be misused for criminal or undemocratic 
purposes. In short, new technologies threaten not just our privacy, 
but our freedom from crime and censorship (O’Harrow Jr. 2005). 

 In recent years, concern about the criminal misuse of personal 
information has been underscored by the accidental loss of some 
huge databases. In 2006, for example, the theft of a laptop computer 
from the home of an employee of the Veterans’ Administration com-
promised the names, Social Security numbers, and dates of birth of 
up to 26.5 million veterans. Unfortunately, technologies that facilitate 
the sharing of information have also created new types of crime. 

   From a sociological point of view, the complex issues of pri-
vacy and censorship can be considered illustrations of culture 
lag. As usual, the material culture (technology) is changing faster 
than the nonmaterial culture (norms for controlling the use of 
technology). Too often, the result is an anything-goes approach 
to the use of new technologies. 

 Legislation regarding the surveillance of electronic communi-
cations has not always upheld citizens’ right to privacy. In 1986, 
the federal government passed the Electronic Communications 

Privacy Act, which outlawed the surveillance of telephone calls 
except with the permission of both the U.S. attorney general and 
a federal judge. Telegrams, faxes, and e-mail did not receive the 
same degree of protection, however. Then in 2001, one month 
after the terrorist attacks of September 11, Congress passed the 
Patriot Act, which relaxed existing legal checks on surveillance 
by law enforcement officers. As a result, federal agencies are now 
freer to gather electronic data, including credit-card receipts and 
banking records. In 2005, Americans learned that the National 
Security Agency was covertly monitoring phone calls with the 
cooperation of major U.S. telecommunications companies. Four 
years later, a federal court ruled that wiretapping without warrants 
is legal (Eckenwiler 1995; Lichtblau 2009; Vaidhyanathan 2008). 

 Sociologists’ views on the use and abuse of new technologies 
differ depending on their theoretical perspective. Function-
alists take a generally positive view of the Internet, pointing 
to its manifest function of facilitating communication. From 
their perspective, the Internet performs the latent function 
of empowering those with few resources—from hate groups 
to special-interest organizations—to communicate with the 
masses. Conflict theorists, in contrast, stress the danger that 
the most powerful groups in a society will use technology to 
violate the privacy of the less powerful. Indeed, officials in the 
People’s Republic of China have attempted to censor online dis-
cussion groups and web postings that criticize the government. 
The same abuses can occur in the United States, civil liberties 
advocates remind us, if citizens are not vigilant in protecting 
their right to privacy (Magnier 2004). 

 Another source of controversy is the widespread use of GPS 
devices to track the location of cars or even people, not to men-
tion the electronic tracking of handheld communications devices. 
Technology allows you to tweet your whereabouts to your friends, 
but should others, including the government, be able to home in on 
you? Put another way, is your location at any given moment covered 
by the Fourth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, which protects 
your right to privacy? Both public opinion and court rulings on this 
question remain divided. The issue is yet another example of culture 
lag, or the time it takes for society to reconcile a new technology 
with traditional cultural values and behavior (Zipp 2009). 

 If anything, people seem to be less vigilant today about main-
taining their privacy than they were before the information age. 
Young people who have grown up browsing the Internet seem to 
accept the existence of the cookies and spyware they may pick 
up while surfing. They have become accustomed to adult sur-
veillance of their conversation in electronic chat rooms. Many 
see no risk in providing personal information about themselves 
to the strangers they meet online. Little wonder that college pro-
fessors find their students do not appreciate the political signifi-
cance of their right to privacy (Turkle 2004). 

use your sociological imagination

Do you hold strong views regarding the privacy of your 
electronic communications?  When using a smartphone or 
similar device, do you ever suspect you are being watched 
or your actions monitored?
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A Ugandan farmer checks the price of coffee beans on his cell phone.
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possible health effects of GM food. Supporters of genetically 
modified food include not just biotech companies, but those 
who see the technology as a way to help feed the burgeoning 
populations of Africa and Asia (Petersen 2009; World Health 
Organization 2009). 

 In contrast, less expensive and controversial technologies 
can further agriculture where it is needed more, in the devel-
oping world. Consider cell phones. Unlike most new technol-
ogies, the majority of the world’s cell phones are used in  less  
developed countries. Relatively cheap and not as dependent as 
computers on expensive communications infrastructure, cell 
phones are common in the world’s poorest areas. In Uganda, 
farmers use them to check weather forecasts and commodity 
prices. In South Africa, laborers use them to look for work. 
Researchers at the London Business School have found that in 
developing countries, a 10 percent increase in cell phone use is 
correlated with a 0.6 percent rise in GDP (Bures 2011). 

While farmers in the developing world use cell phones to 
improve their incomes, others set out for foreign countries. The 
Social Policy section that follows considers transnationals, immi-
grants who travel back and forth between the developing and de -
veloped worlds, forging human rather than technological links.

thinking CRITICALLY

Do you sometimes see your future more in the elec-
tronic world than in the people and places around you?

     

  Biotechnology and the Gene Pool 
 Another field in which technological advances have 
spurred global social change is biotechnology. Sex selec-
tion of fetuses, genetically engineered organisms, clon-
ing of sheep, cows, and some small animals—these have 
been among the significant yet controversial scientific 
advances in the field of biotechnology. George Ritzer’s 
concept of McDonaldization applies to the entire area 
of biotechnology. Just as the fast-food concept has per-
meated society, no phase of life now seems exempt from 
therapeutic or medical intervention. In fact, sociologists 
view many aspects of biotechnology as an extension of 
the recent trend toward the medicalization of society, 
discussed in  Chapter 15. Through genetic manipulation, 
the medical profession is expanding its turf still further 
(Clarke et al. 2003; Human Genome Project 2012). 

 One notable success of biotechnology—an unintended 
consequence of modern warfare—has been progress in the 
treatment of traumatic injuries. In response to the mas-
sive numbers of soldiers who survived serious injury in 
Iraq and Afghanistan, military doctors and therapists have 
come up with electronically controlled prosthetic devices. 
Their innovations include artificial limbs that respond to 
thought-generated nerve impulses, allowing amputees to move 
legs, arms, and even individual fingers. These applications of 
computer science to the rehabilitation of the injured will no 
doubt be extended to civilians (J. Ellison 2008; Gailey 2007). 

 One startling biotechnological advance is the possibility 
of altering human behavior or physical traits through genetic 
engineering. Fish and plant genes have already been mixed to 
create frost-resistant potato and tomato crops. More recently, 
human genes have been implanted in pigs to provide human-
like kidneys for organ transplant. William F. Ogburn probably 
could not have anticipated such scientific developments when 
he wrote of culture lag over 80 years earlier. However, advances 
like these or even the successful cloning of sheep illustrate 
again how quickly material culture can change, and how non-
material culture moves more slowly in absorbing such changes. 

 Although today’s biotechnology holds itself out as totally 
beneficial to human beings, it is in constant need of moni-
toring. Biotechnological advances have raised many difficult 
ethical and political questions, among them the desirability of 
tinkering with the gene pool, which could alter our environ-
ment in unexpected and unwanted ways. In particular, con-
troversy has been growing concerning genetically modified 
(GM) food, an issue that arose in Europe but has since spread 
to other parts of the world, including the United States. The 
idea behind the technology is to increase food production and 
make agriculture more economical. But critics use the term 
 Frankenfood  (as in “Frankenstein”) to refer to everything from 
breakfast cereals made from genetically engineered grains to 
fresh GM tomatoes. Members of the antibiotech movement 
object to tampering with nature, and are concerned about the 
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Around the world, new communications technologies—cell 
phones, the World Wide Web—have definitely hastened the pro-
cess of globalization. Yet without human capital, these innova-
tions would not have spurred the huge increase in global trade 
and development that occurred over the last several decades. 
Who are the people behind the trend toward globalization? 
Often, they are people who see a business opportunity abroad 
and strike out on their own to take advantage of it. In the pro-
cess, many of them become migrants.

To facilitate trade and investment with other countries, 
migrants often exploit their social connections and their 
familiarity with their home language and culture. In South-
east Asia, for example, Chinese migrants dominate the trade 
with China; in Africa, Indian migrants dominate. Some migrants 
invest directly in their home countries to get the manufac-
tured goods they sell abroad. Opportunities abound, and 
those with capital and good business skills can become quite 
wealthy (Guest 2011).

socialpolicy and Globalization

Transnationals

The millions of migrant laborers who leave home in search 
of a better life also play a role in the global economy, filling jobs 
where there are shortages in the labor market. Although they 
do not become wealthy working as landscapers or short-order 
cooks, they consider themselves better off than they were in the 
old country. Unfortunately, citizens of the host countries often 
react negatively to the migrants’ arrival, worrying that they will 
take jobs away from the native-born.

Looking at the Issue

As of 2012, 214 million people, or about 3 percent of the world’s 
population, were international migrants. That is more than 
double the number in 1970. The rest of the world’s population 
were “stayers”—that is, people who continued to live in the 
countries where they were born (International Organization 
for Migration 2012).

Figure 16-1 shows the worldwide movement of workers with 
and without the legal right to immigrate. Several areas, such as 
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the European Union, have instituted international agreements 
that provide for the free movement of laborers. But in most 
other parts of the world, immigration restrictions give foreign 
workers only temporary status. Despite such legal restrictions, 
the labor market has become an increasingly global one. Just 
as globalization has integrated government policies, cultures, 
social movements, and financial markets, it has unified what 
were once discrete national labor markets. So today, for exam-
ple,  immigrants from at least eight different countries work in 
one small Middle Eastern state, Dubai (see the case study on 
page 405).

Globalization has changed the immigrant experience as well 
as the labor market. In generations past, immigrants read for-
eign language newspapers to keep in touch with events in their 
home countries. Today, the Internet gives them immediate 
access to their countries and kinfolk. In this global framework, 
immigrants are less likely than they were in the past to think 
of themselves as residents of just one country. Transnationals 
are immigrants who sustain multiple social relationships that 
link their societies of origin with their societies of settlement 
(P. Levitt and Jaworsky 2007).

Applying Sociology

As with other issues, sociologists differ in their opinion of 
transnationals, depending on their theoretical perspective. 
Functionalists see the free flow of immigrants, even when it is 
legally restricted, as one way for economies to maximize their 
use of human labor. Given the law of supply and demand, they 
note, countries with too few workers will inevitably attract 
laborers, while those with too many will become unattractive 
to residents.

Conflict theorists charge that globalization and international 
migration have increased the economic gulf between developed 
and developing nations. Today, residents of North America, 
western Europe, Australia, and Japan consume 32 times more 
resources than the billions of people who live in developing 
countries. Through tourism and the global reach of the mass 
media, people in the poorer countries have become aware of the 
affluent lifestyle common in developed nations—and of course, 
many of them now aspire to it (L. Smith 2011). 

Interactionists are interested in the day-to-day relationships 
transnationals have with the people around them, from those 
of their country of origin to those of the host country and fel-
low workers from other countries. These scholars are studying 
transnationals’ involvement in local ethnic organizations, to 
see whether their membership facilitates or retards their inte-
gration into the host society. They have discovered that mem-
bers of global social networks provide one another with mutual 
support and trust. Just as interesting is the question of how 
migrants see themselves—how they see their own identities as 
well as those of their children. In effect, transnationals negoti-
ate their identities, depending on which social network they 
belong to at the moment. Some sociologists note that while 
being a transnational can be exhilarating, it can also isolate a 
person, even in a city of millions. Others worry that transna-
tionals may become so cosmopolitan that they will lose touch 

with their national identities (Calhoun 2003; Evergeti and 
Zontini 2006; Plüss 2005; Portes et al. 2008; Rajan and Sharma 
2006; Tilly 2007).

Initiating Policy

Although connecting to two societies can be an enriching 
experience, transnationals face continuing adjustment prob-
lems in their new home countries. As we saw in the case 
study of Dubai, immigrant laborers often face difficult liv-
ing and working conditions. Some sending countries, such 
as Indonesia and the Philippines, have created national 
agencies to ensure the protection of their workers abroad. 
Their objective is ambitious, given that funding for the agen-
cies is limited, and diplomatic and legal challenges compli-
cate their task (United Nations Development Programme 
2009:102–104).

Another unresolved transnational issue is voter eligibility. 
Not all nations allow dual citizenship; even those countries that 
do may not allow absent nationals to vote. The United States and 
Great Britain are rather liberal in this regard, permitting dual 
citizenship and allowing émigrés to continue to vote. Mexico, 
in contrast, has been reluctant to allow citizens who have emi-
grated to vote. Mexican politicians worry that the large number 
of Mexicans who live abroad (especially those in the United 
States) might vote differently from local voters, causing different 
outcomes (P. Levitt and Jaworsky 2007; Sellers 2004).

Finally, the controversial issue of illegal immigration has 
yet to be settled, perhaps because of culture lag. That is, both 
public attitudes and government policies (nonmaterial culture) 
have not kept pace with, much less adjusted to, the increasing 
ease of migration around the globe (material culture). Though 
globalization has created a global labor market—one that many 
countries depend on, legal or illegal—the general public’s atti-
tude toward illegal immigrants remains hostile, especially in the 
United States.

Take the Issue with You
 1. Suppose you live in an impoverished developing country and 

have the opportunity to earn a much higher income by immi-
grating to the United States. Will you do it, even if it means 
entering the country illegally and working long hours doing 
menial labor? If so, how will you justify your decision to those 
who condemn illegal immigration?

 2. The U.S. economy depends on the cheap labor that immi-
grants provide. Should immigrants receive the same social 
services that U.S. citizens receive? What about their children 
who are born in the United States (and therefore are U.S. citi-
zens)? Explain your reasoning.

 3. Globalization has increased international trade and devel-
opment at the same time that it has strained nations’ social 
service systems, as migrant workers flow toward countries 
offering the most extensive social protection. On balance, 
do you think its overall effect has been beneficial or harm-
ful? What might be done to alleviate the harmful effects of 
globalization?
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MASTERING THIS CHAPTER

Social change is significant alteration over time in behavior patterns 
and culture, including norms and values. Sometimes social change 
is promoted by social movements, but more often it is the unin-
tended effect of technological progress. This chapter examines social 
movements, communications and the globalization of social change, 
sociological theories of social change, resistance to change, global 
social change, and the potential effects of technology on the future.

 1. Social movements are more structured than other forms of collec-
tive behavior and persist over longer periods.

 2. A group will not mobilize into a social movement without a shared 
perception that its relative deprivation can be ended only through 
collective action.

 3. The success of a social movement depends in good part on effective 
resource mobilization.

 4. New social movements tend to focus on more than just economic 
issues, and often cross national boundaries.

 5. Advances in communications technology—especially the Internet—
have had a major impact on social movements.

 6. Early advocates of the evolutionary theory of social change believed 
that society was progressing inevitably toward a higher state.

 7. Talcott Parsons, a leading advocate of the functionalist perspective, 
viewed society as being in a natural state of equilibrium or balance.

Summary

 8. Conflict theorists see change as having crucial significance, since it 
is needed to correct social injustices and inequalities.

 9. Because people with a disproportionate share of society’s wealth, 
status, and power are likely to suffer from social change, they have 
a stake in maintaining the status quo. Such people, whom Veblen 
called vested interests, will resist change.

 10. The period of maladjustment when a nonmaterial culture is 
still struggling to adapt to new material conditions is known as 
culture lag.

 11. We are living in a time of sweeping social, political, and economic 
change—change that occurs not just on a local or national basis, but 
on a global scale.

 12. Computer technology has made it increasingly easy for any indi-
vidual, business firm, or government agency to retrieve more and 
more of our personal information. 

 13. Advances in biotechnology have raised difficult ethical questions 
about genetic engineering.

 14. Globalization has increased the international migration of labor-
ers, producing a new kind of immigrant. Transnationals are immi-
grants who sustain multiple social relationships that link their soci-
eties of origin with their societies of settlement.

Key Terms

Computer-mediated communication Communicative interaction through 
two or more networked devices, such as a computer or cell phone.  
The term applies to a variety of text-based or video interactions, 
including e-mails, chat rooms, and text messages, some of which may 
be supported by social media. (page 399)

Culture lag A period of maladjustment when the nonmaterial culture is 
still struggling to adapt to new material conditions. (403)

Equilibrium model The functionalist view that society tends toward a 
state of stability or balance. (400)

Evolutionary theory A theory of social change that holds that society is 
moving in a definite direction. (399)

False consciousness A term used by Karl Marx to describe an attitude 
held by members of a class that does not accurately reflect their 
objective position. (396)

Luddites Rebellious craft workers in 19th-century England who destroyed 
new factory machinery as part of their resistance to the Industrial 
Revolution. (403)

New social movement An organized collective activity that addresses 
values and social identities, as well as improvements in the quality 
of life. (397)

Relative deprivation The conscious feeling of a negative discrepancy 
between legitimate expectations and present actualities. (396)

Resource mobilization The ways in which a social movement utilizes 
such resources as money, political influence, access to the media, 
and personnel. (396)

Social change Significant alteration over time in behavior patterns and 
culture, including norms and values. (394)

Social movement An organized collective activity to bring about or resist 
fundamental change in an existing group or society. (395)

Technology Cultural information about the ways in which the material 
resources of the environment may be used to satisfy human needs 
and desires. (403)

Transnational An immigrant who sustains multiple social relationships 
that link his or her society of origin with the society of settlement. 
(411)

Vested interests Those people or groups who will suffer in the event 
of social change, and who have a stake in maintaining the status 
quo. (402)

412
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TAKING SOCIOLOGY with you

 1. Choose a social movement that you are interested in and do some 
research on it. If possible, visit with members of the movement in 
your local community. Which sociological theory fits this movement 
better, relative deprivation or resource mobilization? Would you 
describe the movement as a new social movement? What has been 
the role of communications in the movement?

 2. Try turning off all your electronic devices—phone, laptop, and 
so on—for a specific period, say a day. Afterward, analyze the 

experiment from a sociological perspective. What functions did you 
lose while you were without the devices?  Did you gain anything 
from the experience?

 3. Choose a new technology that interests you and analyze it from a 
sociological point of view. What do you think this technology might 
contribute to society? What might be some negative effects of the 
technology? Have you noticed any resistance to it, and if so, on what 
grounds?

Self-Quiz

Read each question carefully and then select the best answer.

 1. You are a student and do not own a car. All your close friends who are attending 
your college or university have vehicles of their own. You feel downtrodden and 
dissatisfied. You are experiencing

 a. relative deprivation.
 b. resource mobilization.
 c. false consciousness.
 d. depression.

 2. It takes more than desire to start a social movement; it helps to have money, 
political influence, access to the media, and workers. The ways in which a social 
movement uses such things are referred to collectively as

 a. relative deprivation.
 b. false consciousness.
 c. resource mobilization.
 d. economic independence.

 3. Karl Marx held that leaders of social movements must help workers overcome 
feelings of

 a. class consciousness.
 b. false consciousness.
 c. socialist consciousness.
 d. surplus value.

 4. Organized collective activities that promote autonomy and self-determination, as 
well as improvements in the quality of life, are referred to as

 a. new social movements.
 b. social revolutions.
 c. resource mobilizations.
 d. crazes.

 5. The text cites which of the following as a recognized definition of social change?
 a. tumultuous, revolutionary alternatives that lead to changes in leadership
 b. a significant alteration over time in behavior patterns and culture
 c. regular alteration in a consistent social frame of reference
 d. subtle alterations in any social system

 6. Nineteenth-century theories of social change reflect the pioneering work in 
biological evolution done by

 a. Albert Einstein.
 b. Harriet Martineau.
 c. James Audubon.
 d. Charles Darwin.

 7. According to Talcott Parsons’s equilibrium model, during which process do social 
institutions become more specialized in their purposes?

 a. differentiation
 b. adaptive upgrading
 c. inclusion
 d. value generalization

 8. Which of the following statements regarding Karl Marx is not true?
 a. Marx accepted the evolutionary argument that societies develop along a 

particular path.
 b. Marx believed that history proceeds through a series of stages, each of 

which exploits a class of people.
 c. Marx accepted Parsons’s equilibrium model, which states that as changes 

occur in one part of society, there must be adjustments in other parts if 
stability is to be maintained.

 d. Marx argued that conflict is a normal and desirable aspect of social 
change.

 9. Which of the following terms did William F. Ogburn use to refer to the period of 
maladjustment during which the nonmaterial culture is still struggling to adapt to 
new material conditions?

 a. economic shift
 b. political turmoil
 c. social change
 d. culture lag

 10. Which sociological perspective sees transnationals as a way for economies to 
maximize their use of human labor?

 a. functionalist
 b. conflict
 c. interactionist
 d. feminist

413
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 11. ____________________ ____________________ are organized collective activities to bring about or resist fundamental change in an existing group or society.

 12. A person suffering from relative deprivation is dissatisfied because he or she feels downtrodden relative to some appropriate ____________________ group.

 13. Early evolutionary theorists concluded in a(n) ____________________ fashion that their own behavior and culture were more advanced than those of earlier civilizations.

 14. Talcott Parsons used the term ____________________ to refer to the increasing complexity of social organization.

 15. Social economist Thorstein Veblen coined the term ____________________ ____________________ to refer to those people or groups who will suffer in the event of 
social change.

 16. The term ____________________ refers to those who are wary of technological innovations, and who question the incessant expansion of industrialization, the increasing 
destruction of the natural and agrarian world, and the “throw-it-away” mentality of contemporary capitalism.

 17. In 2001, one month after the terrorist attacks of September 11, Congress passed the ____________________ Act, which relaxed existing legal checks on surveillance by law 
enforcement officers. Federal agencies are now free to gather data electronically, including credit card receipts and banking records.

 18. The ____________________ is the world’s largest computer network.

 19. In developing countries, ____________________ ____________________ are a less expensive way of furthering agriculture than biotechnology.

 20. The ____________________ perspective would stress the danger that the most powerful groups in a society will use technology to violate the privacy of the less powerful.

Answers
1 (a); 2 (c); 3 (b); 4 (a); 5 (b); 6 (d); 7 (b); 8 (c); 9 (d); 10 (a); 11 Social movements; 12 reference; 13 ethnocentric; 14 differentiation; 15 vested interests; 16 neo-Luddites; 
17 Patriot; 18 Internet; 19 cell phones; 20 conflict

Life in a Day

This film was compiled from thousands of home movies from around the 

world, all shot on the same day.

Afghan Star

A documentary, this film gives viewers a glimpse into Afghanistan’s ver-

sion of American Idol.

Babies

This cross-cultural comparison shows the lives of several babies from 

around the world.

THINKING ABOUT
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   Bureaucracy    A component of formal organization that uses rules and 
hierarchical ranking to achieve efficiency. (114)  
   Bureaucratization    The process by which a group, organization, or social 
movement becomes increasingly bureaucratic. (116)   

   C    Capitalism    An economic system in which the means of production are 
held largely in private hands and the main incentive for economic activity 
is the accumulation of profits. (184, 341)  

   Caste    A hereditary rank, usually religiously dictated, that tends to be 
fixed and immobile. (181)  

   Causal logic    The relationship between a condition or variable and a par-
ticular consequence, with one leading to the other. (32)  

   Charismatic authority    Max Weber’s term for power made legitimate by 
a leader’s exceptional personal or emotional appeal to his or her follow-
ers. (346)  

   Charter school    An experimental school that is developed and managed 
by individuals, groups of parents, or an educational management organi-
zation. (333)  

   Class    A group of people who have a similar level of wealth and 
income. (185)  

   Class consciousness    In Karl Marx’s view, a subjective awareness 
held by members of a class regarding their common vested interests 
and the need for collective political action to bring about social 
change. (184)  

   Class system    A social ranking based primarily on economic position in 
which achieved characteristics can influence social mobility. (182)  

   Classical theory    An approach to the study of formal organizations that 
views workers as being motivated almost entirely by economic rewards. 
(116)  

   Clinical sociology    The use of the discipline of sociology with the spe-
cific intent of altering social relationships or restructuring social institu-
tions. (19)  

   Closed system    A social system in which there is little or no possibility 
of individual social mobility. (196)  

   Coalition    A temporary or permanent alliance geared toward a common 
goal. (109)  

   Code of ethics    The standards of acceptable behavior developed by and 
for members of a profession. (40)  

   Cognitive theory of development    Jean Piaget’s theory that children’s 
thought progresses through four stages of development. (85)  

   Cohabitation    The practice of living together as a male–female couple 
without marrying. (296)  

   Colonialism    The maintenance of political, social, economic, and cultural 
domination over a people by a foreign power for an extended period. 
(208)  

   Color-blind racism    The use of the principle of race neutrality to defend a 
racially unequal status quo. (233, 359)  

   Communism    As an ideal type, an economic system under which all prop-
erty is communally owned and no social distinctions are made on the 
basis of people’s ability to produce. (343)  

   Computer-mediated communication Communicative interaction through 
two or more networked devices, such as a computer or cell phone. The 
term applies to a variety of text-based or video interactions, including 
e-mails, chat rooms, and text messages, some of which may be sup-
ported by social media. (399)

Conflict perspective    A sociological approach that assumes that social 
behavior is best understood in terms of tension between groups over 
power or the allocation of resources, including housing, money, access 
to services, and political representation. (14)  

   Conformity    Going along with peers—individuals of our own status who 
have no special right to direct our behavior. (153)  

 glossary 
 Numbers following the definitions indicate pages where the terms were 
identified. Consult the index for further page references. 

   A    Absolute poverty    A minimum level of subsistence that no family should 
be expected to live below. (192)  
   Achieved status    A social position that a person attains largely through 
his or her own efforts. (104, 179)  
   Adoption    In a legal sense, the transfer of the legal rights, responsibili-
ties, and privileges of parenthood to a new legal parent or parents. (292)  
   Affirmative action    Positive efforts to recruit minority group members or 
women for jobs, promotions, and educational opportunities. (237, 359)  
   Agrarian society    The most technologically advanced form of preindustrial 
society. Members engage primarily in the production of food, but increase 
their crop yields through technological innovations such as the plow. (119)  
   Alienation    A condition of estrangement or dissociation from the sur-
rounding society. (114)  
   Amalgamation    The process through which a majority group and a minor-
ity group combine to form a new group. (241)  
   Anomie    Durkheim’s term for the loss of direction felt in a society when 
social control of individual behavior has become ineffective. (10, 158)  
   Anomie theory of deviance    Robert Merton’s theory of deviance as an 
adaptation of socially prescribed goals or of the means governing their 
attainment, or both. (159)  
   Anticipatory socialization    Processes of socialization in which a person 
rehearses for future positions, occupations, and social relationships. 
(91)  
   Anti-Semitism    Anti-Jewish prejudice. (250)  
   Apartheid    A former policy of the South African government, designed to 
maintain the separation of Blacks and other non-Whites from the domi-
nant Whites. (240)  
   Applied sociology    The use of the discipline of sociology with the spe-
cific intent of yielding practical applications for human behavior and 
organizations. (17)  
   Argot    Specialized language used by members of a group or subculture. 
(60)  
   Ascribed status    A social position assigned to a person by society with-
out regard for the person’s unique talents or characteristics. (104, 179)  
   Assimilation    The process through which a person forsakes his or her 
cultural tradition to become part of a different culture. (241)  
   Authority    Institutionalized power that is recognized by the people over 
whom it is exercised. (346)   

   B    Basic sociology    Sociological inquiry conducted with the objective of 
gaining a more profound knowledge of the fundamental aspects of social 
phenomena. Also known as  pure sociology.  (19)  
   Bilateral descent    A kinship system in which both sides of a person’s 
family are regarded as equally important. (284)  
   Bilingualism    The use of two languages in a particular setting, such as the 
workplace or schoolroom, treating each language as equally legitimate. (70)  
   Black power    A political philosophy, promoted by many younger Blacks in 
the 1960s, that supported the creation of Black-controlled political and 
economic institutions. (243)  
   Borderlands    The area of common culture along the border between 
Mexico and the United States. (220)  
   Bourgeoisie    Karl Marx’s term for the capitalist class, comprising the 
owners of the means of production. (184)  
   Brain drain    The immigration to the United States and other industrial-
ized nations of skilled workers, professionals, and technicians who are 
desperately needed in their home countries. (370)  
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416    Conspicuous consumption    Purchasing goods not to survive but to flaunt 

one’s superior wealth and social standing. (185)  
   Contact hypothesis    An interactionist perspective which states that in 
cooperative circumstances, interracial contact between people of equal 
status will reduce prejudice. (239)  
   Content analysis    The systematic coding and objective recording of data, 
guided by some rationale. (39)  
   Control group    The subjects in an experiment who are not introduced to 
the independent variable by the researcher. (39)  
   Control theory    A view of conformity and deviance that suggests that our 
connection to members of society leads us to systematically conform to 
society’s norms. (157)  
   Control variable    A factor that is held constant to test the relative impact 
of an independent variable. (35)  
   Corporate welfare    Tax breaks, bailouts, direct payments, and grants that 
the government gives to corporations. (222)  
   Correlation    A relationship between two variables in which a change in 
one coincides with a change in the other. (32)  
   Correspondence principle    A term used by Bowles and Gintis to refer to 
the tendency of schools to promote the values expected of individuals 
in each social class and to perpetuate social class divisions from one 
generation to the next. (314)  
   Counterculture    A subculture that deliberately opposes certain aspects 
of the larger culture. (61)  
   Credentialism    An increase in the lowest level of education needed to 
enter a field. (313)  
   Crime    A violation of criminal law for which some governmental authority 
applies formal penalties. (163)  
   Cross-tabulation    A table or matrix that shows the relationship between 
two or more variables. (47)  
   Cultural capital    Noneconomic goods, such as family background and edu-
cation, which are reflected in a knowledge of language and the arts. (13)  
   Cultural convergence    The flow of content across multiple media, and 
the accompanying migration of media audiences. (129)  
   Cultural relativism    The viewing of people’s behavior from the perspec-
tive of their own culture. (56)  
   Cultural transmission    A school of criminology that argues that criminal 
behavior is learned through social interactions. (160)  
   Cultural universal    A common practice or belief found in every culture. (56)  
   Culture    The totality of learned, socially transmitted customs, knowledge, 
material objects, and behavior. (55)  
   Culture industry    The worldwide media industry that standardizes the 
goods and services demanded by consumers. (56)  
   Culture lag    A period of maladjustment when the nonmaterial culture is 
still struggling to adapt to new material conditions. (59, 403)  
   Culture shock    The feeling of surprise and disorientation that people 
experience when they encounter cultural practices that are different from 
their own. (62)  
   Culture war    The polarization of society over controversial cultural ele-
ments. (67)  
   Curanderismo    Latino folk medicine, a form of holistic health care and 
healing. (376)   

   D    Degradation ceremony    An aspect of the socialization process within 
some total institutions, in which people are subjected to humiliating 
 rituals. (92)  
   Deindustrialization    The systematic, widespread withdrawal of investment 
in basic aspects of productivity, such as factories and plants. (358)  
   Democracy    In a literal sense, government by the people. (348)  
   Denomination    A large, organized religion that is not officially linked to 
the state or government. (328)  
   Dependency theory    An approach that contends that industrialized 
nations continue to exploit developing countries for their own gain. (210)  
   Dependent variable    The variable in a causal relationship that is subject 
to the influence of another variable. (32)  
   Deviance    Behavior that violates the standards of conduct or expecta-
tions of a group or society. (151)  

   Dictatorship    A government in which one person has nearly total power 
to make and enforce laws. (348)  

   Differential association    A theory of deviance proposed by Edwin Suther-
land that holds that violation of rules results from exposure to attitudes 
favorable to criminal acts. (160)  

   Differential justice    Differences in the way social control is exercised 
over different groups. (162)  

   Diffusion    The process by which a cultural item spreads from group to 
group or society to society. (59)  

   Digital divide    The relative lack of access to the latest technologies 
among low-income groups, racial and ethnic minorities, rural residents, 
and the citizens of developing countries. (137)  

   Discovery    The process of making known or sharing the existence of an 
aspect of reality. (58)  

   Discrimination    The denial of opportunities and equal rights to individu-
als and groups because of prejudice or other arbitrary reasons. (233)  

   Domestic partnership    Two unrelated adults who share a mutually car-
ing relationship, reside together, and agree to be jointly responsible for 
their dependents, basic living expenses, and other common necessi-
ties. (301)  

   Dominant ideology    A set of cultural beliefs and practices that helps to 
maintain powerful social, economic, and political interests. (69, 135, 
187)  

   Double consciousness    The division of an individual’s identity into two or 
more social realities. (12)  

   Downsizing    Reductions taken in a company’s workforce as part of 
 deindustrialization. (358)  

   Dramaturgical approach    A view of social interaction, popularized by Erv-
ing Goffman, in which people are seen as theatrical performers. (16, 83)  

   Dysfunction    An element or process of a society that may disrupt the 
social system or reduce its stability. (14)   

   E    Ecclesia    A religious organization that claims to include most or all mem-
bers of a society and is recognized as the national or official religion. 
(328)  

   Ecological modernization    The alignment of environmentally favorable 
practices with economic self-interest through constant adaptation and 
restructuring. (382)  

   Economic system    The social institution through which goods and ser-
vices are produced, distributed, and consumed. (341)  

   Education    A formal process of learning in which some people con-
sciously teach, while others adopt the social role of learner. (309)  

   Egalitarian family    An authority pattern in which spouses are regarded 
as equals. (285)  

   Elite model    A view of society as being ruled by a small group of individu-
als who share a common set of political and economic interests. (352)  

   Endogamy    The restriction of mate selection to people within the same 
group. (288)  

   Environmental justice    A legal strategy based on claims that racial 
minorities are subjected disproportionately to environmental haz-
ards. (382)  

Environmental refugee A person who has been displaced by rising seas, 
destructive storms, expanding deserts, water shortages, or high levels of 
toxic pollutants. (385)

   Equilibrium model    Talcott Parsons’s functionalist view that society tends 
toward a state of stability or balance. (400)  

   Established sect    J. Milton Yinger’s term for a religious group that is the 
outgrowth of a sect, yet remains isolated from society. (329)  

   Estate system    A system of stratification under which peasants were 
required to work land leased to them by nobles in exchange for military 
protection and other services. Also known as  feudalism.  (181)  

   Esteem    The reputation that a specific person has earned within an 
occupation. (188)  

   Ethnic group    A group that is set apart from others primarily because of 
its national origin or distinctive cultural patterns. (229)  

   Ethnocentrism    The tendency to assume that one’s own culture and way 
of life represent the norm or are superior to all others. (56, 232)  
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417   Ethnography    The study of an entire social setting through extended sys-
tematic fieldwork. (38)  
   Evolutionary theory    A theory of social change that holds that society is 
moving in a definite direction. (399)  
   Exogamy    The requirement that people select a mate outside certain 
groups. (289)  
   Experiment    An artificially created situation that allows a researcher to 
manipulate variables. (39)  
   Experimental group    The subjects in an experiment who are exposed to 
an independent variable introduced by a researcher. (39)  
   Exploitation theory    A Marxist theory that views racial subordination in 
the United States as a manifestation of the class system inherent in 
capitalism. (238)  
   Expressiveness    Concern for the maintenance of harmony and the inter-
nal emotional affairs of the family. (264)  
   Extended family    A family in which relatives—such as grandparents, 
aunts, or uncles—live in the same home as parents and their 
 children. (283)   

   F    Face-work    A term used by Erving Goffman to refer to the efforts people 
make to maintain the proper image and avoid public embarrassment. (83)  
   Fair trade    A movement in which consumers in industrialized coun-
tries voluntarily pay above-market prices for certain foods so that 
the workers who plant, pick, and pack the crops can receive higher 
wages. (340)  
   False consciousness    A term used by Karl Marx to describe an attitude 
held by members of a class that does not accurately reflect their objec-
tive position. (184, 396)  
   Familism (Familismo)    Pride in the extended family, expressed through 
the maintenance of close ties and strong obligations to kinfolk outside 
the immediate family. (291)  
   Family    A set of people related by blood, marriage or some other agreed-
on relationship, or adoption, who share the primary responsibility for 
reproduction and caring for members of society. (283)  
   Feminism    The belief in social, economic, and political equality for 
women. (272)  
   Feminist perspective    A sociological approach that views inequity in gen-
der as central to all behavior and organization. (14)  
   Feminization of poverty    A trend in which women constitute an increas-
ing proportion of the poor people of both the United States and the 
world. (194)  
   Folkway    A norm governing everyday behavior whose violation raises 
comparatively little concern. (65)  
   Force    The actual or threatened use of coercion to impose one’s will on 
others. (346)  
   Formal norm    A norm that has been written down and that specifies 
strict punishments for violators. (65)  
   Formal organization    A group designed for a special purpose and struc-
tured for maximum efficiency. (113)  
   Formal social control    Social control that is carried out by authorized agents, 
such as police officers, judges, school administrators, and employers. (153)  
   Functionalist perspective    A sociological approach that emphasizes the way 
in which the parts of a society are structured to maintain its stability. (13)  
   Fundamentalism    An emphasis on doctrinal conformity and the literal 
interpretation of sacred texts. (327)   

   G    Gatekeeping    The process by which a relatively small number of people 
in the media industry control what material eventually reaches the audi-
ence. (132)  
   Gemeinschaft    A term used by Ferdinand Tönnies to describe a close-knit 
community, often found in rural areas, in which strong personal bonds 
unite members. (118)  
   Gender role    Expectations regarding the proper behavior, attitudes, and 
activities of males and females. (86, 261)  
   Generalized other    A term used by George Herbert Mead to refer to the 
attitudes, viewpoints, and expectations of society as a whole that a child 
takes into account in his or her behavior. (83)  

   Genocide    The deliberate, systematic killing of an entire people or 
nation. (240)  
   Gesellschaft    A term used by Ferdinand Tönnies to describe a commu-
nity, often urban, that is large and impersonal, with little commitment to 
the group or consensus on values. (118)  
   Glass ceiling    An invisible barrier that blocks the promotion of a qualified 
individual in a work environment because of the individual’s gender, race, 
or ethnicity. (235, 269)  
   Globalization    The worldwide integration of government policies, cul-
tures, social movements, and financial markets through trade and the 
exchange of ideas. (19, 210)  
   Goal displacement    Overzealous conformity to official regulations of a 
bureaucracy. (115)  
   Group    Any number of people with similar norms, values, and expecta-
tions who interact with one another on a regular basis. (107)  

    H    Hate crime    A criminal offense committed because of the offender’s bias 
against a race, religion, ethnic group, national origin, or sexual orienta-
tion. Also referred to as  bias crime.  (166)  

   Hawthorne effect    The unintended influence that observers of experi-
ments can have on their subjects. (39)  

   Health    As defined by the World Health Organization, a state of complete 
physical, mental, and social well-being, and not merely the absence of 
disease and infirmity. (369)  

   Hidden curriculum    Standards of behavior that are deemed proper by 
society and are taught subtly in schools. (312)  

   Holistic medicine    Therapies in which the health care practitioner considers 
the person’s physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual characteristics. (379)  

   Homogamy    The conscious or unconscious tendency to select a mate 
with personal characteristics similar to one’s own. (289)  

   Homophobia    Fear of and prejudice against homosexuality. (261)  

   Horizontal mobility    The movement of an individual from one social posi-
tion to another of the same rank. (196)  

   Horticultural society    A preindustrial society in which people plant seeds 
and crops rather than merely subsist on available foods. (119)  

   Human ecology    An area of study that is concerned with the interrela-
tionships between people and their environment. (381)  

   Human relations approach    An approach to the study of formal organiza-
tions that emphasizes the role of people, communication, and participa-
tion in a bureaucracy and tends to focus on the informal structure of the 
organization. (116)  

   Hunting-and-gathering society    A preindustrial society in which people rely 
on whatever foods and fibers are readily available in order to survive. (118)  

   Hypothesis    A speculative statement about the relationship between two 
or more variables. (32)   

   I    Ideal type    A construct or model for evaluating specific cases. (10, 114)  

   Impression management    A term used by Erving Goffman to refer to 
the altering of the presentation of the self in order to create distinctive 
appearances and satisfy particular audiences. (83)  

   Incest taboo    The prohibition of sexual relationships between certain 
culturally specified relatives. (289)  

   Incidence    The number of new cases of a specific disorder that occur 
within a given population during a stated period. (373)  

   Income    Salaries and wages. (179)  

   Independent variable    The variable in a causal relationship that causes 
or influences a change in another variable. (32)  

   Index crimes    The eight types of crime tabulated each year by the FBI in 
the  Uniform Crime Reports:  murder, rape, robbery, assault, burglary, theft, 
motor vehicle theft, and arson. (167)  

   Industrial society    A society that depends on mechanization to produce 
its goods and services. (119, 341)  

   Infant mortality rate    The number of deaths of infants under 1 year old 
per 1,000 live births in a given year. (371)  

   Influence    The exercise of power through a process of persuasion. (346)  
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418    Informal economy    Transfers of money, goods, or services that are not 

reported to the government. (343)  
   Informal norm    A norm that is generally understood but not precisely 
recorded. (65)  
   Informal social control    Social control that is carried out casually by ordi-
nary people through such means as laughter, smiles, and ridicule. (155)  
   In-group    Any group or category to which people feel they belong. (108)  
   Innovation    The process of introducing a new idea or object to a culture 
through discovery or invention. (58)  
   Institutional discrimination    The denial of opportunities and equal rights 
to individuals and groups that results from the normal operations of a 
society. (236, 267)  
   Instrumentality    An emphasis on tasks, a focus on more distant goals, 
and a concern for the external relationship between one’s family and 
other social institutions. (264)  
   Interactionist perspective    A sociological approach that generalizes 
about everyday forms of social interaction in order to explain society as 
a whole. (15)  
   Intergenerational mobility    Changes in the social position of children 
relative to their parents. (196)  
   Interview    A face-to-face, telephone, or online questioning of a respon-
dent to obtain desired information. (36)  
   Intragenerational mobility    Changes in social position within a person’s 
adult life. (197)  
   Invention    The combination of existing cultural items into a form that did 
not exist before. (58)  
   Iron law of oligarchy    A principle of organizational life developed by 
 Robert Michels, under which even a democratic organization will eventu-
ally develop into a bureaucracy ruled by a few individuals. (116)   

   K    Kinship    The state of being related to others. (284)   

   L    Labeling theory    An approach to deviance that attempts to explain why 
certain people are viewed as deviants while others engaged in the same 
behavior are not. (161)  
   Laissez-faire    A form of capitalism under which people compete freely, 
with minimal government intervention in the economy. (341)  
   Language    An abstract system of word meanings and symbols for all aspects 
of culture; includes gestures and other nonverbal communication. (62)  
   Latent function    An unconscious or unintended function that may reflect 
hidden purposes. (14)  
   Law    Governmental social control. (65, 156)  
   Liberation theology    Use of a church, primarily Roman Catholic, in a 
political effort to eliminate poverty, discrimination, and other forms of 
injustice from a secular society. (325)  
   Life chances    Max Weber’s term for the opportunities people have to 
provide themselves with material goods, positive living conditions, and 
favorable life experiences. (195)  
   Life course approach    A research orientation in which sociologists and 
other social scientists look closely at the social factors that influence 
people throughout their lives, from birth to death. (91)  
   Looking-glass self    A concept used by Charles Horton Cooley that 
emphasizes the self as the product of our social interactions. (82)  
   Luddites    Rebellious craft workers in 19th-century England who 
destroyed new factory machinery as part of their resistance to the Indus-
trial Revolution. (403)   

   M    Machismo    A sense of virility, personal worth, and pride in one’s male-
ness. (291)  
   Macrosociology    Sociological investigation that concentrates on large-
scale phenomena or entire civilizations. (13)  
   Manifest function    An open, stated, and conscious function. (14)  
   Mass media    Print and electronic means of communication that carry 
messages to widespread audiences. (128)  

   Master status    A status that dominates others and thereby determines 
a person’s general position in society. (105)  
   Material culture    The physical or technological aspects of our daily 
lives. (59)  
   Matriarchy    A society in which women dominate in family decision 
 making. (285)  
   Matrilineal descent    A kinship system in which only the mother’s rela-
tives are significant. (284)  
   Matrix of domination    The cumulative impact of oppression because of 
race and ethnicity, gender, and social class, as well as religion, sexual 
orientation, disability, age, and citizenship status. (266)  
   McDonaldization    The process through which the principles of the 
 fast-food restaurant are coming to dominate more and more sectors of 
 society. (378)  
   Mean    A number calculated by adding a series of values and then divid-
ing by the number of values. (47)  
   Mechanical solidarity    A collective consciousness that emphasizes group 
solidarity, characteristic of societies with minimal division of labor. (118)  
   Median    The midpoint or number that divides a series of values into two 
groups of equal numbers of values. (47)  
   Microfinancing    Lending small sums of money to the poor so they can 
work their way out of poverty. (361)  
   Microsociology    Sociological investigation that stresses the study of 
small groups, often through experimental means. (13)  
   Midlife crisis    A stressful period of self-evaluation that begins at about 
age 40. (92)  
   Minority group    A subordinate group whose members have significantly 
less control or power over their own lives than the members of a domi-
nant or majority group have over theirs. (229)  
   Mode    The single most common value in a series of scores. (47)  
   Model, or ideal, minority    A subordinate group whose members suppos-
edly have succeeded economically, socially, and educationally despite 
past prejudice and discrimination, and without resorting to political and 
violent confrontations with Whites. (245)  
   Modernization    The far-reaching process through which periphery nations 
move from traditional or less developed institutions to those characteris-
tic of more developed societies. (214)  
   Modernization theory    A functionalist approach that proposes that mod-
ernization and development will gradually improve the lives of people in 
developing nations. (215)  
   Monarchy    A form of government headed by a single member of a royal 
family, usually a king, queen, or some other hereditary ruler. (347)  
   Monogamy    A form of marriage in which one woman and one man are 
married only to each other. (283)  
   Monopoly    Control of a market by a single business firm. (341)  
   Morbidity rate    The incidence of disease in a given population. (373)  
   Mores    Norms deemed highly necessary to the welfare of a society. (65)  
   Mortality rate    The incidence of death in a given population. (373)  
   Multinational corporation    A commercial organization that is headquar-
tered in one country but does business throughout the world. (213)  
   Multiple masculinities    A variety of male gender roles, including 
 nurturing-caring and effeminate-gay roles, that men may play along with 
their more pervasive traditional role of dominating women. (263)  

    N    Narcotizing dysfunction    The phenomenon in which the media provide 
such massive amounts of coverage that the audience becomes numb 
and fails to act on the information, regardless of how compelling the 
issue. (132)  

   Natural science    The study of the physical features of nature and the 
ways in which they interact and change. (6)  

   Naturally occurring retirement community (NORC)    An area that has 
gradually become an informal center for senior citizens. (94)  

   Neocolonialism    Continuing dependence of former colonies on foreign 
countries. (208)  

   Netizen    A person who is actively involved in online communities 
and is committed to the free flow of information, with few outside 
controls. (133)  
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419   New religious movement (NRM) or cult    A small, secretive religious 
group that represents either a new religion or a major innovation of an 
existing faith. (330)  

   New social movement    An organized collective activity that addresses 
values and social identities, as well as improvements in the quality of 
life. (397)  

   Nonmaterial culture    Ways of using material objects, as well as customs, 
beliefs, philosophies, governments, and patterns of communication. (59)  

   Nonverbal communication    The sending of messages through the use of 
gestures, facial expressions, and postures. (16)  

   Norm    An established standard of behavior maintained by a society. (65)  

   Nuclear family    A married couple and their unmarried children living 
together. (283)   

   O    Obedience    Compliance with higher authorities in a hierarchical struc-
ture. (153)  

   Objective method    A technique for measuring social class that assigns 
individuals to classes on the basis of criteria such as occupation, educa-
tion, income, and place of residence. (188)  

   Observation    A research technique in which an investigator collects 
information through direct participation, by closely watching a group or 
community. (38)  

   Offshoring    The transfer of work to foreign contractors. (360)  

   Oligarchy    A form of government in which a few individuals rule. (347)  

   Open system    A social system in which the position of each individual is 
influenced by his or her achieved status. (195)  

   Operational definition    An explanation of an abstract concept that is spe-
cific enough to allow a researcher to assess the concept. (31)  

   Opinion leader    Someone who influences the opinions and decisions of 
others through day-to-day personal contact and communication. (141)  

   Organic solidarity    A collective consciousness that rests on mutual 
interdependence, characteristic of societies with a complex division of 
labor. (118)  

   Organized crime    The work of a group that regulates relations between 
criminal enterprises involved in illegal activities, including prostitution, 
gambling, and the smuggling and sale of illegal drugs. (164)  

   Out-group    A group or category to which people feel they do not 
belong. (108)   

   P    Patriarchy    A society in which men dominate in family decision 
 making. (285)  
   Patrilineal descent    A kinship system in which only the father’s relatives 
are significant. (284)  
   Peace    The absence of war, or more broadly, a proactive effort to develop 
cooperative relations among nations. (356)  
   Percentage    A portion of 100. (47)  
   Personality    A person’s typical patterns of attitudes, needs, characteris-
tics, and behavior. (79)  
   Peter principle    A principle of organizational life, originated by Laurence 
J. Peter, according to which every employee within a hierarchy tends to 
rise to his or her level of incompetence. (115)  
   Pluralism    Mutual respect for one another’s cultures among the various 
groups in a society, which allows minorities to express their cultures 
without experiencing prejudice. (241)  
   Pluralist model    A view of society in which many competing groups within 
the community have access to government, so that no single group is 
dominant. (354)  
   Political system    The social institution that is founded on a recog-
nized set of procedures for implementing and achieving society’s 
goals. (341)  
   Politics    In Harold Lasswell’s words, “who gets what, when, and how.” (346)  
   Polyandry    A form of polygamy in which a woman may have more than 
one husband at the same time. (284)  
   Polygamy    A form of marriage in which an individual may have several 
husbands or wives simultaneously. (283)  

   Polygyny    A form of polygamy in which a man may have more than one 
wife at the same time. (284)  
   Postindustrial society    A society whose economic system is engaged 
primarily in the processing and control of information. (120)  
   Postmodern society    A technologically sophisticated society that is pre-
occupied with consumer goods and media images. (120)  
   Power    The ability to exercise one’s will over others. (185, 346)  
   Power elite    A term used by C. Wright Mills to refer to a small group of 
military, industrial, and government leaders who control the fate of the 
United States. (353)  
   Precarious work    Employment that is poorly paid, and from the worker’s 
perspective, insecure and unprotected. (192)  
   Prejudice    A negative attitude toward an entire category of people, often 
an ethnic or racial minority. (232)  
   Prestige    The respect and admiration that an occupation holds in a 
society. (188)  
   Prevalence    The total number of cases of a specific disorder that exist 
at a given time. (373)  
   Primary group    A small group characterized by intimate, face-to-face 
association and cooperation. (108)  
   Profane    The ordinary and commonplace elements of life, as distin-
guished from the sacred. (321)  
   Professional criminal    A person who pursues crime as a day-to-day occu-
pation, developing skilled techniques and enjoying a certain degree of 
status among other criminals. (164)  
   Proletariat    Karl Marx’s term for the working class in a capitalist 
 society. (184)  
   Protestant ethic    Max Weber’s term for the disciplined work ethic, this-
worldly concerns, and rational orientation to life emphasized by John 
Calvin and his followers. (325)  

  Q   Qualitative research    Research that relies on what is seen in field or 
naturalistic settings more than on statistical data. (38)  
   Quantitative research    Research that collects and reports data primarily 
in numerical form. (38)  
   Quasi-religion    A scholarly category that includes organizations that 
may see themselves as religious but are seen by others as “sort of 
religious.” (331)  
   Questionnaire    A printed or written form used to obtain information from 
a respondent. (36)  

   R    Racial formation    A sociohistorical process in which racial categories are 
created, inhibited, transformed, and destroyed. (230)  
   Racial group    A group that is set apart from others because of physical 
differences that have taken on social significance. (229)  
   Racial profiling    Any arbitrary action initiated by an authority based on 
race, ethnicity, or national origin rather than on a person’s behavior. (239)  
   Racism    The belief that one race is supreme and all others are innately 
inferior. (232)  
   Random sample    A sample for which every member of an entire popula-
tion has the same chance of being selected. (34)  
   Rational-legal authority    Power made legitimate by law. (346)  
   Reference group    Any group that individuals use as a standard for evalu-
ating themselves and their own behavior. (108)  
   Relative deprivation    The conscious feeling of a negative discrepancy 
between legitimate expectations and present actualities. (396)  
   Relative poverty    A floating standard of deprivation by which people 
at the bottom of a society, whatever their lifestyles, are judged to be 
 disadvantaged  in comparison with the nation as a whole.  (193)  
   Reliability    The extent to which a measure produces consistent 
results. (34)  
   Religion    According to Émile Durkheim, a unified system of beliefs and 
practices relative to sacred things. (321)  
   Religious belief    A statement to which members of a particular religion 
adhere. (327)  
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420    Religious experience    The feeling or perception of being in direct contact 

with the ultimate reality, such as a divine being, or of being overcome 
with religious emotion. (327)  
   Religious ritual    A practice required or expected of members of a 
faith. (327)  
   Remittances    The monies that immigrants return to their families of 
origin. Also called  migradollars.  (221)  
   Representative democracy    A form of government in which certain indi-
viduals are selected to speak for the people. (348)  
   Research design    A detailed plan or method for obtaining data 
 scientifically. (36)  
   Resocialization    The process of discarding former behavior patterns and 
accepting new ones as part of a transition in one’s life. (92)  
   Resource mobilization    The ways in which a social movement utilizes 
such resources as money, political influence, access to the media, and 
personnel. (396)  
   Rite of passage    A ritual marking the symbolic transition from one social 
position to another. (90)  
   Role conflict    The situation that occurs when incompatible expectations 
arise from two or more social positions held by the same person. (105)  
   Role exit    The process of disengagement from a role that is central to 
one’s self-identity in order to establish a new role and identity. (106)  
   Role strain    The difficulty that arises when the same social position 
imposes conflicting demands and expectations. (106)  
   Role taking    The process of mentally assuming the perspective of 
another and responding from that imagined viewpoint. (82)  

  S   Sacred    Elements beyond everyday life that inspire awe, respect, and 
even fear. (321)  
   Sample    A selection from a larger population that is statistically repre-
sentative of that population. (33)  
   Sanction    A penalty or reward for conduct concerning a social norm. 
(66, 153)  
   Sandwich generation    The generation of adults who simultaneously try to 
meet the competing needs of their parents and their children. (92)  
   Sapir-Whorf hypothesis    A hypothesis concerning the role of language in 
shaping our interpretation of reality. It holds that language is culturally 
determined. (63)  
   Science    The body of knowledge obtained by methods based on system-
atic observation. (5)  
   Scientific management approach    Another name for the classical theory 
of formal organizations. (116)  
   Scientific method    A systematic, organized series of steps that 
ensures maximum objectivity and consistency in researching a problem. 
(31)  
   Second shift    The double burden—work outside the home followed by 
child care and housework—that many women face and few men share 
equitably. (261)  
   Secondary analysis    A variety of research techniques that make use of 
previously collected and publicly accessible information and data. (39)  
   Secondary group    A formal, impersonal group in which there is little 
social intimacy or mutual understanding. (108)  
   Sect    A relatively small religious group that has broken away from some 
other religious organization to renew what it considers the original vision 
of the faith. (329)  
   Secularization    The process through which religion’s influence on other 
social institutions diminishes. (309)  
   Segregation    The physical separation of two groups of people in terms 
of residence, workplace, and social events; often imposed on a minority 
group by a dominant group. (240)  
   Self    According to George Herbert Mead, a distinct identity that sets us 
apart from others. (82)  
   Serial monogamy    A form of marriage in which a person may have sev-
eral spouses in his or her lifetime, but only one spouse at a time. (283)  
   Sexism    The ideology that one sex is superior to the other. (267)  

   Sick role    Societal expectations about the attitudes and behavior of a 
person viewed as being ill. (369)  
   Significant other    A term used by George Herbert Mead to refer to an 
individual who is most important in the development of the self, such as 
a parent, friend, or teacher. (83)  
   Single-parent family    A family in which only one parent is present to care 
for the children. (294)  
   Slavery    A system of enforced servitude in which some people are 
owned by other people. (180)  
   Social capital    The collective benefit of social networks, which are built 
on reciprocal trust. (13)  
   Social change    Significant alteration over time in behavior patterns and 
culture, including norms and values. (394)  
   Social constructionist perspective    An approach to deviance that empha-
sizes the role of culture in the creation of the deviant identity. (161)  
   Social control    The techniques and strategies for preventing deviant 
human behavior in any society. (153)  
   Social disorganization theory    The theory that crime and deviance are 
caused by the absence or breakdown of communal relationships and 
social institutions. (161)  
   Social epidemiology    The study of the distribution of disease, impair-
ment, and general health status across a population. (373)  
   Social inequality    A condition in which members of society have differing 
amounts of wealth, prestige, or power. (20, 178)  
   Social institution    An organized pattern of beliefs and behavior centered 
on basic social needs. (110)  
   Social interaction    The ways in which people respond to one another. (102)  
   Social mobility    Movement of individuals or groups from one position in 
a society’s stratification system to another. (195)  
   Social movement    An organized collective activity to bring about or resist 
fundamental change in an existing group or society. (395)  
   Social network    A series of social relationships that links a person 
directly to others, and through them indirectly to still more people. (110)  
   Social role    A set of expectations for people who occupy a given social 
position or status. (105)  
   Social science    The study of the social features of humans and the ways 
in which they interact and change. (6)  
   Social structure    The way in which a society is organized into predictable 
relationships. (102)  
   Socialism    An economic system under which the means of production 
and distribution are collectively owned. (343)  
   Socialization    The lifelong process in which people learn the attitudes, val-
ues, and behaviors appropriate for members of a particular culture. (78)  
   Societal-reaction approach    Another name for  labeling theory.  (161)  
   Society    A fairly large number of people who live in the same territory, 
are relatively independent of people outside their area, and participate 
in a common culture. (55)  
   Sociobiology    The systematic study of how biology affects human social 
behavior. (56)  
   Sociocultural evolution    Long-term social trends resulting from the inter-
play of continuity, innovation, and selection. (118)  
   Socioeconomic status (SES)    A measure of social class that is based 
on income, education, and occupation. (189)  
   Sociological imagination    An awareness of the relationship between an 
individual and the wider society, both today and in the past. (5)  
   Sociology    The scientific study of social behavior and human groups. (5)  
   Sovereignty movement    The effort by the indigenous people of Hawai’i 
to win self-government, as well as the restoration of—or compensation 
for—their ancestral lands. (349)  
         Status    A term used by sociologists to refer to any of the full range of 
socially defined positions within a large group or society. (104)  
   Status group    A term used by Max Weber to refer to people who have the 
same prestige or lifestyle, independent of their class positions. (185)  
   Stereotype    An unreliable generalization about all members of a group 
that does not recognize individual differences within the group. (135, 232)  
   Stigma    A label used to devalue members of certain social groups. (152)  
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421   Stratification    A structured ranking of entire groups of people that per-
petuates unequal economic rewards and power in a society. (179)  
   Subculture    A segment of society that shares a distinctive pattern of customs, 
rules, and traditions that differs from the pattern of the larger society. (60)  
   Survey    A study, generally in the form of an interview or questionnaire, that 
provides researchers with information about how people think and act. (36)  
   Symbol    A gesture, object, or word that forms the basis of human 
 communication. (64)  
   Symbolic ethnicity    An ethnic identity that emphasizes concerns such 
as ethnic food or political issues rather than deeper ties to one’s ethnic 
heritage. (250)   

  T    Teacher-expectancy effect    The impact that a teacher’s expectations 
about a student’s performance may have on the student’s actual 
achievements. (315)  
   Technology    Cultural information about the ways in which the material 
resources of the environment may be used to satisfy human needs and 
desires. (59, 118, 403)  
   Terrorism    The use or threat of violence against random or symbolic tar-
gets in pursuit of political aims. (357)  
   Theory    In sociology, a set of statements that seeks to explain problems, 
actions, or behavior. (8)  
   Total institution    A term coined by Erving Goffman to refer to an institu-
tion that regulates all aspects of a person’s life under a single authority, 
such as a prison, the military, a mental hospital, or a convent. (92)  
   Totalitarianism    Virtually complete government control and surveillance 
over all aspects of a society’s social and political life. (348)  
   Tracking    The practice of placing students in specific curriculum groups 
on the basis of their test scores and other criteria. (314)  
   Traditional authority    Legitimate power conferred by custom and 
accepted practice. (346)  
   Trained incapacity    The tendency of workers in a bureaucracy to become 
so specialized that they develop blind spots and fail to notice obvious 
problems. (114)  
   Transnational    An immigrant who sustains multiple social relationships that 
link his or her society of origin with the society of settlement. (251, 411)
Transnational crime  Crime that occurs across multiple national 
 borders. (166)   
Transracial adoption The adoption of a non-White child by White parents 
or a Hispanic child by non-Hispanics. (293)      

 U   Underclass    The long-term poor who lack training and skills. (194)  

V   Validity    The degree to which a measure or scale truly reflects the phe-
nomenon under study. (34)  

   Value    A collective conception of what is considered good, desirable, and 
proper—or bad, undesirable, and improper—in a culture. (66)  

   Value neutrality    Max Weber’s term for objectivity of sociologists in the 
interpretation of data. (42)  

   Variable    A measurable trait or characteristic that is subject to change 
under different conditions. (32)  

   Verstehen    The German word for “understanding” or “insight”; used by 
Max Weber to stress the need for sociologists to take into account the 
subjective meanings people attach to their actions. (10)  

   Vertical mobility    The movement of an individual from one social posi-
tion to another of a different rank. (196)  

   Vested interests    Veblen’s term for those people or groups who will suf-
fer in the event of social change, and who have a stake in maintaining 
the status quo.   (402)

   Victimization survey    A questionnaire or interview given to a sample 
of the population to determine whether people have been victims of 
crime. (167)  

   Victimless crime    A term used by sociologists to describe the will-
ing exchange among adults of widely desired but illegal goods and 
 services. (163)  

  W    War    Conflict between organizations that possess trained combat forces 
equipped with deadly weapons. (355)  

   Wealth    An inclusive term encompassing all a person’s material assets, 
including land, stocks, and other types of property. (179)  

   White-collar crime    Illegal acts committed by affluent, “respectable” indi-
viduals in the course of business activities. (165)  

   White privilege    Rights or immunities granted to people as a particular 
benefit or favor simply because they are White. (235)  

World systems analysis The global economy as an interdependent sys-
tem of economically and politically unequal nations. (210)  
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